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The present OBITEL Yearbook is the sixth of a series
started in the year 2007, and it reflects the maturity of
a methodological model that combines quantitative
study with the contextual analysis of television fiction,
its transmediation into other screens and the
sociocultural dynamics that are circumscribed to each
of the different member countries.

Fiction, as industry and format, is one of the most
representative cultural and media products of
television in Ibero-America. Its cultural, symbolic
tradition is a place of agreement and disagreement
that is now the setting not only of the main characters’
loves and intimate secrets in the telenovelas and series,
but also that of public life, politics, the citizenship,
since ever more fiction anchors its narrative on the
multiple problems that affect us as a region and at the
same time separate us as countries.
The Obitel countries decided to make the theme of
“transnationalization in the fiction television” the topic
of the year for this 2012 Yearbook, with the objective
of mapping the characteristics of the transnational
flows among and outside the countries participating in
this project. OBITEL 2012 reflected on the three
spheres where the transnational element makes an
impact or is reflected: the industry, the contents and
the flows and audiences.

Transnationalization of Television Fiction in
Ibero-American Countries

OBITEL is made up of eleven national research groups
that throughout a year systematically monitor fiction
shows that are broadcast through open television
channels in their respective countries. The results of
this monitoring are presented through the singularities
and tendencies of fiction in each country. In addition,
every OBITEL yearbook has a comparative chapter that
provides a general panorama of the member countries.
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This work is a result of a partnership between Globo
Universidade and Ibero-American Television Fiction Observatory
(Obitel). Such partnership, started in 2008, aims to present and
discuss the analyses on production, audience and sociocultural
response of the television fiction in Latin America and in the
Iberian Peninsula.
Publications produced:
• Obitel Yearbook 2008: Global markets, local stories
• Obitel Yearbook 2009: Television fiction in IberoAmerica: narratives, formats and advertising
• Obitel Yearbook 2010: Convergences and Transmediation
of the Television Fiction
• Obitel Yearbook 2011: Quality in television fiction and
audience’ transmedia interactions
About Globo Universidade:
Globo Universidade, created in 1999, has as a mission the
sharing of experiences in order to add knowledge. To accomplish
it, a permanent partnership with the academia is established.
Through debates, seminars, publications and research support,
Globo Universidade contributes to the scientific production
and dissemination, as well as the formation of personnel. Since
2008, Globo Universidade has been present in Rede Globo’s
programming: every Saturday, at 7h, the program features
information about the main universities in Brasil and in the world.
In 2011, this program became part of Globo Cidadania, which also
counts on the participation of the programs Globo Ciência, Globo
Educação and Globo Ecologia e Ação.
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Authors´ Note

THE PRESENT YEARBOOK is the sixth consecutive one. It is
published simultaneously in three languages: in print in Portuguese
and Spanish and in digital format in English. Its predecessors
are the 2007 Obitel Yearbook published in Spanish by Editorial
Gedisa, Spain; the 2008 Obitel Yearbook published in Portuguese
and English by Globo Universidade with the label Editora Globo,
Brazil; the 2009 Obitel Yearbook published in Spanish by the
European Observatory for Children’s Television (OETI), Spain,
and in Portuguese and English by Globo Universidade, Brazil; the
2010 Obitel Yearbook published in Portuguese and Spanish, by the
same publishing label; and finally the 2011 Yearbook published by
Globo Universidade in Portuguese and Spanish, and in English in
e-book format.
In July, 2008, Uruguay joined Obitel as a new member. Later
on, with the incorporation of Ecuador in 2010, Obitel became
stronger as an international institution focused on the comparative
research of television fiction in eleven Ibero-American countries,
which now make up the national chapters of this 6th Yearbook.
The increase in the Obitel membership and its consolidation as
an intercontinental project demonstrate its growing leadership in
the analysis of the region’s television fiction.
As general and national coordinators of this Yearbook, we would
like to express once again our gratitude to Globo Universidade
for its continuous support and determined participation in this
publication. Likewise, we thank again the following IBOPE
institutes for their collaboration: IBOPE (Brazil), Time-IBOPE
(Chile), IBOPE (Colombia, Uruguay), IBOPE-AGB (Mexico),
Media Monitor-Marktest Audimetria (Portugal), Kantar Media
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and Barlovento Comunicaciones (Spain), Nielsen (United States),
AGB Nielsen Media Research (Venezuela) and all the universities
and member centers in the countries participating in this Yearbook.

Methodological Note

The IBERO-AMERICAN FICTION TELEVISION OBSERVATORY, referred to as OBITEL, since its inception in 2005,
works as an intercontinental project for the Iberian Peninsula
and the Latin American region (Ibero-America), including Latin
American and Iberian countries and the United States Hispanic
population. In a moment it was considered important to speak
about an Ibero-American scope due to the increasing interest of
the different national states in making a series of media creations,
cultural and artistic exchange, production as well as distinctive
commercial policies converge, in the hopes that the area might
become a region of important geopolitical and cultural reference.
The observation that has been carried out in Obitel intends
to distinguish at least five dimensions of this vast object of analysis:
its production, exhibition, consumption, commercialization and
thematic proposals. The phenomenon of “transmediation” has
been into these dimensions since the 2010 Yearbook. Even though
this phenomenon is just incipient, it bears a high potential for
understanding production itself and the expectations with
fiction, its distribution and consumption from the companies and
television channels. Transmediation was included in this yearbook
as the “topic of the year”.
In the present 2012 Yearbook which is the sixth consecutive
one, we continue with the same line of its predecessor, but now
we are focused on transnationalization, without eliminating the
transmedia reception that has already been incorporated due to
the fact that it is considered an essential dimension for the analysis,
a complement for the Obitel countries. With this analysis, we
intend to explain the new forms in which the audiences relate
and connect with television fiction that they now watch and
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consume through the Internet or through mobile devices such as
cell phones, laptops, IPods, etc.
1. The methodological activities used for this 2012 Yearbook have
been mainly the following ones:
2. The systematic follow-up of the fiction shows that are broadcast by the open channels in the 11 countries that participate
in the network;
3. The generation of comparable quantitative data from these
countries: schedules, premiere shows, number of chapters,
indexes, audience profile, and central fiction themes;
4. The identification of plural and bilateral flows of fiction
genres and formats, which translates into the ten most viewed
fiction titles, their central topics, rating and share;
5. The analysis of the tendencies in narrative and the thematic
contents in every country (data on consumption through
other means such as the Internet and other program genres,
investment in advertising, outstanding legal and political
events of the year), as well as what every national research
team considers “The most outstanding in the Year”, especially
in terms of changes in production, their narratives and the
thematic contents preferred;
6. The analysis of transmedia reception and the interactions of
the audiences with fiction in every country; the selection of
the case to be analyzed was made taking as reference some
of the ten most outstanding titles or else by selecting one
that, due to its singularity, has had a unique behavior on the
Internet or any other social network;
7. The publication of the results of the systematic monitoring
in the yearbook format, paying special attention to a topic
in particular. The topic of the year for this Yearbook 2012 is
Transnationalization in Television Fiction.
Our observation was carried out by a network of research teams
from 11 countries and different universities from the Ibero-American region: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Spain, the
United States, Mexico, Portugal, Venezuela and Uruguay.
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The main sources of audience-measuring data were provided
by the entities in charge of undertaking said studies in the
different countries: IBOPE (Brazil), Time-IBOPE (Chile), IBOPE
(Colombia, Uruguay), IBOPE-AGB (Mexico), Average MonitorMarktest Audimetria (Portugal), Kantar Media and Barlovento
Comunicaciones (Spain), Nielsen (United States), AGB Nielsen
Media Research (Venezuela).
Work is also being done with the data generated by the
research teams, from other sources such as press releases, Internet
information, audio and video material, as well as those derived
from direct contacts with agencies and actors of the audiovisual
media in each country.
The statistical treatment of the data was carried out according
to productive typologies (programs bars, time slots, duration of each
fiction product, chapters or episodes) and measuring typologies
(audience ratings, and share), which makes it possible to make
comparative tables on the offer conditions and the production
profiles of television fiction in each country, which include such
categories as programs volumes, formats, producers, scriptwriters,
creators and exhibition strategies.
The general analysis of this Yearbook is divided into three parts.
The first is an introductory chapter that contains a
comparative synthesis of fiction in the Obitel countries. This
comparison is made from a quantitative and qualitative point of
view that makes it possible to observe the development of fiction
in each country, highlighting their main productions, as well as
the topic of the year: “Quality in television fiction”.
In the second part there are eleven chapters (one for each
country), with an internal structure where the Yearbook sections
are usually fixed, though some are more specific than others. The
sections that make up each of the chapters are the following:
1. The country’s audiovisual context: This section presents
general information about the audiovisual sector regarding
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the production of television fiction: the story, tendencies and
more relevant events;
2. Analysis of premiere fiction: It is presented through different
tables that show specific data about national and IberoAmerican shows that were released in each country. In this
section, special emphasis is laid on highlighting the ten most
viewed titles of the year.
3. Transmedia Reception: In this section, the yearbook presents
and exemplifies which offer the television companies give their
audiences to access via the Internet, as well as a description
of audiences’ behaviors when watching, consuming and
interacting with their fictions through websites.
4. The most outstanding productions of the year: the most
important productions not only in terms of rating, but also in
terms of the sociocultural impact or the innovation that they
generate in the television industry or market;
5. Finally, there is the Topic of the Year, which in this issue is:
Trasnationalization of Television Fiction. This phenomenon,
which is at the same a growing tendency, is received in three
dimensions: 1. The transnational element “behind” the
screen, where we present a media ownership index in each
country; 2. The transnational element “on” the screen, by
locating the origin of the stories for the premiere Top Ten,
the casting and the production locations; 3. The transnational
element “beyond” the screens, where we place the import and
export flows of the fiction products in the OBITEL countries.
The third part is an Appendix. Since the release of the
previous Yearbook, it was decided to modify some tables to offer the
reader a more fluent reading of each chapter, so that the technical
specifications of the 10 most viewed fiction titles in each country,
with basic, necessary information about their production, are not
an integral part of the chapters, but they are offered at the end of
them as an “Appendix”.

Part One

Fiction in the Ibero-American Space in 2011

Comparative synthesis of the
Obitel countries in 2011
Maria Immacolata Vassallo de Lopes
and Guillermo Orozco Gómez

This first part of the Obitel Yearbook presents a brief and
comparative panorama of the main data of the research conducted
in 2011 about production and broadcast of first-run television
fiction in Ibero-American countries in that year.
Programs from 68 open broadcast channels, both private and
public, were monitored in the 11 countries that constitute the
geocultural scope of Obitel.
Table 1. Obitel countries and examined channels – 2011
Obitel
Countries

Private Channels

Public Channels

Broadcaster
Total

Argentina

América 2, Canal 9,
Telefé, El Trece

Televisión Pública

5

Brazil

Rede Globo, Record, SBT,
Band, Rede TV!

TV Brasil

6

Chile

UCV TV, Canal 13,
Chilevisión, Mega, Red,
Telecanal

TVN

7

Colombia

RCN, Caracol, Canal Uno

Señal Colombia, Canal
Institucional

5

Ecuador

Teleamazonas, RTS, Ecuavisa,
Canal Uno

ECTV, Gama TV, TC
Televisión

7

Mexico

Televisa, TV Azteca,
Cadena Tres

Once TV, Conaculta

5

Portugal

SIC, TVI

RTP1, RTP2

4

Spain

Antena3, Tele5, Cuatro,
LaSexta

La 1, La 2

61
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Obitel
Countries

Private Channels

Public Channels

Broadcaster
Total

United
States

Azteca América, Telefutura,
Telemundo, Univision, Estrella
TV, V-me

--

6

Uruguay

Montecarlo TV, Saeta,
Teledoce/La Tele

Televisión Nacional
(TNU)

4

Venezuela

Canal I, Globovisión, La Tele,
ANTV, C.A. Tele Sur,
Meridiano, Televen, TV
Tves, VTV, COVETEL
Família, Vale TV, Venevisión

Total

48

20

13
68

Source: OBITEL Brazil

In the universe of the 68 open channels with national coverage
of the 11 Obitel countries, private networks totalize 48 (70.5%),
more than twice the number of public ones (20, 29.5%). The only
country that has the same number of private and public networks
is Portugal, and that number is similar to Colombia, Ecuador and
Mexico as well. In other countries, private networks are largely
predominant. The United States is the only country where there
is not a single public channel aimed at the Hispanic population.

1. The audiovisual context in the OBITEL countries
The topic of telecommunications, its policies and its diverse
applications is among the ones which, with its different nuances,
continued setting the course and perspective for the production of
fiction in the OBITEL countries in the year 2011.
These changes materialized both in the creation of laws that
intend to regulate the contents or the production guidelines in
every country and in the application of the different models
of Terrestrial Digital Television (TDT) and they have brought
about the restructuring of the audio-visual sectors in most of the
Spain has 33 autonomous television channels that produced fiction in 2011, but they
are not analyzed in this comparative chapter, which is based only on national coverage
networks. The most significant data about these regional or local channels can be found in
the respective national chapters.

1
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countries by promoting the merger of different media companies
or by promoting the setup of communication systems ran by both
the State and civil society.
In this light, it is well known that in many of the Obitel
countries, as it had already been happening since 2010, the
struggle among the existing media companies was intensified.
These companies, seeking to obtain privileged positions on the
subject of digital convergence, resorted to different strategies to
increase their positions into the telecommunication markets.
Some governments, in view of this situation, responded by
exerting a greater control in the tender processes for granting
authorizations, and some went even a step further; such is the
case of Ecuador, that confiscated the signal of Gama TV; or
Argentina, that took their legal battle against the Clarín Group to
unpredictable consequences.
Contrariwise, in other countries the governments chose to
keep a low profile and left the dispute of digital convergence in
private hands; that is what happened in Mexico, where few legal
actions have been taken to stop the war between two of the most
important media corporations in Latin America: Televisa and
Telmex, both seeking to head the so-called quadruple play in this
country (digital and conventional television, mobile telephony
and the Internet). A similar situation is happening in Brazil,
where Rede Globo undertook several actions to keep on heading
these integrated communications services.
In Chile, the entry into the integrated communications
systems is happening not by means of a concessions system,
but rather by the merger of some companies from each of these
sectors. For example, Mega, the number one Chilean private
television channel, was acquired by the Bethia group, which
has also undertaken several strategies to enter the Chilean cell
phone market. If this objective were achieved, Mega would be the
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first Chilean channel to expand its operations from the TV to
telecommunications.
In regards to the creation of regulative laws, the case of
Ecuador stands out, where the general guidelines of the Organic
Communication Law was passed and will come into force next
year: it tries to democratize the Ecuadoran media system so that
33% of the radio electrical spectrum is allotted to the public media;
another 33% to private media and the last 34% to community
media.
Just the opposite is supposed to happen in countries like
Colombia and Mexico, where the stage set for the tender and
creation of a third national private television network, which is
being blocked by the already existing TV networks. This happens in
Uruguay too, a country where the debate for the democratization
of the radio electrical spectrum is not even addressed by the
government or by the private groups that concentrate the open
and cable television signals.
Another country that will radically modify its media system
is Portugal, since the government announced that the Radio
and Television system (RTP) will be privatized. Curiously, this
announcement coincides with an increase in participation by the
companies Newshold (Angola) and Rede Globo (Brazil) within
the Portuguese media ecosystem. The Brazilian network went as
far as opening a new production center for Europe in Lisbon.
These changes in Portugal are also accompanied by
the creation of a Regulatory Communication Entity and a
Commission for Media Studies Analysis, by means of which the
Portuguese government intends to control the tender processes
resulting from the privatization of its media sector, as well as to
mediate in hearings so as to regulate the advertising market.
Something similar is being proposed in Ecuador, except
that in this South American country the emphasis is laid on the
contents; for example, in the year 2011, the government submitted
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a referendum in which 44.9% of the electorate voted for a
legislation that would regulate the contents with violent, sexual
and/or discriminatory messages on television, radio and print.
This will result in the creation of the Council for Communication
Regulation and Development that will aim at dividing the
broadcasting hours into sections (family, shared responsibility and
adults) as well as classifying the contents by genres (informative,
opinion, formative/educational/cultural, entertainment, sports
and advertising).
Venezuela also lived through a new system of media regulation
after the Organic Telecommunications Law and the Law of Social
Responsibility on Radio, Television and Electronic Media came
into force. They both made an impact on the country’s radio
electric media map since it favors public communication over
private investment. Nevertheless, this has not prevented the
public networks and its contents from constantly making direct
and indirect reference to the government project and the figure of
President Hugo Chávez.
This situation also occurred in Mexico when the government
announced that its public channels (Once TV and Channel 22)
would have national coverage. However, this process – just as it
has happened in Venezuela – has been accompanied by endless
interruptions to promote some government programs through
these signals.
In Spain the public media were also affected due to the
budget cutback that the government imposed on the Public
Television System (Canal TVE). This measure caused Canal TVE
to announce the possible privatization of some autonomous
networks and the end of the stipulation forcing private networks
to invest 6% of their incomes in the production of good quality
TV movies and miniseries.
One of the countries that present a promising media scenario,
which is at the same time contradictory, is the United States.
Despite the strong political and legislative atmosphere against
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the migrating community2 (of which the Latin community is the
largest), the six major Hispanic networks Univision, Telemundo,
Telefutura, Azteca America, Estrella TV and V-Me continued
expanding throughout the US market, re-shaping thus one of the
most important television markets in the world.
This change is due to the fact that the Hispanic population
has continued growing and, with it, its purchasing power. This
caused Channel V-Me to become the sixth largest Hispanic
television national network, and Multinational Fox to launch
“Mundo Fox”, a project that along with Colombian RCN, will
offer a strong entertainment option for the Latin population in
the United States.
An example of the importance Hispanic television and what
the fiction industry has achieved in the United States is the way
in which the telenovelas La Reina del Sur and Teresa managed to
displace, in terms of rating, ABC and CBS network programs –
both networks dedicated to the English speaking majority. This
has been quite a tremendous achievement and success for the
Latin companies Telemundo and Univision.
Brazil, for its part, has seen how its media space re-shapes as a
result of the expansion of its middle class. In sheer numbers, it has
resulted in the entry of 40 million Brazilians in the labor market
and, consequently, increasing the pool of potential consumers.
Within this growth, fiction stands out as one of the most
recognizable products within this middle class’ media practices,
since as it is specified in the chapter on Brazil, what is at stake is
not only reception and rating but the “drama of recognition” that
surrounds decision-making when it comes to making television
programs more popular and profitable for a new middle class that
seeks to be portrayed in at least the three major screens: television,
phone and computer.
During the year 2011, several US states issued bills to modify the 14th Amendment of the
US Constitution; the objective is to prevent the children of illegal immigrants born on US
soil from obtaining US citizenship automatically.
2
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Nevertheless, this is something that shall be taken into
consideration by the telecommunications policies that came into
force this year or those that were debated in Brazil: the Service of
Conditional Access (SEAC) -the new pay TV law- and the review
of the Brazilian Telecommunications Code.
The SEAC, for example, determines the opening of the
paid TV market and establishes obligatory quotas to promote
national production, which undoubtedly might benefit the
fiction industry, since it would accommodate many independent
producers. This, however, must go hand in hand with the reforms
that were proposed to the Brazilian Telecommunications Code
during 2011; among them, the modification in the way in which
radio and television concessions are audited.
The OBITEL countries, as one may notice, exhibit different
and even contradictory audio-visual contexts, some favor
communication as a right (even though behind this there is a
government communication), in others the resolutions of one
of the most relevant sectors for national development, that is,
telecommunications, have simply been left in private hands.
TDT, a hope for the industry and the sector
There is hope that the digital convergence, materialized for
some with the entry of Terrestrial Digital Television (TDT) will
substantially modify the countries’ media panorama by favoring
the democratization of the signals. The fact is perhaps that this
opening or convergence in some cases, like Mexico with high
concentration of media ownership, would favor concentration
still more.
As regards TDT, the most advanced Obitel country is Spain,
where this system started this year generating a fragmentation of
its television ecosystem, which was modified both by the merger of
some companies (Antena3 absorbed LaSexta) and by the restrictive
measures that the new government adopted because of the
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economic crisis, which would undoubtedly affect the production
of Spanish fiction, although this did not happen in 2011, since
because of the exacerbated competitiveness among the Spanish
networks, production of premiere fiction programs of their own
increased in the new TDT channels and in the paid channels.
Contrariwise, production was affected in other countries that
also started their TDT models, such as Portugal and Argentina,
since the fragmentation of their television signals did not translate
into an automatic rise in fiction production. Quite the contrary,
it increased in open television perhaps as a way of opening up to
the competition that involves the transmission of foreign fiction
in the digital signals.
In this light, it is remarkable that in Argentina this growth
in fiction production should owe to the government’s direct
participation, which through the National Institute of Movies and
Audiovisual Arts (INCAA) put into practice the guidelines the
Law of Audiovisual Services, approved in 2009, and for the first
time it participated in financing 10 fiction series.
The implementation of TDT is still not a reality that may be
generalized in all the OBITEL countries, since in some of them
there is still debate as to what system will be adopted to carry out
this process (Colombia), in others technical tests are still being
done to determine the characteristics of the receptors (Ecuador
and Venezuela), still others are trapped in the creation of an
integral legislation that would first pave the way for the analogical
blackout so as to later determine the TDT scopes (as it happens in
Uruguay and Mexico).
The Mexican case has been very special and polemical, since
despite the presidential decree announcing that the “analogical
blackout” would be implemented earlier, it was not possible to
carry out because the President did not take into consideration
that this decision corresponded solely to the sector’s regulatory
organs, that is why the judicial authorities turned down the
presidential decree.
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What happens in Brazil is the exact opposite; there the
process of the digitization of its television signals has been
accompanied by the National BroadBand Plan, which aims at
expanding broadband Internet coverage in 68% of the households
in three years, increasing speed to 1 Mbps and reducing the cost
for Brazilian users.

2. Comparison of fiction in Ibero-American countries in 2011
The comparative exposition of television fiction among the
11 Obitel countries will be based on the quantitative production
indicators established in the common methodology protocol, the
main ones being: the annual total of fiction hours, total of titles,
formats, time slot, number of chapters and episodes, circulation
data (import, export) and co-productions.
Table 2. Offer of national and Ibero-American fiction
hours – 2009 to 2011

GLOBAL
2011
2010
2009
OFFER
National Ibero National Ibero National Ibero TOTAL
OF
HOURS 10,780 20,220 9,510
20,702 9,690
13,769
TOTAL

31,000

30,212

23,459

84,671

Source: OBITEL Brazil

From 2009 to 2011 the global offer of first run fiction in the
Obitel countries summed up 84,671 hours. The largest growth
occurred between 2009 and 2010, with an increase of almost 30%
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in fiction hours due to the inclusion of Ecuador and the return of
Colombia to the Obitel scope. From 2010 to 2011 there is a slight
increase in the global offer of fiction, with 788 hours (2.6%).
Throughout these three years, the offer of hours of Ibero-American
productions has always been larger than national productions,
reaching almost twice the number of national production (65%
against 35%).
Table 3 – Offer of national and Ibero-American fiction hours by
country – 2009 to 20113 National Fiction

Total
10,127
9,509
9,690
Total

3,357

4,355

2,032

2,736

494

2,768

2,591

4,910

3,702

143

2,238

29,326

Source: OBITEL Brazil

Ibero-American Fiction

Source: OBITEL Brazil

In all charts the number zero [0] in a country’s column indicates the lack of production,
while the minus symbol [-] indicates that the country did not belong to the Obitel network
in that year.

3
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The first data to stand out in table 3 is the increase in
the number of national fiction hours in the Obitel countries,
reversing the declining scenario of 2010. Mexico led the national
fiction production in 2011, with almost twice the amount of hours
from the previous year. Brazil occupies the second place and has
also reversed the drop from 2010. Argentina follows (booming),
Colombia (decreasing) and Spain (booming). Portugal is in sixth
place with a marked decline when compared to 2010.
All eleven Obitel countries imported Ibero-American fiction
programs in 2011 and five of them increased their broadcast hours
compared to 2010. In the triennium, Venezuela, the United States
and Uruguay led broadcasting hours of Ibero-American fiction.
In 2011 the United States figures as the largest importer of
Ibero-American fiction, followed by Uruguay, Ecuador and Chile.
This leadership is justified by the demand of fiction from the six
television networks dedicated to Hispanic audiences, in which
more than 80% of all fiction is imported from the Obitel scope
countries. Spain and Brazil were the countries that least aired
hours of imported fiction. But, proportionally, Brazil is the country
that produces the most hours and least imports Ibero-American
hours (20.4%). Brazil is followed by Mexico (22.2%) and Spain
(28.7%). We must remember that this equation between first-run
production and foreign production imports is the main indicator of
the production capacity of a country in television fiction.
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Table 4. Offer of national and Ibero-American fiction
titles – 2009 to 2011
National Fiction - Titles

Total
252
256
223
Total

61

131

78

56

9

145

35

64

87

8

37

711

Source: OBITEL Brazil

Ibero- American fiction - Titles

Total
302
289
175
Total

86

13

126

35

82

17

122

20

40

104

121

766

Source: OBITEL Brazil

Observing table 4, it can be noticed that the Obitel countries
produced 711 national titles in the triennium. The largest number
of national titles was produced by Brazil and Spain, with 41
productions, followed by Portugal, Chile, Mexico, Argentina and
Colombia. Despite leading in national hours with almost twice
that of the previous year, Mexico presented an increase of only two
titles, revealing that the growth in hours is due to the broadcast of
long seriality formats, such as the telenovela. Argentina broadcast
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seven more national titles than in the year of 2010, an increase
due to the influence of the new Audiovisual Services Law in force
in the country. Nevertheless, this growth has not presented a
significant increase in the number of hours, but is an indication of
a larger presence of series and unitaries. However, it is suitable to
remark that, despite the slight increase in national hours in 2011,
Argentina’s national hours remain 10 percent inferior to the
number recorded in 2009. On the other hand, Brazil and Spain,
even having a reduction of 8 and 7 titles respectively, increased the
number of national hours produced. In the triennium, Mexico
and Brazil were the largest producers of fiction in their own
countries, both in number of hours as and in titles aired.
Table 5. National fiction formats in number of titles – 2009 to 2011

Source: OBITEL Brazil

In the triennium, Brazil and Mexico uncontestably lead in
the production of Telenovela with a total of 42 each. They reaffirm
thus their condition of countries with a great production capacity in
the Obitel scope, since one of the best indicators of that productive
capability is the permanent production of long serial narrative, of
which the telenovela is the prime example. In a second level appears
Chile and Colombia and in the third, Argentina, Portugal and the
United States.
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In 2011, Mexico was the country that most produced telenovelas with a total of 15 titles. Brazil comes just behind, with
14 and Chile in third with 13 productions. Colombia presents a
vertiginous fall in half of number in telenovelas, from 20 to 10 productions, which seems related to the current investment in series.
Moving to other formats, since 2007, before the present
triennium, Spain maintains itself as the largest producer of series
among Obitel countries. In the same three year span, it leads the
production with twice as many as runner-up Brazil, with Portugal
coming in third.
It is also important to notice that, in the triennium, the
same ranking can be observed in the production of miniseries:
Spain, Brazil and Portugal. We then have made clear that in this
period three countries are in the leadership of production of short
seriality fiction: Spain, Brazil and Portugal.
The clear hegemony that Spain displays in the production
of series and miniseries characterizes that, unlike Latin American
countries, it invests and specializes strongly in the short seriality
format.
However, by taking into consideration the criterion of the
best ranked in the set of different formats, Brazil is the country
that best presents the best rankings equally in the production of
telenovelas, series and miniseries. Its fiction therefore operates in
its diversity of formats, which implies the mastery of different and
specific processes of production. It’s also revealing that Portugal,
with a recent national fiction production, is also following this
model, since it appears as the second country with the most
diversity, in a balanced manner, in its production between the
three most important formats: telenovela, series and miniseries.
Other formats like unitaries, telefilms and docudramas still
present weak production among Obitel countries.
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Table 6. National and Ibero-American fiction offer of chapters/
episodes – 2009-2011
National Fiction – Chapters/episodes

Source: OBITEL Brazil

Ibero-American Fiction - Chapters/episodes

Source: OBITEL Brazil

The total number of national chapters/episodes aired in 2011
was roughly 13,000, presenting stable during the last two years.
Mexico aired the largest chapter/episodes count in 2011, and
Brazil appeared in second place, with Colombia in third. Such
data are due to the increase in the number of telenovelas aired in
the aforementioned countries.
In 2011, imported Ibero-American productions came above
national fiction in countries such as Uruguay, Venezuela,
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Ecuador, Chile, EUA and Argentina. Uruguay was the country
that most aired imported Ibero-American chapters/episodes,
which occupied 98% of fiction programming in the country, while
its production increased by only 11 chapters/episodes.
Looking at the triennium data, over 100 thousand chapters/
episodes, by adding national and imported Ibero-American, were
broadcast in Obitel countries, 40% of which were national and
60% imported Ibero-American. The countries which, during the
period, least aired imported Ibero-American chapters/episodes
were Brazil, Spain and Mexico and the ones that most aired them
were Uruguai, Venezuela and Ecuador.
Table 7. Length of Chapters/Episodes (without commercials) –
2009 to 2011

Source: OBITEL Brazil

The length of chapters or episodes may show a tendency
of production directly connected to the formats and styles of
narrative. Medium (30 to 60minutes) and long (above 60 minutes)
length are usually associated to telenovela chapters, which is the
sort of plot that can run for long periods. The predominant length
in Obitel countries is the medium length and that is especially
clear in countries such as Venezuela, United States, Mexico and
Brazil, while long length is cultivated in Ecuador, Argentina
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and Uruguay. Short length (less than 30 minutes) is associated
to sitcom episodes and fiction sketches that stand out in Chile,
Colombia, Venezuela and Brazil.
Table 8. Co-productions – 2009 to 2011
CO-PROCoArgen- Bra- ChiEcuaMexi- Portu- Uru- VeneTOTAL
DUClomSpain USA
tina zil le
dor
co
gal guay zuela
TIONS
bia
2011

1

0

0

3

6

0

3

0

0

1

2

16

2010

1

3

0

-

-

2

1

1

1

3

0

12

2009

3

0

2

-

-

6

0

1

0

4

2

18

TOTAL
2009-11

5

3

2

3

6

8

4

2

1

8

4

42

Source: OBITEL Brazil

The association between countries to produce fiction is
directly proportional to the degree of internationalization of their
television, in particular the fiction genre. As it will be observed
in the Theme of the Year, this association can be due to the
capital invested, to the plot, cast, sets, etc. A recent occurrence,
co-productions are still few in broadcast television in the Obitel
countries, but the tendency is for their growth in the short term,
perhaps at a good pace.
In 2011, the Obitel countries developed 16 co-productions
and that number represents a relative recuperation of such an
endeavor after a decrease from 18 to 12 productions in 2010.
In the three-year period, the countries that increased their
co-productions were Colombia, Ecuador and the United States,
while Argentina, Chile, Spain and Mexico had a reduction.
Brazil, after investing in three co-productions in 2010, did not
participate in any during 2011. The same happened to Portugal.
In a general observation of the triennium, the country with the
highest number of co-productions was Ecuador (6), followed by
Colombia (3) and the United States (3).
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Table 9. Time Period of Fiction

Source: OBITEL Brazil

Stories with plots that take place in the present are still the
favorite, representing 85% of fiction aired in 2011, putting in
evidence the tendency of approaching current subjects in television
narratives. We can notice a small increase in Vintage productions
compared to 2010, while fiction set in a Historical period did not
demonstrate large alterations.
Spain appears as an exception among Obitel countries
since it diminished plots that take place in the present and
considerably increased vintage fiction, which accounted for more
than half of all fiction with that timeframe broadcast in all Obitel
countries in 2011.

3. The Top Ten television fiction of the year

Insensato coração
A corazón Abierto (2nd
season.)
Ti-ti-ti

Morde & assopra

El Joe la leyenda.

Tres milagros.

3

6

7

8

Aquele beijo

13

14

12

Tapas e beijos
El man es German 1a y
2nd season
A grande família

11

10

9

5

Los 80: más que una
moda
Cordel encantado

Fina estampa

2

4

Passione

1

Title

Telenovela

Format

Telenovela

28.1 51.3

Telenovela

28.8 50.1 Series

28.8 42.2 Series

28.9 48.8 Series

29.6 52.4 Telenovela

29.8 43.2 Series

29.9 44.5 Telenovela

31.7 43.1 Telenovela

32.2 54.1 Telenovela

32.4 57.4

35.7 49.7 Series

37.1 59.3 Telenovela

40.1 64.0 Telenovela

44.0 67.1

Aud. Share
%
%

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

RCN

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Canal 13

RCN

RCN

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

RCN

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Channel

Colombia

Private

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

RCN

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Brazil

Brazil

Colombia

Brazil

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Brazil

Brazil

USA

Brazil

Brazil

Country of
origin of the
script
Brazil

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private or
Public TV

Wood Producciones Private

RCN
Teleset for RCN
Televisión

Rede Globo

Rede Globo
Vista Producciones
/RCN
Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Production
Company

Table 11. The ten most watched titles: origin, format, audience rating and share

Brazil

Brazil

Colombia

Brazil

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Colombia

Brazil

Brazil

Colombia

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Broadcasting
Country
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Correo de inocentes

La bruja

18

19

El Trece
Caracol

20.8 32.1 Telenovela

20.7 33.0 Unitary

Una familia con suerte

29 Fuerza del destino

28 Triunfo del amor

27

20.2 30.4 Telenovela

29.4 Telenovela
20.6
20.6 30.8 Telenovela

El Trece

20.8 30.3 Other

Los únicos
Herederos de una
25
venganza
26 Los Canarios

24

Univision

Canal 2
Univision

El Trece

20.9 33.8 Telenovela

23 Malparida

Univisión

20.9 30.4 Telenovela

Caracol

21.3 28.7 Miniseries

Caracol
Telefé

Series

RCN

21.4 32.7 Other

22.2 31.2

24.1 40.2 Series

Rede Globo

Caracol

Caracol

Channel

22 Eva Luna

20 El hombre de tu vida
Confidencial Segunda
21
temporada

Araguaia

17

25.2 48.3 Telenovela

25.3 36.4 Telenovela

La reina del sur

16

Format

25.7 36.4 Telenovela

Aud. Share
%
%

15 El secretario

Title
Private

Private or
Public TV

Private

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Caracol Televisión

Pol–ka

Pol–ka

100 bares / Telefé
Caracol TV
Internacional.
Univisión/
Venevisión
Pol–ka

Caracol Televisión

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Mexico

Venezuela

Argentina

Colombia

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Venezuela

Private
Private

Colombia

Argentina

Colombia

Colombia

Country of
origin of the
script
Colombia
Spain/
Colombia/
Mexico
Brazil

Private

Private

Private

CMO Producciones Private

Rede Globo

R.T.I./Telemundo/
Private
Antena 3

Caracol Televisión

Production
Company

United States

United States

Mexico

Colombia

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

United States

Colombia

Argentina

Colombia

Colombia

Brazil

Colombia

Colombia

Broadcasting
Country
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19.6 26.2 Telenovela

18.4 27.1

18.2 28.4 Telenovela

18.2 27.8

18.0 32.1 Telenovela

34 La que no podía amar

35 Teresa

36 La fuerza del destino

37

16.0 25.0 Telenovela

15.4 40.8 Telenovela

40 Una familia con suerte

41

15.2 23.7 Telenovela

15.2 27.2

15.0 21.7

43 La reina del sur

44 Vivir la vida

45 Su nombre es Joaquín

Telenovela

Telenovela

15.3 22.8 Telenovela

42 Rosario Tijeras

Espírito Indomável

17.2 27.0

39 40 y tantos

Telenovela

17.2 24.8 Telenovela

Telenovela

38 La Doña

Aquí mando yo

18.5 24.9 Telenovela

33 Amor sincere

Telenovela

19.4 25.8 Telenovela

32 Dos hogares

El laberinto de Alicia

31

Format

19.7 34.0 Telenovela

Aud. Share
%
%

30 El punter

Title

TVN

Canal 12

Canal 9

Teleamaz.

TVI

Univisión

TVN

CHV

TVN

Canal 2

Univisión

Canal 2

TC

Canal 2

TVN

El Trece

Channel

Own Channel

Televisa
TVI / Plural
Entertainment
Teleset para RCN
Telemundo/Antena
3
Rede Globo

Own Channel

Own Channel

Own Channel

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa
Vista Produc. for
RCN
Televisa

Own Channel

Pol–ka

Production
Company

Public

Private

Private

Chile

Brazil

Spain

Colombia

Portugal

Private
Private

Argentina

Chile

Chile

Chile

México

Mexico

Mexico

Colombia

Mexico

Chile

Country of
origin of the
script
Argentina

Private

Public

Private

Public

Private

Private

Private

Expropriated*

Private

Public

Private

Private or
Public TV

Chile

Uruguay

Mexico

Ecuador

Portugal

United States

Chile

Chile

Chile

Mexico

United States

Mexico

Ecuador

Mexico

Chile

Argentina

Broadcasting
Country
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14.1 25.9 Unitary

14.0 20.2 Telenovela

13.8 20.8 Telenovela

13.8 21.4

13.5 22.0 Telenovela

Telenovela
13.5 30.3
13.4 22.2 Series

13.2 22.6 Telenovela

53 Adicciones

54 Infiltradas

55 La reina del sur

56 Témpano

Llena de amor

57

58 Cuna de Gatos

59 La Pareja Feliz I

60 El elegido

Telenovela

Canal 13

14.1 19.7 Telenovela

52 Peleles

Telefé

Canal 12
Teleamaz.

Univisión

TVN

Telemundo

CHV

Canal 12

Pol-ka
Own Channel

Canal 12
CHV

Rede Globo
Teleamazonas
El Arbol / Telefé
contenidos

Televisa

Own Channel

Telemundo/RTI

Own Channel

Contenidos TV

Own Channel

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Pol-ka

Production
Company

Canal 2

Canal 5

Canal 2

Canal 12

Channel

14.6
Telenovela
24.1
Herederos de una
50
Telenovela
venganza
14.3 30.2
51 Cesante: todo por la pega 14.2 20.7 Telefilm

49 Amorcito corazón

48 El equipo

Series
19.6
14.6 19.8 Series

14.8

El encanto del águila

47

Format

14.9 25.2 Series

Aud. Share
%
%

46 Los únicos

Title

Private

Private

Private

Private

Public

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private or
Public TV

Argentina

Brazil
Ecuador

Venezuela

Chile

Spain

Chile

Uruguay

Chile

Argentina
Chile

Venezuela

Mexico

Mexico

Country of
origin of the
script
Argentina

Argentina

Ecuador

Uruguay

United States

Chile

United States

Chile

Uruguay

Chile

Chile

Uruguay

Mexico

México

Mexico

Uruguay

Broadcasting
Country
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12.8 21.0

12.7 27.4

12.4 17.8

12.4 18.6 Telenovela

64 Ni contigo ni sin ti

65 Sacrificio de mujer

66 Cuna de gato

67

12.1 20.0 Unitary

12.0 19.0 Series

70 La rosa de Guadalupe

71

12.0 19.6 Telenovela

74

La reina del Sur

12.0 25.6 Telenovela

73 Passione

Telenovela

12.0 21.0

72 Cuando me enamoro

Mujeres asesinas

12.3 31.8

69 Mar de Amor

Telenovela

12.3 18.4 Series

Telenovela

Telenovela

68 Mi Recinto

Un año para recorder

12.8 26.8 Telenovela

63 Malparida

Telenovela

12.9 19.6 Series

62 Los héroes del norte

Format

13.0 29.1 Series

Aud. Share
%
%

Águila Roja

61

Title

Canal 4

Canal 12

Univisión

Univisión

Univisión

Canal 12

TC

Telefé

Ecuavisa

TC

Canal 2

Canal 12

Canal 5

La 1

Channel

Private
Private

RTI, Antena 3,
Telemundo

Private

Private

Private

Private

Expropriated*

Private

Private

Expropriated*

Private

Private

Private

Public

Private or
Public TV

Rede Globo

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa
Venevision
Productions
Rede Globo
Underground
contenidos
TC Televisión

Pol-ka

Televisa

Globomedia

Production
Company

Uruguay
Uruguay

Spain/
Colombia

United States

United States

United States

Uruguay

Ecuador

Argentina

Ecuador

Ecuador

Mexico

Uruguay

Mexico

Spain

Broadcasting
Country

Brazil

Mexico

Argentina

Mexico

Mexico

Ecuador

Argentina

Brazil

Venezuela

Brazil

Argentina

Mexico

Country of
origin of the
script
Spain
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La Pareja Feliz III

77

11.1 16.3 Other

80 Cuando me sonreis

10.7 34.1 Telenovela

10.4 30.0 Telenovela

9.9

8.8

83 Mar de Paixão

84 Laços de Sangue

85 Cuéntame cómo pasó

86 O Dom

33.9 Miniseries

22.5 Series

10.8 33.2 Telenovela

82 Anjo Meu

La Rosa de Guadalupe II 11.0 15.6 Telenovela

11.2 18.7 Telenovela

79 La Reina del Sur

81

11.6 22.6 Telenovela

78 El Fantasma del GH

11.6 19.6 Series

11.8 32.2 Telenovela

Remédio Santo

76

Format

11.9 22.6 Series

Aud. Share
%
%

75 La Ninera

Title

TVI

La 1

SIC

TVI

TVI

Gama TV

Telefé

Ecuavisa

TC

Teleamaz.

TVI

Canal 10

Channel

Private or
Public TV

Expropriated*

Televisa
TVI / Plural
Entertainment
TVI / Plural
Entertainment
SIC/SP Televisão /
Rede Globo
Grupo Ganga
TVI / Plural
Entertainment

RGB Enterteinme/
Telefé contenidos

Portugal

Private

Private

Public

Portugal

Portugal

Ecuador

Argentina

Ecuador

Ecuador

Ecuador

Portugal

Uruguay

Broadcasting
Country

Portugal

Spain

Portugal

Spain

Portugal/Brazil Portugal

Portugal

Private

Private

Mexico

Argentina

Colombia
Spain/
Colombia/
United States

Ecuador

Portugal

United States

Country of
origin of the
script

Expropriated*

Private

Telemundo/Antena
Private
3 (Es)

Teleset for RCN

Sony Entertainmen
Private
Televisión / Telefé
TVI / Plural
Private
Entertainment
Teleamazonas
Private

Production
Company
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8.1

8.0

7.9

89 El barco

90 La República

91

Series

Miniserie

7.4

7.2

7.1

6.9

6.7

97 La fuerza del destino

98 La viuda joven

99 Los misterios de Laura

100 Conta-me como foi

101 Sedução

Series

29.3 Telenovela

17.1

16.6 Series

29.5 Telenovela

16.4 Telenovela

18.5 Series

7.6

18.7 Telefilm

17.2

17.1

96 Gran hotel

7.8

94 El ángel de Budapest

Series

18.4 Series

17.1

18.9 Series

16.8 Telenovela

7.8

93 Aída

Series

23.1 Telenovela

27.9

Format

95 Mañana es para siempre 7.7

7.8

92 Marco

Gran reserve

8.2

Morangos com Açúcar
8.3
VIII: Agarra o teu futuro

Aud. Share
%
%

88 Rosa Fogo

87

Title

TVI

RTP1

La 1

Venevisión

Canal 9

A3

Canal 9

La 1

Tele5

A3

La 1

La 1

A3

SIC

TVI

Channel

Public

Private

Private

Private

Private or
Public TV

Private

Public

RTP/SP Televisão
TVI / Plural
Entertainment

Ida y Vuelta P.F.

Venevisión

Televisa

Private

Public

Public

Private

Private

Bambú Producciones Private

Televisa

TVE y DLO

Bambú Producciones Public
A3, Bambú
Private
Producciones
Globomedia
Private

Diagonal TV

Globomedia

SIC/ SP Televisão

TVI / Plural
Entertainment

Production
Company

Portugal

Spain

Spain

Venezuela

Mexico

Spain

Mexico

Spain/Hungry

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Portugal

Portugal

Country of
origin of the
script

Portugal

Portugal

Spain

Venezuela

Argentina

Spain

Argentina

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Portugal

Portugal

Broadcasting
Country
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5.9

5.8

5.7

5.7

5.6

5.6

5.5

5.5

103 Pasión Vallenata

104 La Leyenda Continua

105 Chepe Fortuna

106 Eva Luna

107 Oye Bonita

108 Tierra de Cantores

109 Natalia del Mar

110 La Fuerza del Destino

Telenovela

32.8 Telenovela

33.6 Telenovela

23.2 Miniseries

33.1 Telenovela

27.6

23.6 Telenovela

23.2 Miniseries

24.5 Miniseries

26.7 Telenovela

Format

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Televen

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Channel

Source: OBITEL Brazil

*These are channels managed by the State since their expropriation.

6.5

Aud. Share
%
%

102 La mujer perfecta

Title

Televisa

Venevisión

Venevisión Intern/
Univisión
Colombiana
Televisión
Caracol TV

RCN Televisión

Caracol TV

Caracol TV

Venevisión

Production
Company

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private or
Public TV

Mexico

Venezuela

Colombia

Colombia

Venezuela/
United States

Colombia

Colombia

Colombia

Country of
origin of the
script
Venezuela

Venezuela

Venezuela

Venezuela

Venezuela

Venezuela

Venezuela

Venezuela

Venezuela

Venezuela

Broadcasting
Country
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Table 11 presents the ten most watched titles in each of
the Obitel countries totalizing 110 fiction programs classified by
audience ratings. Among the ten first places there are six Brazilian
fiction programs, three Colombian and a Chilean one. Eight
of them are telenovelas and two are series: one Colombian and
the other Chilean. It should be highlighted that in first place is
the Brazilian telenovela Passione, followed by Fina Estampa and
Insensato Coração, all made by Rede Globo. In fourth place is the
Colombian series A corazón abierto, a development of the telenovela
of the same name, which took first among the Top Ten in 2010. It
also stands out for having an imported plot, a fact that had never
been seen in the most watched list. In 2011, another imported plot
only figured in the 22nd position, Eva Luna, original of Venezuela
and broadcast in the United States.
Focusing on the circulation of scripts among higher rating
titles, 37 are imported scripts (34%), while 73 (64%) originate
from the country that produced them, showing the preference for
national stories, as it has been highlighted by the Obitel analysis
since the beginning of the research.
Among the 110 productions that appeared in the Top Ten,
16 of them are co-productions, a smaller number than the 26
observed in 2010. In 2011, among the overall Obitel Top Ten,
there are two Colombian co-productions: A corazón abierto (2nd
season, Vista Produciones and RCN) in fourth place, and Tres
milagros (Teleset and RCN).
With regards to the type of network, it is observed the
large prevalence of private channels. From the 110 titles, around
10 percent were broadcast on public channels.
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0

1
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1

0

1
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0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

Telenovela Series Miniseries TV movie

Argentina

Country

Time Slot

2

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14

3

2

1

2

0

0

3

0

0

1

2

89

6

5

9

5

10

10

7

10

10

9

8

7

1

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Unitary Docudrama Others Morning Afternoon Prime time Night

Table 12. Formats and Time Slot of the Top Ten
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Among the 10 most watched titles in each country, we can
notice the absolute leadership of the telenovela format, which
corresponds to 69 productions. Regarding the 10 productions most
watched in Brazil, Chile and Mexico, 80% are in the telenovela
format, and in all Obitel countries this format is never under
60 percent of the most watched fiction of the year. Colombia is
the single country with a balanced production – 40 percent of
telenovelas and 40 percent of series.
The series format occupies the second position in number of
productions within the Top Ten titles, with a total of 26 fictions.
Regarding the time slot, prime time is when 81% of the most
watched fictions are broadcast in 2011, followed by the afternoon
slot, with 13%, and the night slot with 7%. On the other hand,
the morning slot is not used at all for the broadcast of any of the
Top Ten programs, even as an alternative rerun period.

4. Highlights of the year in the OBITEL countries
In a year of multiple configurations in the media ecosystems,
one characterized by changes in the consumption and reception
rules by Ibero-American television audiences, fiction – as an
industry and format – has tried to find ways to diversify its narrative
and thematic offer so as to reach out all the possible audiences.
One of the strategies that is visible in all the Obitel countries
is the search for interactivity in the fiction products, for -as it is
shown in the transmedia reception of this comparative chaptermost of the productions are moving their narratives to other
screens, mainly the computer and the cell phone, both in their
symbiosis with the Internet.
Of course these transmedia changes have also been accompanied by a narrative restructuring of fiction; for example, Brazil
has once again gained the leading position by providing a sense of
self-reference to its fictions, promoting the expansion of the relations between reality and the possible worlds that exist in fiction.
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The number of Hispanics in the United States has gained
great importance, in the year 2011 they amounted to 50 million.
Paradoxically, while the immigration from the south is restricted,
the attention increases to what has already become the new big
consumers’ market in general and of viewers in particular, who
watch especially fiction products.
Humor and drama as narrative hooks
What is also changing is the way in which the narrative offer
is constructed as well as the transmission of television fiction. In
view of the fragmentation of the signals, due to the digitalization
of the television signals, countries such as Spain, Portugal and
Argentina have witnessed the birth of new television schemes
where the production and broadcast of fiction is made keeping in
mind consumption needs of specific audiences; for example, the
series production is focused mainly on a children-teenager public
although this format is also being used to catch the attention of
male audiences.
These detailed actions in all the Obitel countries make it
evident that great effort is made to maintain high rating and,
ultimately, the industry’s profitability, which, as it can be observed
in many of the countries is in a sort of pause that is evident in a
productions decrease of fiction titles, not necessarily with regard
to the number of hours that fiction has traditionally occupied in
the programs slots.
To recover the grounds lost, the year 2011 was characterized
by a thematic search and innovation and by a constant narrative in
the Ibero-American fiction industry. This fact brought about the
diversification of fiction formats both in series and telenovelas,
some of the most recurrent in the Obitel countries were: comedy,
suspense and the return of fiction with political content, which
coexisted with the already classic and profitable melodramas.
The genre that managed to maintain the highest ratings
among the audience was comedy, no doubt that it not only was
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consolidated in some countries such as Mexico, Argentina,
Colombia and Portugal as the most successful fiction narrative,
but also it expanded in terms of number of productions and
schedules. Traditionally this format was aired between seven and
nine in the evening, a time when the family gathers around the
TV set; however, this formula has been moved -at least that is what
appears to be happening in these countries- to other afternoon
hours where their rating had diminished as of late.
This formula works so well that countries such as Ecuador
have bet everything on the comedytype production. The result
has been that three productions of this type entered its Top Ten,
displacing even the local soap operas that do not even appear in
said countdown this year. This new turn to comedy has generated
a sort of transformation forcing the Ecuadoran industry to turn
to the telenovelas format in the shape of a sitcom, as it happened
with the titles El Combo Amarillo and La Panadería.
Drama and suspense as narrative engines also grew during
2011, Spain -one of the countries that has explored and consolidated
this genre the most- remained at the head and incorporated into
it a detective-novel style that aims at imitating the manufacture of
US series though recovering that sense of cultural proximity, as
they do in the production of Los Misterios de Laura.
This also happened in Venezuela with the melodrama La
Viuda Joven, a production that made it possible for the Venezuelan
industry to maintain a certain degree of hegemony in an internal
market dominated by the Colombian productions. Portugal also
joined the interest in this genre through the thriller Tempo Final,
which managed to catch again the interest of young audiences in
fiction; they also achieved the same phenomenon by combining
fiction and action in the series O Ultimo Tesouro and with the
musical in Morangos com Açúcar.
Back in Spain, the diversification within its Top Ten is
noteworthy, not only in terms of subject-matters (ranging from
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historical productions, comedies, teen dramas, science fiction,
etc.), but also in terms of involvement with the audiences, since
many of its fictions do manage to expand their narrative through
the Internet.
Ibero-American fiction begins to stand out beyond the
OBITEL countries through contests and international awards.
The most paradigmatic case of awards won by fiction productions
is Brazil that won an Emmy in 2011 for a coproduction with
Portugal and it also won the prestigious prize Seoul International
Drama Awards, 2011 in the Drama Series category with the telenovela Passione.
Between social merchandising and fiction “à la carte”
One of the newest features of fiction during 2011 in some
countries, like Mexico and Argentina, is the appearance of
“fiction à la carte,” these are productions that are custom-made
at the request of the governments’ political and social policies
beyond the traditional social merchandising that had already become
a distinctive element of Brazilian fiction, for example.
To differentiate “fiction à la carte” from social merchandising
it would be necessary to explain that the latter model aims at
including different social or educational activities and subjectmatters in the fictional plots so as to provoke, through them, a
heated discussion among the audience, the mass media and the
social networks. Exactly the opposite of what happens with fiction
productions where the objective is not to generate debate but
rather to create a specific idea about reality in the audiences.
A clear example of social merchandising can be observed in
Brazilian fiction, which in 2011 brought about a strong debate
after productions such as Malhação, Insensato Coração, Ti-ti-ti, Fina
Estampa (Rede Globo), Vidas em Jogo (Record), Amor e Revolução
(SBT), and Natália (TV Brasil), dealt with homosexuality and the
problem of homophobia present in Brazilian society.
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What is truly outstanding is not just the thematic-narrative
incorporation, but the fact that by means of this process it was
possible to intervene in favor of the gay rights, who through the
characters (gay or otherwise) reflected an ample vision of the gay
movement’s recognition by showing favor for the acceptance of
diversity and for the bill that is being debated in the Brazilian
Congress on this matter.4
Uruguay also sought greater involvement with its audiences
through their fiction Adicciones, which did not only address
several issues related to the world of drugs but it also offered very
concrete actions to solve them, all of them -of course- linked to the
government programs against addictions
In the framework of the productions financed by the
government, Argentina incorporated in its fiction this social
sense through shows such as Maltratadas, Television por la inclusion,
Decisiones de vida and Tiempo para Pensar, in which gender violence
and the actions generated by the government to fight them
were the essential part; nevertheless, as it is pointed out in the
Chapter Argentina in this Yearbook, they are fictions with very
good intentions, but without any social impact, since they neither
created a polemic, nor generated an empathy adherence between
the citizens and the government programs.
That did not happen with the production El Pacto, where
beyond what is considered “politically correct“ it tells the story
of the spurious origin of the company Papel Prensa, whose main
shareholders are the media opposing the government: Clarín
and La Nación. This show was aired in response to El Puntero, a
political series dealing with the topic of the elections, as well as
several other conflicts of the Argentine government. All this in
the context of an electoral year and in the middle of the conflict
Said Bill typifies as a crime discrimination against the gay community or any other heterosexual community, the handicapped or the elderly. The motion for this bill was presented
after several homophobic attacks were brought to light in 2011.

4
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between President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner and the group
El Clarín, one of the nation’s strongest media companies.
This issue of the production of à la carte fiction had its climax
in Mexico where the federal government invested a large sum of
money for Televisa to make, produce and broadcast the series
El Equipo, a production that depicted the federal government’s
ideological and political vision regarding its security strategy
against organized crime.
This production was not only made with public resources but
also it was filmed in the Federal Police facilities, and it managed to
- as it is explained in the chapter on Mexico - not only place itself
among one of the most viewed fiction shows but also it turned out
to be one of the most effective strategies that the government used
to revert public opinion regarding a strategy that has generated
more negative than positive effects among the population.
At the same time, the fiction industry in Mexico made use
of the social context to put two productions on screen El Octavo
Mandamiento and La reina del sur, the former (without much
success in terms of rating, but with a lot of social echo) is a biting
criticism of the government strategy against drug traffic, revealing,
in the fiction, the government-drug traffic connections. In the
same tenor, La Reina del Sur presented the problems of organized
crime from the fictional vision of a woman who managed to climb
up the criminal ladder.
Both fictions served to counteract the official sense of the
series El Equipo, since they were aired simultaneously. As in
Argentina, this political theme and the criticism accorded the
government of the moment, took place right before an electoral
period.
This fictional theme that links the government to organized
crime was also visible in Colombia, a pioneering country in
the creation of this type of series and soap operas. With La
bruja they dealt with the emergent drug traffic subcultures and
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the paramilitarism in the Colombian region in the context of a
fictitious presidential campaign.
Still, this theme seems to have been more successful in the
United States where La Reina Del Sur, coproduced by Telemundo,
RTI (Colombia) and Antena 3 (Spain), managed to garner the
interest of the Latin community and made this theme seem less
alien since it is a phenomenon that is equally suffered both in
the American union and in the countries where this immigrant
community comes from.
An equally critical view of this reality appeared in Chile where
they have been narrating their history and memories through fiction
since 2007. With resources from Fondo de Fomento a la Calidad del
Consejo Nacional de Televisión de Chile (Fund for the Promotion of
Quality of the Chilean National Television Council), the series Los
80 and the miniseries Los Archivos del Cardenal represented some of
the most painful moments of the Chilean dictatorship, the latter
fiction has a clearer historical anchoring, since it deals directly
with the topic of the people arrested and tortured by Augusto
Pinochet’s dictatorship.
This interrelation between fiction and history continued in
2011 when several productions were aired in allusion to relevant
historical moments, as it happened with Venezuela where the
Bicentenary of its Independence was celebrated with the titles:
Bolivar el genio de la libertad; Nuestros niños de nuestra América;
Nuestro Miranda and Sucre. The criticism to these productions
turned around the fact that their narrative was permeated by a
pro-government bias.
Mexico also presented El Encanto del Águila along this line but
it was aired shortly after the celebration of the Centenary of the
Mexican Revolution. El Encanto was a series that portrayed the key
moments of this great military adventure. However, just like in the
Venezuelan case, this production conditioned the historical sense
to the ideology of the government of the moment.
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5. Transmedia reception in the OBITEL countries
The analysis of transmedia TV fiction made in the 2010
and 2011 Obitel Yearbooks reveal both networks and audiences
communicative practices characterized by a diverse degree of
spectator/user participation in multiple platforms (websites, blogs,
and social networks). This participation could be observed either
on platforms and models built by networks, or on social networks.
In both cases, we notice the appropriation of subject and plots of
fiction programs by part of the audience revealing different levels
of involvement.
The results obtained in the studies above mentioned
point out to the necessity of monitoring the reception of
television fiction beyond watching it in front of the television
screen. This necessity comes from the understanding that “we
are witnessing a process of convergence between old and new
media, beyond the mutual influence in ways not yet predicted.”
It is in this scenario that “significant changes in the condition of
production, distribution and cultural consumption, with great
emphasis in audiences’ involvement and active participation”
(Lopes & Mungioli, 2010, p. 244) emerge enabling the
participatory culture5 (Jenkins et al. 2006).
The strengthening of aspects of participative culture that
emerge in the universe of transmedia reception of television fiction
will be found in the second part of this Yearbook throughout
the chapters of each country. Collating some of the results was
made possible by the creation of a unique Methodology Protocol
in which we explored the production and reception centers,
emphasizing the diversity of interaction mediated by the Internet.
The process was started with the analysis of the types of
interaction made possible by producers on websites and social
Jenkins et al., (2006) identified twelve basic skills developed in a participatory culture: Play,
Performance, Simulation, Appropriation, Multitasking, Distributed Cognition, Collective
Intelligence, Judgment, Transmedia Navigation, Networking and Negotiation.

5
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networks, and then the levels of interaction that spectators/
users developed with this content. After that, interactions were
classified from an adaptation of language functions (Jakobson,
2003). These methodological procedures enable each country to
identify, collate and analyze interactions, taking in consideration
its own communicational reality. Thusly, it is expected that the set
of 11 studies contribute to construction of a singular cartography
of transmedia reception for the Obitel countries. However, this
adaptation to each local reality does not prevent the observation
of how, among the group of the Obitel countries, one can observe
the indicators of emergency of the participatory culture. Moreover,
what is reported here regarding the transmedia reception is a
synthesis that must necessarily be sustained by reading the chapter
from each country in which details of the local context is found.
Television Fiction and transmedia reception: interaction and
engagement
Interaction and engagement are heterogeneous phenomena
whose distinctions permeate the fans’ everyday life and the varied
interaction possibilities offered by television fiction producers.
This is hopefully the best definition that will allow a draft of the
transmedia reception panorama, in its third consecutive year of
investigation, in the context of Obitel countries.
What we observed in the research conducted in 2011 is
the producers’ investment to incorporate fan practices on the
Internet and social networks through their relationship with the
audience, not only as strategies of marketing and publicizing of
fictional content, but also as a way of engaging audiences with
their productions. Lopes (2009); Lopez and Orozco (2010),
consider that, in this scenario, it is possible to observe an incipient
emergency of transmedia practices from Latin American fans. In
this context, the fans correspond to the part of the viewers that not
only watch television, but also produce contents related to fiction
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and/or assume a critical attitude developing their “arts of making”
(De Certeau, 2007).
The analysis of User Generated Content (UGC) in fiction
of eleven countries emphasizes fans’ affectivity in the dialogue
regarding their favorite stories. Most content was regarded as
positive. When dealing with the plot, characters and the product
itself, the fans liked, shared and showed “passionate” comments,
connecting the narrative to feelings about everyday situations
and the country’s contemporary social condition. This fact was
also observed in other countries outside the Obitel scope (Baym,
2000). We may even risk a hypothesis that an emotion transmitted
by a telenovela is small when compared to the potency of the
emotion of sharing feelings and impressions in small groups that
characterize common interest communities, something typical
of online audiences. Such audiences are distinct in their high
emotional attachment, making us ask if the engagement would
not be related more so to the pleasure of sharing, interacting with
people who share the appreciation for the fiction. It is widely
accepted that blog and social network discussion endures after the
fiction is done being run by the TV network.
Another aspect that stands out is the importance of diversity
observed in each country and this can be verified both in the
transmedia offers made by producers as in social networks. On
one side, we have the block composed by Chile, Portugal and
Uruguay, which presents a low offer of options in the fiction’s
interactive menu, since it is a relatively incipient practice that
is still growing in these countries; Spain, Brazil, United States
and Argentina register the biggest interaction intensity between
fans and producers throughout the issuer’s offers and audiences’
media practices. Finally, the block with the remaining countries,
Mexico, Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela, finds itself in average
levels of interaction between fans and the producers’ offers.
Picture 1 presents a summary of the producers’ offer menu in
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eleven countries for the Top Ten fiction. It illustrates the current
dilemma of the offering of transmedia products from television
fiction as a reaction towards audiences’ habits of creating content
on the Internet, as well as the coexistence of spaces appropriated
by fans and by networks.
Picture 1. Summary of the transmedia offerings of the Top Ten
fiction programs in 2011

Source: OBITEL Brazil

When compared to the offer of transmedia content related
to television fiction presented in the 2011 Obitel Yearbook, one
can observe that there was an expansion of the interactive menu,
especially with the creation of content for social networks: fan
pages, character’s Facebook pages, profile pages and character’s
pages on Twitter and specific channels of the series and telenovelas
on Youtube. Webseries remain as secondary products, most
times created by the unfolding of the initial plot, admitted as a
complement to the audience.
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The highlight was the growing offer of fictional content
for cellphones, especially polls, excerpts of chapters and the
summary of chapters of the fiction. Transmedia platforms offered
by producers of the Top Ten programs in the countries studied
present possibilities of both active and passive interaction by the
audience. In some countries, however, this expansion manifests
itself only as a new channel to publicize content by the network,
not promoting any type of feedback for the fans.
There is a highlight in Argentina of the investment by the
El trece and Telefe channels, whose official fiction websites
are divided in character and plot pages on Facebook, as well as
official blogs.
In Brazil, the Top Ten fiction programs of 2011 are all from
Rede Globo, offering a common basic menu to all its telenovelas
in which there are sections that allow only for the visualization
and sharing, as well as more interactive parts, such as games,
polls and apps in which the user can create his own content by
remixing images from the producers. Among the standouts is
the continuous investment in the exclusive creation of contents
on characters’ blogs and Twitter accounts, as well as those of the
authors and actors from each fiction program. The innovation
comes in the form of the so-called “external media”, available on
local transportation systems (bus and subway), in which there are
screen that broadcast Rede Globo content, with special attention
for fiction.
In Chile, Television Nacional (TVN) seeks to create their
own Internet content developed by a multidisciplinary team called
“Equipo 360”. Each telenovela has an official web site with links
to official Facebook and Twitter pages. At the same time the
channel publicizes its contents on YouTube, as well as allows
downloads of pictures and videos from the official website. The
first Chilean webseries comes from the official series and are,
nevertheless, an expansion of the fiction’s plot for the Internet.
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The audience has the habit of watching the online content, such
as the Catch up TV channel, and creating entries about their
favorite fiction on Wikipedia.
In Colombia, Caracol Televisión made available to the
audience a range of possibilities of interaction and involvement
with fictional content, with the WAP portal standing out by
allowing users to keep connected on their cellphones. The
possibilities of comment, criticism and recommendation with
sharing for social networks predominate. This interactivity has the
goal of only absorbing the audience in different media, since it
does not allow creative participation of the audience.
In Ecuador, transmedia narrative does not occur in production,
few television series present the possibility of migrating to other media, they do not create content for other platforms and the fiction’s
official pages find themselves under the portal of each channel.
In Spain, network Antena3 stands out in the creation of
twittersodes to the series El barco. In this country, the female
participation in comments about fiction on social networks was
bigger than their male counterpart. Mostly women accessed the
platform to interact with the protagonists and creators of fiction,
often in real time, that is, while the series was being aired on
TV. There were several mentions to Spanish series in Twitter’s
Top trending topics throughout 2011. There were interference and
feedback of TV1 on the network’s official Twitter and Facebook
official pages, filtering the comments made by the audience. The
habit of participating in official forums in the series website during
airing was also mentioned.
In the United States, producers of Univisión and Televisa
present different forms of audience interactivity, with fiction
content made available by Telemundo being considered more
accessible and easier to navigate. The new factor is the addition of
content to the Hulu platform, an online repository of TV content,
which allows audiences to watch series episodes at any time.
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In Mexico, the transmedia proposals presented by Televisa
include all media platforms (television, radio, press, magazines
and Internet). The goal of the enterprise is to multiply television
content on all screens, allowing for the creation of overwhelming
stories and allowing users to make from the channel a transmedia
experience. Since 2010 the network invested in official pages of
fictions on Facebook and Twitter, as well as exclusive channels on
YouTube, where it makes the programming available and offers
space for free comments from the audience.
In Portugal, fans are encouraged to search for new information
regarding fiction and interact with other consumers, preferentially
through the official sites. Audience participation on Facebook and
Twitter are still timid. A larger fan presence regarding their favorite
fictions occurs on blogs, created to publish news, stories, sharing
and allowing for comments. On YouTube there is a large spread of
videos of the Top Ten fiction. Pages created by users are dedicated
preferentially to TVI productions. On the other hand, SIC official
pages are very successful and have a large considerable viewing.
RTP1 is the network that has the smallest number of fictional
content on the Internet, either by producers or consumers.
In Uruguay, most transmedia projects offer few options of
interaction with the audience (official site with parts of online
chapters and Facebook page). There are, however, more ambitious
projects made with co-producers that aim to develop products for
export. In these, transmedia configuration is innovative, aimed
at young audiences, including content for Twitter, blog and chat
with protagonists. There was also the mention of fictional content
for consumer’s cellphone of specific phone companies
In Venezuela networks created the habit of generating
fiction content especially through the creation of Facebook pages.
They also develop products for Twitter and specific channels
on Facebook for broadcasting chapters of telenovelas and series
beyond the official site.
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Television fiction and transmedia reception: interaction and
interactivity
Aiming to capture the interaction types offered by producers
to the audience in 2011, the Top Ten fictions were observed in each
country starting with a common classification. The classification
was oriented by a methodological protocol, considering the
following categories:
(1) Interactive: the user can interact with other people about
the content of the fiction. The site makes available materials
for download and visualization (pictures and interviews), but
it does not allow the user to watch the full chapters;
(2) Interactive in real time: products that promote user’s
interaction during the airing time of the fiction on TV;
(3) Visualization: it allows users only to watch the chapters,
but they cannot leave comments;
(4) Interactive visualization: it allows users to leave comments
and interact with other people who visit the website.
(5) Interactive visualization on the web: it allows users
to watch the fiction, leave comments and disseminate the
content of the fiction on social networks.
(6) Transmedia visualization: it presents the same
characteristics from the interactive visualization online;
however, the site offers exclusive products for visualization on
the Internet and interaction dynamics with the fiction, such
as chats, games and tweetcam with the protagonists. It also
allows the download of pictures and videos.
Among the total of 110 Top Ten fictions presented
by the eleven countries in the Obitel scope, 298 frequencies of
interaction types were listed to each of the fiction programs.
Graphic 1 illustrates the frequency of interaction types considered
predominant among Top Ten fiction programs according the
common classification established between the countries.
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Graphic 1: Interaction types proposed by producers in the
Top Ten fictions

Base: 298 frequencies of interaction types
Source: OBITEL Brazil

It should be observed that there was predominance among the
countries of the frequency of interactive and real time interactive
possibilities offered by producers in the Top Ten titles. It stands
out that allowing only visualization is not a plausible investment for
the industry anymore, although users will not interact according
to the networks expectations, probably due to the fact that they
have already created their own interaction spaces about telenovelas
and series way ahead of the offer of these products, especially on
Facebook, blogs and YouTube. The country with the highest offer
of interaction frequency of the transmedia visualization type, that
is, with the highest offer of products that allow user participation
were Colombia¸ Spain and Mexico. However, in these countries,
it is mentioned that the official web site itself favors only
visualization, concentrating the transmedia characteristics to
spaces aggregated to the site, especially on Facebook and official
blogs of the fiction.
Another item observed refers to the characteristics of
users’ interactivity levels from the producers’ offers. This item
was categorized according to three perspectives: (1) Passive
interactivity: when the user consumes content without giving
feedback. He uses links, navigates through pages in a silent way
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without making his presence noticed. Interaction is related only to
the content; (2) Active interactivity: user responds to an incentive
given only within the conditions offered by the issuer himself,
answering a poll, for instance. The interaction is propositional or
critique given regarding the content. (3) Creative interactivity: the
user becomes a content producer, creating something new from
what he was given. Encouraged by the original content producer
to elicit some response, the websurfer creates overcoming its
condition of receptor and also reaching the level of producer.
Graphic 2 demonstrates the tendencies of interaction
levels proposed by producers in the Top Ten and also the frequency
of practices observed in these interactivity spaces in the scope of
the eleven countries.
Graphic 2. Interaction levels proposed by producers in the
Top Ten fictions

Source: OBITEL Brazil

In Graphic 2 the predominance of the offer of possibility or
levels of active interactivity by most producers can be observed
with 59% of the frequency coming from observation on sites and
aggregated products of the series and the Top Ten television fiction
in 2011. This data illustrates the networks’ explicit positioning in
maintaining some “control” over the fans’ interactive activities,
while the encouragement to participation is given only inside
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the very own conditions offered by the site or social network,
for instance, the participation in a poll, game or test; or yet, in
blogs, which require registration to comment. These are filtered by
issuers who decide which ones will be effectively published.
Only 18% of the Top Ten productions offered the possibility
of the creative interactivity level from the audience. In this
percentage are countries such as the United States, Brazil,
Portugal, Spain and Venezuela, whose producers try to offer
proposals of interaction levels allowing websurfers to reach the
level of co-producers.
The new concept in 2011 was a larger opening for comments
due to the range of products offered on social networks beyond
official sites. Since 2010 the possibility of sharing and liking content
has remained and these are also considered in its interactivity
levels an expressive form of celebration. There are, nevertheless,
heterogeneous aspects in interactivity levels. Another factor, not
less important, is that nothing assures that the offer of creative
interactivity will actually bring the fans’ effective involvement,
since this seems to depend more on affective factors related to
the narrative than the innovative resources offered for them. In
fact, spaces destined to critique and discussion were the least
appropriated as dominant practices by fans. When one observes
the interactivity levels in each country, one realizes the emergence
of the dilemma in which producers try at the same time to offer
projects whose nature favors passive interaction and invest in
innovative ones, favoring audiences’ active interaction level.
Television Fiction and the transmedia reception: UGC in a
Top Ten program
The analysis of the transmedia reception in 2011 seems
more consistent in comparison to the 2010 Obitel Yearbook
due to improved orientation to the categorization of the data
– a fact that highlights the deepening of the methodology on
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reception research about television fiction on social networks in
an international level. But it was also due to the way in which
we tried to further delve in aspects related to audiences’ habits,
starting from the definition and monitoring of the content created
by users in the Top Ten fiction of the year. The choice should be
oriented by the following criteria: (1) Most watched fiction in the
year; (2) Most representative fiction as to the transmedia offer and
proposal. The goal was to monitor and select the comments made
by users to develop the analysis, through the process of analysis of
the content, of the themes approached by fans when talking about
the narrative and the content creation on the web, transferring TV
series and telenovela to a transmedia instance.
As in 2010, the observation period lasted a week. Each
country had to select a platform to be analyzed (official site, blog,
social networks) according to the importance of the fiction and
the proposal presented by producers. The observation period for
the data collecting in each of the selected platforms should be
defined by choosing the last airing week of the series or telenovela,
but there were some exceptions.
The number of comments collected for analysis on the sites
or social networks was different in each country. In total: 68,747
pieces of content created by users in different platforms in eleven
countries were analyzed following the proposal. Opposed to what
happened in 2010, the most researched platforms were social
networks and not official sites.
Graphic 3 presents the platforms in which the countries incur
the investigations about the fiction.
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Source: OBITEL Brazil

Table 1. Fictions selected by countries, format and justification
Country Title
Origin Network Format
Justification
ArgenEl hombre
National Telefe
Series Higher ratings
tina
de tu vida
Distinctive thematic and
Cordel
Rede
Teleaesthetic universe
Brazil
National
encantado
Globo novela
Chile

Tempano National

TVN

El
National Caracol
secretario
TeleamaLa pareja
National zonas
feliz
Ecuador
National TC TeleMi
visión
recinto
Colombia

Spain

Águila
roja

National

UNITED
Eva luna National
STATES

TVE1
Univision/
Televisa

Mexico

El equipo National Televisa

Portugal

Espírito
National
indomável

TVI

Higher ratings
TeleHigher representativeness
novela
transmedia reception
TeleHigher ratings
novela

in

Series Higher ratings
Series Higher ratings
Higher ratings
Series Presented innovative transmedia
proposals
Higher ratings
TeleHigher representativeness in
novela
transmedia reception
Innovation in fictional narrative
Sponsored by the Ministry of
Series
Public Security against organized
crime
TeleHigher ratings
novela
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Country

Title
Dance!
La fuerza
Uruguay
del
corazón
Venezu- La viuda
ela
joven

Origin Network Format

Justification

Aimed at teenage audiences
Co-pro- PowWow
duction Media Series Presented innovative transmedia
proposals
UY/AR Canal 10
National

Venevision

TeleHigher ratings
novela

Source: OBITEL Brazil

Most countries selected national fiction to make the analysis
of a transmedia reception, the exception being Uruguay, which
selected a co-production made with Argentina in 2011. Regarding
the format, six telenovelas and six series were chosen by the
countries. The predominant justification for the choice was the
criteria of higher audience, presenting innovative proposals and
transmedia resources in production and higher representativeness
in reception (more interaction by the audience). Different criteria
were presented by Mexico in choosing the El equipo series, especially
due to the fact that it is a production sponsored by the Ministry
of Public Security, and its theme advocated against organized
crime. According to the country, there was an investment of 118
million pesos in the fiction because it was part of the government’s
“security strategy”. In Brazil, the telenovela Cordel encantado
was chosen due to the characteristics of its theme and aesthetic
universe, unusual for its time slot, which approached elements of
the popular culture of the Brazilian Northeast. In Uruguay Dance!
La fuerza del corazón was chosen according to the teenage target and
its innovative transmedia proposal.
Based in the presented data, one notices a diverse cultural
interference regarding audience’s behavior in each country,
showing contradiction of uses and preferences. Many times
the network chosen for research was not the one in which the
audience posted a higher number of content pieces about the
telenovela or series. However, the justification for choosing the
platforms revealed the teams’ preferences for research on networks
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in which there were more consistent data for analysis of the
fans conversations, forming a diverse picture that demonstrates
the concerns of the Obitel group towards exploratory activity in
transmedia reception research.
As the platforms themselves presented pre-determined
formats of communication and content broadcast, it became
extremely complicated to define a unique methodology which
would house all content created in these varied environments. A
first problem observed to those who are willing to research this
type of content is what it is itself. Diverse, this content presents
itself in conversation on social networks not only in the text
form, but also includes visual representations (drawings, pictures,
graphics, images, crafted images), audio (songs, remix, home
videos with soundtracks), the most diverse types and themes in
videos, informal conversations, documents (links, news, data of
geographic nature, among others.) This problem, of semantic
origin that involves the nature of the content itself, has forced
many researchers to define the type of study to be contemplated in
their research about social networks, filtering it by the format in
which they present themselves in the community or social network.
In another way, the definition according to the platform forces
the researcher to register the occurrence of different semantic
qualities of the content posted by the users, without, however,
joining the specificities so characteristic of fans’ literacy. A second
problem in communication research about Internet content is
relative to the volume of postings made by users on a daily bases.
These data present characteristics such as volume, speed and
variation. Therefore, it ensues in the problem of the content and
its multiples and unstable characteristics, as well as its implications
and demands to the researchers’ choice to data treatment.
In all countries the number of visits and comments increased
during the last airing week, which was reflected on the sharing
and the number of followers as revealed by the research made
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on Facebook and Twitter. The majority of user comments in the
countries were positive. This data demonstrates the fans’ appreciation
to the conclusion of plots and the emotiveness emerging in the
discourses on networks. The comments were classified according to
the following dominant themes: (1) story; (2) themes; (3) characters;
(4) actors; (5) content; (6) TV network; (7) broadcast time; (8)
advertising topics; (9) soundtrack; (10) scriptwriters.
In Argentina, comments about the story, themes and characters
were predominant. There were criticism regarding the broadcast
dynamic of the fiction by the Telefé channel. In Brazil and Chile,
comments about the story, characters and actors were predominant.
There was a great number of links shared on Facebook by Brazilian
users, which took to official pages of the fiction; mostly, to the
games, apps, polls and news sections. In Colombia, TV Caracol
monopolized the space destined to fan comments, publicizing
mostly advertising topics. Fan conversations were about the
characters and themes. Criticism concentrated themselves to the
broadcast time of the fiction El secretário, which suffered constant
changes. In Ecuador, the story, themes, and characters got more
attention by the incipient participative audience on YouTube.
In Spain and in the United States, comments about the story,
characters and actors were predominant. There were comments
during conversations directed at the network, producers and
technical crew, especially by the Spanish audience. In Mexico
most user comments were about the characters, themes and
content of the fiction. Negative comments were aimed at the
programming schedule, as well as the inclusion of the fiction on
Canal 5, which is a channel exclusively dedicated to TV series.
In Portugal and Uruguay, fans mainly talked about characters,
content and actors. Sharing of episodes for download was notably
the goal of the conversation of Portuguese audiences, which was
made on YouTube. In Uruguay, on the official site of Dance! La
fuerza del corazón, there were conversations about other subjects
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during the last broadcast week beyond the common classification
suggested by the countries. In Venezuela characters and content
drove fan participation through a large number of comments on
Facebook. The humor and the explosive ways fans developed their
critiques towards the end of the plot of the telenovela La viuda
joven stood out. Many longed to start a movement in favor of
producers making a second season for the plot.
Comments were classified according to Jakobson’s
proposal (2003) referring to language functions. This comment
categorization method was implemented for the first time by
Obitel countries in 2011. We find fit to remind everyone that
deeper analyses of the content generated by users on transmedia
platforms should be sought in the national chapters.
Jakobson considers six language functions and they are not
exclusive among themselves:
Emotive Function: centered in the issuer who manifests emotions, feelings,
moods and others.
Conative Function: centered in the receptor or addressee. The person who
speaks intends that the listener act according to what was demanded by
orders, commands questions etc.
Referential Function: centered in the content or context over which it is
spoken. It is found usually in informative and narrative texts.
Metalinguistic Function: centered on the code, when the person speaks,
the speech refers itself to the own language with which he speaks.
Phatic Function: concentrated in the channel and holds all the resources
that intend to maintain interaction. The channel is the means most used
for contact.
Poetic Function: concentrated on the message. It manifests itself when the
linguistic construction aims to produce an especial effect at the addressee:
joy, emotion, enthusiasm, anger, etc.

In general, the content of discussions by fans in Obitel
countries privileged plot, characters, actors and actress, and even
scriptwriters and producers of fiction. Beyond many compliments,
it was expected that the referential function would take the first
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place on the fans discourse when addressing the chapter of the day,
the broadcast schedule of the fiction and expectations regarding
the ending. The countries highlighted active and relevant
participation among users, considering that this expressivity varies
according to the title of the fiction and the type of Internet page
in which the observation occurred. There are many indicators that
extrapolate the language functions of Jakobson, such as Facebook
and YouTube popularity, by the large number of “likes” and
sharing registered, apart from the comments.
The comparison of the classification of comments between
countries resulted, above all, in the prevalence of the emotive
function in content created by users. The comparison of the
classification of comments among countries resulted on the
prevalence of the emotive function of the content generated by
users. It manifests itself through the means of the use of expressions
that demonstrate affective involvement by those who write their
comments about plots, as was observed in Chile, for example. In
the United States and Spain the emotive and poetic functions
have predominated. The emergence of the poetic function reveals
a certain degree of appropriation of contents in new perspectives
of production of meaning about the fiction. In Argentina,
Ecuador, Portugal and Uruguay there was the predominance
of emotive and conative functions, and there was also a lot of
publicity of promotional content related to the fiction by the
producers. Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela presented
the prevalence of emotive and referential functions. There still is
the record of other forms of peculiar transmedia appropriations
created by fans, such as the dance competition promoted during
the broadcast of the telenovela Tempano in Chile. Based on the
success of the soundtrack in the country, the fans created videos
with specific choreographies that were posted on YouTube and
resulted in a national competition.
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We are merely beginning to understand how to detect and
what to make of practices of a new reception of television fiction.
Without a doubt, there are demonstrations of emergency of new
habits that are characteristic of a participatory audience that
generates content (remix and publication) based on television
productions. It is thus necessary to keep following the construction
of meaning by part of the audience that takes in its hands the
task of creating transmedia spaces for manifestation, debate and
registry of their experience of enjoyment of television fiction.

6. The topic of the year: Transnationalization of television fiction
in Ibero-American countries6
The transnational concept has been gaining force within
the different approaches to the media cultural studies because
it reflects better the complex and hybrid system of population,
capital, culture and consumption flows, as well as those of
corporate entities and technological advances resulting from the
acceleration of the globalization processes in the last decades.
The transnational element defies an assumed binary opposition
between the national and the international, showing the porosity
of national borders, and the hybrid quality of the different
symbolic and material formations on which the construction of
cultural identities is supported (Pine nut kernel, 2012).
For this Yearbook we, as representatives of the Obitel countries,
decided to take transnationalization in the fiction industry as “the
Topic of the Year” with the objective of mapping the characteristics
of transnational flows among the countries that participate in this
project towards the outside. In particular, one of our aims was to
determine the way in which contents are shaped or transformed
into fiction as a result of these dynamics, to finish with a reflection
The writing of this section of the comparative chapter had Juan Piñón’s collaboration, US
OBITEL coordinator, as well as Darwin Franco’s from Mexico’s OBITEL team.

6
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both on the tendencies of the exchanges in the production and
distribution of fiction, and on the way in which they mediate and
generate new narratives that affect in turn a different cultural
proposition and aesthetics.
It is convenient to clarify that the theoretical perspective
assumed in this Yearbook to understand the topic of the
transnationalization is that by Jean Chalaby (2005), who describes
the new order of the transnational mass media as resulting from a
reassignment of the media spaces, practices, flows and products.
Chalaby also recognizes the emergence of a new order with
new media institutions at regional level, and the increase of the
population flow that has increased the number and visibility of
transnational audiences.
This author proposes three stages of world media development: internationalization, globalization and transnationalization.
The internationalization period is characterized by the expansion
of communications and the media corporations; that of globalization by the integration and creation of a global village; and the
current period of transnationalization is characterized by its cosmopolitization; that is to say, a new transnational order is created
that is affecting the fabric of international communication by restructuring “the relation among the notions of what is local, national, regional and global through the new and complex network
of media corporations, products and audiences” (p. 31).
In the context of the communication systems, or of the
media industries, the transnational element makes it possible
to recognize a new configuration in which emergent players
have interrupted the idea of a global media totality based on the
hegemony of the program flows from the United States. The
emergence of a media panorama that is more “interdependent
and asymmetric” (Straubhaar, 1991) results from the emergence
of media institutions with a regional impact that have made
it possible to question the prevailing idea of a center-periphery
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unidirectional relation system, postulated by the perspective of
cultural imperialism (Schiller, 1991).
Particularly, the emergence of a robust television industry
within the Ibero-American space is the direct result of the
audiences’ decision making whose preferences, guided for what
is culturally close to them (Straubbhar and The Pastina, 2004),
makes it possible to recognize the effect of the regional element in
the national or the local ones. The regional element in this case is
clearly delineated by the common trajectories, that is the historical,
cultural, linguistic and religious trajectories of the Ibero-American
countries that characterize what John Sinclar calls a “geo-cultural
linguistic market” (Sinclair, 2004).
Nevertheless, it is important to admit also that within
the context of a more complex and interdependent panorama
(Hesmondalgh, 2006); the media institutions with a global scope
establish production agreements or have majority or limited
financial participation in local, national or regional production
companies. That is how independent production companies
such as Colombia’s Vista Producciones can reach a production
agreement with the US television network ABC to produce A
Corazón Partido; all under both companies’ corporate property
umbrella of that act under the name of Disney (See the chapter
on Colombia)
An important piece in this tension between the local and
the global elements within the industry is the role played by the
distribution companies, who on a global scale distribute (sell) not
only fiction programs but also the ideas and television formats.
Case in point, the decisive role played the Morris William Agency
in the sale of the format Yo soy Betty, la fea within the US television
industry. Or the drive Telemundo has when it comes to selling
their own production under the umbrella of its parent company
NBC-Universal, which has put at the disposal of the Hispanic
media corporation the whole distribution infrastructure and
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promotion access of this media corporation on a global scale.
Now Telemundo has become one of the biggest programming
distributors in the region.
With this general panorama on the theoretical notions that
support the comparison among the different transnationalization
processes -within the OBITEL scope- we shall go on to the
individual and comparative analysis of the eleven countries
participating in this project.
Convergences and differences in the transnationalization
processes in the OBITEL countries
Studying the transnationalization phenomenon in fiction
television, as it has been explained, implies seeing it from three
perspectives: the industry, the contents and the audiences. The
former perspective exhibits an important degree of development
in the Ibero-American region where Obitel operates, although
with very notable variants, since purely exporting countries such
as Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Spain and the United
States coexist with countries like Portugal, Chile, Uruguay,
Venezuela and Ecuador that are practically just trying to meet the
needs of their domestic market.
These differences, undoubtedly, contribute elements that
explain how the transnationalization processes are developing not
only within the OBITEL scope but also outside it, what power
relations are imposed by the strong industries and what type of
strategies are adopted by the emergent industries to strengthen their
markets. All the above within a context where the convergence and
transmedia processes have reshaped the generated buy/sale flows,
partly, due to the way in which the audiences have expanded and
diversified their media consumptions.
As explained in each of the chapters in this Yearbook,
transnationalization of the fiction industry, especially that of the
soap opera, has propitiated multiple connections and negotiations
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among the sector’s companies. For example, it is ever more
common for the Obitel countries to resort: 1) to the adaptation
of successful scripts from other countries, in particular the role
played by Argentina and Colombia as producers of stories for the
Spanish-speaking countries and increasingly so by Brazil and also
as regards Portugal; 2) to the constitution of multinational casts
as a commercial hook; 3) to the establishment of co-production
models to produce or adapt fictional shows; and 4) to financing
and creating production centers in countries other than their own
just like Rede Globo did when it inaugurated in the year 2011 a
control center in Lisbon.
In order to understand the transnationalization processes in
the Obitel countries, it is necessary to understand each country’s
individual process; that is why we will begin by describing those
that exhibit a partial development in their fiction industry.
We shall start with Chile, a country whose fiction is addressed essentially to its internal market not only in terms of production but also in what concerns human resources, since practically all of those who participate in the Chilean fiction industry
(producers, writers, artists, etc.) belong to this country. The same
phenomenon happens also in Ecuador, Uruguay and Venezuela
where a transnationalization process as such does not exist, because since their industries target only the domestic market, the
process occurs in only one direction: “from the outside inwards”.
Case in point, Venezuela, which was formerly characterized
by the export of fiction, and today it has had to yield that role to
other countries such as Brazil, Argentina or Colombia.
In this sense, what characterizes Chile, Ecuador, Uruguay
and Venezuela is their role as recipients and importers of television
products; that is to say, many of their production networks make
distribution alliances, since their industries do not allow them to
fill their program slots on their own. This way, the big industries
find in them a market for their products’ distribution, just the way
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the Mexican company Televisa does in particular with Ecuador
and Venezuela, and the Brazilian Rede Globo with Uruguay.
Another characteristic that is worth noticing in these countries
is that there are no distributors for exportation as such and if there
are any, they are part of the transnationalization schemes operated
by stronger industries, as it is the case of the above-mentioned
companies Televisa, Rede Globo and more recently Telemundo.
Their tendency to address the domestic market, nevertheless,
has made it possible for them to keep the fiction business alive,
since what characterizes the series and soap operas in these countries is their sense of cultural proximity; that is, they depict concrete
realities, with representations of identities typical of the people
where the narrative develops, as Ecuador reports in its chapter.
This, for example, gives them a certain degree of strength
because the tendency in the Ibero-American fiction market is more
inclined to the homogenization of the histories and the contents,
as a device to guarantee its easy sale and commercialization in
other countries.
Portugal is a special case within Obitel, because in spite of
having a 30-year-plus experience in the production and exportation
of series and soap operas it has not managed to establish itself as an
exporting industry, since its business model has not changed and it
continues to have an approach addressed to the domestic market.
One of its limitations, as reported in the chapter Portugal, is
the language barrier, since Portuguese as opposed to others such
as Spanish or English has a more limited market, which - certainly
- is almost completely monopolized by Rede Globo’s distribution
networks. Therefore, the Portuguese industry has sought to expand
its networks to other markets such as Africa or Eastern Europe;
nevertheless, these flows are asymmetric and discontinuous.
These characteristics are perfectly applicable to the OBITEL
ambit, since countries such as Brazil and Mexico have been able
to recreate transnationalization schemes that at least in the Ibero-
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American scope have managed to face the global domain that the
United States has on the fiction market.
Brazil, for example, started its transnationalization process
in the early 1960’s when it sold to Uruguay the soap opera O
Bem-amado. Since this momentous event, Rede Globo, the main
TV company in Brazil, has been an important television fiction
exporter for over four decades, a distinction it has earned because
of its high technical and narrative quality. This aspect makes all
the difference; for example, with the Mexican model, which is
much more classic and conservative and in the last few years it has
tended to save resources in the production of its fiction.
Nevertheless, the current transnationalization process in Brazil
has occurred as a result of a historical trajectory that was supported
by the strengthening of the Brazilian domestic market and by the
protective laws that demand that at least 70% of the television
production must be national. This situation did not change with
the privatization of the television sector in the year 2002, for if
there is something that characterizes the Brazilian industry, from
the commercial point of view, is the perfect mixture between the
thematic and narrative innovation and the consolidation of its
cultural dimension, because they do not abandon their national
roots; quite the contrary, they emphasize and qualify them so that
they can be adapted to national and international tastes without
sacrificing quality in the process.
Mexico, on the other hand, has lately sacrificed both
the quality of its fictions and the sense of proximity that it has
historically had with its audiences for the sake of competing for
the foreign markets.
This urgency for the foreign has its roots in their proximity
with the United States, since in addition to sharing a border, the
element that promotes the transnationalization of Mexican fiction
is the increasing immigration and relocation of Mexicans and Latin
Americans in the United States, since they, in contrast to other
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immigrant groups differ, among other things, for maintaining
their loyalty for the consumption of cultural products produced in
their mother tongue.
The growth of the Hispanic population, both in number
and in purchasing power, as explained in the Chapter about the
United States, has not gone unnoticed by the media businessmen
or by the producers on either side of the border, or by the US
advertising agencies.
The United States, in this case, offers a very interesting case
study, with regard to the complex and asymmetric relation caused
by the people, capital, technology, media and idea flows in the
Ibero-American region; that is to say, the fiction industry that is
developing in US territory acts as a socio-cultural-media junction
that articulates in a very particular manner the sense of Latinity
that converges in this region.
Historically the entry of the United States in the fiction
industry addressed to a Latin public started in the sixties when
Mexico’s Televisa set up in that country the companies Spanish
International Communication Corporation and Spanish International
Network Sales, with which the commercialization flow of soap
operas between both countries started, Mexico being the importer
and the United States the receptor country of said products.
This situation changed when said companies stopped being
strong and the first Latin television companies were set up in
the United States, the most outstanding were Univision and
Telemundo.
Since 1987 the relation between Televisa and Univision
has been variable with records that range from harmonic
collaboration (in 1992 Televisa controlled 25% of Univision) to
the open declaration of hostilities that has ended up in court. In
spite of the variances, the two companies signed an agreement by
which the Mexican company promised to provide Univision with
exclusive contents for the Hispanic market. In return, Univision
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pays royalties to Televisa according to the rating points that the
Mexican programs reach on the US market. The agreement will
be valid until 2025.
This is a clear example of how the transnational processes
operate between a country with a strong industry and one with an
emergent industry, since the relation of co-dependency between
Mexico and the United States is a very profitable activity for
Televisa, since only in 2011 it earned the extraordinary sum of
224,9 million dollars (Televisa, 2011).
However, this formula of commercial success has been quickly
understood by the Latin networks in the United States, and they
have begun to produce several fictions on their own tying in
success to those originated from the Latin American markets, as it
happened with La Reina del Sur, which displaced in rating even the
US channels’ programs.
This decision is due partly to the fact that today the Latin
population in the United States amounts to over 50 million
people, which represents an attractive market for an industry that
has managed to characterize the best of a transnational model.
Another country that has begun to create important
transnationalization strategies is Spain, who from the year 2000
has been sketching a model that until 2011 has translated into a
46,7 % increase in fiction sales abroad, its exportation plan is so
successful that this item accounts for approximately 25% of the
producers’ income.
Most of the Spain’s sales concentrate on Latin America;
however, in an attempt to promote exports, the largest Spanish
fiction producer, Globomedia, joined forces with Newen Network
in 2011, Europe’s major exportation network of television formats.
This step is intended to make Spanish fiction a consumption
referent in this continent, which - no doubt - will be a strong
competition for other industries, such as the Mexican and the
Brazilian ones that have been exporting their products in this
region for a while, especially to Eastern Europe.
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The success in Spain’s transnationalization plans are
also based on exploration, since they have tried to start several
production schemes such as: the external scheme, co-production
or collaboration in projects in exchange for broadcasting. So far,
the model that has generated the most dividends is that of coproduction, telenovelas such as La Reina del Sur or Amar en Tiempos
Violentos are reliable evidence.
The case of the latter telenovela (Amar en …) is noteworthy
since the co-production included not another television company
but Telefónica, who holds the rights on foreign sales and the paid
channels, and in return it grants three million Euros a year to the
television company (La1).
This money is vital for said channel to keep on reinvesting
on fiction production and it reflects a model that has been little
explored in the rest of the Obitel countries, where the dominion
of Televisa and Rede Globo (along with the lack of interest on the
part of private capital to invest in fiction) further strengthens the
ties of dependence between the countries with little production
capacity and those that not only dominate the exportation flows
but, in turn, determine the possible commercial connections
that television companies in particular may establish with other
market agents.
This, for example, becomes fully visible if the index of
transnational media property is compared in each of the Obitel7
countries, where although there is a clear tendency to national
capital concentration in each of the fiction industries, it is
increasingly common for all the countries to exhibit co-production
or co-financing schemes for series and soap operas.
The clearest tendency is observed in those countries with
emergent industries (Chile, Venezuela, Uruguay, Ecuador and
Portugal), which begin to explore co-production schemes as a
7

For more information see Table 15 in each of this Yearbook’s chapters.
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strategy for strengthening their markets and industries. However,
the same phenomenon has gained relevance in the so-called
producing countries (Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, the
United States and Spain) which have tried to find different ways
of coproducing and selling their products not only among them
but to other countries outside the Obitel scope.
Within this panorama, what happens in Argentina and
Colombia is noteworthy, in recent years, they have been
characterized for being a creative source for the Ibero-American
fiction market, since their telenovelas and series are replicated
(adapted) in most of the Obitel countries, except in Brazil that has
a strong, airtight industry.
In the case of Argentina, its transnational nature cannot
be measured by the presence of foreign capital in their fiction
production; quite the contrary, it is determined by the sale of
formats, scripts and production stock that it produces yearly.
One of the pillars of this success is that two signals with the
most weight and visibility (Telefé and El Trece) have their own
commercialization spaces, which gives them more profitability
once intermediaries are eliminated.
Colombia for its part supports its vertiginous transnationalization process in the conjunction of commercialization
schemes of their own and collaboration agreements, very similar
to the case of Spain, with international companies. This has made
it possible for them to sell their fiction all over Latin America,
and at the same time make co-productions with one of the largest
names in entertainment, Walt Disney, with which they made the
telenovela The Baby-sitter.
Another of its strong points is that many Colombian
telenovelas have turned into veritable franchises, which generate
large profits on royalties annually. Some of these telenovelasfranchises are Betty, La Fea; Café con Aroma de Mujer; En los Tacones
de Eva or La Hija del Mariachi.
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The case of Chile stands out because it managed to take off as
an industry in 2011 and unlike what had happened for years it was
able to line up a Top Ten with local products. Just as it happened
with Brazil, although with the big differences that were already
explained at the fiction industry level, once again this country
showed the strength of its market and its transnational power to
other countries, principally to Uruguay which had nine Brazilian
productions in its Top Ten.
Other countries as the United States also showed a large
dependence on what is produced in Mexico, what has changed is
its recent appearance as contents co-producer.
Mexico, Colombia, Argentina and Spain continue to have
solid industries and only a percentage under 20% of their Top
Ten are foreign products, as in the case of the United States, those
that do appear are co-productions as in the case of La Reina del Sur
that brought together Mexico, Colombia and the United States.
The following Table shows the commercialization and
transnationalization power of countries such as Mexico,
Colombia, and Argentina, which participate with at least one
production in the Top Ten in almost all the Obitel countries,
except for Spain and Portugal which have established more ties
with other countries aside the Obitel.
The above can be further explained by the following Table
that shows the flows only among the Obitel countries.8

8
For more details about the flows among the Obitel countries and other nations see Table
17 in each of the chapters in this Yearbook.
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Television Flows and cultural and linguistic proximity – premiere titles
Countries wherefrom
fiction is imported

Countries whereto fiction is exported

Argentina

Mexico, Colombia and
Brazil

Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela,
Ecuador, Uruguay, United States
and Chile, rasil que conforman este
Anuario.. Tabla 17 en cada uno de los
ra oducciincluso como en el caso de
Estados Unidos, en lo que ll

Brazil

Portugal and Mexico

Mexico, Argentina, Colombia,
Venezuela, Ecuador, Uruguay and
Chile

Chile

Mexico, Colombia and
Argentina

Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela,
Ecuador, Uruguay, United States and
Chile

Colombia
Ecuador

Mexico, Brazil, Colombia
and Argentina

-

Spain

Mexico, Colombia and
United States

Mexico, Colombia and United States

US

Mexico, Ecuador and Venezuela

Mexico

Argentina, Colombia and
United States

Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela,
Ecuador, Uruguay, United States and
Chile

Portugal

Brazil

Brazil

Uruguay

Brazil, Mexico and
Argentina

-

Venezuela

Mexico, Brazil, Colombia
and Argentina

-

What has remained clear in this transnational presentation
is that the flows among countries are established according to the
close relation among nations with adjacent borders, which - in
itself - is a source of intense cultural and commercial exchange
as in the case of the United States and Mexico, Colombia and
Venezuela or Uruguay and Brazil.
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However, linguistic and cultural properties also frame
particular relations and dynamics among the countries in the
world as in the case of Brazil and Portugal. Finally, the presence
of traditional television exported materials in the area continues
to play an important role despite immigration or geographical
boundaries, as it is the case of the presence of the United States,
Mexico and Brazil. In the case of the United States, we do not
only refer to Miami, but also to Hollywood and the presence of
Disney, Nickelodeon, MTV, HBO in the production of fiction in
Spanish for open signals and for cable.
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1. Audiovisual context in Argentina
1.1 Broadcast TV
As from year 1990, there are five broadcast television
networks in Argentina, all of which operate in the City of Buenos
Aires. Four of them are managed privately and one of them is
State-owned. The expansion of Digital Television (which began
operating during 2010) continues in 2011.1
By the end of year 2011, Argentina had 14 TDT networks offering nationwide coverage.
So far, none of the mentioned networks produces fiction, although some of them transmit
programs of broadcast TV (the TDT version of Televisión Pública) or films produced for their
exhibition in cinemas (network of the National Institute of Cinema and Audiovisual Arts
(Instituto Nacional de Cine y Artes Audiovisuales or INCAA)).

1
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CHART 1 Broadcast televisions with nationwide coverage
PRIVATE CHANNELS (4)

PUBLIC CHANNELS (1)

América 2

Televisión Pública

Canal 9
Telefé

Out of the five broadcast television networks, three of them
cover the whole country through affiliates (Televisión Pública, El
Trece, Telefé) and the other two (América 2 and Canal 9) have a
narrower scope through broadcast television, even though they
may be watched through cable TV throughout the national
territory. La Televisión Pública is the network featuring the widest
territorial coverage (99.5% of the country), but its audience level,
at least in the great metropolitan areas, is far away from that of
the main private networks. The other two networks with wide
national coverage are the leaders in audience levels: El Trece and
Telefé. These two networks reach every province through the main
local commercial networks.
La Televisión Pública is part of Radio y Televisión Argentina
Sociedad del Estado, which is managed by Argentina’s Executive
Branch. This organization, whose President is Tristán Bauer,
manages the state-owned communication media, which are:
National Radio (Radio Nacional), Argentine Radiobroadcasting
Abroad (Radiodifusión Argentina al Exterior) and the Digital
Television (TDT) networks Encuentro, Paka Paka, Ta Te Ti, INCAA
TV, TV Pública Digital and Tecnópolis. The Executive Director of
the broadcast television network (Canal 7) is Martín Bonavetti.
América 2 forms part of the América Medios group, which is the
property of businessman Daniel Vila and of Uno group, which -in
turn- owns several domestic graphic and audiovisual media and is
associated with politician Francisco De Narváez. This network’s
programming manager is Mario Cella. Canal 9 is an integral part
of the Albavisión international group, owned by Mexican Ángel
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González, who inaugurated the TDT network Suri TV, devoted to
the broadcast of programs from South American countries. The
network’s General Director is Hernán Birencwajg. In turn, Telefé
is owned by Telefónica de Argentina, a subsidiary of the Spanish
company bearing equal corporate name. In Argentina, the group
carries out activities related to landline and mobile telephone as
well as Internet services, and it is associated with several owners
of domestic television networks. On top of the TV network, Telefé
owns a production company devoted to the creation of fiction
programs (Telefé Contenidos) and a distributor of formats and
programs (Telefé Internacional). As from February, 2011, Telefé’s
programming and production manager is Tomás Yankelevich. El
Trece is exploited by Clarín holding, a group that owns newspapers,
broadcast TV networks and cable TV networks throughout
the country, a digital TV company, Internet service providers
and websites, and that co-owns a news agency, the only factory
manufacturing newsprint paper and also a significant number of
companies which are not related to mass communication media.
Artear is the company in charge of El Trece and owns 50% of Polka, the company specialized in fiction contents producing or coproducing all of this type of programs offered through the Clarín
group’s network. Adrián Suar has been El Trece’s Programming
Manager since 2001 and Pol-ka’s Artistic Director ever since the
company was founded in 1994.
During 2011, the five network’s general positioning is
maintained, though some new features appear in terms of the
type of fiction broadcast and the place granted to it. El Trece and
Telefé, the two networks featuring greater audience, continue to
offer a programming schedule of general interest, in which fiction
disputes spaces with entertainment programs, which continue
to be those of greater audience in the Argentinean television.2
Except for two matches played by the Argentine Soccer Team, the program with continuity featuring the highest rating is Showmatch, by El Trece, with an annual average rating of
27.4% and a peak rating of 38.9%.
2
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The two private networks with the lowest rating tend to a
greater degree of specialization. América 2 keeps on focusing its
strategy on information and entertainment, although over 2011
the premieres of local fictions that had disappeared from the
network’s programming schedule the previous year turned out to
reappear. In turn, Canal 9 still devotes an outstanding space to
fiction but, for the first time since Albavisión is in charge of the
network, part of this type of programs that are premiered by the
network is of national origin. Finally, La Televisión Pública privileges
a programming schedule that combines a prominent space for
news and sports with spaces devoted to services and educational
purposes. Within this context, television fiction fills a smaller
spot within this network’s programming schedule. At prime time,
national products are transmitted, whereas in the afternoon and
during weekends, Spanish fiction is broadcast.
Year 2011’s main feature is the appearance of a new player
within the television fiction production system: the Argentine
State, through the National Institute of Cinema and Audiovisual
Arts (Instituto Nacional de Cine y Artes Audiovisuales or INCAA, in
Spanish).3 By implementing some of the guidelines established by
the Audiovisual Services Law (Ley de Servicios Audiovisuales) passed
in 2009, for the first time the INCAA takes part in the financing of
TV fiction by means of two procedures: the project called “Fiction
for all” (Ficciones para todos, in Spanish) and the Argentinean
Audiovisual Bank of Universal Contents (Banco Audiovisual de
Contenidos Universales Argentino or BACUA, in Spanish). Through
the federal contest Ficciones para todos, the INCAA facilitated the
production of 10 fiction series and ensured their transmission

Ever since 1994, the INCAA is in charge of fostering and financing the national cinematographic activity. So far, its relationship with the TV had been reduced to boosting the
participation of television companies as cinematographic production companies -El Trece
and Telefé regularly produce films- and to monitoring that producers receive the pertaining
reimbursement after the TV transmission of their movies.
3
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through broadcast TV networks.4 By means of this mechanism,
the range of companies devoted to television fiction was widened.
Some of the production companies that have won the contest had
a regular presence on TV, but most of the cases relate to small
production companies devoted to fiction (LC Acción, Illusion
Studios and ONTV), yet others return (Promofilm) or take part
in this type of programs for the first time (Eyeworks Cuatro Cabezas,
TyC, MC producciones, GP Media and Cooperativa Tostaki). The
programs produced through the BACUA and premiered by La
Televisión Pública have joined the winners of Ficciones para todos.
Such programs are: Tiempo de pensar (with the participation of a+A
Group, belonging to Andrea del Boca) and El paraíso (INCAA
and BACUA).
The rise of this new type of productions redefines the role
of those fictions of national origin from broadcast TV networks.
El Trece reduces its proposals to four programs, all of them
derived from its captive production company Pol-ka: Herederos de
una venganza, Los únicos, Malparida and El puntero. All the abovementioned fictions are in the prime time and are of great impact.
Telefé co-produces three fiction programs: Cuando me sonreís, El
hombre de tu vida and El elegido. In the first of such fictions, Telefé
associates with one of its usual partenaires, RGB Entertainment;
in the second of the referred-to fictions, the network joins 100
bares, which is the property of the cinematographic director and
producer Juan José Campanella; and in the third of the mentioned
fictions, Telefé teams El Árbol, the company led by the telenovela’s
main character Pablo Echarri. Jointly with Un año para recordar, by
Through Ficción para todos, during the second half of 2011, the following programs were
premiered: Vindica (Promofilm / América 2), La primera vez (Illusion Studios / América 2),
El pacto (Cooperativa Tostaki / América 2), Proyecto Aluvión, Todo lo que usted quiso saber sobre el
peronismo y no se animó a preguntar (MC Producciones / Canal 9), Maltratadas (T y C / América
2), TV X la inclusión (ONTV Contenidos / Canal 9), Los sónicos (GP Media / Canal 9)
and Decisiones de vida (LC Acción / Canal 9). Telefé postponed the premiere of El donante
(Eyeworks Cuatro Cabezas) for 2012 and Adictos, co-produced by LC Acción and Canal 10 of
Mar del Plata, did not reach a national audience.
4
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Underground contenidos -a usual presence in Telefé over the last yearsthe co-productions cover the prime time, whereas the telenovela for
youngsters Supertorpe closes the national production batch5.
In the networks with the lowest audience level and, owing to
the INCAA’s promotion policy, national fiction reappears during
prime time and production companies are diversified. América
2 and Canal 9 only transmit projects derived from Ficciones para
todos. In the first case, those are almost the only fictions of Ibero
American origin6 that are being premiered, whereas in the latter
case, the Mexican programs that were typical of the network’s offer
over the last years have found a place in the afternoon schedule and
boost the network’s audience in that time slot. Finally, the prime
time of Televisión Pública is filled with programs from independent
production companies (Contra las sogas, by ONTV), projects
generated and sustained by a figure (Sr. y Sra. Camas, about the
protagonist Florencia Peña and Tiempo para pensar, produced by
Andrea del Boca), and, towards the end of the year, this network
opens a space to the BACUA projects.
Taking into consideration this new situation, the local
production overview is partially modified. El Trece continues to
bet on its own projects, which exert a strong influence in the local
audience but boast lower possibilities of being sold abroad. Telefé
co-produces or maintains a marked control over its fictions, which
are designed in terms of their possibility of being sold abroad.7
The new independent production companies, except for El Árbol
and a+A Group, design their projects with a view to the local
audience and sustain their cost-effectiveness thanks to the funds
It could also be considered close to Telefé from a certain standpoint, given the fact that it is
co-produced by RGB Entertainment, Disney Channel and Utopía, the company owned by
Tomás Yankelevich, who is that network’s Programming and Production Manager.
6
The only exception is represented by Todas a mí -in América 2-, a comedy that lasted only
eight chapters transmitted once a week and which, during this short period, changed its
transmission schedule twice.
7
The whole package of national production premiered during 2012 has been exported.
5
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received from the INCAA. This way, the trend towards the loss
of independence of production companies from TV networks
is somewhat altered. With the low -but consistent- drop of the
audience levels of broadcast television and the reduction in the
possibilities of sale abroad, a scenario in which production tended
to focus time and again in less actors seemed to emerge. Due
to the rise of new production companies linked to figures with
remarkable professional careers in the medium (El Árbol and a+A
Group), as well as the increase in the number of participants
through the projects linked to the INCAA, it is possible to generate
expectations as far as fiction diversification is concerned.
Television fiction despite broadcast television
Neither cable TV networks based in Argentina, nor
international networks taking part in the local offer, premiered
fictions of their own in 2011. Some of the networks such as Volver
or Magazine aired reruns, only of national origin in the first case
and from several Ibero-American countries in the second case.
In turn, Digital Television has no networks producing their own
fiction. Only two networks (El Trece and La Televisión Pública) have
a second TDT network in high definition (HD). In these spaces,
El Trece airs the network’s reruns, while La Televisión Pública only
transmitted sports events during 2011.
TV networks have produced only one fiction to be exhibited
through the Internet: El rastro. Telefé has made this miniseries
comprised of eight chapters, which are between five and seven
minutes long and which, through a fantastic adventure, introduce
the Renault Duster’s new model.
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General performance: genres, rating levels and advertising
CHART 2 – Genres offered by the TV
Genre

Tiempo de pan-

Rating %

talla (%)
Fiction

17.01

24.99

Comedy

1.0

6.3

Films

6.8

3.8

Miniseries

0.0

1.0

Series

3.9

5.1

Telenovela

5.3

8.8

35.28

12.42

Cultural

1.3

1.0

Documentary

0.3

1.6

Event

2.9

1.0

News

16.8

4.9

Journalistic

14.0

3.9

Entertainment

41.04

32.59

Entertainment

9.9

6.4

Humorous

0.9

18.0

For children

7.8

1.8

Musical

1.3

3.0

Variety

21.1

3.3

Sports

5.39

5.06

Sports

5.4

5.1

Services

1.28

5.05

Feminine

0.1

1.8

Religious

1.0

0.8

Solidary

0.1

2.5

Information

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina
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CHART 3 – General performance

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

Year 2011 features a clear growth in entertainment programs
out of the entire programming schedule. While in 2010 such growth
implied a figure somewhat over 35%, in 2011 it reaches 41%. This
jump is due to fiction programming hours (especially from Ibero
American origin). The mentioned growth in entertainment is
boosted through a drop in the rating average of fiction programs,
which goes downward from 33% to 25%.
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Each of the broadcast television networks seems to try not
to fully compete with the others. The ones that most rival each
other in terms of the type of programs they incorporate to their
programming schedule are Telefé and El Trece. The rest of the
networks seek to offer programs which provide the network with a
certain style. This way, América’s programs are mainly devoted to the
news genre, whereas La Televisión Pública is oriented towards wideranging events such as sports and variety programs, combined with
a cultural bet focused on cinematographic cycles. In the case of La
Televisión Pública it is worth mentioning that the rating is high only
in sports programs. Canal 9, in turn, maintains its preference for
telenovelas in its programming schedule and, in the morning slot,
it incorporates programs for children that summarize productions
of official TDT networks. The programming schedule of Telefé and
El Trece is aimed at balancing the whole set of genres. For such
reason, every genre has a lower percentage of time on screen, but
unlike the rest of the networks, their programs achieve a greater
impact. One of the differences that is worth mentioning, as far
as the entertainment space is concerned, is that while Telefé bets
on programs featuring games and family entertainment, El Trece
deepens its bet on reality shows.
CHART 5 – Annual average rating channel
2011

2010

El Trece

10.5

10.1

Telefé

9.5

9.9

Canal 9

4.8

5.1

América 2

4.3

4.7

Television Pública

2.7

2.8

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope
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CHART 6 – Annual average rating broadcast television
2008
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2009

32.3

2010

31.4

2011

30.8

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

In year 2011 the general drop in turn-on time of broadcast
television continues. This reduction evenly affects private networks
and -to a lesser degree- La Televisión Pública, which features almost
no reduction in relation to 2010. One may think that the stateowned network found a kind of offer that convenes an audience
that, though small, remains consistent.
Despite the drop in turn-on time levels, the investment in
television advertising suffers no fall. Speaking in absolute values,
the amount of such investment grew 17.60%, which supposes a
percentage somewhat higher than the most pessimistic assessments
as to the year’s inflationary growth. Within this context, a relative
increase in investment can also be observed, though it supposes a
lower impact than the growth noticed in 2010.8

2. Analysis of the year: National and Ibero-American
premiere fiction
TABLE 1. Premiere fictions in 2011 per channel and country
Argentina
América Tv

El Pacto

Serie

Todas a mí

Serie

Víndica

Serie

Historias de la primera vez

Unitary

Maltratadas

Unitary

8
The investment on advertising for year 2010 was ARS 18,982,000,000 and the one pertaining to year 2011 amounts to 22,216,000,000.
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Argentina
Canal 9

El Trece

Telefé

Tv Pública

Los sónicos

Comedy

Decisiones de vida

Unitary

Televisión x la inclusión

Unitary

Proyecto aluvión

Serie

Herederos de una venganza

Telenovela

Malparida

Telenovela

Los únicos

Comedy

El Puntero

Serie

Cuando me sonreís

Comedy

El hombre de tu vida

Comedy

Supertorpe

Comedy

El elegido

Telenovela

Un año para recordar

Telenovela

Sr. y Sra. Camas

Comedy

El paraíso

Serie

Tiempo para pensar

Serie

Contra las cuerdas

Telenovela

Canal 9

Acuarela de amor

Telenovela

Telefé

India. Una historia

Telenovela

Passione

Telenovela

Bella calamidades

Telenovela

Doña Bella

Telenovela

El capo

Telenovela

Eva Luna

Telenovela

Los herederos del monte

Telenovela

A corazón abierto

Telenovela

Perro amor

Telenovela

El fantasma de Elena

Telenovela

Isa TKM

Comedy

Brazil

Colombia
Canal 9

Telefé
United States
Canal 9
Telefé
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Spain
Tv Pública

Los hombres de Paco

Comedy

Amar en tiempos revueltos

Serie

Cada quien su santo

Telenovela

Cuando me enamoro

Telenovela

La fuerza del destino

Telenovela

La que no podía amar

Telenovela

Mañana es para siempre

Telenovela

Soy tu dueña

Telenovela

Teresa

Telenovela

Triunfo del amor

Telenovela

México
Canal 9

Otrhers Argentine - Mexsican coproduction
Telefé

Sueña conmigo

Telenovela

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

Analysis of the offer
TABLE 2. Premiere ficition of Ibero – American origin in 2011
Titles

%

Chapters /
Episodes

NATIONAL

22

48.9

1180

IBERO-AMERICAN

23

51.1

1481

55.7 1426.40 56.6

Latin American (Obitel scope)

17

37.8

1024

38.5

994:45

Latin American (not Obitel scope)

0

0

0

0

0:00:00

0

USA (Hispanic production)

3

6.7

217

8.2

196:15

7.8

Iberian

2

4.4

162

6.1

173:40

6.9

Others (Ibero-American co-productions)

1

2.2

78

2.9

61:40

2.4

Total

45

100

2661

100

Fiction

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

%

Hours

%

44.3 1094:00 43.4
39.5

2520:40 100
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TABLE 3. Premiere fiction broadcast per each country
Country

Títles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

ARGENTINA

22

48.9

1180

44.3

1094:00 43.4

Brazil

3

6.7

210

7.9

127:50

5.1

Chile

0

0

0

0

00:00

0

Colombia

6

13.3

363

13.6

320:40

12.7

Ecuador

0

0

0

0

00:00

0

Spain

2

4.4

162

6.1

173:40

6.9

USA (spanish production)

3

5.7

217

8.2

196:15

7.8

México

8

17.8

451

16.9

546:10

21.7

Portugal

0

0

0

0

00:00

0

Uruguay

0

0

0

0

00:00

0

Venezuela

0

0

0

0

00:00

0

Others (Latin/Ibero-American
productions and co-productions)

1

2.2

78

2.9

61:40

2.4

Total

45

100

2661

100

2520:15

100

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

Despite the fact that a defined space in the networks’
programming schedule has been settled for fiction produced
especially for television, the trend to a drop in supply remains. The
jump is lower than in 2010, since the aggregate of titles premiered
in 2009 was 54 whereas in 2010 it fell to 48. Year 2011’s total
offer amounts to 45 titles, three titles fewer than the previous year,
but with a marked increase in national fiction: the figure of 15
fiction programs in year 2010 changes to 22 productions and one
co-production in year 2011. Although this supply does not reach
the one existing in Argentinean television in 2009, it shows the
influence of the new Audiovisual Services Law, which sets forth
a minimum of hours devoted to national production. The space
featuring the highest impact of the mentioned law is Canal 9, which
goes from having an import-only policy to a policy that combines
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importation with the exhibition of productions financed by the
INCAA. This strategy is possible insofar as, in compliance with
the new law, the state agency carries out contests which allow new
independent production companies to produce their fictions.
The countries that are present in Argentinean television are
particularly Brazil (in 2010 Argentina transmitted 8 Brazilian titles
while in 2011 only 3) and, to a lesser extent, Mexico (10 were the
Mexican titles exhibited by Argentinean TV in 2010, whereas 8
Mexican titles are on screen in 2011).
It is important to point out that the growth in the amount
of nationally-produced titles premiered did not imply a relevant
increase in the amount of time on screen. Although the amount of
titles grows by 7, the impact in terms of hours is only about 60 over
a total of almost 1100. Thus, what is observed is a compression of
the premiere fiction time broadcast in 2011.
The impact of the drop in fiction programming is evidenced
in two places. On the one hand, it is dramatically noticed in the
Ibero-American offer, which decreases practically to one half (from
nearly 2050 broadcast hours to 1426 hours). On the other hand, it
is observed in the amount of national reruns, which is only of 6.

1180

100

0.0%

1094:20

00:00:00

1035:50

1089 92.3%

0

58:30

7.7%

91

00:00

H

0

%

0

C/E

Nationals

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

Total

6:00 am)

00:00 pm)
Night (00:00 pm -

9:00 am)
Prime Time (9:00 pm-

12:00 pm)*
Afternoon (12:00 pm -

Morning (6:00- am

Time slots

100

0.0%

94.7%

5.3%

0

%

1481

0

178

1057

246

C/E

100

0.0%

12.0%

71.4%

16.6%

%

1426:20

00:00:00

119:00

1114:10

193:10

H

Ibero-Americans

0

1267

1148

246

C/E

0.0%

47.6%

43.1%

9.3%

%

100.0% 2661 100.0%

0.0%

8.4%

78.1%

13.5%

%

TABLE 4. Chapters / episodes and hours per time slots

2520:25

00:00:00

1154:35

1172:40

193:10

H

Total

100.0%

0.0%

45.8%

46.5%

7.7%

%
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The morning and night slots are kept for information, and a
stable offer of programs for children -which are accompanied by
cartoons-, is incorporated early in the morning.
The Ibero-American fiction offer shows a strong stabilization
in the afternoon slot, whereas national premiere fiction is brought
together at and competes in the prime time.

0

22

100.0%

0.0%

27.3%

1180

0

0

54

505

0

0

104

517

Ep

Chap/

00:00

00:00

50:05

458:20

00:00

00:00

96:30

489:05

Hours

0.0%

0.0%

4.6%

41.9%

0.0%

0.0%

8.8%

44.7%

%

100.0% 1094:00 100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.6%

42.8%

0.0%

0.0%

8.8%

43.8%

%

NATIONALS

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

TOTAL

opera, etc.)

Others (soap

0

0.0%

4

Unitary

Docudrama

18.2%

6

Comedy

0.0%

0.0%

0

0

Telefilm

31.8%

22.7%

%

Miniseries

5

7

Series

Títles

Telenovela

Formats

23

0

0

1

2

0

0

1

19

Titles

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.3%

8.8%

0.0%

0.0%

4.3%

82.6%

%

1481

0

0

5

38

0

0

142

1296

Ep

Chap/

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.3%

2.6%

0.0%

0.0%

9.6%

87.5%

%

1426:25

00:00

00:00

4:55

47:00

00:00

00:00

143:10

1231:20

Hours

IBERO AMERICANS

TABLE 5. Formats of the National and Ibero American fictions

100.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.3%

3.3%

0.0%

0.0%

10.0%

86.3%

%
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TABLE 6. Formats of the national fiction per time slots
Formats Morning % Afternoon

%

Prime
Time

%

Night % Total

%

Telenovela

0

0

0

0.0%

517

47.4%

0

0 517

43.8%

Series

0

0

8

8.8%

96

8.8%

0

0 104

8.8%

Miniseries

0

0

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0

0

0.0%

Telefilm

0

0

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0

0

0.0%

Comedy

0

0

83

91.2%

422

38.8%

0

0 505 42.8%

Unitary

0

0

0

0.0%

54

5.0%

0

0

54

4.6%

Docudrama

0

0

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0

0

0.0%

Others
(soap opera,
etc.)

0

0

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0

0

0.0%

TOTAL

0

0

91

0

0 1.180 100.0%

100.0% 1.089 100.0%

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

TABLE 7. Length of Chapters/Episodes (no trade intervals)
Length

Chapters/Episodes

%

0

0.0%

Short ( 30' )
Medium ( 30'- 60' )

115

9.7%

Long ( 60'+ )

1065

90.3%

Total

1180

100.0%

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

TABLE 8. Fiction time period
Age
Present

Titles
20

%
91

Vintage

0

0

Historical
Others
Total

1
1
22

4.5
4.5
100

Source: OBITEL Argentina
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National fiction continues betting on the traditional telenovela
and comedy genres as the prevailing ones, featuring long duration
and daily periodicity. Nevertheless, with the aid of the State, new
series and serial programs begin to be produced which propose
interchanges of fewer hours on screen, more relaxed periodicities
(weekly, for instance) and a higher independence of stories and
characters. The foregoing makes it possible to incorporate nonusual audiences from serial daily fiction, thereby winning space
in the prime time. The sliding of the prime time to 09:00 p.m.
-the moment in which fiction competes with reality shows- is thus
institutionalized.
As far as fiction time is concerned, the programs narrated in
the present are maintained, though in some cases there is a look
back to the past to question the present. That is the case of Proyecto
Aluvión, where mythologies about the first Peronist government
are reintroduced, and of Los Sónicos, a series that returns in flashbacks to the ‘60s to compare the past and present of a music band.

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

4º. Herederos de una
venganza

5º. El puntero

6º. El elegido

Televisa

10º. La fuerza del destino México

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

Total of Productions: 10
100%

Televisa

México
Canal 9

Canal 9
Private

Private

Private

RGB Enterteinment
Telefé
Telefé contenidos

9º. Mañana es para
siempre

Private

Telefé

Argentina

Private

El Trece Private

El Trece Private

Telefé

El Arbol - Telefé
contenidos
Underground
contenidos

Pol–ka

Pol–ka

8º. Cuando me sonreis

7º. Un año para recordar Argentina

Argentina

3º. Los únicos

El Trece Private

Share

Name of the author
or screenwriter of Rating
original idea

Format

TV

Pol–ka

Private

Telenovela

Telenovela

Comedy

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Comedy

Telenovela

Comedy

Format

Marta Zarattini

7.4

7.7

11.1

Foreign scripts: 2
20%

Marta Betoldi – Ricardo Rodriguez
– Laura Farhi – Leandro Azamor –
Jesica Valls – Bernarda Pajes
Mauricio Navas. Guillermo
Restrepo

12.4

13.2

Sebastian Ortega – Jorge Maestro

19.7

Mario Segade
Adriana Lorenzon – Gustavo
Belatti

20.8

20.8

Marcos Carnevalle – Pablo
Junovich – Mariano Vera
Leandro Calderone

20.9

Lily An Martin – Pablo Junovich –
Cecilia Guerty

16.4

16.8

16.3

18.6

22.6

34.0

32.1

30.3

33.8

32.7

Juan José Campanella – Marcela
Guerty

21.4

Share

Name of the autor or screenwriter
Rating
of original idea

Original national scripts: 8
80 %

Public or
Private
TV

Telefé

Channel

Public or Private

Production

Channel

Country of
origin of idea or
script

Company

Title

TABLE 9. The 10 most watched titles: Origin. Format. Share
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Telenovela

Comedy

Telenovela

Telenovela

7º. Un año para recordar

8º. Cuando me sonreis

9º. Mañana es para siempre

10º. La fuerza del destino

Telenovela

Telenovela

Tele Comedy

Tele Comedy

Telenovela

Thriller

Telenovela

Fiction

Thriller/Science

Melodrama

comedy

Romantic

Genre

Source: OBITEL Argentina – Ibope Argentina

Telenovela

Telenovela

4º. Herederos de una
venganza

Telenovela

Comedy

3º. Los unicos

5º. El puntero

Telenovela

2º. Malparida

6º. El elegido

Comedy

Format

1º. El hombre de tu vida

Title

2011

2008-2009

2011

2011

2010-2011

2011

2011-2012

2011- 2012

2010-2011

2011

61

35

80

93

156

39

195

192

22

18

22/08/2011

14/11/2011

03/08/2011

14/02/2011

17/01/2011

15/05/2011

17/01/2011

07/02/2011

20/04/2010

17/07/2011

Number
Date of last
Production
of chapters emission (in
year
(in 2011)
2011)

TABLE 10. The 10 most watched titles

11/11/2011

16/03/2012

30/12/2012

02/08/2011

31/10/2012

28/12/2012

13/02/2012

Continúa

08/02/2011

09/10/2011

Date of last
emission (In 2011)

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60´

60

Length chapter
/ episode

Afternoon

Afternoon

Prime Time

Prime Time

Prime Time

Prime Time

Prime Time

Prime Time

Prime Time

Prime Time

Time slot
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Unlike previous years, a private network (Canal 9) enters the
top ten and incorporates two Ibero-American programs among the
most-watched fictions of the year. Both titles are of Mexican origin
and appear breaking the trend whereby the afternoon fictions
could not catch the eye of important audiences. This way, not only
Mañana es para siempre, but also La fuerza del destino are broadcast
in the 03:00 p.m. time slot. This incorporation is a novelty among
the most-watched fictions, even though the referred-to titles are
within the last positions.
Just like in previous years, we find the traditional presence
of El Trece and Telefé among the 10 most-watched titles. The
two cited networks share the first positions: El Trece, by means
of the production company Pol-ka, manages to position the four
productions it has premiered, whereas its competitor positions
four of its five premieres among the most-watched ones. Supertorpe,
a title that fell out of the favorite fictions of the audience, is a
juvenile telenovela that aims at taking the position assigned by Casi
Ángeles, but it does not make it. Over its broadcast, this title suffers
an abrupt change in schedule, since towards the end of the year
and due to the school break it is placed earlier in the programming
schedule, thereby competing with news programs.
It is necessary to point out that none of the fictions generated
by independent production companies receiving State support
is incorporated among the programs with the highest level of
audience. These fictions have focused on themes illustrating
social life problems (gender-based violence, discrimination,
human rights, the missing, etc.) over prevailing fiction themes. It
is not that these subjects are not included in the most-watched
programs, but they are privileged by the new programs in manners
that are not far from the manners in which these same problems
are worked out by non-fiction. Therefore, the audience prefers to
focus its fiction delight around subjects that are far from the issues
related to the political and news agenda.
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TABLE 11. Themes of the 10 most watched titles
Titles

Prevailing themes

Social themes

1º. El hombre de
tu vida

Missed dates, false romances, Middle-age loneliness,
every woman’s ideal man.
unemployment, parenting
problems.

2º. Malparida

Vengeance and excessive
ambition, murder, crossed
loves.

Gender-based problems,
corporate corruption,
infidelity.

3º. Los únicos

Confrontation between
good and evil, crossed loves,
superpowers.

Pursue of justice.

4º. Herederos de
una venganza

Betrayals, hierarchy struggles, Secret societies, betrayal,
deceptions, mystery and
concentration of power,
personal confrontations.
corruption.

5º. El puntero

Vengeance, power struggle

6º. El elegido

Confrontation between good Secret societies,
and evil, lack of affection,
marginalization of Aboriginal
triumph of love.
peoples, human rights,
justice, gender identity,
addictions, psychological
disorders.

7º. Un año para
recordar

Time travels, destiny as
unshakable force, forbidden
loves.

8º. Cuando me
sonreis

Love at first sight, deception Obsessive-compulsive
as a way of life.
disorders, parenting troubles.

9º. Mañana es
para siempre

Vengeance, murder, pursue
of justice, the power of love,
intrigues and lies.

10º. La fuerza del Power, unrequited loves,
destino
search of identity.

Source: OBITEL Argentina.

Political corruption,
marginalization, political
spoils system, neighborhoodpeople culture.

Infidelity, friendship value,
deals, working environment.

Social class distinctions.

Unwanted pregnancy,
violence, illegal migration,
frivolity, upward social
mobility.
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3. Highlights of the year
Over 2011, the different networks diversified their strategies
to sustain their offer of fiction programs. On the one hand, the
networks which struggle for reaching the highest rating levels renew
their bets within the context of fiction on the experience gained
over the last years. On the other hand, those networks which have
less audience resort to new proposals.
In this context, El Trece has been significantly reducing the
number of productions and, instead, it is focusing on the successful
style of its production company, Pol–ka. El Trece maintains its
daily programming schedule with a comedy (Los Únicos) and a
telenovela (Malparida is about to come to an end and Herederos de
una venganza will be aired during most part of the year). These
programs replicate the typical features which define a successful
style in the local market: characters of manners, situations based
on recognizable formulae, narrative sequel and the strengthening
of plausible facts which are very much related to the conventions
of the genres convened. Its weekly broadcast telenovela, El Puntero,
introduces more innovative aspects: it addresses a political issue,
the story takes place in marginal sectors of the Greater Buenos
Aires area; the main character is an antihero and it is built on
the basis of a kind of realism that aims at going beyond the limits
of Pol–ka’s typical style9. Irrespective of the fact that it is the first
fiction show to include the matter of the confrontation between
Clarín multimedia group and the official governing party during
an electoral year, the program generates a quite broad public
debate about the way in which politics and the needs of popular
sectors are accounted for.
In turn, Telefé maintains a more diversified offer from
which it obtains different aesthetic outcomes and audience
El Puntero shows continuity with fiction programs which were very disruptive, both from
the standpoint of the theme and of its aesthetics, by the end of the first decade of this
century: Okupas, Tumberos and Sol negro.
9
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levels. Telefé’s main problems arise in its everyday programming
schedule. The three prime-time programs do not fully meet the
expectations generated in competition with El Trece. Irrespective
of the innovative idea that it breaks the narrative timeline and
that it develops a story in two different time periods, Un año para
recordar does not make it to definitely settle within a clear generic
proposal. At the beginning of the story, it was quite close to a
comedy, but as the story evolved, the authors looked for different
ways out (detective novel, fantasy, drama) which failed to actually
take a final shape. Cuando me sonreís was introduced as a family
romantic comedy which reiterates a successful model already tried
by Pol–ka (Sos mi vida), but it is too innocent for the time slot it is
on air (10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.). Within Telefé’s programming
schedule, the most successful telenovela is El Elegido. It combines a
romantic plot, with conspiracy situations following the “Da Vinci
Code” model and a proposal which provides for the defense of
natural life. Notwithstanding that, the main attraction of the story
lies with its gallery of ambitious villains and with the fact that it
is always on the edge of craziness. Within Telefé’s programming
schedule, juvenile telenovelas (Sueña conmigo and Supertorpe) were
dramatically displaced from a time slot in the afternoon to an
earlier time slot, thereby significantly reducing their audience
levels, irrespective of the innovations derived from the humor
built on the basis of parody in Supertorpe. In spite of all these
problems in 2011, for the first time in many years, Telefé made it
to broadcast the most broadly watched fiction show of the year:
El hombre de tu vida (The man of your life). This thirteen-episode
story generates great expectations because it means Guillermo
Francella’s return to a TV program. Francella is one of the most
popular actors in Argentina and, in addition to that, El Hombre
de Tu Vida has been created by Juan José Campanella, who has
gained huge recognition and popularity after having been awarded
with an Oscar prize. The story consists in the adventures of an
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ordinary man who must make up romances with lonely women for
a living in several episodes combining humor with romanticism.
A fit script and a reduced number of episodes make it possible for
the show to maintain very high audience levels.
Many different trends may be highlighted among stateproduced programs; none of such trends reach significant
audience levels. Programs like Maltratadas, Televisión por la inclusión,
Decisiones de vida and Tiempo para pensar refer to different matters
in the social agenda, such as gender-based violence, different ways
of discrimination or addiction problems. These types of questions
have already been addressed in other opportunities by TV fiction
programs. In these cases, the narrative is led by a “didactic”
proposal, in which there is a higher concern for defending sociallydesirable values than for developing the stories proper. These
fiction programs have very good intentions, but they fail to cause
significant impact, both by means of polemics and as a proposal of
empathic adhesion. Part of the seduction necessary for any product
figured within the context of entertainment is lost this way.
Resorting to the social context is not restricted to “politically
correct” TV productions. A production such as El pacto makes
reference to political debate. In accordance with the government’s
version, it refers to the spurious origin of the company Papel Prensa
(Newsprint), whose main shareholders are the main government
opposing media: Clarín and La Nación. Some comments by
the press consider this program a response to El Puntero. What
is undoubted is that, for the first time in many years, different
polemic matters of Argentina’s political arena with confronting
perspectives share the same space on air.
There are some exceptions to these proposals related to the
agenda of the media. Los Sónicos tells the story of the members
of a music band in the 1960s at two different moments (the
moment when the group was on the rise and its present situation)
by rebuilding certain original archetypes of Argentine rock-pop.
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Proyecto Aluvión consists of episodes which tell mythical stories
about Peronism, characterized by an ambiguous and parodic
aesthetics designed by plastic artist Daniel Santoro, who is one of
the producers of the show. Sr. y Sra. Camas is about the everyday
life of a married couple who works as marriage counsellors
with a brilliant pop-art aesthetics which resorts to cartoon-like
overreaction and parody in characters, scenarios and situations,
though it is limited by and to its own formal game. In these three
productions pop-art universes, rather than stories with naturalist
intentions, are built and an alternative is presented which makes it
to differentiate from the successful typical style and from a search
for realism through the reaffirmation of the media information
agenda.
In general terms, TV fiction in Argentina seems to be
undergoing a transition in 2011. Even though the formulae already
tried are still successful, they are reducing their participation in
the programming grid. In contrast, over the last few years there
has been a growing number and type of projects intending to try
new options somehow detaching from the prevailing style. Some
of those projects manage to make a significant success, as it is the
case with El hombre de tu vida, while others fail in their attempt to
make a success or they have little repercussion. Notwithstanding
that, there is no doubt that many proposals were open in 2011 to
sustain the space for fiction productions within the context of the
Argentine television.

4. Transmedia reception
4.1 General Overview of Transmedia Storytelling
In spite of the fact that several possibilities of converting the
fiction programs premiered in Argentina to other formats on
different devices –especially Web devices- were detected years ago,
these efforts have mainly been made by the programs’ followers.
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Thus, sites such as YouTube present different web novels and
tributes prepared by spectators. In 2011, the premiered fictions
in Argentina have not varied much the possibility of getting in
contact from the official sites supported by production companies
and networks, which focus on using the net as a reminder of
the show. In this sense, the way in which both networks and
production companies extend their contact takes what happens
on the show back to the spotlight. Subject to a few exceptions,
the transmediality proposals introduced are satisfied to create a
space for the visualization and receipt of comments by spectators.
There are only a few fictions which actually go beyond these
invitations, among which El hombre de tu vida and El Puntero are
worth highlighting. These sites include games and tests, and spaces
for comments by users which provide for an interaction between
spectators and the program and among spectators themselves. In
the case of El Puntero, there are also different Facebook spaces:
the novel’s space and the characters’ spaces, where phrases and
comments beyond the story are posted. The realistic nature of
this story makes it possible for the vicarious presence of one of its
characters to be construed in a political context by users. Thus,
in response to the triggering questions made by the fiction in
each post there, analyses and opinions about the socio-political
situation may be found (for instance: “Mirian Alvarez: the best!
(corrupt politicians are on fire!) those who govern us always show
how bluffers they are, don’t they? go el puntero! lombardo is really
mad because he was not even thanked, where are your manners?
LOL, he was really mad, how great!”). In addition to that, in the
fiction’s official sites, Lombardo’s character ranges from fiction
to non-fiction, thus opening his own space in Facebook. In this
space, Lombardo expresses himself with the typical manners that
define him, and he expresses his opinion about what happens
in the story. His followers’ comments refer to the performer’s
qualities, the story’s feats, and the similarities between what
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is going on in the story and what is going on in real social life.
Another character (La Pochi, Lombardo’s girlfriend) also has her
official site. The difference with the former site is the actress’s own
presence in Facebook. She posts behind-the-scenes pictures of the
show, of her advertising campaigns, etc. The site has got very few
comments in general.

Official Web Site http://www.eltrecetv.
com.ar/programa/malparida/
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
pages/MALPARIDA-P%C3%A1ginaOficial/10582507944029

2 Malparida El Trece

Transmedia Proposal

Official Web Site http://
elhombredetuvida.telefe.com/
Facebook : http://www.facebook.com/
elhombredetuvida.TELEFE.OFICIAL
Twitter http://twitter.com/#!/
elhombretelefe

Broadcaster

1 El hombre Telefé
de tu vida

 Title

Network
viewing
spectatorship

Transmedia
viewing
spectatorship

Type of
transmedia
interaction

Interaction
levels (Active,
Passive,
Creative)
Creative (It
includes two
proposals “Play
and design the
man of your
dreams” and
“Do you picture
yourself living
with a hippie?
Do the test and
find out”)
Active.

The Top Ten viewed from its transmedia proposal

Comment, Interpretation,
Recommendation, Criticism,
Collection, Storage, Sharing,
Debate

Comment, Interpretation,
Parody, Recommendation,
Imitation, Criticism,
Collection, Storage, Sharing,
Debate

Type of Prevailing Practices

TABLE 1 - The Top Ten viewed from its transmedia proposal: types of interaction and prevailing practices
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Broadcaster

El Trece

5 El puntero El Trece

4 Herederos

3 Los Únicos El Trece

 Title

Official Web Site: http://www.eltrecetv.
com.ar/programa/los-unicos-2012
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
media/set/?set=a.159305480752501.
41953.143150632367986&type=1#!/
LosUnicos.oficial
Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/los_
unicos
Official Web Site: http://www.eltrecetv.
com.ar/programa/herederos-de-unavenganza
Facebook: http://www.facebook.
com/pages/Herederos-de-unavenganza-P%C3%A1ginaoficial/173068469395805
http://www.facebook.com/
herederosdeunavenganza.tv?sk
Twitter: https://twitter.com/#!/
herederos_tv
Official Web Site: http://www.eltrecetv.
com.ar/programa/el-puntero
http://tn.com.ar/tags/el-puntero
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
elpuntero2011
http://www.facebook.com/
pages/LOMBARDO-elpuntero/219047311446240

Transmedia Proposal

Network
viewing
spectatorship

Network
viewing
spectatorship

Network
viewing
spectatorship

Type of
transmedia
interaction

Active

Active

Interaction
levels (Active,
Passive,
Creative)
Active.

Comment, Interpretation,
Recommendation, Criticism,
Collection, Storage, Sharing,
Debate

Comment, Interpretation,
Recommendation, Criticism,
Collection, Storage, Sharing,
Debate

Comment, Interpretation,
Recommendation, Criticism,
Collection, Storage, Sharing,
Debate

Type of Prevailing Practices
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Official Web Site: http://
unanopararecordar.telefe.com/
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
unaniopararecordar?sk=app_38010159
22#UAPR
Twitter: https://twitter.com/#!/
uapr2011

Official Web Site: http://cuandomesonreis.
com/
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
CuandoMeSonreisOficial
Twitter http://twitter.com/#!/
CuandoMeSonreis

Telefé

7 Un año
para
recordar

8 Cuando me Telefé
sonreis

Official Web Site: http://elelegido.
telefe.com/
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
pages/El-elegido/124299084305010
http://www.facebook.com/
veronicasanmartinbilbao
Twitter: https://twitter.com/#!/
Elelegidoblog

Transmedia Proposal

Telefé

Broadcaster

6 El elegido

 Title

Active.

Active

Network
viewing
spectatorship

Network viewing
spectatorship

Active

Interaction
levels (Active,
Passive,
Creative)

Transmedia
viewing
spectatorship

Type of
transmedia
interaction

Comment, Interpretation,
Recommendation, Criticism,
Collection, Storage, Sharing,
Debate

Comment

Celebration, comment

Type of Prevailing Practices
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It is worth stating that all the fictional shows made in
Argentina which were premiered in 2011 propose transmedia
spaces. These spaces appear as canonic: a website related to the
broadcasting network. Cuando me sonreís is an exception to this
rule, with very low participation levels, which may lead us to
think that the network’s umbrella guarantees spectators a place to
interact. The other spaces offered from the production proper are
social networks: Facebook and Twitter. In these spaces, there are
higher chances of playing with the device, since the production
sends “notices” calling the audience to tune the show and makes
direct questions about the spectators’ opinions on the episodes.

4.2 Thorough Analysis of “El hombre de tu vida’s” trasmediation
TABLE 2 - Number of visits and comments per day or emission
(social networks)
Chapters/Day

Visitors / Users

Comment

Feedback

Chapter 9.
18/09/2011

It does not indicate

1284

Facebook y
Twitter feed

Chapter 10.
20/09/2011

It does not indicate

1907

Facebook y
Twitter feed

Chapter 11.
26/09/2011

It does not indicate

1964

Facebook y
Twitter feed

Chapter 12.
03/10/2011

It does not indicate

1518

Facebook y
Twitter feed

Chapter 13.
12/10/2012

It does not indicate

1570

Facebook y
Twitter feed

Data compiled from the show’s official web site:
http://elhombredetuvida.telefe.com/

This transmedia viewing spectatorship10 proposal shows levels
of creative interactivity, and not only does it support the air in
The official website of the show does not provide, in its menu, for the possibility of
watching the full episodes on line, but only the “best moments”. This fact distinguishes this
proposal designed by TELEFÉ from other proposals related to its fictional programs, such
as for example, the case of “El Elegido” platform http://elelegido.telefe.com/resumenes/.

10
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2011 of the most widely watched show of Argentina’s television,
but it also keeps all its official spaces open after the show ended
broadcasting. To a large extent, interaction and immediacy are
more evident in the other contact spaces proposed, but in such
spaces spectators only talk to members of the production team,
they do not talk to each other, as it is the case with the official
Website. In relation to the presence in Twitter, for example,
each of the comments posted redirects you to Facebook’s official
Website to post comments. This way, Twitter works more as a
space for the official voices to be heard than as a real space for
exchange by users.
The Web page has a main interface with a menu split into
8 items (Home, Synopsis, Characters, The Female Customers,
Technical File, Videos, Exclusive, Chapters) to which FB and
TW icons are added (thus completing the official transmedia
proposal11 of the show). These offers constitute an interesting
surfing alternative on the grounds that, unlike other officiallyproduced sites, not only does it cause interaction about chapters
to rank first, but games and tests are also preponderant.
The page offers two spaces derived from the show. On the one
hand, there is a test to find out what would the man of your life be
like. This section is clearly addressed to women who, by answering
18 questions, find out which would be their “ideal type” of man.
There are no records on line as to how many Internet surfers
have actually answered the questions. On the other hand, there
is a game called “design the man of your dreams”, a game which
may be downloaded to play on your cell phone by a little money.
The game consists in having fun by dressing a male silhouette,
based on pre-set features and clothes. While the first proposal
By this word composition, we draw a distinction between the proposal designed by the
network and the proposals which arise out of spectators, users or any third parties not
related to the “official” production / circulation of the show, such as, for example: http://
www.novelasdetv.com/2011/07/capitulos-de-el-hombre-de-tu-vida.html (where the full episodes may be watched).

11
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is related to practices which are generally present in most of the
tests included in magazines for women, the second appears to be
childish and “rudimentary” and, therefore, it is hardly attractive
for the audience who follow the show.
Finally, it is worth stating that the site design has a
highlighted central space which makes the promise that you will
be able to “watch” the full chapters. The promise made is broken
immediately when you find a summary of the chapters, instead of
the entire episodes. This situation is evidenced in the comments
posted by spectators who state that they accessed the site with the
expectation to watch the show’s full episodes and in the use of
the site as a kind of “book of complaints”. As an example of this
situation, we may reproduce Patricia’s comment, posted on August
16, 2011 at 7:16 p.m.: “Could you please tell me why you do not
upload the full episode of El hombre de tu vida? That would be great
for most of us who are sometimes not able to watch the show, just
as they do, for instance, with El Elegido? Thank you. (En: http: //
elhombredetuvida.telefe.com/2011/11/20/resumen-los-mejoresmomentos-del-cap 5/#comentarios)”
In addition to that, when comparing the proposal with other
networks’ proposals, the users highlight that the transmedia
viewing spectatorship practice is the result of a series of more
or less stable parameters, which are not unknown to them, and
which operate as “vested rights of the viewing spectatorship”,
such as for instance, the possibility of watching the series on line.
Thus, on August 18, at 6:17 p.m., Ana posted “I wanted to see it
from Spain, I accessed Telefe’s site but they require me to pay!!!
Come on!!! El Trece does not charge any fee for watching its shows!!
Watch out!!! And we watch all their shows!!! Come on, Telefe,
please do us all a favor!! Please, it is an awesome TV series!! (At:
http://elhombredetuvida.telefe.com/2011/11/20/resumen-los-mejoresmomentos-del-cap-5/#comentarios)
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Table 3. Types of Comments Posted
Ch.
Day
From
September11
to October 9,
2011

No. of
Comments
per
Chapter
8.243

Types of
Prevailing
Comments
The prevailing comments consist
mainly in:
- Story
- Themes
- Characters
- Performers
- Contents
- Criticisms to
the network’s
transmedia
dynamics

ComTypes of Comments
ments among
among
Users
Users
Yes

Additional Remarks

- Emotional
Out of the total number of
- Conative
comments posted there is
- Metalinguistics a high percentage of spam;
they are mainly written in
Negation plays English and pertain to difa key role in
ferent types of advertising,
any exchanges
or they just make “noise”.
(pursuant to its This situation leads us to
different moinfer, together with some
dalities: polemic, rude interventions toward
descriptive and other people’s comments,
metalinguistic) that there is a lack of
filters on the relevant site.

Note: since comments are not differentiated as to their quality, it was decided
to account for the type of interaction in the chart pertaining to the five chapters
analyzed together.

There is high interaction among the comments posted, either
because users respond to other user’s needs or, in particular,
because one user answers another user’s question in respect of
where to watch the full chapters –which is one of the reiterated
complaints by users about the network evidenced in the users’
posts. In addition to this “non-rendered service”, many of the
comments are structured on the basis of a reference function,
analyzing the whole set of chapters and/or the chapter in question.
Furthermore, most comments are focused on the number of
chapters and on the day and time of broadcasting. The show was
broadcast on Sundays at 10:00 p.m., something which rendered it
difficult for some spectators to follow the story. Again, users who
ask to find not only a summary, but the entire chapter available.
This generates much adhesion by users posting comments on the
official Website. There is still another line of comments which
very positively assess the work carried out by performers, especially
by the main character, Guillermo Francella, on whom most part
of each chapter is based.
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In spite of the fact that it is not included in the detailed
analysis of the show’s space in Facebook, maybe because users also
use such platform to interact in respect of other topics, there are
higher numbers of poetic messages, as shown below, for example:
“Watch out ................ he or she is trying to seduce you
If he or she takes your hand ............... it means he or she is
suffering for love
If he or she keeps staring at you ................. it means he or she
cannot live without you ...
If he or she asks you for a... kiss ............ it means he or she is
an educated person
If he or she holds your hand .............. it means he or she loves
you very much
If he or she looks right into your eyes ........... it means he or
she loves you more than you can imagine
If he or she caresses your hair .............. it means he or she is
crazy about you
If he or she runs into you .............. it means he or she is
looking for something to talk about
If he or she holds your hand tight ............. it means he or
she’s got a crash on you
If he or she says goodbye slowly ............. it means he or she
cannot let you go
If he or she wants to meet you ................. it means he or she
is looking for your love
If he or she looks at you out of the corner of his or her eye
................. it means he or she cannot let you go
If he or she cries a tear ............ it means he or she is really sad”
In Facebook, as it is the case with Twitter, there are also other
contests promoted which are somehow related to El hombre de tu
vida, like the contest “The Trip of your Life” (“El viaje de tu vida”).
In other spaces which do not provide for a direct interaction
among Internet surfers, they do provide for a direct contact with
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the show’s characters, the director Juan José Campanella and/
or the production. They appear on line at previously-agreed
moments, thus generating comments or exclusive material for the
Web. Even though this material is on the official Website, it is not
clearly promoted.
It may be stated that transmedia proposals have reached a
“minimum” in the official offer: a fully institutional space, the
Web page, and the –also official- presence in the most popular
social networks. From this minimum standard, which operates as
the memory of fictional shows, several proposals may be found:
from self-reference proposals, as it is the case with El hombre de tu
vida, which proposes to comment the general theme of fictional
shows, to the most hetero-reference proposals, as it is the case with
El Puntero, which incorporates the marginal lives on which their
main characters are inspired, political passions or the lives of their
performers in different ways, which are all matters exceeding the
fictional space of a TV show.

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of TV fiction
Table 2. Transnationalization in premieres
The Top 10 Shows’ Casts and Locations
Production
Country of
Companies*
Origin writer
and co-pro/ author
ductions

Cast
5 Main Characters

Locations or
|Storytelling
Located in:

ARGENTINA
El hombre de
tu vida

Argentina
Juan José
Campanella
and Marcela
Guerty

00 Bares and
Telefé

Guillermo Francella
– AR
Mercedes Morán - AR
Luis Brandoni - AR
Tupac Larriera - AR
Malena Pichot – AR

Buenos Aires
Argentina

Malparida

Argentina
Lily Ann
Martin, Pablo
Junovich
and Cecilia
Guerty

Pol ka

Gonzalo Heredia - AR
Juana Viale - AR
Carina Zampini - AR
Selva Aleman - AR
Raúl Taibo – AR

Buenos Aires
Argentina
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The Top 10 Shows’ Casts and Locations
Production
Country of
Companies*
Origin writer
and co-pro/ author
ductions

Cast
5 Main Characters

Locations or
|Storytelling
Located in:

ARGENTINA
Los únicos

Argentina
Adrián Suar

Pol ka

Mariano Martínez – AR Buenos Aires
Argentina
Nicolás Cabré - AR
Griselda Siciliani - AR
Arnaldo André Paraguay
Eugenia Tobal - AR

Herederos
de una
venganza

Argentina
Adrián Suar

Pol ka

Luciano Castro – AR Buenos Aires
Argentina
Romina Gaetani - AR
Marcela Kloosterboer The story is
sometimes
- AR
located in
Federico Amador - AR
winegrowing
Benjamín Vicuña –
provinces of
Chile
the country
like Mendoza
or San Juan
even though
the scenes
have not
actually been
recorded
there.

El puntero

Argentina
Mario Segade
and Adrián
Suar

Pol ka

Buenos Aires
Julio Chávez – AR
Argentina
Gabriela Toscano - AR
Luis Luque - AR
Rodrigo De La Serna
- AR
Carlos Moreno – AR

El elegido

Argentina
Adriana
Lorenzón
and Gustavo
Belatti

El Arbol
Telefé
Contenidos

Un año para
recordar

Argentina
Sebastián
Ortega
Patricio Vega
and Silvina
Fredjkes

Underground
Contenidos

Pablo Echarri – AR
Paola Krum - AR
Lito Cruz - AR
Leticia Bredice - AR
Jorge Suárez – AR

Buenos Aires,
San Juan
Entre Ríos
Tierra del
Fuego
Argentina
Madrid
Spain

Carla Peterson –AR Buenos Aires,
Argentina
Gastón Pauls - AR
Rafael Ferro - AR
Eleonora Wexler - AR
Gonzalo Valenzuela –
Chile
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Cuando me
sonreís

Mañana es
para siempre

La fuerza del
destino

Summary

The Top 10 Shows’ Casts and Locations
Production
Country of
Companies*
Cast
Origin writer
and co-pro5 Main Characters
/ author
ductions
ARGENTINA
Facundo Arana – AR
RGB EnterArgentina
Julieta Díaz - AR
teinment
Marta Betoldi
Benjamín Rojas - AR
Telefé
Ricardo
Lali Espósito - AR
Contenidos
Rodríguez
Mario Pasik – AR
OBITEL
Mexico
MexicoTelevisa
Fernando Colunga –
Colombia
Mexico
MX
Producer:
Silvia Navarro - MX
Nicandro
Lucero - MX
Díaz González
Rogelio Guerra - MX
Original
Erika Buenfil – MX
Story:
Mauricio
Navas
-Guillermo
Restrepo
Mexico - Italy
Televisa
David Cepeda – MX
María
Mexico
Sandra Echeverría - MX
Zarratini
Gabriel Soto - MX
Laisha Wilkins - MX
Juan Ferrara – MX
TOTAL
8 Argentina 1 Telefé/ 100 10 Mexican Performers
2 Mexico
Bares- Argen- 2 Chilean Performers
tina
1 Paraguayan Performer
4 Pol ka- Ar- 37 Argentine Performers
gentina
1 Underground- Argentina
1 RGB/ Telefé
ContenidosArgentina
1 El Arbol
/ Telefé
ContenidosArgentina
2 Televisa –
Mexico

Source: OBITEL Argentina

Locations or
|Storytelling
Located in:
Buenos Aires,
Argentina

City of
Mexico

Sonora - MX

8 Argentina
2 Mexico
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As far as the participation of foreign actors is concerned, it
can be observed that in those cases in which they are incorporated,
these are actors who have been living in Argentina for many years.
Therefore, it cannot be asserted that we are in the presence of
fiction transnationalization. In any case, this aspect is related
to the adaptation of imported formats (such as Married with
Children -Casados con hijos- or The Nanny -La niñera- which are
reruns permanently aired on screen) or to the sale of formats and
ideas to other networks.
The other space in which we find the presence of the
transnational aspect is related to the introduction of foreign
locations, which takes place in very few cases. In year 2011 only El
elegido was recorded in Spain or in locations that are far from the
traditional production places located in Buenos Aires. Generally
speaking, fictions take place in non-marked spaces, favoring interiors
or exteriors that only act as reference (the city, the open ground,
“the outskirts”, etc.).
Table 3. Audiences and transnational connections
TV flows and cultural and linguistic proximity – premiere titles
Countries wherefrom
fiction is imported
National
production

8

Obitel

2

Countries whereto fiction is
exported

Mexico

France, Italy, Colombia,
Chile, Turkey, India, Uruguay,
Philippines, Paraguay, Spain,
United States, Israel, Australia,
Bolivia, El Salvador, Costa Rica,
Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico,
New Zealand, Peru, Dominican
Republic, Venezuela

10

23

Argentina

Total

Source: OBITEL Argentina
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Telefé (through its network and distributor Telefé Internacional),
as well as El Trece (particularly through its associated production
companies Artear and Pol-ka), are set up as networks concerned in
placing their products abroad. This way, every national production
premiered in 2011 was sold. This sale goes from canned TV
programs to the idea for being adapted in other parts of the world.
In the case of the most successful fiction of year 2011, El hombre
de tu vida, it will be adapted in France, Italy, Chile, Turkey and
Colombia. The realization of this possibility emerged within
the framework of the Mipcom international fair of audiovisual
contents that will take place in Cannes, and which was developed
in 2011. Malparida, for instance, was aired in Uruguay, Philippines,
Paraguay and Spain through Cosmopolitan TV, and it was also
sold to Venezuela for being adapted (and broadcast with the title
La Traicionera, under the charge of RCN) and Mexico (with the
title Para volver a amar, scheduled for 2012 or 2013)12. With respect
to Herederos de una venganza, it found a space in the United
States, Uruguay and Paraguay, whereas El elegido was accepted
in the United States, Uruguay and Israel. Just like many of the
Telefé products, Un año para recordar was transmitted through
its international network, which has coverage in Australia, Bolivia,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Spain, United
States, Guatemala, Honduras, Israel, Mexico, New Zealand,
Paraguay, Peru, Dominican Republic, Uruguay and Venezuela.

An amateur production adds up to these programs, which was premiered in the month of
March of year 2012. It is a new version called Malparida, la otra historia, which was developed
as a web series. http://www.madeintvproducciones.blogspot.com.ar/

12
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1. Audiovisual context in Brazil
Introduction
During 2011, the subject of the “new middle class” sounded
like a strong metaphor for what is most distinctive in the current
context of Brazilian society. It updates what Martín-Barbero (2001,
p.308) pointed out on melodrama as a way to recover popular
memory and to indicate the “presence ways of the people in the
mass”. According to the author, what is at stake in melodrama
is “the drama of the recognition”, a metaphor which we can use
for some signs of identity of this new segment of society, which
demands recognition, symbolic - namely from the media - as well
as the real one, already achieved after the addition of 40 million
Brazilians to the labor and consumption market1.
Therefore, we are watching “the drama of recognition” of this
social segment affecting all media, especially television, telenovelas,
Between 2003 and 2011 around 40 million people joined the middle class
here, the equivalent of the population of Argentina. Marcelo Neri “A nova classe
média” (Caderno Mercado). [The new middle class] Source: Folha de São Paulo
,01/29/2012.

1
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sitcoms and even journalism. The decision made by networks to
make television shows more popular must not be understood as
simplification or the production of tawdrier content, but as a
very difficult process of including new voices or demands to their
programming.
Thus, we reach 2011 with increasing opportunities to make
and watch television programming in different ways, and the new
C class desires to see itself portrayed, at least on the “three screens”
(TV, mobile phone and computer). These new experiences are
challenges to fiction, especially to the telenovela that must reinvent
itself in its own condition of “narrative of the nation” (LOPES,
2003), now in a transmedia environment.
The second remark, which is also bound to what we pointed
out before, is that 2011 may be considered the “year of the social
networks”. In a very short time, Brazil has become the third country
in number of social network users and the seventh Internet market
in the world2. The broadband expansion already indicates Internet
as the fastest growing medium in the country. Direct or indirect
conversations about telenovela have notably expanded the shared
repertoire and made more complex the social semiosis directly
attached to it. The name of this chapter is taken from these two
phenomena.

1.1 Broadcast television in Brazil
Brazil has six national broadcast television networks, five of
which are private: Rede Globo, SBT, Record, Band and Rede TV!,
as well as a public one, TV Brasil. In 2011, with the exception of
Rede TV!, all networks produced and broadcast television fiction.

2

Data from comScore. Source: Tela Viva News, 21/03/2012.
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Graphic 1. National broadcasting television networks in Brazil
PRIVATE TV NETWORKS ( 5 )

PUBLIC TV NETWORKS ( 1 )

Rede Globo

TV Brasil

Record
SBT
Band
Rede TV!
TOTAL TELEVISION BROADCASTERS = 6
Source: OBITEL Brazil.

Audience of broadcast television in 2011
The tallied audience numbers for broadcast TV in 2011
show that Rede Globo continues with an absolute leadership of
45%, even with a drop of 2% compared to the previous year. The
audience ranking index is similar to that of the previous year,
confirming once more that the participation of Rede Globo is larger
than the sum of all other five networks. Record comes in second,
with 17%, down one point from the previous year. SBT appears in
third with 14%, same as its previous score. Both Band and Rede
TV! repeat their 2010 shares of respectively 5 and 3%. In last place
on the ranking, TV Brasil holds the sixth position with 2%.
Graphic 2. Individual TV rating per network in 2011 (24h)

Source: IBOPE/OBITEL Brazil

Total Television Sets
Special (TLE)*

%

Rede Globo

40

Record

16

SBT

14

Band

5

Rede TV!

2

TV Brasil

1

Others

22
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Graphic 3. Network share in 2011 (7am to 12am)
Total Television Sets Individual
%
Special (TLE)*
Share
Rede Globo

45.3

52

Record

17.1

20

SBT

14.4

16

Band

5.0

6

Rede TV!

2.5

4

TV Brasil

1.5

2

Source: IBOPE/OBITEL Brazil
* Total Ligados Especial (TLE) [Total Special Television Sets Turned On]: This
is a sum of the audience of all television broadcasters and excludes the rating of
VCR, pay-per-view, videogame, DVD, Internet, closed circuit, audio channels
(broadcast AM/FM radio programming) and computer monitors. With TLE
it is possible to calculate each network’s share based on the audience of “pure”
television.

Both the audience and share indexes regarding 2011 are not
very different from those presented in 2010. The reasons behind
the discrete fall of television audience in 2011, shown by IBOPE,
are the same discussed in the Obitel 2010 Yearbook. That is,
beyond the change of habits and uses of television in general,
the increase of mobile media audience (on taxi, bus, subway),
and especially the growth of the so-called “new middle class”, has
affected, again, the consumption of media, spreading the audience
to the Internet, DVDs, etc. This means that, numerically, the
changes in the national audience are practically similar to those
of 2010.
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Genres of television programs broadcast in 2011
Graphic 4. Genres and number of hours broadcast on television3

Genres
Information
Fiction
Entertainment
Religious
Sports
Educational

Number of hours broadcast
13,183:04
11,243:40
8,877:33
4,965:38
3,455:09
317:41

Political
Others
Total

%
25.1
21.4
16.9
9.5
6.6
0.6

62:41

0.1

10,351:20
52,456:46

19.8
100

Source: IBOPE / OBITEL Brazil

The information and fiction genres represent together 46%
of television programming in Brazil. Fiction was responsible
for more than 21% of the programming, with a slight increase
compared to 2010 (20.5%). Information programming had a
more accentuated growth in 2011 (25.1%) compared to 2010
(23.8%). They were followed by entertainment programs (16.9%)
that had a 6% decrease when compared to 2010 (18%). Also
religious programming (9.5%) showed a reduction compared
to the previous year (10.6%). The sports genre showed a slight
Categories: Entertainment: live studio audience, game show, humor, musical, reality
show, show, award, female, fashion and making of. Sports: sports and soccer. Fiction: telenovela, series, miniseries, film, adult and children’s cartoons. Information: documentary,
interview, journalism, news reporting. Others: infomercials, rural, tourism, health, raffle,
business space.

3
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increase from 6.4% to 6.6% in 2011, despite the World Cup in
2010. Political programs were reduced by almost 90% in duration,
a fact explained by the compulsory political broadcasts during
the 2010 electoral period. There were also educational programs
(0.6%) and other genres (19.8%) that occupied Brazilian television
programming with averages similar to those previous year.

1.2 Public television
TV Brasil is the only public network broadcasting in the
country. Since its creation in 2007 it faces difficulties in being
tuned in by viewers4, which is the most probable cause of its low
ratings. However, the network5 points out that the channel’s
audience data do not include ratings of the shows produced by the
network and aired by educational or university television, which
makes up for 72% of public broadcast company programming in
the country.
On its website, via WebTV, it offers 24 hours of journalistic,
cultural, documental and children’s programming. It operates
Brazil’s only public international channel, TV Brasil – Canal Integración, which broadcasts via satellite to Latin America, United
States, Portugal and Africa, besides being on social networks such
as Twitter, Facebook, Orkut, Flickr and YouTube. As a public channel,
TV Brasil funds its production of fictional and documental content mainly through public tenders aimed at independent production companies. In 2011, TV Brasil aired the three winning series
for the project/public tender “FICTV/Mais Cultura”: Natália,
Brilhante F.C. and Vida de Estagiário and it was one of the few networks to air a foreign production, the Portuguese series Equador.

4
Accessible via parabolic antenna, digital parabolic, cable TV from all over Brazil and freeto-air channels in some states. Available at :< http://tvbrasil.org.br> Accessed jan/2012.
5
Cf. FNDC - ‘We need to ensure this programming is seen’, says the new TV Brasil director. Redação Zero Hora. Available at: http://www.fndc.org.br. Accessed jan/2012.
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1.3 Pay television
The most remarkable fact of the country’s telecommunications
sector in 2011 was the increase of 31.4% in pay TV, reaching a
total of 42 million people or 22% of the population6. This result
brings to 12,7 million the number of subscribers, making Brazil
the largest market of premium TV in Latin America by absolute
numbers7. The positive data is due especially to the increase of
purchasing power of the C Class, which now represents 30% of
subscribers. The rise of 40 million people to the C class, a fact
that has already been noticed at the OBITEL 2011 Yearbook,
made pay TV operators launch bundle options (cable TV, home
phone, broadband) with more accessible prices, raising to 31%
the penetration among this demographic8. As an effect of this
democratization process in the broadcasting system that occurred
in the country in 2011, the profile of Pay TV subscribers became
43% C class; 26% B class; 24% A class; and 7% D class. An
immediate cultural change noticed was the replacement in pay
channels schedule of a large number of subtitled foreign shows for
dubbed shows (films and series, particularly).
One should also notice that the service of Pay TV, called
DTH – Direct to Home – was regulated by a new legislation that
unified rules for all services based on distribution technologies cable, satellite and microwave9. Encouraged by the new cable Pay
TV law, which is to be discussed further ahead in this chapter,
the forecast is that the sector’s growth will continue. An example
is the expansion of IBOPE investment, which is increasing the
measurement of Pay TV audience.
Taking into consideration the average number of 3.3 people per household, according
to IBGE.
7
Source: O Estado de São Paulo. Muito além das novelas: <http://www.estadao.com.br/
noticias/impresso. Access jan/2012.
8
Source: Exame. Classe C é nova consumidora de TV paga no Brasil. Available at: <http://
exame.abril.com.br/marketing/noticias.Accessed jan/2012.
9
Source: Tela Viva News. Serviço cresce 31,4% em um ano. Available at: http://www.telaviva.com.br . Accessed jan/2012.
6
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Fiction on Pay TV
The last three OBITEL Yearbooks have registered a significant
increase of Brazilian fiction programs produced and broadcast
exclusively on Pay TV. In 2009, there were five titles, but in 2010
there was a raise to 15 and in 2011 the total number of titles shown
increased to 27. Regarding Ibero-American fiction, a decrease
can be noticed between 2010 and 2011, in which two titles were
broadcast while there were five in 2010.
On Pay TV, the ten most watched channels are, in order:
Rede Globo, Record, SBT, Band (broadcast networks), Discovery
Kids, SporTV, Cartoon Network, RedeTV! (broadcast network),
Disney Channel and Nickelodeon10. Among the ten, there are five
open broadcast networks including the four first in the ranking. It
can be observed that the habit of watching open channels on Pay
TV is maintained, but consumers pay for better image quality (in
Brazil, broadcast networks are offered for free). Another reason for
the increase of Pay TV has been the insufficient offer of children’s
programs on broadcast TV, which explains the large audience
ratings of this demographic in pay channels. Another important
segment is the sports channels, whose programming has become
broader, more diverse and more internationalized. Beyond these
changes, the new Pay TV data allow us to affirm that Brazilians
haven’t switched broadcast channels for premium channels and
that precautions must be taken regarding generalizations made
about the decrease of broadcast TV audience.
Moreover, there is no empirical evidence of the “announced
death” of the common and identitary repertoire that fiction,
particularly the telenovela, is renewing in the culture of the nation,
in consonance with the changes that the country is experiencing.

Source: FNDC – AdNews. 13/10/11. Brasileiro assina TV paga para ver canais abertos.
Available at: <http://www.fndc.org.br/internas.php?p=noticias&cont_key=735211>. Accessed jan/2012.

10
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Table 1. National productions premieres on Pay TV in 2011
NATIONAL TITLES – 27
Multishow – 22 national titles
1. 220 voltz
2. Adorável psicose – 2nd season
3. Barata flamejante
4. Bicicleta e melancia - 2nd season
5. Cara metade
6. De cabelo em pé
7. Desenrola aí – 2nd season
8. Desprogramado
9. Ed Mort
10. Mais X favela
11. Morando sozinho
12. Morando sozinho – 2nd season
13. Na fama e na lama – 2nd season
14. Na fama e na lama – 2nd season
15. Olívias na TV
16. Open bar – 2nd season
17. Oscar Freire 279
18. Os figuras
19. Os gozadores
20. Os gozadores
21. Sensacionalista
22. Sensacionalista – 2nd season

GNT – 2 national titles
23. Duas histéricas
24. Duas histéricas – 2nd season
Canal Brasil – 1 national title
25. O vampiro carioca
27. Mulher de fases
IMPORTED TITLES ( OBITEL
AREA) – 2 TITLES
FOX – 1 title
1. Mentes em choque – Spain
HBO – 1 title
2. Prófugos – Chile
NATIONAL TITLES - TOTAL: 27
IMPORTED TITLES - TOTAL: 2

Source: IBOPE / OBITEL Brazil

Brazilian channels that produce television fiction on Pay
TV are Multishow, GNT and Canal Brasil, and all three belong
to Globosat, owned by Globo Network. On foreign channels,
Brazilian fiction appears as co-productions with Fox and HBO. In
2011, Multishow premiered 18 fiction titles, some in more than
one season, adding up to 22 premieres. Most of these productions
have the series format with a large prevalence of the comedy genre
aiming a young adult audience. In the drama genre, the channel
showed only one title: Oscar Freire, 279. Among foreign channels,
in 2011, Fox has aired seven episodes of the series 9MM São Paulo
(co-produced with Moonshot Pictures) and HBO channel aired
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Mulher de fases, its first humor series (co-produced with Casa de
Cinema de Porto Alegre). It is believed that in 2012 HBO will
continue the series Mandrake, (2005; 2007) on telefilm format,
maintaining the co-production with Conspiração Filmes.
To face the market of on-demand service from Netflix, pay
TV operators are introducing alternatives: NET, the country’s
main cable television provider, offers the video on demand
services named Now on TV, and Muu on the computer with
Globosat channels content. On the other hand, Sky Club Online,
now available to Sky subscribers, will soon be expanded for
nonsubscribers.

1.4 New media: Internet, social networks, digital television
In terms of information and communication technology, the
country’s landscape in 2011 was very dynamic, showing innovation
both in devices and media usage. While the quantitative data
testify for this movement, Brazilians made 2011 the “year of the
social networks”, when its “nodes” show intense meeting places
for people, institutions and media. “Follow us on Facebook”,
“follow us on Twitter”, watch us on YouTube”, “visit our Web
pages” are orders that envelope everyone, everywhere. The feeling
one gets is that everybody has (or aims to have) blogs, to belong to
communities, to join lists, to follow something or someone. This is
a new communication ecosystem experienced daily by a significant
number of Brazilians. And television fiction in no way could stay
out of such an environment, as we will demonstrate later in topic
4 of this Chapter.
Brazil was the third country in the world in terms of Internet
growth in 2011, with an 18% increase in the number of users, just
behind China and Mexico. The country surpassed the mark of 77
million people with Internet access in any environment (home,
workplaces, school, cybercafés), over four million more than in
the previous year. The number of active users, who access the
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global network at home or work, reached more than 46 million
people, which made Brazil the seventh largest Internet market in
the world11.
Social networks were accessed by more than 85% of active
Internet users in Brazil, putting Brazilian Internet users in front
of Japan (77%) and the United States (74%) in this category12.
Brazilians also spent more time on social networks, with an
average of nearly eight and a half hours per month, confirming
the trend indicated by the Obitel 2010 Yearbook. Facebook has
tripled the number of users in the country in 2011 and surpassed
for the first time Orkut (the earlier most accessed social network
in the country), reaching more than 30 million unique visitors13,
two million more than Orkut14.
The use of mobile Internet (on mobile phones, tablets and
3G modem) has doubled compared to 2010, reaching more than
40 million new users in 201115.
In the fourth year of operation, digital TV reached 46% of
the population in 480 cities16. Telecommunications policy for the
widespread implementation of this technology, intends to make
mandatory the production of television sets with Ginga app17. The
Source: Ibope Nielsen Online. “Total de pessoas com acesso à internet atinge 77,8 milhões”.
Available at: http://www.ibope.com.br/. Accessed 02/23/2012. Tela Viva News. “No mercado mundial de Internet, EUA perdem espaço e mobilidade avança”. Available at: http://
www.telaviva.com.br/. Access on 01/ 09/2012; Brasil já é o sétimo maior mercado de internet no mundo. Accessed 03/21/2012.
12
Source: G1. No Brasil, Google facilita ascensão do Facebook à liderança. Available at:
http://g1.globo.com/. Accessed 02/23/2012.
13
It corresponds to each different device (computer, tablet, cell phone or IPod) used to
access the Internet.
14
Source: Ibope Nielsen Online. Total de pessoas com acesso à internet atinge 77,8 milhões;
Ibope Nielsen Online. Total de pessoas com acesso à internet atinge 77,8 milhões. Available
at: http://www.ibope.com.br/. Accessed 02/23/2012.
15
Source: Agência Brasil. Número de usuários de internet móvel no país quase dobra em
2011, diz ministro. Available at: http://agenciabrasil.ebc.com.br/. Accessed 03/23/2012.
16
Source: Anatel. Cobertura da TV Digital Contagem da População. Available at: http://
www.anatel.gov.br. Accessed 02/23/2012.
17
Ginga is a middleware for application to the System of Japan-Brazilian of Terrestrial Digital
TV (ISDB-TB). Available at: http://www.ginga.org.br. Accessed: 02/23/2012.
11
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consignment of analog channels is scheduled to end in 2013, with
an “analog blackout” to follow in June 2016.

1.5 Communication Policies
Regarding broadcasting and telecommunications policies in
Brazil, the subjects that most stood out in 2011 were: the New Cable
TV Law (Conditioned Access Service - SEAC); the discussions of
the National Broadband Plan (PNBL); and the revision of the
Brazilian Telecommunications Code (1962) under discussion
since the 1st National Conference on Communications registered
in the 2011 Obitel Yearbook.
The new cable TV law must radically change Pay TV
market rules in the country. It determines the opening of the
Pay TV market to telecommunication companies and establishes
mandatory quotas for national production. Pay channels must air
at least three hours per week of Brazilian-made content during
prime time. A half of that quota shall be produced by independent
national production companies, not related to broadcast groups.
The forecast for this law to come into force is the first quarter
of 2012 and it will be up to ANCINE (the National Cinema
Agency) to regulate and supervise the activities of programming
and packaging of the SEAC.
The goal is to encourage domestic production trying to
occupy 70% of the subscription market. It is estimated that there
will be an investment of 400 million reais (nearly 200 million
U.S. dollars) in national audiovisual production in 2012. Right
now, before the law has been approved, there are enormous
expectations regarding the scope of the changes, which will make
old and new players change their positions on the chessboard. A
new business model of television should be under development
due to the mandatory domestic content to be produced by
“independent production companies”.
The National Broadband Plan (PNBL) continued to
be discussed in 2011 with the goal of, three years after its
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implementation, expanding the coverage of the broadband
internet to 68% of households, raise the speed to 1Mbps and lower
costs to users. There was also the continuation of the controversial
debate on the new communications regulatory mark, which
aims to review the 1962 Brazilian Telecommunications Code,
particularly regarding to the change of inspection of radio and TV
concessions. There were also discussions around the redefinition
of the indicative classification system of television, movie and
video game content, according to the procedures required by the
Ministry of Justice in 2010.

1.6 Advertising, merchandising and social merchandising
in television fiction
In 2011, total advertising investment in media reached 88.3
billion reais (about 50 billion dollars) and its distribution among
the vehicles was practically the same from 2010 on. The investment
in TV advertising was 46.3 billion reais (nearly 27 billion dollars),
an increase of 15.3% comparing to 2010. These data seem to
contradict the discussions about the decline in television ratings.
From this total, 53% were for broadcast TV; newspaper is in
second place, with 20% of the income. For the first time, pay TV
appears in third place with 8%, exceeding magazines. The Internet
had once again the highest relative growth rate of the year, 71%.
However, it still retains the same fifth place obtained in 201018.

According to data of Monitor Evolution, of IBOPE, which follows the investment
in media purchase and took place in 38 cities in the main media. The sums consider the price table of the vehicles.

18
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Graphic 5. Advertising investment in 2011 per medium
Medium
Television
Newspaper
Pay TV
Magazine
Internet
Radio
Street furniture
Cinema
Billboard
Total

Investment
46.3
17.2
7.4
7.2
5.4
3.6
0.4
0.3
0.1
87.9

%
53
20
8
8
6
4
0.5
0.4
0.1
100.0

Source: IBOPE / OBITEL Brazil

Regarding the origin of investment, trade and retail lead once
more with 22% of the advertising spending, followed by health
and beauty, beverages (mostly, beer companies) and automotive
industry, and banks.19
Merchandising in the fiction
Merchandising or product placement is still present in fiction,
as it was in previous years. In 2011, the main advertising segments
were, in order: cosmetics, fashion, cars, food and the financial market.
19

Source: IBOPE Media-Monitor-Evolution.
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Social merchandising20 in the fiction
Perhaps the most distinctive trait of the Brazilian telenovela,
the social merchandising or socioeducational content is included
in their plots and usually causes heated discussions of the audience,
in the media and social networks. In 2011, fiction produced by
Rede Globo, Record and TV Brasil were the object of discussion
especially regarding the issues of homosexuality and the combat
against homophobia. Due to the importance of these issues, the
subject will be addressed in more depth in topic 3 of this chapter.
In Rede Globo’s programming, the leader of this kind of
content on telenovelas, other topics discussed were: children’s
rights, literacy and sexual harassment in Aquele beijo; social life
and love relationship at old age; adoption and prostate cancer
treatment in A vida da gente; sustainable development and
prejudice in Insensato coração; reading incentives and volunteer
work in Morde & assopra; professional emancipation of women;
domestic violence and ethics in medicine in Fina estampa. Record
telenovelas also had insertions on drug use, domestic violence,
Down syndrome, AIDS prevention, the importance of sports and
adoption of children and teenagers in Vidas em Jogo; bullying and
alcoholism in Rebelde.

Considered one of the hallmarks of Brazilian telenovela, social merchandising is a communication strategy that consists of broadcasting social-educative messages embedded in
fiction storylines.
20
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2. Analysis of the year: National and Ibero-American
premiere fiction
TABLE 1. Productions broadcast in 2011 and its respective networks
NATIONAL PREMIERE
TITLES – 41

IMPORTED PREMIERE
TITLES – 6

Rede Globo – 29 national titles
1. Acampamento de férias (miniseries)
2. Aline (series)
3. Amor em quatro atos (series)
4. Aquele beijo (telenovela)
5. Araguaia (telenovela)
6. Astro, O (telenovela)
7. Batendo o ponto (series)
8. Bem-amado, O (miniseries)
9. Chico Xavier (miniseries)
10. Cordel encantado (telenovela)
11. Divã (series)
12. Fina estampa (telenovela)
13. Força tarefa (series)
14. Grande família, A (series)
15. História do amor, A (Fantástico*
sketch)
16. Homens de bem (telefilm)
17. Insensato coração (telenovela)
18. Lara com Z (series)
19. Macho man (series)
20. Malhação (soap opera)
21. Morde e assopra (telenovela)
22. Mulher invisível, A (series)
23. O relógio da aventura (series)
24. Passione (telenovela)
25. Por toda minha vida-Cartola
(docudrama)
26. Por toda minha vida-Frenéticas
(docudrama)
27. Tapas e beijos (series)
28. Ti-ti-ti (telenovela)
29. Vida da gente, A (telenovela)

SBT – 1 imported title
1. Camaleões (telenovela – Mexico)
Band – 3 imported titles
2. Isa TKM (series – Venezuela)
3. Quase anjos - 1st season (telenovela
– Argentina)
4. Quase anjos - 2nd season (telenovela – Argentina)
TV Brasil – 2 imported titles
5.Equador (series – Portugal)
6.Karkú (telenovela – Chile)
RERUN TITLES – 20
Rede Globo – 3 national titles
1. Clone, O (telenovela)
2. Sete pecados (telenovela)
3. Mulheres de areia (telenovela)
Record – 2 national titles
4. História de Ester, A (telenovela)
5. Mutantes, Os (telenovela)
SBT – 9 national titles
6. Amigas e rivais (telenovela)
7. Cristal (telenovela)
8. Esmeralda (telenovela)
9. Fascinação (telenovela)
10. História de Ana Raio e Zé Trovão,
A (telenovela)
11. Maria Esperança (telenovela)
12. Marimar (telenovela)
13. Pérola negra (telenovela)
14. Uma rosa com amor (telenovela)
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NATIONAL PREMIERE
TITLES – 41
Record – 6 national titles
30. Madeireiro, O (telefilm)
31. Menino grapiúna, O (telefilm)
32. Rebelde (telenovela)
33. Ribeirão do tempo (telenovela)
34. Sansão e Dalila (miniseries)
35. Vidas em jogo (telenovela)
TV Brasil – 3 national titles
39. Brilhante F.C. (miniseries)
40. Natália (miniseries)
41. Vida de estagiário (miniseries)

IMPORTED PREMIERE
TITLES – 6
Band – 1 national title
15. Julie e os fantasmas (series)
TV Brasil – 5 national titles
16. Alfavela (unitary)
17. Brilhante F.C. (series)
18. Elvis e o cometa (unitary)
19. Pulo do gato (unitary)
20. Última saída, A (unitary)

TOTAL TITLES RAN IN 2011: 67

Band – 2 national titles
37. Anjos do sexo (series)
38. Julie e os fantasmas (series)
SBT – 1 national title
36. Amor e revolução (telenovela)
Source: OBITEL Brazil
*Fantástico is an electronic Sunday magazine aired by Rede Globo
during prime time.

In 2011, the total number of television fiction programs
ran on Brazilian broadcast TV was 67, 47 of which were first
runs, representing an increase of 6.3% compared to 2010. Rede
Globo was the cause of this increase, since it produced an extra
10 titles in 2011. The network has maintained its hegemony in
this production, with 41 new programs or almost 71% of the total
fiction produced in the year. Record, in a much lower position,
took over the second place after being third in 2010, with six titles
and 15%. TV Brazil is next, with just over 7%, Band with 5% and
SBT with 2%, the latter having produced only one new telenovela
during the year. The reruns had a 150% increase compared to 2010
(from 8 to 20), and SBT alone was responsible for broadcasting
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45% of them, followed by TV Brazil with 25%, Rede Globo with
15%, Record with 10% and Band with 5%.
TABLE 2. Total of premiere fictional program in 2011
Fiction

Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

National*

41

87.2

2,163

Ibero-American

6

12.8

531

19.7

298:50

17.0

Latin-American (Obitel scope)

6

12.8

531

19.7

298:50

17.0

Latin-American (not Obitel
scope)

-

-

-

-

-

-

USA (Hispanic production)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Iberian

-

-

-

-

-

-

Others (Ibero-American coproductions)

-

-

-

-

-

-

47

100.0

2,694

Total

80.3 1,462:05 83.0

100.0 1,760:55 100.0

Source: OBITEL Brazil

National premieres produced in the country in 2011
accounted for 41 titles, representing 87% of all first runs. There
was a reduction of 8 titles compared to 2010 (49), but with an
increase of more than 13% in national hours produced and almost
18% regarding chapters or episodes. This reduction occurred
because Rede Globo did not produce unitaries (spin-offs, specials),
usually ran at the end of the year, and SBT reduced its first run
fiction offer to just one title. Of the total hours showed, 83% were
national and 17% Ibero-American, renewing the majority national
nature of the first run production, which has occurred since the
beginning of the Obitel series in 2006. Six titles were imported
from the Obitel countries, as in 2010, but with an 11% increase
in hours due to the substitution of one series for one telenovela.
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TABLE 3. Origin of the premiere fictional program by country
Country

Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

BRAZIL

41

87.2

2,163

80.3

Argentina

2

4.4

197

7.3

118:30

6.7

Chile

1

2.1

128

4.8

51:10

2.9

1,462:05 83.0

Colombia

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ecuador

-

-

-

-

-

-

Spain

-

-

-

-

-

-

USA (Hispanic production)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mexico

1

2.1

62

2.3

35:45

2.0

Portugal

1

2.1

30

1.1

24:00

1.4

Uruguay

-

-

-

-

-

-

Venezuela

1

2.1

114

4.2

69:25

4.0

Others (production and coproduction from other Latin
American/Ibero-American
countries

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total

47 100.0

2,694

100.0 1,760:55 100.0

Source: OBITEL Brazil

In 2011, all 6 Iberian-American titles were imported from
the Obitel countries as in 2010. SBT showed Mexican telenovela
Camaleões, Band aired two seasons of the Argentinian telenovela
Quase Anjos and the Venezuelan series Isa TKM, and TV Brazil
has broadcasted Chilean telenovela Karkú and Portuguese series
Equador. It is notable that, in 2011, the Argentine production
totaled more than the Chilean, Mexican, and Portuguese
production hours put together. And, on the other hand, there was
a reduction of Mexican fiction to only one title and 57 hours in
comparison to 2010 (2 titles, 92 hours).

40.0

866

33.3

26.7

577

720

-

-

C/E

461:40

688:10

312:15

-

National
%
H

31.6

47.0

21.4

-

%

30

-

293

208

C/E

5.6

-

55.2

39.2

24:00

-

149:05

125:45

Ibero-American
%
H

8.0

-

49.9

42.1

%

750

866

870

208

C/E

27.8

32.2

32.3

7.7

%

H

485:40

688:10

461:15

125:50

Total

27.6

39.1

26.2

7.1

%

Total
2,163
100.0 1,462:05 100.0
531
100.0 298:50 100.0
2,694
100.0 1,760:55 100.0
Source: OBITEL Brazil
*The hours of the complete chapter or episodes were counted in the slot in which more than 50 % of the chapter/episode is broadcast.
** The slots are defined by each country.

Night (22:00-06:00)

Morning (06:0012:00)
Afternoon (12:0019:00)
Prime Time (19:0022:00)

Slots**

TABLE 4. Chapters/Episodes and Hours broadcast by time slots*
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The national prime time has led in comparison to other
slots, concentrating 40% of the chapters/episodes and 47% of
produced hours in the year. The night slot grew by almost 5%
compared to 2010, reaching 32%, while the afternoon slot has
decreased by more than 4% with just over 21% of hours. There
is greater participation of imported products in the afternoon
slot with nearly 50% of the hours aired, which is an increase of
over 4% when compared to 2010. It must be noted that there was
no exhibition of Ibero-American productions on prime time and
that the afternoon and morning slots concentrated 92% of this
production, and there was a slight increase in hours for both slots.
Prime time remains the slot in which the largest percentage of
fiction hours are concentrated, with 39%, while the afternoon
and night slots are almost even, with 26% and 28%, respectively.
Overall, it is noted that in 2011, fiction television was distributed
in the normal curve through these three slots.

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm / TV movie
Unitary
Docudrama
Other (soap opera,
etc.)
TOTAL
Source: OBITEL Brazil

Formats

%
34.2
31.7
17.1
7.4
4.8

4.8

100.0

Titles
14
13
7
3
2

2

41

2,163

266

C/E
1.653
173
66
3
2

100.0

12.3

%
76.4
8.0
3.0
0.2
0.1

NATIONAL

1,462:05

105:30

Hours
1.222:15
95:55
34:10
02:44
01:30

100.0

7.2

%
83.6
6.6
2.3
0.2
0.1

6

-

Titles
4
2
-

100.0

-

%
66.7
33.3
-

531

-

C/E
387
144
-

100.0

-

%
72.9
27.1
-

298:50

-

Hours
205:25
93:25
-

IBERO-AMERICAN

TABLE 5. Formats of National and Ibero-American Fiction

100.0

-

%
68.8
31.2
-
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Once again, the telenovela format was the most broadcast in
2011, with 14 titles, a slight increase (one title) compared to the
previous year. Despite the stability in the number of titles, there was
a significant increase in the number of hours: 1,222 in comparison
to the 1,074 hours in 2010. From the 14 telenovelas, Rede Globo
alone produced ten (71%), two more compared to 2010. Record
produced the same number of titles from 2010 (three) and SBT
decreased from two to one title. Series, in turn, were responsible
for 13 titles, one more than in 2010, reaffirming the continuous
and gradual growth of this format since 200821. Miniseries also
rose, with seven titles and a 75% increase, more three titles than
in 2010. In the TV movie format, there were three titles versus just
one in 2010 and 2009, which demonstrated its presence for the
third consecutive year. As we have said, there was no exhibition
of unitaries in 2011, causing a precipitous fall compared to 2010,
when there were 15 titles in this format. Two facts, possibly
conjectural, should be cited: Rede Globo did not produce any of
its traditional end-of-the-year unitaries and TV Brazil transformed
the unitaries ran in 2010 into a miniseries22. In the docudrama
format, there were 2 titles in 2011 compared to 3 in 2010. In the
other category23, 2 titles were shown in 2011, compared to just one
in 2010. Based on the data of Table 5, it seems possible to affirm
that the diversification of fictional formats is already a trend in
Brazilian television fiction since it has been reaffirmed both in the
variety and the increase of titles in each format.

In 2008 there were seven titles, in 2009, 11 and in 2010, 12 series titles.
In2010, eight pilots selected on the tender notice FICTV/Mais Cultura were broadcast by
the network. Among these, Brilhante F.C., Natália and Vida de estagiário received incentives
towards the production of a miniseries in 2011.
23
From the 2011 Obitel Yearbook on, the other category was divided and now includes
only the soap opera and unitary formats, so the docudrama and unitary formats are now
autonomous categories.
21

22
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TABLE 6. Formats of National fiction by time slots
Formats

MorAfter%
ning
noon

%

Prime
time

%

Night

%

Total

%

Telenovela

-

-

3

49.9

7

63.7

4

18.2

14

34.1

Series

-

-

1

16.7

1

9.1

11

50.0

13

31.7

Miniseries

-

-

1

16.7

2

18.2

4

18.2

7

17.1

Telefilm / TV
movie

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

13.6

3

7.3

Unitary

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Docudrama

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

8.3

2

4.9

Other (soap
opera, etc.)

-

-

1

16.7

1

-

-

-

2

4.9

0

0.0

6

100.0

11

100.0

24

100.0

41

100.0

Total

Source: OBITEL Brazil

In the distribution of formats by time slots, telenovelas are
largely dominating during prime time and in the afternoon slot.
The night slot, on the other hand, has a more diversified range of
formats, with series, telenovelas, miniseries and the addition of 3
telefilms.
Prime time housed 11 titles, mostly of national telenovelas.
Rede Globo produced its 6 traditional telenovelas for this slot (Titi-ti, Passione, Morde & Assopra, Aquele beijo, Fina estampa, Insensato
coração) and Record only one (Rebelde). TV Brazil ran 2 television
miniseries on prime time (Brilhante F.C. e Vida de estagiário)
The night slot stood out as the primary time for national
fiction, confirming the trend already noted in 2010 of the sliding
of the prime time to the night slot. In the 24 titles broadcast,
the series format was predominant. Among the series that aired,
there were 9 new Rede Globo productions (Tapas e beijos, A mulher
invisível, Aline, Amor em quatro atos, Batendo o ponto, Divã, Força
tarefa, Lara com Z, Macho man). Band produced the series Anjos do
sexo. Four of the 7 national miniseries produced were broadcast in
the evening: two Rede Globo productions, originally made as films
and transformed into miniseries (O bem amado, Chico Xavier), one
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from Record (Sansão e Dalila) and one from TV Brazil (Natália).
There was the increase of telefilm’s titles. In 2011 there were 3;
one from Rede Globo (Homens de bem) and two from Record (O
madeireiro e O menino Grapiúna), and it should be noted that this
network ran one TV movie per year since 2009. In the docudrama
format, Rede Globo made two titles (Por toda minha vida – Cartola;
Por toda minha vida – Frenéticas). In the others category there was the
broadcast of A história do amor, a sketch of Fantástico, a TV magazine.
A new format feature in the programming schedule - also registered
in 2010 - was the shorter duration of series and miniseries, with a
total of 20 titles occupying part of prime time, and especially the
evening slot, a fact that granted an unprecedented profile to the
programming schedule in 2011. The remake of the telenovela O
Astro at the 11pm slot with 64 chapters illustrated this trend well.
TABLE 7. Length of Chapters/Episodes (without commercials)
Length
Short (until 30’)
Medium (30’- 60’)
Long (+ 60’)
Total

Chapters/Episodes

%

391

18.1

1,751

80.9

21

1.0

2,163

100.0

Source: OBITEL Brazil

Since the beginning of the OBITEL series, medium length
chapters/episodes prevailed in Brazilian fiction. However, there is
a gradual increase in the duration of the chapters of Rede Globo’s
telenovelas, especially those ran at 9pm. While the average length
of chapters of the last four months of 2010 was 52 minutes, during
the same period in 2011, the average shifted to 60 minutes. On the
other hand, short chapters/episodes had an increase of nearly 100
chapters, 32.5% more than in 2010. This number is unprecedented
and it represents a move in the opposite direction to the trend in
previous years, since in four of the five preceding years of OBITEL
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series there was a decrease, as well as one year of stability. Here we
see the increased value of the half-hour series format, traditional
in American sitcoms. Long episodes, even with the increase of the
total number of chapters/episodes shown in Table 2, still show a
slight decrease, from 24 in 2010 to 21 in 2011.
TABLE 8. Time period of fictional programming
Time Period

Titles

%

Present

32

78.1

Vintage

2

4.9

Historical

6

14.6

Other

1

2.4

41

100.0

Total
Source: OBITEL Brazil

Regarding temporality in fiction, there was a predominance
of plots based on the present time, a trend since the beginning
of the OBITEL series in 2006. However, in 2011 there were three
times more historical narratives, from two to six fictional pieces:
Amor e Revolução (SBT); Sansão e Dalila and O menino Grapiúna
(Record); Chico Xavier and Por toda minha vida (2) (Rede Globo).
The two vintage period fiction were O cordel encantado and O bemamado (Rede Globo). The series O relógio da aventura (Rede Globo)
was classified as other.

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Rede Globo

Telenovela
Telenovela

Series

Series

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Format

* Home Audience. IBOPE PNT: 1 percentage point equals to 184,730 homes.

Rede Globo
Private
Rede Globo
Private
National Original Scripts – 100%

Private

Private or
public TV

Country of origin
of the original idea
Network
or script
Brazil
Rede Globo

1. Passione
2. Fina
Brazil
estampa
3. Insensato
Brazil
coração
4. Ti-ti-ti
Brazil
5. Morde &
Brazil
assopra
6. Cordel
Brazil
encantado
7. Tapas e
Brazil
beijos
8. A grande
Brazil
família
9. Aquele beijo
Brazil
10. Araguaia
Brazil
Total Productions : 10
Source: IBOPE/OBITEL Brazil

Title

Bernardo Guilherme /
28.82
Marcelo Gonçalves
Miguel Falabella
28.10
Walther Negrão
25.17
Foreign Scripts – 0%

28.89

29.62

Thelma Guedes / Duca
Rachid
Claudio Paiva

32.15

32.35

37.06

40.13

43.97

Rating
%*

Walcyr Carrasco

Gilberto Braga / Ricardo
Linhares
Maria Adelaide Amaral

Agnaldo Silva

Name of the writer or
author of the original
idea
Silvio de Abreu

Table 9. Top Ten titles: Origin, Format, Rating, Share

51.3
48.3

50.1

48.8

52.4

54.1

57.4

59.3

64.0

67.1

Share
%
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For the fifth consecutive year, Rede Globo productions
completely occupy the table of the ten highest audiences in
Brazilian broadcast TV fiction with national productions and
originals scripts. For the first time since the beginning of the
OBITEL series, 8 out of the 10 titles are telenovelas, confirming
Brazilians preference for long seriality. But, this fact can also
reflect the absence of the end-of-the-year unitaries of Rede Globo
in 2011. Another highlight is the success and longevity of the series
A grande família 24, which has been running since 2001 and is in the
Top Ten in every year monitored by Obitel.

24

It is the second version of the homonymous series, which was a great hit in the 1970s.

Comedy

Series

Romantic
Comedy
Drama

Comedy

Series

Telenovela

Romance

Telenovela

Telenovela

Romantic
Comedy
Romantic
Comedy

Drama

Telenovela

Telenovela

Drama
Drama

Genre

Telenovela
Telenovela

Format

10. Araguaia
Telenovela
Source: OBITEL Brazil

9. Aquele beijo

5. Morde &
assopra
6. Cordel
encantado
7. Tapas e
Beijos
8. A grande
familia

4. Ti-ti-ti

1. Passione
2. Fina estampa
3. Insensato
coração

Title

2010/11

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2010/11

2010/11

2010/11
2011

Production
year

83

66

37

36

143

179

66

185

Number of
chapters/
episodes
12
114

39 min.

48 min.

36 min.

35 min.

39 min.

48 min.

49 min.

55 min.

Chapter/
episode
length
53 min.
59 min.

01/01/11

17/10/11

07/04/11

05/04/11

11/04/11

21/03/11

01/01/11

17/01/11

01/01/11
22/08/11

Date of the
first issue

TABLE 10. Top Ten titles in 2011 (from 01/01/11 to 12/31/11)

09/04/11

31/12/11

15/12/11

20/12/11

24/09/11

15/10/11

19/03/11

20/08/11

15/01/11
31/12/11

Date of the
last issue

Afternoon

Prime time

Night

Night

Afternoon

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time
Prime time

Time slot
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Most of Top Ten fictions are on prime time and the 9 pm
telenovelas occupy the first three spots, a fact also observed
in the 2010 and 2011 Yearbooks. In the afternoon slot are two
telenovelas and in the night slot two series. Regarding genre, there
is a balance between drama and romantic comedy. The chapters/
episode pattern leans in favor of medium length.
TABLE 11. Themes in the top ten titles in 2011
Titles

Predominant Themes
- Ambition and revenge
- Ideological falsehood
1°. Passione
- Adultery and illegitimacy
- Murders
- Inequality and conflict
between social classes
- Secrets of the past
- Extra-sensory perception
2°. Fina estampa - Honesty and work as social
values
- Dispute for custody of
children
- Disclosure of identity

3°. Insensato
coração

4°. Ti-ti-ti

5°. Morde &
assopra

Social Themes
- Chemical dependency
- Sexual abuse and exploitation
- Pedophilia
- Abortion
- Domestic violence
- Children and teenagers rights
- Reading and writing
encouragement
- Disease prevention and
treatment
- In vitro fertilization and
assisted pregnancy
- Prejudice and discrimination
- Citizenship and rights
- Sibling rivalry
- Sustainable Development
- Ambition and revenge
- Formal Education
- Race for inheritance
- Homosexuality and
- Underworld crime
homophobia combat
- New family configurations
- Illegal activities and corruption
- Corruption
- Prejudice and discrimination
- Ambition
- Prevention and treatment of
- Fashion world
diseases
- Ideological falsehood and
- Promotion of cultural diversity
identity revelation
- Homosexuality
- Memory lost
- Volunteer Work
- Envy and revenge
- Basic citizenship rights
- Sustainable development
- Class conflicts
- Prejudice and discrimination
- Ambition
- Prevention and treatment of
- Politics and corruption
disease
- Robotics
- Mother and baby’s health
- Paleontology
- Illegal activities and corruption
- Volunteer work
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Titles

Predominant Themes
- Stories and popular
customs in Brazil
- Northeastern Cangaço
- European royalty dispute
6°. Cordel
and crown usurpation
encantado
- Disclosure of identity
- Premonitions and miracles
- Extramarital relationships
and bigamy
- Friendship
- Romantic relationship and
7°. Tapas e
extramarital affair
beijos
- Dating for women over 30
years
- Family relationships
- Relations between
8°. A grande
neighbors
familia
- The daily life of popular
class families
- Disclosure of identities
- Transsexuality
- Social and racial prejudice
- Corruption and organized
9°. Aquele beijo crime
- Ideological falsehood
- Abandonment and abuse
of minors
- Paranormality
- Indigenous culture, ritual
and magical powers
- Circus life
- Religiosity
10°. Araguaia - Political persecution and
the Araguaia guerrilla in the
1970s
- Environmental protection
and ecology
Source: OBITEL Brazil/Globo Universidade

Social Themes
- Civil rights and social
- Domestic violence
- Cultural and regional diversity
- Formal education / literacy
- Care during pregnancy

- Suburban sociality

- Feminine protagonism
- Suburban sociality

- Children and teenagers rights
- Arts and culture dissemination
- Formal education / literacy
- Sexual harassment
- Illegal activities and corruption

- Children and teenagers rights
- Sustainable exploration
- Mother and baby’s health
- Prevention and treatment of
diseases
- Recent history of the country

As in previous years, the predominant themes in the Top
Ten fiction of 2011 are part of the matrix of the melodramatic
genre. This year, this picture is clearer, because 8 of the Top Ten
are telenovelas. Amongst the most common themes are family
relationships, revenge, ambition, adultery, disclosure of identity,
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bastardy, disputes between social classes, racial and class prejudices,
abandonment of children and corruption. However in their
developments the plots deal with issues of great contemporary
relevance, such as environmental protection, sustainability
and sexuality (homosexuality, transsexualism) and new family
arrangements, which update the genre, reinforce its sociocultural
importance and promote inside the narrative the discussion of
current problems and conflicts. Therefore the presence of social
issues brings fiction closer to everyday life and opens space for
discussion, especially in telenovelas. Among them one can find
health issues – with highlights to the treatment of various cancers;
legal and ethical approaches of assisted reproduction and adoption
of children, pedophilia, domestic violence, and the introduction
of topics such as sustainability and environmental protection.
The social themes are developed throughout the plot in different
fictional cores, enabling the treatment of the subject from different
perspectives, complementary and antagonistic, assuring to the
telenovela the condition of “complex television narrative”.25
Once more the urban environment is predominant, not only
in telenovelas but also in series. The cities of Rio de Janeiro and São
Paulo were the main choice for the development of the plots. The
pronounced significance of the numerous subplots has highlighted
once again the choral protagonism in the telenovela. The choral
protagonism and the popular and suburban environment are the
characteristics of two series in the Top Ten (A grande família and
Tapas e beijos). However, we highlight two telenovelas in which
environment and geographic location took place outside of the
great national metropolises. Araguaia was set in the region of
the same name, in the Brazilian countryside, where there was an
intense fight between the guerrillas and the military in the 1970s
We believe that the narrative complexity that Mittell (2006) attributes to the contemporary
television series in the United States has been characterizing the Brazilian telenovela, at
least since the 1970s.
25
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and where a rich matrix of indigenous culture is found. This
telenovela tried to rescue the memory of these events in recent
Brazilian history while addressing the subject of environmental
protection in a socioeducational manner. Cordel Encantado took
place in the fictional town of Brogodó, complete with scenic
characterization, locations and themes referred to in the cordel
literature, mixing in a mythic narrative of both the northeastern
cangaço and the European court. All of this refers unambiguously
to the culture and imaginary of the Brazilian Northeast. It seems
that the diversity of spaces and plots in the Top Ten is appropriated
to the production of meaning that does not only stand in the
archetypal opposition between town and country, but mainly in
a more complex understanding of the relationship between these
two environments; after all, it is a reality experienced by millions
of Brazilians who move rapidly between the countryside that
modernizes and the city that ruralizes.
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3. Highlights of the year
The telenovela Cordel encantado
With a different proposal in terms of thematic and aesthetic
approach26, Cordel Encantado, the 6pm Rede Globo telenovela, was
one of the 2011 highlights. Written by Thelma Guedes and Duca
Rachid, the plot relies on the creative conceptuation of a well known
story: the forbidden love between a princess and a plebeian.27
Set in the early twentieth century, in the fictional town
of Brogodó in northeastern Brazil, and in Seráfia, a fictional
European kingdom, Cordel Encantado confronts two seemingly
distinct universes that converge in time and space to start the
search for the lost princess Aurora, daughter of the king of Seráfia,
raised as Açucena by a Brazilian couple in the Northeast. The
hybrid discourse of oral sertaneja culture built a plot based in two
important narrative matrixes of Brazilian culture: cordel literature28
and the telenovela. The conflicts and its relationship with stories
from our encyclopedia (Eco, 1997) refer to the intertextuality
created not only in literary terms, but also in terms of memory of
film and television narratives. Cordel encantado takes us through
the semiotic polysemy and plasticity of the audiovisual text in a
fictional world with direct and indirect references to constituting
elements of the narrative matrixes of telenovela and cordel. In
26
Cordel encantado was the first Rede Globo telenovela to use cameras shooting at 24 frames
per second, which recreates a texture close to that of cinema.
27
The story, besides the high ratings for the time slot, had great repercussion on social networks. It demonstrates well the presence of Cordel encantado on the Internet the fact that it
was among the ten most researched by Brazilian audiences on Google, according to Google
trends. Cf. Google Zeitgeist 2011. Available at: http://www.googlezeitgeist.com/pt-BR/toplists/br/fastest-rising-searches Accessed 16/01/2012.
28
According to Sevcenko, the roots of cordel literature may be found on oral popular
culture in Medieval Europe. “Its bedrock was the cycle of Celtic and Provençal legends.
These subjects were transmitted from generation to generation of illiterate populations, by,
above all, fair singers or latter printed pamphlets, exposed attached to strings in the singers’
tents (…) This oral literature diffused itself in Brazil since the beginning of the colonization, especially in regions far from the modernizing influence of the docks. Cf. Sevcenko
(1998, p. 137).
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terms of narrative, throughout the plot, the script used elements
of stories such as Sleeping Beauty, Robin Hood, The man in the iron
mask and Grande Sertão: Veredas. But beyond the plurality of
elements connected to fantasy, it also referred to figures often
portrayed in cordel literature: Lampião and Maria Bonita, Saint
Francis of Assisi, King Dom Sebastião and Antônio Conselheiro.
The intertextual treatment and the aesthetic workmanship created
a modern tale praised by the audience and the critics.29
Genres and formats: Brazilian fiction by seasons
Obitel’s 2010 and 2011 Yearbooks highlighted the growing
significance of series in Rede Globo’s programming. In 2009,
we made remarks about experimentation in terms of format
and content and in 2010 we called attention to the prevalence
of an American Sitcom structural model, with fixed sets and fast
dialogues leaning towards ironic humor and sarcasm, as it was
observed in S.O.S. Emergência, A vida alheia and Separação?! with
seasons of 20 episodes.
In 2011, there were series of shorter seasons as Amor em quatro
atos (4 episodes), Aline (5 episodes) Batendo o ponto (7 episodes),
Divã and Força-tarefa (8 episodes each) and two series of two seasons
during the year, A mulher invisível (total of 13 episodes) and Macho
Man (total of 20 episodes). Apart from these titles, two series stood
out and occupied the programming throughout the year and are
in the Top Ten: the first season of the romantic comedy Tapas &
beijos (36 episodes) that portrays the love life of two lower middle
class women in their thirties, and the sitcom A grande família (37
episodes) that, in its 11th season, is the longest running fiction
series in Brazilian TV history.
Another aspect to be highlighted refers to a larger variety
regarding genre. In 2011, beyond romantic comedies (Aline, A
Cordel encantado was chosen as the best telenovela in 2011 by Associação Paulista de Críticos de Arte (APCA), best telenovela and best costume by TV Extra Award and best author
(Duca Rachid e Thelma Guedes) at 5th QUEM Award.
29
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mulher invisível, Divã, Tapas & beijos) there were those closer to
the sitcom format (Macho Man, Batendo o ponto, A grande família).
The third season of Força-tarefa also stood out as the only one in
the police genre, addressing with depth psychological conflicts
in a complex narrative construction of an unusual thematic and
aesthetics on Brazilian broadcast TV. It is suitable, finally, to
highlight the remake of O astro30, airing at 11pm, re-launching
a telenovela slot of great success in the 1970s with a more adult
approach. The remake had 64 chapters and a leaner structure.
It can be considered an experimental work in current Brazilian
telenovelas and it shows investment by the network in this format,
which has characteristics that make it a more viable product in the
growing international market.
The metafictional discourse in telenovela:
self-referentiality and metalanguage
For years the Brazilian telenovela has been employing, somewhat
explicitly, self-referentiality and metalanguage as storytelling and
stylistic resources for character and plot development. Authors
like Aguinaldo Silva, Benedito Rui Barbosa, Cassiano Gabus
Mendes, Dias Gomes, Gilberto Braga, Glória Perez, Lauro César
Muniz, just to name a few, introduced characters, catchphrases
and even whole dramatic cores from other fictional narratives
in their stories, thus showing the interdiscoursive construction
of the telenovela. This type of narrative demands operations of
production of meaning anchored in characteristic interpretations
of a second level reader (Eco, 1997).
On some occasions, the metalinguistic function becomes
more evident through characters. In 2011, the metafictional
The first version of the telenovela, with 186 chapters, aired from 12/06/1977 to
07/08/1978 during the 8pm slot, was one of Janete Clair’s greatest hits, directed by Gonzaga Blota under Daniel Filho’s supervision. The remake was written by Alcides Nogueira
and Geraldo Carneiro, directed by Mauro Mendonça Filho and aired at 11 pm, from Tuesday to Friday, from 06/12 to 10/28/2011.

30
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discourse was present in the five first telenovelas of the Top Ten,
with highlights to Passione, Fina Estampa and Ti-ti-ti. In Passione, by
Sílvio de Abreu, the character Clô (Irene Ravache) clearly referred
to Maria do Carmo (Regina Duarte) of Rainha da Sucata (from
the same author, aired in 1990) In Fina Estampa, by Aguinaldo
Silva, the statements carried with self-referentiality were evident
in two characters: Thereza Cristina (Christiane Torloni) and Crô
(Marcelo Serrado). Thereza Cristina often compared her behavior
to that of Nazareth Tedesco (Renata Sorrah), character of Senhora
do Destino (from the same author). In Ti-ti-ti, from Maria Adelaide
Amaral, the statements that referred to self-referentiality and
metalanguage permeated the different dramatic cores, especially
because it was a remake that mixed plots of two Cassiano Gabus
Mendes’s successful telenovelas, Ti-ti-ti (Rede Globo, 1985-986)
and Plumas & Paetês (Rede Globo, 1980-1981). Another telenovela
that also presented a lot of interesting elements of self-referentiality
and metalanguage was Aquele beijo, written by Miguel Falabella. It
used the strategy of presenting the author himself as a narrator. All
these telenovelas adopted enunciation instances that refer to the
notion of metafiction, characterizing the “self-referential narrative
condition, of the report on itself, the insertion in the narrative
text of concerns about the narrative statute” (Calatrava, 2008,
p.138). This view over itself is a characteristic of modern narratives
that, like telenovela, offer an enlargement of relations between real
words and possible words. (Eco, 1997).
A 2011 failure: SBT’s telenovela “Amor e revolução”
The telenovela Amor e revolução31 may be considered a failure
both in thematic as in teledramatic terms. The frailty of the
script and the production frustrated the audience and the critics’
expectation regarding the treatment of the theme of the post-1964
31
Written by Tiago Santiago and directed by Reynaldo Boury, Luiz Antonio Piá and Marcus
Coqueiro. Produced and aired by SBT from 04/05/2011 to 01/13/2012, at 10 pm.
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military dictatorship. Presented by the network as a fiction that
would show in a realistic way the armed struggle of left-wing groups
against the military dictatorship32, the telenovela used testimonies
of former political persecutes and torture victims at the end of
each chapter as a strategy to strengthen the historical aspect.
Such testimonies, while they lasted, stood out more than the
fiction narrative itself and, alongside with torture scenes, not only
bothered the military reserve – who asked for the censorship of the
telenovela33 – but also fueled heated discussions in the newspapers
which defined the reactions from the army and leftist militants.
Nevertheless, the audience ratings34 did not reach expected levels
by the network, which, for this reason, opted for the softening
of the torture scenes in favor of love scenes and the removal of
the testimonies. The plot also included a love affair between two
women and showed a gay kiss, a fact that was seen as an attempt
to increase the pitiful ratings. Announced as an opportunity to
know the dark Brazilian “lead years”, it ended becoming a fiasco
in every aspect.
Homosexual themes and fight against homophobia
In 2011, homosexuality and the fight against homophobia
were present in a large sample of telenovelas. The biggest highlights
occurred in homosexual characters in the soap opera Malhação
and in the telenovelas Insensato coração, Ti-ti-ti and Fina estampa
(all from Rede Globo), Vidas em jogo (Record) and Amor e revolução
(SBT), and in the series Natália (TV Brasil). The latter was the first
broadcast of a kiss between two men on Brazilian TV (with small
media repercussion). In Fina estampa, the homosexual character
Cf. Um banho de história antes do início das gravações, Estadão.com.br/Cultura,
05/04/2011, accessed 03/18/2012, available at: http://www.estadao.com.br ; SBT retoma
a ditadura, in: Estadão.com.br/Cultura, from 04/05/2011, available at: http://www.estadao.com.br, accessed 03/18/2012.
33
Cf. Militares tentam censurar novela do SBT sobre a repressão, 14/04/2011,Folha.com,
available on: http://www1.folha.uol.com.br, access on 03/18/2012.
34
According to PNT Ibope, the average rating of Amor e revolução was 4.5 points.
32
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Crodoaldo Valério, also known as Crô (Marcelo Serrado), reached
huge popularity, in spite of being criticized by the media for its
stereotypical portrayal. However, it was Insensato coração that
set a new standard in this theme for Brazilian broadcast TV, by
portraying the matter through various homosexual characters with
different life stories and professional activities, distributed among
the many subplots. Statements in favor of homosexual rights were
strengthened by the characters (gay or not), showing an ample view
of gay movements’ demands from the reality of different social
segments. Six gay characters, which ranged from the businessman
to the waiter, materialized different longings and demands of the
LGBTTIS communities35, emphasizing the social merchandising
in favor of the acceptance of diversity and the law project (PLC
122/2006), in debate at the Congress.36

4. Transmedia reception
As previously affirmed, the Top Ten fiction in 2011 were all
produced by Rede Globo and they had innovations in the offer of
online and offline interaction made by producers. Table 1 illustrates
the possibilities of fiction’s interaction by the following categories:
(1) interactive; (2) interactive in real time; (3) visualization, that
allows only the viewing of chapters; (4) interactive visualization
that allows comments and interaction with other people; (5)
interactive visualization on the web that allows comments an
interactions on social networks; (6) transmedia visualization,
by which producers offer resources such as chats, games, Twitter,
videos, pictures, in which the protagonists of the plot participate.
The table presents the interactivity levels (Lopes et al., 2009) in
each of the transmedia proposals offered.

Lesbians, gays, bisexuals, transsexuals, transvestites, intersexual and sympathizers.
The Law Project 122/2006 criminalizes discrimination to LGBTTIS or even heterosexuals, as also to people physically disabled and the elderly and it was brought up due to
homophobic attacks occurred in the country in 2011.
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TABLE 1 – The Top Ten from a transmedia perspective: Types of interaction and prevailing practices
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Rede
Globo

Aquele
beijo

8

9

10 Araguaia

Source: OBITEL Brazil
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It can be observed in table 1 that Rede Globo’s television
fiction website follows a basic menu. There are sections in which
it is possible to have only passive visualization – watching chapters
of the telenovela and reading news about their plots – with no
room for comments. However, these sections allow users to
share content on social networks. Other sections offered active
or creative transmedia visualization in real time. The spots of
active interactivity are made by games, polls and apps, in which
it is possible to experience the creative interactivity, allowing the
production of User Generated Content (UGC), such as image
remixes. It is remarkable the continuous investment in the creation
of exclusive content on characters, authors and actors’ blogs and
Twitter accounts.
Cordel encantado, Rede Globo’s 6pm telenovela, was chosen
among the Top Ten to a case study of the transmedia reception.
Such choice is justified because it presents a thematic and aesthetic
universe very diverse from the other productions aired on this
slot. Cordel encantado stood out because of the strong presence of
Northeastern Brazilian popular culture elements – with strong
references to the XIX century feuilleton – reproducing the themes
and genres of the discourse present in cordel literature. Part of this
universe continued on Cordel encantado’s website, which offered
links for chapters, characters profiles (some with exclusive videos
of the actors) backstage news and photo galleries. The Interactivity
and Stay up to date sections had polls, games, and other diverse
content. In the plot’s homestretch, the fans were invited to send
images related to the fictional universe of Cordel encantado, which
resulted in a photo gallery on the official website. The Bolão de
Cordel encantado allowed Internet users to leave their guess about
the telenovela’s ending. There was also a documentary about
cangaço, a film produced by the character Penélope, a journalist
character from the story who registers the life of cangaceiros from
Brogodó. In the fiction, the documentary was shown in the town’s
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movie theater, but on the website users had access to the full video.
The story of the Kingdom of Seráfia was told through a xylograph
virtual book exclusively on the website.
Cordel encantadowas aired from April 11th to September 23rd,
2011, totalizing 143 chapters. During the last week of broadcast,
Cordel encantado’s website received a total of 3,397,372 visits and
9,926,059 page views. There were 3,614,693 requisitions of the
telenovela videos, 3,536,435 (98%) of which were free-access
segments and 78,258 (2%) of complete chapters only available for
subscribers. The last poll on the website, “What was the worst
act of Timóteo’s villainy?” on the last three days obtained 10,293
votes37. Such data demonstrate the strong audience participation
on the website and reveal the telenovelas consumption practices.
The data collection occurred between September 19th and 24th,
2011, the last week of TV broadcasting. As the official website did
not allow comments, the data was collected on the social network
Facebook, through the key word “cordel encantado”, resulting in
over 40 pages. To compose the sample, the pages which contained
fan comments from the period of the last week of exhibition
(Monday to Saturday, including the rerun of the final chapter)
were observed.
Community 1: 1,339 members. Date that joined Facebook:
March/2011. Date of the last post: February/2012. Number of
comments during the last week: 187 comments.
Community 2: 375 members. Date that joined Facebook: May/2011.
Date of the last post: 11/22/2011. Number of comments during the
last week: 85 comments.
Community 3: 240 members. Date that joined Facebook: June/2011.
Date of the last post: 29/02/2012. Number of comments during the
last week: 50 comments.

37

According to data from Central Globo de Produção and Google Analytics.
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TABLE 2 – Number of comments per day (Facebook) during the last
week of exhibition of Cordel encantado
Chapters

Number of Comments*

Chapter 139

38

Chapter 140

56

Chapter 141

38

Chapter 142

32

Chapter 143

125

TOTAL

289

*In the data collection, only the comments made from
Monday to Friday were considered. The comments that
referred to the rerun of the last chapter on Saturday
were excluded.
Source: OBITEL Brazil

During the analyzed week, there were a total of 289 comments
on Facebook. The last chapter was the one that received most
comments, being aired on 09/23/11 (Friday), with 125 pieces of
user generated content (UGC) in the monitored communities.
It should be noted that there were differences between the
communities that have been observed, especially regarding the level
of users’ interactions during the final week. In Communities 1 and
2, it was found the publication of content from the telenovela’s
official website, which worked as an informative channel of the
plot and, for this reason, less interactive. In community 3, there
was a smaller number of members and comments, but the great
interactivity over the debates made the Facebook page stand out.
The couple Dora and Felipe was the fans’ favorite, and they created
the name Dolipe to refer to the two of them.
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TABLE 3 – Types of posted comments
Chapter/Day

Chap. 139
09/19/11

Chap. 140
09/20/11

Chap. 141
09/21/11

Chap. 142
09/22/11

Number
of
comments

38

56

38

32

Types of
comments
Story 17 +
Character 21 +
Actors 8 +
Author 1 +
Thematic 3 +
Channel 2 +
Schedule 1 +
Soundtrack 2 +
Link fiction page
17
Link videos 2
Other links 7
Story 31 + 1 Character 30 +
Actors 8 +
Author 1 +
Thematic 3 +
Channel 1 +
Link fiction page
12
Link videos 1
Other links 6
Story 12 +
Character 29 +
Actors 9 +
Director 1 +
Author 1 +
Thematic 1 +
Channel 1 +
Link fiction page
5
Other links 5
Story 18 +
Character 17 +
Actors 4 +
Author 1 +
Thematic 1 +
Link fiction page
8
Link videos 1
Other links 3

Comments
between users

Type of comments
between users

There are
comments
between users.
Referential 29
Active
Emotive 13
Interactivity 37
Creative
Interactivity: 1

There are
comments
between users.
Referential 23
Active
Emotive 32
Interactivity 53 Conative 2
Creative
Interactivity: 3
There are
comments
between users.
Referential 23
Active
Emotive 14
Interactivity 34
Conative 1
Creative
Interactivity: 4

There are
comments
between users. Referential 17
Emotive 16
Active
Conative 1
Interactivity 32
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Chapter/Day

Chap. 143
09/23/11

Number
of
comments

Types of
comments

125

Story 74 + 3 Character 65 +
Actors 20 +
Director 6+
Author 5 +
Thematic 10 +
Channel 2 +
Schedule 2 +
Link fiction page
27
Link videos 1
Other links 17

Comments
between users

Type of comments
between users

There are
comments
between users. Referential 59
Emotive 75
Conative 1
Active
Interactivity
Metalinguistic 1
125

Source: OBITEL Brazil

In table 3, the characteristics of the UGC can be observed. As
the data was collected on Facebook, each comment was considered/
counted as an active interaction since it implies an initial action
or a return to another. Few comments were considered creative,
because most of them referred to links and news about the plot.
However, it must be highlighted that even these actions imply
an emotional investment of the fan regarding the plot, since it
involves reading, selecting and redirecting messages that interest
the community. During the end of the last week of exhibition, the
comments were nostalgic, reinforcing the favorable reception of
the telenovela. The story and the characters were at the center of
interactions, since that is the moment when conflicts are expected
to be solved. Due to that, there was a predominance of referential
and emotive functions.
Fan 1: Congratulation on the success of the telenovela! One of the few that I like sooo
much, but sooo much that I already miss it. You’re GREEAT! Congrats to the authors,
directors, actors, and the whole crew! :D September 24th, 2011, at 9:44 pm.
Fan 2: Best entertainment in years! A telenovela that brought culture, dreams, charm
and talent; we haven’t seen that in a long time, because it seemed that only trashiness
resulted in ratings. Thank you authors for this good memory that Cordel has already left
us! September 21th, 2011, at 02:20.
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The fans referred to the most charismatic characters, best
performances by actors/actresses, favorite romantic pairs,
ending suggestions. The conversation revolved around costumes,
ratings, actor interviews and articles with approved reviews in the
communities.
Fã 3: love love love this beautiful telenovela sooooo muuuuchhhh and I only watch it
because of the most beautiful and fighting couple in Brazil. Dora and Felipe of course!!
DOLIPE FOREVER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Jeez, what a knockout couple they are!!!!!!!!!
September 19th, 2011, at 5:30 pm.
Fã 4: I’m already feeling an orphan of Cordel Encantado..I’ve never seen so much
beauty, a good cast and a good story reunited in just one telenovela!!! Congratulations
Globo!!! September 25th, 2011, at 10:48 pm.

A large number of links leading to the telenovela’s official
page was observed, mostly directed towards games, apps, polls and
news referring to the chapter of the day. Certain comments were
reported directly to the authors and the production crew of the
telenovela. Another interesting aspect of the comments was that
they mentioned the telenovela’s duration; the fans approved the
fact that Cordel encantado was not as long as other telenovelas (143
chapters vs. 180 average).
Beyond standing out in aesthetic and narrative terms, Cordel
encantado consolidated itself by the movement generated on
the Internet. The communities elucidate the fan’s interactive
strategies that, despite of the practical restriction on the telenovela
official website, build spaces of meaning and gathering where the
telenovela may be commented, shared and praised.

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of Brazilian TV fiction
The international background of television during the second
decade of the 21st century is a matter of complex evolutions and
contradictory tendencies. From the first years of TV, the United
States has been the only significant exporter of series, sitcoms
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and TV game show. However, today this scenario has changed
and new countries are imposing themselves on sales of television
production. This is the case of Brazil.
Historically, the commercialization of the telenovela O bemamado (Rede Globo, 1973) to Uruguay in 197338 is a landmark
in the process of transnationalization of Brazilian television
fiction. Until then, Brazilian export was limited to the selling
of scripts started in 1970 with a telenovela aired in 1969 by TV
Tupi called Nino, o italianinho (Alencar, 2002). Throughout the
last four decades, Brazil has become one of the main exporters of
television fiction, the telenovela being Brazil’s most viewed format
abroad. This increase must be analyzed as part of the historical
process of consolidation of a Brazilian television industry that
based itself on a robust internal market (Mattelart e Mattelart,
1998; Wolton, 1996; Sinclair, 2009). Broadcast TV in Brazil is a
result of governmental public concessions, whose ruling demand
that its capital be at least 70% of domestic origin.39 However, even
with the 30% opening to foreign capital, in force since 2002, the
ownership of TV broadcast channels is still entirely Brazilian. To
draw a picture, this scenario is structured through six national
television networks (five private and one public), as described on
topic 1 of this chapter, “formed by a web head that establishes the
programming schedule, and by a group of affiliated networks that
broadcast part or the whole schedule.” (ANCINE, 2010, p. 21).
This vertical structure characterizes itself by the participation of
networks both in production and programming as in the delivery
of the audiovisual content.
Table 1 presents the networks indicators regarding property,
production, commercialization and exportation.
Cf. data from CGCOM Boulletin from Rede Globo.
The legal ruling referring to television property is part of the Constitutional Amendment 036/02 and Law 10.610/02. Cf. Mapeamento TV Aberta, Ancine, 2010. Available
at: http://www.ancine.gov.br/media/SAM/Estudos/Mapeamento_TVAberta_Publicacao.
pdf, accessed 30/03/2012.
38
39
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Table 1. Transnational media ownership indicators
Property

CommerciaProduction TV Channel
lizing Agen1
Company
cies

Rede Globo
Ltda

Rádio e
Televisão
Bandeirantes Ltda
National

Radio e
Televisão
Record S/A
TV SBT
Canal 4 de
São Paulo
S/A
TV Brasil
Foreign
0%
Investment
Foreign
0%
Subsidiary
Total
Brazil - 5

Rede Globo
15 owned
channels
79 affiliates
Globosat
36 channels
Rede Globo
Internacional
Band
9 owned
channels
20 affiliates
Band News
Band Sports
Terra Viva
Band
Internacional
Sim TV
TV Record
5 owned
channels
25 affiliates
Record News
Record
Internacional
SBT
8 owned
channels
42 affiliates

Export
Distribution

Total

Rede Globo Rede Globo InterInternacional nacional

Band
Contents
Distribution

Band Contents
Distribution
100%
National

Record
Comercial

Record Comercial

SBT Interna- SBT International
tional Sales Sales

EBC – EmTV Brasil
presa Brasil
TV Brasil
de ComuniInternacional
cação

EBC – Empresa
Brasil de Comunicação

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0

0

Brazil - 5

Brazil - 5

Brazil - 5

Source: OBITEL Brazil

In this context, the networks that were the three largest
producers of fiction, Rede Globo, Record and SBT, have
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large development centers recognized by their equipment and
production capacity as well as their geographic dimension40. The
existence of these production centers, created especially in the
1990s, does not mean that the plots of Brazilian telenovela have
restrained themselves to the studios located in these centers. It
is actually the opposite, it is precisely then that locations abroad
became common in the early 2000s, when a large portion of the
first chapters of Rede Globo 8pm telenovelas was shot abroad41.
This practice was later used by Record and SBT telenovelas. In
a parallel to international shoots, in the 1990s the introduction
of foreign actors began, especially the Portuguese in Rede Globo
telenovelas, a participation that initially occurred on those made
in the co-production regime, but is currently seen even in allBrazilian productions.
If, on one hand, from the commercial perspective, all these
resources may provoke the identification of other cultures to
the plots and characters of Brazilian narratives, facilitating its
commercialization in the international market42, on the other
40
According to the ANCINE report, since 1995, Rede Globo “has the largest television
center in Latin America, with total area of 3.99 million square meters (Central Globo de
Produção – Projac), with ten studios and city studio lots for its productions. Back in the
90s, SBT, then Rede Globo’s biggest rival, also built a large television center, the CDT,
(231,000 m² being 85,000 m² of built area) being the third largest in Brazil. In march 2005,
Record network made a center also in Rio de Janeiro, called RecNov (Record Novelas),
whose area is 280,000 m², being the second largest in Brazil”, cf. TV Mapeamento, Agência
Nacional do Cinema. Available at: http://www.ancine.gov.br/media/SAM/Estudos/Mapeamento_TVAberta_Publicacao.pdf, accessed 03/31/2012.
41
A survey made by CETVN showed that from January 1st 1990 to March 30 th 2012, Rede
Globo has been the greatest fiction producer in the country, presenting 49 telenovelas with
plots that had been shot abroad, from which 22 were productions aired at 9pm, 17 were
aired at 7pm and 10 were aired at 6pm. Of these, 32 were aired starting 2000. The sources
of the survey were the programming bulletin (CETVN material); Dicionário da Rede Globo,
v.1: programas de dramaturgia & entretenimento/Projeto Memória das Organizações Globo. Rio de Janeiro: Jorge Zahar Ed., 2003; Memória Globo website: www.memoriaglobo.
globo.com, accessed 04/05/2012; Teledramaturgia website: www.teledramaturgia.com.br,
accessed 04/05/2012.
42
In this context, Thussu (2007) affirms the importance of the counter-flux movement, that
is, the production in developing countries conquering audiences from countries in North
America and Europe. In the case of Brazil, the quality of the domestic productions and the
common locations abroad contributed to the internationalization.
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hand, Brazilian telenovela, considered in its cultural matrix
dimension (Martín-Barbero, 2001), does not give up its national
roots, but brings up the symbolic universe from other cultures
with which opposes and hybridizes itself.
This can be observed in Table 2, in which are registered the
locations abroad and the participation of foreign actors in the
2011 Top Ten television fiction.
Table 2. The transnational element on the premiere screen
(on the Top Ten)
Casting and Location of the Top Ten shows
Author/
Produccreator
tion ComCountry of
pany
origin

1. Passione

Silvio de
Abreu (Brazil)

Casting
5 Main Characters

Locations
or Narrative
located in

Rede
Globo

Fernanda Montenegro – BR
Toni Ramos – BR
Mariana Ximenes – BR
Reynaldo Gianecchini – BR
Marcello Antony – BR

Brazil (São
Paulo)
Italy (Tuscany)

Rede
Globo

Lilia Cabral – BR
Christiane Torloni – BR
Dalton Vigh – BR
Marcelo Serrado – BR
Paulo Rocha – Portugal

Brazil (Rio de
Janeiro)

Gloria Pires – BR
Gabriel Braga Nunes – BR
Paola Oliveira – BR
Eriberto Leão – BR
Ricardo Pereira – Portugal

Brazil (Rio
de Janeiro,
Florianópolis)

Murilo Benício – BR
Alexandre Borges – BR
Claudia Raia – BR
Christiane Torloni – BR
Malu Mader – BR

Brazil (Belo
Horizonte, Rio
de Janeiro and
São Paulo)

Adriana Esteves – BR
Marcos Pasquim – BR
Flávia Alessandra – BR
Mateus Solano – BR
Cassia Kiss Magro – BR

Brazil (São
Paulo)
Japan (Tokyo,
Mount Fuji,
Shirakawago)

2. Fina
estampa

Aguinaldo
Silva (Brazil)

3.
Insensato
coração

Gilberto
Braga and
Ricardo
Linhares
(Brazil)

4. Ti-ti-ti

Maria
Adelaide
Amaral
(Brazil)

Rede
Globo

5. Morde
&
assopra

Walcyr
Carrasco
(Brazil)

Rede
Globo

Rede
Globo
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Casting and Location of the Top Ten shows
Author/
Produccreator
tion ComCountry of
pany
origin

Brazil
(Northeast)
France (Loire
Valley)

Rede
Globo

Fernanda Torres – BR
Andrea Beltrão – BR
Fábio Assunção – BR
Vladimir Brichta – BR

Brazil (Rio de
Janeiro)

Rede
Globo

Marco Nanini – BR
Marieta Severo – BR
Pedro Cardoso – BR
Lúcio Mauro Filho – BR
Guta Stresser – BR

Brazil (Rio de
Janeiro)

Rede
Globo

7. Tapas e Claudio Paiva
beijos
(Brazil)
Bernardo
Guilherme
and Marcelo
Gonçalves
(Brazil)

9. Aquele
beijo

Miguel
Falabella
(Brazil)

10.
Araguaia

Walther
Negrão
(Brazil)

TOTAL Brazil – 10

Locations
or Narrative
located in

Bianca Bin – BR
Cauã Reymond – BR
Bruno Gagliasso – BR
Nathalia Dill – BR
Domingos Montangner – BR

Thelma
6. Cordel Guedes and
encantado Duca Rachid
(Brazil)

8. A
grande
família

Casting
5 Main Characters

Rede
Globo

Rede
Globo

Brazil - 10

Ricardo Pereira – Portugal
Giovanna Antonelli – BR
Marina Mota – Portugal
Maria Vieira – Portugal
Manolo Cardona – Colombia

Brazil (Paraíba
and Rio de
Janeiro)
Colombia
(Cartagena)
France (Paris)

Murilo Rosa – BR
Cleo Pires – BR
Milena Toscano – BR
Lima Duarte – BR
Júlia Lemmertz – BR

Brazil (CenterWest)

Brazil
43
Portugal 4

Brazil
France
Italy
Colombia
Japan

10
2
1
1
1

Source: OBITEL-Brazil

In 2011, all Top Ten fictions are of Brazilian origin and written
by national authors and this has been the national tendency
reinforced once more by Rede Globo’s productions. Four fiction
programs had foreign actors in their cast, however, only two of
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them in leading roles: the Portuguese Ricardo Pereira in Aquele
Beijo, and Paulo Rocha in Fina Estampa. Four of eight telenovelas
had scenes shot abroad.
Brazilian television fiction worldwide
Specialists in International Communication, such as Sinclair
(1999, 2009), Straubhaar (2007), Biltereyst and Meers (2010),
are unanimous in attributing to a various group of factors the
globalization of Latin American television production, naming
the mains: the geolinguistic region, the cultural proximity,
technology (the appearance of the cable and satellite), economy
(the deregulation of public European channels) and politics (the
end of the Soviet Union, which generated new private networks).
In a more specific fashion, authors like Moura and
Bolaño (2007) link television networks internationalization to
the export of programs, formats, capital and programming (made
through contracts with programmers or international channels).
In the following brief panorama that follows, it can be observed
that Brazilian networks act on different segments going from the
export of whole programs, passing through the commercialization
of scripts/formats to the implementation of international
channels with content especially addressed to Portuguese speaking
communities outside Brazil.
Telenovela remains the most exported fictional product
by Brazilian networks, both in quantity of titles as in number of
commercialization as it can be seen in Graphic 1. Telenovelas
are almost 90% of sales made in 2011, reinforcing this strong
characteristic of Brazilian exports, observed since its beginning in
the 1970s.43

Already in the 1970s O Bem Amado and Gabriela got space in Latin American networks.
In 1984, the sales of Rede Globo telenovelas and series reached 92 countries (Ortiz et al.,
1988, p. 118).

43
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Graphic 1. Formats commercialized in 2011
Format
commercialized
in 2011
Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Total

Titles

%

Commercialization

%

39
5
9
53

73.6
9.4
17.0
100.0

131
5
16
152

86.2
3.3
10.5
100.0

Source: OBITEL-Brazil/ GU/Band

Table 3 shows the relationship between exports and imports
of fictions in Brazil in 2011. In the first and second columns are
the countries (in Obitel or not Obitel scope) wherefrom fictions
shown in Brazil were imported in 2011. In the third column are
fictions exported by Rede Globo and Band, the only networks that
offered to Obitel Brazilian data of their exports in 2011.44
Table 3. Audience and transnational connections of fiction in 2011
Television flow and cultural and linguistic proximity – Premiere Titles
Obitel Countries Countries wherefrom fiction Countries whereto fiction
is imported
is exported to
National
0
0
Obitel Field
7
50 (13 premieres)
Argentina
2
5 (1 premiere)
Chile
1
5 (1 premiere)
Spain
1
2 (no premiere)
USA
0
21 (4 premieres)
Ecuador
0
9 (2 premieres)
Portugal
1
5 (3 premieres)
Mexico
1
3 (2 premieres)
Venezuela
1
0
Not Obitel scope
0
94 (19 premieres)
Source: Obitel-Brazil/GU/Band
Not counted also are fictions negotiated by TV Brasil, which stated that it does not
commercialize content and only import/exports through exchange with foreign public
channels.

44
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Regarding the sales in 2011, we notice that four Top Ten titles
were commercialized during their exhibition in Brazil – Passione,
Ti-ti-ti, Morde e assopra and Cordel encantado. Passione was the most
exported fiction in the year, reaching 19 countries.45
Graphic 2 shows the distribution of the sales by region of
Rede Globo and Band fictions.
Graphic 2. Brazilian fiction commercialization in 2011 by region
Regions
South America
Asia
Europe
Central America
and the Caribbean
North America2
Africa
TOTAL

Number of sales
34
29
24

%age
23.4
19.9
16.4

23

15.7

23
13
146

15.7
8.9
100.0

Source: OBITEL Brazil/GU/Band

Exports of Rede Globo fiction in 2011 reached five continents.
Forty-eight fictions were sold to forty-six countries, totaling 146
instances of commercialization. South America was the region
that bought the most Brazilian fiction, 23%. The Hispanic US
was the largest buyer of the year, with 15 products.
Graph 3 registers the titles sold in 2011 by Rede Globo
and Band and their respective commercialization numbers. It is
possible to observe among the titles commercialized the longevity
of some of them, such as the telenovela Vale tudo (Rede Globo,
1988) and the miniseries Dona Flor e seus dois maridos (Rede Globo,
1997).

According to data provided by GloboUniversidade to Obitel-Brasil, which are also the
source of Table 2.

45
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Graph 3. Fictions and countries to which they were sold in 2011*
Rede Globo – 48
fictions
Sales total: 152

Desejo proibido – 2
Sete pecados* – 2
Sinhá moça 2006 – 2
Terra nostra – 2
A próxima vítima – 1
Telenovelas
Beleza pura – 1
Passione* – 19
Morde e assopra* – 1
Cama de gato – 16
O cravo e a rosa – 1
Viver a vida – 9
Caminho das índias – 6 O profeta – 1
Escrito nas estrelas – 6 Chocolate com pimenta – 1
Como uma onda – 1
Ti-ti-ti 2010* – 6
Cordel encantado* – 1
Paraíso 2009 – 5
Da cor do pecado – 1
A favorita – 4
O astro 2011* – 1
Duas caras – 4
Tempos modernos – 1
El clón 2010 – 4
Torre de babel – 1
O rei do gado – 4
Vale tudo – 1
Por amor – 4
Laços de família – 3
Miniseries
O clone* – 3
A casa das sete mulheres – 3
Páginas da vida – 3
Senhora do destino – 3 Amazônia – 2
Aquarela do Brasil – 1
Alma gêmea – 2
Dona Flor e seus dois maridos – 1
América – 2
Hilda furacão – 1
Caras e bocas – 2
Cobras e lagartos – 2

JK – 1
Mad Maria – 1
Maysa – 5
Os Maias – 1
Series
A diarista – 1
Começar de novo – 1

BAND – 5 fictions
Sales total: 6
Telenovela
Água na boca – 2
Series
Anjos do sexo - 1
Brilhante F.C.* – 1
Descolados – 1
Julie e os fantasmas* – 1

Source: Globo Universidade/Band/OBITEL Brazil
*Fictions shown in 2011 – first run and rerun

As an international production company, Rede Globo has
presented its fiction in world television trade shows such as the
traditional NAPTE, in Miami, and MIPTV and MIPCOM, in
Cannes, where it is customary to release an average of 60 products
per event.46 Band47 has also been attending international trade
shows offering telenovelas and miniseries.
According to Globo Universidade, other international trade shows attended by Rede
Globo are: ATF, BANFF, Realscreen Summit.
47
Band attends NATPE, LAScreening, DISCOP and MIPCOM. Other networks did not
provide information.
46
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Remakes and co-productions
Throughout the years, Rede Globo has adopted different
export models, going from script and format licensing to sales of
products for exhibition, as well as through script and directing
supervision. Rede Globo co-productions started in the early 1990s
with the telenovela Lua cheia de amor (1990) made with the Spanish
RTVE and the Swiss RTSI. Following that, there was another coproduction: Pedra sobre pedra (1992) with RTP (Portugal). However,
as we highlighted in the Obitel 2011 Yearbook, it is in 2009, with
the co-production of the telenovela El clón by R.T.I. Producciones48,
that we can notice the introduction of the then-new and current
co-production model.
Starting 2010, Rede Globo has been adopting different
international co-production strategies, trying to reach especially
the Ibero-American and the US Latin markets. There were three
partnerships for the production of three telenovelas, with US
Telemundo Internacional (El clón), the Mexican TV Azteca (Entre
el amor y el deseo) and the Portuguese SIC (Laços de sangue). El clón
was the second partnership between Rede Globo and Telemundo.49
To accomplish it, Rede Globo sold the brand, the script and a
package of costume, cast, setting and consulting50. The adaptation
of the script and casting were made by Telemundo, which set the
story in Miami and shot it in Colombia.
Entre el amor y el deseo, a remake of Louco Amor (1983), by
Gilberto Braga, was the product of the first partnership between
Rede Globo and TV Azteca, and also had the same production
model with synopsis adaptation by the Mexican network and
shot in Mexico. Rede Globo provided consulting for the preproduction and followed the entire production process. In
2012, the same strategy will be adopted by Rede Globo for the
The Colombian branch of Telemundo, subsidiary of the US network NBC.
The first took place in 2001, with the remake of Vale Tudo (Vale todo).
50
Cf. “Premiere today El Clón”, article of the newspaper O Estado de São Paulo, 02/15/2010.
48
49
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adaptation of Dancin’ days by the Portuguese SIC, premiering in
the first semester of 2012 in Portugal. Regarding Laços de Sangue
(SIC, Portugal), the co-production model was different from this
one because it involved an original Portuguese script and the
supervision of Brazilian author Aguinaldo Silva.
In 2010, Rede Globo and SIC co-produced Laços de sangue,
which won the International Emmy of best telenovela in 2011. It
must be noted that until now all Rede Globo co-productions with
international networks were aired only abroad and not in Brazil.
SBT started in 2011 producing the remake of Carrossel, a
Mexican telenovela ran originally broadcast in Brazil in 199192, scheduled to premiere in 2012. The network has a history of
partnership with Televisa and since the 1980s has broadcasted
more than 70 Mexican titles. However, since 2008, TV Record
is the one to hold a contract with Televisa to produce and adapt
scripts from the Mexican network with its participation in funding
production costs. Under this agreement, Record produced Bela,
a feia (2009/2010) and Rebelde (2011, 1st season, and 2012, 2nd
season). Before this agreement, Televisa held a similar one with
SBT for nine years.
In regard to co-productions, Band established in 2011 a
partnership with Nickelodeon and Mixer, a Brazilian production
company, for the making of Julie e os fantasmas, a series targeted
for young audiences, which premiered running on both channels.
Awards
Another means of internationalization of content that
has been growing in Brazil is the participation in Awards and
International Festivals. In 2011, the telenovela Passione was the
winner in the “Drama Series” category of the Seoul International
Drama Awards, considered the most significant drama award in
Asia. This fiction also received a nomination in the “Best Actor”
category (Tony Ramos). The first International Emmy award of
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a Brazilian production was granted by TV Drama Morte e Vida
Severina (Rede Globo), in 1982. In 2010, Caminho das Índias won
the International Emmy in the “Best Telenovela” category. In
2011, in the same category, Laços de sangue, co-production Rede
Globo- SIC (Portugal) also won the International Emmy Award. It
should be highlighted that award nominations are an important
indicator of the quality of a fiction. In 2011, the docudrama
Por toda a minha vida – Adoniran Barbosa was nominated to the
International Emmy Award for the “Art Program” category; Fábio
Assunção and Adriana Esteves were nominated for the “Comedy”
category for their performance in miniseries Dalva e Herivelto; A
separação for the “Best Comedy”; Força-Tarefa for “Drama Series”
and Araguaia for “Best Telenovela”.
On conclusion, the process of internationalization of
Brazilian television fiction has occurred in different segments such
as export of content/script/format and creation and maintenance
of international channels, via satellite or cable, reaching several
continents, with interesting multicultural strategies. Furthermore,
as we have highlighted, fiction exports reached a new standard of
internationalization through the establishment of co-productions
of Rede Globo with American, Mexican and Portuguese channels.
These are key countries in geolinguistic terms, not only for Rede
Globo to maintain its solid position acquired throughout the
last four decades, but also to face new realities of production
and distribution that are emerging in the international arena.
Finally, we would like to point out as significant indicators of
transnationalization that must be included in the analysis the
selection and participation in festivals, the award nominations
and the awards themselves.
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1. Audiovisual context in Chile
1.1. Broadcast TV in the country
Table A. Broadcast TV national channels in the country2
Channel type

Identification

Public

TVN – Televisión Nacional de Chile

Universitary

UCV TV - Pontificia Universidad Católica de
Valparaíso

Private-Universitary

UC TV Canal 13 – Luksic Group -Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile

Privates

Chilevisión, Mega, Red2, Telecanal

In December of the year 2011, Mega, the first private television
channel in Chile, which at the time belongs to the national business
group Claro, is sold to another Chilean group, Bethia, with
diversified investments; one of them is the important department
stores chain Falabella, which has expanded to Argentina, Peru and
1
This report had the financial support of the contest Creation and Culture sponsored by
the Directorate of Art and Culture (DAC) of the Vice Presidency of Research (VRI) of the
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile. With the collaboration of Time-Ibope
2
Red and Telecanal are linked to the television entrepreneur Ángel González.
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Colombia. Bethia Group highlighted its interest in expanding to
mobile telephony to function as a mobile virtual network operator
(MVNO), which implies that they will use the systems and facilities
of other companies that already have the necessary infrastructure
to operate; it would be the first Chilean channel to extend its
operation from the TV towards telecommunications.

1.2 Historical evolution and current time in broadcast TV
Table B. Annual rating per home per channel3
Year Canal 13 CHV Mega TVN UCV La Red Telecanal

Pay TV

2005

9.0

5.4

8.3

8.9

0.5

4.5

0.2

6.2

2006

7.3

6.3

7.5

8.5

0.6

3.7

1.4

7.3

2007

7.1

5.9

7.5

8.3

0.6

3.4

1.1

6.5

2008

6.9

6.4

7.9

7.2

0.6

2.4

1.0

5.9

2009

6.9

6.6

7.4

7.7

0.6

1.8

0.6

8.7

2010

5.4

7.1

7.3

7.6

0.7

2.0

0.7

10.6

2011

6.4

7.4

6.6

6.4

0.7

2.1

0.5

11.4

Source: Time Ibope

TVN, the public channel, descends in 2011 of their historic
first place, exhibiting a 6.4 annual average rating, as Canal 13.
The private channels CHV and Mega are at the top of the annual
average rating; Canal 13, privatized in 2010, goes up after their
poor performance the previous year; the public channel TVN
now faces three strong private channels. These private channels
have drained TVN from important executives in management
and TV creatives. TVN is located in a new scenario, characterized
by: a) the imminent introduction of digital technology with its
new opportunities for the audience and consequent investment
The average rating is taken on a 24 hours a day basis. Broadcast television stations suspend
their transmissions during some hours of the night.

3
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needs; (b) the competition with private channels with enormous
economic resources and great flexibility in their screenings. The
project of TVN, as public channel, designed at the beginning
of the ‘ 90s, requires a reformulation for this new scenario. An
important historical data is the growth of the audience of pay TV:
the year 2011 the annual rating of the pay TV reached 11.4, almost
doubling the rating of the year 2005; according to the following
table C, the total pay TV share reaches 27.5%, more than one
quarter of the total TV share. This growth in the participation
of pay television is clearly associated with greater penetration.
According to the VII National TV Survey, produced by the
National Council of television (CNTV, by its Spanish acronym),
in 2011 a 63% of households had access to pay television, while in
its 2008 version the same study showed only a 43% penetration.
Table C. Average annual share per home per channel
Year

UC CHV Mega TVN UCV Red Telecanal Broadcast TV

Pay TV

2005 21.0 12.6 19.3 20.7

1.1

10.5

0.4

85.6

14.4

2006 17.1 14.8

19.9

1.5

8.8

3.2

82.9

17.1

2007 17.6 14.6 18.5 20.6

1.5

8.3

2.8

83.9

16.1

2008 18.1 16.7 20.7 18.9

1.4

6.3

2.5

84.5

15.5

2009 17.1 16.5 18.3

19.1

1.5

4.4

1.6

78.5

21.5

2010 13.1 17.1

18.5

1.6

4.8

1.7

74.3

25.7

2011 15.5 17.9 15.9 15.5

1.7

5.0

1.2

72.5

27.5

Source: Time Ibope

17.6

17.6

10,847

5,978

1,097

6,128

Entertainment

Service

Sports

Others

100%

11.5%

2.1%

11.2%

20.4%

17.9%

36.9%

% time

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

53,205

9,515

Information

Total

19,640

# hours

Fiction

Category

5,234
53,049

100%

1,149

5,440

9,038

11,928

20,260

# hours

100%

9.9%

2.2%

10.3%

17.0%

22.5%

38.2%

% time

100%

3.5%

1.7%

8.0%

10.8%

40.0%

36.1%

% audience

2010 annual programming

3.4%

1.6%

8.6%

14.8%

36.7%

34.9%

% audience

2009 annual programming

54,455

5,741

1,550

5,283

10,415

11,243

20,222

100%

10.5%

2.8%

9.7%

19.1%

20.6%

37.1%

% time

100%

3.1%

1.6%

7.6%

12.2%

43.0%

32.5%

% audience

2011 annual programming
# hours

Table D. Comparative synthesis in programming categories:
emission and audience
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The trend of the audience to give high ratings to information,
as already seen in previous years, continues during 2011: a 43% of
the rating (of the total of the programming) is for information
programs, up from 36.7% in the year 2009. The information
offer has risen with fluctuations, but the audience doubles it.
A disaggregated analysis of the information genres shows that
interest in television news has risen from 7.306 hours the year
2010 to 8.035 hours the year 2011, due to the extent of the main
news; this genre captures the 28.1% of the rating. The genres of
documentary and reportage low their emission: from 2.547 hours
in 2010 to 1.780 hours in 2011; instead, the genres of interview
and debate up from 466 to 571 hours. Informative events fall from
508 hours to 202; in previous years these events constituted live
reports of events of great national impact, such as the earthquake
and the rescue of the miners. Despite the third place of TVN
in rating and annual average share, its “24 Horas” central news
continues to occupy the first annual place among the channels
news, which continues to show the audience confidence in their
information.
Fiction occupies the first place of broadcast on the screen,
fluctuating between 36-38%; the rating to fiction also fluctuates
between 32-36%. Information and fiction together represent the
year 2011 a 57.7% of the programming time on screen and 75.5
of the television consumption from the audience.
The entertainment area continues in a distant third place,
both in screen programming (19.1%) and in the tuning of the
audience (12.2%).
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Table E. Participation of fiction television, airtime and
audience by origin
Fiction TV National (%)
2009

Latin America
(%)

North America
(%)

Others (%)

% Time

18%

32%

47%

3%

% Rating

47%

30%

22%

2.0%

Latin America
(%)

North America
(%)

Others (%)

Fiction TV National (%)
2010
% Time

21%

38%

39%

2%

% Rating

49%

31%

19%

0.4%

Latin America
(%)

North America
(%)

Others (%)

Fiction TV National (%)
2011
% Time

15%

43%

40%

2%

% Rating

41%

29%

29%

0.6%

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

Table E compares the emission and the audience granted
to the total of fiction exhibited within a period of three years; it
shows that in 2011 remains a strong primacy in the preference
for national fiction: its broadcast remains in third place (down
to 15%), facing the fiction of Latin American origin (43%) and
North American (40%), but it maintains the first audience place
with a 41%. North American fiction grows in audience and shares
with the Latin American fiction a 29% rating each.
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1.3 Cinema attendance
Table F. Attendance at movie theaters
Cinema
attendance

2009

Chilean
films

547,511

2010
3.8

Variation
%

2011

351,243

2.4

900,299

5.2

156.3

Foreign
films

13,895,085 96.2 14,362,788

97.6 16,420,405 94.8

14.3

Total

14,442,596 100,0 14,714,031 100,0 17,320,704 100,0

17,7

Source: Film Distributors Chamber – CADIC

Total assistance to movie theaters experienced a significant
rise: the assistance per capita is once a year. Assistance to Chilean
film exhibited in movie theaters recovers from the huge decline
in previous years and reaches 900.299 viewers, very close to the
939.835 spectators of the year 2008. The data of high attendance
to North American films exhibited in movie theaters contrast
with Table E, which shows a 41% rating for national fiction
shown on TV.

1.4 Media advertising spending
Table G. Distribution of advertising investment
Share (%)

1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Television

46.3 44.2 46.3 42.8

47.4

51.5

48.2

Newspapers

35.0 34.5 35.3 34.5 29.4 29.2 28.6 28.7 25.9

27.0

Radios

10.5

Magazines
Thoroughfare
Cinema

10.9

7.9

10.5

8.2

5.8

7.3

3.5

5.0

3.2

2.2

2.9

6.7

6.7

8.4

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.3

Cable TV
Online media

48.1

7.5

48.2 48.4

6.9

7.2

7.5

6.8

3.1

3.1

2.9

2.3

2.2

8.8

9.5

8.7

7.6

7.5

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.3

1.7

1.7

1.9

1.7

2.0

3.9

1.4

1.4

1.6

2.3

2.8

4.1

Source: Chilean Advertising Agencies Association (ACHAP)
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The Advertising Agencies Association delivers its statistics of
advertising investment in the middle of the year, so to the date of
drafting this report they are only figures of the year 2010. Total
advertising investment in 2010 was US$1,117 million. Broadcast
TV remains the media with greater share, concentrating the
48.2% of the total investment. The 3.9% invested in advertising
for pay television almost doubles the investment of the previous
year. As a comparison, the Chilean telecommunications industry
represents around 6 billion dollars annually, of which 600 million
dollars (10%) represent pay TV subscribers. The mobile telephony
represents more than 3 billion dollars in the telecommunications
sector. The second media in advertising share are newspapers
(27.0%), but with a declining trend throughout the period. Cable
TV and online media show a participation in sustained growth.
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2. Analysis of the year: National and Ibero-American
premiere fiction4
Table 1. TV Fiction premiere programs broadcasted in 2011
Chile
Canal 13

CHV

Mega

TVN

Los 80: más que
Series
una moda
Peleles

Telenovela

Primera dama

Telenovela

12 días que
estremecieron a
Chile
Divino tesoro
Infiltradas
La doña
Vampiras
Cesante: todo
por la pega
Karma
BKN

TVMovie
Series

La colonia

Sitcom

Series
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela

La Red
Mega

TVMovie

Decibel 110:
el amor suena
fuerte
Cumpleaños
Los archivos del
Cardenal
Ala chilena
40 y tantos

Telenovela

Telecanal
TVN

Telenovela
Spain

Series

UCV

Sitcom

Mexico
La Red

Telenovela

Esperanza

Telenovela

La familia de
al lado

Telenovela

Eva Luna

Telenovela

Perro amor
Secreto de amor
Flor salvaje
La reina del sur
Mi corazón
insiste
Decisiones
Pecados ajenos
Sacrificio de
mujer

Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela

Victoria

Series

El laberinto de
Alicia

Telenovela

Corazón apasioTelenovela
nado
El fantasma de
Telenovela
Elena

Series

Aquí mando yo Telenovela

4

USA - Hispanic
CHV
Chicas malas

Telenovela
Docudrama
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela

Mama Carlota Series
Mujer: casos de
la vida real
En nombre del
amor
Fuego en la
sangre
La Rosa de
Guadalupe

Docudrama
Series
Series
Series

Barrera de Amor Telenovela

The term premiere is referred to the first exhibition of the program on TV.
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Chile

Mexico
Su nombre es
Joaquín
Témpano
La estrella
alcanzar
El almacén

UCV

Cuna de gato
El profeta
Escrito en las
estrellas

Telenovela
Telenovela

Cuidado con el
ángel
Deseo prohibido
Mañana es para
siempre
Mundo de fieras
Ni contigo ni
sin ti
Teresa
Triunfo del amor
Cuando me
enamoro
Dos hogares
Llena de amor

Telenovela

Soy tu dueña

Passione

Telenovela

Vivir la vida

Telenovela

Belleza pura
Sirvienta a
domicilio

Telenovela

Telenovela
Telenovela
TVMovie
Sitcom

Argentina
UCV
Brasil

Mujeres asesinas TVMovie

Canal 13

Ciudad paraíso Telenovela

Mega

La Red
Telecanal

Telecanal

Series

Colombia

Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Miniserie
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela

Lo que callamos
las mujeres
La fuerza del
destino
Pasión morena
Emperatriz

TVN

Telenovela

Docudrama
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela

Heridas de amor Telenovela
El último matriTelenovela
monio feliz

Telecanal

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

Table 2. Fiction premieres in 2011
2011 TV fiction premieres

Titles
#

%

Broadcasts
#

%

Hours
#

%

National - Chile

25

35.2

1,262 29.4

717:29

19.5

Ibero-American

46

64.8

4,157 70.6

2966:09

80.5

32

45.1

2,947 53.7

2167:44

58.8

Latin American (Obitel)
Latin American (non- Obitel)

0

0.0

USA-Hispanic

13

18.3

Iberian

1

1.4

177

Co-production

0

0.0

0

71

100.0

Obitel Total

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

0.0

0:00

0.0

1,033 16.9

0

778:42

21.1

0.0

19:43

0.5

0.0

0:00

0.0

5,419 100.0

3683:38 100.0
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Considering the amount of titles released, the Chilean fiction
premiere has been fairly stable: 29 titles in 2006, 31 in 2008, 29 in
2009, 24 in 2010 and 25 in 20115. In terms of hours, the national
fiction premiere production has grown: 667 hours in 2008,
644 hours in 2009, 707 hours in 2010 and 717 hours in 2011.
Although in premiere titles national fiction represents the 35.2%,
in number of hours it represents only 19.5%; the reason is shown
in Table 5: the Ibero-American fictions broadcasted are 36 soap
operas with 1,924 hours; Chile, on the contrary, has more titles in
other genres with fewer broadcast hours. In relation to 2010, the
total number of titles on display up from 54 to 71, as well as fiction
premiere hours that go from 2774:21 to 2966:10.
Table 3. Premiere fiction broadcasted in 2010 by
country of origin
TV fiction premieres

Titles
#

%

Broadcasts
#

%

Hours
#

Argentina

1

1.4

13

0.2

8:47

0.2

Brazil

8

11.3

386

7.1

410:46

11.2

Chile

25

35.2

1262

23.3

717:29

19.5

Colombia

2

2.8

62

1.1

38:09

1.0

USA-Hispanic

13

18.3

1033

19.1

778:42

21.1

Spain

1

1.4

177

3.3

19:43

0.5

Mexico

21

29.6

2486

45.9

1710:02

46.4

Portugal

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Uruguay

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Venezuela

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Coproduction

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Obitel Total

71

100.0

5419.0

100.0

3683:38 100.0

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

5

%

Six out of the 25 titles had some public financial support through CNTV..

1,033

Prime
(20-24)

15.6

4.4

%

25:34

3.6

548:43 76.5

111:44

31:28

#

107

564

3,211

275

#

2.6

13.6

77.2

6.6

%

Emissions

51:20

369:11

2408:23

137:15

#

%

314

#

5.8

%

Emissions
#

Hours

168:43

Total

4.6

%

1.7

139

2.6

12.4 1,567 28.9
76:54

917:54
2.1

24.9

81.2 3,399 62.7 2520:07 68.4

4.6

Hours

Ibero American

1,262 100.0 717:29 100.0 4,157 100.0 2966:09 100.0 5,419 100.0 3683:38 100.0

2.5

79.5

14.9

3.1

%

Hours

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

Total

32

188

Evening
(12-20)

Night (2406)

39

#

Emissions

Morning
(06-12)

Time slot

National - Chile

Table 4. Chapters and hours of TV fiction premieres broadcasted by time slot in 2011
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Of the 71 premiere titles, Chile ranks first with 25 titles, and
the other member countries of Obitel display 46 titles. From the
point of view of origin of imported fiction, Mexico continues in the
first place, increasing to 21 titles from the 14 of the previous year;
Mexican production has been exhibited especially in two channels:
Mega and La Red. The broadcast of production from USA-Hispanic
origin is in second place, increasing from 9 to 13 titles.
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Both evening (12.00-20.00) and Prime (20.00-24.00) time
increasingly concentrate the broadcast of the fiction premieres: a
93.3% of the hours of exhibition. But, as in previous years, the
Chilean fiction is mostly broadcasted in Prime Time (548:43
hours); the 76.5% of the Chilean fiction premieres occurs
in Prime Time. The rest of Ibero-American fiction keeps the
tendency of settling in the afternoon television: 2408:23 hours
broadcasted in those hours show the concentration there of 81.2%
of its exhibition; according to Table 5, the telenovela’s genre is
mostly exhibited with 36 of the 46 imported titles.

12.0

12.0

0.0

0

3

3

0

25

Miniseries

Sitcom

TV Movie

Docudrama

Obitel Total

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

100.0

0.0

24.0

6

Series

52.0

%

13

#

Titles

Telenovela

Formats

1,262

0

26

145

0

86

1,005

100.0

0.0

2.1

11.5

0.0

6.8

79.6

National - Chile
Emissions
#
%

717:29

0:00

13:58

75:03

0:00

63:47

564:41

#

%

100.0

0.0

1.9

10.5

0.0

8.9

78.7

Formats

46

1
3

0

1

5

36

#

%

100.0

6.5

2.2

0.0

2.2

10.9

78.3

Titles

4,157

728

13

0

151

832

2,433

100.0

17.5

0.3

0.0

3.6

20.0

58.5

Ibero American
Emissions
#
%

Table 5. Formats of national and Latin American fiction in 2011

2966:09

462:04

8:47

0:00

115:29

454:52

%

100.0

15.6

0.3

0.0

3.9

15.3

64.9

Formats

1924:57

#
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The variety of titles in domestic production increases: 13
titles are telenovelas and 12 belong to other formats. The national
telenovela has 13 of the 25 premiere titles, but the format totals
more than three quarters of the broadcast hours - 564:41 (78.7%)
of the 717:29 annual hours of fiction premieres. National titles
in genres different to telenovela are represented by series (6
titles), sitcoms (3 titles) and 3 TV Movies cycles. Telenovela is the
imported genre with more presence in the screen: it has 36 of the
46 titles totaling 1.924:57 hours (71.5%) of the total of 2966:09
hours imported. The year 2009, 40 of the imported titles were
telenovela, and in 2010, 22 of 30; this indicates the success of the
format in the international circulation but also the great difficulty
of finding other fictional genres of universal acceptance. This
difficulty can be a barrier to the genre diversification that has been
experienced in Chile: if there is no international circulation, then
the sustainability, uniquely in Chile, is difficult.
Table 6. Formats of national fiction by time slots in 2011
Formats

Morning

Evening

Prime
time

Night

Total

#

%

#

%

#

%

#

%

#

%

Telenovela

0

0.0

2

50.0

11

61.1

0

0.0

13

52.0

Series

0

0.0

1

25.0

3

16.7

2

66.7

6

24.0

Miniseries

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Sitcom

0

0.0

0

0.0

3

16.7

0

0.0

3

12.0

TV Movie

0

0.0

1

25.0

1

5.6

1

33.3

3

12.0

Docudrama

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Total

0

0.0

4

100.0 18 100.0

3

100.0 25 100.0

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

Placing each national title in the time slot where it is
broadcasted, it is noted that the dominant time slot for the
premieres of national TV fiction is Prime Time. National fiction is
not displayed in the morning; in the evening telenovela, series and
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sitcom are broadcasted; Prime Time is dominated by telenovela:
11 of the 18 titles broadcasted belong to that genre6.
Table 7. Chapters/Episodes (net duration)
Nationals

Duration

#

%

Ibero-American
#

%

Total
#

%

Short (<30')

507

40.2

400

9.6

907

16.7

Medium (30'-60')

712

56.4

3,253

78.3

3,965

73.2

Long (>60')

43

3.4

504

12.1

547

10.1

1,262

100.0

4,157

100.0

5,419

100.0

Total

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

78.3% of Ibero-American broadcasts show a duration of about
1 television hour in the episodes/chapters, as they are mainly in
the telenovela format. In Chile, both new formats and the growing
production of nighttime telenovela broadcasted after the news
tend to use chapters of durations inferior to one television hour
(usual in the traditional evening soap opera, previous to the news).
This explains the importance (42.2%) of formats with less than 30
minutes on television.
Table 8. National fiction premiere time period
Time

Titles

Emissions

Hours

Present

20

80.0

1111

88.0

608:40

84.8

Past

3

12.0

36

2.9

33:30

4.7

Historical

2

8.0

115

9.1

75:19

10.5

Other

0

0.0

0

0.0

0:00

0.0

Total
25
100.0 1262 100.0 717:29 100.0
Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile. The historical term is applied to
those productions that take place more than 50 years ago.

“Esperanza”, of TVN, broadcasted in the evening, is the first telenovela produced for that
time slot since the genre began to be industrially produced in the 1980s. It had contributions from the CNTV specifically designed to enhance the time slot.
6

TVN

CHV

Chile

Chile

Chile

Chile

3 Aquí mando yo

4 La Doña

5 40 y tantos

6 Su nombre es Joaquín

7 Cesante: todo por la pega Chile

Chile

Chile

9 Infiltradas

10 Témpano

TVN

CHV

Canal 13
TVN (public)

CHV

Canal 13

CHV

TVN (public)

TVN (public)

CHV

TVN (public)

TVN (public)

Canal 13

Public/private
TV

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile. Includes only premiere chapters.

Chile

8 Peleles

TVN

CHV

TVN

TVN

Chile

1

2 El laberinto de Alicia

Wood
Producciones

Producer

Chile

Script
origin

Los 80: más que una
moda

Program

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

TV Movie

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Series

Format

Pablo Illanes

Coca Gómez

Rodrigo Cuevas

Rodrigo Gijón

Víctor Carrasco

Marcelo Leonart

Carlos Galofré

Daniela Castagno

Nona Fernández

Rodrigo Cuevas

Writer or author of
the original idea

Table 9. Ten most-watched national titles in 2011

13.8

14.0

14.1

14.2

15.0

17.2

17.2

18.0

19.6

29.8

Household
Rating

21.4

20.2

19.7

20.7

21.7

27.0

24.8

32.1

26.2

43.2

Household
share
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The public channel TVN maintains its primacy with 5 titles
in the top ten, which shows not only a strong capacity of dramatic
production but an editorial-conceptual option for the fiction of
the Chilean telenovela. Canal 13 maintains presence with 2 of
the top ten, but the series “Los 80: más que una moda” has been
a success both in rating and quality. CHV maintains three titles;
Mega is not in the top ten with national fictions, as that in previous
years. The historical behavior that shows that the time slot after
the main news (21.00-22.30 approximately) is the more attractive
to the audience is confirmed. This time slot has moved from 22:00
to 22:30 due to the extension of these informative spaces. All titles
of the top ten were broadcasted in that time period, except “Aquí
Mando Yo” and “Témpano” were issued at 20:00. In addition, it
should be noted that ten titles were broadcasted in Prime Time,
here defined between 20:00 to 24:00, the time slot of highest
audience of the day according to Time Ibope.
On the other hand, telenovelas remain the genre of national
fiction with higher rates of audience: 8 of the top ten belong to
this genre. And, as has been the trend in recent years, telenovelas
with highest rating during the 2011 were not the broadcasted at
20:00, but mainly the ones from the time slot after the main news,
at about 22:20.

Drama

Drama

Comedy

Drama

Drama

Drama

Comedy

Dramedia

Los 80: más que una
moda

2 El laberinto de Alicia

3 Aquí mando yo

4 La Doña

5 40 y tantos

6 Su nombre es Joaquín

7 Cesante: todo por la pega

8 Peleles

Drama

10 Témpano

2011

2010-2011

2011

2011

2011

2010-2011

2011

2011

2010 - 2011

2008 - 2011

Year of
production

123

78

74

16

50

40

47

80

111

11

2011
chapters

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile. Includes only premiere chapters.

Drama

9 Infiltradas

1

Genre

Program

03-01-2011
07-03-2011

27’

26-07-2011

14-04-2011

05-10-2011

12-07-2010

04-10-2011

12-09-2011

14-03-2011

12-10-2008

First emission

35’

45’

26’

31’

35’

38’

31’

26’

63’

Duration

Table 10. Ten most-watched national titles in 2011

08-09-2011

26-05-2011

28-12-2011

23-06-2011

29-12-2011

10-03-2011

29-12-2011

30-12-2011

05-10-2011

20-12-2011

Last emission

Prime

Prime

Prime

Prime

Prime

Prime

Prime

Prime

Prime

Prime

Time slot
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The thematic analysis shows that in addition to the traditional
topics of melodramatic fiction (private conflicts and family
relationships, romantic relationships), telenovela introduces novel
social aspects; the series format of “Los 80” allows to fictionally
address the historical period of the dictatorship from the daily
experiences of a middle class family. Similarly, “La Doña” is
inspired by the historical character of Catalina de Los Ríos,
colonial landowner known as “La Quintrala”, who embodies the
legend of a beautiful, ruthless and cruel woman, elements used to
exploit sexuality, transgression and cruelty in the development of
the story, also enabled for airing after 22:00. The telenovela “El
Laberinto de Alicia” deals with a subject who had not previously
been treated in national fiction, as it is pedophilia and the sexual
abuse of children. In the rest of the titles stand out social issues
such as unemployment, family violence, economic insecurity,
social mobility, polygamy, religious fanaticism, among others.
Table 11. Subjects of the 10 most-watched titles in 2011
Title

Key Themes

Social theme

1 Los 80: más que Love – family relationships
una moda
– work

Human rights – dictatorship

2 El laberinto de
Alicia

Fear – intrigue – family
relationships

Pedophilia

3 Aquí mando yo

Love – work – family
relationships – reunion

Divorce – sexism – care of
children

4 La Doña

Love – hate

Social inequality – sexual
violence – power abuse –
witchcraft

5 40 y tantos

Love – infidelity – family
relationships

Life cycle – drug addiction

6 Su nombre es
Joaquín

Love – psychological
domination

Sects – incest

7 Cesante: todo por Work – family relationships Unemployment – economic
la pega
deprivation – familiar
deprivation
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Title

Key Themes

Social theme

8 Peleles

Work – family relationships Unemployment – economic
deprivation

9 Infiltradas

Revenge – deceive – family
reunion

10 Témpano

Crime – intrigue – revenge Tourism – impunity

Organized crime corruption

Source: Time Ibope and Obitel Chile

3. Transmedia Reception
The development of fiction products for the Internet is a
relatively new practice in Chile. While channels offer online
content, there are few programs produced exclusively to be seen
on the Internet. There are programs complementary to the ones
broadcasted in TV, including the so-called “catch up TV”, which
allows the viewer to see the content that he missed (repetitions
online). The concept of web series or web shows is very recent and
is what is considered truly transmediatic in Chile, since all the
fictions have official website, Facebook, Twitter and in general are
uploaded to YouTube (see Table 1).
Table 1 - the Top Ten viewed from its transmediatic proposal: types
of interaction and dominant practices
Program

Channel

Los 80: más
1
Canal 13
que una moda

TransmeInterTransdiatic type
activity
mediatic
of interaclevels
proposal
tion
Official
website

Viewing
and interactive

Passive

Facebook
page

Transmediatic
viewing

Active

Twitter
account

Interactive
in real
Active
time

Dominant
practices

Comments
Recommendation
Criticism
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
Collection
Storage
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Program

2

El laberinto
de Alicia

Channel

TVN
(public)

TransmeTransInterdiatic type
mediatic
activity
of interacproposal
levels
tion
Official
website

Viewing
and interactive

Passive

Facebook
page

Transmediatic
viewing

Active

Twitter
account

3

Aquí mando
yo

4 La doña

5 40 y tantos

TVN
(public)

CHV

TVN
(public )

Interactive
in real
Active
time

YouTube Interactive
Active
page
viewing
Viewing
Official
and inter- Passive
website
active
TransActive
Facebook
mediatic
Creative
page
viewing
Interactive
Twitter
in real
Active
account
time
YouTube Interactive
Active
page
viewing
Viewing
Official
and inter- Passive
website
active
Interactive
Twitter
in real
Active
account
time
YouTube
Interactive
page (non
Active
viewing
official)
Viewing
Official
and inter- Passive
website
active
TransFacebook
mediatic Active
page
viewing
Interactive
Twitter
in real
Active
account
time
YouTube Interactive
Active
page
viewing

Dominant
practices

Comments
Recommendation
Criticism
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion

Comments
Recommendation
Critics
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
Remix
Comments
Recommendation
Critics
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
Parody (La
Ñoña, MEGA)

Comments
Recommendation
Critics
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
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Program

6

7

Su nombre es
Joaquín

Cesante: todo
por la pega

Channel

TVN
(public )

CHV

TransmeTransdiatic type
mediatic
of interacproposal
tion
Viewing
Official
and interwebsite
active
TransFacebook
mediatic
page
viewing
Interactive
Twitter
in real
account
time
YouTube Interactive
page
viewing

Canal 13

Viewing
and interactive

Dominant
practices

Passive
Active
Active

Comments
Recommendation
Critics
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion

Active

Facebook
Interactive Active
page
Official
website

8 Peleles

Interactivity
levels

Comments

Passive

Facebook
page

Interactive
online
Active
viewing

Twitter
account

Interactive
in real
Active
time

Comments
Recommendation
Critics
Sharing

YouTube Interactive
Active
page
viewing
Official
website

9 Infiltradas

CHV

Viewing
and interactive

Passive

Facebook
page

Interactive
online
Active
viewing

Twitter
account

Interactive
in real
Active
time

YouTube Interactive
Active
page
viewing

Comments
Recommendation
Critics
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
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Program

10 Témpano

Channel

TVN
(public )

TransmeInterTransdiatic type
activity
mediatic
of interaclevels
proposal
tion
Official
website

Viewing
and interactive

Passive

Facebook
page

Transmediatic
viewing

Active

Twitter
account

Interactive
in real
Active
time

Dominant
practices

Comments
Recommendation
Critics
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion

YouTube Interactive
Active
page
viewing

Normally, web pages offer viewing (where comments cannot
be made, but the comments made on Twitter and Facebook are
linked) and the viewer can also interact with the content of the
fiction, downloading photos, accessing additional material from
after scenes and notes and videos from backstage of the recordings.
The only thing that cannot be done is to leave comments, main
characteristic of an interactive viewing, and that is why it is
cataloged as interactive viewing.
Televisión Nacional de Chile (TVN), in particular, seeks to
generate contents for the Internet developed by a multidisciplinary
team called “Team 360”, where several areas of the channel
converge. They design products related to the main product, in
order to develop a more interactive Transmediatic interaction.
Every telenovela has a space in the web platform of the channel
(www.tvn.cl) where there are chapters of the telenovela, abstracts,
fact sheets of characters, download of photos, and there are links
to the official websites of Facebook and Twitter. At the same
time, videos are uploaded to YouTube.com, what means it is a
transmediatic viewing because it not only allows to see the fiction,
leave comments and conduce all contents of the website to users
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social networks (characteristics of the “interactive online viewing”)
but also on the site are offered exclusive products for viewing
in web and dynamics of interaction with fiction (downloads of
photos and videos).
It all started in 2010 with the case of “La familia de al lado”,
telenovela written by José Ignacio “Chascas” Valenzuela. The suspense telenovela was focused on two neighboring families, surnamed “Fabres” and “Ruiz-Tagle”, hiding secrets; in the telenovela
also the characters were looking for the culprit of an alleged murder. “La familia de al lado” had a great diversification of its story
on different platforms, interacting with their audiences through
blogs and social networks, like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
The telenovela had a web page that was accessed through www.
tvn.cl, an official page on Facebook (currently with more than 63
thousand followers), a Twitter account and a blog “Yo, el más sospechoso”, written by the screenwriter, José Ignacio Valenzuela.
The interesting thing is that the “360” team generated “La
ventana de Borja”, a spin-off that complemented “La familia de al
lado” to make the telenovela main story bigger. Thus, arose one
of the first Chilean web series, whose protagonist was Borja
Martínez, a strange and obsessive neighbor of families “Fabres”
and “Ruiz-Tagle”, who saw what was happening and got worked up
with the story. Borja felt the need to investigate and had various
technological equipments. Borja recorded himself in a videoblog
and published what he discovered, disclosed mysteries of the
telenovela, gave tracks and traces, and developed theories on the
screenplay of José Ignacio “Chascas” Valenzuela.
The character of Borja had no official fan page on Facebook,
and the web series either, but the telenovela “La familia de al
lado” and three of its characters had profiles on Facebook: Javier
Ruiz-Tagle’s wife, Pilar Echeñique (2969 followers), his neighbor
Ignacia Fabres Spencer (2673 followers) and Ignacia’s brother,
Benjamín Spencer Fabres (1832 followers). Behind them was the
same creator and writer, José Ignacio Valenzuela. Before that “La
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familia del lado” began airing, “Ignacia” and “Benjamín” interacted
between them, telling about the preparations for the imminent
marriage of Ignacia with Gonzalo Ibáñez, event that was the kick
start of chapter one of the telenovela. Weeks earlier, they were
constructing the history of what was called the “zero” chapter.
This is the more particular of “La ventana de Borja” and the
Facebook pages of the characters that were developed to enhance
the telenovela. “La ventana de Borja” entered the ring a day before
the start of the telenovela and its story continued until its end.
As explained by Daniel Corro, executive producer of Nuevos
Medios at the time, “Borja chapters were closely related to the
main telenovela”, to the point that we produced chapters of “La
ventana de Borja “ for every week of the telenovela. Thousands of
people saw the chapters, around 25 thousand.”
While the entire fiction of TVN has its space on the official
website of the channel, “La ventana de Borja” had its own link
(http:www.tvn.clblogslaventanadeborja) allowing to see the
web series on the same day that it aired, but not to comment:
it was only a viewing. It was also available on YouTube.com.
The first chapter of “La ventana de Borja” (http:www.youtube.
comwatch?vRQy1Q24Uqeg) was uploaded on September 6, 2010,
allowing a more interactive viewing. It has 2960 views and three
comments.
The telenovela that followed “La familia de al lado”, in that time
period slot was “Témpano”, written by Pablo Illanes, and that was
one of the ten national titles most watched in 2011, with 13.8 points
of rating. Its official page on Facebook has almost 42 thousand
followers of the story set in the Patagonian ice fields. “Témpano”
told the story of the Grau family, owners of the Témpano fleet,
whose lives are crumbling with the arrival of Amparo Benavente,
the daughter of the Chief of crew. Amparo disappeared eight years
ago, after a tragic accident that almost cost her life, but returns to
take revenge and take justice by herself against those she considers
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responsible for her accident. She climbs into the Témpano IV vessel
with the rest of the crew, and then it is when brutal crimes begin
to happen. Nicolás Duarte and Javier Ibarra, two detectives who
were in the boat at the time of the murders, are responsible for
discovering the murderer.
The telenovela “Témpano” featured two by-products for
Internet, a web series and a web comic, arising from a 360 table, but
where the participation of the creator of the telenovela “Témpano”,
Pablo Illanes, was fundamental. The result was something Corro
considers as “the evolution of the web series”: “Bajo Cero” was
conceived as a “prequel” of the telenovela, and featured eight
chapters. It showed what was never saw in the telenovela, how and
why Amparo had been transformed into a woman seeking revenge.
Starring the same characters of the telenovela, it could only be seen
online: the first chapter of the web series was uploaded to YouTube
on August 3, 2011, and to date it has been viewed 4,529 times. In
addition, a web comic was created in order to connect with young
audiences. Francisco Ortega and Nelson Daniel put together a
story that told stories about previous adventures of policemen
Duarte and Ibarra. “D&I - Duarte e Ibarra (case 1 – Sangre de
Catrala)” was released at ComicCon, the first Convention of
comics of Santiago, and the digital download of the comic could
be done through the website of the channel.
This is why the last week of broadcast of “Témpano” is divided:
it is not only one of the ten most-watched fictions, but it is also
the most representative of the current work that is being done in
terms of transmediatic bet and offer. The last week of exhibition
of the fiction (last five chapters) was picked and the visits to the
page of YouTube and the comments were counted. Because there
were two channels (web series and web comic) where the chapters
were uploaded, the choice was to disaggregate the videos uploaded
on the same day of the broadcast on TV. The feedback was not
accounted for (see table 2).
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Table 2 - analysis of transmediatic reception in a Top Ten fiction (on
YouTube, each chapter gets divided into three parts)
Chapter/Day

Total visitors Comments
to the date
(total)

Feedback

1

Chapter 119 / 30-8-2011

1/3: 7,105
2/3: 6,457
3/3: 6,555

17

N/A

2

Chapter 120 / 31-8-2011

1/3: 8,436
2/3: 6,417
3/3: 6,779

16

N/A

3

Chapter 121 / 1-9-2011

1/3: 16,645
2/3: 12,240
3/3: 15,106

18

N/A

4

Chapter 122 / 7-9-2011

1/3: 11,188
2/3: 13,499
3/3: 12,818

40

N/A

5

Chapter 123 / 8-9-2011

1/3: 37,617
2/3: 31,341
3/3: 34,823

131

N/A

“Témpano” was followed on screen by the telenovela “Aquí
mando yo”, original of Daniella Castagno, that, with 18 points of
rating, was also one of the ten national titles more seen in 2011.
The interesting thing is that for the first time a creative practice
in transmediatics terms was generated: before the telenovela
began, a dance contest was developed. After the airing of the first
television spot and due to the popularity of the theme song for the
telenovela ,”Te amo con locura” of Eicy & Cody, a choreography was
created so that people could imitate and upload in video, creating
for the first time a creative interactivity.
This is perhaps the greatest challenge in Chile: the interactivity
with the user as a peer, once the viewer generates content based
on the delivered products and interacts with content available
online, because nowadays interactivity is reduced to downloads,
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screenings and follow-up on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube,
even with comments (see table 3), but there is very little creative
interactivity, although there are comments among spectators (see
table 3).
Table 3 - types of comments published in the last
five chapters of “Témpano”
Chapter/
Day

Chapter
1 119 308-2011

Chapter
2 120 318-2011

Chapter
3 121 1-92011

Nº of com- Dominant type of
ments per
comments
chapter
The characters are
commented 13
times, the story,
11 times, there is
1/3: 5
a comment that
2/3: 5
alludes to the
3/3: 7
screenwriter, two
talk about actors
and one on the
television station in
a positive way
A character and the
actress that played
that role were the
focus, because the
1/3: 5
comments were
2/3: 4
focused in the char3/3: 7
acters (13), the story
(11) and the actors
(3), in which case it
was with a negative
focus.
Once again, the
comments are
focused in the
story (5) and the
characters (6), but
for the first time the
1/3: 5
placement in the
2/3: 3
telenovela is men3/3:10 tioned
and there are
4 comments about
airing time, because
of the doubt if a
chapter was or not
broadcasted.

Comments
among
users

Type of comments among
users

No
comments.

1/3: one comment, poetic
function.
2/3: one comemotional
There are ment,
function.
comments. 3/3: one comment, emotional
function.

No
comments.
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Nº of comComments
Type of comDominant type of
ments per
among
ments among
comments
chapter
users
users
The comments are
centered in characters (24), because
1/3: 1 one
several are at risk of
comment,
death in the story.
emotional
There is only one
function.
comment about the
2/3: one
channel, one about
comment, meta
Chapter 1/3: 10
the screenwriter
There are linguistic function,
4 122 7-9- 2/3: 14
and one about the comments. one emotional
2011
3/3: 16
contents. Four
function.
comments validated
3/3: 5 comments
the fiction contents,
with emotional
while five evidenced
function, 1
the disturbance
with referential
of the audience
function.
towards the spin of
the story.
1/3: 4 comments,
2 with emotional
There are comments
function and two
about the story (47),
with referential
characters (28),
function.
actors (10) and con2/3: 9 comments,
tent (14). Of the to4 with emotional
Chapter 1/3: 19 tal, 35 were positive,
There are function, 3 with
5 123 8-9- 2/3: 23
17 negatives. Three
comments. referential func2011
3/3: 89
comments were
tion and 2 with
about the channel,
poetic function.
only one mentioned
3/3: 13 comments,
airing hours and
3 emotional, 3 refthree alluded to the
erential, 5 poetic/
screenwriter.
emotional, 1 meta
linguistic, 1 phatic
Chapter/
Day

The comments focus on characters, its relevance in the
story, and the actors who play them. In the case of the telenovela
“Témpano”, and particularly in the last few chapters, each spectator
seeks to establish its point of view and make clear what they
felt in this regard, where the emotional function is priority in
the interaction among users. That is the most relevant: when
commenting on a telenovela, feelings and the emotional function
always prevail above the referential or conative function.
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4. Highlights of the year
Memory in the open: “Los Archivos del Cardenal” and” Los
‘80” (fourth season)
The history and the memory of Chile have settled as a
recurring theme in Chilean television since 2007 mainly by the
proliferation of State funds for the realization of historical series
and documentaries: the category which finances such programs
annually receives more money in the Fund of Promotion of the
Quality of the Chilean National Television Council.
However, despite the fact that this trend seems already
consolidated, two programs broadcasted the year 2011 suggest a
change in the mechanisms of representation of recent memory.
The 2009 report recognized the emergence of melodramatic
stories of Chilean history as a strategy of mediation that allowed
the narration of traumatic moments whose violence was not yet
integrated to the Chilean daily life. In 2011 this mediation seems
to have become less necessary. The series “Los 80” (Canal 13,
fourth season) and the miniseries “Los archivos del Cardenal” (TVN)
represented, in fictional contexts, scenes of abduction, torture and
confrontations.
By expressing openly the painful memory of the recent
Chilean history, these series try to put in common memories
that until 2008 could only be told mediated by the melodrama.
They are pluralist because they collected many of the subjective
positions against violations of human rights - the victim, the one
who does not know, the searcher, the one who tortures-, but they
suggest a clear ethical position: the necessity of giving testimony.
In the four seasons of “Los 80” the relationship of the Herrera
family (the middle-class family in whose life the series focuses)
with the great History of Chile has changed. If the political and
economic developments were experienced from the periphery in
the first and second seasons, in the third and especially in the
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fourth the great history processes went indoors. In those seasons,
the relationship of the eldest daughter with a member of an armed
group obliges the family and the father to pick a position. The
fourth season begins with intelligence agents breaking into the
House of the Herrera’s in search of the daughter that has broken
into exile. In that context there is no possible naivety, there is no
way to marginalize of the political or the violation of human rights.
The final evidence that the History got into the domesticity of
the Herrera’s is given by the infiltration of an agent in the family, a
man who poses as the illegitimate son of Juan’s father. Juan receives
him as a brother and hosts him, but he uses Juan to locate and
assassinate Claudia’s lover and to kidnap and torture her. Despite
all this, the end of the fourth season rescues the ethos installed
on the first: the resilience of the everyday and the strength of the
middle-class family as the column of the identity of the country.
In the 2011 season, the agent of the CNI, tendered by the warmth
of the Herrera family, decides not to give Claudia to his superiors
and let her escape.
“Los archivos del Cardenal” has an even more obvious historic
anchor: it is based on the experiences of the daughter of one of
the lawyers who actually worked in the Vicaría de la Solidaridad
- the institution of the Catholic Church that welcomed detainees
or tortured and provided legal support to their families. The
miniseries shows the work of this body, but that work is seen from
the perspective, again, of the family. Laura, a young and idealistic
social assistant, works in the Vicaría with his father, a lawyer. His
mother is a journalist who works in an opposition media. The
stories and pain of hundreds of people pass through the offices
and the lives of these characters.
That pain is woundingly shown by an audiovisual narrative
that makes the viewer witness of torture, forcing him to take
an ethical position for that pain. Ramón, the male protagonist
and love of Laura, lives a trajectory similar to the audience. He
is a lawyer member of a pro-Government family and is sincerely
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unaware of the human rights violations. The world of Laura
breaks into his own history when he begins to investigate the
disappearance of a childhood friend. That knowledge forces him
to take responsibility for the others’ terror and to become not only
a witness, but also to get actively involved.
The identification of the viewer with the experiences of the
protagonists of “Los 80” and “Los archivos del Cardenal” places him
as part of an act of memory trying to move from the trauma to the
narrative. The power of the trauma is precisely in its resistance to
the narration because it is not yet accessible to consciousness. The
output of horror is to narrate that memory. Only thus it is possible
to contemplate it critically and in this narrative the cure is possible
(Caruth, Sturken; Bal).
The creation of a new genre or what is “Perla”?7
In the second half of 2011, Canal 13 began airing the series
“Perla, tan real como tú” on the second night time slot. The program
shows the experiences of Perla Ilyich, a beautiful and very restless
19-year-old Gypsy. What motivates the incorporation of this series
within the formats of the year is the difficulty to categorize it into
the well-known television formats and the discussion about the
likelihood of being before a new audiovisual genre. It is necessary
to wait to determine if this series really founded a new genre or if
it will be in the history of Chilean television as just one program.
However, the levels of audience that it has obtained and that law
which says that any successful product will be copied suggest that
soon there will be new “Perlas”.
In terms of content it’s a simple program. Perla is Gypsy, is 19
years old. As all women of her community she was married at 16,
but unlike them, she separated a year later. Her family wants her
to marry again and she just wants to have fun. Perla interacts with
a bunch of characters “without compass”, young people without
7
Segments of this section were published in the column ¿Qué es Perla? in the 114 University magazine (January-February, 2012).
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goals or ethical guidance. Dash and Cangri, lower-class boys, have
been involved in obscure business which, supposedly, they have
left behind. Cony and Cristóbal, the rich kids, want to be artists
and are never sure of their feelings. Nicolás is an 18-year-old gay
boy who did not finish school, does not study, does not work and
only stays up all night.
The dramatic story arc and the merit of the series in terms
of content are given not by the struggles of these characters if they didn’t have dreams, why will they fight? -, but for the
documentation of the contact between them, by the registration
of a relationship that would have never happened if not for the
program. It combines social spaces and voices that tension the
stereotypes. The summary of the story is that simple. What is not
so clear is what genre this program belongs to. That is the novelty
of “Perla”.
It was announced as a reality and the day-to-day actions of
people who are not professional actors are actually filmed, but
there are no enclosures. It could be considered as a docurreality by
its focus on the follow-up of these characters in their family and
social world, but there are situations created by the production
of the program. Already in the first chapter, Cony gets into the
car of a few Gypsies she does not know. This reaction would not
have been possible if she had not known that they were part of
the program. This is compounded by high emotional intensity
moments marked by dramatic music that tell difficult stories of
love. However, it is not a telenovela.
“Perla” does not belong totally to none of these genres, but
takes elements of each one of them to form something new in
audiovisual terms. If new series of this kind were produced, “Perla”
would be the first example of a new genre: the “reality telenovela”.
That genre manifests the potentialities of identification between
viewer and characters and the link with the domesticity of the
docurreality with the rhetoric of the excess of the telenovela that
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transforms each daily moment in a milestone with emotional
relevance.
A new way of building social common sense is created. In the
case of “Perla”, it is the acceptance of diversity as an essential value:
the big stories or the origins do not matter, the axis is in relations
and in the sense that they deliver to the lives of the characters.
However, it is also possible to think about other topics which
could be adjusted to a format of this type.

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of TV fiction
The phenomenon of transnationalization is studied from the
perspectives of industry, content and audiences; in the Chilean
case it is the first dimension which shows a relevant development
degree, while in the other two the phenomenon is not manifested
in a clear and meaningful way.
According to Table A. National channels of broadcast TV in
the country, of the seven channels which transmit on broadcast
TV, four are of Chilean property, whether owned by businessmen,
universities or the State itself. As regards the three remaining
channels (Telecanal8, La Red and CHV), they are linked to foreign
international business groups.
Thus, broadcast TV has four channels of national origin and
three foreigners. However, in the last 25 years, there have been
continuous changes in the ownership of the majority of these
channels, with inflows and outflows of foreign capital. Other than
the uncertainty these movements generate within the industry,
they have also involved internal changes in the ownership structure
and in its programming.
The first purely private channel was Mega, founded in the
early 1990s by the late businessman Ricardo Claro. In 1992, the
Mexican network Televisa enters to participate with a 49% in the
Even when Telecanal is owned by the Chilean citizen Jaime Cuadrado, through the Alpha
Tres Company, it maintains links with Angel González.

8
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shareholder owned by Mega, which facilitates the award of the
concession of the Festival de la Canción de Viña del Mar, along
with the participation of numerous singers and Mexican bands at
this event. However, at the end of the ‘90s Televisa sold back their
shares to Claro group, and Mega returned to be in national hands.
In December 2011, the channel was sold to Bethia, a Chilean
business group.
Similarly, when in the ‘90s CHV was purchased from the
Universidad de Chile by the Venezuelan Cisneros Group, it caused
that some programs and soap operas produced by Venevisión were
transmitted through the screens of CHV. In 2005, the channel was
bought by the Chilean businessman (and current President of the
country) Sebastián Piñera, increasing the investment in domestic
production and mainly in fiction. CHV was even the first channel
to compete with TVN in the field of the nocturnal telenovelas,
premiering Mujeres de lujo in January of 2010. In August 2010 it
was officially reported that CHV was acquired by the American
company Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.9, owned by Time
Warner. With the arrival of this enormous media conglomerate,
a new scenario opens by the new content which CHV could have
access, and also the regional impact of this potential new producer
of content.
La Red, initially linked to the Consorcio Periodístico de Chile
S.A. (COPESA), whose main shareholder is the Chilean citizen
Álvaro Saieh, in 1994 partnered with the Canadian company
Canwest International S.A10 that acquired half of the shares of
the operator of the channel. However, in 1996 the Canadian
company withdrew from the business. La Red was then bought
by TV Azteca, of the Mexican entrepreneur Ricardo Salinas, until
in 1999 it was acquired by the Mexican Tycoon Remigio Ángel
Gonzales, through the Albavisión group. In programmatic terms,
Turner in Latin America currently has 1 broadcast television channel, 15 channels of pay
television of their own, 7 represented signals and 1 joint-venture
10
Subsidiary of Canwest Global Communication Corporation.
9
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in the decade of the 90’ the channel was characterized by the large
number of foreign fiction that it exhibited; subsequently, La Red
has turned to produce talk shows and miscellaneous, as morning
programs for housewives (“matinales”) or spaces of show business.
Table 5.1 Indicators of media ownership
Base: Total titles of premiering national fiction in the Chilean
broadcasting TV during 2011
Producer Company

TV
Channel
UCV

UCV TV (El almacén)
TVN (A la chilena,
40 y tantos,
Aquí mando yo,
El laberinto de Alicia,
TVN
Esperanza,
La familia de al lado,
Su nombre es Joaquín,
Témpano)
Mega (BKN,
La colonia,
Mega
Decibel 110: el amor suena fuerte)
Canal 13 (Peleles, Primera dama) Canal 13
National
Wood Producciones (Los 80:
Canal 13
más que una moda)
Valcine Producciones
TVN
(Cumpleaños)
Promo Cine Ltda (Los Archivos
TVN
del Cardenal)
My Friend Entertainment
TVN
(Esperanza)
Cristián Galaz (La estrella
TVN
alcanzar)
Buen Puerto Producciones (12
días que estremecieron a Chile,
CHV
Divino tesoro)
CHV (La doña,
Infiltradas,
Foreign
CHV
Vampiras,
investment
Cesante: todo por la pega,
Karma)
Foreign
subsidiary
Total
25

Selling
Export
agencies distributor
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Table 5.1 shows that the 25 titles of national fiction that
premiered in broadcast TV were produced by channels and, to a
lesser extent, producer companies of national origin. Only the eleven
titles produced by CHV correspond to a company with foreign
investment. It should be noted that of these 25 titles, only 7 were
produced by independent production companies whose owners
or partners are persons of Chilean nationality. The remaining was
produced by the same channels that broadcast them.
As for the export distributors, to date none of the 25 titles
has been exported, either in the form of sale of licenses for their
subsequent adaptation, nor by selling the rights of transmission.

Table 5.2. The transnational in the premiere screen
Base: Total titles of premiering national fiction in the Chilean
broadcasting TV during 2011:70
Casting and locations of the top 10 shows
Producer
Country of origin
companies and
author/creator
co-production
National
Obitel
Total

10

Canal 13: 2
TVN: 5
CHV: 3

Casting of
5 main
characters

Locations or
narratives
located in:

All Chilean

Chile

0
10

Unlike Brazil, Mexico or Spain, that by the size of their
markets could manifest a self-governed vocation, Chilean fiction
is overturned exclusively towards the country, despite its small
size and not having a large volume of production of audiovisual
fiction. Not only the top ten in audience but the totality of the
Chilean titles released in 2011 was produced in Chile by Chilean
companies, based on Chilean scripts and with local actors and
locations. This contrasts with what is observed in the two main
suppliers of titles to the domestic market: Mexico and USA.
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The productions of these two countries are noted for presenting
leading actors of different nationalities and, in the case of USA,
also the use of locations outside the national territory.
In Chile, the fiction is produced within the country and
intended for the national audience. A paradigmatic case is
Esperanza, telenovela written and produced in Chile which deals
with the Peruvian immigration and whose main character is a
woman of such nationality, but whose role is played by a Chilean
actress, like the rest of the cast and locations. Focus on Chile
explains why it is the main market of exhibition of the productions,
resulting in the export of scripts being most common than the
export of productions.
As we have seen, the national fiction is preferred by viewers.
If we refer to Table 9. Ten most-watched national titles in 2011,
it is noted that the ten titles most viewed during the 2011 were
national productions and scripts designed and written by Chileans,
locations within the national territory and with local actors.
This preference for national products is directly related to
the time of transmission. Of the 25 national titles, 19 (76%) were
shown in Prime Time (between 20:00 and 24:00), time slot that
has historically been the one that concentrates the largest number
of audience during the day. On the other hand, of the 45 foreign
titles, only 6 (13%) were broadcast in this time slot, while the rest
was mainly issued in the afternoon (between 13:00 and 19:00).
However, we have to mention that foreign non-fiction
television formats have an important space in the Prime Time
and have high levels of audience. It is the case of Who wants be
millionaire and X Factor, both of English origin and which were
adapted in Chile by Canal 13 and TVN.
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Table 5.3. Audiences and transnational connections
Base: Total titles of premiering national fiction in the Chilean
broadcasting TV during 2011:70
TV flows and cultural and linguistic proximity - premiere titles
Countries where
Countries where fiction is
fiction is imported
exported
National
25
Obitel
45
Argentina
1
Brazil
8
Colombia
1
Spain
1
USA
13
Mexico
21
Others
0
Total
70

As the 10 most-watched TV fiction programs correspond to
titles of full Chilean production, the same is true with the rest of
the 25 national titles released during 2011.
If we broad it to the 45 titles from the rest of Latin America,
it is noted that most of them comes from USA, Mexico and Brazil.
Considering that Brazilian telenovelas are translated into neutral
Spanish by mostly Mexican actors, the result is that the Chilean
audience, when not listening to Chilean actors, hears mainly
Mexican actors.
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1. Audiovisual context in Colombi
The year 2011 represented the beginning of a somewhat
uncertain political and cultural transition for the country because
of the real dimensions of the changes and transformations that
can be expected from the new government. However, it was
consolidating the perception that something new is starting again,
despite the strength and stubbornness of some sectors that are
linked or close to the previous government.
A fundamental issue in this national picture has to do with
the way that the informative discourse of the media, particularly
television, accounts for the evolution of the internal conflict in
one hand, and the management of the other sectors in relation
to government policies at local and district level on the other.
For its part, fiction and entertainment programming promotes
the generation and feedback of an atmosphere of relaxation and
even satisfaction and dispersion around multiple media forms of
cultural consumption.
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GRAPHIC 1. National channels broadcast in Colombia
PRIVATE CHANNELS ( 3 )

PUBLIC CHANNELS ( 2 )

RCN

Señal Colombia

Caracol

Canal Institucional

Canal Uno
TOTAL = 5

1.1 Structural changes in the audiovisual communicative context
The importance that audiovisual communicative environment
has in shaping life in contemporary societies is clearly reflected
in all aspects that marked the substantial transformation of the
communications sector in the country during this year. We are
referring firstly to the approval of the administrative act by which
it was decided to replace the governing body of television in
Colombia (Comisión Nacional de Televisión CNTV) by a Board
that, in advance, was born prosecuted for their strong dependence
on the executive Board, which is going to reduce possibilities of
autonomy and dialogue with civil society.
Another high-profile official decision in this area was the one
that was promoted about the previous Ministry of Communications
to be transformed into the current Ministry of Information
Technologies and Communications. It implies the implementation
of a much more comprehensive and adequate understanding
on the circumstances and dynamics that characterizes this field
of technology and communication in its strategic dimension to
ensure continuous technological modernization of the country as
well as its inclusion in major networks and platforms for action
and management from which depends and will crucially depend
the adoption of policies and programs for national development
and monitoring of processes linked to the management and
distribution of information.
The third question in this line of thought points to the collapse
of the public tender through which would bring life to a third
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private television channel in Colombia; tender where challenge
was permanent through the long process of implementing it,
given the bid of huge economic and political interests claimed by
international conglomerates that were competing for this benefit,
from which was surreptitiously excluded, any chance for small or
independent programmers. This chapter will be resumed with the
opening of a new tender and the race performed by groups and
television industries that choose to participate. What is at stake is
nothing more and nothing less than the possibility of opening and
democratization of the medium, in the framework of economic
privatization.

1.2 The audiovisual context of fiction in Colombia
To provide an overall picture of the coverage and internal
distribution of the structure of media in the country, as seen in
Graphic 2, it is pertinent to refer to the intense dynamics that
has characterized the industry and communications market in
recent years in technological innovation and likewise about the
emergence of new media and means of access to it, new formats
and functional recombination of these to win audiences and
tenders for mass consumption.
GRAPHIC 1.2. Media Structure

Source: Asociación Colombiana de investigación en medios.

Graphic 2 shows the structure of media audiences in the
country: films 6%, internet 43%, newspapers 35%, magazines
24%, independent magazines 48%, radio 68% and television 94%.
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1.3 Convergence and mutation audiovisual technology
In 1999 with the entry into operation of the private channels
RCN and Caracol, a global tuning was achieved supported by foreign
investment, giving to the Colombian television participation in
the international arena. Responsible for the creation of material
for private channels and for other countries, there is in Colombia
a group of independent producers. To that time (1999), Colombia
produced 2000 hours on average, equivalent to a total of four to
five productions per channel; in 2010, RCN and Caracol both
produce 4000 hours per year and between the 8 independent
producers that produce the most, they add 3,156 hours per year.
In this new context it went into decline the mixed system (public
operation and private programming) that had ruled in Colombia
since the very beginning of the TV in the 50s on channels One
and A. In that same year the National Television Commission
(CNTV) awarded 116 television licenses by subscription, currently
the greatest beneficiary is the Mexican multinational Telmex with
60% for 2010, the national market of pay television.

1.3.1 Internet and telephone services
The Ministry of Information Technologies and Communications recorded in the newsletter of the third quarter of 2011,
the following results of measurement of national behavior on
the Internet and telephone services. The Internet for bandwidth
reflected the following movements: an increase of 1,044,789
occurred between the penultimate quarter of 2010 and the second
last quarter of 2011, in broadband. According to this source, the
graphics in the following three aspects since third quarter of 2010
to third quarter of 2011 at national level recorded: Internet access
by type reveals that the number of subscribers registered a steady
growth movement in this period of 4,000,000, ranging from
mobile internet with 1,481,678, and fixed internet with 2,538,480,
to 6,000,000, distributed in mobile internet with 2,686,056
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and fixed internet with 3,198,894. The internet penetration
nationwide showed a growth of 8.9% to 12.8%.
FIGURE 1.3. Internet user in Colombia
Number of
People
National
Population

45.471.876

Internet Users

25.100.475

Source: Adecintel. Bogotá, 2011

One factor that has determined that important increase is
because the government encourages the growth of broadband
with the elimination of IVA for internet, the subsidy for levels 1
and 2, elimination of tariffs for terminals, and the reduction in
withholding tax for software development companies.
Another strategy for democratization of this media is encouraged by the Ministry of Technology by sponsoring official telecenters
with municipal coverage; these collective public centers for internet
access and communications allow public access from State to
students, low-income communities or vulnerable populations.
In the same way a new way of networking and social
participation is seen in Bogotá headed by the mayor of the
emerging political party “Progresistas”, implementing innovations
in communications technologies, taking advantage of the benefits
of social networks to propose the development of a culture of
enhanced responsibility in the oversight of public resources,
especially running out of a period with strong administrative
setbacks on the budgets of the city on account of corruption. With
this medium, access roads are opened for citizens to contribute
in building the development, economic growth, optimization of
public resources and increasing welfare standards, the alternative
that arises is that of linking participatory and empowerment of
the citizen.
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On the other hand, lines of Basic Public Switched Telephone
Services (TPBC) decreased from 7,251,786 to 7,157,756 and
mobile subscribers had increased from 43,405,330 to 47,747,912.
In this last aspect the CM& newscast, on Friday August 26 of
2011, titled a story as “There are more mobile subscribers than
Colombians”. At the end of the second half of 2011 the mobile
wireless communications provider Comcel has the highest market
share, with 66.49%, followed by TelefoniasMóviles Colombia SA,
with 21.56%, and Colombia Movil SA, with a 11.95%. The report
of the Ministry of Communications and Technologies also pointed
out that at this same time the share of mobile phone subscribers
postpaid category revealed a slight increase over the first quarter of
this year, reaching a 16.99% of participation.
Once redesigned the public television industry during 20042007, new challenges are addressed towards the implementation of
Digital Terrestrial Television to evaluate the current allocation of
the electromagnetic spectrum and wider coverage in the country.
Finding, with the weight it gains and that will rapidly increase,
the Digital Television then it is possible to highlight the special
significance of two of the details discussed above regarding the
width of the Internet, with 43% of users per day, and the television,
with 94% of viewers per day, which set up from now on the new
media scenario for the country in the medium and long term.

1.4 Context of television fiction in Colombia
For the case of Colombia in 2011 with regard to the universe
of TV fiction provided on the small screen of the country during
the year in mention, we have the following records:
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GRAPHIC 2. Genres of broadcast programs by TV
Genre
Movies
Dramas
Series
Telenovelas
Total

Hours
2.275:05
522:45
307:05
1.043:05
4.148:00

Source: IBOPE-AGB Colombia/
OBITEL Colombia.

GRAPHIC 2.1 Comparative fiction, nonfiction, 2011
Genre

Hours

Fiction

4.147:55

Nonfiction

27.121:00

Total

31.268:55

As shown in Graphic 2, the data provides a relevant indicator
with regard to the genres and formats which have captivated the
audience and determine demand of the television product media,
in which definitely movies and telenovelas become the two
segments by excellence to colonize spaces or programming slots
and a wide audience, as well as strong and selected advertisers of
the medium, which insures client loyalty through the replication of
the format and definitely typical product of Colombian television.
So much so that another fact of great impact for this media in
the country is linked to the recent news of the establishment of
a business block between Fox and RCN (the national firm’s most
successful telenovela’s production) to reorganize the market for
the global television industry.
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GRAPHIC 2.2. Premiere Fiction vs. Premiere of non-fiction
(broadcast, replenishments, reprises)
Type

Hours

Premiere

943:10

Broadcast, replenishments, reprises

929:45

Total

1.872:55

Source: IBOPE-AGB Colombia/OBITEL Colombia.

This graphic illustrates the accordance and complementarity
of data and trends with the previous one in terms of strength of the
television industry in the field of fiction, especially in the products
and formats of this genre, such as telenovela, the series and the
drama, allowing use and reuse over and over again in accordance
with market trends, fashions of time imposed from within the
circuit of media production and publicity apparatus that it moves
as well as the specific demands of particular groups.
GRAPHIC 3. Annual household rating per channel
Year

RCN

2010

12,34

11,92

2011

12,82

11,91

Señal Colombia
COLCCol

Institucional

0,56

0,67

0,33

0,70

0,49

0,19

Caracol Canal Uno

Source: IBOPE Colombia.

GRAPHIC 4. Total annual average home share by channel
Year

RCN

2010

25,42

22,52

2011

27,57

23,22

Señal Colombia
COLCCol

Institucional

1,24

1,30

0,63

1,70

0,86

0,43

Caracol Canal Uno

Source: IBOPE Colombia.

The above charts clearly show trends at both rating and
audience share by channel, audiences’ preferences and the
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distribution of participation in the media. It should be noted that
the data confirm the behavior of previous years.
This dominant position of television in the country is
confirmed by the following appreciation: The geographic coverage
of analog television nationwide in 2010, according to the National
Television Commission (CNTV), reflected a percentage of
subscribers from 92% in national public television, 86% on national
open television and 75% in regional television. Continuing with
the monitoring of period between the penultimate quarter 2010 to
third quarter of 2011, the percentage of monitored TV subscribers
nationwide increased from 3,399,590 to 3,741,507.
On the Visual platform 2011, sponsored and organized by
the National Television Commission (CNTV), the Ministry of
Commerce, Industry and Tourism highlighted the importance
of the audiovisual industry in the country’s competitiveness.
The government’s program of “Productive transformation” has
worked closely the audiovisual sector. MCIT states that the project
is committed to development and enterprise strengthen of the
audiovisual sector driven by the high potential of this cultural
industry; it is proposed to make it as a world class one and thereby
also contribute to lead the sustainable economic growth and
employment generation of high competition in the country.
Finding it impossible to compete with the grill of fiction and
entertainment offered by the two private channels, some producers,
such as Channel 1, Jorge Baron, CM&, NTC and Colombiana
de Televisión are kept with news, sports and music programs. In
conclusion, there was a strong migration of the audience to new
channels and a lack of interest for State channels.
Regarding the formats, Colombia came into the wave of reality
shows. The first ones were imported from England, Spain and
Argentina and that way they were placed in the screen the titles
Protagonistas de novela, Expedición Robinson, Gran hermano,
Pop star and Factor X. But soon the producers appropriated the
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format and technique and began the adaptation and raided their
own proposals. The production company Teleset is a recognized
leader in such embodiments.

2. Analysis of the year: national and Ibero-american
premiere fiction
TABLE 1. Productions broadcast in 2011 and their
respective broadcasters
Caracol: 10 national titles
1 Confidencial II (miniseries)
2 Infiltrados (miniseries)
3 La bruja (miniseries)
4 La teacher de inglés (telenovela)
5 Los canarios (unitary)
Los caballeros las prefieren brutas
6
(series)
7 Primera dama (telenovela)
8 Amar y Temer (telenovela)
9 El secretario (telenovela)
10 Vecinos (telenovela)

20 La traicionera (telenovela)
21 Niñas mal (telenovela)
22 Tres milagros (telenovela)
Caracol: 7 foreign titles
21 A cada quien su santo (series – Mexico)
22 Amar de nuevo(telenovela – USA)
23
24
25
26
27

Eva Luna (telenovela – USA)
La casa de al lado(telenovela– USA)
La reina del sur (telenovela – USA)
Los herederos del monte(telenovela – USA)
Mi corazón insiste(telenovela – USA)

Source: IBOPE Colombia/ OBITEL Colombia

The production of fiction television at national and Latin
American level during the year, at the premiere, shows the upward
trend of the national programmers to ensure a permanent and
striking offer in this genre, the only way to care for and maintain
the respective audiences. Virtually, it could be argued that both the
national and Latin American fiction genre is, without doubt, the
line that accounts for the largest investment in this mass media.
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TABLE 2. Total Premiere of Fiction in 2011
Fiction
NATIONAL
IBERO-AMERICAN
Latin American (Obitel
scope)
Latin American (not
Obitel scope)
USA (Hispanic
production)
Iberian
Others (Ibero-American
co-productions)
Total

Titles

% Chapters/Episodes %

Hours

%

22
15

59
41

1.501
1.067

58 1065:25 57
42 807:25 43

8

22

562

22

408:40

22

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

11

306

12

248:20

13

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

8

199

8

150:25

8

37

100

2.568

100 1872:50 100

Source: IBOPE Colombia/ OBITEL Colombia

Table 2 shows the participation in production of fiction
premiere during the year, in which the National covers 59% of
the production, with 22 titles, 1,501 chapters/episodes aired for a
total of 1065 hours, the Ibero-American 41% with 15 titles, 1,067
chapters/episodes for 807 hours. At the same time, within the
Ibero-American, the Latin American production of the Obitel field
figures with 22% (8 titles), 562 chapters/episodes for 408, the U.S.
11% with 4 titles, and Other (Ibero-American co-production) the
8% for 3 titles, 199 chapters/episodes for 150 hours. Tables 1 and
2 also allow confirmation of the fact that the dominant trend in
the production of fiction, also in 2011, is linked to the telenovela
as a successful format typical of this area, 22 titles, followed by the
“series” format, which by its functional and operational flexibility
is consolidated in the second level with a record of 12 titles.
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TABLE 3. Premiere fiction exhibited in the country

Argentina

0

Chapters/
%
Episodes
0
0
0

Brazil

0

0

0

0

0

0

Chile

1

3

48

2

19:55

1

COLOMBIA

22

59

1.501

Ecuador

0

0

0

Country

Titles %

Hours

%

0

0

58 1065:25 57
0

0

0

0

0

0

Spain

0

0

0

USA (Hispanic production)

4

11

306

12 248:20 13

Mexico

7

19

514

20 388:45 21

Portugal

0

0

0

0

0

0

Uruguay

0

0

0

0

0

0

Venezuela
Others (productions and co-productions
from other Latin American/IberoAmerican countries)
Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

8

199

8

150:25

8

37

100

2.568

100 1872:50 100

Source: IBOPE Colombia/ OBITEL Colombia

Regarding premiere fiction displayed in the country, as can
be seen in Table 3, Colombia is the country with the highest
percentage of ficion titles produced, 22 for 59% of the total; it is
important to clarify that this information keeps the observed trend
during the immediately preceding year. It is followed by Mexico
with 7 titles 19%, U.S. (Hispanic production) with 4 titles to 11%.
The item Others (productions and co-productions from other
Latin American/Ibero-American countries) figures with 3 titles to
8% and, finally, it is Chile with one title for 3%. This sustained
dynamism of Colombian production of television fiction seems
to be a major cause under which it would be supported the recent
decision to merge into business alliance two of the biggest channels
with significant presence and role in the international production
of fiction: the channels Fox and RCN television, to conform a
conglomerate that will strongly influence the orientation and
behavior of this market segment.

96

950

351

1501

Afternoon
(12:00- 19:00)

Prime Time
(19:00-22:00)

Night
(22:00-6:00)

Total

100

24

64

5

7

%

1065:25

212:50

680:35

65:45

106:15

H

National

Source: IBOPE Colombia/Obitel Colombia

104

C/E

Morning
(6:00-12:00)

Time Slot

100

20

64

6

10

%

1067

2

104

540

421

C/E

100

1

9

51

39

%

807:30

01:00

94:50

436:55

274:45

H

Ibero-American

100

1

12

53

34

%

2568

353

1054

636

525

C/E

TABLE 4. Chapters/Episodes and broadcasted hours per time slot

100

14

41

25

20

%

H

1872:55

213:50

775:25

502:40

381:00

Total

100

12

41

27

20

%
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This table samples the way the chapters/episodes are
distributed on time slots from the diferenciation between
Colombian and Ibero-American Television. Besides being clear
the dominance of the Nationals 1501 against the Iberoamericans
1067, in Prime Time the distance increases substantially, 950
National, 104 Iberoamerican, followed by Night with 351 Nationals
for 2 Iberoamericans. Altogether, it is possible to state that for
national television these two slots concentrate nearly 90% of the
broadcast and, obviously with this, it is determined the trend and
orientation that becomes strategic for the importance of this time
slot which is the highest rated one in all the country.

3

0

1

0

0

Miniseries

Telefilm

Unitary

Docudrama

Others (soap opera, etc.)

100

0

0

5

0

14

36

45

%

1501

0

0

16

0

144

557

784

100

0

0

1

0

10

37

52

%

NATIONAL
Chap/
Ep

Source: IBOPE Colombia / OBITEL Colombia.

22

8

Series

TOTAL

10

Titles

Telenovela

Formats

1065:20

0

0

23:10

0

112:05

340:50

589:15

Hours

100

0

0

2

0

11

32

55

%

15

0

0

0

0

0

6

9

Titles

100

0

0

0

0

0

40

60

%

1067

0

0

0

0

0

372

695

Chap/
Ep

100

0

0

0

0

0

35

65

%

807:30

0

0

0

0

0

245:55

561:35
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IBEROAMERICAN

TABLE 5. Formats of the National and Ibero-American Fiction
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Regarding the behavior of formats of national and IberoAmerican fiction during the year, Table 5 clearly illustrates how
they assumed those in the offer of the media. The telenovela with
19 entries in both areas, followed closely by the “series” with 16
entries in both and finally the miniseries with 3 entries. This
means that in terms of television formats, the telenovela still has
the lead as the favorite and most widely accepted by the audience.
TABLE6. Formats of National Fiction by Time Slot
Formats

Morning %

Afternoon

%

Prime
% Night % Total %
Time

Telenovela

1

100

2

67

7

44

0

0

10

45

Series

0

0

1

33

5

31

2

100

8

36

Miniseries

0

0

0

0

3

19

0

0

3

14

Telefilm

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Unitary

0

0

0

0

1

6

0

0

1

5

Docudrama

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Others (soap
opera, etc)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

1

100

3

100

16

100

2

100

22

100

Source: IBOPE Colombia / OBITEL Colombia

We note in Table 6 in the slot of Prime Time that the
preferred format for Colombians is the telenovela, followed by the
“series” and the “miniseries”, thus it is ratified that kind of close
communion that holds the television viewer with these formats
in the prime time hours and that they are the responsible ones
for television to still remain being by excellence the mass media
for entertainment and to be accompanied by the large national
majorities.
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TABLE 7. Length of Chapters/Episodes (no commercial intervals)
Chapters/Episodes

%

Short (30’)

Length

297

20

Average (30’- 60’)

1069

71

Long (60’+)

135

9

1501

100

Total

Source: IBOPE Colombia / OBITEL Colombia

TABLE 8. Fiction time period
Period
Present

Titles

%

15

68

Vintage

2

9

Historical

3

14

Other

2

9

22

100

Total
Source: OBITEL Colombia

Tables 7 and 8 register two specific aspects which complement
and illustrate the format and content issues about the length
and the period. In the case of Colombian television the average
length, with 71% of the issued chapters, is the Average duration,
followed by a 20% Short and Long with 9%. This means then
that the Average, 30 to 60 minutes, corresponds to the best time
option for the media to entertain viewers with the respective offer.
On the other hand, in regards to the period in time when the
fiction happens or is recreated, the Present is still the topic that
has the largest production and supplies with 68%, followed by
Historical with 14% and Vintage with 9%. This also confirms
that the vocation of television is decidedly presentist as a media
for communication, information and entertainment; it is about
a kind of discursive voracity synchronized with the immediacy of
events and the ability of the media to make everything in fiction
to turn into entertainment, relax, etc.

Colombia

4º. El man
esGermán(First
ad Second
Season)

6º. La reina
del sur

Channel

Caracol Televisión
Canal
Caracol

Canal
Caracol

Canal RCN

Private

Private

Private

Private

Teleset for
Canal RCN
RCN Televisión

RCN

Private

Private

Public or
Private
TV

Canal RCN

RCN

Vista ProduccioCanal RCN
nes and RCN

Production
Company

España,
R.T.I.,
Colombia, Telemundo and
México.
Antena 3

Colombia

Colombia

3º. Tresmilagros

5º. El secretario

Colombia

EE.UU

2º. El Joe la
leyenda.

1°. A corazón
abierto (Second
Season)

Title

Country of
origin of
the idea or
script

Telenovela

Telenovela

Series

Telenovela

Telenovela

Series

Format

Adaptation of the homonym
telenovela from Arturo PérezReverte

25,33

25,66

Jörg Hiller,
Claudia Sánchez and
Catalina Coy

29,88

Carlos Duplat and Mariela
Santofimio

28,84

31,69

Andrés Salgado and Natalia
Ospina

Juan Manuel Cáceres Niño
and Héctor Alejandro
Moncada

35,68

Shonda Rhimes

Name of the writer or author
Rating
of the original idea

TABLE 9. The 10 most watched titles: Origin, Form, Share

36,42
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42,16

44,54

43,08

49,74

Share
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Caracol Televisión

Caracol Televisión

10º. Los
canarios
80 %

Source: IBOPE Colombia / OBITEL Colombia

Original National Scripts 8

Private

Private

Private

100%

Canal
Caracol

Canal
Caracol

Canal
Caracol

Private

Public or
Private
TV

Total of productions: 10

Colombia

Channel

CMO PROCanal RCN
DUCCIONES

Caracol TV
Internacional.

Colombia

Colombia

Production
Company

9º. Confidencial
(Second
Colombia
Season)

8º. La bruja

7º. Correo de
inocentes

Title

Country of
origin of
the idea or
script

Unitary

Miniseries

Series

Series

Format

21,28

Jörg Hiller, Andrés Huertas,
Juan Andrés Granados,
Mauricio Barreto and Camila
Salamanca

20%

Foreign Scripts 2

20,67

22,20

Adaptation for television
from the book from Germán
Castro Caycedo

César Betancur, Johnny Ortiz
y Héctor Rodríguez

24,07

Ana María Londoño and
Rafael Noguera

Name of the writer or author
Rating
of the original idea

32,98

28,73

31,24

40,21

Share
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With regard to the most watched titles in the country (Table
9) and going beyond to the primacy of telenovela and/or “series”, it
is interesting to highlight the position of RCN as house producer
and broadcast channel widely dominating, with about seven titles
of the ten most watched; this issue coincides with the earlier noted
about the ability of this house producer for offering successful
fiction programs and very profitable ones. It is also confirmed
the private nature of the success offer against the total absence of
public television in this segment. Moreover, A corazón abierto
(second season) remains as the most-watched series in the country
in 2011 with a 35.68% of rating and a 49.74% of share. El Joe la
leyenda, telenovela, is located in the second place, with 31.69% of
rating and 43.08% of share. These first two of the most watched
programs confirm the tendency of the media to entertain based on
current and concerning issues of media – physical and emotional
health in the midst of daily routine of hospitals and cities, which
represents the drama of the majorities in their daily environments
– and the story of the singer Joe Arroyo dramatically recreated
with great sufficiency and full of current issues for Colombians.

Telenovela

3º. Tresmilagros

Miniseries

Unitary

9º. Confidencial
(Second season)

10º. Los canarios

Comedy action

Drama-action

Drama-action

Drama-action

Drama-action

Comedy

Comedy

Drama

Biography

Drama-action

Genre

Source: IBOPE Colombia / OBITEL Colombia

Miniseries

8º. La bruja

Series

Telenovela

6º. La reina del sur

7º. Correo de inocentes

Telenovela

5º. El secretario

Series

Telenovela

2º. El Joe la leyenda

4º. El man es Germán
(First and second
season)

Series

Format

1°. A corazón abierto
(Second season)

Title

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

Year of
Production

16

73

36

114

60

91

93

62

141

61

Number of
Chapters
(in 2011)

12/12/2011

07/02/2011

30/05/2011

28/06/2011

16/05/2011

22/08/2011

03/01/2011
22/08/2011

20/09/2011

30/05/2011

28/03/2011

Date of the
first release
(in 2011)

30/12/2011

07/02/2011

31/05/2011

22/12/2011

03/08/2011

02/12/2011

25/03/2011
30/12/2011

21/12/2011

30/12/2011

11/08/2011

Date of the last
release
(in 2011)

TABLE 10. The 10 most watched titles
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Prime
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Prime

Starts in Prime
and ends in Night

Prime

Prime

Prime

Prime

Prime
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1 hour
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1 hour
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1 hour

1 hour
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In Table 10 of the most watched titles, with the absolute
predominance of the “series” and/or telenovela and action
drama, always located in Prime Time slot, it is also maintained a
programming trend from previous years and it is consolidated the
perception and image of television as a screen in which it is very
easy for the television watcher to recognize himself and, therefore,
maintain a close and constant contact.
In Table 11, when identifying the key topics in the 10 most
watched titles, all those activities, skills, behaviors, emotions,
feelings that invade the everyday lives of people in any social and
cultural setting are found, so that no social sector escapes them to
a greater or lesser degree. In any professional activity, job, student
field or everyday routine, we will always find love, infidelity,
intrigue, friendship and jealousy, violence and deceit, revenge and
justice, whether poor, rich or middle class, all of them will face
drug traffic, the penalty, insecurity, kidnapping, etc.
TABLE 11. Thematic in the 10 most watched titles
Titles

Dominating Thematic

Social Thematic

1. A corazón abierto
(Second season)

Medical practices,
occupational competence,
love, infidelity, intrigue,
friendship and jealousy.

Interpersonal conflicts.

2. El Joe la leyenda

Artistic life, musical genre
of salsa as essential in
Colombian culture, love,
betrayal, social inequality and
injustice.

Social promotion, social
discrimination, artistic
success, regional and cultural
identity.

3. Tres milagros.

Addiction to the game and
drugs, abuse, hate, love,
deception, intrigue and
passion.

Representation of three social
classes - low, medium and
high - the street life and the
value of family in society.

Love, friendship, intrigue,
adventure, the triumph
4. El man es Germán
of good over evil and the
(Second season)
misunderstandings that
emerge in the neighborhood.

Parent-child relationship,
interpersonal relationships
and representation of popular
culture.
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Titles

Dominating Thematic

Social Thematic

5. El secretario

Friendship, social mobility,
Love, betrayal, jealousy,
labor and imagined
adventures and relationships.
relationships.

6. La reina del sur

Drug trafficking, lesbianism,
Death, deceit, friendship,
social inequality, injustice and cultural identity and social
relationships.
crime.

7. Correo de inocentes

Violence, deception, love,
betrayal, persecution,
justice and interpersonal
relationships.

8. La bruja

Violence, murder, deceit, love, Drug trafficking, regional
betrayal, revenge and politics. identity and mysticism.

9. Confidencial
(Second season)

Love, hate, deceit, regret,
jealousy, crimes and revenge

10. Los canarios

Life stories of taxi drivers’
Love, friendship, deceit, daily
union, representing the
adventures and the triumph of
popular culture and job
good over evil.
relations

Drug trafficking, social justice
and punishment.

Kidnapping, domestic
violence, injustice, religious
and political beliefs.

Source: OBITEL Colombia

3. Highlights of the year
Among the titles listed as the most outstanding in 2011,
besides A Corazón abierto which was discussed last year, this time
we are going to refer to the following:
El Joe la leyenda (The legend Joe) is produced by RCN,
authored by Andres Salgado and Nathalia Ospina, this telenovela
became successful and was second among the most watched
because of the topic devoted to recreate the life and work of
songwriter Joe Arroyo, one of the most beloved and respected
musical artists by his compositions that exalt the Caribbean
folklore, its rhythms and cultural particularities. Weaving the
argument with frequent references to the key moments of his
dramatic life, with ups and downs common to this type of
characters who, as a result of his consecration, should not be
only themselves but also the risks, intrigue, conspiracies and
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other factors that shackle their destiny to dramas, tragedies and
events that one way or another increase their legend. Set up in
a safe place within the popular fervor, as evidenced by his actual
death that occurred in middle of the telenovela’s broadcast, the
mass demonstrations and spontaneous displays of affection from
fans show that his life and work, and thus this telenovela, are
part of intangible heritage of Colombian culture.
Tres Milagros ranked third place of audience, also
produced by RCN under the authorship of Carlos Duplat and
Mariela Santofimio, who hold a creative career recognized in the
telenovelas industry. This is a recurring topic used in this type
of media narratives by both the film and on television, given the
opportunity to integrate and diversify patterns of common people
that when are linked in narrative time and space take a special
significance and dimensions that clearly illustrate the human
drama and the capacity of women and men to overcome adversity.
Three women will face the well-known drama of being in love
with the same man, so this allows, with an agile and well-directed
narrative, to reconstruct the details of their lives and socioeconomic
and cultural environments, a procedure which recreates part of
the country’s history, the daily life of its people, what is common
in the diversity of its regions and their inhabitants to converge on
the knot that will release the story and show the embodiment of
an inexorable fate.
In El Man es Germán, also from RCN, with a script by Juan
Manuel Caceres, it is presented a circumstance of life that becomes
funny and caricatured, when converting into the main character
a man who could be characterized as “an everlasting teenager.”
This is German, an average man, divorced, caretaker of his son,
eternal unemployed, arrogant about his status as “alpha male”
and who, despite everything, is well accepted to the watcher’s eyes,
especially the young ones, because of his decision of not becoming
overwhelmed for the failures and frustrations that produce his
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mediocre education and performance that, on the other hand,
do not affect his love for the family and indisputable solidarity
for little issues of male community and small emergencies of the
neighborhood.
Meanwhile, Caracol ranked within this group of the most
watched, with productions as El secretario, authored by Jorge
Hiller and Claudia Sanchez, a mixture of drama and comedy
that deals with showing the routine details of an office in which
the typical role of the “secretary” is broken by “secretary male”.
The character will grow and fill up with the sympathy of the
audience in so far as he is able to overcome the intrigues, gossip,
compromises, lies and jealousy that are woven from different parts
to ruin his career. Soon, thanks to his character strength, he will
climb to become the social and economic winner, who, in turn,
falls in love with the company president who will defend him
from any attempt to distort his new role. The melodrama works
perfectly and redeems this time the weak men due to a cruel fate
but righteous at the end.
La bruja is another title of Caracol, with the authorship of
German Castro Caicedo, which, when being brought to television,
takes advantage in the right way of the regional problems of the
emerging subcultures of drug trafficking and paramilitary groups
in the region of Antioquia, to mix it correctly thanks to a refined
script that allows the integration of the particular history of the
Witch, a female character linked to the oligarchy of the town where
the story happens. After the vicissitudes of violent confrontation
on the economic and political power in the region, with a weak
characterization of the presidential figure, the story takes advantage
of the author’s research recursivity to account for once again one
of the scourges that have plagued the recent history of Colombia.
Finally, with Los canarios, scripted by Cesar Betancourt
and others, this programmer consolidates a title around which is
woven a number of events, circumstances and characters of urban
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life in the capital of the country, about the adventures that are
confronted daily by a group of taxi drivers. Under the motto of
“unitary”, this format seems to belong more to the series than any
other narrative genre on television since each chapter recreates a
mini story, focusing on what the taxi driver has to face in that
episode, that is the reason why their guild mates are mobilized
and involved in the resolution, always satisfactory, of the new
development occurring. As a cross-cutting topic in this story that
is daily made and unmade, there is the impossible romantic love
between the owner of the company on one side and the love affair
of the most beautiful woman taxi driver and the owner’s son on
the other side.

4. Transmedia reception
Caracol Television, within its 2007-2009 corporate
responsibility report, stated that with digital media a whole range
of possibilities were opened for the audience, not only to enjoy
additional experiences as spectators, but also to interact, getting
more engaged with the content through actions such as voting,
sending messages and participating in different ways in fictional
programs, because the WAP portal that they have keeps users
connected with the content from their mobile phones. This same
strategy has been adopted by other national broadcast channels
in Colombia, seeking that the process of reception of fiction is
accompanied by greater interactivity of the audiences, whom can
directly access to content, news, stories and characters of fiction
in the space and time they want to, with the possibility to discuss,
share and analyze fictional products with other watchers.
However, this interaction has not affected the fictional
contents, which are given by the writers in a unique and unchanging
form, because despite the comments, criticisms and suggestions
that watchers could make on different official webpages of TV
channels or on Facebook profiles of the telenovelas, the fictions
follow the same line from the beginning and the programmers do
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not leave their rating policies. It is demonstrated in this way that
the interaction is designed to absorb the watchers from different
media such as radio, print and the Internet and to disable them to
participate creatively in fiction. An example of this is found in the
telenovela El Joe la leyenda, based on the life of one of the great icons
of Colombian music, who in real life died when the telenovela
was being recorded. This event allows to get greater confidence to
the advertising work in newspapers, radio news, virtual magazines
and blogs, besides, many concerts are scheduled for the cast of the
telenovela in different places of the country to increase audience
interest since in the left comments from watchers in chats negative
reactions about that fiction are evidenced.

TABLE 1 - The Top Ten viewed from its transmedia
proposal: types of interaction and dominant practices
Telenovela

Channel

Transmedia
proposal
Official page RCN
(canalrcnmsn.com)

1

A corazón
abierto

RCN

Facebook profile
Twitter account
Official page RCN
(canalrcnmsn.com)

2

El Joe la
leyenda

RCN

Facebook profile
Twitter account

3

Tres
milagros

RCN

InteTransmedia
racti- Type of domitype of
vity
nant practices
interaction
Levels
Interactive
visualization Active
Comment
on the web
Recommendation
Transmedia
Active
Talk
visualization
Sharing
Interactive in
Active
real time
Interactive
visualization Active
on the web
Comment
Recommendation
Transmedia
Celebration
Active
visualization
Criticism
Discussion
Interactive in
Active
real time

Interactive
Official page RCN
visualization Active
(canalrcnmsn.com)
on the web
Transmedia
Facebook profile
Active
visualization
Twitter account

Interactive in
Active
real time

Comment
Discussion
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InteTransmedia
ractitype of
vity
interaction
Levels
Interactive
Official page RCN visualization Active
(canalrcnmsn.com) on the web
El man es
Transmedia
4
RCN
Germán
Facebook profile visualization Active
Interactive in
Twitter account
Active
real time
Interactive
Official page
visualization Active
Caracol
on the web
(caracoltv.com)
Transmedia Active
5 El secretario Caracol
Facebook profile visualization
Telenovela

Channel

Transmedia
proposal

Interactive in
real time
Interactive
Official page
visualization
Caracol
on the web
(caracoltv.com)
del Caracol
6 La reina
Transmedia
sur
Facebook profile visualization
Interactive in
Twitter account
real time
Interactive
Official page RCN visualization
(canalrcnmsn.com) on the web
Correo
de
7 inocentes
RCN
Transmedia
Facebook profile visualization
Twitter account

Twitter account

8

La bruja

Caracol

Official page
Caracol
(caracoltv.com)
Facebook profile
Twitter account

9

Confidencial

Caracol

Official page
Caracol
(caracoltv.com)
Facebook profile
Twitter account

Active

Type of dominant practices
Comment
Imitation
Celebration
Discussion
Sharing

Comment
Interpretation
Celebration
Criticism
Talk
Sharing

Active

Comment
Recommendation
Active
Criticism
Talk
Sharing
Active
Active
Active

Comment
Celebration
Talk
Sharing

Interactive in Active
real time
Interactive
visualization Active
on the web

Comment
Interpretation
Transmedia
Recommendation
visualization Active
Criticism
Discussion
Interactive in Active
real time
Interactive
visualization Active
on the web
Transmedia
visualization Active
Interactive in Active
real time

Comment
Recommendation
Criticism
Talk
Sharing
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Telenovela

Channel

10 Los canarios Caracol

InteTransmedia
racti- Type of domitype of
vity
nant practices
interaction
Levels
Interactive
Official page
Comment
visualization Active
Caracol
Recommendation
on the web
(caracoltv.com)
Imitation
Transmedia Active
Celebration
Facebook profile visualization
Criticism
Interactive in Active
Discussion
Twitter account
real time
Transmedia
proposal

Source: OBITEL Colombia/ caracoltv.com, canalrcnmsn.com

4.1 Analysis of transmedia reception in one fiction from the Top Ten
To make this analysis we selected the telenovela El secretario
from Caracol, which appears in the Top Ten of National fiction
and has had a remarkable reception from specialized critics and
the general public. The selection of this telenovela was based, in
addition, to the rating obtained from the success of its bid and
transmedia offer, which is found in the great audience participation
by tracking the institutional platform for the channel.
In this regard, Caracol stated in its report of corporate
responsibility 2007-2009 that the growth in Internet penetration
and new technologies of information and communication (ICTs)
are phenomena that mark a profound change in the culture of
the people in the world. Today Colombia is the fourth Latin
American country with the highest penetration, reaching 45.3%
in 2009 (source CRT), being this the media that allows them to
transcend borders and capture audiences around the world (Snail,
2010). The channel also insists that they count with a monthly
average of 4.6 million of unique visitors and over 42 million visits,
with more than 1,000 cumulative hours of video productions and
three deliveries of daily news, own notes, transfer of live signal
and interaction tools such as blogs, forums, audio chats, online
discussions and video trivia among others (Snail, 2010).
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TABLE 2. Visitor numbers and comments by chapter
Chapter/Date

Visitors/Users

Comments

Chap. 75 - 12/12/2011

33.833

65

Chap. 76 - 13/12/2011

30.567

75

Chap. 77 - 14/12/2011

24.836

239

Chap. 78 - 15/12/2011

25.873

189

Chap. 79 - 16/12/2011

26.522

242

Source: OBITEL/ Caracol Televisión

The information provided by the box shows clearly a high level
of monitoring to fiction by users on the institutional page of the
channel, likewise, the number of reviews is quite large compared
with the other fictions of the Top Ten. However, it is noteworthy
that although it was a telenovela that people enjoyed a lot because
its genre of romance and comedy and because its characters, from
the follow-up to the user feedback it is found that this large number
of visits is related to two fundamental aspects in the transmission:
first, the large amount of commercial advertising on the time of issue,
and second, sudden schedule changes experienced for the fiction.
TABLE 3. Types of posted comments
Chapter
Day

No. of
reviews per
chapter

Chap. 75
12/12/11

65

Chap. 76
13/12/11

75

Types of dominant
comments

Comments
between
users

Characters (+)
Broadcast Schedules(+ -)
There are
Topics(+)
comments
Actors(+)
Contents(+)
Advertising (-)
Characters (+)
There are
TV station (-)
comments
Actors (+)
Contents (+)

Types of
comments
between
users
Emotive
Referential

Emotive
Referential
Conative
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Chapter
Day

Chap. 77
14/12/11

Chap. 78
15/12/11

Chap. 79
16/12/11

No. of
reviews per
chapter

Types of dominant
comments

Comments
between
users

Types of
comments
between
users

239

Advertising ( –)
Characters(+ -)
TV Station (+ –)
Actors(+ -)
Contents (+ -)
Writers( –)

There are
comments

Emotive
Referential
Conative

189

Advertising ( –)
Characters(+ -)
TV Station (+ –)
Actors(+ -)
Contents (+ -)
Writers (+ –)
Broadcast Schedules ( -)
Topics (+ -)

There are
comments

Emotive
Referential
Conative
Phatic

242

Advertising ( –)
Characters (+ -)
TV Station (+ –)
Actors (+ -)
Contents (+ -)
Broadcast Schedules( -)
Topics (+-)

There are
comments

Emotive
Referential
Conative
Phatic

In the analysis of the comments posted by users, it is found
the widespread reception given to this telenovela, the developed
topics, the characters and the work of the writers, since the
majority of comments were positive, however, most of the success
is undermined by the criticism made to the channel because of the
changing times and the large amount of advertising.
“jajajajajaja... Mario es mucho payaso!!! jajajaja pero lo adoro, me
hace reír demasiado... la novela esta buenísima, ojala y la dejaran mas
tiempo al aire y con menos comerciales, pero bueno que mas le vamos a
hacer si los de caracol no escuchan.... EL SECRETARIO, LA MEJOR
TELE NOVELA QUE HAY EN ESTOS MOMENTOS EN LA TV
COLOMBIANA.... Stephanie y Juan Pablo Espinosa, tremendos actores,
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se fajaron cuando los escogieron a ellos como los protagonistas yo creo que
nadie hubiera podido hacer mejor esos papeles que ellos, en fin la novela es
un ENNNNCANTO!!!” (soretathis, 16/12/2011).

Addressing the issue of scheduling, that concerns a lot to
watchers, Asomedios, on February 1, 2012, in its self-regulatory
code, communicates to the different television channels that for the
watcher to recognize and identify the program schedule, it should
be established the broadcasting times of the spaces, according
to the classification of audience slots and the classification of
programming and they should publish their grills at least once
a day (Asomedios, 2012). In addition, the channels will use live
programs, self-promotions, news channel, crawlls, issuing notices
and their websites, among others, to inform to watchers the
changes they make.
Thus, we find that Caracol in its webpage, in the FAQ link,
answers the question: Why do you change the original times
of your productions? Those are changed because: a) Special
transmissions, such as sporting events, news and discoveries
of extraordinary news, the broadcast of programs which coincide
with the schedules of other products or their conditions of time,
manner and place that imply the lifting out or moving of such
productions; b) Product performance, when a product does not
reach the levels expected audience, which is essential to maintain
its emission and c) Technical reasons, which correspond to
unexpected, very exceptional, altering signal quality or conditions
of the issue. (Caracol, 2012).
Moreover, in this follow-up we also find invitations among
users to protest, to build networks, so the channel can hear their
opinions about aspects such as schedules, topics and excessive
advertising.
“Todos en el link de caracol contáctenos, todos los que aman esta maravillosa
producción todos unidos en el link servicio al televidente acompáñenos
compañeros” (wsda_1, 16/12/2011).
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“Lean este mensaje por favor. a todos los que estén leyendo este mensaje les
digo que por favor apenas se acabe el secretario cambien de canal o apaguen
el televisor o algo, eso es señal de protesta, no tenemos mas alternativa que
eso porque hemos escrito miles y miles de mensaje diciendo eso y no nos
pone cuidado. Para que apenas se acabe el secretario bajen de rating, y así
nos haga caso y nos deje mas larga la novela y sin comerciales, porque no
es justo o que nos están haciendo, y claro rieguen la bola. Gracias” (liceth_,
16/12/2011).
“Tenemos q llenar de quejas la página de caracol del secretario la que hay
en Facebook, la de Twitter, pero hablemos para que no la embarren con lo
del embarazo de Olga”(ale Alejandra, 15/12/2011).

This activity within the website evidences the widespread
interaction between watchers, since the virtual space that is
offered by the channel engages a dialogue about the fiction and
promotes actions to hear the audience’s interests in order to take
them into account.
Finally, this fact allows us to see the transformation that has
been generating the transmedia process in Colombian audiences,
which no longer are happy to be recipients of content, but
rather to interact with it, intending to modify it, looking for the
channels to open or create spaces for networking, in which the
most benefited undoubtedly will be the users and certainly the
leading developers of content that would maximize the openness
of television programming.

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of TV fiction
The National Television Commission (CNTV) organizes
and funds the second round of business, Visual 2011, consisting
of a platform that brings together producers and scriptwriters
of national and international television to promote trade. This
display case stands as one of the most important in Latin America,
making the strengthening of Colombian productions as one of
the major export products of our country. The meeting helped
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also to demonstrate the most important changes in Colombian
television at the moment: the beginning of digitalization and
the convergence with telecommunications networks. Now it’s
not only through radio broadcasting networks, but there appear
new platforms to access television programming through cable,
satellite, IP networks, the web and even mobile networks.
The transnationalization process in Colombia is young,
but it has grown exponentially. The private channels of greater
power in the media, starting with Caracol, under the control
of the group Valorem and the business man and magnate Julio
Mario Santodomingo, started in 1948 as part of the Radio
Colombian Channel Caracol Radio, in 2004 went into the
hands of the Spanish group PRISA. This network controls the
operation of an open channel in South Florida, GenTV and
two cable television channels in Colombia and abroad. It offers
production services in Colombia to international allies to make
co-productions or productions. With this model it has established
business with renowned companies such as: ABC, CBS, FOX,
NBC, The CW, Telemundo, Rede Globo, RTI TV, Televisa, TV
Azteca, Azteca America, Colombiana de Television, Sony Pictures
Television, Televisión Española, BE-TV, RCTV Internacional,
Univesidad Catolica de Chile Televisión, among others. In 2000,
it strengthened the alliance with the company for international
television in neighboring Venezuela “TEPUY” and in 2001 it made
an alliance with Walt Disney International through Buena Vista
Internacional, resulting by this the telenovela “La baby sister”, and
later this year it made alliances with RTI and Telemundo. In 2009,
it opened a new cable channel called Caracol Telenovelas, with a
grill of classical pieces and some other recent ones. It has made
internationally successful productions, sold in over 80 countries,
among which are the following titles: Pasión de gavilanes,
Pedro el escamoso, Nuevo rico, nuevo pobre, Vecinos, Bella
calamidades, Luna, La heredera, La quiero a morir, Sin tetas
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no hay paraíso, El cártel, La saga, Negocio de familia, Amantes
del desierto, Las muñecas de la mafia, Mesa para tres, La baby
sister, Caballo viejo, La mujer del presidente y Toda una dama,
among others. With its subsidiaries, Caracol TV and Caracol
Television Corp. America Inc., it is ranked among the five most
prominent producers and distributors in Latin America in over 50
countries worldwide.
On the same level of competence is the Radio Cadena
Nacional (RCN TV), an ArdilaLulle group organization, founded
in 1967 as a programmer. It counts with a channel called NTN
24 hours which broadcasts continuously for South America,
Central America, Caribbean islands and North American Spanish
speakers. Among its associated channels are Fox Mundo. It owns
a satellite participation through DirecTV and Telefónica Telecom,
Une, Telmex and Gloval TV. Cadena reaches other parts of the
world through the signal of TV Colombia, which until 2008 was
shared with City TV, then it made an agreement with Caracol TV
International and then reaches U.S. through RCN international,
dependency through which it makes the sale of its productions to
other countries. Another way to distribution through the world of
its audiovisual products is made by means of Allied Signal. Among
the successful titles that it has brought the global market, there are:
Betty, la fea, Café con aroma de mujer, En los tacones de Eva,
La hija del mariachi, Hasta que la plata nos separe, El último
matrimonio feliz, El capo, Chepe fortuna, La Pola, El Joe, la
leyenda y A corazón abierto amongt others.
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TABLE 1. Indicators of media ownership
Producer

TV Channel

Caracol TV

Canal 10
Canal 5
Caracol
telenovelas

RCN

TV Colombia
NTN24
RCN
Telenovelas

Teleset

-

RTI**

Canal 10
Canal 5

Fox Tele
Colombia

Canal Uno

National

Marketing
Export
Total
Agencies
Distributor
RTI /Col.
Caracol
Tepuy/Venez.
internacional/
Walt Disney/
8
USA.
USA
Gentv/USA
RCN
internacional/
RCN
USA
internacional MundoFox/
USA
Sony Pictures
Sony Pictures
televisión
televisión
internacional/
internacional
USA
NBC,
NBC,
Telemundo
Telemundo
internacional/
internacional
USA
Fox
Fox
internacional
International
Channel/
Channel
USA

Video Base

Canal Uno
Canal 10
Canal 5
-

Vista

-

Be-TV
Televideo

-

Foreign
investment
(%)

RCN*
Caracol*

-

-

-

Foreign
subsidiary

RTITelemundo
estudios/
Colombia

NBC
Telemundo/
USA

-

-

Total

9
COLOMBIA
1 USA

7 Colombia
1 USA

1 Colombia
1 Venezuela
6 USA

8 USA

Colombiana
de televisión
National

-

-

-

Disney Media
Disney Media
Networks
Networks Latin
Latin
America
America/USA
-

7

2

1

2

3
1
-

Note: *Listed on the Stock Exchange of Colombia
*Listed on the Stock Exchange of Colombia
** RTI, Channel resigns to Channel Uno to participate in the adjudication of
the third private channel.
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Table 1 reflects one of the categories proposed for the analysis
of transnationalization, the independent producers become visible
from the biggest and more coveted production in Colombia and
abroad. It is important to note the participation of RTI producer,
for productions that it makes for Telemundo, as in the case of
Los herederos del monte from Caracol. The comedy Los caballeros
las prefieren brutas within the top ten, reflects the international
relations between Caracol and Sony Entertainment Television.
Teleset is another fiction production company that ranked in the
top ten, with Tres Milagros and a second production within those
exhibited in 2011, Niñas mal. With strong participation in rating
it is placed the company “Vista”, with two seasons of A corazón
abierto and Amas de casa desesperadas to form the grid of this year.
Other findings in this area were found in two of the big
monopolies on Colombian media: ArdilaLulle Organization,
RCN owners and the 50% of MundoFox. About Caracol, it should
be added that the Group Santodomingo S.A. in its career for the
strengthening of media that it has, creates “La familia Caracol TV
América” and in this figure it makes agreements with companies
in Panama - Television Equipment Service Corporation - and in
the U.S. - Caracol TV America Corporation, GenTV, Caracol
America Production LLC and Mambo LLC.
The 2080 decree of 2000 repeals the restrictions contained in
Article 34 of Act 182 of 1995, which limited foreign investment to
15% of total share capital of the concessionary company of spaces
or television programmers and required that the interested country
should allow in turn Colombian investments. From the effective
date of Decree 2080, such activities were subjected to the general
provision of foreign investment and can be done by individuals or
companies not resident in the country, regardless of proportion.
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Table 1.1. Composition and percentage of foreign investment in
Colombian television
Telecolombia

Teleset

RTI

Caracol

Sony
Pictures
Fox InternaGrupo
tional
51% Television 50% NBC-Telemundo 40%
100%
Prisa
Channel
International

Regarding foreign investment in the private channels, Caracol
belongs to the first group of communication, education, culture
and entertainment of Spain, “PRISA”, but most actions are
controlled by the Colombian families Santodomingo and Lopez,
the first one through Valorem group with a 54.02%, and with this
name they participate in the Colombia Stock Exchange. In the
case of RCN, it is not reported in the table above because they are
the ones who have an outward investment by purchasing 50% of
MundoFox (USA).
TABLE 2. The transnational on premier screen (in the top ten)
Casting and location of the top 10 shows
Producers
Origin
companies*
Casting
Country
and co5 main characters
National
productions
9
Disney
Shonda
media
Rhimes (USA netwoks,
Verónica Orozco/ Col.
original)
Latin
Marlon Novoa/Col.
A corazón
Fernando
America,
Marlon Moreno/Col.
abierto
Gaitán
vista producCarolina Gómez/Col.
(Col.
ciones
Carolina Guerra/Col.
adaptation)
Inc. RCN
Televisión.
Colombia
Jair Romero/Col.
Andrés
El Joe la
Estefanía Borges/Col.
Salgado
RCN
leyenda
Andrés Suárez/Spa.
Natalia
Isabel Cristina Estrada/Col.
Ospina

Locations or
narratives
located in:

Colombia,
Bogotá D.C

Barranquilla,
Medellín,
Bogotá,
Cartagena.
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National

Tres
milagros

El man es
Germán

El
secretario

La bruja
Confidencial

Los
canarios

Obitel
USA
La reina
del sur

Casting and location of the top 10 shows
Producers
Origin
companies*
Casting
Country
and co5 main characters
productions
9
Johanna
Colombia
Bahamón/Col.
Carlos Duplat
RCN
Angélica Blandon/Col.
Luz Mariela
Farina Franco/Col.
Santofimio
RCN
televisión,
Santiago Alarcón/Col.
TV
Colombia
Heidy Bermúdez/Col.
Colombia
Juan Manuel
Santiago Reyes/Col.
(señal
Cáceres niño
Jesús David Forero/Col.
internacional de
RCN)
Juan Pablo Espinosa/Col.
Colombia
Stephanie Cayo/Peru.
Jorg Hiller
Caracol
Martín Karpan/Arg.
Claudia
Televisión
Andrea López/Col.
Sánchez
Fernando Solorzano/Col.
Catalina Coy
Colombia
Flora Martínez/Col.
Germán
Andrés Parra/Col.
Caracol TV
Castro
Andrés Toro/Col.
Caicedo
Natalia Jiménez/Col.
(writer)
Caracol TV

Caracol TV.

Varied

Caracol TV

Alina Lozano/Col.
Luis Eduardo Arango/Col.
María Cecilia Sánchez/Col.
Juan Sebastián Caicedo/
Caracol TV
Col.
César Mora/Col.
John Alex Toro/Col.
Nataly Umaña/Col.

Locations or
narratives
located in:

Colombia

Colombia,
Bogotá.

Colombia,
Bogotá

Colombia,
Medellín.
Colombia,
Bogotá.

Colombia,
Bogotá.

1
Telemundo/
Spain
USA
Arturo
Pérez-Reverte Antena 3/
Esp.
(escritor)

Kate del Castillo/Mex.
Humberto Zurita/Mex.
Iván Sánchez/Spa.
Cristina Urgel/Spa.
Miguel de Miguel/Spa.

Colombia,
Spain,
Morocco,
Mexico,
USA.
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National

Total

Casting and location of the top 10 shows
Producers
Origin
companies*
Casting
Country
and co5 main characters
productions
9
1 Disney
media
networks,
Latin
America,
4 Spanish
vista
33 Colombians
producciones
2 Mexicans
8 Colombia
Inc. RCN
2 Peruvians
1 USA
Televisión.
1 Argentinians
1 Spain
1RCN señal
internacional
3RCN
4Caracol
Televisión
1Telemundo
y Antena 3

Locations or
narratives
located in:

9 Colombia:
7 Bogotá, 1
Medellín, 1
Barranquilla,
Medellín,
Bogotá
Cartagena.
1 Colombia,
Spain,
Morocco,
Mexico,
USA.

From the ten best positioned productions, it became obvious
the increased transnational exchange in the cast that came from
Spain, Peru, Mexico and Argentina, but the preponderance
is held in the Colombian actors. In the case of scenarios, they
are predominantly regional, only one co-production, La reina del
sur, is out of our territory. This evidence confirms the strategy of
domestic producers to follow the dynamics of producing first for
our audience but with universal topics, susceptible to be exported.
TABLE 3. Audiences and transnational connections
Television flows and cultural and linguistic proximity - Release titles
Country wherefrom the
Countries where the fiction is exported
fiction is imported
National
9
OBITEL
1
Venezuela (4), Ecuador (6), USA (5),
Colombia
USA /Spain
Argentina (1), Spain (1), Chile (1),
Mexico (1).
Total

10

7
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Attention must be emphasized about the strong Colombian
fiction exportation to countries which are not part of Obitel, ant
they have cultural, linguistic and bordering close with our country,
as in the case of Panama, which tied with Ecuador in the number
of exports (6). We also found a trend of commercialization of the
top ten productions to Central America: Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic and Nicaragua. Also outside
the group, and to which we share, it is Peru, where productions are
issued and within the casts with the highest rating it is an actress
of that nationality. Further south, there is another state that
participates in our mostly watched fiction, Bolivia. Taking Stock
of fifteen countries that export the Colombian fiction, 8 does not
belong to Obitel Group.
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1. Audiovisual context in Ecuador
1.1 Open Television
The media received national attention in 2011. On May 7,
the National Government called a popular referendum whereby
44.9% of the voters chose laws that rule upon violent, sexual, and/
or discriminatory contents in television, radio, and press messages.
While waiting for the enforcement of this citizen mandate, which
in its turn is related to a constitutional mandate2, fiction continues
to be a significant part of the national television programming. In
contrast to 2010, the national production in this television genre
dropped and no telenovela was produced.
Nevertheless, humor prevailed in the fiction genre of four
private stations: Mi Recinto, on TC Televisión; Los Compadritos, on
CIESPAL would like to thank Ibope Time del Ecuador for the processed data provided as
well as María Belén Grijalva, Vanessa Mendoza, and Silvia Sánchez, interns of Universidad
Central, for their collaboration as research assistants.
2
In September 2009, the Occasional Communication Commission of the National Assembly (NA) started the debate on the draft Organic Law on Communication developed by the NA
to comply with item 3 of the first transitory provision of the 2008 Constitution. On April
11, 2012, the plenary session of the Assembly decided to vote the Law on a per article basis.
Thereafter, the President’s veto shall decide the final text of the law.
1
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Canal Uno; El Combo Amarillo, on Ecuavisa; La Tremebunda Corte,
and La Pareja Feliz, on Teleamazonas. This last production made it
to the top ten with the highest ratings in 2011. Six actors performed
in the series Los Compadritos and were also part of the cast of Mi
Recinto until 2010; this series is among the highest rated sitcom
(see section 2).3
International fiction increased around 45% and included
ten telenovelas: 7 Asian, 1 Indian, and 2 Portuguese broadcast
on Gama TV, a network seized by the State, and ECTV, a public
station.4 Both have, thus, contributed to diversify the origin of
fiction television aside from Obitel.
In terms of coverage and digital transmission, the audience
benefitted from the seven channels with VHF signal. Besides, both
stations’ equity distribution was modified.
At present ECTV, which is part of Empresa Pública de Televisión
y Radio del Ecuador, having as main shareholders the Ministry of
Telecommunications and Information Society (Mintel), is present
in all the Ecuadorian territory, including the Galapagos Islands,
through a matrix station and 105 relay stations. Gama TV, which
follows in connectivity, has one matrix and 49 relay stations
(Senatel, 2012).
ECTV is the only national digital broadcasting station which¸
after passing its signal from UHF to VHF, left its free frequency in
channel 48 (now tuned in channel 7) and was granted to Telesur,
a public company created with the sponsorship of ten Latin
American governments.

3
In May 2011, Fernando Villarroel, actor and director of Mi Recinto filed a legal action
against the actors of Los Compadritos for alleged plagiarism and unauthorized use of characters. This proceeding is in process.
4
Three of these telenovelas were broadcast upon an agreement to exchange TV programs
executed between Japan Foundation, Gama TV, and ECTV. This last network was the first
to transmit Korean telenovelas in the country.
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In the case of Gama TV and TC Televisión,5 22% and 12% of
its shares, respectively, were transferred to 323 associate employees.
A public financial entity provided around 20 million dollars to
one of these companies where the State is the main shareholder.
On the other hand, by the end of 2010, a new board of directors
was appointed in Teleamazonas, where Peruvian Plural TV Group
is represented with 30%, the channel’s workers with 48%, and the
private sector with 22%.
Graphic 1. National Open TV Networks in Ecuador
Private Stations (4)

Public Stations (1)

Teleamazonas

Seized Stations (2)
TC Televisión

Red Telesistema (RTS)
Televisora Nacional
(Ecuavisa)

Ecuador TV (ECTV)

Televisión del Pacífico
(Gama TV)

Canal Uno
Total: 7
Source: Supertel / Obitel Ecuador

Overall, the fiction genre represented 48.5% from a total of
51,094 hours,6 i.e., around 4 percentage points more than last
year. For the second consecutive year, hourly on-the-air time of
telenovelas (12,016), feature films (3,875hours), series (6,858)
and comedies (2,065) exceeded information, entertainment, and
sports genres.
The Ecuadorian State seized both networks in 2008 upon the debt of the former owners,
bankers Isaías Dassum, after the forced closure of Filanbanco in 2000. Although at present
they would be deemed mixed companies, we still consider them seized media since they are
inconsistent with the concept of ‘public media’ based on their structure and informative
policy. According to the latter, which is clear in the news, they could be considered government media. In any case, after the Organic Communication Law becomes effective, they
will be part of the 33% of the public media frequency concession.
6
This figure results from multiplying the average duration of 2 082 TV products of national open TV channels by the total number of episodes. Therefore, the total de hours
shown in 2011 broadly exceeds 7 522 hours recorded in the former year’s national report.
5
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It must be noted that the gap between fiction and sports
dropped as the sports event transmission rose to 32%. In fact,
both seized channels associated to benefit from a contract of over
15 million dollars whereby they purchased Barcelona Sporting
Club’s transmission rights which were granted to Teleamazonas
from 2004 to 2011. Although this did not lead to increase the
ratings as shown in table 5 below, it enabled opening the signal for
world-class soccer games to the entire country (El Universo, 2011.)
For the first time, two of the 33 concessionaires associated in
CCREA, Ecuadorian Associated Regional Community Channels
(CCREA), ventured in fiction broadcasting with telenovela Padres
e Hijos produced by Caracol Televisión S.A.7 Until last year this
Colombian network had exclusive trade rights with Ecuavisa.
The total on air transmission of fiction and non-fiction
genres on Ecuadorian television added up to 51 094 hours.
Fiction accounted for 48.5% (24 814 hours), while non-fiction
for 51.5% (26 280 hours). In addition to sports, the following
are included among non-fiction genres: news and news updates
(7 801 hours), politics (350 hours), children (2 182 hours), talk
shows (453 hours), contests/entertainment (3 670 hours), opinion
(522 hours), documentary (631 hours), variety shows (3 243),
specialty (214 hours), musical (122 hours), religious (449 hours),
gourmet(167 hours), didactic (304 hours), adds/advertisement (1
627 hours), and journalistic magazines (1 113 hours).

7

Information from a telephone interview held with the President of CCREA Félix Varas.
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Graphic 2. Fiction vs Other Genres Broadcast in Open TV,
according to Hours & Percentages
Genres

Hours

%

Telenovela

12,016

23,50

Feature Film

3,875

News & News
Updates

Hours

%

Opinions

522

1,00

7,50

Documentary

631

1,20

7,801

15,20

Variety shows

3,243

6,30

Comedy

2,065

4,00

Specialty

214

0,40

Series

6,858

13,40

Musical

122

0,20

350

0,60

Religious

449

0,80

2,182

4,20

Gourmet

167

0,30

453

0,80

Didactics

304

0,50

Contests/
entertainment

3,670

7,10

Adds/Advertisement

1,627

3,10

Sports

3,432

6,70

Journalistic magazines

1,113

2,10

51,094

100

Politics
Children
Talk shows

Genres

Total
Source: Ibope Time / Obitel Ecuador

Graphic 3. Programming per Genres and
Broadcasting Time

Source Ibope Time / Obitel Ecuador

In what concerns home channel preference measurements,
in 2011 there was no change in the national open TV channels,
excepting for RTS, which rating increased in 0.8%. Although
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Ecuavisa underwent a 1.4% ratings drop, it continues leading this
domain together with Teleamazonas (jointly 5.9%).8
Graphic 4. Open TV Channel Audience in 2011

Source: Ibope Time / Obitel Ecuador

Canal Uno remained at 1.8% rating while GamaTV and TC
dropped 0.2 points. Unlike 2010, when ECTV showed a 0.6%
audience, the National Telecommunications Secretary recorded
this and other 70 TV channels in the remaining 73.1%.
Audience percentages almost matched share percentages:
Ecuavisa and Teleamazonas reached the same range (17%)
followed by TC Televisión, RTS, Gama TV, and Canal Uno.
Likewise, Ecuavisa, Teleamazonas, and TC Televisión displayed
the 10 highest-rated fiction productions in 2011, as shown below.
Graphic 5. Open TV Channel Share

8

In 2010, Teleamazonas’ rating was 6.7%.
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1.2 DTT at Present
According to the last national statistic IT & communications
report, TV is still the most important home appliance versus
audio devices, DVD’s, desk computers, and laptops; 86.4% of
Ecuadorian homes have at least one color TV and this percentage
is higher in urban sectors (INEC, 2011).
As of the adoption of the Japanese-Brazilian standard
proclaimed in 2010, this data permits understanding why the
Ministry of Telecommunications (Mintel) has focused its actions
around digital terrestrial television (DTT) to approve the receivers’
technical features according to the selected standard and required
actions to import television appliances that meet the Ministry’s
technical specifications.
As mentioned above, up to date the Ministry has advanced
a pilot project on digital television broadcasting through a public
station that is broadcasting 742 Japanese productions including
documentaries and educational shows.
The Mintel has established 2016 as the year to start the analog
blackout in the country’s main cities. This will take place only if
the open TV stations’ investment in digital technology justifies the
users’ acquiring digital television and/or decoder appliances. The
operators have deemed a period of four years as adequate to have
digital infrastructure and start the broadcasting (Ciespal, 2009).

1.3 Communication Policies
While the Organic Communication Law is still not effective,
the country is debating on the definition of the media, the democratization of the radioelectric spectrum, and content regulation,
among other topics.
According to this project, the audiovisual media will be deemed
national when the coverage reaches 30% or more of the national
population. Furthermore, open TV station frequencies will be
distributed in three portions: 33% for public media operation; 33%
for the private media; and 34% for community media.
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A report developed by the National Telecommunications
Secretary to January 2012, accounts for 77 local, regional, and
national stations granted to 34 natural persons, 28 firms, 4
section groups, 4 universities, one Indian movement, and three
State companies. These figures and the contents are expected to
change throughout 2012. Three time slots are planned for family,
shared responsibility, and adult programs classified in journalistic,
opinion, formation/education/cultural, entertainment, sports
programs, and advertising. A Communication Regulation and
Development Council9 will watch over discriminatory contents.
The current regulation is the Radio and Television
Broadcasting Law (amended in 1995) besides the Code of Ethics
(1980). Regarding DTT, the Mintel created a Technical InterInstitutional Committee that by early 2012 made a proposal for
digital TV equipping and band identification, as well as another
proposal for a temporary frequency concession policy. Also, the
development of the definitive technical regulation and the final
concession studies are planned for 2012.

1.4 National Product Trends in Open TV and Pay TV
Although both national and regional channels have placed
the stakes on audiovisual production, there are differences of
genres and time slots. In 2010, Ecuavisa and Teleamazonas (private
channels), GamaTV, and TC Televisión invested in producing
three telenovelas and two series. In 2011, production aimed reality
shows, comedy series, and family entertainment shows.

This public entity will be composed by five members appointed by the President of the
Republic, associations and consortia from de-centralized autonomous governments, national councils on equality, Social Communication public faculties and schools, and one
member appointed by communication and human rights legally established organizations.
The private media has disputed this structure stating that the content qualification criteria
will be political rather than juridical or technical.
Contents are classified into six types, including “formative/educational/cultural” and “entertainment”. Fiction is not specified, but could be included in entertainment.

9
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In its prime time, GamaTV premiered Puro Teatro, which is a
weekly comedy show where four main characters represent diverse
figures. In August, on the same time slot, Ecuavisa presented
Escuela de Famosos, a reality show based on an academy devoted
to forming television celebrities, and a comedy series, El Combo
Amarillo; Teleamazonas launched a new season of sitcom La Pareja
Feliz, and put another comedy series on the air, La Tremebunda
Corte, while Canal Uno also launched the third season of another
reality show, Báilalo, where TV celebrities dance with participants
for a monetary prize in favor of a social assistance organization; it
also premiered the comedy series Los Compadritos.
In afternoon hours TC Televisión produced Q.S.S 2.0, a reedited program of the 90s, Quien sabe, sabe, an educational contest
where high-school students compete for a monetary prize.
Among these productions, those performed by Ecuavisa,
Teleamazonas, and Canal Uno can be broadcasted through their
international pay channels; nevertheless, none was internationally
on the air in 2011.
According to the Telecommunications Superintendence
statistics, there are 259 audio and video subscription stations and
two satellite coded television stations that mainly broadcast series
and US feature films.
Regarding open television regional channels, local information
is the main topic, besides show business, home and office product
sales, and mobile phone message dissemination during music
broadcasting (Cruz, 2009.) As with national channels, the regional
channels carry out market studies to design the programming grid
and develop their own products.

1.5 Internet & Social Networks
All seven open television channels are online. According to
Alexa.com traffic ranking, Teleamazonas scaled 157 positions in
one year and is currently in place 46 of the national list, above
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Ecuavisa that is in place 187. ECTV is in place 560; TC Televisión
in place 1,102; Canal Uno, in place 1,728; RTS in place 2,025,
and Gama TV in place 3,901.
According to the same statistic site, 37% of visits made to
Teleamazonas.com are only home reviews and 80% of its users are
estimated to be in Ecuador, where 31.4% of the population used
the network in 2011. The web pages of this channel, as well as that
of RTS, ECTV, Ecuavisa, TC Televisión, and Canal Uno have live
signals. Only GamaTV does not have this online service.
Regarding the presence in social networks, Ecuavisa leads
the list with accounts in Facebook, Twitter, Google+, and YouTube,
and offers a social cost-free application called Waze that enables
receiving real time information from mobile phones. Although
RTS has live signal, it does not have any account in the social
networks.

1.6 Advertising Investments
In national coverage open television, excepting ECTV,
which Ibope did not monitor, this investment was a little over
US$ 289 million throughout 2011. For the second consecutive
year, this showed that the rating does not depend on advertising
investments.
TC Televisión, third audience rating, attracted 23%; the
remaining percentage was distributed as follows: Ecuavisa (22.3%),
Teleamazonas (17.8%), RTS (15.1%), Gama TV (13.6%), and
Canal Uno (8.2%). In numbers, advertising investments in 2011
dropped US$ 424 million in relation to 2010; however, in spite of
the latter, television remained the most used means to disseminate
adds for food, personal care, home products, and information
brands, as well as State and sectional government information.
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Graphic 6. Advertising Investment per Channel
Channel
Gama TV

Advertising
Investment in USD
39.316,666.35

Teleamazonas

51.388,941.39

RTS

43.789,620.61

Ecuavisa

64.660,224.93

TC Televisión

66.324,962.98

Canal Uno

23.977,955.41

Source: Ibope / Obitel Ecuador

Until October 2011, Corporación Participación Ciudadana10
accounted for over 300 million dollars in advertising investments
in radio, press, magazines, supplements, and television (Vistazo,
2011). For the second consecutive year as well, no advertising
insertion was recorded in the national comedy fiction.

2. Analysis of the year: National and Ibero-American
premiere fiction
As mentioned initially, fiction continues having a significant
place in Ecuadorian television programming. Although in 2011
there was no national telenovela production, comedy series
were consolidated as the fiction option and, accordingly, for the
audience’s entertainment from high-rated stations.
Among the most relevant aspects of premiers is the increase
in the number of fiction titles: 54 versus 37 in 2010, as shown on
Table 1, which also includes rereleases.

Ecuadorian non-governmental organization, which since 2002 monitors the media and
follows up the State’s advertising investments, among other things.

10
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Table 1. Productions displayed in 2011 and corresponding channels
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Gama TV:12international titles
Mariana y Scarlete
La que no Podía Amar
Cuando me enamoro
Dos Hogares
Los Canarios
Teresa
Triunfo del Amor
La Rosa de Guadalupe II
Vivan los Niños*
Carita de Ángel*
Morning es para Siempre*
La Rosa de Guadalupe
 Ecuavisa:10 international titles
Cuna de Gato
La Reina del Sur
Passione
La Casa de al Lado
Amar de Nuevo
La Trepadora
Ojo por Ojo
Rebelde
Los Herederos Del Monte
El Clon*
RTS, Radio Tv Satelital:3international titles
Doña Bella **
Un Amor Indomable
La Fuerza del Destino
Teleamazonas:3 national and 6 international titles
Rosario Tijeras
La Pareja Feliz I
La Pareja Feliz III
El Sexo Débil
Niñas Mal
La Pola
La Tremebunda Corte
Vecinos*
A Corazón Abierto

Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Series
Series
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Series
Telenovela
Telenovela
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Tc Televisión: 1 national and 18 international titles
Amor sincero
Mi Recinto
El Fantasma del Gran Hotel
El Joe
A Mano Limpia
Correo de Inocentes
Sacrificio de Mujer
La Dama de Rosa **
El Man es Germán
Eva Luna
Infiltrados
La Bruja
Abigail**
No Puede Ser
Tierra de Cantores
Un sueño llamado salsa
Ángel Rebelde*
La Teacher de Inglés
Torbellino de Pasiones*
 Canal Uno: 1 international title
54 Juana la Virgen
*Rereleases
** Rereleases 80-90
REPRISES
Gama TV
1 La Lola
2 Sortilegio
3 La Madrastra
4 María Belén
5 Mi Pecado
6 Rubi
7 Sueños y Caramelos
8 De Pocas Pulgas
9 Al Diablo con los Guapos
10 Un Gancho al Corazón
11 Pueblo Chico Infierno
12 Atrévete a Soñar
13 Cadenas de Amargura
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Telenovela
Series
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela

Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
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ETV Telerama
14 Pantanal
Teleamazonas
15 Las Muñecas de la Mafia
16 El Cartel 2
17 La Bella Ceci y el Imprudente
TC Televisión
18 Entre Tú y Yo
19 Alma Indomable
20 Qué Clase de Amor
21 Toda una Dama
22 Fanatikda
23 Amor Urbano
24 Topacio
25 Valeria
26 Chepe Fortuna
27 El Capo
28 La Viuda Joven
29 La Mujer Perfecta
30 Confidencial
31 ¿Vieja yo?

Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela

Source: Ibope Time /Obitel Ecuador

TC Televisión, with 19 titles, of which 18 are international and
1 is national, holds the first place in fiction premier presentation,
followed by Gama TV (11), Ecuavisa (10), Teleamazonas (10: three
of their own production and 7 international titles), RTS (3), and
Canal Uno (1).
The premiers also include some telenovelas with unusual
topics, such as Ojo por ojo, Un sueño llamado Salsa, Tierra de
cantores, La Pola, El Joe,11 inter alia, which are part of a large group
of foreign titles in the Ecuadorian TV’s regular programming
which, in many cases, are repeated at different times and saturates
the television supply.
Except for Ojo por ojo, a co-production by RTI de Colombia and US network Telemundo,
all other titles were Colombian productions.

11
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Excepting Teleamazonas that contributed to diversify fiction
premiers by including three of the four national series productions,
the remaining television channels that usually sponsor national
fiction production explored other alternatives, such as reality
shows and comedies.
Seized stations Gama TV and TC Televisión concentrated
around 50% of the 31 rereleased telenovelas. In general, television
channels chose to include classic telenovelas that were premiered
20 and 30 years ago.
Table 2. Total of Television Fiction in 2011
%

Hours

%

7,41

CHAP/
EPIS.
259

6,86

189

5,82

38

70,37

2692

71,33

2224

68,45

6

11,11

457

12,11

488

15,02

6
54

11,11
100

366
3,774

9,70
100

348
3,249

10,71
100

Fiction

Titles

%

NATIONAL
IBERO-AMERICAN
Latin America (Obitel
scope)
Latin America (not Obitel
scope)
USA (Hispanic production)
Iberian
Others (Ibero-American
co-productions)
Total

4

Source: Ibope Time / Obitel Ecuador

As compared to 2010, the total number of titles of premier
fiction programs in 2011 increased significantly, although
the Ecuadorian fiction shows a lower percentage both in the
total of titles (7.41%) and in the number of chapters/episodes
and broadcasting hours. However, three of the four national
productions –comedy series Mi Recinto (TC), La Pareja Feliz
(Teleamazonas), in their second and third seasons– attracted the
main audience acceptance and placed them among the year’s ten
most viewed titles.
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Among premier fiction, Colombian telenovelas, in the first
place, and Mexican, Venezuelan, and Brazilian telenovelas –all
Obitel– accrued a total of 2,224 broadcasting hours (68.45%),
according to the following table.
Table 3. Television Fiction Presented in the Country
Country
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
ECUADOR
Spain
USA (Hispanic prod.)
Mexico
Portugal
Uruguay
Venezuela
Others
Total

Titles

%

CHAP/
EPIS.

%

Hours

%

2

3,70

173

4,58

137

4,22

19
4

35,19
7,41

1086
259

28,78
6,86

990
189

30,47
5,82

6
11

11,11
20,37

457
770

12,11
20,40

488 15,02
695 21,39

6
6
54

11,11 663
11,11 366
100 3,774

17,57 402 12,37
9,70
348 10,71
100 3,249 100

Source: Ibope Time / Obitel Ecuador

As in 2010, most imported fiction programs in 2011 come from
Colombia, 19 telenovelas (35.19%), and the largest percentage of
broadcast hours (30.47%) make it the first foreign distributor of
fiction broadcast in Ecuador. Mexico, with 11 titles (20.37%), is
in second place; Venezuela, with 6 titles (11.11%) comes third in
premiered titles. Interestingly enough, USA Spanish productions
are in the same place than ‘Others’, which include co-productions
between several Latin American countries with the USA and
Spain, and one between Peru and Chile. In total, 54 fiction
programs were premiered in 2011.

Source: Ibope Time / Obitel Ecuador

100

189

100

3,515

259

1361

Total

35,03
322

55

Night 23:00-05:59

23,83

46

64,97

Prime Time 19:00-22:59

134

C/E
1113

76,17

%

213

H

Afternoon 13:00 - 18H59

%
719

C/E

National

Morning 06:00 - 12:59

Time slots

100

8,86

37,46

33,88

19,79

%

3,060

347

1162

896

655

H

Ibero-American

100

10,92

38,29

30,18

20,61

%

Table 4. Broadcast Chapters/Episodes &Hours per Time Slot

3,774

322

1407

1326

719

C/E

100

8,42

36,77

36,02

18,79

%

H

3.249

347

1217

1030

655

Total

100

10,10

37,01

33,84

19,06

%
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Among national products, only the comedy series Mi Recinto
(TC Televisión) was broadcast in prime time. In this time slot,
national and Ibero-American fiction showed a total of 1,407
chapters/episodes (36.77%) during 1,217 broadcasting hours; and
also 21 fiction titles were premiered in 2011, 20 of which were
telenovelas: 10 Colombian, 3 USA Spanish, 3 Mexican, 2 coproductions (Colombia, USA), and 2 Brazilian productions.
In the afternoon schedule 1,326 chapters/episodes (36.02%)
were broadcast with a total of 1,030 hour duration corresponding
to 18 titles: 15 telenovelas and the 3 aforementioned Ecuadorian
sitcoms. Prime time slots (19:00h-22:59h) and afternoon slots
(13:00h-18:59h) collected 70.85% of the total time of premier
productions.
Table 5. National & Ibero-American Fiction Formats
Formats
Telenovela
Series
Comedy
Total

NATIONAL
Titles C/E

3
1
4

%

Hours

IBERO AMERICAN
%

Titles

%

C/E

%

Hours

%

49 98,00 3449 98,12 2939 96,05
213 82,24 134 70,90 1 2,00 66
1,82 121 3,95
46 17,76 55 29,10
259 100 189 100 50 100 3,515 100,00 3,060 100

Source: Ibope Time, Ecuador

Table 5 shows that the telenovela format still prevails
premier fiction. The 3,449 chapters/episodes broadcast
2011, accrued 2939 broadcasted hours, equivalent to 96%
the broadcast fiction. Another relevant aspect is the presence
comedy series chosen by Ecuadorian producers.

in
in
of
of
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Table 6. National Fiction Formats per Time Slot
Formats Morning
Telenovela
Series
Comedy
Total

Afternoon

%

Prime T

%

46
46

100,00
100

Night % Total

213 100,00
213

100

%

213 82,24
46 17,76
259 100

Source: Ibope Time, Ecuador

As mentioned above, national fiction in 2011 presented the
new season of Mi Recinto (TC); seasons 1 and 3 of the series La
Pareja Feliz; and season 2 of La Tremebunda Corte (Teleamazonas).
The first was broadcast in prime time and the others in the
afternoon, although La Pareja Feliz starts in this time slot and
mostly continues in prime time. Anyhow, this makes us think that
acceptance of national production is not directly related to the
main time slot.
Table 7. Chapter/Episode Duration
Duration
Short (30´)
Medium (30´- 60´)
Long (60´+)
Total

Chapters/
Episodes
100

2,65

3,674

97,35

3,774

100

%

Source: Ibope, Ecuador

Table 8. Fiction Time Period
	Time
Titles
Present
52
Vintage
1
Historical
1
Other
Total
54
Source: Ibope Time, Ecuador

%
96,30
1,85
1,85
100
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Table 7 shows that most chapters/episodes are long-duration
dramas: 97,35% is equivalent to 51 drama works. In its turn, it
shows that 4 national fiction productions and 48 Ibero-American
productions (96.3%) take place in our times. The other two times
correspond to telenovela Tierra de Cantores, which tells about the
historic evolution of the Colombian Vallenato culture; and to La
Pola which is set in 1810 and tells the life of Policarpa Salavarrieta,
a relevant character in the Colombian independence.

Ecuador

Venezuela

La Pareja Feliz I

Sacrificio de mujer

Colombia

El Fantasma del GH
Ecuavisa

Telemundo/Antena
3 (Sp)

Source: Ibope Time /Obitel Ecuador

Private

(Seized)

Private

(Seized)

Private

(Seized)

Private

Private

(Seized)

Private or
Public TV

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Comedy
series
Comedy
series

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela
Comedy
series

Telenovela

Format

National Original Scripts: 3
30%

Gama TV (Seized)

TC

Teleamaz.

TC

Teleset for RCN

Teleamazonas

TC Televisión

Ecuavisa

TC

Venevision
Productions
Rede Globo

Teleamaz.

Teleamaz.

TC

Channel

Teleamazonas

Vista Produc. for
RCN
Teleset for RCN

Producer

La Rosa de Guadalupe
Mexico
Televisa
II
Total Productions: 10
100%

Sp, Co, USA

Ecuador

La Pareja Feliz III

La Reina del Sur

Ecuador

Mi Recinto

Brazil

Colombia

Rosario Tijeras

Cuna de Gato

Colombia

Country of origin
of the original
idea or script

Amor Sincero

Title

Table 9. Ten Most Seen Titles: Origin, Format, Share

11.0

11.2

11.6

11.6

15.6

18.7

22.6

19.6

18.4

17.8

27.4

22.2

22.8

24.9

Share

Foreign Original Scripts: 7
70%

Carlos Mercado

Jorge Enrique
Abello
Arturo Pérez
Reverte

Jorge Toledo

12.3

12.4

Duca Rachid & T.
Guedes
Fernando Villaroel

12.7

13.4

15.3

18.5

Rating

Carlos Pérez

Jorge Toledo

Jorge Franco

Ma. Inés Sánchez

Name of original
idea’s scriptwriter
or author
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Among the top ten most viewed titles we see that the first
two places are taken by the same Colombian telenovelas that held
the fourth and third places, respectively, in 2010. The third place,
however, is for the Ecuadorian sitcom La Pareja Feliz I (13.4%),
which exceeds telenovelas like Sacrificio de Mujer (VenezuelanUSA) that has high international ratings, and Cuna de Gato (Rede
Globo); the third season of this series holds the eighth place.
Another Ecuadorian sitcom, Mi Recinto, remains among these ten
main titles, as last year.

Fiction

Fiction

Fiction

Fiction

Fiction

Telenovela

Telenovela

Comedy
series

Comedy
series

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

4 Sacrificio de Mujer

5 Cuna de Gato

6 Mi Recinto

7 La Pareja Feliz III

8 El Fantasma del GH

9 La Reina del Sur

10 La Rosa de Guadalupe II

Source: Ibope Time / Obitel Ecuador

Fiction

Comedy
series

3 La Pareja Feliz I

* Still on air

Fiction

Fiction

Fiction

Fiction

Telenovela

Genre

Telenovela

Format

2 Rosario Tijeras

Title

1 Amor Sincero

Nº

2008

2010

2008

2011

2011

2009

2010

2009

2010

2010

Product.
Year

55

63.

24.

66

46

110

21

81

70

156

60

53

48

59

55

69

59

43

59

51

03/01/11

16/05/11

03/01/11

20/09/11

08/05/11

25/04/11

01/08/11

03/01/11

4/01/11

15/01/11

28/03/11

31/08/11

22/01/11

*30/12/11

*30/12/11

15/08/11

29/08/011

*30/12/11

29/04/11

08/07/11

Date of last
Number of Duration
Date of 1st
chapters (in chapter/
broadc.
broadc. (2011)
2011)
episode
(2011)

Table 10. Ten Most Viewed Titles
(Average duration of chapter/episode – date of first and last broadcast)

Prime Time

Prime Time

Afternoon

Prime Time

Prime Time

Prime Time

Afternoon

Afternoon

Prime Time

Prime Time

Time slot
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The data in table 10 confirms that telenovela is the main fiction
format. However, the inclusion of three national productions in
the top ten suggests the preference for humoristic entertainment,
but this does not mean that the telenovela has lost acceptance as
they cover 60% (six) of the most viewed productions.
Table 11. Themes of the 10 Most Viewed Titles
No.
1

2
3

4

5

6

7
8

Titles

Prevailing Themes

Love, infidelity, jealousy, envy,
Amor Sincero alcoholism, success, social selfimprovement
Rosario
Tijeras

Rape, family disintegration,
revenge, murder, emotional
manipulation, intrigue

Parody of marriage, racism,
sexism.
Disappointment, intrigues,
Sacrificio de poverty, marginality, emotional,
social, economic selfMujer
improvement.
La Pareja
Feliz I

Cuna de
Gato

Male sexism, family noncommunication, violence
Marginality, violence against
women, juvenile delinquency,
hired assassins
Social prejudice, sexist
stereotypes
Teenage pregnancy, solidarity,
love, friendship, human values

Ambition, family disputes,
Solidarity, fraternal love,
intrigue, violence, infidelity,
teenage pregnancy
abuse of power, murder, jealousy

Coast rural way of life, peasant
Mi Recinto customs, genre relations
La Pareja
Feliz III

Social Themes

Mockery of marriage, dark
humor

El Fantasma Ambition, murder, extra
del GH sensorial powers, love, loyalty

Story of a drug dealer’s life,
La Reina del
social climbing, mafias,
Sur
organized crime
Miracles of the Virgin of
10 La Rosa de Guadalupe, Catholic religion,
Guadalupe II love stories, intrigue, family
disputes
9

Source: Ibope Time / Obitel Ecuador

Male sexism, social
discrimination, ecological
awareness
Pregnancy, discrimination,
disabilities
Violence, organized crime
Drug traffic, political and
police corruption, prostitution
Faith, hope, positive messages,
family non-communication,
drug addiction, violence
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The telenovelas premiered in 2011 are strongly marked by
romantic topics, drug traffic, violence, and other social topics as
well, tinted by intrigue and mystery. In spite of certain changes,
grim or triangular love relations prevail as themes, with the good
confronting the bad, such as Brazilian telenovela Cuna de Gato
or Spanish-Colombian Reina del Sur, which combines poverty,
political and economic power, and corruption with drug traffic.

3. Highlights of the year
Comedies Displaced Telenovelas
Among the ten most viewed titles in 2011 and the seven
foreign telenovelas are three Ecuadorian comedies as shown on
the corresponding table: Mi Recinto (TC Televisión) and La Pareja
Feliz (Teleamazonas), in its first and third seasons, although the
latter, premiered in September 2011, did not reach the former
season’s rating, premiered in January 2009, according to the top
ten places (third and seventh, respectively).
Although the Ecuadorian series’ places call our attention,
the fact that the comedies displaced national telenovelas, at least
in 2011, is still more surprising. While in 2010 three Ecuadorian
telenovelas were premiered, new comedy series marked 2011,
accompanied with the continuation of others, which seem to be
an option of the national TV production in the last years, together
with the three telenovelas premiered last year.
For the Programming Vice President of TC (Canal 10),
however, telecomedies result from “humor deficiency in TV,
and we’re going to work on it.” He says that it is not a matter of
avoiding the higher costs that telenovelas demand since “it can be
made with a budget of $3,000 per chapter…” which is not high if
compared to contests that can exceed $10,000 per program.
Apparently it is easier to produce a comedy series than a
telenovela as the latter demands higher production levels due
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to the need for different locations and casts. As the National
Production Manager of Telamazonas, Luis Cucalon said that
“telenovelas, unlike series, have more risks.” Furthermore, even
if the Communication Law has not been enacted, it is known to
promote the increase of national production and its dissemination
and, since 2009, has implicitly lead to this goal.
Rating & Humor
It is also surprising to see, in the first place, that Mi Recinto
maintains the first ten rating places after 11 consecutive years of
being on the air on the same channel that created it; and that, in
spite of the fact that some of the members of the cast migrated
to another station (Channel 1), it still attracts the audience,
particularly in the Coast. If we compare the 2010 top ten, this
Costumbrista series inspired on the Ecuadorian Coast peasants
climbed in ranking to the seventh place.
This is noteworthy since it talks about the audience’s
preference for the series’ new contents, which are no longer based
on the naughty anecdotes of the main character Compadre Garañón
whose attitudes and sayings had a strong sexual tone, but on more
transcendent topics, such as ecology which, according to several
statements, were experienced by its director and main character
Fernando Villarroel before the season’s premier in May 2011.
In the second place, La Pareja Feliz is no longer a segment
or sketch in a 30-minute comedy and turned into a daily one
hour program. The first and third seasons have contributed to
the broadcasting channel’s increase of audience in the first prime
time slot (19:00h-20:00h).
Beyond these specificities, it is also worth to mention the
place reached by this national comedy in the TV programming, as
stated by its producer and main character David Reinoso: “In our
case, we discovered the success formula by broadcasting La Pareja
Feliz in prime time. Watching how it easily displaced telenovelas,
movies, and even the news was unbelievable!”
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As a matter of fact, if the case of Mi Recinto surprises us for
having remained more than one decade among the audience’s
preferences, that of La Pareja Feliz is exceptional since in barely two
seasons it exceeded the latter. This could be due to the fact that
the viewers are more familiar with the topic and characters since
many people identify themselves with a middle-class urban couple
whose relation is based on attraction/revulsion. In Mi Recinto, on
the contrary, the characters are placed in the rural Coast and show
the customs and dialect well known in the Coast and less known
in the Sierra.
The premiers of other sitcom’s premiers must also be taken in
consideration: El Combo Amarillo (Ecuavisa), La Tremebunda Corte
(Teleamazonas), El Condominio (TC Televisión), Puro Teatro (Gama
TV), and Los Compadritos (Canal 1), and the new season of La
Panadería premiered in 2009 by Ecuavisa as well. In other words,
most open TV channels in Ecuador have produced and broadcast
their own comedies.
It must be noted that Los Compadritos resulted from the
separation of Mi Recinto’s cast; nevertheless, there is nothing new
on the setting, the characters, or the content. This is also related
to implicit disputes among certain TV channels aimed to attract
audiences with proved formulas.
Producing comedies is also a projection of our reality; this
is what Andrés Garzón, actor and director of Puro Teatro thinks:
“Success lies on the fact that the programs now project our reality;
they show the cholos,12 Afro-Ecuadorians, Indians, neighbors,
sons… they depict us as we are. It is good that we ‘consume’ the
truth and leave aside other countries’ fantasies.”
However, we should ask ourselves if this notion of ‘truth’
restricts or not the diverse Ecuadorian realty to a single biased
In Ecuador, as in other South American countries, “cholo” is the name given to mestizos
resulting from whites and Indians. But the term also has social-economic connotations; in
Guayaquil, in particular, it is used in a pejorative social and aesthetic sense.

12
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view, since all comedies are produced in Guayaquil, with local
actors and one type of humor that generally has to do with sexual
topics and double entendre, which also conditions its replacement
and even series time slots.
For example, after the first season of La Tremebunda Corte
concluded, it was broadcast on a daily basis in Guayaquil and the
Coast, and not for Quito and the Sierra. This Teleamazonas series,
as with La Pareja Feliz, turned into an autonomous 30-minute
program after being a segment of Vivos, the comedy that created
it and which main character is also the protagonist of the other
two series. Nevertheless, it is not an original story; it is an updated
and adapted parody of the reality of Guayaquil from La Tremenda
Corte, a successful Cuban-Mexican production of the 60s that
established Cuban actor Leopoldo Fernández, known as José
Candelario Trespatines as the main character of that comedy that
not long ago was broadcast by some Ecuadorian channels.
The parody consists in representing characters that are
almost identical physically who confront similar situations in legal
hearings. The main difference lies in the jokes - while Trespatines
played with the ambiguity that some words’ phonetic sounds
allow, the Ecuadorian José “Calendario” (Joseph Calendar) plays
with double entendre and sexual connotation that has become
the mark of these national sitcoms.
David Reinoso, who impersonates Trespatines, in view of
criticisms made against the “type of humor”, replied to a journalist:
“I have my style. I take a series like La Tremebunda Corte and I
make a parody like Vivos, and ‘season it’ with the so-called sexual
jokes. I will not trace what Trespatines did because, although it is
very good humor, belongs to different times. I make parodies and
adapt them to our element.”
In relation to the Ecuadorian comedies’ type of humor, it is
worth to mention a comment made about Puro Teatro, a program
that could be considered a TV playhouse comedy since it occurs
on a single setting, as in theaters, and the cast represents several
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characters in each program: “In GamaTV’s Puro Teatro all ‘jokes’ are
always based on double entendre to make fun of the homosexual
character. Excluding the terrible ‘performance’, particularly of the
women (who are always showing off thighs and breast) who act as
performers...,” said columnist Pablo Salgado.13
Yes, most of these sitcoms are based on sexual and genre
stereotypes that undoubtedly collect the producers’ criteria.
This type of humor in a State-administered channel such as
Gama TV disregards the provisions of non-discrimination
and non-violence against women provided in the Ecuadorian
Constitution (2008). But the “success formula”, as the
protagonist of La Pareja Feliz says, seems to reside on light jokes
and light scripts that implicitly consider the audience as a static
public incapable of conceptual changes.
“Transformatization”
Another fact that is worth mentioning in Ecuadorian sitcoms
is what we could call “transformatization”: in the TV fiction genre,
the telenovela becomes the sitcom format and takes advantage of
given settings and/or characters, as well as the telenovela’s humor
tone and intention. Two examples of this are: El Combo Amarillo
and La Panadería, both broadcast in Ecuavisa.
La Panadería, premiered in 2009 and re-broadcast in 2011,
resulted from the telenovela El Secreto de Toño Palomino (2008)
which main setting was a neighborhood bakery which, together
with the same characters and new situations, was used for the selfconclusive chapters of La Panadería.
El Combo Amarillo (2010) resulted from the telenovela Rosita,
la Taxista, which was among the top ten in 2010. Among the main
character’s neighbors were the owner, his wife and the drivers of
a taxi company where Rosita worked. All secondary characters, as
well as the same stage, and the new situations revived the sitcom
13

“Las mujeres y el lenguaje machista”, El Telégrafo, Friday, March 9, 2012.
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which, although it was not among the 2011 top ten, did attract
the audience in Guayaquil and the Coast and was broadcast in
primetime. In Quito and the Sierra it was only broadcast on
Saturdays and Sundays; this shows the national fiction’s regional
brand in comedy genre at that time slot and specific days, which,
of course, is conditioned by the audiences’ preferences.
A telenovela’s “transformatization” into a sitcom is
undoubtedly determining the original format’s rating, i.e., the
telenovela. Both Toño Palomino and Rosita reached audience-rating
records in the national television. Passing from one format to
another would seem the adequate way to extend a telenovela’s
story after its conclusion and continue taking advantage of its high
audience levels and everything related there to; this will benefit
TV channels, producers, and transmitters. Perhaps this is another
compound of the “success formula” of the Ecuadorian TV fiction.

4. Transmedia reception
According to Jenkins (2003), the cross-media narrative of
a movie or TV production seeks its systematic arrival through
multiple distribution channels (websites, video channels,
mobisodes, videogames, subscriber contents or merchandising)
to create a unified and coordinated entertainment experience to
expand such narrative or add new details.
Carlos Scolari (2010) argues with a more critique vision: “For
many decades the cultural industry has generated cross-media
stories to take the most advantage of a character or story”, but not
to complement the story, as happens with cross-media narrative.
Starwars, StarTrek, The Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter, Walt Disney
productions, Pixar, Dream Works and, lately the series Twilight are
examples of such transmediation, but not cross-media narrative, as
stated by cross-media project promoter Jeff Gómez.
Two Study Cases
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As mentioned above, in 2011 the Ecuadorian TV fiction
production focused on comedies, a formula that works for high
ratings. Among the 10 most viewed productions are the national
series La Pareja Feliz, second and third seasons, and Mi Recinto.
The following conclusions resulted from observing both
series for one week:
1. Ecuadorian production does not contain narrative
transmediation; none of the TV series is based on the
possibility of using other media to extend the story. There
are no exclusive contents made for other platforms to
attract the audience’s interest in continuing with the plot
or other elements of the story.
2. Transmediation as a promotional means is only half met.
La Pareja Feliz (Teleamazonas) and Mi Recinto (TC), as well
as La Tremebunda Corte, a national series by Teleamazonas,
have their own sites shown on each channel’s website.
Mi Recinto shows complete chapters and previews on its
web page, but La Pareja Feliz has its own site (http://
www.lamofle.com) that publishes information on the
character “la Mofle”,14 videos and audios, pictures, fan
club information, and the direct access to its related
social networks.
3. La Pareja Feliz uses the YouTube platform video channel
to publish its videos, particularly promotional videos, but
does not show complete chapters. The series Mi Recinto
does not have an official channel on this platform and
publishes the latest episodes on the TV channel’s website.
Nevertheless, some users create channels and regularly
publish the series’ full chapters.

“La Mofle” is the couple’s female character and the male character is “el Panzón”. “Mofle”
is an abbreviation of “mofletuda” (chubby-cheeked), a colloquial way of calling a chubby
woman, particularly in Guayaquil. The meaning of “panzón” is evident: pot-bellied. By its
name, the couple unites in both formal and symbolic terms.

14
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4. Creative interactivity was observed in only one case: the
fans of the series La Pareja Feliz, particularly children,
share their pictures on Facebook, disguised as “la Mofle”
and “el Panzón”.
5. Producers, series actors and, in some cases, fans are highly
interested in social networks and have opened unofficial
pages. There are several Facebook profiles for each series:
La Pareja Feliz, “La Mofle y el Panzón”, which is one of
the most active profiles and has the highest amount of
viewers. Others, like Mi Recinto, have not updated the
page since November 2011, although the fans make
comments on a weekly basis.
On Twitter, the webpage of La Pareja Feliz is not active;
however, there is a page of “Moflólogo”, which is not frequently
updated and relates to another character’s page, Rayovac (as the
battery brand) who appears in the series La Pareja Feliz as the
maid.15 Mi Recinto does not have a webpage.
The series’ fans also have pages that publish information on
the characters and their development on a regular basis.
6. The series’ video channels are not interactive; the
administrators do not reply any comment published.
The contrary occurs with the social network profiles,
particularly Facebook, which is very active.
7. The series’ materials are continuously produced since
everything published is consistent with each show’s
characters and plot. In particular, it shows pictures,
wallpapers, ringtones, and the series’ official songs, but
none has videogames or other experiences. Curiously
enough, all series have pages in Wikipedia: they describe
the series, list characters, sketches, authors, and seasons.
8. In both cases there is transmediation to other formats
by presenting the circus of each series during the
15

Reference to a national province known for its local exotic persons’ names, including brands.
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local festivities of Guayaquil, the city where the series
are produced. The circus presents sketches and even
monologues; the history is complemented in these shows.
9. The participation of persons proposing situations only
occurs in Mi Recinto: its webpage asks the audience to
write a script, but there has been no response. In other
national series in 2011, El Combo Amarillo, the producers
asked the audience to propose situations for the characters
through a survey.
Both cases’ cross-media proposals are summarized below.
Types of interaction and prevailing practices
Table 1a. Comedy Series La Pareja Feliz (Teleamazonas)
Transmedia Proposal
Website

Type of
Interactivity Type of Prevailing
transmedia
Levels
Practices
interaction
Passive
Parody
Passive
interactive
Collection

Facebook fans
La Mofle y el Panzón
https://www.facebook.
com/pages/La-Mofle-y-elPanzónC3%B3n/101060873299004
Creative with
Profile: active
fan pictures
Inclusion of comments, pictures,
Interactive dressed
ads.
as the
Viewers: 21,066
characters
Number of people talking about
it: 64
Last update: 11/03/2012
Comments and friend pictures are
posted.
Twitter
Twitter
Website @PAREJAFELIZII
Non active
Interactive Active
La Mofle site
@moflologo
Tweets: 6.540
Viewers: 136
Viewers: 54,070

Comment
Remix
Parody
Imitation
Celebration
Compartment
Discussion

Comment
Recommendation
Celebration
Criticism
Compartment
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Transmedia Proposal

Canal in YouTube

Wikipedia

Type of
Interactivity Type of Prevailing
transmedia
Levels
Practices
interaction
Comment
Celebration
Viewed
Collection
interactive Creative
Storage
Compartment
Collection
Interactive Passive
Storage
Compartment

Source: Obitel Ecuador

Table 1b. Comedy Series Mi Recinto (TC Televisión)
Type of transmedia interaction

Interactivity
Levels

Viewed

Passive

Interactive

Active

Interactive

Active

YouTube
Third persons’

Viewed
interactive

Active

Wikipedia

Interactive

Passive

Transmedia Proposal
Website
Fan page in Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/
mirecinto
Viewers: 17.011
Number of people talking about
it: 569
Last post: November 27
Last comment: A few hours ago
5-03-12
There are preview chapters and
receives hundreds of comments in
each post.
Twitter
No page
It is promoted from @tctelevision

Source: Obitel Ecuador

Type of
Prevailing
Practices
Collection
Storage

Comment
Recommendation
Celebration

Comment
Criticism
Discussion
Comment
Interpretation
Recommendation
Celebration
Criticism
Collection
Discussion
Interpretation
Storage
Compartment
Storage
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Number of visits and comments per broadcast or per day (social
networks) in one week
Table 2a. Series La Pareja Feliz: YouTube, Moflólogo
Chapters/Day
Visitors/Users
Video 1
5 996
Video 2
4 599
Video 3
4 468
Video 4
77 441
Video 5
13 286
Video 6
3 336
Video 7
5 918
Video 8
62 217
Video 9
204 824
Total 9
267 041
Source: Obitel Ecuador

Comments
0
0
4
25
13
2
0
17
98
159

Feedback
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 2b. Series Mi Recinto: TC Televisión Official Video Page
Chapters/Day
Visitors/ Users
Video 1
Not Available
Video 2
Not Available
Video 3
Not Available
Video 4
Not Available
Video 5
Not Available
Video 6
Not Available
Video 7
Not Available
Video 8
Not Available
Video 9
Not Available
Total 9
Not Available
Source: Obitel Ecuador

Comments
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Feedback
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Types of published (posted) comments
Table 3a. Series La Pareja Feliz
No. of
Chapter/ comments
Day
per chapter
Not
chapters.
Only
promotion
trailers &
videos

Types of
prevailing
comments
1. History
2. Thematic
3. Characters
Under 0 4. Actors
Above 98 5. Contents

Comments
among users

Comments

Types of
comments
among users

1. Emotional
2. Conative

Most are positive
comments.

Source: Obitel Ecuador

Table 3b. Series Mi Recinto
Chapter/
Day

No. of
comments
per chapter

6 chapters

-

Types of
prevailing
comments
None

Comments
among users
No comments

Types of
comments
among users
N/A
(no interactivity
among users)

Source: Obitel Ecuador

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of TV Fiction
One-way Transnationalization
Transnationalization is still behind in the Ecuadorian TV
fiction, both in contents and audiences. Besides, and above all, it
is only on one way: inwards. If the contrary occurs, there are not
many news on it. In 2011, particularly, no TV products have been
exported.
The foregoing is due to the scarce development of national
TV fiction production, although in the last years there have been
great efforts to confront this deficiency. While in 2010 the three
main channels broadcast three telenovelas in prime time, six
comedy series were premiered in 2011.
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However, these efforts are aimed to the local market and
have no intentions to export them to other countries of the
region. Therefore, the investments for national fiction products
are exclusively Ecuadorian and have national production teams,
including directors and actors.
None of the Ecuadorian productions have been co-produced
with other TV stations or producers of the region or neighbor
countries. No regional corporation or produce has been created;
the scheme still remains the national production and the same TV
stations are the production units.
National productions must compete with a regional market,
particularly in telenovelas, which come from Mexico, Venezuela,
Argentina, Brazil and, lately, Colombia and even Korea. This has
limited the possibility of increasing national efforts. Only few
national fiction productions, particularly telenovelas, arrive to the
top ten. Besides the strong market competition, the Ecuadorian
production has another great restriction: the lack of historical
production influences the scarce installed production capacity,
starting by the scriptwriters, directors, actors, producers, and even
infrastructure.
The country’s main TV stations (Ecuavisa, Teleamazonas, TC
Televisión, and Gama TV) promote fiction production processes
and have made the first attempts to keep a constant TV fiction
production and to open markets.
However, from the point of view of transnationalization, until
now Ecuadorian television is only a receiver of TV products. In
other words, many TV production chains and networks, within
its growing transnationalization of the telenovela industry, in
particular, find a market for their products in Ecuador and make
distribution alliances. The country’s main TV stations, thus,
have executed agreements with producing and commercializing
agencies in the region:
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• Ecuavisa broadcasts telenovelas from Brazilian Rede
Globo, from Telemundo and RTI (Miami and Colombia),
Canal 13 from Argentina and, sporadically, telenovelas
from Televisa.
• Teleamazonas broadcasts telenovelas from Caracol
Televisión from Colombia, MTV Latinoamérica,16
Cadena Tres from Mexico, and some from RCN from
Colombia.
• TC Televisión is negotiating to distribute telenovelas from
RCN from Colombia –six in 2011– and from Venevisión.
• Gama TV is the only channel with an exclusive relation
with Mexican Televisa, one of the main telenovela
producers of the region: 9 out of 10 telenovelas with the
highest rating belong to it, and one is from Argentinean
América TV.
It is thus clear that Ecuador’s national fiction production still
belongs to and is made for the domestic market and the funding
comes from the national TV stations or, more precisely, the
country’s four main networks – two private networks (Ecuavisa
and Teleamazonas) and two born private but seized by the State
since 2008 (TC and Gama TV).17

This is the version of USA MTV aimed to Spanish-Latin American audience; it has three
sub-headquarters in Latin America: North (Mexico), Central (Colombia), and South (Argentina.)The telenovela broadcast in Ecuador came from the Colombian sub-headquarters.
17
State-administered channels but still managed with private logics, both for the publicity
and programming, although their news reports show an official trend. They were seized by
the State to partially recover a debt of their former owners who were also the sole shareholders of one of the banks that closed for bankruptcy during the 1999 financial crisis.
16
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Table 1. Media Ownership Indicators
Total titles of national premiered fiction in Ecuadorian TV in 2011
Producer

TV Channel

National ECUAVISA - Marcos
ECUAVISA
Investment Espín (El Secreto de Toño
Palomino)
ECUAVISA
Nitsy Grau
ECUAVISA
(El Combo Amarillo
Producer

Foreign
Investment
Foreign
Subsidiary
Total

TV Channel

Trading
Agencies

Distributer
exports

None

(Ecuavisa Internacional)1

None

(Ecuavisa Internacional)

Trading
Agencies

Distributer
exports

ECUAVISA
José Romero
(La Panadería 2)
TELEAMAZONAS
Jorge Toledo
(La Pareja Feliz)
TELEAMAZONAS
Jorge Toledo
(Mostro de amor)

ECUAVISA

None

TELEAMAZONAS

None

None2

TELEAMAZONAS

None

None

TELEAMAZONAS
Jorge Toledo
(La Tremebunda Corte)

TELEAMAZONAS

None

None

TC TELEVISIÓN
Veiky Valdez
(Fanatikda)

TC TELEVISIÓN

None

None

TC TELEVISIÓN
Fernando Villarroel
(Mi Recinto)

TC TELEVISIÓN

None

None

TC TELEVISIÓN
Fernando Villarroel
(Me enamoré de una
pelucona)

TC TELEVISIÓN

None

None

GAMA TV
(Puro Teatro)

GAMA TV

None

None

(Ecuavisa Internacional)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

10

Source: Obitel Ecuador
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The above table shows that the 10 national fiction titles
premiered in open television were produced and broadcast by
the channels directly. The Ecuadorian market does not have an
independent fiction-producing agency, since the projects belong
to the channels, with the support of independent producers that
sign ad hoc agreements with TV companies.
There are no export distributors. According to the research,
Ecuavisa Internacional retransmits their series and telenovelas
in its international signal, but not in premiere times, which is
broadcast in the national channel.
According to Daniel Mato, the growing transnationalization
of the fiction industry, particularly for telenovelas, transmitted in
the last years in Spain and Latin America, particularly in Mexico,
Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia, Argentina, Spain, USA (Miami), and
Peru, is taking shape in several modalities:18
• Product export to all countries in the region and other
continents;
• Most of the industry’s leading companies open offices
abroad or execute agreements channels to guarantee its
programs distribution;
• International cast contracting to produce their programs;
• Co-productions with companies of at least two Spanish
and/or Latin American countries;
• Specialized production centers established in Miami,
Spain, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, and others.
The Ecuadorian television is still far from being part of this
transnationalization process and will continue participating as a
passive or receiving party of television products produced by the
great chains. This is the result of its small market and limited
production capacity.
Mato, Daniel (2002.) Transnacionalización de la industria de la telenovela, referencias
territoriales, y producción de mercados y representaciones de identidades transnacionales. Caracas:
Universidad de Venezuela.
18

Country of Origin of
Author/Creator

Top Ten Shows Casting & Locations
Producers* &
Casting
co-productions
Five main characters
NACIONAL
ECUADOR
David Reinoso, Flor María Palomeque, Katerine VelasLa Pareja Feliz Jorge Toledo,
TELEAMAZONAS teguí, Martha Ontaneda, Priscila Negrón.
Ecuadorian
(all Ecuadorian)
ECUADOR
Fernando Villarroel, María Pacheco, Ney Ponguillo,
Mi Recinto
Fernando Villarroel, TC TELEVISIÓN
Cristian García.
Ecuadorian
(all Ecuadorian)
OBITEL
COLOMBIA
RCN Televisión Vista Marbelle, Marcela Benjumea
Amor Sincero Fabiola Carrillo,
Producciones (CoCarlos Manuel Vesga,
Colombian
lombia)
Rodolfo Silva,Yuri Vargas (all Colombian)
Flora Martínez (colombo-canadiense),
COLOMBIA
Telemundo (Miami) Manolo Cardona (Co)
Marcelo Figueras
Cunax Ugalde (Sp)
Rosario Tijeras (Argentinian), based Canal Caracol (CoRodrigo Oviedo (Mx)
on the novel by Jorge lombia)
Alonso Arias (Co)
Franco
VENEZUELAMarjorie de Sousa, Juan Alfonso Baptista, Flor
Sacrificio de
USA
Venevisión InternaNúñez,Luis José Santander (Venezuelan),
mujer
Adriana Berraza
cional
Pablo Azar (Mexican)
(Mexican)

Table 2. Transnational Premiered Programs (Top Ten)

Miami - Florida

Colombia
2005

Colombia
(1972 – 2010)

Ecuadorian Rural
Coast

GuayaquilEcuador

Locations History
located in:
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Top Ten Shows Casting & Locations
Producers* &
Casting
co-productions
Five main characters
NACIONAL
Marcos Palmeiras, Camila Pitanga, Paola Oliveira,
BRAZIL
Heloísa Perissé,
Duca Rachid y ThelRede Globo
Cuna de Gato
Leticia Birkheuer
ma Guedes
(all Brazilian)
(Brazilian)
Ana Lucía Domínguez (Co)
El Fantasma del COLOMBIA
RCN Televisión
Michel Brown - AR
Gran Hotel
Jorge Enrique Abello Teleset
Andrea López, Margarita Ortega, Gustavo Corredor
(colombians)
SPAIN
Kate del Castillo (Mx)
COLOMBIA
Telemundo (Miami) Humberto Zurita (Mx)
La Reina del
MEXICO
Antena 3 (Spain)
Iván Sánchez (Sp)
Sur
Walter Doehner
Cristina Urgel (Sp)
(Mexican-German)
Miguel de Miguel (Sp)
1 Teleamazonas –
10 Ecuadorian Actors
Ecuador
11 Colombian Actors
1 TC Televisión –
2 Ecuador
5 Brazilian actors
Ecuador
3 Colombia
4 Spanish actors
2 RCN - Colombia
Totals
1 Brazil
4 Mexican actors
2 Telemundo
1 Venez.–USA
4 Venezuelan actors
1 Spain-Col– Mexico 1 Rede Globo - Brazil
1 Colombian-Canadian actor
1 Antena 3 – Spain
1 Argentinian actress
1 Venevisión

Source: Obitel Ecuador

Country of Origin of
Author/Creator

2 Ecuador
3 Colombia
1 Miami
1 Brazil
1 Colombia, Spain,
Morocco, Mexico
& USA

Colombia, Spain,
Morocco, Mexico
& USA
(2010 – 2011)

Colombia
2009

Brazil

Locations History
located in:
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The above table confirms that Ecuadorian fiction production
is completely national (scriptwriters, producers, actors, locations)
and is exclusively aimed to the country’s internal market, but
competes with all fiction programs imported by the same producing
television stations.
As mentioned in above, in 2011 the country’s television
fiction was also focused on comedy series more than telenovelas;
while they did not reach the year’s top ten, they did attract the
audience’s interest:
• Mi Recinto, produced by TC Televisión;
• Me enamoré de una pelucona by TC Televisión (youngster
series);
• El Combo Amarillo by Ecuavisa;
• La Panadería 2 by Ecuavisa;
• La Pareja Feliz by Teleamazonas;
• La Tremebunda Corte by Teleamazonas;
• Puro Teatro by GamaTV.
Additionally, it is interesting to see that each channel produced
two series, excepting GamaTV that only produced one. These
data also confirm that fiction in Ecuador is produced and thought
for the local audiences and that it seeks short formats of easy
production. We could infer that the 2010 telenovela production
experience was disappointing from the financial point of view
and, thus, the following year the stakes were places on simpler and
cheaper fiction shows, i.e., comedy series do not demand diverse
locations or many actors.
However, it is emphasized that only two of these productions
are part of the top ten. In other words, the Ecuadorian audience
likes national productions but is still faithful to foreign telenovelas
that have been with the local audience since the beginning of
national television in 1960.
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The above table also emphasizes that in 2011 Colombian
telenovelas were widely viewed and, as the next table shows, three
of the top ten telenovelas are imported from Colombia.
Table 3. Audiences & Transnational Connections
Premier Fiction Titles in the Ecuadorian Open TV during 2011 (top 10)
TV Flows & Cultural & Linguistic Proximity
Premier Titles
Countries wherefrom
fiction is imported

Countries whereto
fiction is exported

3
7
3
1
1
1
1
10

---------

National
Obitel
Colombia
Brazil
Venezuela
Spain
Mexico
Total
Source: Obitel Ecuador

The former data confirm that from the top ten TV fiction
programs in the country, seven telenovelas are foreign and several
are transmitted in time slots other than prime time.
It is important to note that in the telenovela’s transnationalization process, the audience’s favorites are those that keep
or show significant and specific territorial marks of the countries
of production. The audience is interested in knowing specific
realities represented by the people of the place where the story is
told, which contradicts the idea that in order to reach the Latin
public stories and situations must be homogenized. This is the
case of several Colombian telenovelas that keep their local identity
and style and are successfully exported.
From this perspective, it seems that a telenovela or TV fiction
show is successful in other countries when it is successful in its
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own. In other words, transnationalization is possible provided it is
first accepted in its place of production. Accordingly, and in order
to transnationalize its TV fiction, Ecuador must continue working
to improve its production quality and produce world-level scripts
although dealing with a local thematic, while it aims to have an
impact on its own spectators. This is the main challenge.
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1. Audiovisual context in Spain
The increment of television channels, as a consequence of
DTT´s2 implementation as well as the economic crisis, has led
to a restructuring of the audiovisual sector that could modify the
Spanish television industry in a radical way. La1’s leadership for
the third consecutive year has marked a new historical low for the
mainstream channels, in contrast with the impressive rising of
open access DTT thematic channels and the new record of TV
consumption in 2011 (239 minutes of viewing per inhabitant
and day). In addition to the consolidation of last year´s merger
between Tele5 and Cuatro, the announcement of LaSexta´s
purchase by Antena3 has polarized an advertising market slightly
on the decline.

Charo Lacalle coordinates the Obitel Spanish team, comprised by Mariluz Sánchez and
Lucía Trabajo (associated researchers) and Berta Trullàs (research assistant).
2
Televisión Digital Terrestre (Digital Television Transition).
1
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Graphic 1. Spanish networks (open access DTT)
Ownership

Public channels
First channel Second channel
National Channels
- La1
- La 2
- Canal Sur
- Canal Sur 2
- TV3
- 33
- TVG
- TVG2
- ETB1
- ETB3
- ETB2
- La Otra
- Canal9
- Telemadrid - Canal9 Dos
- NOUDOS
- TPA
Autonomous
-TPA2
- CMT
channels
- TVCanarias - CMT2
- TVCanarias 2
- ATV
- 7RM
- IB3
- Third autonomous channels
- International autonomous
channels

Private channels
- Antena3, Tele5, Cuatro,
LaSexta
- A3Canarias
- CYLTV
- 8TV
- RAC 105
- La 8
- 8MADRID
- Estil 9
- VTelevisión
- Nueve TV
- La 103

Source: Obitel Spain

La1 leads the annual ranking (16.0% of the share), despite
of being the national channel with the greatest audience loss (1.5
points). Tele5 comes in second (14.2%), and it is followed by
Antena3 (11.5%), Cuatro (7.0%) and LaSexta (6.6%). The group
of open access specialty DTT channels increases 6.1%, which
represents 24.6% of global TV consumption. Instead, autonomous
public networks lose almost one point (0.9%), while autonomous
private ones grow by 0.1% and local TV stations confirm last
year´s decline (0.1%).

La10 brought together autonomous televisions owned by Vocento, but stopped broadcasting on January 31st, 2012.
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Fragmentation of the Spanish television system4 also impacts
the results of the communication groups. The merger between
Cuatro and Tele5 places Mediaset España in a leading position
(26.4%), dropping CRTVE to second place (22.3%). Antena3
group of channels is in third (17.1%) followed by LaSexta (7.6%),
Vocento (4.2%) and Unidad Editorial (1.6%).
Graphic A. Audience share of Spanish TV Groups

Source: Kantar Media/Barlovento Comunicación

Like last year, fiction (TV and film) is the second most
common genre on the TV listings (21.4%), preceded by
entertainment (23.5%). Information (20.2%) is third, followed by
culture (18.4%)5, music (6.4%) and sports (2.2%).

Spain is the second European country in number of TV stations (1.180 in 2011), only
preceded by the United Kingdom (1.222). See: http://www.obs.coe.int/about/oea/pr/
mavise_mars2011.html.
5
The significant increase of culture (5.4%) results from the popularity of the so-called
“white realities”, included in this category.
4
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Graphic B. Time dedicated to genres

Source: Kantar Media/Barlovento Comunicación

Soccer had exceptional results in 2011, with 37 games
listed among the 50 most watched broadcasts of the year. The
Champions League match between Barcelona and Real Madrid
(14,114,000 viewers and 66.9% share) led the ranking. La1’s news,
the Eurovision Contest voting and ten out of fifteen episodes of
Águila Roja (La1) complete the ranking.

1.1 Market expansion and competitiveness
The electoral victory of Partido Popular (PP) in November
thwarted some promises made by the previous socialist government,
such as the creation of an independent regulator authority.
Subsequently, the new Government rekindled controversy over
public television funding by reducing by 200 million of Euros
TVE´s budget and by announcing that some autonomous public
channels may be privatized. Regarding fiction, Rajoy´s government
ratified that it was no longer mandatory for the private channels
to invest 6% of their benefits in producing quality TV movies and
miniseries, as well as films.
In contrast to the restrictions of public television, private
channels keep on expanding the specialty DTT market. In fact,
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the new Government has also proposed an imminent reordering
of DTT frequencies. Below, we summarize the most relevant
movements in 2011.
In March, Tele5 announced the launch of Divinity, a channel
aimed to a female audience. In April, Divinity and the children´s
channel Boing joined ONO (the largest cable provider in Spain)
and, at the end of the year, Tele5 began testing Energy, aimed
to a male audience. Also in March, Digital+ inaugurated Canal+
Toros, dedicated to bullfighting, a topic excluded from TVE´s
schedule five years ago. Six months later, the platform changed
its name for the second time, adopting Canal+ as its global brand,
while its pay per view channel was called Canal+1. In December,
Disney Channel HD was incorporated to Canal+. The pay per
view channel Abono Fútbol, born as an alternative to Canal+ Liga
for different platforms, joined ONO in August. In September, the
success of the children´s channel Clan inspired Turner to launch
in Spain Cartoonito.
Spanish producers have also made several strategic moves
throughout the year in an attempt to diversify their business
compensating for the disinvestment by the major networks.
Thus, in early 2011, Secuoya group founded two new production
companies, one low cost (Enminúscula) aimed to develop
multiplatform projects, and one specialized in fiction (Doble
Filo). Meanwhile, the group announced the creation of The City
of TV, the biggest center of audiovisual production in Spain,
which includes hosting producers and audiovisual companies, as
well as renting technical equipment. In that same period, after
abandoning in 2006 the audiovisual production, Telefónica
returned with Telefónica Produciones, a dependent subsidiary of
Telefónica Contenidos.

Telefónica had finished its contracts with Lola Films and Endemol in 2004 and 2007,
respectively.

6
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In December, the major Spanish TV producers created PATE7,
which became part of FAPAE8, which now brought together all
the companies in the sector. In the same month, Televisa became
a shareholder of Imagina by transferring its shares of LaSexta9.
During the six years of ownership of LaSexta it is estimated that
Televisa incurred an expense of 270 million Euros.

1.2 Programming trends
The excellent audience results of La1 during recent years have
dramatically modified the network´s profile. Thus, in 2011 it has
changed from predominantly female to male target, rejuvenating
its audience traditionally composed of viewers over 65. The success
of its fiction shows, the increasing interest of viewers in hybrid
news reports such as white realities, and the prestige of their news
services directed by Fran Llorente, explain their leadership, also
favored by the suppression of commercial advertisement.
Tele5, however, continues to exploit the hard version
of reality TV shows (Big Brother, Survivors, etc.) and gossips
programs, contributing to feminize an audience that used to be
predominantly masculine. Despite incorporating some releases
originally intended for Cuatro such as the thriller Punta Escarlata
(12.8%)10 and the paranormal drama Ángel o demonio (11.1%), the
network has failed to stop the debacle of its fiction. By contrast,
Antena3 remains the favorite among young people between 13
and 24, and it aims most of its prime time series to this age group
whose best allies are the new media11.
Spanish Associated TV Producers (Productoras Asociadas de Televisión de España).
Spanish Federation of Associations of Audiovisual Producers (Federación de Asociaciones
de Productores Audiovisuales Españoles).
9
In that operation, Televisa interchanged 40.8% of their shares from LaSexta for the 14.5%
of shares from Imagina.
10
Punta Escarlata´s share would be even lower if not for the fact that the first two episodes
where aired on the late night.
11
Antena3 is the network with more Web 2.0 resources linked to its fictions. See for example note 17.
7
8
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The high competitiveness of Spanish TV leads to open access
channels and pay-per-view DTT stations to increase their own
fiction programming. Trying to shed new light on the production
of low cost fiction, these networks intend to find a more specific
target despite the fact that a few years earlier Cuatro and LaSexta
failed with the same strategy. Thus, in September, Neox aired the
second season of Museo Coconut (Antena3, 2011), while Tele5
moved the fourth season of La pecera de Eva (2010-2011) to FdF.
In July, the need to capitalize on the different activities of
the group led LaSexta to broadcast soap operas on its second
channel, but the cool reception from viewers determined the
return of docushows to LaSexta2 in November. Antena3, however,
continues promoting Latin American fiction in Nova with the
acquisition of broadcasting rights for new releases from RCN,
Televisa and Telemundo for the next two years.
Pay per view channels also schedule Spanish fiction. Therefore,
in January TNT aired new episodes of Zombis (the debut series of
Adult Swim in Spain) about two survivors of a zombie apocalypse
living together. In February, Paramount Comedy launched El divo,
a satire of TV´s world and, by the end of September, broadcasted
the second season of the female comedy Chic-cas. In March, Canal+
premiered Crematorio, a drama based on the eponymous novel by
Rafael Chirbes on the greed of Spain’s “economic miracle”. That
same month, Veo7 premiered Aquí me las den todas, a variant of the
hit sketch comedy Escenas de matrimonio (Tele5, 2007-2011).

1.3. Advertising investment
Despite the slight recovery in advertising investment
experienced in 2010 and the optimistic forecasts for 2011, the
effects of the economic crisis in this area have been remarkable.
Thus, advertising suffered an 8.2% decrease (about 4,734.6 million
euros), according to the report Índice de Inversión publicitaria
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(12b) elaborated by Arce Media and Media Hotline12. Once again,
television leads the ranking of total investment in media with
46.3% (2,155.5 million euros), although it loses 9.7% compared
to last year13. Consistent with the development of Web 2.0, the
revenue from SMS and calls with special pricing associated to
programs has also decreased notably.
In November, the decrease in advertising investment joined
the European Court´s judgment, which made compulsory to
include self-promotional advertisement (news reports, promotions,
sponsors and micro spots with advertising purposes) in the
maximum of twelve minutes per hour established by the European
directive. In addition, news programs (newscasts, news reports
and research programs) will not be able to be sponsored once
the Regulations implementing the General Law of Audiovisual
Communication will be enforced in January 7, 2012.
After the merge between Tele5 and Cuatro, Mediaset España
reduced the length of their prime time advertising spaces to a
maximum of six minutes of conventional advertisement each.
In April the group inaugurated their virtual product placement
strategy by placing a fence promoting a musical in the series Hospital
Central (Tele5). Three months later the group adopted the strategic
advertising pattern inaugurated by Antena3 in August 2010 with
the mixed system “Nosolofdf”, consisting on simultaneously
broadcasting the same commercials in FdF, LaSiete and Divinity,
while Tele5, Cuatro and Boing kept the autonomy of their spots.
However, Antena3 began to break it in Neox.
The large TV groups have compensated the decline in ad
spending by increasing the spots broadcasted by 11.4%, making
2011 the year with more commercials in the history of Spanish
See the summary of the report provided by Europa Press available at http://
www.europapress.es/economia/noticia-economia-inversion-publicitaria-descendio2011-82-47346-millones-euros-indice-i2p-20120123181838.html.
13
Internet is the only media that grew in 2011 (1.25%) and is now second after television
with 8.2% (386.1 million euros).
12
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television14, despite of the lack of advertisement on TVE. Finally,
the increase on advertisement and the reductions elsewhere, such
as program investments or salary reduction of senior staff, have
allowed the two larger private groups to close the year with positive
results: 110 million euros of net profit for Mediaset España and
93.4 million for Antena3, according to the results submitted to
the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores15.
At year’s end, the purchase of LaSexta by Antena3 spread
concern among advertisers, who pointed out in alarm that both
groups would accumulate 85.6% of investment in television
advertising. Thus, as calculated by Asociación Española de
Anunciantes (AEA), Mediaset España would hold almost 45% of
the total, while Antena3 group would receive approximately 41%.
However, the Government does not rule out the possibility of
advertising returning to TVE, which would please the AEA.

1.4 Internet extensions and new technologies
Consistent with the trend in previous years, the networks are
multiplying the content offered in different technological devices
and Web 2.0 platforms, aiming to retain as many viewers as possible.
Complements to television stories (summaries, interviews, making
of, etc.) represent one of the greatest attractions of Internet this
year, along with the preview of domestic fiction 48 hours prior to
its broadcast on television for a small fee. The complementarity
between television and Web 2.0 is highlighted when verifying that
those contents with more viewers are also the ones with the greater
number of Internet users.
Once again, the most relevant fact regarding Web 2.0 is the
dramatic increase of fiction consumed on the Internet; either
downloaded or streamed through the networks’ websites. Thus,
Zenith Index calculated by Zenithmedia from data provided by Kantar Media, according
to www.larazon.es on February 13, 2012.
15
See www.mediosymarketing.es February 12, 2012.
14
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rtve.es, the Internet´s leading media portal in Spanish, beat all
the records in July with 11 million of unique users (2,700,000
more than last year), while telecinco.es became the most popular
site, with an average of 600,000 daily users in Spain. Internet
users of rtve.es prefer to watch videos of current events and series,
while telecinco.es users prefer reality shows, and antena3.com
users prefer series aimed to a young audience. Regarding mobile
technologies, a report by Entidad de Gestión de Derechos de los
Productores Audiovisuales (EGEDA) revealed in November that
42% of Internet users already watched TV on their smartphones16.
The report also noted that fiction is the most consumed genre on
cellphones.
Antena3, a pioneer experimenting with new communication
technologies, stands out again in 2011 by launching the Twittersodes
of El barco17, an initiative by Play Television (creator of the popular
online game Águila Roja in 2009) and aired simultaneously with
the weekly episode of this Globomedia series. In line with its
preferred target, Antena3 also bet on mobile television by adapting
the Modo Salón viewing (full screen) for iPad (coinciding with
the release of iPad 2 in Spain). In July, TVE, Tele5 and Cuatro
positioned together and expressed publicly their commitment to
the European standard Hybrid broadcast broadband (HbbTV),
which combines broadcasting and broadband services. A month
later, the Catalan TV3 began the testing broadcast of their HbbTV
services.

See www.egeda.es. Data on the November 2011 Report by Egeda refers to 2010.
Twittersodes are short stories created on Twitter using the accounts the main characters
of the series have on the social network. They promote live TV consumption due to their
interactivity and in several occasions their contribution has been decisive to turn the weekly
hashtags of the series into trending topics in Twitter.
16
17
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2. Analysis of the year: National and Ibero-American
premiere fiction
Fiction in 2011 follows the same pattern as the previous
year, with 44 national titles (four less than in 2010), a significant
number of miniseries (11 titles) and an increase in stories set in
the past. As a result of the merge between Tele5 and Cuatro, the
first channel of Mediaset España leads the ranking of premiere
titles, with a total of 16, followed by Antena3 with 12 (four less
than in 2010) and La1 with 11 titles (as in 2010). LaSexta as well
as La2 only have one program each, while Cuatro (as previously
mentioned) yielded its two releases to Tele5.
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TABLE 1a. Exhibited productions in 2010 (national TV networks)
La1: 11 national titles
14 de abril. La República (series)
Águila Roja (series)
Amar en tiempos revueltos (serial)
Clara Campoamor (TVmovie)
Cuéntame cómo pasó (series)
El ángel de Budapest (TVmovie)
Gran reserva (series)
La muerte a escena (miniseries)
Los misterios de Laura (series)
Operación Malaya (miniseries)
Plaza de España (series)
La1: 1 imported programs– USA Colombia
Operación Jaque (miniseries)
La 2: 1 national title
Ciudad K (sketch)
Antena3: 12 national titles
Bandolera (serial)
Doctor Mateo (series)
El barco (series)
El secreto de Puente viejo (serial)
Física o Química (series)
Gran hotel (series)
Hispania, la leyenda (series)
Hoy quiero confesar (miniseries)
Los protegidos (series)
Los Quién (series)
Marco (miniseries)
Sofía (miniseries)
Antena3: 2 imported programs –
USA - Colombia
Gavilanes (series)
La reina del sur (series)
Tele5: 16 national titles
11-M (miniseries)
Aída (series)
Alakrana (miniseries)
Ángel o demonio (series)
Cheers (series)
Homicidios (series)
Source: Obitel Spain

Hospital Central (series)
La Duquesa II (miniseries)
La que se avecina (series)
Parejología 3x2 (sketch)
Piratas (series)
Punta Escarlata (series)
Rocío Dúrcal: volver a verte (miniseries)
Tierra de lobos (series)
Carmen Cervera. La baronesa (miniseries)
Vida loca (series)
LaSexta: 1 national title
Buen agente (series)
Reruns
La1: 7 rerun titles
23F. El día más difícil del Rey (miniseries)
Alta traición (miniseries)
Clara Campoamor (TVmovie)
El asesino dentro del círculo (TVmovie)
Las voces del pamano (miniseries)
Los misterios de Laura (series)
Tarancón, el quinto mandamiento (miniseries)
La 2: 8 rerun titles
Los gozos y las sombras (series)
Celia (series)
Fortunata y Jacinta (series)
Juncal (series)
Lorca, muerte de un poeta (series)
Abuela de verano (series)
Mujeres (series)
Raquel busca su sitio (series)
Antena3: 3 rerun titles
Aquí no hay quien viva (series)
Los Quién (series)
Los protegidos (series)
Tele5: 2 rerun titles
Aída (series)
La que se avecina (series)
LaSexta: 1 rerun title
Buen agente (series)
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The crisis has had a significant impact in reducing the number
of titles of autonomous public channels, although the situation
varies considerably from one another. The Catalan network TV3
with 13 titles (three more than in 2010) leads again the ranking
and displaces Canal9 (Valencia), which exceptionally held the first
position last year. This year Canal9 only has two series instead of
10 titles, five of which were TV movies and one was a miniseries.
Balearic channel IB3 contributes with three titles in 2011, while
Galician TVG maintains the same number as the previous year
(four titles). TVCanarias, Canal Sur (Andalusia) and Basque ETB1
and ETB2 have one title each.
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TABLE 1b. Exhibited productions in 2010
(autonomous public networks)
Canal9: 2 autonomous titles
01. L’alqueria blanca (series)
02. Senyor retor (serie)
CanalSur: 1 autonomous title
03. Arrayán (serial)
TV3: 13 autonomous titles
04. Barcelona ciutat neutral (miniseries)
05. Dues dones divines (series)
06. Ermessenda (miniseries)
07. Infidels (series)
08. La Riera (serial)
09. La Trinca: biografía no autorizada
(TVmovie)
10. Macià contra Companys (TVmovie)
11. Meuble (La casita blanca) (TVmovie)
12. Morir en tres actes (TVmovie)
13. Polseres vermelles (series)
14. Rhesus (miniseries)
15. Terra baixa (TVmovie)
16. Secrets de Xangai (serial)
ETB1: 1 autonomous title
17. Goenkale (serial)
ETB2: 1 autonomous title
18. El asesinato de Carrero Blanco
(miniseries)
IB3: 3 autonomous titles
19. Llàgrima de sang (serial)
20. L’anell (serial)
21. Mossèn capellà (series)
TVCanarias: 1 autonomous title
22. La revoltosa (series)
TVG: 4 autonomous titles
23. Escoba (series)
24. Libro de família (series)
25. Matalobos (series)
26. Padre Casares (series)
Reruns
CMTV: 1 rerun title
Arrayán (serial)
Source: Obitel Spain

CMTV2: 1 rerun title
Padre Casares (series)
Canal9: 4 rerun titles
Géminis (serial)
L’alqueria blanca (series)
Maniàtics (series)
Socarrats (sketch)
Canal Sur: 1 rerun title
Arrayán (serial)
Canal Sur2: 1 rerun title
Asunto Reiner (TVmovie)
TV3: 2 rerun titles
Infidels (series)
La sagrada família (series)
33: 2 rerun title
La Riera (serial)
Secrets de Xangai (serial)
ETB1: 3 rerun titles
Goenkale (serial)
Martin (series)
Arregitamak (series)
ETB2: 2 rerun title
Mi querido Klikowsky (series)
Operación Cométe (Mugaldekoak)
(series)
IB3: 3 rerun titles
Llàgrima de sang (serial)
Mossèn capellà (series)
Vallterra (series)
TVCanarias: 1 rerun title
La revoltosa (series)
TVG: 4 rerun titles
Maridos e mulleres (series)
Padre Casares (series)
Pratos combinados (series)
Valderrei (series)
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Although the decline on number of titles is not too steep (four
less than in 2010), the number of chapters/episodes of national
fiction increases significantly due to the reduction of TV movies
and miniseries, as well as the consolidation of domestic serials.
National stations have aired this year 1,083 chapters/episodes of
Spanish production (746 in 2010), equivalent to 73.6% of total
releases. Consistent with the greater serialization of national
fiction, the broadcasting time is in 2011 of 987 hours and 55
minutes (76.2%), compared to 656 hours and 40 minutes in 2010.
TABLE 2a. Total of premiere national fiction in 2011
Fiction
NATIONAL

Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

41

82,0

1.083

73,6

987:55 76,2

Hours

%

IBERO-AMERICAN

6

12,0

368

25,0

283:45 21,9

Ibero-American (Obitel scope)

3

6,0

180

12,2

141:30 10,9

Ibero-American (not Obitel
scope)

-

-

-

-

USA (Hispanic production)

3

6,0

188

12,8

Iberian

-

-

-

-

Ohers (Ibero-American coproductions)

3*

6,0

21

1,4

Total

50

100,0

1.472

-

-

142:15 11,0
-

-

24:40 1,9

100,0 1.296:20 100,0

Source: Obitel Spain
* The only three Ibero-American co-productions, with USA and Colombia,
refer to the Spanish adaptation of the Colombian format Gavilanes [Pasión
de gavilanes], the TV movie Operación Jaque, and the series La reina del sur. To
overall purposes they are, therefore, considered national fiction.

Although the regional channels reduce the number of titles,
this does not affect the total of chapters/episodes broadcasted
in Spain (139). By contrast, the impact of Spanish serials in the
programming results in the increasing of 211 hours and 30 minutes
compared to 2010. This is a significant finding considering that
this year Ibero-American telenovelas lost 76 hours and 45 minutes.
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TABLE 2b. Total of premiere national and
autonomous fiction in2011
Fiction

Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

NATIONAL

67

77,9

1.894

60,6 1.577:50 63,5

IBERO-AMERICAN

16

18,6

1.212

38,7

880:15 35,5

Ibero-American (Obitel scope)

13

15,1

1.024

32,7

738:00

29,7

Ibero-American (not Obitel
scope)

-

-

-

-

-

-

USA (Hispanic production)

3

3,5

188

6,0

142:15

5,7

Iberian

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ohers (Ibero-American coproductions)

3

3,5

21

0,7

24:40

1,0

Total

86

100,0

3.127

100,0 2.482:45 100,0

Source: Obitel Spain

As in 2010, the United States contributes to Ibero-American
fiction with three titles, representing 11.0% of total broadcasting
time. The rest of imports also come from more common countries,
Argentina (one title and 0.2% of broadcasting time) and Mexico
(2 titles and 10.7% of broadcasting time).
TABLE 3a. Broadcast premiere fiction per country
Country
Titles % Chap./Ep. %
Hours
Argentina
1
2,0
4
0,3
3:00
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
SPAIN
44
88,0
1.104
75,0 1.012:35
USA (Hispanic production)
3
6,0
188
12,7 142:15
Mexico
2
4,0
176
12,0 138:30
Portugal
Uruguay
Venezuela
Others (productions and coproductions from other IberoAmerican countries)
Total
50 100,0
1.472
100,0 1.296:20

Source: Obitel Spain

%
0,2
78,1
11,0
10,7
100,0
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Mexico is the country contributing with more titles to the
total national and autonomous channels (seven), equivalent to
20.0% of total time. The United States have five less titles than in
2010 and, as a result, the three titles represent the 5.7%. However,
the title lost by Venezuela has little effect on the number of hours
of its three telenovelas (5.8%).
TABLE 3b. Broadcast premiere fiction per country (national and
autonomous networks)
Country
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
SPAIN (national and
autonomous)
USA (Hispanic production)
Mexico
Portugal
Uruguay
Venezuela
Others (productions and coproductions
from other Ibero-American
countries)
Total

Titles
1
2
-

% Chap./Ep. %
1,2
4
0,1
2,3
125
4,0
-

Hours
3:00
93:45
-

%
0,1
3,9
-

70

81,4

1.915

61,2 1.602:30 64,5

3
7
3

3,5
8,1
3,5

188
704
191

6,0
22,6
6,1

142:15
496:45
144:30

5,7
20,0
5,8

-

-

-

-

-

-

86

100,0

3.127

100,0 2.482:45 100,0

Source: Obitel Spain

The afternoon, the preferred slot for serials and telenovelas on
national networks, concentrates the largest number of chapters/
episodes and hours (57.1% of Spanish fiction and 98.9% of IberoAmerican fiction respectively). On the contrary, the 53.4% of
serials and telenovelas on prime time shows the weigh of Spanish
programming on that slot.

62

914

64

night (23:00-6:00)

Source: Obitel Spain

1.915 100,0

3,3

47,8

48,9

937

Afternoon (15:00- 21:00)

%

Prime Time (21:00-23:00)

C/E
-

Total

4

C/E

%
1,1

H
3:00

%
1,1

4

C/E

%
0,3

5,4

37,5
-

-

-

-

62

326
4,2

22,1

57,1 364 98,9 280:45 98,9 1.080 73,4

-

%

1.602:30

56:40

855:50

690:00

-

H

%

H

%

39,4 357:45 40,6

477

C/E

%
15,3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

64

914

2,0

29,2

735 60,6 522:30 59,4 1.672 53,5

477

C/E

Ibero-American

100,0 1.212 100,0 880:15 100,0 3.127 100,0

3,5

53,4

43,1

-

%

National and Autonomous

-

Morning (6:00-15:00)

Time slots

55:100

378:55

578:30

-

H

Ibero-American
H

55:10

378:55

859:15

3:00

Total

2.482:45

56:40

855:50

1.212:30

357:45

H

Total

TABLE 4b. Chapters/episodes and hours per time slot (national and autonomous fiction)

Source: Obitel Spain

5,6

29,5

64,9

-

%

National
%

4,3

29,2

66,3

0,2

100,0

2,2

34,5

48,9

14,4

%

1.104 100,0 1.012:35 100,0 368 100,0 283:45 100,0 1.472 100,0 1.296:20 100,0

326

Prime Time (21:00-23:00)

Night (23:00-6:00)

Total

716

-

C/E

Afternoon (15:00- 21:00)

Morning (6:00-15:00)

Time slots

TABLE 4a. Chapters/episodes and hours per time slot
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44

TOTAL

Source: Obitel Spain

-

-

Unitary

2

2

Telefilm/Tv
movie

Others (sketch)

11

Miniseries

Docudrama

3

26

Series

Titles

Serial

Formats

100,0

4,5

-

-

4,5

25,0

59,2

6,8

%

1.104

4

-

-

2

21

361

716

Chap/Ep

%

-

1:40 0,2

-

-

3:20 0,3

26:00 2,6

403:5 39,8

578:30 57,1

Hours

100,0 1.012:35 100,0

0,4

-

-

0,2

1,9

32,7

64,8

%

NATIONAL

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

Titles

100,0

-

-

-

-

-

-

100,0

%

368

-

-

-

-

-

-

368

Chap/Ep

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

283:45 100

Hours Titles

100,0 283:45 100,0

-

-

-

-

-

-

100,0

%

IBERO-AMERICAN

TABLE 5a. Formats of the national and Ibero-American fiction
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In 2011, the consolidation of national serials contrasts with
the virtual disappearance of sketches. Thus, although this year
serials only increase by one title, the number of chapters/episodes
aired goes from 279 in 2010 to the current 716, resulting in a 24.5%
increase of airtime. TV series increased by two titles in 2011, but
decreased 11.0% of broadcasting time compared to 2010.
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100,0 880:15 100,0
1.212
100,0
16
100,0 1.602:30 100,0
1.915
100,0
70
TOTAL

Source: Obitel Spain

1:40 0,1
0,2
4
2
Others
(sketch)

2,9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Docudrama

-

Unitary

-

10:50 0,7
0,4
7
7
Telefilm/Tv
movie

10,0

36:20 2,2
1,5
29
15
Miniseries

21,4

-

100,0 880:15 100,0
1.212

-

100,0
16

608:10 38,0

945:30 59,0
68,3

29,6
567

1.308
12,9

Series

52,8

9

37

Serial

Hours Titles
%
Chap/Ep

IBERO-AMERICAN

%
Hours Titles Titles
%
Chap/Ep
%

NATIONAL AND AUTONOMOUS

Titles

Formats

TABLE 5b. Formats of the national, autonomous and Ibero-American fiction

National fiction and autonomous fiction have similar patterns
in the distribution of formats. The most striking fact is, once again,
the drastic decline of sketches and TV movies, although the latter
format is compensated by the increase of miniseries in two titles.
Moreover, stability in the number of series and serials contrasts
with the dramatic increase in chapters/episodes of the latter (309
more in 2011), whose airtime has also increased 302 hours and 50
minutes over last year.
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Premiere domestic fiction is always aired on prime time,
except for the serials of La1, Antena3 and TV3, scheduled on the
afternoon slot. The only two night programs correspond to the
comedy Vida loca, which failed to fit into the tight programming
of reality shows in Tele5, and the cop-show Homicidios, moved after
the very average audience results of its first two airings in that same
network.
TABLE 6a. Formats of the national fiction per time slot
Prime
After%
%
time
noon
3 100,0
24
61,6
11
28,2

Formats Morning %
Serial
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm/Tv
movie
Unitary
Docudrama
Others
(sketch)
TOTAL

-

Night

%

Total

%

2
-

3
100,0 26
11

6,8
59,2
25,0

2

4,5

-

-

2

5,1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0
0

0,0
0,0

-

-

-

-

2

5,1

-

-

2

4,5

-

-

3

100,0

39

100,0

2

100,0 44 100,0

Source: Obitel Spain

TABLE 6b. Formats of the national and autonomous fiction per time slot
Formats
Serial
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm/Tv
movie

AfterPrime
Morning % noon %
time
%
5
83,3
4
6,5
35
56,4
15
24,2
-

-

Unitary

-

-

Docudrama
Others
(sketch)

-

-

-

-

TOTAL

-

-

Source: Obitel Spain

Night
2
-

1
-

16,7
-

6
-

9,7
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

100,0

2

3,2

62

100,0

-

%
-

%

9

12,9

100,0 37
15
7
-

52,8

-

-

-

-

2

Total

21,4
10,0
-

-

-

2

2,9

100,0 70 100,0
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The disappearance of sketches and the decline of sitcoms
in the national schedules significantly reduce the number of
chapters/episodes of short length, partially compensated by the
autonomous serials of 30 minutes. The medium length is still the
more common, while the reduction in the number of autonomous
TV movies results in the decrease of long programs.
TABLE 7a. Episodes of national fiction (net length)
Duration
Short (30’)
Medium (30’- 60’)
Long (60’+)
Total
Source: Obitel Spain

Chapters/Episodes
43
770
291
1.104

%
3,9
69,7
26,4
100,0

TABLE 7b. Episodes of the national and
autonomous fiction (net length)
Duration
Short (30’)
Medium (30’- 60’)
Long (60’+)
Total

Chapters/Episodes
498
1.045
372
1.915

%
26,0
54,6
19,4
100,0

Source: Obitel Spain

The number of national fictions set in the past is almost
equal to those in the present, following the trend of recent years.
Consequently, this time there is a 20.7% fewer stories set in the
present than in 2010.
TABLE 8a. Fiction time period (national fiction)
Period
Titles
Present
23
Vintage
20
Historical
1
Other
Total
44
Source: Obitel Spain

%
52,2
45,5
2,3
100,0
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Unlike national fiction, most of the autonomous programs
are set in the present, although the FORTA channels include this
time three historical fictions, versus only one national.

TABLE 8b. Fiction time period (national and autonomous fiction)
Period

Titles

%

Present

40

57,2

Vintage

26

37,1

Historical

4

5,7

Other

-

-

Total

70

100,0

Source: Obitel Spain

Águila Roja (29.1%) leads for the third consecutive year the
ranking of the most watched shows, consisting of eight series, one
miniseries and one TV movie, and it stands almost seven points
ahead of the second program, Cuéntame cómo pasó (22.5%), also
from La1. In total, the public channel places six programs on
the top ten of the most watched shows, compared with three of
Antena3, and only one of Tele5.

A3

A3, Bambú
Producciones

Spain

Spain

9. Gran hotel

10.Los
misterios de
Laura
Public

Private

Public

Private

Private

Public

Public

Private

Public

Private or
public TV
Public

R. Campos G.R. Neira

V.Yagüe

Á.Pina , I . Escobar

M. A. Bernardeu

D. Écija, J.C.Cueto

Script

Series

Series

TV movie

3.103.000

3.355.500

3.432.000

3.436.947

3.439.000

3.476.923

3.515.615

3.553.808

4.336.917

5.742.333

Millions

Foreign scripts
0,0%

C.Villa J.Holgado

R.Campos G.R.Neira

Á. Aranda Llamas

R. Campos, G.R. Neira,
Miniseries C.Garrido, M.Gómez,
N.Pérez
Series
N.García Velilla

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Format

National original scripts
100,0%

Source of audience data in this report: Kantar Media Spain.

Source: Obitel Spain

18

A3

Bambú
Producciones
La1

La1

TVE y DLO

Ida y Vuelta P.F.

Tele5

Globomedia

Total of productions
10

Spain
Spain
-Hungary

7. Aída
8. El ángel de
Budapest

Spain

6. Marco

La1

Bambú
Producciones

Spain

5. Gran reserva

Spain

A3
La1

Globomedia

Diagonal TV

Spain

La1

La1

Channel

Grupo Ganga

Spain

1. Águila Roja
2. Cuéntame
cómo pasó
3. El barco
4. La
República

Production
company
Globomedia

Spain

Origin

Title

TABLE 9a. The 10 most-watched national titles: origin, format, share18

7,1

7,6

7,8

7,8

7,8

7,9

8,0

8,1

9,9

13,0

Rating

16,6

18,5

18,7

17,2

17,1

18,4

17,1

18,9

22,5

29,1

Share
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With eight titles, TV3 dominates the autonomous ranking,
which is evenly distributed among the different formats and it is
completed with a serial from Canal Sur and a series from Canal9.
However, the predominance of the Catalan network is not only
limited to the number of titles on the top ten, but it also includes
the distance between its two first shows (La Trinca: biografía no
autorizada and Ermessenda), and the third placed (Arrayán), more
than seven points behind.

Spain
Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

Spain

3. Arrayán
4. Polseres vermelles

5. Barcelona ciutat neutral

6. Macià contra Companys

7. L’alqueria blanca

8. La Riera

9. Terra baixa

Source: Obitel Spain

Spain
Total of productions
10

Spain

2.Ermessenda

10. Infidels

Spain

TVC
TVC, Fausto
producciones
Diagonal TV
Public

Public

Public

Public

Public

Public
Public

Public

Public

Private or
public TV

TV3
Public
National original scripts
100,0%

TV3

TV3

Canal9

TV3

Minoria Absol. TVC,
ICIC, ICAA

RTVV

TV3

Prodigius, TVC

Diagonal TV,
Gestmusic Endem.
TV3
TVC
TVC, Ovídeo Films,
TV3
ICIC
Linze TV
Canal Sur
Filmax, TVC
TV3

Origin Production company Channel

1. La Trinca: biografía no
autorizada

Title

Series

TV movie

Serial

Series

TV movie

Miniseries

Serial
Series

Miniseries

TV movie

Format

J.Olivares

I. Ortiz

J. Prats, D.
Braguinsky, O.
Martí
D. Plana

T. Soler

E.Galdo
A.Espinosa
X. Barcelò,
M.Adrover

X.Escura

M. Iborra,
J.Oristrell

Script

326.800
Foreign scripts
0,0%

414.000

429.000

429.475

438.000

489.000

515.883
511.769

667.000

700.000

Millions

TABLE 9b. The 10 most-watched national and autonomous titles: origin, format, share

4,7

5,9

6,2

9,0

6,3

7,0

6,6
7,3

9,6

10,0

10,7

17,7

23,4

18,3

15,1

16,9

14,6
16,0

22,4

23,0

Rating Share
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Series

Series

4. La República

5. Gran reserva

Series

Series

9. Gran hotel

10. Los misterios de
Laura

Source: Obitel Spain

TV movie

8. El ángel de
Budapest

Series

Series

3. El barco

7. Aída

Series

2. Cuéntame cómo
pasó

Miniseries

Series

1. Águila Roja

6. Marco

Format

Title

Cop-show

Drama

Drama

Comedy

Drama

Drama

Drama

Adventures

Dramedy

Adventures

Genre

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

Year

13

9

1

19

1

13

13

26

24

15

Number
of chapters
(2011)

25-04-11

04-10-11

22-12-11

27-02-11

26-12-11

24-03-11

24-01-11

17-01-11

13-01-11

05-09-11

Premiere
date

TABLE 10a. The 10 most-watched national titles

18-07-11

06-12-11

22-12-11

18-12-11

26-12-11

23-06-11

18-04-11

01-12-11

15-12-11

19-12-11

70’

70’

110’

55,

70’

70’

70’

80’

80’

85’

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Duration
Ending date of chapters/ Time slot
episodes
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TV movie

Series

9. Terra baixa

10. Infidels

Source: Obitel Spain

Serial

8. La Riera

TV movie

6. Macià contra
Companys

Series

Miniseries

5. Barcelona ciutat
neutral

7. L’alqueria blanca

Series

4. Polseres vermelles

Miniseries

2. Ermessenda

Serial

TV movie

1. La Trinca: biografía
no auto.

3. Arrayán

Format

Title

Drama

Drama

Drama

Drama

Drama

Drama

Drama

Drama

Drama

Comedy

Genre

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

Year

10

1

197

40

1

2

13

222

2

1

04-01-11

11-09-11

10-01-11

02-01-11

25-10-11

28-11-11

25-01-11

02-01-11

21-03-11

22-06-11

Number of
Premiere date
chapters (2011)

15-03-11

11-09-11

23-12-11

25-12-11

25-10-11

29-11-11

02-05-11

29-12-11

22-03-11

22-06-11

Ending
date

TABLE 10b. The 10 most-watched autonomous titles

50’

100’

30’

70’

90’

90’

45’

30’

70’

90’

Prime time

Prime time

Tarde

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Duration of
Time slot
chapters/episodes
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Intrigues of all kinds, love and friendship are the prevailing
themes in a year where the increase in the number of fictions set
in the past have resulted in the expansion of social issues. Thus,
in addition to the usual issues of recent years (male chauvinism,
homosexuality, inequality, immigration, etc.) some other topics
are introduced, such as euthanasia or nuclear apocalypse.
TABLE 11a. Prevailing themes of the 10 most-watched national titles
Title
1. Águila Roja
2. Cuéntame
cómo pasó
3. El barco

4. La
República
5. Gran
reserva

Key themes
Power, political intrigue,
love, heroism.
Family, work, love, social
mobility, politics, neighborly
relations, friendship.
Love, infidelity, family,
friendship, coexistence,
secrets.
Forbidden love, religion,
secrets, local customs and
manners, politics.
Power, family intrigue,
secrets, love, infidelity.
Families, friendship,
adventure.

Social themes
Classism, domination, male
chauvinism, political corruption,
generational conflicts, euthanasia.
Democracy, gender equity, workers’
rights, generational conflicts.
Nuclear apocalypse, unwanted
pregnancy, physical and psychological
problems.
Class struggle, infidelity, gender equity,
homosexuality, democracy, agrarian
reform.

Professional rivalry, generational
conflicts.
Job insecurity, social inequality,
6. Marco
widowhood, emigration, and social
assistance.
Job insecurity, drug addiction,
economic crisis, social inequality,
Love, family, friendship,
7. Aída
coexistence, neighborly
marginalization, crime, vandalism,
xenophobia, homosexuality, and
relations.
generational conflicts.
8. El ángel de Power, political intrigues,
Xenophobia, classism, Nazism, social
Budapest
heroism.
inequality, genocide.
Crimes, police investigation, Social inequality, classism, male
9. Gran hotel
family intrigue, love.
chauvinism.
10. Los
Crime, mystery, family,
Reconciling work and family, family
misterios de
friendship, workplace
separation, unwanted paternity, elderly.
Laura
conflicts, infidelity.

Source: Obitel Spain
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Surrogacies, serious illness in children and adolescents,
blindness or job placement of the elderly are some of the newest
social issues on the autonomous fiction, expanding the traditional
range of dominant themes.
TABLE 11b. Dominant themes of the 10 most-watched
autonomous titles
Title
Key themes
1. La Trinca:
Friendship, artistic career,
biografía no
entertainment.
autorizada
2.
Ermessenda

3. Arrayán

4. Polseres
vermelles

Power, failed relationship, love,
aristocracy, family conflicts.
Tourism, love, jealousy,
infidelity, envy, workplace
relationships, divorce, failed
relationships, manipulation,
betrayal, rumors.
Youth, illness, family, friendship,
love, self-improvement,
solidarity.

Social themes
Censorship, tourism, nationalism,
sexual liberation, dictatorship,
police repression, religion.
Power struggles, male chauvinism,
territorial wars, and social
improvements.
Work problems, blindness, elderly,
work-life balance, immigration,
social inequality, unwanted
pregnancies
Medical treatments, terminal
illness, anorexia, cancer, disabilities.

Social inequality, classism,
5. Barcelona
Love, friendship, war, solidarity. anarchism, bourgeoisie, unionism,
ciutat neutral
migration.
6. Macià
Republic, Dictatorship, separatism,
contra
Power, political confrontation. political intrigue, nationalism,
Companys
electoral process.
Family, work, love, neighborly
Inequality, class struggle, economic
7. L’alqueria relations, local customs and
problems, occupational hazards,
blanca
manners, infidelity, debts,
disease, cancer, religion, emigration.
business,
Infidelity, homosexuality,
Hotel industry, love, infidelity,
pedophilia, surrogacy, drugs,
work relations, family disputes,
religion, divorce with children,
inheritance, deceit, envy,
labor difficulties, psychiatric
8. La Riera
betrayal, gossip, corruption,
disorders, abuse, eviction, solidarity
blackmail, crime, gangs,
with the Third World and the
corruption.
excluded.
9. Terra
Rural world, sexual abuse,
Arranged marriage, sexual
baixa (Àngel love, rumor, murder, flight,
submission, abuse of power, class
Guimerà)
corruption, pursuit of happiness. struggle.
Disease, depression, loneliness,
Friendship, love, infidelity,
10. Infidels
homosexual motherhood, custody
family, motherhood, divorce.
of children.

Source: Obitel Spain
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3. Highlights of the year
Águila Roja (5,742,000 viewers and 29.1%) is, on the third
consecutive year, the favorite fiction of Spanish people and the
only title that widely exceeds five million viewers. The program
was turned into a movie in 2011 and volumes three and four of its
successful book based on the series created the previous year was
also published. The TV series continues to explore the more social
aspects of fiction set in the past, with the introduction of current
topics such as euthanasia. The long-lived dramedy Cuéntame cómo
pasó (4,336,000 viewers and 22.5%) shows again its strength after
thirteen seasons and ten years on the air. Along with Águila Roja
and Cuéntame, the drama Gran reserva (3,476,000 viewers and
18.4%), set in the vineyards of La Rioja Alta, and the cop-show Los
misterios de Laura (3,103,000 viewers and 16.6%), led by a police
inspector mother of two mischievous children, show again that
La1 is in tune with an audience that has also applauded the new
drama set in the First Spanish Republic, 14 de abril. La República
(3,515,000 viewers and 17.1%).
El barco (3,553,000 viewers and 18.9%) has been the best
premiere title of the season. Designed to replace El internado, the
new Globomedia production about a group of people who survive
a nuclear catastrophe, is the preferred series among the group
age from 13 to 24 years old (39.9% of the total viewers), with a
commercial target over 28.0%. Gran hotel (3,355,000 viewers and
18.5%), last fall’s sensation, set in the early twentieth century,
and ended its first season with similar audience results to those
of El barco. However, only nine of the thirteen episodes initially
announced were aired, in order to avoid the decline during
Christmas and to secure its second season. In contrast, the three
point dropped by Los protegidos (15.1%) compared to 2010 has sent
to the eleven place this Antena3 fantasy series starring a group of
young people with super powers.
Unlike its rivals, Tele5’s only good move seems to have been
the continuity of its comedies Aída (17.2%) and La que se avecina
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(16.1%). In addition, Aída not only gets the best result of the 16
fictions by Tele5, but also becomes the only program the network
has among the most watched in 2011. La que se avecina maintains
its share from last year, as well as the Spanish western Tierra de
lobos (15.5%).
The twelve miniseries and TV movies released this year
on national networks combine biopics of famous people and
stories inspired in recent events with two new initiatives much
more appreciated by the viewers than the other offers. Marco
(3,439,000 viewers and 17.1%), aired by Antena3, is inspired by
the Japanese anime of the same name (based itself on a story by
Edmundo d’Amicis) that was extremely successful in Spain in the
seventies, although this time the boy is Spanish and his mother
does not emigrate to Argentina, but Benidorm (Alicante). El angel
de Budapest (3,432,000 viewers and 18.7%), in La1, is a Spanish
production shot in Budapest. All actors of the show are Hungarian
except for the main character and it is based on the vicissitudes of a
somewhat Spanish Schindler, a young diplomat who helped about
5,000 Jews in the Nazi occupied Hungary in 1944. Regarding the
rest of TV movies and miniseries, the three big networks distribute
fairly evenly successes and failures. The lower results were obtained
by Operación Jaque (La1), a Spanish-Colombian miniseries based
on the release of Ingrid Betancourt (751,000 viewers and 6.6%);
Alakrana (Tele5), inspired by the kidnapping of a Spanish fishing
boat by Somali pirates (1,706,000 viewers and 9.2%); and Hoy
quiero confesar (Antena3) about the popular singer Isabel Pantoja
(1,734,000 viewers and 10.0%).
However, the very average balance of the six miniseries aired
by Tele5 in 2011 is not, by far, the worst chapter of an annus
horribilis for this network´s fiction. Cheers (2,295,571 viewers
and 12.7%), the adaptation of the NBC sitcom starring Antonio
Resines, began an unstoppable decline after a discreet start, which
led Tele5 to withdraw it after seven episodes. Even worse luck
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had the adventure series set in the seventeenth century Piratas
(2,027,000 viewers and 11.9%) and the cop-show Homicidios
(1,638,000 viewers and 12.9%). The large investment in Piratas,
Tele5’s replica of Águila Roja (La1) and Hispania (Antena3), failed
to stop the downward spiral of audience in the eighth episodes
of its first season. Homicidios suffered the same fate as the two
aforementioned, despite the debut on television of actor Eduardo
Noriega in the role of a psychologist who helps the police to
solve murders.
The rise of drama, adventure and intrigue has overshadowed,
like last year, the new comedies. Plaza de España (1,901,000
viewers and 13.5%), the only incursion of La1 in this genre, did
not convince the viewers despite the innovation involved in its
humorous look at the Spanish civil war. Los Quién (1,920,000
viewers and 10.9%), the new sitcom by Antena3 about the first
(fictional) couple who filed a divorce in Spain, was another
innovative proposal that initially seemed to have connected to the
preferred target of Antena3 on Mondays. However, it suffered a
steady loss of audience despite being relocated on Wednesday after
just a few episodes. Vida loca (1,271,000 viewers and 11.5%) was
not anywhere near as successful as its predecessor Siete vidas (19992006), despite of Tele5’s attempt of recapture the spirit of the
latter, even by casting the main character of the first two seasons
of Siete vidas, Toni Cantó.
The three co-productions with Telemundo in 2011 have not
fared much better. The second season of Gavilanes in Antena3
(2,050,000 viewers and 10.6%), an adaptation of the telenovela
Pasión de gavilanes, lost this year more than two points. La reina del
sur, based on the novel by Arturo Pérez-Reverte, had to be content
with 2,344,000 viewers (12,2%), although it was even worse for the
above mentioned miniseries Operación Jaque (La1), penultimate in
the annual ranking of TV fiction.
Without minimizing the investing effort of the large networks
in quality fiction, it is necessary to emphasize the exploration
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regarding genres (musical comedy), formats (docuseries) and
topics (convalescence in a hospital) carried by the Catalan station
TV3. The most interesting release this year is, without a doubt,
Polseres vermelles (511,000 viewers and 16.0%), a drama set in a
children’s hospital in Barcelona and starring a group of kids and
adolescents hospitalized for serious illnesses. The creator and
writer, Albert Espinosa, compensates for the suffering of patients
and their families with a good deal of tenderness and humor,
making a realist portrait where the spirit of self-improvement
stands out above adversity. The series is one of the most active on
the Internet, has received numerous awards and nominations, and
has been exported to a number of countries19.
TV3 has also innovated with Secrets de Xangai (231,000 and
13.4%), the first Spanish-Chinese co-production about a group of
Chinese immigrants living in Barcelona. It was a serial designed to
be aired during the summer break of La Riera. Its main objective
was to bring closer to Catalan people the largely unknown Chinese
community that has a growing population and an increasing
economic weight. Autonomous public channels’ comedy gets
mixed results, although the only successes are the TV movie
by TV3 La trinca, biografia no autoritzada (700,000 viewers and
23.0%), which leads the autonomous channels ranking, and the
series La revoltosa (137,000 viewers and 17.2%), the first attempt of
own production of TVCanarias.

4. Transmedia reception
After the main role of Facebook in 2010 (whose founder,
Mark Zuckerberg, was announced “person of the year” by Time
Magazine), 2011 has been the year of Twitter, which has become

Antena3 has bought the broadcasting rights of Polseres vermelles, which may be aired on
Neox.

19
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the second social network in Spain20. TV networks have not
hesitated to seize the momentum generated by this microblogging
site to explore the interactive potential between television fiction
and audience. Once again, Antena3 is ahead of other networks
with the creation of the Twittersodes21 of its hit series El barco.
This section examines the transmedia offer of eight series
belonging to the national top 10 in 2011, plus Polseres vermelles,
from the autonomous public channels ranking. To do so, the
official websites of each production have been analyzed, and we
have gathered a total of 1,587 comments published by Internet
users, 875 signed as females, 352 signed as males, and 360
pseudonyms or names with unclear sex identifiers, which shows
the clear predominance of women’s feedback. This is followed by a
more detailed reception analysis of transmedia reception of Águila
Roja, the most watched fiction in 2011.

4.1 Transmedia offer
The data collected in Table 12 suggests that transmedia
interaction is directly related to the type of transmedia proposal
(also called “web format”). Thus, all official websites allow Internet
users to interactive online viewing, while providing exclusive
products and allowing interaction with main characters and/or
creators of the fiction. Examples of exclusive resources of Web 2.0
range from innovative proposals, such as the Twittersodes, to digital
meetings with the main characters of most fictions. There are also
contests (Gran reserva, Águila Roja), guides to show relations among
characters (Gran hotel) or a premium online pay-per-view (Aída),
among others.
Transmedia interaction on Facebook and Twitter, however,
20
However, Facebook is still hegemonic (89.9% of social network users), followed by Twitter with 36.9%. See Navegantes en la Red - 14º Encuesta AIMC a usuarios de Internet. OctoberDecember 2011, http://download.aimc.es/aimc/f5g9/macro2011.pdf [27 February 2012].
21
See note 17.
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could be defined as “interactive live”. That is, it interacts with viewers
during the broadcast (although, frequently, comments are also
posted at other times). The promotion of specific hashtags aimed
to be trending topics is common, as well as direct interpellations
to Internet users and fans in the Facebook wall to generate buzz
before and after the airing (an aspect further accentuated at the
end of the season). However, there also are exceptions, such as
the official Facebook and Twitter of Gran reserva (TVE1) or the
official Facebook of 14 de abril. La República (TVE1), where the
administrators do not intervene during the broadcast of the
episodes. This fact may be related to the older (and consequently
less active on the Internet) profile of their viewers.
The type of transmedia interaction on forums is often
characterized by not having any interventions of official
administrators that interact with viewers during the airings. This
fact is consistent with the more spontaneous spirit of this type of
resource, which seems to be mostly managed by Internet users.
The more “community” character of forums could explain, at least
in part, the fact that two out of three cases of creative interactivity
from our sample come from the official forums of Águila Roja and
El barco. They include a space for “creations” of Internet users
inspired on the fictions (fanfic, avatars, drawings, compilations of
best moments, photo albums, etc.). The third example refers to a
contest promoted by La1 on the official website of Gran reserva,
and aimed to create labels for the bottles of wine from the fictional
wineries of the series.
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TABLE 1. The Top Ten viewed from a transmedia perspective: Types
of interactions and dominant practices
Fiction

Channel

1 Águila Roja TVE1

2

Cuéntame
cómo pasó

TVE1

Transmedia
proposal

14 de
4 abril. La
República

Levels of
interactivity

Dominant
practices

Story
Actors/actresses
Aesthetics
Official
Interactive live Active Self-reflection
Facebook
Pragmatics
Official Twitter Interactive live Active Social issues
Complaints
Official Forum Interactive
Creative Conversation
Official website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Official website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Interactive live

Active

Interactive

Active

Official
Facebook
Official Forum

3 El barco

Type of
transmedia
interaction

Story
Actors/actresses
Aesthetics
Self-reflection
Pragmatics
Social issues
Conversation

Story
Actors/actresses
Behavior
Official
Interactive live Active Aesthetics
Antena3 Facebook
Self-reflection
Official Forum Interactive
Creative Pragmatics
Complaints
Official Twitter Interactive live Active Conversation

TVE1

Official website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Official website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Official
Facebook

Interactive

Active

Official Forum

Interactive

Active

Creative Story
Actors/actresses
Self-reflection
Official
Interactive
Active Pragmatics
Facebook
Social issues
Official Forum Interactive
Active Complaints
Official Twitter Interactive live Active Conversation
Official website

5 Gran reserva TVE1

Transmedia
viewing

Story
Actors/actresses
Behavior
Self-reflection
Pragmatics
Social issues
Complaints
Conversation
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Fiction

6 Aída

Channel

Tele5

Transmedia
proposal

Type of
transmedia
interaction

Levels of
interactivity

Official website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Official
Facebook

Interactive live

Active

Twitter

Interactive live

Active

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Interactive live

Active

Official Twitter Interactive live

Active

Official website
Official
7 Gran Hotel Antena3 Facebook

8

9

Los misterios
TVE1
de Laura

Polseres
Vermelles

TV3

Official website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Official
Facebook

Interactive

Active

Official Twitter

Interactive

Active

Official website

Transmedia
viewing

Active

Interactive live

Active

Official Twitter Interactive live

Active

Official
Facebook

Dominant
practices
Story
Actors/actresses
Behavior
Aesthetics
Self-reflection
Pragmatics
Social issues
Complaints
Conversation
Story
Actors/actresses
Behavior
Aesthetics
Self-reflection
Pragmatics
Complaints
Conversation
Story
Actors/actresses
Self-reflection
Pragmatics
Complaints
Conversation
Story
Actors/actresses
Aesthetics
Self-reflection
Pragmatics
Complaints
Conversation

Source: Obitel Spain

“Plots” and “characters” are the narrative elements most
discussed by Internet users. Thus, 51.1% of female posts (447
out of 875) and 73.0% of male comments (257 out of 352) are
about plots, while 26.7% of female messages (234 comments)
and 47.2% of males (257 comments) mention the characters.
References to “settings”, however, are rare (six women and one
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man). Men tend to sign more posts about “actors/actresses” than
women (23.6% and 83 male comments versus 8.7% and 76 female
comments). In addition, men also turn characters in “aesthetic
models” more often than women (6.3% and 22 male messages
versus 1.4% and 12 messages), while the latter lead the category
of “behavioral models” with 53 comments (6.1%) versus only one
male comment (0.3%). “Self-reflection” comments, about Internet
users themselves, have also been written mostly by women (19.7%
and 172 female comments versus 3.7% and 13 male comments).
More “pragmatic” 22 topics, however, are almost even (10.6%
and 93 female comments versus 13.9% and 49 male comments).
7.1% of men (25 messages) mention “social issues” tackled on
the programs, while only two women (0.2%) address this issue.
Finally, we need to note that women complain more often than
men (6.6% and 58 messages versus 1.4% and 5 messages), and
they also chat more than men (23.3% and 204 comments versus
9.7% and 34 comments, respectively).
In conclusion, it appears that networks usually tend to use
the official website as a “mother ship”, as a source for most of
their transmedia content that later on is spread through the social
networks. Thus, Facebook and Twitter act as a soundbox for
messages, and are an easy and quick way to interact with Internet
users. Regarding levels of interactivity, it should be noted that most
users answer to the stimuli, but rarely become content producers.

4.2 Analysis of transmedia reception in Águila Roja
The sample of Águila Roja (La1) includes Facebook and
Twitter messages related to the last five episodes of season four
(aired between November 21st and December 19th). As shown in
the table below, Facebook is the preferred social network by its
followers.
22

Comments encouraging users to do something, such as calls, using specific hashtags, etc.
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TABLE 2. Number of visits and comments per day or emission
(social networks)
Episodes/Day Popularity level23 Comments

Feedback24

Episode 48

100%

39

226 Facebook / 6 Twitter

Episode 47

100%

18

294 Facebook / 24 Twitter

Episode 46

97%

45

444Facebook / 25 Twitter

Episode 45

100%

35

274 Facebook / 22 Twitter

Episode 44

100%

40

304 Facebook / 27 Twitter

Total 5

99%

177

1542 Facebook / 104 Twitter

Source: Obitel Spain

The more discussed topics are consistent with the results
of the analysis in the previous section. Thus, poetic function
gathers most of the comments regarding the content of the series,
especially by referring to the failed love story between the hero
(Gonzalo/Águila Roja) and his sister-in-law Margarita.
Emotive function is closely related to the above, since a number
of complains and compliments refer to plots and characters and
occasionally mention -implicitly or explicitly- the member of the
crew and the writers. The messages of encouragement and criticism
to actors and actresses are also common. Sometimes criticism of a
character is linked to the actor or actress who plays him or her, as
for example with pirate Mariana (Mónica Cruz). However, when
the complaints refer to Gonzalo´s attitude, there is a tendency
to excuse the actor (David Janer), and instead the writers are the
ones to be blamed for the cool attitude of this character towards
Margarita.
Internet users’ comments about themselves (self-reflection)
are rare, while in contrast requests and questions directed to
According to the oficialofficial website [27 February 2012]
Facebook recommendations and Tweets regarding the video of the episode on the official
website.

23
24
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the production team and writers are more common. Hence,
the conative function is dominant on those petitions for the
fiction to continue for several more seasons and the wish of plots
being focused on the story of Gonzalo and Margarita. Some
messages structured around the poetic function, however, request
information about subtitles or online viewing.
References to the context of the fiction (referential function)
are unusual and the biggest concern seems to be the show may be
cancelled25. There also are allusions to the film based on the series,
the quality of previous seasons or the incorporation of famous
actors into the cast.
Metalinguistic function is shown on those comments
regarding plausibility. Some Internet users criticize the ongoing
“coincidences” encountered by the main character, and some
people even complain about the lack of historical accuracy (for
example, the use of explosives on the seventeenth century).
However, other Internet users indicate that it is a fiction, which
justifies certain licenses, or they remind the rest of the community
that the series is an entertainment program. Comments also show
some knowledge of writers’ practices, and they try to “negotiate”
with them (for example, accepting the tug of war between
Margarita and Gonzalo in exchange for an elaborated ending).
Phatic function is primarily concerned with the online viewing
and its problems.

25
On February 3rd, 2012, the Board of Directors of RTVE issued a statement to end the
rumours regarding the imminent cancellation of Águila Roja and Cuéntame cómo pasó. See
http://www.rtve.es/rtve/20120203/nota-del-consejo-administracion-rtve-sobre-aguila-rojacuentame/495277.shtml [29 February 2012].
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TABLE 3. Types of comments posted
Episodes/ Comments
Day
per episode

Ep. 48
19/12/11

Ep. 47
12/12/11

Ep. 46
5/12/11

39

18

45

Type of dominant
comments
Story (26 comments)
Characters (26
comments)
Producers/Crew/Writers
(9 comments)
Conversation (8
comments)
Complaints/Criticism (7
comments)
Actors/Actresses (6
comments)
Network (3 comments)
Self-reflection (2
comments)
Aesthetics (1 comment)
Story (15 comments)
Characters (6 comments)
Complaints/Criticism (5
comments)
Actors/Actresses (4
comments)
Producers/Crew/Writers
(4 comments)
Schedules (3 comments)
Soundtrack (2 comments)
Self-reflection (2
comments)
Settings (1 comment)
Story (31 comments)
Characters (28
comments)
Actors/Actresses (10
comments)
Producers/Crew/Writers
(4 comments)
Complaints/Criticism (4
comments)
Self-reflection (3
comments)
Network (2 comments)
Pragmatics (2 comments)
(1 comment)
Aesthetics (1 comment)

Type of
Internet users
Internet users
comments
comments
Poetic function
(dominant)
Emotive
function
8 comments Conative
refer to other function
Internet users Referential
function
Metalinguistic
function
Phatic function

Poetic function
(dominant)
Emotive
1 comment
function
refer to other Conative
Internet users function
Referential
function
Metalinguistic
function
Phatic function

Poetic function
(dominant)
Emotive
12 comments
function
refer to other
Conative
Internet users
function
Referential
function
Metalinguistic
function
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Episodes/ Comments
Day
per episode

Ep. 45
28/11/11

Ep. 44
21/11/11

35

40

Type of dominant
comments
Story (28 comments)
Characters (20
comments)
Actors/Actresses (9
comments)
Producers/Crew/Writers
(9 comments)
Complaints/Criticism (8
comments)
Network (1 comment)
Pragmatics (4 comments)
Soundtrack (1 comment)
Story (23 comments)
Characters (23
comments)
Actors/Actresses (12
comments)
Complaints/Criticism (10
comments)
Network (2 comments)
Producers/Crew/Writers
(3 comments)
Self-reflection (2
comments)

Type of
Internet users
Internet users
comments
comments

Poetic function
(dominant)
3 comments
Emotive
refer to other
function
Internet users
Referential
function
Metalinguistic
function

Poetic function
(dominant)
Emotive
5 comments function
refer to other Conative
Internet users function
Referential
function
Metalinguistic
function

Source: Obitel Spain

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of TV fiction
Exports of Spanish TV fiction began to acquire some relevance
since 2000. Despite some exceptions, up to that moment most
of the international sales were literary adaptations of TVE and,
in the mid-1990s, some successful comedies were also exported.
Latin America was the preferred market. Since 2003, when FAPAE
starts to register TV fiction exports, foreign sales have increased
46.7% representing, approximately, 25.0% of producers’
income26. Attempting to boost exports, in May the largest Spanish
fiction producer, Globomedia, joined Newen Network, the main
26
Data provided by FAPAE to Variety, regarding the period between 2003 and 2010. See
www.variety.com (29 September 2011).
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export network of television formats in Europe. Newen is an open
network that offers its member the possibility to increase their
international sales and to improve the conditions of purchase of
programs for the domestic market.
Sales revenue have an uneven impact on the networks,
depending on the degree of participation, ranging from the
production itself (an increasingly rare form) to external production,
co-production or collaboration on the project in exchange for
broadcasting rights. Co-production with companies other than
production firms is another formula that could be multiplied in
coming years due to the good results of the serial of La1 Amar en
tiempos revueltos. Its international sales rights are hold by Telefónica,
in exchange for the three millions of Euros contributed annually27.
Along with the substantial increase in the quality of the
domestic fiction, there are some other structural and cultural
aspects contributing to the expansion of the Spanish fiction
market in recent years. Some of the most notably are the
enormous capacity of absorption of Eastern European countries,
the increase of format adaptations in Europe and America, and
the co-productions with Latin American companies. 2009 was a
turning point in the export of Spanish TV fiction, by penetrating
the North American market with the release of Libro de familia on
V-Me and Amar en tiempos revueltos on Telemundo.
Public financing to miniseries and TV movies of cultural
interest is channeled through the Instituto de Cinematografía
y de las Artes Audiovisuales (ICAA), which in November 2011
signed an agreement with the Instituto de Crédito Oficial, aimed
to regulate the granting of credits to independent producers28.
The ICAA also participates on the Fundación Cultural Privada
constituted with MEDIA Desk (one of the Spanish offices of
EU´s MEDIA program), EGEDA and FAPAE.
27
28

See www.elpais.es 19 February 2012.
See http://www.mcu.es/cine/docs/CONVENIO_ICO_obras2014.pdf.
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TABLE 1a. Indicators of media ownership (national) 2011

Grupo Ganga
Hill Valley
Isla Producciones

TV
Channel
La1
Antena3
Tele5
Tele5
La1
La1
Tele5
Antena3
Tele5
La1
Antena3
Tele5
LaSexta
La1
La1
Tele5

K2000

La2

MediaPro

La1

Multipark Ficción

Tele5

NotroTV
Pentagrama Films
Plural Entertainment
Producciones Aparte
Sagrera Audiovisual
Tri-Neo Films

Antena3
La1
Tele5
Antena3
Antena3
Tele5
La1
La2
Tele5

Production Company
Bambú Producciones
Big Bang Media
Brutal Media
Distinto Films
DLO Producciones
Fausto Producciones
Ficciona Media
Globomedia

National
100%

TVE

Videomedia
Alba Adriática (90% Grupo
José Luis Moreno; 10%
Tele5
Mediaset España)
Antena3 (Planeta
De Agostini: 44,3%;
Autocartera: 6%; UFA
Antena3
Foreign
Investment Film Und Fernseh GMBH
(20,5%; Others: 29,9%)
(%)
Antena3 Films (Planeta
De Agostini: 44,3%;
Autocartera: 6%; UFA
Antena3
Film Und Fernseh GMBH
(20,5%; Others: 29,9%)

Distributor
Export

Total

-

3

ZZJ NYS
Televisión

2
2
2
2
2

Imagina International Sales

4
6

Veralia
Imagina International Sales
Imagina International Sales
Imagina International Sales
Vértice Sales
-

2
3
2

RTVE

4

3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

Veralia

3

Grupo José Luis
Moreno

3

-

2

-

2
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Production Company

TV
Channel
La1
Antena3

Distributor
Export

Diagonal TV (100%
Endemol España
Gestmusic Endemol)
Gestmusic (100 % Endemol:
Goldman Sachs, Mediaset
Antena3
Endemol España
Silvio Berlusconi y Mediaset
España)
La1
Ida y Vuelta (Boomerang
Boomerang Tv
Antena3
International
TV: 3i: 40%)
Tele5
Producciones Mandarina
(Mediaset Investimenti SPA: Tele5
Mediaset España
41,2%; PRISA: 17,3%; FreeForeign
float: 39,9%).
Investment Tele5 (Mediaset Investimenti
(%)
SPA: 41,2%; PRISA: 17,3%; Tele5
Mediaset España
Free-float: 39,9%).
Tele5 Cinema (Mediaset
Investimenti SPA: 41,2%;
Tele5
Mediaset España
PRISA: 17,3%; Free-float:
39,9%).
Tom Collins Production
Tele5
España (100% Tom Collins
Production)
Zentropa Spain (50%
Nordisk Film; 25% Lars von
Tele5
Trier y 25% Peter Aalbæk
Jensen; 25% employees)
Foreing
Paraíso Pictures
La1
Antena3 NBC Universal
subsidiary Telemundo
22 Spain
4 Italy
2 Holland
33 Spain
5 Spain
2 Germany
Total
2 USA
1 Denmark
1 United Kingdom
3 USA
Source: Obitel Spain

Total
4

3

5

3

3

3

2

2
2
3
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TABLE 1b. Indicators of media ownership
(autonomous channels) 2011
Production Company
Aurea Documentary
BocaBoca
Editorial Compostela
Estrategia Audiovisual S.L
Factotum Barcelona
Fair Play
Fausto producciones
Ficción Producciones

TV
Channel
TV3
ETB2
IB3
TVG
TV3
TV3
TV3
TV3
TVG

Distributor
Export
Veralia

Filmax
Filmax
TV3
International
IB3
IB3
EPRTVIB
Autonomous La Nutria Produccions
TV3
channels
Minoria Absoluta
TV3
Imagina
Nadie es perfecto
Canal9
International
Sales
Nova Televisió
IB3
Imagina
Ovídeo Films
TV3
International
Sales
Pausoka
ETB1
Prodigius Cinema
TV3
RTVV
Canal9
TVC
TV3
CCMA
Voz Audiovisual
TVG
Diagonal TV (100%
TV3
Endemol
Gestmusic Endemol)
España
Doble Diez Comunicación TVCanarias Boomerang Tv
Foreign
(Boomerang TV: 3i: 40%)
International
investment
Endemol
(%)
Gestmusic (100% Endemol)
TV3
España
Linze TV (100% Gestmusic CanalSur Endemol
Endemol)
España
Foreign
Shanghai Media Group
TV3
subsidiary
20 Spain
24 Spain
1 United Kingdom
8 Spain
Total
1 China
3 Holland
1 China

Source: Obitel Spain

Total
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
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As usual, the ten most watched programs of the year
are Spanish and, this time, there are no Ibero-American coproductions but only one co-production with Bulgaria between
TVE and a Spanish producer (DLO), with casting and settings
primarily Hungarian. Among the ten most watched autonomous
public channels’ programs, however, there are no fictions with a
transnational nature.
TABLE 2. The transnational on the 10 top fictional
programming in 2011
Casting and locations of the top 10
Country of origin
author/creator
National
Obitel
Not Obitel

Marco

El ángel de
Budapest

1
1

Producers* and Casting 5 main
co-producers
characters
-

R. Campos, G. R.
Neira, C. Garrido,
M. Gómez and
N. Pérez de la Paz
(novel Edmondo de
Amicis)

Antena3
and Bambú
Producciones

Á. Aranda Llamas
(novela Diego
Carcedo)

TVE y DLO

2

1 Antena3
and Bambú
Producciones
1 TVE and DLO

Total

Source: Obitel Spain

Sergi MéndezEsp
Raúl del PozoEsp
Ariadna Gil-Esp
Mercedes
Sampietro-Esp
Ernesto AlterioArg
Francis LorenzoEsp
Kata Gáspár
-Hun
Tamás SzabóHun
Anna Allen-Esp
Ana FernándezEsp
-

Locations
or
narratives
-

Spain

Hungary

1 Spain
1 Hungary
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Mexico, Argentina, and the U.S. are the largest importers of
Spanish TV fiction in America. In Europe, Spain mainly exports
to Germany, Bulgaria, Russia and Poland. On the other hand,
for the most part Spain buys telenovelas from the U.S., Mexico,
Argentina, Colombia and Venezuela; series and TV movies
from English speaking U.S. networks, and TV movies from
Germany. The cop-show Cuenta atrás (2007-2008) has been the
most exported Spanish program, with sales to over 60 countries
and some successful adaptations, such as the one by the German
network RTL (recently acquired by the first French network TF1).
The number one in the 2011 ranking is Águila Roja, sold to 29
countries and it may have an Italian adaptation. The youth drama
Física o química (Antena3) has been the most exported program
in Ibero-America, from all those aired in 2011, followed by the
dramedy Cuéntame cómo pasó (La1).
TABLE 3a. Audience and transnational connections (national) 2011
TV flows and cultural and linguistic proximity – premiere titles
Countries
where from the
programming is
imported

Countries where to the programming is
exported

National

-

-

Obitel

4

10

Not
Obitel

-

6

Spain

Argentina (2),
Colombia (1),
USA (4) Mexico
(2)

Argentina (5), Brazil (1), Chile (4), Colombia
(2), Ecuador (3), USA (7), Mexico (5), Portugal
(4), Uruguay (4), Venezuela (2)

Not
Obitel

-

Cuba (1) Puerto Rico (2), Peru (2), Nicaragua
(1), Panama (1), Paraguay (1)

Total

4

16

Source: Obitel Spain
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TABLE 3b. Audience and transnational connections
(autonomous channels) 2011
TV flows and cultural and linguistic proximity – premiere titles
Countries where from the
programming is imported

Countries where to the
programming is exported

National

-

-

Obitel

3

2

Spain

Colombia (2), Mexico (5),
Venezuela (3)

USA (1), Mexico (1)

Total

3

2

Source: Obitel Spain

The interest of the United States on the Spanish products
during MIPCOM in October 2010 was realized in 2011 through
different unprecedented operations. Thus, this year ABC Family
has acquired the adaptation rights of the sketches comedy La pecera
de Eva, of Isla Producciones. ABC has bought the sitcom Aquí
no hay quien viva and the sketches comedy Escenas de matrimonio,
both from Miramon Mendi productions, and the drama Polseres
vermelles, from Filmax, which will have a North-American
adaptation by Marta Kauffman, creator of Friends. Meanwhile,
V-Me will broadcast Polseres Vermelles on its original version, which
can also be seen in Mexico, Finland and South Corea. At the time
of writing this report, Telemundo had just successfully released
the adaptation of the youth TV series Física o química (Relaciones
peligrosas) as a telenovela. This confirms, once again the Latin
America’s preference for drama adaptations, in imports as well as
exports, while Anglo-Saxons are just beginning to show interest for
the comedy Made in Spain.
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1. Context in the United States
Migration from Latin America and changes on immigration
laws are regular news in the U.S. Hispanic television media.
Hispanic journalists tend to position themselves as defenders of
Latin American immigrants in the U.S., who have historically
been marginalized by the mainstream media. Recently, Univision’s
News President, Isaac Lee, remarked to The New Yorker that the
network is openly committed to pro-Hispanic immigration reform.
Furthermore, Sergio Bendixen, a leading Hispanic public-opinion
researcher, commented that a network like Univision is considered
to be the institution that protects Latin Americans in the U.S. and
fights the institutions that abuse them (Auletta, 2012).
Latino media have been more oriented toward serving the
needs and interests of the community, and at times have worked as
advocates on behalf of Latinos (Castañeda, 2008). For example, the
On behalf of OBITEL, we want to express our profound recognition to Sabrina Crow,
Senior Vice-President of Marketing and Media and Cecilia Masola Client Solution Associate at Nielsen Media Research, for supporting the present study and for their invaluable
contribution to the field of Hispanic television research. The USA chapter was also possible
through the collaboration Wendy Yuen Ting Chen, a Ph.D. student from the Department
of Media, Culture, and Communication at New York University
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Spanish-language media were crucial in disseminating the goals of
pro-immigration activists and mobilizing people during the 2006
marches for immigrant rights. Local newspaper columnists and
radio personalities, such as “El Piolín,” encouraged the public to
participate in the marches and debates.
The immigration debate has increased the visibility and
prominence of Spanish-language media and has underscored what
Census data revealed – Latinos can no longer be ignored. According
to the data, the Hispanic population is growing four times faster
than the total population and now accounts for 58 percent of the
overall growth of the U.S. population. More importantly, according
to the Pew Hispanic Center, births have surpassed immigration
as the main cause of growth in the U.S. Hispanic market. Since
2000, children born in the U.S. – the majority of whom are second
generation – have driven the exponential growth in the Hispanic
population. In fact, U.S.-born Hispanics in the 18-to-34-year-old
demographic will outnumber immigrants almost two to one in
2020. And by 2042, white Americans will be considered a “white
minority” (Sutter, 2011).
The xenophobic undertones that sometimes are present in
the immigration debate can be seen as a reflection of the anxiety
and existentialist crisis of a country that is more and more being
represented by a mestizo (mixed) face. Time magazine acknowledged
the rising economic and political power of the Latino population
in its March 2011 cover that featured a diverse set of Latino faces
with the Spanish headline (a first in the publication’s history) “Yo
Decido.” Recall that Time featured a mulatto face on the cover of its
special issue two decades earlier to signal that immigrants would
inevitably change the face of America.
With the rapid growth of the Hispanic population, it should
come as no surprise that the six major Hispanic networks,
Univision, Telemundo, Telefutura, Azteca America, Estrella TV
and V-Me, continue to expand across the U.S. market, thereby
shaping the face of American television.
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1.1 Audiovisual context in the United States
The Latino population keeps growing in the United States,
maintaining the rhythm of their rising purchasing power and the
Hispanic market that have been the precondition of the continuing
boom of the expansion of the Spanish-language television industry.
In 2011, V-Me became the sixth television broadcasting Hispanic
network to achieve national coverage status, certified by Nielsen.
V-Me is then the youngest of the networks to join the group of
national broadcasters integrated by Azteca América, Estrella TV,
Telemundo, Telefutura and Univision.
National broadcasting television networks in the United States
Private TV Networks (6)
Azteca America
Estrella TV
Telemundo
Telefutura
Univision
V-Me

In early 2012, Fox and Colombian RCN announced their
plans to launch in fall 2012 a new broadcasting network to compete
against Univision and Telemundo. The growth in broadcast
television has also been mirrored in the explosive growth of Latino
cable television, where Galavisión (owned by Univision) exercise
a long lasting hegemony in ratings, followed by an increasingly
more successful Fox Deportes, Mun2, ESPN Deportes, CNN
en Español, Discovery en Español, Gol TV and Nuvo (formely
SíTV). The number of cable television networks has grown
to more than 75 (Coffey, 2009) and keeps growing. Just in late
2011, Univision announced its interest in launching a news cable
channel in partnership with ABC/Disney, targeting the growing
population of English speaking Latinos. This decision is key for
Univision’s future success in the context of a slow transition of
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Spanish-language networks as appealing media outlets for second,
and third generation English speaking Latinos.

1.2 Current media environment
Telemundo positioned itself as the fastest growing network
among key demographics, regardless of language, delivering 32
percent share of the Spanish-language television audience during
the Monday through Friday primetime slot, thanks in no small part
to the record-breaking success of its telenovela La Reina del Sur. The
telenovela averaged nearly three million viewers during the month
of May, surpassing ABC and CBS in the hour among adults aged
18 to 34, and became the highest rated program among men aged
18 to 34 at the 10 pm slot, regardless of language. Its finale on May
30th ranked number one and outperformed all English-language
networks in the 18 to 34 and 18 to 49 demographic.
Telemundo seeks to expand its network internationally in
order to compete successfully with its rival Univision. Early in 2012,
Telemundo announced its partnership with Argos Television to
produce telenovelas and series in Mexico. Moreover, Telemundo
signed a three-year global distribution agreement with Mexico’s
Cadena 3 and Venezuela’s Televen to distribute 600 hours of
programming in the international market, except in Mexico and
Venezuela.
In spite of Telemundo’s growth, Univision continues to be
the leading Spanish-language network, reaching 95 percent of the
Hispanic TV households. Univision is the fifth-ranked broadcast
network and the third among adults under the age of 34, regardless
of language. Univision finished the 2010-2011 season as the only
“top five network” whose audience increased in key demographics
while ABC, CBS, NBC, and FOX reported audience decline.
For example, Univision’s news programming saw an incremental
audience increase among adults aged 18 to 49, with Sunday’s
public affair program Al Punto up by five percent and the evening
national news show, Noticiero Univision, up by four percent.
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What continues to make Univision the leading Hispanic
network are its telenovelas, which bring in 70 to 75 percent of
the network’s revenue. Most of these telenovelas are produced by
the private Mexican media conglomerate Televisa. For example,
the premiere of the Mexican telenovela Teresa reached about five
million viewers, positioning Univision in third place and beating
ABC and NBC. The telenovela’s finale reached 10.3 million
viewers. And the Monday two-hour finale of La Fuerza del Destino
reached nearly eight million viewers, which placed Univision as
the number one broadcast network, regardless of language, on
Monday night across all main demographics. This telenovela’s
finale marked the 40th night Univision ranked as the number one
network among adults aged 18 to 49 and the 91st night Univision
ranked number one in the 18 to 34 demographic.
Azteca America continued growing with advertising revenues
in 2011 of $74.6 millions, higher than the $69.8 millions of 2010.
Azteca America represented the 9.43 percent of the total income
of its Mexican matrix corporation TV Azteca. In contrast, TV
Azteca’s income from worldwide programming sales represented
only 1.96 percent of the total sales (excluding Azteca America).
The network restarted the production and broadcast of its
Noticiero Nacional Azteca America. The reality show La Academia
and soccer games from the Mexican League keep attracting the
highest audience numbers to the network.
Azteca America continues the consolidation of its networks’
national distribution. At the beginning of the year, the largest
group of television station affiliates, Una Vez Más, migrated its
television stations into a full power status in Dallas and Houston
and acquired a full power station to distribute its signal in the area
of San Francisco, Oakland, and San Jose, California. The network
declares to have presence in 75 markets and to reach 68 percent of
the Hispanic households in the United States. The McGraw Hill
Group sold its television stations (Denver, San Diego, Bakersfield,
Forth Collins, and Colorado Springs) to the E.W. Scripps Groups.
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The Estrella TV network was launched nationwide in 2009,
reaching 68 percent of U.S. Hispanic households, and was added
to Nielsen ratings a year later. It continues to expand and was
recently launched in key markets such as Chicago and Seattle.
During the July sweeps period, Estrella TV positioned itself as
the fastest growing U.S. broadcast network in the principal adult
demographics. Moreover, Estrella TV surpassed all U.S. broadcast
networks, regardless of language, in ratings growth within the 18
to 49 demographic – a 25 percent increase in primetime. And in
the 18 to 34 demographic, the network was up by 40 percent. Net
revenues for the network increased a total of 14 percent. The most
notable aspect of Estrella TV is that its programming favors the
variety show format as well as reality, game, and talk shows over
telenovelas. The network’s continuous expansion highlights that
there is ample room for such formats to grow because of demand.
Not to be outdone, Univision launched the reality television
series Q’Viva! The Chosen that follows Latin pop stars Jennifer
Lopez and Marc Anthony as they travel throughout Latin America
to recruit dancers, singers, and musicians for their Las Vegas show.
The series, currently airing on Univision, is set to premiere on
FOX in March 2012. Moreover, the three-hour finale of the dance
competition Mira Quién Baila! (based on the American show
Dancing with the Stars) reached 9.2 million viewers, making it the
highest-ranked American-produced Spanish-language reality show
in the network’s history.
Moreover, PRISA, the Spanish media conglomerate, has the
potential of changing the face of Spanish-language television in
the United States because the group is strengthening its position
within the Hispanic media market. The sales of Spanish television
have increased 46.7 percent since 2003, and exports have grown
9.2 percent from last year (De Pablos, 2011). The Boat is among its
most successful exported programs that has been sold to 23 countries,
including Televisa Mexico, and V-Me in the United States.
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PRISA acquired 12 percent of V-Me Media Inc., the
corporation owner of the national network in Spanish-language
V-Me, a network that is just behind Univision and Telemundo
when it comes to Hispanic household’s national distribution.
PRISA direct investment in V-Me will make it the majority
shareholder. Furthermore, PRISA bought Liberty Acquisition
Holding Corp, giving the corporation more freedom in terms
of licenses. Even more important is the fact that PRISA’s digital
properties reached more than 15 million unique users per month
last year.

1.3 Demographic shifts in Hispanic population and the growing
digital media offer
Following the Census results that highlight the Hispanic
population as the fastest growing consumer segment in the U.S.
and now controls $1 trillion of the nation’s $11 trillion in buying
power, Univision expanded its Client Development Group (CDG)
and created a Distribution Partnership Marketing Group (DPMG)
to assist marketers in tailoring their messages for Hispanic
consumers. Univision’s in-house ad agency that is in charge of
market research and production of television advertisements has
helped the network land accounts with 90 new brands, including
Dr. Pepper, Samsung, and Starbucks (Cook, 2011).
Telemundo for its part introduced “The Shift” during its
upfront presentation. “The Shift” is a concept that acknowledges
the changing cultural landscape of the U.S. due to the dramatic
growth in the Hispanic population. The goal is to shift the
marketing strategy from “niche to mainstream,” from “one
language to two,” from “exclusion to inclusion.” In short, this
concept describes the need for marketers to diversify their strategies
in order to attract the heterogeneous Latin population. However,
despite such efforts, corporate America has not caught on with
the nation’s shifting demographics. According to the Association
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of Hispanic Advertising Agencies, more than half of the nation’s
top 500 advertisers spent less than one percent of their advertising
budgets on ads to reach the Latino audience. In general, the top
500 advertisers spent 5.4 percent of their budgets on Hispanic
media (Cook, 2011).
Recognizing that Latinos have outpaced the general
population in accessing and downloading digital media and
using social media, both Univision and Telemundo are beginning
to create their content for an online platform, engendering the
“webnovela” (sub) genre. For example, Univision premiered No
me Hallo, featuring the well-known Mexican actress Angélica
Vale, on its website www.NovelasySeries.com. The webisodes were
available via smartphones on the Univision and Univision Video
apps. Viewers could further interact with the novela by visiting its
Facebook and Twitter page and the forum on Univision’s website.
Telemundo went a step further and directly collaborated with
the clothing brand Old Navy to produce its first-ever webnovela
Estilos Robados. The webisodes were available on the “Estilos
Robados” tab on Old Navy’s Facebook page and on Old Navy’s
Latino YouTube channel. At the end of each episode, the audience
was asked to choose between two outfits for the protagonist to wear
in the following episode. The outfit that the audience chose would
decide the fate of the character. For example, episode two ends
with the protagonist Isabella being mugged. Images of her sparkly,
silver heels and of her golden wallet appear as the narrator asks the
audience “For which accessory should she risks it all? Vote now”
The following episode sees the protagonist keeping her shoes and
giving up her wallet.
Product placement and brand integration is nothing new in
telenovelas. In fact, Telemundo partnered with T-Mobile earlier in
the year for its telenovela Los Herederos del Monte, which featured
the characters using T-Mobile phones to capture videos. The
videos then appeared on future episodes. T-Mobile ads offered
viewers the keyword needed to access the videos immediately on
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their smartphones. However, brand marketing is becoming more
aggressive and blatant – Estilos Robados was essentially a 35-minute
advertisement for Old Navy whereby the melodramatic plot took
a backseat. A final example of this is Telemundo’s partnership
with L’Oreal USA to launch “Club de Noveleras”, the network’s
official telenovela fan club. The club allows fans the opportunity
to become members and as such earn points and redeem them for
prizes (i.e. L’Oreal beauty products).
Telemundo launched two YouTube channels dedicated
exclusively to content from Mun2 and Telemundo. The YouTube
channels offer original bilingual content from mund2.tv and
weekly synopsis in Spanish with English subtitles of Telemundo’s
telenovelas. Univision for its part is making its content (telenovelas,
variety shows, and reality series) available online through its
partnership with Internet television distributor Hulu. News Corp.,
Walt Disney Corp., and Comcast -Hulu’s owners- are benefitting
from this partnership as well because they are now reaching the
coveted population of 50.5 million Latinos. Hulu Latino will also
distribute content from Telefutura, Estrella TV, and Azteca America.
The nation’s shifting demographics call for a redefinition
of the face of American television – one that is less focused on
niche and segmented markets – in order to reflect the ever-growing
multiracial and multicultural population of the U.S.

2. Analysis of the year: National and Ibero-American
premiere fiction
In 2011 there was a decline in the total number of production
titles from 17 in 2010 to 11 in 2011. In contrast the Ibero-American
production grew from 45 titles in 2010 to 47 in 2011. As a result,
there were a total of 58 new national and Ibero-American titles
released in 2011, a decline from the 62 released in 2010. Telemundo
maintains its position as the leading producer of U.S. Hispanic
fiction, launching nine out of the 11 national titles released in the
year. Univision and FoxTelecolombia released one, respectively.
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TABLE 1. Fiction productions in 2011 and their respective
broadcasting networks
Azteca America – 0 national titles
MEXICO – 6 titles
1 Al Caer la Noche – (series)
2 Lo que Callamos las Mujeres (unitary)
3 Cielo Rojo (telenovela)
4 Drenaje Profundo (series)
5 Milagro de los Santos (unitary)
6 Mujer Comprada (telenovela)
Estrella TV: 0 national titles
MEXICO - 2 titles
7 Historias Delirantes (series)
8 El Shaka (series)
Telemundo: 9 national titles
9 Alguien te Mira (telenovela)
10 Aurora (telenovela)
11 Casa de al Lado (telenovela)
12 Decisiones Extremas (unitary)
13 Flor Salvaje (telenovela)
14 Herederos del Monte (telenovela)
15 Una Maid en Manhattan (telenovela)
16 Mi Corazón Insiste (telenovela)
17 La Reina del Sur (telenovela)

Continue Telefutura…
COLOMBIA – 6 titles
25 Correo de Inocentes (telenovela)
26 Doña Bella (telenovela)
27 La Pola (telenovela)
28 Reto de Mujer (telenovela)
29 Salvador de Mujeres (telenovela)
30 La Viuda Joven (telenovela)
Univisión – 1 national title
31 Eva Luna (telenovela)
MEXICO: 26 titles
Atrévete a Soñar (telenovela)
Camaleones (telenovela)
Central de Abastos (series)
Como Dice el Dicho (series)
Cuando me Enamoro (telenovela)
Dos Hogares (telenovela)
Encanto del Águila (miniserie)
El Equipo (series)
Esperanza del Corazón (telenovela)
Familia con Suerte (telenovela)
Fuerza del Destino (telenovela)
Llena de Amor (telenovela)
Locas de Amor (series)
Mar de Amor (telenovela)
Mujeres Asesinas 3 (series)
Ni Contigo. Ni Sin Ti (telenovela)
Niña de mi Corazón (telenovela)
Pantera (series)
Para Volver a Amar (telenovela)
Rafaela (telenovela)
Rosa de Guadalupe (unitary)
Teresa (telenovela)
Terminales (telenovela)
Triunfo del Amor (telenovela)
Verdad Oculta (telenovela)
Zacatillo (telenovela)
VENEZUELA
58 Sacrificio de Mujer (telenovela)

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
COLOMBIA - 2 titles
43
18 A Corazón Abierto (telenovela)
44
19 Mujeres al Límite (unitary)
45
46
Telefutura: 1 national title
47
20 Un Sueño Llamado Salsa (telenovela)
48
49
BRAZIL – 1 title
50
21 India (telenovela)
51
52
VENEZUELA – 3 titles
53
22 Se Solicita Príncipe Azul (telenovela)
54
23 Somos Tu y Yo (telenovela)
55
24 El Último Matrimonio Feliz (telenovela) 56
57

Source: OBITEL USA - Nielsen
** FoxTelecolombia and RTI Colombia productions are considered USA
national titles because they are subsidiaries of NewsCorporation/Fox and NBCTelemundo, respectively. The webnovelas No me Hallo and Estilos Robados are
not listed here
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In spite of the decline in the total number of titles in relation
to last year, in general the national production and Ibero-American
programming imports largely followed the same trends shown in
2010. While there were only 58 titles in 2011, down from 62 titles
in 2010, in terms of on screen real presence shown by episodes and
by hours, the decline is rather symbolic. In 2011, there were a total
of 4096 new episodes, only 104 down from the 4200 released in
2010. But most importantly, in terms of hours on screen in 2011,
there were a total of 4299 hours of new fictional programming,
one hour above the 4298 hours released in 2010.
TABLE 2. Total premieres, fictional programming, in 2011
%

Hours

%

19

Chapters/
Episodes
847

21

837:48

19

47

81

3,249

79

3,461:58:48

81

47

81

3,249

79

3,461:58:48

81

-

-

-

-

-

-

11

21

847

21

837:48:00

19

-

-

-

-

-

-

(3)

(5)

(157)

(4)

(158:37:20)

(4)

58

100

4,096

100

4,299:46:48

100

Fiction

Titles

%

NATIONAL
IBEROAMERICAN
Latin-American
(Obitel scope)
Latinoamericana
(Not Obitel scope)
USA (Hispanic
production)
Iberian
Others (Iberoamerican coproductions)
Total

11

Source: OBITEL USA – Nielsen
*The three co-productions are already contemplated within
the rubric of U.S. Hispanic production

In 2011, Mexico kept its position as the primary source of
Ibero-American programming of the U.S. Hispanic television
market, and programming from Televisa and TV Azteca accounted
for 32 of the 34 titles from Mexico released in 2011. The Mexican
34 titles represent 56 percent of the total programming released
in the year. This number becomes more significant if is contrasted
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with the 11 titles of the U.S Hispanic production, released in the
same year representing only 21 percent of the total programming.
Mexican programming has held a historical hegemony in the U.S.
market. While U.S. Hispanic has shown an important growth in
the last five years, Mexico still plays a prominent role as the main
provider for the market. Mexican programming represented 51
percent of the total hours of new fictional programming broadcast
in 2007, 49 percent in 2008, 55 percent in 2009, 52 percent in
2010, and 56 percent in 2011.
The growing regional and global visibility of Colombian
telenovela production, coupled with the corporate agreements
between U.S. corporations and Colombian production companies
and networks, has positioned the country as the second most
important source of Ibero-American programming. In 2011,
Colombian production accounted for eight titles that represented
14 percent of the total new release programming. Colombian
programming represented 11 percent of the total hours of new
fictional programming broadcast in 2007, one percent in 2008,
nine percent in 2009, 14 percent in 2010, and 14 percent in 2011.
Venezuela continued its longtime presence in the U.S. market,
also preserved its predominance with the release of four new
titles that represented seven percent of the total new fictional
programming. Venezuelan programming represented five percent
of the total hours of new fictional programming broadcast in
2008, five percent in 2009, ten percent in 2010, and nine percent
in 2011. The position in visibility and numbers of Colombia
and Venezuela are cemented by their co-producer status with
U.S. Hispanic productions with Telemundo, Univision, and FoxTelecolombia. Brazil and Spain also have presence within the
U.S. Brazil had presence with the telenovela India that accounted
for two percent of the total new programming hours in the year.
While Spain is gaining terrain as programming provider through
V-Me, the network owned by the Spain group PRISA, which has
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recently achieved status as a national broadcasting network in
2011. Although V-Me’s programming offer was not taken into
account in this report, the network included in its programming
Cuentame Cómo Pasó and Águila Roja both from Spain, as well as
Trátame Bien from Argentina in 2011.
TABLE 3. Premiered fictional programming by country
Argentina

-

-

Chapters/
Episodes
-

-

-

-

Brazil

1

1.7

75

1.8

74:46:48

1.7

Chile

-

-

-

-

-

-

Country

Titles

%

%

Hours

%

Colombia

8

13.8

586

14.3

582:30:00

14

Ecuador

-

-

-

-

-

-

Spain
UNITED STATES
(Hispanic)
Mexico

-

-

-

-

-

-

11

19

847

20.7

837:48:00

19.5

34

58.6

2,247

54.9

2,421:01:48

56.3

Portugal

-

-

-

-

-

-

Uruguay

-

-

-

-

-

-

Venezuela
*Other (co-productions
from other Latin/IberoAmerican countries)
Total

4

6.9

341

8.3

383:40:1

8.9

(3)

(5.2)

(157)

(3,8)

(158:37:12)

(3.7)

58

100

4,096

100

4,299:46:48

100

Source: OBITEL USA - Nielsen
*The three co-productions were US-Venezuela, US-Colombia, US-ColombiaSpain and are already contemplated within the rubric of U.S.
Hispanic production

In relation to time slot, the importance of national
programming is highlighted by their programming exclusively in
the primetime schedule. In 2011, there was no single national
fictional program included outside of prime time. This seems to
be the result from a trend that has been growing in the last years.
For instance, national programming scheduled in the morning
slot accounted for zero titles in 2007, one in 2008, zero in 2009,
zero in 2010, and zero in 2011.

-

-

-

5

%
155:12

H
4

%

%

155 3.8

C/E

155:12

H

3.6

%

1,417 44 1,554:06 44 1,417 34.6 1,554:06 36.1

155

C/E

Total

-

-

-

329

10

343:07

10

329

8

343:07

8

847 100 837:48 100 3,249 100 3,461:58 100 4,096 100 4,299:46 100

-

Source: OBITEL USA - Nielsen

Total

Night (22:00-6:00)

-

-

%

Ibero-American

847 100 837:48 100 1,348 41 1,409:33 41 2,195 53.6 2,247:21 52.3

-

Afternoon (12:00- 19:00)

Primetime(19:00-22:00)

-

H

National
C/E %

Morning (6:00-12:00)*

Time slot

TABLE 4. Chapters/Episode and Hours Broadcast by Time Slot
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The telenovelas have kept their privileged position as the
preferred televisual commodity. While they accounted for only 41
of the 58 titles scheduled in the U.S. Hispanic television networks,
in terms of hours, their presence represented 98 percent of the
national programming and 81 percent of the Ibero-American
programming. Telenovelas are the second most important genre
and represented 19 percent of the total titles broadcast in 2011.

100 3,249 100 3,461:58 100
47
837:12 100

-

100
11
TOTAL

Source: OBITEL USA - Nielsen

Others (soap
opera)

-

Docudrama

-

11.4 372:52 10.8
372
8.5
4
1.7
1.8 14:36
15
1
Unitary

9

Telefilm

-

0.2
6:37
0.2
6
2.1
1
Miniseries

-

7.9
271:49
7.5
244
23.4
11
Series

-

2,627 80.9 2,810:37 81.2
66
31
98.2 823:12 98.3
832
91
10
Telenovela

Hours
Ch/Ep %
%
Titles % Ch/Ep %

Hours

%

Titles

IBERO-AMERICAN
NATIONAL

Formats

TABLE 5. Formats of national and Ibero-American fictional programming

%
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This year there were five unitary programs where a situation
is presented in each episode with a very different casting, but
following an established trend of situations, such as faith and hope
in La Rosa de Guadalupe (Univision) and El Milagro de los Santos
(Azteca America), or women struggles with Lo que Callamos las
Mujeres (Azteca America), Mujeres al Límite and Decisiones Extremas
(Telemundo), reflecting the long lasting popularity of the genre.
The fact that Telemundo created and co-produced Decisiones
Extremas with RTI-Colombia, as a spinoff of Decisiones de Mujeres,
another unitary, testifies to their commercial relevance.
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TABLE 6. Formats of national fictional programming by time slot
Telenovela

-

-

-

-

Prime
Time
10

91

-

-

10

91

Series

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Miniseries

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Telefilm

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unitary

-

-

-

-

1

9

-

-

1

9

Docudrama

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Others (soap
opera, etc)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11

100

-

-

11

100

Formats

TOTAL

Morning % Afternoon %

% Night % Total %

Source: OBITEL USA - Nielsen

In 2011, there was a marked tendency to schedule fictional
programming in an hour format. There was a clear avoidance of
the 30-minute short format, as well as there was decrease on the
number of episodes based on the format longer than 60 minutes.
TABLE 7. Length of Chapters/Episodes
Length
Short ( 30’ )
Medium ( 30’- 60’ )
Long ( 60’+ )
Total

Chapters/Episodes

%

-

-

3,355

81.9

741

18.1

4,096

100

Source: OBITEL USA - Nielsen

While the majority of the fictional programming was based
on the present time, there were two titles concerned with historical
events, La Pola from Colombia and El Encanto del Águila from
Mexico. La Pola explores the life of Policarpa Salavatierra in the
contexts of Colombian independence, while El Encanto del Águila
narrates historical events from the Mexican Revolution. Both
productions were part of a larger trend of historical productions
in the context of the bicentennial commemorations of the
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Independence movement across Latin America, as well as the
Mexican Revolution in 1910.
TABLE 8. Time period of fictional programming
Titles

%

Present

Time Period

55

96

Vintage

1

2

Historical

2

2

Other

-

-

Total

58

100

Source: OBITEL USA - Nielsen

While the top ten titles still show the hegemony of Univision
in programming ratings by scheduling Televisa’s telenovelas that
constitute eight out of the top ten titles, the presence of two titles
produced by U.S. Hispanic television studios signals the start
of a crucial shift in the industry. Eva Luna, a co-production of
Venevision/Univision, and La Reina del Sur, a coproduction of
Telemundo/RTI, represented enormous steps for both leading U.S.
Hispanic networks. This milestone underscored co-productions as
the preferred strategy to follow in fictional production and paved
telenovelas as the preferred format/genre for successful fictional
programming.

Univision
Univision

Televisa

Televisa

Private

Private

Private

Format

Leonardo Padrón

Name of the writer or
author of the original
idea

Telenovela

Series

Unitary

Foreign scripts: 10
100%

Caridad Bravo Adams

Marisa Grinstein

Carlos Mercado Orduña

Delia Fiallo
María Zarattini
M. Bechelani
Mario Schajris y Adriana
Telenovela
Lorenzón
Telenovela
Arturo Pérez Reverte
Telenovela
Carolina Espada

Telenovela
Telenovela
Telenovela

Telenovela

National original scripts: 0
0%

Univision

Private
Private

Telemundo/RTI Telemundo
Televisa
Univision

Televisa

Private

Univision

Televisa

Private
Private
Private

Private

Private or
Public
TV

Univision
Univision
Univision

Univision

Channel

Univision/
Venevisión
Televisa
Televisa
Televisa

Production
Company

Source: OBITEL USA - Nielsen

2º.Triunfo del Amor
Venezuela
3º.Fuerza del Destino
Mexico
4º.Teresa
Mexico
5º.Una Familia con
Argentina
Suerte
6º.La Reina del Sur
Spain
7º.Llena de Amor
Venezuela
8º.La Rosa de
Mexico
Guadalupe
9º.Mujeres Asesinas 3
Argentina
10º.Cuando me
Mexico
Enamoro
Total Productions: 10
100%

1º.Eva Luna

Title

Country of
origin of the
original idea or
script
Venezuela

TABLE 9. Top ten programs: Origin, Format, Rating, Share

12

12

12.1

21

19

20

20.8
22

25

16.04
13.82
13.5

30.8
30.4
28.4

30.4
20.6
20.2
18.22

20.9

Rating Share
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Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

5º Una Familia con
Suerte

6º La Reina del Sur

7º Llena de Amor

10º Cuando me
Enamoro

Drama

Drama

Drama

Drama

Police

Comedy

Drama

Drama

Drama

Drama

Genre

2010

2011

2010

2010

2011

2011

2010

2011

2010

2010

Production
year

Source: OBITEL USA - Nielsen

Telenovela

Series

Telenovela

4º Teresa

9º Mujeres Asesinas
3

Telenovela

3º Fuerza del Destino

Unitary

Telenovela

2º Triunfo del Amor

8º La Rosa de
Guadalupe

Telenovela

Format

1º Eva Luna

Title

171

14

79

78

64

56

127

96

137

74

Number of
chapter
(2011)

April 19

May 30

December 23,

October 3

December 26

August 1

April 11

Date of the
last issue
(2011)

April 20

January 13

December 30

April 14

February 27 December 30

January 7

February 28

October 4

March 30

August 2

January 3

January 7

Date of the
first issue
(2011)

TABLE 10. The ten most watched titles

60’

60’

60’

60’

60’

60’

60’

60’

60’

60’

Chapter/
Episode
length

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Primet ime

Prime time

Time strip
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Telenovelas have showcased themes that have caught the
attention of U.S. Latinos in which immigration, the desire
of achieving the American dream, as well as drug trafficking,
human smuggling, and crime are strong ingredients in telenovela
narratives and plots. The heterosexual romantic love, embodied in
the leading couple, and social mobility still play a huge role in the
success of telenovelas as exemplified by Eva Luna. But increasingly
women empowerment, even in the contexts of highly problematic
narratives, has been at the center of many of these productions
such La Reina del Sur, Teresa and Mujeres Asesinas.
TABLE 11. Themes of the ten most watched titles
Titles

Prevailing themes

Social themes
Kidnapping, corruption,
1. Eva Luna
Social mobility, revenge migration, prostitution,
adaptation to urban life
2. Triunfo del Amor
Abandonment, madness,
Love, adultery
alienation
3. La Fuerza del Destino Intrigues, revenge,
Social mobility, emigration
selfishness
4. Teresa
Ashamed of a
Ambition, avarice
socioeconomic position
Family relevance, social
5. Una Familia con Suerte classes relations among Social mobility, depression,
the rich and the poor, cancer.
romance
Drug trafficking,
6. La Reina del Sur
Narcotraffic, smuggling corruption, violence,
struggle for power
7. Llena de Amor
Romance and inner
Overweight, depression
beauty
8. La Rosa de Guadalupe
Drug addiction, domestic
Faith and hope
violence, prostitution
Obsession, ambition,
Lesbianism, religious
9. Mujeres Asesinas 3
revenge, domestic
fanatics, sexual abuse,
violence
infidelity
10. Cuando me Enamoro Revenge, rivalry among Kidnapping, suicide,
women, spite
abandonment, adoption
Source: OBITEL USA - Nielsen
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3. Highlights of the year
Although telenovelas imported from Mexico continue to
command with high ratings – eight out of the top ten are Televisa
productions – Hispanics in the United States are increasingly
demanding stories that resonate with their lives here (Chozick,
2012). A case in point is Eva Luna whose love story is set in Los
Angeles, California and whose eponymous protagonist migrates to
California in search of a better life. Such motif of the immigrant
searching for the American dream characterizes the top 12 rated
telenovela Una Maid en Manhattan (based on the movie of the
same name, starring Jennifer Lopez) and the Univision-produced
webnovela No me Hallo.
Recognizing the power of edutainment and the popularity
of the telenovela format, the Colorado Health Foundation created
Encrucijada: Sin Salud, no Hay Nada, a series of 12 half-hour episodes
to educate Hispanic viewers on how to access health care, how
to enroll in Medicaid, and how to prevent chronic diseases. The
series is locally broadcast on Univision Colorado and it remains to
be seen if such an initiative is to expand and become a mainstay of
Univision’s national programming.
The success of Hispanic and U.S.-produced telenovelas
may indicate a regression in Mexican production in the future.
Even though it is still cheaper to make television in Mexico,
Telemundo and Univision are strengthening production to
Miami, which offers generous tax breaks, cheap sets (due to the
housing crisis in Florida), and American marketing opportunities.
Amy Chozick (2012) points out that Miami productions offer
the possibility to integrate products from a telenovela’s inception,
thereby allowing the networks to charge more to advertisers. For
example, an ad for Buick was created as part of Eva Luna’s plotline.
The ad later became a Spanish-language commercial that ran on
Univision. Telemundo for its part directly collaborated with Old
Navy to produce its webnovela Estilos Robados.
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Colombian television has been consolidating itself in the
U.S. Hispanic market. RTI production was behind La Reina
del Sur, one of the most successful telenovelas of the year that
commanded the highest ratings in Telemundo’s history. Caracol
Television for its part, which distributes more than 16,000 hours
of original programming, recently signed a three-year deal with
Sony Pictures Television to coproduce two prime time series per
year and distribute these worldwide. Moreover, RCN Television is
partnering with Fox to launch a Spanish-speaking channel in the
U.S. in fall of 2012.

4. Transmedia reception
4.1 Digital programming offered by Univision and Telemundo
As previously mentioned, 2011 marked a year of continued
innovation of smartphone applications as well as accessibility
to online programming from all five networks. Both Univision
and Telemundo have launched their first “webnovelas,” a new
subgenre of the telenovela. Univision showcased No me Hallo and
Telemundo presented Estilos Robados. Partnerships with Internet
television distributors YouTube and Hulu have aided all networks
in reaching the population that frequents television programming
via the web. Although Spanish-language networks are still behind
on their online content selection in comparison to their Englishlanguage counterparts, it is clear that they are moving in the right
direction. Users are engaging with the media, as shown through
tables 2 and 3.
Both networks that dominate the top ten table have continued
and succeeded in their efforts to increase accessibility through
various popular social network platforms including: official
network web pages, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Hulu. This
has allowed users to engage with telenovelas at different levels,
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whether passively or actively. Through Facebook and Twitter, users
are able to share and retweet network content with the simple click
of a button informing their friends and family of what they are
watching or what their opinions are about a certain episode. Each
online media engages users in a different practice of interaction,
as outlined in the table below.

Table 13 - The Top Ten from a transmedia perspective: Types of
dominant interactions and practices
Telenovela

Network

1 Eva Luna Univision

2

2

Triunfo Univision
del Amor (Televisa2)

Levels of
Type of dominant
Type of
interacpractices
interaction
tion
Official page
Comments
Interactive Passive
Univision
Collection
Celebration
Comments
Twitter account Interactive Active
Discussion
Critiques
Comments
Interpretation
Recommendation
Facebook page Interactive Creative
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
YouTube
Visually
Comments
Passive
channel
interactive
Celebration
Visually
Collection
Hulu channel
Passive
interactive
Sharing
Official page
Comments
Interactive Passive
Univision
Collection
Celebration
Comments
Twitter account Interactive Active
Discussion
Critiques
Comments
Interpretation
Recommendation
Facebook page Interactive Creative
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
YouTube
Visually
Comments
Passive
channel
interactive
Celebration
Transmedia

Produced by Televisa but airing on Univision.
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Telenovela

3

Network

Fuerza del Univision
Destino (Televisa)

4 Teresa

Univision
(Televisa)

Una
Univision
5 Familia
(Televisa)
con Suerte

Levels of
Type of
Type of dominant
interacinteraction
practices
tion
Official page
Comments
Interactive Passive
Univision
Collection
Celebration
Comments
Twitter account Interactive Active
Discussion
Critiques
Comments
Interpretation
Recommendation
Facebook page Interactive Creative
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
YouTube
Visually
Comments
Passive
channel
interactive
Celebration
Visually
Collection
Passive
Hulu channel
interactive
Sharing
Official page
Comments
Interactive Passive
Univision
Collection
Celebration
Comments
Twitter account Interactive Active
Discussion
Critiques
Comments
Interpretation
Recommendation
Facebook page Interactive Creative
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
YouTube
Visually
Comments
Passive
channel
interactive
Celebration
Visually
Collection
Hulu channel
Passive
interactive
Sharing
Official page
Interactive
Comments
Passive
Univision
Collection
Celebration
Comments
Twitter account Interactive Active
Discussion
Critiques
Comments
Interpretation
Recommendation
Facebook page Interactive Creative
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
YouTube
Visually
Comments
Passive
channel
interactive
Celebration
Visually
Collection
Hulu channel
Passive
interactive
Sharing
Transmedia
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Levels of
Type of
Type of dominant
interacinteraction
practices
tion
Comments
Celebration
Official page
Visually
Active
Collection
Telemundo
interactive
Sharing
Discussion
Comments
Celebration
Twitter account Interactive Active
La Reina
Discussion
6
Telemundo
del Sur
Critiques
Comments
Recommendation
Visual
Facebook page
Active
Celebration
Transmedia
Sharing
Discussion
YouTube
Visually
Comments
Active
channel
interactive
Celebration
Official page
Comments
Interactive Passive
Collection
Univision
Celebration
Comments
Twitter account Interactive Active
Discussion
Llena de Univision
Critiques
7
Comments
Amor
(Televisa)
Interpretation
Recommendation
Facebook page Interactive Creative
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
Official page
Interactive
Comments
Passive
Univision
Collection
Celebration
Comments
Twitter account Interactive Active
Discussion
Critiques
La Rosa
Comments
Univision
8 de GuadaInterpretation
(Televisa)
lupe
Recommendation
Facebook page Interactive Creative
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
Visually
Collection
Hulu channel
Passive
interactive
Sharing

Telenovela

Network

Transmedia
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Telenovela

9

Network

Mujeres Univision
Asesinas 3 (Televisa)

Cuando
Univision
10 me
(Televisa)
Enamoro

Levels of
Type of
Type of dominant
interacinteraction
practices
tion
Official page
Interactive
Comments
Passive
Univision
Collection
Celebration
Comments
Twitter account Interactive Active
Discussion
Critiques
Comments
Interpretation
Facebook
Recommendation
Interactive Creative
account
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
YouTube
Visually
Comments
Active
channel
Interactive
Celebration
Collection
Visually
Hulu channel
Passive
interactive
Sharing
Official page
Interactive
Comments
Passive
Univision
Collection
Celebration
Comments
Twitter account Interactive Active
Discussion
Critiques
Comments
Interpretation
Recommendation
Facebook page Interactive Creative
Celebration
Sharing
Discussion
Transmedia

4.2. User’s dominant practices
The dominant practices displayed through YouTube vary
significantly from what is practiced through the official page of the
network including Facebook and Twitter. Through YouTube, fans
and audiences alike are able to expose their own work and their
own idea of the telenovela(s). While some YouTube videos exhibit
a montage of pictures of the telenovela, other videos recap the
previous episode in 10-15-minute increments. YouTube users have
the option to also comment, “like” and “dislike” the video, as well
as give a thumbs up to other users’ comments. In juxtaposition to
YouTube, the creativity available via Facebook changes in mode,
instead of creating a video, users create their own Facebook Fan
Page using either the name of the telenovela or using the name of
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the protagonist. Eva Luna has approximately 16 Facebook pages
created by fans.
In regards to the official web pages for the telenovelas,
Telemundo makes available full episodes through their web portal,
while Univision does not. Additionally, La Reina del Sur through its
Facebook page allows users to comment on the content uploaded
by the administrator(s) and also “join the crowd” to stay up to
date, as well as discuss, in real time, events happening via their
Ustream live feature. The easiness of navigating the Telemundo
website content versus the Univision website content varies
significantly. It should also be noted that La Reina del Sur through
its official Facebook page posted a total of ten comments within its
finale week and accrued 2,784 user comments and 12,616 “likes”
between the dates of May 25th and May 30th.
While Televisa produces Univision’s programming, with
the exception of Eva Luna, their online content must differ from
Televisa’s. Thus, Univision’s fictional programming functions
under the name of Novelas y Series. This is mirrored in their
Facebook and their Twitter accounts, both of which use the
Novelas y Series name. The only exceptions to this are Eva Luna and
Mujeres Asesinas from the top ten; each of these programs has their
own Facebook and Twitter accounts.
As detailed previously, Telemundo’s La Reina del
Sur achieved higher audience responses via Facebook versus
Univision’s Eva Luna. The table 2 exhibits the last week of Eva
Luna’s audience engagement through both Novelas y Series and the
Eva Luna Facebook pages. The numbers below are a combined
total of both pages. Additionally, through the Facebook interface,
the number of visitors and users are neither displayed nor available
for the general public.
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Table 14 – Number of visits and comments by episode and by day
(Social networks)
-Week overview of FacebookDate and Episode
(Month/Day/Year)

Visitors/Users

Tuesday 4/5/2011 #106

3

Comments
posted by Feedback
administra- “Likes”
tor

Feedback
“Comments”

Not indicated

1

30

15

Wednesday, 4/6/2011 #107 Not indicated

7

132

31

Thursday 4/7/2011 #108

Not indicated

5

79

62

Friday

Not indicated

10

142

32

Saturday 4/9/2011

Not indicated

6

156

43

Domingo 4/10/2011

Not indicated

4

85

18

Monday 4/11/2011 #1104

Not indicated

13

428

146

Tuesday 4/12/20115

Not indicated

33

1,469

298

Not indicated

79

2,521

645

4/8/2011 #109

Total 7

As the telenovela was reaching its finale, interaction with
the platform increased, as well as comments posted by the
administrator(s). The day after the telenovela ended, comments
posted were “Behind the scenes of Eva Luna, mira que foto más
linda.” Four fans tagged themselves on this post, while there were
also a few users that tagged themselves on some of the actual pictures
in the photo album “Boda de Eva Luna.” Additionally, users of
the site also showed tendencies to “like” other users’ comments,
while others responded to each other’s comments within the same
thread of conversation. The following conversation depicts three
users on April 12th, 2011 on a comment posted by the administrator
asking users what was their opinion of Eva Luna:
On the Facebook page for Novelas y Series there is no indication of how many users entered the page solely for Eva Luna. This same Facebook page plays host to all of Univision
telenovelas.
4
Finale.
5
Day after finale episode.
3
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Fe Rivera: Espero que Univision haga mas telenovelas como esa con el
mismo elenco pero que pongan a Laurita y Adriancito
de protagonistas y a Daniely Eva Luna como los papas jovenes y
Reneta con un papel que no sea de sirvienta
Rebeca Llanos Viera: la novella fue tremenda porqueria…y Guy se ve
feisimo…uughhhh…!!!!
Fe Rivera: Pues pal gusto los colores dices que fue tremenda porqueria pero
la viste
Laura D’Leon: JEJEJE….CADA KIEN TIENE SUS GUSTOS PARA
MI FUE LO MEJOR Y
APUESTO K NO SOLO D MI SINO D MILES D FANS…
Fe Rivera: Ojala y la repitan
Rebeca Llanos Viera: Fe, no no la vi, solo veia pedazos al cambiar la tv
y con eso me basto para saber que es una
porqueria…!! Ok??
Fe Rivera:: Ninguna porqueria si la hubieras visto no decias eso
Rebeca Llanos Viera: pues es una PORQUERIA OK? esa es mi opinion
asi que respetala…!!!

This conversation portrays negative comments about the
series, but one must keep in mind that this conversation happened
on the Novelas y Series Facebook page where all of the Univision
telenovelas are covered, thus other users that are not fans are
exposed to comments posted about all telenovelas. On the other
hand, the Eva Luna Facebook page did not display any negative
comments regarding the actual plot or theme of Eva Luna. The few
complaints shown through some threads mainly referred to certain
actors. Table 3 exposes the type of comments that dominated the
threads as well as how many “likes” there were between users
through user comments.
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Table 15 – Type of public comments (posted) - Week overview of
Facebook
Date and Episode
(Month/Day/ Year)

Number of
comments
per episode
(posted by
administrators)

Tuesday 4/5/2011
#106

1

Wednesday
4/6/2011 #107

7

Thursday 4/7/2011
#108

5

Friday
4/8/2011 #109

10

Saturday5 4/9/2011

6

Sunday6 4/10/2011

4

Monday 4/11/2011
#110 (finale)

13

Tuesday7 4/12/2011
-

33

Total 7

79

Type of
dominant
comment
Plot (+)
Actors (-)
Characters (+)
Writers (-)
Plot (+)
Actors (+)
Characters (+)
Programming
Schedule(+)
Plot (+)
Theme (-)
Characters (-)
Actors (+)
Network (+)
Plot (+)
Characters (+)
Network (+ -)
Plot (+ - )
Actors(+ - )
Marketing(-)
Writers (+)
Plot (+)
Characters (+)
Programming
Schedule(-)
Plot (+)
Actors (+-)
Network (+)
Programming
Schedule(+)
Plot (+ -)
Theme (-)
Characters (+)
Actors (+ -)
Content (+)
Network(+)
Programming
Schedule (-)
Marketing (-)
N/A

Number
Types of
of “Likes”
comments
between
between users
users

9

Emotional

27

Emotional

22

24

30

Poetic
Referential
Factual
Emotional
Emotional
Conative
Metalinguistic
Poetic
Referential
Emotional
Conative

5

Poetica
Referential
Emotional

52

Poetic
Referential
Emotional
Conative

394

Poetic
Referential
Emotional
Conative

563

N/A
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Whether overall viewership increases through users’
engagement with social media is still to be discovered. There is
no indicator that one online platform functions better with or
without the other. But it is clear that audiences are engaged and
interacting with social networks, even those who simply “like” a
comment posted by the administrator or chooses to “like” another
user’s response. Both Univision and Telemundo are actively trying
to engage their audience in different ways through social media,
but in this case, Telemundo’s La Reina del Sur managed to exceed
Univision’s Eva Luna with more comments by users as well as more
“likes” from users on their last week of programming. Telemundo
and Univision use the same style of updating their status, using
catch phrases such “we are” and “what did you think” as trying to
be inclusive and conversational with all users. Thus, it is complex
to understand exactly why La Reina del Sur had more success via
Facebook versus Eva Luna.

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of TV fiction
The Spanish-language television industry offers an interesting
case study in regards to the complex and asymmetrical relation
sprung from the flows of people, capital, technologies, media, and
ideas in the Latin American region that find and are found in the
United States as a mediated socio-cultural node that articulates a
very particular concept of Latinidad. Thus, the U.S. constitutes
the most significant example of the evolution and the oft-visible
condition of transnationalism in the Hispanic television industry.
The distinct migratory flows of the Caribbean and Latin
American population to the U.S. have principally constituted the
various nationalities, races, and ethnicities that make up the diverse
Latino population in the U.S. The 2010 Census indicated that for
the first time births have surpassed immigration as the main cause
of growth in the Hispanic population, albeit the latter remains
an important factor. The diverse ethno-national groups identified
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as Hispanic, which are first of all conceived as a population unit
and are thereafter reconstituted as a television audience to be sold
to advertisers, have acquired visibility and a particular degree of
representation on the television networks starting from its assumed
value in the market. This value has been assigned primarily, but
not only, by the population number of each social group in which
Mexicans have traditionally been the majority. According to the
2010 Census data, Mexicans surpass the 31 million, constituting
ten percent of the country’s total population. Latinos as a
population have already surpassed the figure of 50 million people.
Mexicans represent 63 percent of this ethnic group, followed by
Puerto Ricans 9.2 percent, Cubans 3.5 percent, Salvadorans 3.3
percent, and Dominicans 2.8 percent. Other groups with certain
visibility are Colombians 1.8 percent, Hondurans 1.3 percent, and
recently Spanish 1.3 percent (US Census 2010). The relevant part
of these figures is that the heterogeneity of the social groups that
constitute the Hispanic population, added to the assumed value
of the market, has been historically reflected in the politics of
production and programming of the networks.
This nationally-transnational character is reflected in the
politics conceived by the industry and followed by the networks,
particularly, but not exclusively, in three fronts: language and
accent, national origin, and generation of immigrants. Thus, the
diversity in terms of the population of national origin and the
different Spanish accents that the Latino population speaks in the
U.S. establish challenges to programming strategies (Wilkinson,
2003). Moreover, one has to take into consideration the question
of identity and language proficiency. While ties to Latin America
have been established through loyalties to national identities such
as Mexican, Cuban, Puerto Rican, and Colombian, one’s own
identity that establishes the difference with Latin America is found
in the common experience as U.S. citizens in which language,
yearning for social mobility, and socio-political aspirations play a
fundamental role.
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The U.S. Latino television transnational schema can be
seen from the following dimensions: first, who are the owners
of the networks; second, who works for the networks; third, who
are the audiences of these networks; and fourth, where does the
programming come from. In this sense, the methodology of the
first mapping of the transnational reveals itself in three tables that
describe: first, the transnational state of media ownership; second,
the transnational state of casting and origin of the year’s top ten
most watched programs; and third, the transnational state of the
programming flows.

5.1 Transnational media ownership
While the visible face of what is considered “television” has
been mainly represented by the content the networks offer, the
type of interests, production, and programming flows that have
been established are part of a larger structure, with different
actors, which we designate as the television industry. Broadcasting
has been considered since the 20th century an industry of national
priority and as such, its regulation has historically and explicitly
prohibited foreign investment. The U.S. law allows only up to 25
percent foreign ownership in broadcasting entities. However, this
legal matter has been undermined to a certain extent. Today, there
are different ways in which foreigners can participate or impact
outside companies, either as minority proprietors or as investors
through the stock exchange, with a proprietor presence known as
“neutral investment.” This limits the voting power, but allows for
the investor to exercise their power through profitability demands.
While the broadcasting field is gradually penetrated by
transnational investments, deregulation in the telecommunications
arena and the new technologies (cable, satellite, mobile telephony,
and the internet) have produced a landscape across the world in
which transnational capital investments are often times led by
corporations with a global or regional presence. In the case of
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television, therefore, the indicators of media ownership reflect the
reach and transnational power of the principal corporations in the
Hispanic television industry through the four most visible actors:
in-house production companies, television networks, advertising
agencies, and programming distributors.

Foreign Subsidiary Studios TV Azteca/Azteca
America (Salinas Group Mexico)

Venevision
Productions (Cisneros
Group-Miami)

Univision Studios (Miami)
(USA-Mexico)
National
Investment with
Foreign Investment
(%)

National
USA

CBS TV distribution (CBSCorp USA) (NYSE)
ABC-Disney- Domestic TV
(NYSE)
20th Century Fox TV (NYSE)

Vidal Partneship (Independent)
USA
LatinWorks (Omnicom 49% USA
NYSE)
OMD Latino [Omnicom
USA NYSE]

MV42 (SMG Multicultural)
[Publicis– France]

Televisa International – Miami
(Mexico)

Venevision International
(Venezuela-Miami)

Warner Bros. International
Television Distribution (NYSE)
Sony Pictures TV (USA– Japan)

Export Distributors
Telemundo International (NBCComcast)
(NYSE)

Advertising ** Agencies
GlobalHue (IndependenT)
USA

Bromley Communications 51%
Univision- (Broadcasting
USA [Publicis
Media Partners USA –
95%, Televisa Mexico 5%,) 49% France]
Telefutura (Broadcasting
Media Partners USA –
95%, Televisa Mexico 5%)
VMe (Spain - Prisa 12%)
Tapestry (SMG Multicultural
[Publicis - France]
Azteca America – (TV
Azteca - Mexico 100%)

Production Company
TV Network
Telemundo Studios (NBC- Telemundo – (NBCComcast -USA)
Comcast(NYSE)
USA)
(NYSE)*
Estrella TV – (LiebermanUSA)

Table 16. Transnational media ownership indicators
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2 USA
1 Venezuela
1 Mexico
1 Spain

2 USA
2 USA-Mexico
1 USA-Spain
1 Mexico

TV Network

Imagina International Sales
(Spain)
5 United Kingdom
2 USA
1 USA-Japan
1 USA-France Multinational
1 Venezuela
2 USA –Multinational
2 Mexico
3 France Multinational
1 Argentina
2 United Kingdom Multinational
1 Spain

Telefe International (Argentina)

Mindshare Multicultural (MEC)
[WPP United Kingdom]
Conill (Saatchi)
[Publicis-France]

Export Distributors
Comarex –
(TV Azteca Mexico)

Advertising ** Agencies
MEC Bravo –(MEC) [WPP –
United Kingdom]

** Data about advertising agencies published on the Hispanic Fact Pact Edition 2011.

*NYSE – Participation on the New York Exchange Stock Market.

Total

Argos (Mexico)

Production Company
Plural Entertainment –
Miami (Prisa-Spain)
Promofilm-Imagina US
(GloboMedia Spain,,
Foreign Subsidiary Promofilm Argentina,
Televisa, Mexico)
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The active and central role of in-house production companies
of corporations in Mexico (Televisa, TV Azteca, Argos), Venezuela
(Venevisión), and Spain (Plural) demonstrate the connection
between two important realities. That is, the visibility of certain
groups, in this case Mexicans, in conjunction with the division
of the transnational labor, in which fiction production by Latin
American companies lowers considerably the costs of production.
Thus, Telemundo, which represents the principal U.S. in-house
production company of Spanish fiction for private television,
has based its production model through media ownership
and investment in Latin American studios like RTI in Bogotá,
Colombia or Telemundo Mexico, in Mexico City.
The presence of transnational ownership or transnational
investment reaches five out of the six American television networks.
The clearest example is Azteca America, a network wholly owned
by a Mexican corporation (Grupo Salinas-TV Azteca). This is a
unique case, because Azteca America is a production corporation
that does not own or invest in the television stations that distribute
its signal across the North American terrain. Univision, Telefutura,
and V-Me have ownership presence from transnational media
corporations such as Televisa (Mexico), Venevisión (Venezuela),
and PRISA (Spain), respectively. Of the two networks registered
as North American, Telemundo and Estrella TV, only the latter
has exclusively American capital. Telemundo-NBC, the mother
corporation of Comcast, a telecommunications giant, participates
in the New York stock exchange, and it is a corporation whose
sector has been legally permitted to participate in foreign
investment of up to 49 percent, in contrast with the 25 percent in
the broadcasting sector. This highlights the ever-more penetrating
dependency on transnational capital in the industry.
In this industry, the power of advertising and sponsors has an
enormous molding effect in terms of what in-house production
companies and television networks can offer to their publics. The
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top ten Latino agencies with the highest investment in Hispanic
television in 2011 clearly evidence the transnationalization of the
sector. On the one hand, this is reflected through the agencies
participation in the American and European stock exchange
and on the other, through the crucial ownership position of the
global agencies, particularly England’s WPP and France’s Publicis.
It is important to point out that the global advertising agencies
Omincom, Publicis, and WPP have, through total or partial
investment, a presence in eight out of the ten most important
agencies of 2011 (Hispanic Fact Pack, 2001).
In the area of audiovisual distribution, the four largest North
American television networks, tied to Hollywood film studios,
have been central actors in the exportation of fiction across the
world: NBC-Universal (Telemundo), CBS, ABC-Disney, Fox-News
Corporation, Warner Bros, and Sony Pictures. It is clear that
Telemundo International, the distribution arm of Telemundo,
is also a piece of NBC’s global strategy that includes not only
Hispanics but Latin Americans as well. However, the presence
of Latin American distributors such as Televisa Internacional,
TV Azteca Comarex, Telefé Internacional, and Venevisión
Internacional expresses the regional condition of this industry.

5.2 The transnational on the television screen
A way in which the importance of the transnational is
articulated is through the decisions that shape the representations
offered to the Hispanic population. The fact that Mexicans are the
majority group among Hispanics is reflected in the hegemony of
Mexico’s Televisa as well as in its presence that seeps through the
casting of the American productions.
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Table 17. The transnational on the 10 top fictional programming
Casting and locations of the top 10 shows
Country
of origin
author/
creator

Production
companies* and
co-productions

Leonardo
Padrón,
writer
Venezuela

Blanca Soto - MX
Guy Ecker – BR-US
Julian Gil – AR-PRVN
Univision/
Vanessa Villela - MX
Venevison
Susana Dosamantes
(USA/Venezuela)
-MX
Jorge Lavat - MX
Anna Silvetti – SP-MX
Lupita Ferrer - VN

Casting
5 main characters

Locations
of
narratives
located in:

National USA

Eva Luna

Arturo Pérez
Reverte
La Reina del Sur La Reina del
Sur
Spain

Telemundo
RTI
Antena 3
(USA-SpainColombia)

Narration
situated
in Los
Angeles
– but
produced
in Miami
USA

Culiacan Kate del Castillo -MX
MX
Humberto Zurita Marbella
MX
-Spain
Rafael Amaya - MX
Morocco
Iván Sánchez - SP
Colombia
Cristina Urgel – SP
USA

Obitel
Mexico

Triunfo del
Amor

Based on the
telenovela
Cristal de
Delia Fiallo
Venezuela

Teresa

Based on a
telenovela
with the
same name
Mimí
Bechelani
Mexico

Televisa
México

Maite Perroni – MX
William Levy – CU
Victoria Ruffo- MX
Osvaldo Rios – PR
Pablo Montero – MX
Cesar Evora – Cuban
Dominika PaletaPolish-MX
Diego Olivera -AR

Mexico

Televisa
Mexico

Angelique Boyer –
French-MX
Sebastian Ruli – MX
Aron Diaz – MX
Ana Brenda
Contreras MX

Zacatecas
-MX
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Casting and locations of the top 10 shows
Country
of origin
author/
creator

Production
companies* and
co-productions

Casting
5 main characters

Locations
of
narratives
located in:

La Fuerza del
destino

Mexico-Italy
María
Zarratini

Televisa
México

5 leading characters
- MX

SonoraMX

Una Familia
con Suerte

Argentina

Televisa
México

5 leading characters
–MX

México

Venezuela
Remake of
telenovela Mi
gorda bella

Televisa
Mexico

Ariadne Diaz – MX
Valentino Lanus –
MX
Cesar Evora - CU
Azela Robinson –
MX_UK
Altar Jaraibo - MX

Mexico

La Rosa de
Guadalupe

Mexico

Televisa
Mexico

Change of leading
character
every program MX

Mexico

Mujeres
Asesinas 3

Argentina
Based on the
series with
the same
name

Televisa
Mexico

Change of leading
female characters
Primarily Mexican
actresses*

Mexico

Mexico

Televisa
Mexico

Silvia Navarro - MX
Juan Soler - Argentina
Jessica Coch - MX
Rocío Banquels - MX

Mexico

Mexico

Llena de Amor

Cuando me
Enamoro

Total

39 Mexican actors
1 Spanish-Mexican
1 Polish-Mexican
1 Univisión/
2 USA
1 French-Mexican
Venevision –
1 Spain
1 British-Mexican
USA/Venezuela
3 Venezuela
1 Colom3 Cubans
1 Telemundo/
1 Spain
bian
2 Spanish
RTI – USA/
2 Argentina
1 Morocco
1 Venezuelan
Colombia/Spain
4 Mexico
8 Mexico
1 Puerto Rican
8 Televisa –
2 Argentinean
México
1 Brazilian-American
1 Argentinean-Puerto
Rican- American

* Any foreign investment or ownership participation in an “Independent
Production Company” must be signaled in the table.
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Of the 50 leading actors, 42 are Mexican or of Mexican ancestry.
There are eight other nationalities, two are of Spanish ancestry,
two of Cuban ancestry, one Puerto Rican, one Argentinean, one
Argentinian-Puerto Rican, and one Brazilian-American. This
talent distribution is evidence of the fact that eight out of the ten
most watched productions were created by Televisa in Mexico. At
the same time, this shows a strategy that seeks to attract audiences
through the presentation of actors with which the principal groups
can identify (Mexicans, Cubans, and Puerto Ricans). Furthermore,
this strategy reveals a casting tradition at the hemispheric level
in the Spanish-language television that favors the European
phenotype in the casting of telenovela productions. This has been
due to the flow of actors-models hailing from countries like Spain,
Argentina, Cuba, and Venezuela. This tendency has resulted in the
elimination of casting from countries with a small industry and a
lack of a star system, or whose actors have a pronounced AfroLatino or Indigenous phenotype. While Mexicans predominate in
productions, it is important to highlight the political tradition of
casting in the industry in which actors assigned to the main roles
tend to be white or mestizo with European phenotypes.
If the analysis were exclusively about the 11 titles produced by
U.S. Hispanic television networks, the result would be 25 Mexican
actors, 13 Colombians, 7 Venezuelans, 4 Spanish, 4 Argentineans,
3 Cubans, 2 Ecuadorians, and one Peruvian. Some of them have
mixed Brazilian, Puerto Rican, Ukrainian, and Italian heritage. In
this list, the more pronounced ingredient is transnational, but the
position of Mexican talent remains privileged.

5.3 Transnational programming flows
Since the 1960s, when the SIN network was launched,
programming imported from Mexico has predominated in
American networks. For 25 years, it was the only Hispanic presence
at the national level. With the change to Univision and the advent
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of Telemundo, in-house production (Miami) increased, but Televisa
remained the principal purveyor of fiction programming. The
programming agreement reached by Univision with Televisa and
Venevisión only reinforced this situation. Today, four out of the
six national networks (Univision, Telefutura, Azteca America, and
Estrella TV) base their fiction programming primarily on Mexican
production or target their programming to Mexicans. The aperture
to programming from other countries was due on one hand to
the inclusion of Venevisión in the agreement with Univision, but
on the other hand to Telemundo’s strategy to bring in alternative
programming that attracts a wider range of nationalities among
Latinos. Thus, Telemundo has gained visibility with successful
productions from Brazil (Xica, El Clon) and Colombia (Yo soy
Betty, la Fea, El Cartel), which has given way to productions from
other parts of the world such as Spain, Argentina, Peru, and Chile.
Moreover, Telemundo’s strategy is based on the adaptation of
literary works and remaking successful telenovelas from countries
like Colombia, Venezuela, Chile, Brazil, Spain, and Mexico (Sin
Senos no Hay Paraíso, ¿Dónde Está Elisa? El Clon, Alguien te Mira, Los
Victorinos, La Reina del Sur).
Table 18. Programming flows
Countries wherefrom
fiction is imported

Countries whereto fiction is
exported

USA
Obitel
USA

Argentina (3), Chile (13),
Brazil (1), Colombia (8), Colombia (6), Ecuador (6), Spain
Mexico (34), Venezuela (4)*
(3), Mexico (5), Uruguay (2),
Venezuela (8)

*VMe, the new network, has added to its programming: Cuénta me cómo paso,
Águila roja, El barco (Spanish) and Trátame bien (Argentinian).
Source: OBITEL USA Nielsen
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The V-Me network reached national status in 2011, but was
not integrated in the year’s ratings. This network, owned by the
Spanish conglomerate PRISA, has relied on North American fiction
for its programming, but has also used Spanish, Argentinean, and
Italian fiction. The presence of Plural and PRISA has increased
the transnational dimension of not only the programming flows
but of the ownership of media production as well.
The transnational panorama of the Hispanic television
industry that includes ownership, casting strategies, and
programming flows in the U.S. has two fundamental elements.
The first is demographics, which relates programming to the
population ratio of the various ethno-national groups known as
Latinos in which Mexicans are the majority. The second element is
the combined effect of the characteristics of the industry – origin of
production, ethno-racial traits of actors, and the assumed market
value of specific audiences that has favored some Latino audiences
over others, resulting in the enormous visibility of certain groups
like Colombians, Spanish, Venezuelans, Cubans, Argentineans,
and the nigh invisible presence of Dominicans, Puerto Ricans,
Salvadorans, and Guatemalans, among others.
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1. Audiovisual context in Mexico
In a pre-electoral year like 2011, political dynamics has
prevailed in the media panorama and in particular in the
audiovisual media and has made an impact not only on the
decisions regarding the future: the analogical blackout, sharing
out the quadruple play, electoral publicity, in addition to spilling
over explicitly into several program genres, especially in television
fiction. The latter along with other entertainment and opinion
shows have incorporated like never before “integrated products”
of different kinds of political propaganda. Mexican viewers have
seen an ideological bombardment concealed in their favorite
fictions. Although the agenda fixed in informative programs, its
construction and “priming” have been carried out mainly through
series, telenovelas and TV dramas that were produced intentionally
during the year for that purpose with surprising rating levels.
Graphic 1: National open television networks in Mexico
Private Networks (3)
Televisa (Channels 2, 5 and 9)
TV Azteca (Channels 7 and 13)
Cadena Tres (Channel 28)

Public Networks (2)
Once TV (Channel 11)
Conaculta (Channel 22)

We deeply thank IBOPE AGB México for making the quantitative data available (rating,
share, etc.) without which this report would not have been complete.

1
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1.1 Audiovisual context of fiction in Mexico
The telecommunications and the political interplay they
provoked, together with the pre-electoral times for the presidential
campaign, marked the rhythm and the perspective of the country’s
audiovisual industries. The industries, on one hand, decided to
create an alliance (headed by Televisa and TV Azteca) to favor the
informative control and legitimize the security strategy the State
used against drug traffic and, on the other, they looked for all the
legal loopholes to head the digital convergence.
Graphic 2: Genres of Programs offered by the TV
(Fiction vs. not Fiction).
Genre

Hours

Fiction

19.725:10

Non- Fiction

50.355:00

Total

70.079:10

Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL Mexico.

The increase in the production time and transmission
of fiction is significant with respect of last year in little over 5
thousand hours, which is due to the fact that from this year on
“Cadena Tres” will be considered a “national channel” since its
open-signal coverage reaches the Mexico Valley Metropolitan area
(20 million inhabitants) and its surrounding areas (six millions)
in addition to its paid channel signal: both cable and satellite. All
this means an open audience of one fourth of the country’s entire
population, plus another 15 million via pay television, which
amounts to one third of the entire population, similar to the case
of public channels 11 and 22.
In 2010 Cadena Tres joined Argus Comunicación, a fiction
producer that in the mid 1990s broke the production monopoly
of Mexican fiction by broadcasting on TV Azteca two of the most
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important telenovelas in the country: Nada Personal (1996) and
Mirada de Mujer (1998). This alliance has caused Cadena Tres
to head fiction production not only in terms of the number of
productions in one year (three), but also because they propose
solid themes that bring fiction closer to the country’s reality in a
more critical and creative manner.
Graphic 3: Genres of the shows offered by TV (Fiction)
Format
TV Drama

Hours
125:00

Film

9.452:00

Series

5.919:00

Telenovelas

4.227:00

Total

19.724:00

Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL Mexico

The telenovelas’ total number of hours increased to nearly
2 thousand hours, which is explained by the incorporation of
Cadena Tres production, but that year a drop in the TV drama
production format was recorded, which decreased to nearly 85%
when only one title was released in contrast to the four in 2010.
The series also had more presence on national television
when they increased to 2200 hours; a rise that was also reflected
in the audiences’ preferences who placed three series (El encanto
del águila, El equipo and Los héroes del norte) in the 2011 Top Ten.
Graphic 4: Premiere fiction vs. Non-premiere fiction
(retransmissions, reruns, reprises).
Type

Hours

Premiere

2.608:00

Retransmissions, reruns
and reprises

7.713:00

Total

10.211:00
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Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL Mexico.

Regarding the investments in advertising, this year the
audiovisual industry had an increase of 5% and the sectors of
cosmetics, hair products, dairy products and the finances were
the most advertised in Mexican open television, which had profits
estimated in 34 billion pesos (AAM, 2011).
The advertising investment that fell behind, unlike that of
2010, was that regarding restricted television (satellite or cable TV)
since it only earned 3 thousand 839 million pesos, an amount that
was way below that obtained by media like the radio (5,563), the
press (4,257) and the Internet (4,070) in the same period.
Televisa continued to dominate the advertising market on
television and it monopolized 75.6% of the sector’s profit
(Televisa, 2012), although this year the number dropped nearly
two percentage points, with regard to 2010, due to the fact that
the Carso group withdrew their publicity from television (see
below). On the other hand, TV Azteca announced a 3% increase
when it earned 11 903 million pesos in advertising profits (TV
Azteca, 2012).

1.2 The digital context of fiction in Mexico
In 2011 the number of internet users in Mexico grew to 34.9
million; that is 4.3 million more than the year before (AMIPCI,
2011). Of these national cybernauts 60% are younger than 24
years old and they concentrate in four areas with high urban
density: Mexico City, the State of Mexico, Jalisco and Nuevo
León. The connection time this year rose to 3 hours 32 minutes a
day. In addition, it has been recorded that there is a 26% increase
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in Internet access from several other devices, especially from
smartphones (International Business Times, 17/05/2011). There
is a growing tendency to use mobile phones, and only in the third
trimester of 2011 97.1 million users registered, 9.9% more than
in 2010. This rise made it evident that there is a very high teledensity: 86.4 lines per every 100 inhabitants (Cofetel, 2011).
As for video games, investment in this industry also shows
a tendency to rise in Mexico; it grew 10% as regards 2010. These
investments have not concentrated on the hardware (consoles)
industry exclusively since the increase in Internet access from
other devices has made it possible to develop a wide variety of
game forms. In fact, the hardware industry concentrates only 37%
of the players, the rest is distributed among cell phones, computers
and mp3 players (CIU, 2011).
As for the movies, it must be underlined that there has been
a significant 8.4% increase in attendance to the movie theaters
in comparison to 2010 (Orozco et Al., 2010). All in all, little over
205 million Mexicans sat before the silver screen. However, the
national cinema continues not to be preferred by the audiences,
only 13.5 million attended the screening of Mexican movies
(Aguilar, 2012).

1.3 The political context of fiction in Mexico
Two “clashing powers” have marked the political-media scene
in 2011. On one hand, the Federal Electoral Institute, IFE, the
maximum governing body of the electoral processes, has delimited
the transmission of commercials in the media in an effort to
make the political contest for the presidency of the nation in
July, 2012 more balanced among the parties and their candidates.
This has involved strong tension among the parties themselves,
their candidates, and the media, especially the TV, since they
will not be able to sell all the air time they wish to the parties
during the electoral contest, as it happened six years ago. Likewise,
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the standards regulating the on-screen times for the political
contenders have been emphatic in pointing out that on the subject
of regulation there are two substantial changes: the anticipated
campaign acts and the propaganda hidden on the radio and TV
(El Universal, 28/06/11). Still, this has not prevented the use of
“integrated propaganda” in television programs, especially in that
of fiction and entertainment.
There has been a growing tendency to use this propaganda
since the “The most beautiful ugly woman” (La fea más bella) said in
2005 in one of the episodes of her telenovela: “I am going to vote
for Felipe Calderón” – the country’s current president.
In the year reported here, in addition to “naturalizing”
propaganda in fiction, a fiction has been produced to set up
concrete agendas, as it has been the case of the miniseries El
Equipo (Televisa) that seems to have been made as a sort of counter
propaganda to the federal police’s negative popular perception.
On the other hand, the media have assumed initiatives for
censoring and structuring information like never before in the
country’s history. On March 28, 2011 the Acuerdo para la Cobertura
Informativa de la Violencia (or Agreement on the Informative Coverage
of Violence), an unprecedented agreement of national proportions,
focused on news programs, signed by 715 mass media (press, radio
and TV) headed by Televisa and TV Azteca. This agreement is
unusual, first because the supposedly largest television networks
appear as proponents and organizers: Televisa and TV Azteca
“united” in what was promoted as a sort of “crusade” by Mexico,
for the benefit of its audiences (Franco, 2011).
Secondly, it is also unusual because the agreement intended
to coordinate a national informative strategy, an initiative
coming none other than from the commercial media, not from
the government or from any of its ministries in particular. The
objective was to have the media agree to the commitment of
regulating the information about the growing violence and violent
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acts related to the drug cartels, organized crime and its different
mafias against the Mexican Army, the Federal Police and the Navy.
All the actors taking part in “the war” undertaken by the President
of Mexico. Deep down, this agreement is an explicit “alliance” of
the media power with the political power.
The publishing criteria stipulated in an “informative
decalogue” in this Agreement outlines as its main objective to
prevent the media from being used by the criminal groups as a
vehicle to spread their actions among the population or to make
apologia of them. However, in television fiction programs these
criteria agreed to by the signatory media “are not applied”; what’s
worse, in many cases they seek to naturalize some of the violent
acts as part of the national everyday routine. In concrete series
or TV dramas, precise alternatives are even offered about how
to act or feel in the face of violence, some protected in religious
hope and others in the promotion of civil apathy (Franco and
Orozco, 2011a).
For example, if the Agreement specifies that the media
ought to “condemn and reject” violence, that did not happen in
productions such as Emperatriz (TV Azteca), which would not make
sense without the violent facts depicted therein, or as it happened
with El Equipo (Televisa), where everything turned around the
actions that the federal police perform against organized crime
even though they are equally violent.
On the other hand, if the idea with the Agreement was to omit
or to reject all the information coming from the drug traffic, in the
drama La reina del sur (Telemundo), for example, they should have
censored the explanation about how the big drug cartels operate
and not center censorship on a scene where the two female stars
kiss each other.
If presenting information “in its correct context” is one of
the Agreement’s main challenges, “decontextualization” of the
representations reigns supreme in fiction, for though there are
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chapters in El Equipo that locate violence geographically in places
such as Ciudad Juárez or Monterrey, their consequences and
responses are not correctly estimated because all violence seems to
end when the federal police arrive, a conclusion that is very similar
to the one given in the TV drama La Rosa de Guadalupe, where all
evil ends when the Virgin of Guadeloupe works a miracle.
Even in more critical programs with a wider perspective to
analyze and present in the fictional narrative the situation of
violence and social conflict that Mexico suffers, as it with El octavo
mandamiento (Cadena Tres), everything ends up being solved by
the stoic action of a group of journalists. In this series violence is
also graphic, but it is justified with the shade of current reality on
which this fiction bet.
The Agreement also stipulates that the information that
is handled about the criminals or those arrested must not be
“prejudged” by the media. Still, fiction represents the criminals
in a way so that they are labeled as youths who have not studied,
preferably brown-skinned people with tattoos.
The fiction programs broadcast in 2011 teems with these
and other examples, but no legal prescription or legal sanctions
have been formulated for those who include products integrated
to fiction or entertainment programs in general, not even among
the media that signed the Agreement. Therefore, fiction remains an
“area free of regulations and vigilance,” where any content, even
those prohibited and avoided in other genres like the news, can be
a part of its explicit or “subliminal” narrative.

1.4 The media context of fiction in Mexico
The year 2011 started with a conflict between Televisa and TV
Azteca against the Carso Group, the country’s largest conventional
and cell telephony operator (Telmex andTelcel respectively) that
also operate department stores (Sears of Mexico and Sanborns).
The Carso Group - headed by Carlos Slim, the wealthiest man
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in the world according to Forbes magazine - announced in mid
February, 2011 that they would withdraw all of their companies’
advertising both from Televisa and TV Azteca. The argument
was that Televisa had increased 20% the prices for advertising
Carlos Slim’s companies’ products and services. While, TV
Azteca conditioned advertising the Carso Group in exchange for
a networks interconnection agreement in favor of Iusacell (a cell
phone company owned by TV Azteca).
The conflict had immediate repercussions in the TV networks’
financial statements. Televisa claimed their sales dropped 1.8% in
the first trimester of the year with respect of the same period of
2010. For the second trimester this percentage rose 4.9%. That is,
in 6 months Televisa did not invoice more than 25 million dollars
from the Carso Group. TV Azteca, for its part, had a drop in its
sales that were reflected until the second trimester and it amounted
to approximately 5%, which is equivalent to 10 million dollars.
Financial analysts coincided in pointing out that this conflict
is only the tip of an iceberg since deep down the TV networks’
variance occurs just before an eventual incursion by Carlos Slim
in the business of restricted television through the Dish Company.
In an unprecedented action in Mexico, the Federal
Telecommunications Commission (Cofetel) decided to submit to
referendum to find out the public’s opinion about the possibility
of bidding a new frequency for a national open television network.
The results of the referendum - available at the commission’s
website - indicate not only the appropriateness of a new chain,
but also that the advertising market is capable of supporting two
networks! However, the TV networks’ pressure has blocked any
initiative.
In the same area, 2011 represented - in legal terms - a setback
for Televisa, first because the judiciary authorities invalidated the
concession that Cofetel had granted the Telephone Company
Nextel to be the main concessionaire of the so-called quadruple
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play (digital television, conventional and cellular telephony
and data services (Internet)). Some months later, the hope of
entering the digital convergence market was opened again for
the television networks by means of the “Analogical Blackout”
decree that the President of Mexico issued in September; however,
the same judiciary authorities declared it unconstitutional on
two grounds: 1) the Presidency skipped Cofetel’s autonomy (the
sector’s regulatory organ) and 2) carrying out the blackout in these
circumstances would only concentrate further the market openly
favoring Televisa and TV Azteca, who already concentrate 88 %
of the open television concessions and own 51% of all the mirror
digital television channels (AMEDI, 2011).
Although no major consequences in the production of
television fiction can be seen, it is indeed possible to observe
the incorporation of integrated advertising with the trademark
Iusacell, which has been in dispute in these conflicts, within both
the Televisa and TV Azteca telenovelas.

2. Analysis of the year: National and Ibero-American
premiere fiction
TABLE 1. Productions broadcast in 2011 and their respective networks
Televisa: 12 national titles
1 Rafaela (telenovela)
2 Una familia con suerte (telenovela)
3 Ni contigo ni sin ti (telenovela)
4 La fuerza del destino (telenovela)
5 La que no podía amar (telenovela)
6 Amorcito corazón (telenovela)
7 Esperanza del corazón (telenovela)
8 Dos hogares (telenovela)
9 Como dice el dicho (TV drama)
10 El equipo (series)
11 Los héroes del norte (series)
12 El encanto del águila (series)

17 Bajo el alma (telenovela)
18 Lucho en familia (series)
19 Al caer la night (Series)
OnceTV Mexico: 1 national titles
20 Niño santo (series)
Network Tres: 3 national titles
21 El sexo débil (telenovela)
22 El octavo mandamiento (telenovela)
23 Bienvenida realidad (Series)

Televisa: 5 foreign titles
Televisión Azteca: 7 national titles
24 La reina del sur (telenovela)
13 Emperatriz (telenovela)
25 Viuda de blanco (telenovela)
14 Cielo rojo (telenovela)
26 Alguien te mira (telenovela)
15 A corazón abierto (telenovela)
27 La casa de al lado (telenovela
16 Las huérfanas (telenovela)
28 Eva Luna (telenovela)
Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL Mexico
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The first notable feature in Table 2 is the permanent rise
in the production of series and its unprecedented acceptance by
the audience since three of them entered the Top Ten, which is
unexpected in a country like Mexico where the telenovelas format
had dominated the viewers’ generalized taste. Compared to the
previous year, the number of premiere productions drops slightly
from 30 to 28, although the production of general fiction did not
behave this way since some series released their second season in
this period, the best-known case being that of Soy tu fan (Canal
Once) that consolidated preference among its audience upon
gaining one of the channel’s highest ratings (1.49 points). Though
there were no more national series, a tendency is perceived to
include more and more Mexican actors in international fiction as
it is the case of, along with La reina del sur, the series El Diez which
was aired on the cable signal ESPN 2 and the teen telenovelas
Popland! that was run by Latin American MTV.
The production of La Reina del Sur must also be highlighted
(Telemundo- Antena 3) since in spite of the fact that it was not
a national title (strictly speaking) most of its cast is Mexican and
it was designed as a fiction product first of all for the Mexican
audience (Cueva, 2011a). This telenovela was aired by one of
Televisa’s secondary channels, Galavisión. Still, it managed to be
placed as one of the most viewed in Mexico, fighting, in terms of
rating, against this network’s star telenovelas and surpassing by far
TV Azteca’s, which once again failed to enter the Top Ten.
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TABLE 2. Total number of premiere fictions in 2011
Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

%

Hours

%

National *

23

82

2,201

83

2.133:00

76

Ibero-American

5

18

462

17

511.22:00

24

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

80

397

86

421:77:00

89

Iberian

1

20

65

14

53:48:00

11

Others (Ibero-American
coproduction.)

-

-

-

-

-

-

28

100

2,663

100

2.644:22

100

Fiction

Latin-American (Obitel
scope)
Latin-American (not
Obitel scope)
USA (Hispanic
production)

Total

Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL Mexico

Regarding the 2010 data, the number of chapters and the
number of fiction transmission hours increased greatly; they
amount to 221 chapters more (nearly 200 hours). This is due to
the fact that the number of fiction-producing companies grew, as
the case in point of Cadena Tres, as well as the number of episodes
of the Televisa TV Azteca telenovelas, which as an average began to
have between 30 and 50 more chapters. It shows that it is preferred
to lengthen the successful projects rather than bet on others, as it
happened with Una familia con suerte (Televisa) which ran more
than 260 chapters.
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TABLE 3. Premiere fiction broadcasat in each country
Titles

%

Brazil

-

-

Chapters/
Episodes
-

Argentina

-

-

Chile

-

-

Colombia

-

-

Ecuador

-

Spain

Country

%

Hours

%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1%

65

2%

4

14%

397

15% 421:77:00 16%

23

85%

2,201

83%

Portugal

-

-

-

-

-

-

Uruguay

-

-

-

-

-

-

Venezuela
Others (Latin American/
Ibero-American
productions and coproductions)
Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

27

100

2,663

100

2.644:22

100

USA (Hispanic
production)
MEXICO

53:48:00

2%

2.133:00 72%

Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL Mexico.

The transmission of international productions dropped from
nine to five titles; however, one of them, La Reina del Sur, occupied
the fifth place in the Top Ten breaking the tendency that the
most viewed fictions were only those “classically national” aired
in prime time.

2201

Total

565:71:20

56%

100 2.232:10 100

10%
462

302

-

160

-

C/E

100

65

-

35

-

%

412:11:14

251:13:31

-

211:53:33

-

H

Ibero-American

Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL Mexico

206

Night - (22:00-06:00)

19%

1441 65% 1.176:26 25%

434:31:35

Prime Time - (19:00-22:00)

25%

-

%

554

-

H

Afternoon - (12:00-19:00)

-

%

-

C/E

National

Morning - (06:00-12:00)*

Slots

20%

-

%

508

19%

1601 61%

554

-

C/E

100 2,663 100

51%

-

49%

-

%

TABLE 4. Chapters/Episodes and Hours aired by time slots

2.644:22

816:84:51

1.176:26

651:11:11

-

H

Total

100

31

45

24

-

%
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Table 4 highlights the evening hours with the same titles as
the prime time, which may be construed in two different ways:
1) prime time in Mexico has expanded at least 30 minutes, since
telenovelas finish now right before the evening news begin (22:30)
or 2) priority is being given to the evening hours to premiere series,
which occupy the vacant half hour between the end of the 21:00
telenovela and the beginning of the news segment; at least that is
what happened with the series El equipo and El encanto del águila,
both by Televisa, which were aired at 22:00 to occupy that space
and maintain thus the rating in the wake of the star telenovela.
Both productions entered the year’s Top Ten.
The international productions transmitted by Televisa in
2011 stopped being placed in the evening hours and on secondary
channels, since the telenovela Eva Luna (Telemundo) was broadcast
at 12:00 on Channel 2.
TABLE 5. Formats of National and Ibero-American Fiction
Formats
Telenovelas
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm
/ TV
movie
Others
(docudrama,
unitary,
etc.)
TOTAL

Titles %

NATIONAL
C/E % Hours

IBERO-AMERICAN
% Titles % C/E % Hours

%

15

65 1988 90 1.814:66 81

5

7

31

119

6 222:79:00 10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

4

94

4

96:11:48

9

-

-

-

-

-

-

23

100 2201 100 2.232:10 100

5

100 462 100 476:05:00 100

100 462 100 412:11:14 100

Although the number of series did not grow this year, this
format keeps on “betting strongly” on the Mexican television
networks, including some channels as Cadena Tres and more
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recently TV Azteca, with A Corazón Abierto (an adaptation of the
popular American series Grey’s anatomy). Some of their productions
have been called by the hybrid name “series-telenovelas“, but in
spite of the formal change of labels they continue to be considered
telenovelas due to the number of chapters.
TABLE 6. National fiction formats by time slots
Formats
Telenovelas

Afternoon

%

Prime
Time

%

Night

%

-

5

72%

10

100%

5

45%

20

71

Morning %
-

Total %

Series

-

-

1

14%

-

-

6

55%

7

25

Miniseries

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Telefilm / TV
movie

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Others
(docudrama,
etc.)

-

-

1

14%

-

-

-

-

1

4

-

-

7

100

10

100

11

100

28

100

Total

Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL Mexico

TABLE 7. Chapter/Episode length (without commercials)
Length

Chapters/Episodes

%

Short ( 30’ )

128

5

Medium ( 30’- 60’ )

2.460

92

Long ( 60’+ )

75

3

Total

2.663

100

Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL Mexico

Table 6 shows an increase in the number of fictions transmitted
in the night schedule (after 22:00); this slot is occupied mainly
by series and international telenovelas that Televisa airs on its
channel Galavisión, although this year TV Azteca attempted to
air the telenovelas Bajo el Alma on its secondary channel Azteca
7. However, it could not compete with the international or the
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national series aired in these time slots, so it had to be moved to
an unusual time for a telenovela: at 23:30.
In addition, this year (Table 7) the rise in short formats (30
minutes or less) presented several shades by offering different
themes that ranged from commemorations of the Mexican
Revolution (El Encanto del Águila, Televisa) to sheer proselytism
using a series as El Equipo (Televisa) “to cleanse the Federal Police’s
image” in their struggle against drug traffic.
TABLE 8. Fiction time period
Present
Vintage
Historical
Others

Titles
27
1
28

%
96%
4%
100

Source: OBITEL Mexico

This year Televisa recaptured the production of historical
fiction and, as it had been doing since 2010 with Gritos de Muerte
y Libertad, it decided in favor of the series format. With El Encanto
del Águila, Televisa continued the tendency of that production
should be in charge of the news section and not the fiction
section, which raises suspicion on the political use of this type of
series. This production focused on several memorable moments
of the Mexican Revolution, emphasizing the actions that the great
commanders Emiliano Zapata and Francisco Villa carried out.

Mexico

Mexico

Spain

Mexico

Mexico

4 La fuerza del destino

La reina del sur

6 El encanto del águila

7 El equipo

Mexico

Brazil

9 Los héroes del norte

10 Ni contigo ni sin ti
Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private or
Public TV

60 %

National Original Scripts: 6

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa
Telemundo/
Antena 3

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Network

Valentín Párraga

Gerardo Tort

Gustavo Loza
Foreign Scripts: 4

Telenovela Antonio Abascal

Series

Telenovela Valentín Párraga

Series

Series

Telenovela Valentín Párraga

Telenovela María Zarattini

Telenovela Ximena Suárez

Telenovela Ramón Larrosa

Rating*

12.77

12.92

14.56

14.64

14.75

18.18
15.21

18.35

19.41

20.61

40%

Name of script writer
or author of original
idea

Telenovela Marcia del Río

Format

Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL-Mexico * the percentage of rating considered corresponds to the number of households.

100%

Total number of Productions: 10

Venezuela

8 Amorcito corazón

5

Mexico

3 La que no podía amar

Argentina

1 Una familia con suerte

2 Dos hogares

Country where
the idea or script
originated

Title

TABLE 9. The top ten titles: Origin, Format, Share

21.04

19.59

24.10

19.75

19.60

23.73

27.84

27.05

25.83

29.36

Share
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As it had already been pointed out, three of the ten
most viewed titles are series, which shows that this format is
consolidating in the taste of the Mexican audiences, bringing
them closer to themes linked to Mexico’s past and present. For
example, El Encanto del Águila dealt with the topic of the Mexican
Revolution in the context of the celebrations for its Centennial;
El Equipo put on the screen the official version of the war against
organized crime in a very peculiar way by telling the story of the
lives of five Federal Police officers; and, finally, Los Héroes del Norte
portrayed the vicissitudes endured by the members of a Mexican
popular music band on their way to success. This series stands
out also because it was aired on Channel 5 and still it managed to
surpass in rating all the international series that Televisa channel
transmits in the same slot. That is, a national fiction beat the rest
of the channel’s programs in rating.
It must be pointed out that the tendency of having more
national than foreign titles remains in a ratio of six to four, which
confirms the stagnation of the Mexican fiction industry. Still, a
Mexican scriptwriter, Valentín Párraga, is worthy of admiration
since he is the author and original creator of three of the Top Ten
titles, which are so different one from the other in terms of theme
and genre. Though it breaks with the script-importing tendency,
the scripts now concentrate on only one person.

Fiction

TV Drama

Ni contigo ni sin ti

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

Year

130

36

90

15

13

65

101

110

135

260

Medium

Medium

Medium

Short

Short

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Chapter /
Episode length

Source: IBOPE-AGB Mexico/OBITEL Mexico. *Chapters counted until 31/12/11.

Fiction

Fiction

Telenovela

Telenovela

Fiction

Series

El equipo

Amorcito corazón

Fiction

Series

El encanto del águila

Los héroes del norte

Fiction

La fuerza del destino

Fiction

Fiction

Telenovela

La que no podía amar

Series

Fiction

Telenovela

Dos hogares

Telenovela

Fiction

Telenovela

Una familia con suerte

La reina del sur

Genre

Format

Title

Number
of
chapters

TABLE 10. The 10 most viewed titles

01/02/11

28/02/11

29/08/11

03/10/11

09/05/11

15/11/11

14/03/11

01/08/11

27/06/11

14/02/11

Date of first
airing

26/08/11

12/11/11

Al aire

27/05/11

01/12/11

01/07/11

31/07/11

Al aire

20/01/12

19/01/12

Date of last
airing

Afternoon

Prime Time

Prime Time

Night

Night

Night

Afternoon

Prime Time

Prime Time

Prime Time

Time slot
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TABLE 11. Themes of the 10 most viewed titles (*)
Titles

Predominant Themes

1.- Social Ambition
Una familia con
2.- Family Unity
suerte
3.- Love
Dos hogares

1.- Infidelity
2.- Love
3.- Forgiveness

1.- Unrequited Love
La que no podía
2.- Family Disintegration
amar
3.- Love
La fuerza del
destino

1.- Hope
2.- Love
3.- Family Unity
4.- Loyalty

1.- A drug dealer’s life
2.- Construction of a heroic
La reina del sur
figure coming from drug traffic
3.- Social Ambition

Social Themes
1.- Class Struggle
2.- Domestic Violence
3.- Discrimination
1.- Domestic Violence
2.- Ecological Problems
3.- Gender Discrimination.
4.- Organized Crime
1.- Disability
2. Gender Violence
3.- Class Struggle
1.- Agrarian Conflicts
2.- Family Disintegration
3.- Domestic Violence
4.- Discrimination
1.- Drug traffic
2.- White Slave Trade
3.-Gender Violence
4.- Political Corruption
5.- Sexual Diversity

El encanto del
águila

1.-Patriotism
2.- Social Revolution
3.- Class Equality
4.- Political Freedom

1.- Social Equality
2.- Political Freedom
3.- Right to own land
4.- Effective Vote

El equipo

1.- Government Plan against
drug traffic.
2.- Trust in Security Institutions
3.- The Federal Police’s Loyalty
Commitment.

1.- Struggle against Drug traffic
2.- Social Violence
3.- Political Corruption
4.- Traffic of Influence
5.- White Slave Trade

Amorcito
corazón

1.-Comedy and Love
2.- Family Integration
3.- Religious Fervor

1.- Family Discrimination
2.- Gender Violence
3.- Unemployment

Los héroes del
norte

1.- Humor and Comedy
2.- Social Ambition
3.- Brotherhood and complicity
among friends.

1.- Poverty
2.- Organized Crime
3.- Social Violence
4.- Discrimination

Ni contigo ni
sin ti

1.- Neighbors Unity
2.- Love and Hope
3.- Social Ambition

1.- Visual Disability
2.- Discrimination
3.- Defense of the handicapped’s
rights.

Source: OBITEL Mexico.
(*) The number of chapters aired until December 31, 2011.
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The tendency to deal with topics related to the violence in the
country lives is evident in four of the ten titles, and the fact is clear
that there are different approaches - as it has already been pointed
out – to depict it, so while on one hand a few “real heroes” are
portrayed, on the other they show how a woman who is the head
of an organized crime group can also turn into the heroine. It does
not contribute to create in the audiences a wider or more critical
perspective, and the fictions that do contribute with something
such as El octavo mandamiento (Cadena Tres) did not manage to
overcome the two-point rating barrier, which can be taken as an
indication of the audiences’ demand that their telenovelas treat
their themes more seriously or it is evident that there is conformism
favorable to watch whatever is aired on the screen, no matter how
bad it is, as in the case of the much-criticized telenovela Dos Hogares
(Cueva, 2011b).
Regarding the “classic topics”, they remain valid although
all the productions tried to present them with some tinge of
reality, mainly in the topics connected with gender and domestic
violence. Still, these themes are not being dealt with seriously,
so in telenovelas like Dos hogares or La que no podía amar, both
by Televisa, there is an invitation to denounce violence while its
female characters justify it as bad behavior.

3. Highlights of the year
The tendency to naturalize and integrate the social violence
the country suffers as part of the plot in telenovelas and series
was not only further emphasized this year, but also it reached
unsuspected levels because now the inclusion of this type of theme
is custom-made to order.
The beginning of a “fiction à la carte” presupposes an important
risk for a television product which, as it has already been pointed
out, is starting to be politicized due to the lack of a legislation that
regulates or prohibits the insertion and/or naturalization of the
political, governmental and electoral propaganda in fiction.
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That is what happened with the series El Equipo, a production
for which the federal government’s Department of Public Security
(SSP) paid more than 10 million dollars to Televisa. The objective
of this television product, according to the contract signed between
the government and the television network, was to create an
“educational production” that would depict the Federal Police’s
work, effort and sacrifice against organized crime (Villamil, 2011).
Initially titled “Policía Federal, Héroes Anónimos”, the series
intends, through the story of four police officers, to emphasize
at all times the crowing speech with which the authorities claim
to be winning the war against drug trafficking, shielded behind
the same ideological speech with which the government and the
media agreed to cover the news concerning social violence.
The series’ narrative approach brought about criticism not
only because public resources were used for its production or
because the Federal Police facilities, gears and personnel were
used to give it greater realism, but because the beginning of its
transmissions coincided with the start of the Caravana por la
Paz (the Caravan for Peace), a civil movement that went all over
country demanding violence to end. Yet, the series continued its
course because according to Televisa and the government it was an
educational program:
“The production and transmission of the series does not seek
to collect profit directly or indirectly for the Ministry since its
transmission is useful for the public, due to the fact that it is
an educational material with national relevance whose theme
has current transcendence.” 2
With these characteristics, it is alarming that television fiction
turns into a sort of social marketing or a large political commercial
Information taken from the contract, OM/DGRMSG/AD/022/ 2010, established between SSP and Televisa.

2
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where, without warning the audiences, something more than a
fiction story is being created; quite the contrary, it is being used
to insert an ideological perspective where only one vision of the
social reality becomes evident, the government’s or that of any
party. This vision contrasts, in this case, with the background of
generalized violence in large areas around the country. Since the
series does not present this particular, capricious aspect of reality,
the construction of a social ideal where it seems that things “are
going well and will be better” is favored, as it was possible to read
in the messages -mostly positive- that the audiences posted on the
series’ webpage and social networks.
Despite the criticism and the warnings from national public
opinion sectors that are more informed, it seems that this new
production model will continue, since TV Azteca’s miniseries
La Teniente is now ready, a show which, like El Equipo, will try
to humanize and legitimize the authorities’ work in their struggle
against organized crime, only that now the protagonists will not
be the federal police officers but Mexico’s Navy. The other side of
the same coin?
The ways of depicting and framing social violence in fiction
had different problems this year, ranging from the official position
imposed on the production à la carte to bolder telenovelas, like El
Octavo Mandamiento, or productions that presented an apologia of
the criminal groups by showing the story of a female drug dealer
who ended up being a heroic figure: La Reina del Sur (TelemundoAntena 3).
With the pretext that it tells the story of a group of
independent journalists who work for the newspaper “El Tiempo,”
in each of its episodes El Octavo Mandamiento submits to the
audience’s consideration a specific analysis of the country’s major
issues, which are presented making use of authentic information.
This fact favored, from the narrative point of view, the critical
perspective with which the telenovelas decided to speak about the
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Federal Government’s security strategy to such an extent that one
of its central stories showed how a false strategy was orchestrated
to safeguard and favor one of the drug cartels from the Attorney
General’s office. In this fiction, there is a drug dealer named
“Culiacán”, whom the Government allows to operate because he
serves them as a key informer.
Epigmenio Ibarra, creator of El Octavo Mandamiento, claims
that fiction must be a testimony of its time with series that are a
“mirror of reality and not a hole” for people to crawl into:
“The public is now ready to receive these products, and they demand
them, but there is an inertial phenomenon, they are used to watching
only what is placed in front of them and that’s why nobody takes
risks, that’s why I think that it’s time for a different television, one
which tells the story of what is actually happening and one that
becomes a reference of reality.” (in Zamora, 2011).
Nevertheless, no matter how bold fiction such as this is, it has
not managed to appeal to large national audiences. Its ratings do
not surpass two points, though that is the highest for a channel
like Cadena Tres. What El Octavo Mandamiento has achieved
is an unprecedented viral quality on the Internet where it has
accumulated nearly 80 000 visits. Chapter 60 (01/10/11) is the
most viewed and commented on since in this chapter a group
of hit men enters the newspaper’s offices to murder Ezequiel
Cruz in cold blood, Ezequiel is the reporter who has discovered
the ties linking the district attorney to “Culiacán” (a character
written in the likeness of the powerful “Chapo Guzmán” in the
telenovela). The shocking scene combines with another where
“Culiacán” himself murders his mistress without scruples - she was
a Colombian woman who gave clues to Ezequiel so that he could
discover why the current district attorney had helped the drug lord
to get out of prison.
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La reina del sur, based on the homonymous novel written
by Arturo Pérez-Reverte, intends to recreate the story of Teresa
Mendoza, a Mexican woman, a victim of her own destiny, who
managed to become one of the most successful drug smugglers in
the south of Spain.
This story was well received by the audiences because it
managed to crystallize many Mexicans’ social ambitions, since
they, lacking educational and employment opportunities, deposit
their aspirations in drug trafficking and it succeeded in making
Teresa a referent that makes it possible to humanize – just as it had
happened with the federal officers of El Equipo - the people who
are involuntarily forced to enter the criminal world.
During the story, Teresa Mendoza managed to redeem herself
and become a heroine, just as it happened tangentially to the
characters in Los Héroes del Norte, a series that showed how far can
the ties between Mexican popular music bands and the drug lords
go, and how it is possible to make it in life despite it all.
The latter series, which is more closely connected to the
comedy than to the drama, shows an interesting facet that Mexican
fiction has used to address the problems of drug traffic, just like
it has happened in the movies with El Infierno and Mis balas, two
films that, with much satire and comedy, depict how violent and
bloody life can be inside the drug cartels, showing - in contrast to
traditional television fiction - that there is no happy ending.
These sides of the same coin (social violence) were the
main courses within television fiction in Mexico, which further
emphasizes the naturalization of the violence that the country lives
within its fictional narrative on the screen. With its different shades
and positions, the fact remains that real violence has also become a
hook to attract audiences, for the telenovelas and series that bet on
this theme were well-favored in terms of rating this year.
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4. Transmedia reception
4.1 The beginning of transmedia telenovelas?
“One medium is not enough anymore” – that was the
conclusion to which Televisa came at the end of the Eighth
Marketing Seminar organized annually. On this occasion the
main guest was Jeff Gómez, an expert researcher in transmedia,
who was hired by the television network to advise on the new
marketing strategy that the company will undertake in 2012 in
all its media platforms (television, radio, press, magazines and the
Internet) since according to Gabriela González, Televisa’s general
manager in charge of marketing, their objective is to have their
television contents multiplied on all the screens so as to create
“solid stories” that would make it possible for the consumer to
make an experience out of the mark (Cross, 2011).
In this respect, it was television fiction the one that headed
this new Televisa strategy in 2011, which according to the channel’s
producers would make it possible for them to have a “transmedia
telenovela” where there would be more interactivity with the
audiences, as it happened with Una familia con Suerte, the number
one in rating, which accumulated 96 million visits in its different
Internet websites, and it was by far the one with the most following
on the Internet.
The strategy used, as it had been happening since 2010, was
to create accounts for the telenovelas in Facebook and Twitter, to
open an exclusive Youtube channel and to promote video chats
through the Internet. Nevertheless, the most significant change
took place in the new way of interacting with the audiences
allowing them to openly give their opinions about the course that
the melodrama would take; for example, Una familia… decided
to create a macrostructure so that every 20 chapters - and in
accordance with the opinions obtained from its audiences and
the advertisers - the whole story were renewed. This way, the
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production guaranteed not only being in tune with the rating, but
also with the advertisers’ approval, which was vital for a production
that used as a narrative pivot Avon cosmetics company’s facilities
and products.
Still, the transmedia proposal, not only from Televisa but also
from other companies, dedicated to the production of fiction in
Mexico (TV Azteca, Canal Once TV and Cadena Tres) is miles
away from a veritable interactivity where the audiences are key
pieces in the contents’ production and distribution; quite the
contrary, interactivity has been exchanged with a “reactivity“ of
sorts, since the places to which the chapters are uploaded favor
viewing over interaction and reaction over participation.
Even the use that is given to the social networks acquires the
same shades and they are not much used to promote appropriation
and generation of new narratives among the audiences. What has
indeed changed is that interaction - in contrast to 2010 - now takes
place in real time.
A particular case was what the telenovela El octavo
mandamiento did: through Facebook it not only questioned and
inquired about the audience’s reactions at the moment they were
watching the telenovela, but also they knew how to channel these
fictional contents with real social themes and problems that were
then discussed in the news website Pulso Ciudadano created by
the production itself. There the series’ main character, Reporter
Ignacio Sanmillán, would write a daily editorial on a current
issue about life in the country, generating a leit motiv so that both
the audiences that watch the telenovelas and the website users
participated actively in the construction and discussion of the
information that was going and coming from the telenovelas to
the website (Franco and Orozco, 2011b).
Here the transmedia model, in contrast to the Televisa model,
tried to generate not only a critical perspective of the country’s
reality among the audiences, but also it intended to promote social
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action, for the audience was prompted to send reports, audios or
videos on the main problems around them and the issues of social
violence were the most recurrent. According to these problems
or opinions, the telenovela also changed its narrative and tried to
give visibility to the problems that its audiences were denouncing
at all times, which was easily justifiable because the story turned
around the Tiempo newspaper reporters’ experiences (Orozco and
Franco, 2011).
Another notable case was the Internet transmission of the
series La Bastarda, an independent production that caused much
fuss since its main characters were transvestites and transsexuals.
It made such an impact on the Internet that it accumulated more
than 200 000 visits in Youtube. It was even sued by Televisa, which
claims to have the property rights for the title; however, since it
was a nonprofit audiovisual product, the series managed to air
successfully its16 chapters.

Dos hogares

4 La fuerza del destino

3 La que no podía amar

3 La que no podía amar

2

1

Una familia con suerte

Telenovela

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Televisa

Network

Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
Twitter account (Tweetcam)
Facebook profile

Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
Twitter account (Tweetcam)
Facebook profile

Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
Twitter account (Tweetcam)
Facebook profile

Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
Twitter account (Tweetcam)
Facebook profile

Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
Twitter account (Tweetcam)
Facebook profile

Transmedia Proposal

Active

Passive
Active

Viewing
Transmedia viewing
Interactive in real time

Active

Passive
Active

Viewing
Transmedia viewing
Interactive in real time

Passive

Active

Viewing

Interactive in real time

Passive

Viewing
Transmedia Viewing
Active

Active

Levels of
Interactivity
Passive
Active

Interactive in real time

Type of Transmedia
interaction
Viewing
Transmedia viewing

Types of interaction and prevailing practices

Table 1 - The Top Ten viewed from its transmedia proposal:

Comments
Recommendation
Praise
Criticism
Debate
Comments
Recommendation
Praise
Criticism
Debate
Comments
Recommendation
Praise
Criticism
Debate
Comments
Recommendation
Praise
Criticism
Debate
Comments
Recommendation
Praise
Criticism
Debate

Prevailing Practices
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Televisa

Televisa

Source: OBITEL/ Tvolucion.com

10 Ni contigo ni sin ti

9 Los héroes del norte

Televisa

Televisa

7 El equipo

8 Amorcito corazón

Televisa

Telemundo

Network

6 El encanto del águila

5 La reina del sur

Telenovela

Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
Twitter account (Tweetcam)
Facebook profile

Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
Twitter account (Tweetcam)
Facebook profile

Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
Twitter account (Tweetcam)
Facebook profile

Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
Twitter account (Tweetcam)
Facebook profile
Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
Official website
(Tvolucion.com)
(Tweetcam)

Transmedia Proposal

Active

Passive
Active

Viewing
Transmedia viewing
Interactive in real time

Active

Interactive in real time

Passive
Active

Passive
Active

Viewing
Transmedia viewing

Viewing
Transmedia viewing

Active

Active

Passive

Viewing
Interactive in real time

Interactive in real time

Passive

Active

Levels of
Interactivity
Passive

Viewing

Interactive in real time

Type of Transmedia
interaction
Viewing

Comments
Praise
Criticism
Comments
Recommendation
Praise
Criticism
Debate
Comments
Recommendation
Praise
Criticism
Debate
Comments
Recommendation
Praise
Criticism
Debate

Comments
Recommendation Praise
Criticism
Debate
Comments

Prevailing Practices
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Table 1 confirms the tendency to offering Internet sites where
only viewing is favored, which generates for the most part a type
of “reactive” interaction accompanied by a partial transmedia
experience, since it happens only on the commercial side, for on
Tvolucion, the site that concentrates all the Televisa production, it
is possible to buy all kinds of merchandise and products generated
about its series and telenovelas.
The only transmedia experience as such generated by the
audiences, although it is not part of the networks’ strategies, was
the creation of remix videos where the audiences edited the series’
highlights (most of the time the stars’ love scenes) to share them
with others through Youtube or Facebook. This transmedia model
was the one that grew the most in 2011.

4.2 Analysis of Transmedia Reception in a Top Ten fiction
Within the thematic and interactive divergence of the fictions
present in the 2011 Top Ten, the decision was made not to choose
the telenovela with the most audience, but the series El Equipo,
number seven on the list, since this production represents an
innovation in terms of the traditional way in which the fiction
narrative is constructed and it was made by Televisa at the request
of the Department of Public Security (SSP) to promote the Federal
Police’s work against organized crime.
The purpose for analyzing this series and seeing in it the
audience’s reactions consists in detecting up to what extent and
by what (ideological) arguments the series managed to emphasize
the “framing” or interpretative filters that the public agents (the
government and the network) intended to insert in the fiction
and how this was assumed by the audiences. Was there a reaction
to the use of fiction as a large political commercial? Did this
fiction achieve its objective and did it change the public security
institutions’ social perception among the audiences? These are
some questions that we are interested in asking by means of this
transmedia analysis.
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Table 2. - Number of visitors and comments per chapter
Chapter

Date

Visits

Comments

11

23/05/11

12,640

4

12

24/05/11

12,717

12

13

25/05/11

13,530

4

14

26/05/11

12,616

28

15

27/05/11

22,414

117

Source: OBITEL / Tvolucion.com

It may be observed in Table 2 that the series failed to obtain
large numbers of users on its website, but it is interesting to see
that there was little polarization of the audience’s opinions, since
the majority of them identified with the series’ official message and
they urged the producers to make more of this type of products
that show, according to the comments, “the country’s reality.” All
this in spite of the political scandal that the series caused, not
only because they spent in it more than 118 million pesos of the
taxpayers’ money, but the series intended to eclipse the social
dissatisfaction of the government’s “security strategy,” which has
taken a toll of more than 50 000 deaths.
Table 3 - Types of posted comments
Chapter/Day
Chapter 11
23/05/11

Chapter 12
24/05/11

No. of
comments
per Chapter
4

12

Types of
prevailing
comments
Characters (+)
Themes (+)
Contents (+)
Characters (+)
Themes (+)
Contents (+)
Network (+)
Story (+)
Actors (-)
Air time(-)
Scriptwriters(+)

Comments
Types of comments
among the
among the users
users
No
comments

No
comments

No interactivity
among users

No interactivity
among users
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Chapter/Day

No. of
comments
per Chapter

Types of
prevailing
comments

Chapter 13
25/05/11

4

Themes (+)
Contents (+)
Network (+)

Chapter 14
26/05/11

Chapter 15
27/05/11

Comments
Types of comments
among the
among the users
users
No
comments

28

Themes (+ -)
There are
Contents (+)
comments
Network (+)
Story (+)
Characters (+ -)
Scriptwriters(+ -)

117

Themes (+ -)
There are
Contents (+)
Network (+ -) comments
Time(-)
Story (+)
Characters (+ -)
Scriptwriters(+ -)

No interactivity
among users

Emotive
Referential

Emotive
Referential
Poetic

In the transmedia interaction analysis of the last five chapters
of El Equipo, it is possible to observe that the users’ reaction
to the series is rather positive, that is, one of approval. The
comments posted concentrate on congratulating the network, the
scriptwriters, the actors and the theme selection. This emotiveness
with regard to the series is especially remarkable in the comments
made about the final chapter, asking Televisa to make the second
season since the first one was “very short”.
“We need the second season to become aware that, though few, there are real
heroes at our service” (Terracotta, 29/05/11).

In this sense, the negative comments only center on the
schedules and the channel, especially requesting the series to be
changed to Channel 5 of the same network that is dedicated to
series. There were very few comments in the website that reflected
the political and social criticism directed at the series, since the
users did not perceive the government’s ideological use of the
series; quite the contrary, their comments and perspectives about it
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were expressed emotionally in two senses: on the one hand, joy for
seeing that shows with the same quality as the American ones were
being produced in Mexico; on the other hand, there is a series of
comments that emphasize the importance of El Equipo in rescuing
values such as “honesty, respect, patriotism, equality, freedom” in
dealing with plots that have to do with the Government’s struggle
against drug traffic, which precisely turns out to be ideological
seen from a critical perspective.
Thus, although it is not the majority of the comments, the
series becomes a detonator of references foreign to the fiction itself
and, in certain cases, tied to the transmedia users’ experiences.
That is how a user, who appears to work for a police corporation,
puts it:
“What a good series! There are indeed people like that in Mexico,

people in our line of work who do our best because we also have
mothers, brothers, wives and children and we are risking our lives so
that they are free in a Mexico that has been taken hostage by poverty
and the monstrosity of some who believe that they can take it away
from us by poisoning it with drugs, and whenever me and my partners
go out on an operative, we are certain that there are more of us good
guys out there and here we are” (Terry, 29/05/11).
It must also be pointed out that this same relation that El
Equipo has with the Mexican reality led to comments that highlight
the relations between the Government and the network. In this
sense, some comments bear the suspicion that the series’ continuity
has to do with issues foreign to its own success, as it is evident in
the following comment:
“The second season must be released soon, they ought to cut the
nonsense about that it did not have the success expected, instead
they ought to stop playing games, I’m sure that they released it for a
reason.” (Chema, 31/05/11).
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It must be added that the few existing critical comments
retake the same link, since they emphasize the way in which the
government paid Televisa so that the series would try to tint the
reality of a strategy they consider erroneous. Nevertheless, criticism
was not the engine of the comments, since what prevailed was the
support to the series’ production that indeed “shows the country’s
reality,” which goes to show that producing “fictions à la carte”
indeed represents a good opportunity to insert, naturalize and
ideologize a series’ and telenovelas’ content from politics (and
perhaps later from other fronts) for the purpose of affecting public
opinion and changing perception about a fact, as it happened with
El Equipo and it was proved, partially, with the comments posted
about the series.
Finally, it would be necessary to make it clear that the
transmedia platform proposed offered little interactivity since it
only makes it possible to post comments and a limited exchange
among users, which is not much used to generate interaction among
them. That is, there is no debate among the users, which would
favor the transmedia proposal that Televisa intends to impose on
its products, though the network – as it has been explained – is
trying to implement this process from a clearly business perspective
rather than for the sake of its audience’s active participation.

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of TV fiction
The Mexican case presents peculiarities with regard to the
media transnationalization process due to its proximity to the
United States. In addition to sharing a border with the northern
country, the element that transnationalization promotes is the
growing immigration and relocation of Mexicans and Latin
Americans in the United States that demand programs in Spanish,
since unlike other groups of immigrants they differ, among other
things, for being loyal to the consumption of cultural products
prepared in their mother tongue (in the case of first-generation
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immigrants) or in the language that is spoken at home (secondor third-generation immigrants). This practice differs from that of
other ethnic groups that try to become incorporated early to the
dominant culture by consuming the audiovisual programs of their
new country.
The growth of the Hispanic population, both in number and
in purchasing power, has not gone unnoticed either by the media
businessmen and producers on either side, or by the American
advertising agencies.
The process of internationalization of Mexican television
begins in 1961 when the Spanish International Communication
Corporation (SICC) was set up. The company was established by
Emilio Azcárraga Vidaurreta (the current Televisa president’s
grandfather) and his US KWEX partners in San Antonio, Texas.
To get around the 1934 Communication Act that stipulates that
a foreigner cannot own more than 25% of the shares of a mass
media company, the Spanish International Network Sales (SIN) was
created simultaneously, whose objective was: 1) to Acquire the
programs that the channel transmitted whose principal source
of supply was Telesistema Mexicano (Televisa’s predecessor),
the only production company in Spanish capable of satisfying
the needs of a new channel and 2) to commercialize KWEX’s
advertising spots.3
The peak of television in Spanish in the US occurred in 1976
with the participation of two Televisa subsidiary companies: a)
Productora de Tele-programas (ProTele) in charge of distributing
in the country and abroad more than 12 000 hours of programs
produced by Mexican private stations in videotape format and
b) Univision, in charge of distributing directly the programs of
Mexico City’s Channel 2 in the United States. At the end of 1977
the Univision system was exporting 19.5 hours of programs per
3
The US law does not impose limits in ownership of companies that sell programs, therefore Azcárraga first and then his family, controlled 75 % of SIN.
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week to the US. By 1981, 167 stations in the United States received
Televisa’s signal 24 hours a day by means of the Univision system,
potentially reaching 30 million viewers in this country. 4
This model worked until 1986, the year in which the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) ruled that the SICC was
carrying out monopolistic practices by means of which it had
managed to subordinate “indirectly,” but legally, nearly 300
stations affiliated to SIN and, therefore, the SICC shareholders
had to sell the stations. The judicial order became effective and
Univision had to be sold to American businessmen, who chose to
keep the same name.
Since 1987 the relation between Televisa and Univision has
been variable with records that range from harmonic collaboration
(in 1992 Televisa managed to control up to 25 % of Univision)
to the open declaration of hostilities that ended up in court. In
spite of the variances, the two companies signed an agreement for
which the Mexican company promised to provide Univision with
exclusive contents for the Hispanic market. In return, Univision
pays royalties to Televisa in accordance with the rating that the
Mexican programs attain in the US market. The agreement will be
valid until 2025.
The exportation of contents produced in Mexico towards
the United States has consolidated as a very profitable activity for
Televisa since only in 2011 it reached the unusual sum of 224.9
million dollars (Televisa, 2011).
TV Azteca has also penetrated the international markets. At
the beginning it was only with the sale of some telenovelas and
sports programs, but in December, 1996 it takes a step forward
and announces the purchase of 75% of the shares of El Salvador’s
Channel 12. One year later it acquires 74% of Santiago de Chile’s
The Televisa signal also reach other US cities through more than 200 cable systems. To
that end, subsidiary Galavisión was set up in 1979 (González y González 1989: p. 240-241),
the signal is also broadcast in Mexico through the national signal of Canal 9.

4
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Channel 4 and by June, 1998 it controls 35 % of Costa Rica’s
Channel 4.
Since 1999, TV Azteca changed its strategy and decided to sell
its participation in the foreign channels. Its justification was the
following: “Our work is to produce and provide contents (...) we do not
believe we could add any value to a television station by investing in it. We
are not going to operate or invest in stations anywhere else in the world.
We are going to sell programs.” (Latin TV, 2000: p.3).
In September, 2000, TV Azteca and Pappas Telecasting
Companies (PTC) announced the creation of Azteca America Inc.,
a new open television network in the United States focused on
the growing Hispanic market. According to the agreement, 80
% of the property of this new company would be in PTC hands
and the Mexicans would own the other 20%. In exchange for
the 80%, PTC will provide Azteca America with ten strategically
located stations (including the three already owned at present and
seven that will be acquired), work capital and additional costs. TV
Azteca will contribute with a license of exclusive programs for the
US, Canada and Puerto Rico, with which they will pay 20% of
their capital participation. TV Azteca will receive 10% of the gross
annual income from Azteca America by virtue of the programs
license agreement, increasing 1% annually up to a maximum of
15% (TV Azteca, 2011).
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Table 1. Media Ownership Indicators
Media Ownership Index
Network

Commercializing
Agencies

Export
Distribuitor

Total

Channel 2
Channel 5
Galavisión

Televisa
Televisa
Networks /
Networks /Mex
Mex

5

Azteca 7
Azteca 13
Channel 40

Azteca
Holdings/
Mex

Comarex/Mex

5

Argos Tv

Cadena Tres

Conill
(Saarchi)
[PublicisFrancia]

Imagina
Internacional
Sales (Spain)

4

Once Tv***

Channel
Once

OPMA /
Mex

OPMA /Mex

3

Channel 22 ***

Channel 22

OPMA/
Mex

OPMA/Mex

3

Canana Films

Channel
Once

-

Canana Films /
Mex

2

El Mall

Channel 2

-

El Mall/Mex

2
2

Televisa

Tv Azteca

National

Channel
TV

Adicta Films

Channel 5

-

Adicta Films/
Mex

Foreign
Investment
(> 50%)

Televisa *

-

-

_

-

Tv Azteca **

-

-

-

-

Foreign
Subsidiary

Telemundo
Studios Mexico

Telemundo
(NBC-USA)

-

-

2

Total

8 Mexico
1 USA

8 Mexico
1 USA

4 Mexico
1 France

6 Mexico
1 Spain

Note: *They quote in the Mexican Stock Exchange and the NYSE ** It only
quotes in the Mexican Stock Exchange
*** Public channels / State investment

In Table 1 it is possible to observe the activity of the
independent producers in Mexico. Three of the ten most viewed
productions were produced by them, which speaks of a boom in
the national audiovisual industry and the creation of agreements
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where the producers contribute quality and visual esthetics, while
the big Networks, including the state-owned, contribute part of
the economic capital. This has guaranteed, as it happened with
Canal Once, a ratings increase since the series Soy tu fan made by
Canana Films attained the highest rating for a Mexican public
Network: 5.6 points (IBOPE AGB, 2011).
The fact that both Canal Once and 22 have the Organismo
Promotor de Medios Audiovisuales (OPMA) as their center for
commercialization and distribution deserves special attention.
OPMA is an organization dependent on the Ministry of the
Interior, which since 2010 undertakes all the Networks’ operations
leaving little margin to maneuver for the institutions that have the
concession, the Instituto Politécnico Nacional and the Consejo
Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, respectively.
As regards foreign investments in national television, the
Mexican laws stipulate that the foreign investors cannot take part
in the share capital of Mexican companies holding broadcasting
concessions, unless they take part in the scheme of “neutral
investments”. On the subject of cable television or DTH services
direct investment is allowed up to 49%. Televisa quotes in the
Mexican Stock Exchange (MBV) since 1991 and in the New York
Stock Exchange since 1993, which makes this foreign investment
possible despite the prohibitions.
Composition and percentage of foreign investment in Televisa
and TV Azteca in the Mexican Stock Market
TELEVISA
TV Azteca
Shareholders (percentage ownership) Shareholders (percentage ownership)
Fideicomiso Azcárraga

15.45%

William H. Gates

7.8%

Dogde and Cox

4.5%

Others

72.25%

Grupo Salinas

59.8%

Minority Holders

40 %
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The same happens with TV Azteca, a company that, by
quoting in the Mexican Stock Exchange, makes it possible for other
“minority holders”, both national and foreign, to participate as
partners, which evidences the laws system’s fragility in Mexico, for
while the telecommunications laws prohibit foreign investment,
commercial laws approve them and promote them.
Table 2. The transnational element on the premiere screen
(in the Top Ten)
Casting and locations of the Top 10 shows
Locations
or narraProduction
Casting
Author/creator
tives
company and
5 main characters
country of origin
located
co-productions
in:
National
5
Arath de la Torre
/Mex
Mayrin Villanueva
/Mex
Mexico/
Luz Elena
Estado de
Una familia… Mario Schajris/Arg
Televisa
Gonzalez /Mex
Méxioo
Daniela Castro/
Mex
Alicia Machado/
Colombia
Anahí /Mex
Carlos Ponce/
Puerto Rico
Sergio Goyri/Mex Mexico
Dos Hogares
Emilio Larrosa/Mex
Televisa
Laura León/Mex
Jorge Ortiz de
Pinedo/Mex
Ana Brenda
Contreras /Mex
Jorge Salinas /
Mex
Mexico /
La que no
José Ron/Mex
Delia Fiallo /Cuba
Televisa
Chiapas
podía amar
Julián Gil/
Argentina
Susana González
/Mex
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Casting and locations of the Top 10 shows
Locations
or narraProduction
Casting
Author/creator
tives
company and
5 main characters
country of origin
located
co-productions
in:
Elizabeth Álvarez
/Mex
Diego Olivera/
Arg
Daniel Arenas/
Amorcito
Valentina Parraga/
Televisa
Colombia
Mexico
Corazón
Mex
Fabiola
Campomanes /
Mex
Grettell Valdez
/ Mex
Eduardo
Santamarina /Mex
Alessandra
Rosaldo/Mex
Ni contigo ni
Cassiano Gabus/
Televisa
Erick Elias/Mex Mexico
sin ti
Brasil
Laura Carmine/
Puerto Rico
Sabine Moussier/
Germany
Spain/
Telemundo /
Mexico
Obitel
1
Antena 3
USA
Kate del Castillo
-Mex
Culiacán
Humberto Zurita
Telemundo
- MX
- Mex
RTI
Spain
Rafael Amaya La reina del sur
Antena 3
Morrocco
Spain
Mex
(USA-SpainColomIván Sánchez Colombia)
bia
Spain
USA
Cristina Urgel –
Spain
16 actores Mexico 5 Mexico
2 Spain
1 Spain
3 Televisa
2 Colombia
Morrocco
Total
10
1 Telemundo/
2 Argentina
ColomAntena 3
2 Puerto Rico
bia
1 Germany
USA
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In respect of the transnationalization of the casting and
locations, it must be pointed out that national fiction recovered
its leading role this year in terms of casting since for the most part
Mexican actors dominated the casts of the premiere telenovelas,
which speaks of a boom of the local Star System. In addition,
Mexican actors were part of the casts of some foreign premiere
telenovelas, as in La reina del sur (Telemundo-Antena 3) where the
starring roles were played by Mexicans.
Table 3. Audiences and transnational connections
Television Flows and cultural and linguistic proximity – premiere titles
Countries where from fiction
is imported

Countries where to fiction is
exported

National

6

-

Obitel

4

-

Mexico
Total

USA /Spain
10

Argentina (1), Chile (1), Colombia
(3), Ecuador (2), USA (6), Spain
(2), Venezuela (2), and Uruguay (2).
8

Despite the advance of other fiction industries, like the
Brazilian and the Colombian ones, Mexico has a very active role
in the exportation of fiction to the South American countries.
Although Table 3 only emphasizes the exportation to the OBITEL
countries, if this data is extrapolated to the whole Latin America,
the Mexican industry would double the number of countries (and
Networks) that buy fictions produced in Mexico from Televisa,
and from TV Azteca to a lesser extent. What’s more, the (public)
state regional networks have begun selling programs of their own
on provincial topics to the network Direct TV, which has increased
significantly its Hispanic audience in the United States with its
transmission. The phenomenon, though incipient, corroborates
this peculiarity of the Hispanic market for consuming television of
the highest possible cultural proximity. At the same time it poses
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questions on the possible (and desirable) scenarios of a greater
transnationalization to the Central American countries.
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1. Audiovisual context in Portugal
Graphic 1. National broadcasting television networks in Portugal
Public (2)
RTP1
RTP2

Private (2)
SIC
TVI
Total = 4

Graphic 2. Rating per channel in 2011
Channel
RTP1
RTP2
SIC
TVI
Cable/other
Total

%
3.3
0.7
3.5
3.9
3.9
15.2

Graphic 3. Share per channel in 2011
Channel
RTP1
RTP2
SIC
TVI
Cable/other
Total

%
21.6
4.5
22.7
25.7
25.5
100

Obitel Portugal would like to thank Marktest Audimetria, especially Dr. Pedro Lourenço,
for the data provided for concluding the present work.
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Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria

The year 2011 didn’t bring changes to the major media in
Portugal. The owners of broadcast television groups continue to
be Rádio e Televisão de Portugal (RTP, public) which has the two
free channels – RTP1 and RTP2; IMPRESA, Sociedade Gestora de
Participações Sociais, holder of the SIC and Media Capital SGPS,
incorporating TVI. These groups also operate on cable retaining
paid thematic channels, mainly information.
Given the political and financial changes resulted from the
economic crises derived from the Portuguese public debt, some
trends should be noted. Thus, due to the demand for financial
assistance requested by Portugal to the ECB (European Central
Bank), IMF (International Monetary Fund) and the European
Union (EU), the new conservative coalition government
announced the privatization of the state-owned companies,
particularly RTP. This restructuring began in the autonomous
regions of Madeira and the Azores with the closing of the regional
offices and the cessation of contracts. These measurements
were then extended to the regional offices in mainland Portugal
as well as their employees. At the same time many renowned
professionals, especially journalists and anchors of RTP1, left
the state-owned companies to the private operators. The deputy
minister and parliamentary affairs created an external committee
(Working Group for the definition of Public Service), consisting
of economists, media professionals and researchers, to point out
policies for the reorganization of public sector media. The proposals
emanating from this committee and from the administration of
RTP point to the sale of a channel, downsizing, outsourcing of
production, and increase in advertising.
A second trend that must be mentioned is the entry of
Angolan Capital in Portuguese media companies, as well as the
consolidation of the presence of Brazilian Rede Globo. With
regard to Angolan firms, in 2009 the Newshold, an Angolan group
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based in Panama, had acquired 96% of the influential weekly “Sol”
and in the following years expanded its interests into IMPRESA
(holding 2% of shares) and into COFINA group (which became the
largest shareholder with 15%), owner of the newspaper “Correio
da Manhã”, “Sábado”, “Jornal de Negócios” and “Record”. More
recently, the group positioned itself to acquire a public channel of
RTP and another group, called Filmdrehsicht, established contacts
with the view to acquire Tobis (and part of its archives), one of the
oldest producing companies in Portugal.
Rede Globo inaugurated in October 2011 the new European
headquarters in Lisbon, enforcing its strategic objectives: to
maintain its activity in Portugal, in particular by encouraging
co-productions with Portuguese broadcasters, and to enter the
European market and consolidate its presence in Angola. Leaders
and managers emphasized the interest in maintaining partnerships
for the production of content that migrate from platform to
platform.
A third provision that should be noted is the attempt of
the state/government to condition information and freedom of
expression, by pressing the editors of public and private sectors.
The paradigmatic case is the dismissal of the anchor of TVI
evening newscast, accused of disseminating “hostile” information
to the then Prime Minister José Socrates.
Still within the changes in the media that accompanied the
election of the new conservative government in the first half of
this year, it is worth mentioning the election of a new team for
the council of the Entidade Reguladora para a Comunicação
(Communication Regulatory Agency).
In the media’s perspective, 2011 is also marked by the public
tender conducted by the Comissão de Análise de Estudos dos
Meios (Commission for the Media Studies Analysis ) for the
purpose of selecting a company to measure television audiences.
The German company GfK (Growth from Knowledge) was the
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winner beating Marktest, which was the sole operator in measuring
media audiences since 1998. In times of crisis and economic and
financial austerity, following the decline of Portuguese GDP by
1.7% in 2011, advertising on television decreased 9% followed by
a lowering in prices of the slots in all periods. At the same time
the television audience watched per day, according to Marktest,
3 hours, 38 minutes and 31 seconds of television. Based on data
from the same company, age and economic family status are the
factors that most influence consumption. Individuals from low
income families as well as women and persons aged 64 and higher
are the heaviest television consumers. In contrast, children and
young people as well as those belonging to middle classes and upper
middle classes are those with lower consumption of television.
These data observed by Marktest are corroborated by several other
studies, such as those conducted by OBERCOM (Communication
Observatory) and Ideiateca Consultants. In the survey conducted
by the latter, the youngest viewers spent circa 37 minutes per day
on average sending text messages via mobile phone; circa 95% are
associated with a social network they frequent at least three times
a week. Although they consider television important, mainly the
cable channels, they do not program their home entertainment in
function of the offer, excepting football.
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2. Analysis of the year: National and Ibero-American
premiere fiction
TABLE 1. Fiction productions in 2011 and their respective
broadcasting networks
RTP 1

SIC

TVI

12 national titles
4 national titles
A ilha dos escravos (TVmovie)
Família mata (sitcom)
Conta-me como foi (series)
Laços de sangue (telenovela)
Liberdade 21 (series)
Lua vermelha (telenovela)
Maternidade (series)
Rosa fogo (telenovela)
O último tesouro (series)
Os compadres (sitcom)
8 imported titles (Brazil)
Pai à força (series)
Araguaia (telenovela)
Sagrada família (sitcom)
Escrito das estrelas
Tempo final (miniseries)
(telenovela)
Velhos amigos (series)
Insensato coração
Viver é fácil (sitcom)
(telenovela)
Voo directo (series)
Morde e assopra (telenovela)
Negócio da China
4 imported titles (Brazil)
(telenovela)
O direito de nascer (telenovela)
Passione (telenovela)
Poder paralelo (telenovela)
Tititi (telenovela)
Revelação (telenovela)
Tomá lá dá cá (sitcom)
Ribeirão do tempo (telenovela)

12 national titles
Anjo meu (telenovela)
Campeões e detectives
(series)
Casos da vida (unitário)
Espírito indomável
(telenovela)
Mar da paixão
(telenovela)
Morangos com açucar VIII:
Agarra o teu futuro (series)
Morangos com açucar VIII:
Vive o teu verão (series)
O Amor é um sonho
(miniseries)
O dom (miniseries)
Redenção (miniseries)
Remédio santo (telenovela)
Sedução (telenovela)

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria

TABLE 2. Total premiere fictional programming in 2011
Fiction

%

Hours

70

Chapters/
Episodes
1372

53

942:30 50.4

-

-

-

12

30

1244

47

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

40

100

2616

Titles

%

28
-

Latin-American (Obitel scope)
Latinoamericana (Obitel scope)
USA (hispanic production)
Iberian
Others (co-productions)

National
Ibero-American

Total

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria

-

%

-

925:50 49.6

100 1868:20 100
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TABLE 3. Origin of the premiered fictional programming by country
Titles

%

Chapters/
Episodes

12

30

1244

Argentina

-

-

-

-

-

-

Chile

-

-

-

-

-

-

Colombia

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ecuador

-

-

-

-

-

-

Spain

-

-

-

-

-

-

USA (hispanic production)

-

-

-

-

-

-

México

-

-

-

-

-

-

Country
Brazil

PORTUGAL

%

Hours

%

47.5 925:50 49.6

28

70

1372

Uruguay

-

-

-

-

-

-

Venezuela

-

-

-

-

-

-

Others (co-production)

-

-

-

-

-

-

40

100

2616

Total

52.5 942:30 50.4

100 1868:20 100

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria

In 2011 there was a slight decrease of titles (3), reaching the
number offered in 2009 and standing in the average of the last
four years (28.25). In a breakdown per channel, it appears that the
public service channel, RTP1, maintained the supply (12 titles) and
the commercial channels – SIC and TVI – decreased the offer in
1 and 2, respectively. Despite these variations, the production and
transmission of national fiction have still been more important in
TVI, followed by RTP, and finally, SIC.
RTP1 and SIC remain the only channels transmitting IberoAmerican contents, originating in Brazil. The offer of 12 titles,
while in the average of the past four years (12.75), is less than in
2010 (16). The producer of content offered by SIC remains Rede
Globo, whose presence in Portugal with the telenovela format
dates from 1977.
The decrease in national titles from 2010 to 2011 reflected
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the number of chapters/episodes broadcasted: 2011 registered
the lowest number since 2008 (1,372), which is below average for
the previous years (1,638). The total broadcasted hours was also
influenced by this fall (942:32), with a decrease of 312:25 hours
compared to 2010, and 465:00 compared to 2009, the year of
“fiction without crisis”.
Similarly, it is possible to observe the effects of lower supply
of Brazilian content in 2011 compared to 2010 in the number of
chapters/episodes (from 1,322 to 1,244), as well as in the number
of hours (from 1032:00 to 925:50).
For the first time since 2008, the number of hours separating
the total national content to the Ibero-American content is 17,
which clearly contrasts with data from previous years with a
difference of 342 hours in average.

977

5

Prime time
(20:00-24:00)

Night
(24:00-07:00)

100,0

0.4

71.2

21.3

7.1

%

942:35

02:20

678:10

202:45

59:20

H

National

100,0

0.3

71.9

21.5

6.3

%

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria

1372

293

Afternoon
(13:00-20:00)

Total

97

C/E

Morning
(07:00-13:00)

Time slots

1244

161

313

770

-

C/E

100

12.9

25.2

61.9

-

%

925:50

76:15

222:30

627:05

-

H

Ibero-American

100

8.2

24.0

87.8

-

%

2616

166

1290

1063

97

C/E

TABLE 4. Broadcast Chapters/Episodes and Hours per Time Slot

100

6.3

49.4

40.6

3.7

%

H

1868:25

78:35

900:40

829:50

59:20

Total

100

4.2

48.2

44.4

3.2

%
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To maintain audiences, television programmers have to pay
attention to the social fringe groups available throughout the day.
Thus, the 24-hour day is divided into time slots and content is
designed, produced and broadcast in more propitious moment
to generate contact with potentially interest viewers. Prime time
is the slot with the highest number of national titles (19 to 977
chapters/episodes). Although not exclusive to Portuguese reality,
we note a national peculiarity: in all channels the foreign contents
are subtitled and occupy a well-defined area (in the evenings
during the week and in the afternoons during the weekend). Since
the 1980s, prime time is filled with family oriented productions,
such as Brazilian telenovelas and, since 2000, with Portuguese
telenovelas.
Next, follows the afternoon slot with 293 chapters/episodes
relating to five titles. Although this slot is situated between 13:00
and 20:00, all contents are transmitted from 18:30/19:00, forming
what we can call a fourth time slot – the “access to prime time”.
The time of preparation for prime time is traditionally occupied
by aggregator programs, such as fiction and entertainment, and
used to drag the audiences. Following this, the public service
channel uses the scheme “entertainment – information –
entertainment” and the commercial channels use the scheme
“fiction – information – fiction”. The following time periods are
“morning” and “night” with 3 and 1 titles, respectively. In the first
case, we find the contents dedicated to a young public, and in the
latter case we find a sitcom called Viver é Fácil (RTP1).
Brazilian telenovelas, that for 20 years occupied the Portuguese
prime-time television, were surpassed in 2001 by Portuguese ones,
leading to the establishment of new transmission schedules.
Therefore, while in RTP1 the contents of TV Record fill the
afternoon slot, the contents of Rede Globo broadcast by SIC (a
consequence of the exclusivity agreement) occupy access of prime
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time and, in recent years, the threshold between prime time and
night time. This fact is due to the establishment, by TVI, of a
prime time programming based on national fiction, inducing the
competing commercial channel, SIC, to produce similar contents
and schedule them for the same periods.
An interesting fact emerging from the analysis of these data is
the change of certain contents schedules during its transmission2.
Policy developed by the imperatives of competition may lead to
disruption of commitment with viewers and, ultimately, to the
cancellation of its transmission.

Four cases were identified. The choice of transmission schedule was based on the more
expressive months.

2

11

4

1

4

28

Series

Miniseries

Telefilm

Others
(sketches)

TOTAL

100

14.3

3.6

14.3

39.2

28.6

%

1372

52

1

14

363

942

Ch/Ep

100

3.8

0,1

1.0

26.5

68.6

%

NATIONAL

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria

8

Titles

Telenovela

Formats

942:25

37:45

01:55

12:40

258:30

631:35

Hours

100

4.0

0.2

1.4

27.4

67.0

%

12

1

-

-

-

11

Titles

100

8.3

-

-

91.7

%

1244

83

-

-

-

1161

Ch/Ep

100

6.7

-

-

-

93.3

%

IBERO-AMERICAN

TABLE 5. Formats of National and Ibero-American fictional programming

925:50

42:30

-

-

-

883:20

Hours

100

4.6

-

-

-

95.4

%
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In line of what happened in 2010, the series was the format
with more presence on Portuguese television. Since 2008, the
telenovela has been undergoing a gradual decline, although
occupying still prime time and reaching the best shares. The
miniseries returned to the grids through TVI (3 titles) and through
RTP1 (1 title). Following the previous experiences, the commercial
station produced three stories – O Amor é um Sonho, O Dom and
Redenção – using inspiration in the supernatural and in divine
interventions, themes that are little explored in Portuguese fiction.
In turn, RTP1 adapted an Argentinean format, Tempo Final3. In six
chapters six stories are presented, told in real time, based on the
suspense and thriller and presented in a cinematic language.
There are also other formats in use, e.g. sitcom (RTP1 and
SIC, 3 titles) and the unitary (TVI) – Casos da Vida. This title was
premiered in 2008 and each chapter tells a story (often based on
true events) with its own cast and production team.
Featured also is the presentation of a telefilm by RTP1. Filmed
in 2007, A Ilha dos Escravos was a Portugal, Brazil and Cape Verde
co-production, and the action takes place in the first half of the
nineteenth century. Looking now at the Brazilian offering, there is
a predominance of the telenovela (11 titles) and the presentation
of a sitcom – Toma Lá, dá cá – with a cast popularized in Portugal
in recent years with Sai de baixo.

3
Tiempo Final is a production of BBTV and Telefé Contenidos. It was aired for the first
time in 2000 with three seasons and has already been adapted in many countries.
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TABLE 6. Formats of national fictional programming by time slot
Formats

Morning

%

Telenovela
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm
Others
(sketches)
Total

1
2
-

33.3
66.7
-

Afternoon
4
-

Prime
time
7
100
4
4
1

-

-

-

-

3

100

4

100

%

%

Night

%

Total

%

35.0
20.0
20.0
5.0

1
-

100
-

8
11
4
1

28.6
39.2
14.3
3.6

4

20.0

-

-

4

14.3

20

100

1

100

28

100

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria

Dividing national content per slot, we observe the presence of
all formats in primetime, with a predominance of the telenovela.
The remaining periods are filled, asymmetrically, with telenovelas
and series reflecting, on the one hand the production for the
youngest and, secondly, the flexibilization of schedules to balance
the grid’s schedules.
TABLE 7. Length of Chapters/Episodes
Lenght
Short (30’)
Medium (30’- 60’)
Large (60’+)
Total

Chapters/Episodes

%

15

1.1

1324

96.5

33

2.4

1372

100

Source: Obitel Portugal, MediaMonitor/Marktest Audimetria

The medium duration is predominant, with 1 324 chapters/
episodes. Regarding all other categorizations and comparing
with 2010, there is an inversion. If, in the past years, the short
duration was in second place, in 2011 it is the long duration
that now occupies that place. This is due mainly to the use of
the miniseries, telefilm and unitary formats. The 15 chapters/
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episodes of short duration have a juvenile content broadcast in
the morning (Campeões e Detectives, TVI) and a sitcom delivering
during the night (Viver é Fácil, RTP1).
TABLE 8. Fiction time period
Time period

Titles

%

Present

25

89.3

Vintage

3

10.7

Historical

-

-

Other

-

-

Total

28

100

Source: Obitel Portugal

The “present” is the most predominant time used in Portuguese
fiction. In 2011 we can also find three “vintage” titles or situated
in the past: Conta-me como foi, A Ilha dos Escravos (RTP1) and Anjo
Meu (TVI). We emphasize this last title since it is a telenovela,
usually set in the present time, and taking place after the April 25,
1974. This date marks the end of dictatorship in Portugal, and the
production explores the tensions in the Portuguese society of the
80s using the classic plots – forbidden love, revelations of identity
and betrayals.

TVI / Plural
Entertainment

TVI

RTP1

SIC

TVI

TVI

SIC

TVI

TVI

TVI

TVI

Channel
Format

Artur Ribeiro

Pedro Lopes (supervision of Aguinaldo
Silva)

Patrícia Müller

Maria João Mira

Antonio Barreira

Sandra Santos

Name of the writer or author of the
original idea

National original scripts
90%

Private Telenovela

Rui Vilhena
Foreign scripts
10%

Casa da Criação (Cláudia Sampaio, José
Private
Series
Pinto Carneiro, Lígia Dias, Marta Coelho,
Sandra Rocha)
Private Telenovela
Patrícia Müller
Helena Amaral, Isabel Frausto, Fernando
Public
Series
Heitor

Private Miniseries

Private Telenovela

Private Telenovela

Private Telenovela

Private Telenovela

Private Telenovela

private
or
Public
TV

6,7

6.9

8.2

8.3

8.8

10.4

10.7

10.8

11.8

15.4

%
Rating

29,3

17.1

23.1

27.9

33.9

30.0

34.1

33.2

32.2

40.8

%
Share

4

Just as in the previous years, it is possible to note the repetition of titles in the table due to the fact that the premieres are usually aired in the middle of the
year and after summer, what causes an audience split (Obitel’s monitoring refers to 2011).

Source: Obitel Portugal

Spain

Portugal

Portugal

TVI / Plural
Entertainment
TVI / Plural
Entertainment
TVI / Plural
Entertainment
TVI / Plural
Entertainment
SIC/SP
Television / Rede
Globo
TVI / Plural
Entertainment

Production
House

SIC/SP Televisão
RTP/SP
Televisão
TVI / Plural
10º. Sedução
Portugal
Entertainment
Total Productions: 10
100%

7º. Morangos
com açúcar VIII:
Agarra o teu futuro
8º. Rosa fogo
9º. Conta-me
como foi

Portugal

Portugal/
Brazil

5º. Laços de
sangue

6º. O dom

Portugal

Portugal

Portugal

Portugal

Country
of origin of
the original
idea or script

4º. Mar de paixão

3º. Anjo meu

2º. Remédio santo

1º. Espírito
indomável

Title

TABLE 9. Top ten programs: Origin, Format, Rating, Share4
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Series

Telenovela

9º. Conta-me
como foi

10º. Sedução

Source: Obitel Portugal

Telenovela

Series

Miniseries

Telenovela

Telenovela

Drama, romance

2010

2011

2011

Drama, suspense, tragedy,
comedy

Historical, drama

2010/11

2011

2010

2010

Juvenile, romance,
musical, comedy

Suspense, romance,

Romance, comedy,
suspense

Drama, romance

2011

2011

Comedy, drama, suspense,
romance

Telenovela

Telenovela Historical, drama, romance

2010

Production
year

Drama, humor, romance

Genre

Telenovela

Format

8º.Rosa fogo

7º. Morangos
com açúcar
VIII: Agarra
o teu futuro

6º. O dom

4º. Mar de
paixão
5º. Laços de
sangue

3º. Anjo meu

1º. Espírito
indomável
2º. Remédio
santo

Title

242

10

-

303

4

322

318

-

-

301

Number
of
chapters

45 min

60 min

50 min

40 min

55 min

50 min

40 min

50 min

45 min

50 min

Ch/Ep lenght

TABLE 10. TOP 10 most viewed titles

25.10.2010

26.08.2011

19. 09.2011

20.09.2010

30.04.2011

13.09.2010

15.03.2010

20.03.2011

16.05.2011

31.05.2010

Date of the
first issue

03.09.2011

09.09.2011

-

09.09.2011

21.05.2011

02.10.2011

19.03.2011

-

-

15.05.2011

Date of the
last issue

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

afternoon,
access to
prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Prime time

Time slot
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TABLE 11. Themes of the 10 most watched titles in 2011
Titles

Dominant Themes

Social Themes

1. Espírito indomável Vengeance, crimes, identity Economic crises, adoption,
revelation, rival families
the pursuit of feminine
freedom
Religiousness, hearing
2. Remédio santo
Mysticism, vengeance,
bastardy
handicapped, social criticism
3. Anjo meu
Crimes’ resolution, love
Social and historical
triangle, vengeance
movements, political
conflicts
4. Mar de paixão
Fishing village
Organ donation and
transplantation
5. Laços de sangue
Family relations, love
Gambling, family separations
triangle, vengeance, envy, by tragic events, moral values
crimes
6. O dom
Supernatural, professional
Paranormal
practice (psychology)
7. Morangos com
Adolescence, arts (music,
Juvenile dilemmas, social
dance), sport, love
inclusion of immigrants
açúcar VIII: Agarra o
teu futuro
8. Rosa fogo

Love, crimes resolution,
Infertility, breast cancer,
bastardy
illegal fights
9. Conta-me como foi
Family relations,
National history, generation’s
generation’s stories
conflicts
10. Sedução
Family relations, adultery, Moral values, pursuit for the
bigamy, vengeance, crimes feminine economic freedom
Source: Obitel Portugal

As in previous years, SIC and TVI, both private, lead the
production of national fiction. The first four titles of the list
belong to TVI, which occupies a total of seven places in the
table. Soon after comes SIC with two productions. Finally, RTP1
closes the TOP10 ranking with only one title. The presence of
the series format in the TOP10 (30%) remained as in previous
years, demonstrating the upward trend of fiction in this format.
The predominance of telenovelas in prime time (70%), however,
reveals the persistence of long narratives.
Of all the screenplays, eight are Portuguese, one is a Portugal
and Brazil co-production, and one results from an adaptation of a
Spanish format.
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In the competition for audience, the two major television
fictions in 2011 were Espírito Indomável (TVI) with 15.4% of rating
and 40.8% of share and Laços de Sangue (SIC) with 10.4% of rating
and 30.0% of share. The rural environment was again a choice
of success leading Espírito Indomável to the first place in the table
of the 10 most watched titles. In addition, this TVI production
has won the 9th place of the most viewed telenovelas in Portugal
since 2000. The use of humor was another narrative source for the
success, including humorous characters in the plots.
Laços de Sangue stood out in several aspects. Firstly because
it marks the return of SIC to being a competitive player for
audiences. Despite appearing in fifth place in the table, this title
became the leader of the list of program viewed for some weeks,
second only to football. Secondly, according to the transmedia
analysis held by Obitel in 2011, Laços de Sangue was in evidence for
the participation of the public on the Internet, compared to other
fiction titles. Following the end of this co-production of Rede
Globo and SIC, the overall audience levels revealed the acceptance
of the general public because it ends the year as one of the most
viewed telenovela of the station. Importantly, Laços de Sangue won
the Emmy award for best telenovela of the year.
Regarding the other titles, the plot of Remédio Santo (TVI),
with 11.8% of rating and 32.2% of share, has similar characteristics
to the plot of the first title in the table, although in a less rural
setting, but in the same way located in the hinterland (attracting
local audiences) and exploring themes such as religion and social
criticism. In third and fourth places are two productions of the
same television station, Anjo Meu (TVI), with 10.8% of rating and
33.2% of share, and Mar de Paixão (TVI), with 10.7% rating and
34.1% share. Anjo Meu must be highlighted for being on the top,
after the end of Espírito Indomável, of the global audience for a few
weeks, alongside Remédio Santo and vis-à-vis any other program of
the generalist channels. It is also important to mention that in
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2011 the titles Remédio Santo and Anjo Meu disputed audiences
with another format of success, the reality show Casa dos Segredos
(TVI).
The list continues with O Dom (TVI) in 6th place with 8.8%
of rating and 33.9% of share, a miniseries in four chapters dealing
with the paranormal as a main theme. In 7th place is Morangos
com Açúcar VIII: agarra o teu futuro (TVI), with 8.3% of rating and
27.9% of share, a huge success for nearly 10 years representing the
juvenile gender and now with content targeted to the arts (music,
dance, theater, sports). In 8th place is Rosa Fogo (SIC), with 8.2%
of rating and 23.1% of share, new SIC production investment.
Conta-me como foi (RTP1), with 6.9% of rating and 17.1% of share,
reappears in the TOP10, as in 2009, in 9th place. In last place,
Sedução (TVI), with 6.7% of rating and 29.3% of share, fell from
5th (2010) to 10th place (2011).

3. Highlights of the year
The years 2009 and 2010 were the ones of of domestic
fiction consolidation in national broadcasters. This journey that
began over a decade ago with success was faced with a slowdown
in 2011 as a result of the country’s economic and social situation.
In spite of the decrease in the number of titles and, consequently,
in the number of hours, lines of continuity (and apparently
innovative) that may impact the course of fiction and television
markets can be highlighted.
Despite the uncertainties of the RTP1 future, public service
channel, the supply of fiction has been maintained (12 titles).
The formats were diversified (series, sitcom, TV movie), as well
as transmission schedules and its duration, showing a concern to
reaching “all” age and social groups. In this line of thought, there
is a predominance of stories aimed at a family audience – with
the sitcoms Sagrada Família, Velhos Amigos and Compadres – with
well recognized casts, who are known because of their careers over
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the years. We also observe the production of contents oriented
to a younger audience through the use of the genre adventure (O
último tesouro), thriller (Tempo Final) and professional, following
the North American blockbusters like Boston Legal, Law &
Order or Pan Am (Liberdade 21; Voo Directo). The eclectic spirit
of this station is reinforced by recurring to different production
companies, e.g. Stopline Films, Film Connection, Mandala, Cinecool,
Produções Fictícias, SP Televisão, each one with different experiences
in the television market.
The commercial channel, SIC, presented four national
fiction titles during 2011, three of them premiered in 2010 (Laços
de Sangue, Lua Vermelha and Família Mata). The success achieved
by Laços de Sangue – a productive partnership with Rede Globo
– resulted in the production being extended until October
(totaling 313 episodes and in a duration of 13 months). Although
it has not exceeded the share of the telenovelas presented by
TVI, this title stands out for having penetrated into the higher
socioeconomic levels and in the age group 35-44 (note that, as a
rule, the telenovelas broadcast in prime time in Portugal are more
accepted by an older audience and by lower socioeconomic level).
Its emphasis is also due to the nomination and subsequent victory
of the Emmy for best telenovela. The success of the partnership
with Rede Globo and the opening of a delegation of this Brazilian
broadcaster in Portugal consolidated a new experience to debut
in 2012: a “customized remake” of Dancin ‘Days, a successful
Brazilian title produced in the 70/80s.
Regarding this private channel, it is worth mentioning
the presentation of the telenovela Rosa Fogo. Besides filming in
Colombia – which reinforces the dynamics of action –, it has in
its cast familiar faces to the general public. Although Portugal is a
small market, since 2000/2001 it has built its own television star
system, leading the broadcasters to seek exclusivity with actors and
technical and management professionals.
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Once more, TVI has dominated the market, achieving a
better demand/supply relationship. In addition to the reinvention
of the youth series Morangos com Açúcar, responsible for the
emergence of young actors and musical bands, we can highlight
the miniseries (O Amor é um Sonho, Redenção and O Dom) and the
unitary Casos da Vida. Closer to an aesthetic and cinematographic
language, these titles explore alternative genre and themes to the
national mainstream (telenovela), allowing reaching the younger
generations used to new standards of viewing and tastes.
Along these lines, it appears that, like other countries, the
young Portuguese consumes with more expression North-American
television fiction titles, very attractive by its themes, casts and serial
dimension. Despite its distribution in the generalist channels, it
is the paying channels and other platforms, such as the Internet,
which offer a wider plethora of transmission schedules (between
premieres and repetitions). They also offer a larger number of
titles that do not require daily appointments and which industrial
production units are self-contained or stand-alone episodes. This
reality takes shape in an increasing migration of viewers.
After “consolidation” (2008), “absence of crisis” (2009)
and “new challenges” (2010), 2011 reveals the migration of the
audience to other platforms – more in tune with the experiences
and recreational needs of individuals. Faced with this problem, the
answer became a (re)definition of genres, formats and narratives in
copycat model of international successes. Nevertheless, and in our
opinion, these management (crisis) maneuvers are old strategies
for new times and leave open the path to the Portuguese television
fiction.

4. Transmedia reception
In Portugal, the presence of fiction in the Internet is
still incipient compared to other countries where the number of
websites, blogs and social networks like Facebook, YouTube and
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Twitter denote a higher development of these matters. From the
analysis of the types of interactions and dominant practices of the
consumers of the most wastched titles in 2011, we can observe
some trends of the national reality.
From the producers’ actions, the fans are encouraged to
seek new information on the fictions and interact with other
consumers, preferably, through the dissemination of official
websites. The visitor can, in these sites, have access to contents such
as download of photos and wallpapers, news, articles, promotions,
weekly summary of chapters and view previously broadcasted
episodes. On Facebook, the user participation, although shy, is a
practice of the fans of Portuguese fiction. In spite of the moderate
activity, eight titles (Espírito Indomável, Remédio Santo, Anjo Meu,
Mar de Paixão, Laços de Sangue, Morangos com Açúcar, Rosa Fogo and
Conta-me como Foi) have a profile on this social network. Unlike
Facebook, in Twitter only two fictions (Rosa Fogo and Morangos
com açúcar) have their own page, both having been created by the
broadcasters.
The participation of fans is one of the most relevant
phenomena of the digital universe, which leads to creating and
maintaining unofficial pages (Jenkins, 2009), especially blogs to
disseminate news, store, share and allow comments on fictional
subjects. In social networks, fans are present with higher expression
in YouTube, where we find a regular presence of videos of all the
fictions of the TOP10. When we observe the number of comments
and visits, the non-official pages are the most used tools for TVI
productions. In the SIC productions, however, the success is higher
in the official pages and in the profiles of the social networks.
Comparatively, RTP1 is the broadcaster with less fictional content
in the Internet, both by producers and consumers.
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TABLE 1. The 10 most watched titles from a transmedia perspective:
types of dominant interactions and practices
Titles

Channel

Transmedia
proposal
Official page
Facebook page

1º.Espírito
indomável

TVI

Twitter page
YouTube page
Fan page
Official page
Facebook page

2º. Remédio
santo

TVI

Twitter page
YouTube page
Fan page
Official page
Facebook page

3º. Anjo meu

TVI

Twitter page
YouTube page
Fan page
Official page
Facebook page

4º. Mar de
paixão

TVI

Twitter page
YouTube page
Fan page

Type of
Levels of
interaction interaction
Visually
Passive
Visually
interactive,
Active/
Interactive in
creative
real time
Visually
Active/
interactive
creative
network
Visually
Active
transmediatic
Visually
Passive
Visually
Interactive
Active
network
Visually
Active/
Interactive
creative
network
Visually
Active
Transmediatic
Visually
Passive
Visually
Interactive
Active
network
Visually
Active/
interactive
Creative
network
Visually
Interactive
Active
network
Visually
Passive
Visually
Passive
Interactive
Visually
Active/
Interactive
creative
network
Interactive
Active

Type of
dominant
practices

Comments
Recommendation, criticism,
collection, storage, sharing,
discussion

Comments,
recommendation, criticism,
collection, storage, sharing,
discussion

Comments,
recommendation, criticism,
collection,
sharing, discussion

collection,
sharing
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Titles

Channel

Transmedia
proposal
Official page
Facebook page

5º. Laços de
sangue

SIC

Twitter page
YouTube page
Fan page
Official page
Facebook page
Twitter page

6º. O dom

TVI
YouTube page
Fan page
Official page
Facebook page

7º. Morangos
com açúcar
VIII: Agarra o
teu futuro

TVI

Twitter page
YouTube page
Fan page
Official page
Facebook page

8º. Rosa fogo

SIC

Twitter page
YouTube page
Fan page

Type of
Levels of
interaction interaction
Visually
Transmediatic
Visually
Interactive
network
Visually
Interactive
network
Visually
Interactive
network
Visually
Visually
Interactive
network
Visually
Visually
Interactive
network
Interactive in
real time
Visually
Interactive
network
Visually
Transmediatic
Visually
Transmediatic
Visually
Interactive
network
Visually
Interactive in
real time
Visually
Interactive
network
Visually
Interactive
network

Type of
dominant
practices

Active
Active
Active/
creative

comments,
recommendation, criticism,
collection, storage, sharing,
discussion

Active
Passive
Active/
creative
Active
Active/
creative
Passive
Active/
creative
Active

Sharing

comments,
interpretation,
remix, recommendation,
criticism,
collection,
storage,
sharing,
discussion

Active
Active
Passive
Active/
creative
Active

comments,
recommendation,
criticism,
colection,
storage,
sharing,
discussion
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Titles

Channel

Transmedia
proposal

Type of
Levels of
interaction interaction

Official page

Visually
Visually
Interactive
network
Visually
Interactive
network
Visually
Visually
Interactive
network
-

Facebook page
9º. Conta-me
como foi

RTP1

Twitter page
YouTube page
Fan page
Official page
Facebook page
Twitter page

10º. Sedução

TVI

YouTube page
Fan page

Type of
dominant
practices

Passive
Active/
creative
Active/
creative
Passive
Active/
creative

Collection,
storage,
sharing

Collection,
storage,
sharing

-

Source: Obitel Portugal

Interactivity (passive, active or creative) is a feature of the
digital landscape observed in the user comments. We note that
communication between fans of Portuguese fiction is actively
performed in recent productions, revealing the growth of digital
participation compared to previous years. Furthermore, we can
note the preference of the younger generation for fiction in the
Internet, by comparing the number of pages of titles destined to
young audiences (e.g. Morangos com Açúcar) that is much higher
than those addressed to other age groups (e.g. Conta-me como foi).

4.1 Analysis of transmedia reception of a TOP10 fiction
For a detailed analysis of the circulation of fictions between
platforms and the resulting behavior of fans in this scenario, we
chose to select Espírito Indomável, a title with the highest audience in
2011. For the purpose of this study, we chose to analyze the highest
viewed fiction over the title with more expressive transmedia
activity because in the previous year we focused on the latter.
The presence of Espírito Indomável in the digital universe was
noted mainly in the social networks Facebook and YouTube and in
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fan blogs. On Youtube, there is the incidence of 3 050 videos posted
when searching the name of fiction in the site’s search engine.
On Youtube, the interactive practice in community (Levy, 1997) is
fueled mostly by two or three users, whose interaction is active and
creative. Therefore, we chose to analyze the videos of the chapters
of the last week of exhibition, posted by user “espirit0indomavel”
– the most active. All videos studied are identified according to
the episode number (for example, “Episódio #296 – Espírito
Indomável”). Observing Table 14, we note that the number of
visits varies according to the chapter, increasing progressively as
the last episode approaches (there is only a break in Chapter 300).
The number of commentaries increases sharply in the last chapter.
TABLE 2. Number of visits and comments by episode and by day
(social networks)
Chapter/Date
#296 - 09/05/2011
#297 - 10/05/2011
#298 - 11/05/2011
#299 - 12/05/2011
#300 - 13/05/2011
#301 - 15/05/2011

Visitors/users
24,411
24,437
28,253
52,231
35,198
51,186

Commentaries
6
6
8
33
32
81

Source: Obitel Portugal

Regarding the dominant content in the comments, the positive
tone reveals the delight of fans. The characters, the actors and
actresses are the main subject of conversation among the users. The
expression of emotion – manifestation of feelings towards fiction
– seems to be the main reason for posting comments. Almost all
participants refer to loving couples with whom they identify.
“It was the only Portuguese telenovela in which I did not miss a
single episode. I’ll never forget Espírito Indomável and especially
the little couple Zé and Rafael. [I want to take this opportunity] to
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congratulate Vera and Diogo Amaral for their excellent performance
that they gave us during these months!” (Paula1122345).
“OMG, it’s over: (I’m so sad... I did not want it to end… it was
perfect, very perfect, the marriage of Susana and Tristão, I couldn’t
stop laughing, I was already suspicious that it was Hugo who killed
Junior, Nuno and Claudia did not stay together: (I wanted them
together!!:P the final of Zé, Rafael and the daughter was really
beautiful, I just did not like to see João there seeing everything...
but the rest was excellent! Best novela of TVI, thank you
espirit0indomavel for all the episodes!” (missrebelde1).

The comments between users remained to questioning about
the outcome of the story. Also noteworthy are the comments
regarding to the responsible for the videos uploading, with
compliments to the activity and the sharing of the episodes online.
TABLE 3. Type of comments published
N.º of
commentaries
per chapter

#296
09/05/2011

6

#297
10/05/2011

6

Characters,
actors, plot

No comments

-

#298
11/05/2011

8

Story,
characters,
actors

Comments

Emotional,
conative

#299
12/05/2011

33

Story, characters

Comments

Emotional,
poetic

#300
13/05/2011

32

Story, characters, actors, plot

Comments

Emotional,
poetic

#301
15/05/2011

81

Story, themes,
characters,
actors, plot

Comments

Emotional,
conative,
phatic, poetic

Source: Obitel Portugal

Types of
dominant
comments

Types of
comments
between users

Chapter/
Day

Comments
between users

Characters, plot No comments

-
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Regarding other types of Internet activity, we found three fan
blogs resulting from a Google search on Espírito Indomável. One has
more movement, counting the number of posts and comments,
but none provides information on the number of hits. The
sharing of downloadable episodes is, notably, the main purpose of
these blogs. The comments and interaction among the users are
secondary practices. In an analysis of one of the blogs, we observe
a repetition of the same phenomenon, i.e. a massive participation
in the last episode, as seen in Table 16. Again, compliments to the
characters are the main contents of conversation, as well as to the
actors and actresses, the story, and the TV station.
TABLE 4. Type of comments published
ComNº of
Types of
ments
“likes”
comments
between
(Facebook
between users
users
connection)

Chapter/
Day

N.º of
comments by
chapter

Types of
dominant
comments

#296
09/05/2011

-

-

-

-

#297
10/05/2011

2

Characters

-

-

#298
11/05/2011

3

Themes

-

-

#299
12/05/2011

15

Story,
characters,
channel,
actors

3

Conative
Poetic

9

#300
13/05/2011

22

Story,
characters,
schedules

3

Emotional
Conative
Poetic

11

91

Story,
characters,
actors,
channel

32

Emotional
Conative
Poetic
Referential

#301
15/05/2011

4
4
7

34

Source: Obitel Portugal

The Facebook profile of Espírito Indomável has 20 community
pages and 11 discussion groups. In each of the pages with
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higher success, we found 24 113 and 14 663 people who clicked
“like”. However, when we observe the number of comments, we
perceive the scarcity of publications in relation to the number of
active users.
The transmedia analysis took into consideration the actions of
producers and consumers of fiction, revealing the main practices
in this universe. The concerns of the producers are official
websites and social networks – Facebook and Twitter – the latter
with moderate expression. Users, on the other hand, reacted to
the actions of creators, consuming posted content, as they actively
participate, through comments, videos upload on YouTube and
the creation of fan blogs.
Comparatively, both as in YouTube and as in blogs, users’
behavior is similar, denouncing some trends. Thus, for the
content of the discussions, the main issues are the characters,
actors and actresses, the story and fiction themes. These topics
of conversation are explained quite emotionally, using expressions
that reveal emotional involvement with the narrative. The number
of comments posted during the last week of the most watched
title broadcasted showed a higher fan activity as the last chapter
approached. Overall, there is an active and relevant interactivity
between users, but this expression varies with the title and the type
of website.

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of TV fiction
The 30 years of transnational fiction formats production,
such as telenovelas and series, have not projected Portugal beyond
its borders. The business model of generalist channels is based,
above all, on the production for internal consumption either
immediately, either in re-run, monetization strategy appropriate
to the nature of stock contents. Indeed, fiction products are the
ones that hold audiences and it is around them that Portuguese
channels focus their attention. This can be confirmed, as we
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have seen, by the constant migration of technical, administrative
and artistic personnel, as well as the continued production and
presentation of titles.
Portuguese prime time has spoken Portuguese since 1977.
Gabriela set the tone, followed by a continuing of content from
Rede Globo, first in the public channel and since 2005 up to now in
the commercial channel SIC. In an alternate and complementary
way, fiction from Brazil and from Portugal (Portuguese telenovela
was born in 1982) form a solid and unassailable programmatic
block, given that the foreign programs, by tradition, are subtitled
and do not fit within prime time, which is allocated to family
programs. Foreign programs, mostly fiction and American film,
are broadcasted throughout the week at night and during the
weekend in the afternoon.
This reality allows the setting of an audience for prime time –
constituted mostly by viewers over 64 years of age –, but ultimately
fails to attract the younger audience, who, as we have seen, prefer,
on the one hand, the North-American narratives and, on the other
hand, prefer to consume them in more flexible platforms such as
the web or the pay channels.
The Portuguese language is not a lingua franca (despite being
the fifth most spoken language in the world), unlike English and
Spanish that constitute privileged geolinguistic markets (Sinclair,
1999). These two languages led to the establishment of a steady
stream of television content, especially fiction and, within this
segment, the series (English) and telenovela (Spanish), formats per
excellence when it intends to analyze the transnationalization of
media (Wilkinson, 2003).
Although Portugal is a producer of telenovelas, the sale
as finished product (can) entails extra costs, as recording in
international tracks in order to permit its dubbing. In addition,
the presence in specialty events and fairs, which promotes the
contents, is very expensive, forcing stations/producers to reflect
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over the added value that they can generate. Hence, if in many
countries, the production of a fiction title is made based on future
income from international sales, Portugal is unable to apply this
strategy, since the return on investment is not guaranteed.
Despite this reality, some effort has been made to penetrate the
Portuguese-speaking markets, notably in Brazil, Mozambique and
Angola. Initiated in 2004, the launching in the Brazilian market of
Portuguese fiction, fruit of the agreement between TVI and Rede
Bandeirantes, did not achieve the forecasted success. Dubbed in
Brazilian Portuguese, the youth series Morangos com Açúcar and the
telenovela Olhos de Água failed to charm the Brazilian, who are so
used to the Rede Globo standard, both in terms of performances
and of stories reflecting local realities. More recent experiences
(2011) led to the sale of the period series Equador (TVI) for TV
Brasil, the Brazilian public television, with a broadcast from
Monday to Thursday in night time (23:00), resulting as one of the
most viewed programs of the station.
The beginning of the flow to Africa dates from 2008 and by
the same broadcaster with the sale of finished content (telenovelas)
for the Mozambican channel TIM (Independent Television of
Mozambique), and with greater expression to Angola: TPA2
(Public Television of Angola), ZIMBO TV (private channel) and
ZAP (satellite TV).
Beyond the Portuguese language market, the contents of
Portuguese fiction are well received in other European countries
– Hungary, Bulgaria, Poland, France, Italy, Russia – and nonEuropean countries – China, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia – and
several Latin American countries – Mexico, Uruguay, Chile, Costa
Rica, Peru. However, the flow is asymmetric and discontinued.
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TABLE 1. Media ownership indicators
Production
Company
TV Network
(country of origin)

Advertising
Agencies

Distributors

BeActive

RTP, TVI

BeActive

BeActive

Cinecool

RTP

Cinecool

Cinecool/RTP

David e Golias

RTP

David e Golias

David e Golias/
RTP

HOP Televisão

RTP

HOP Televisão

HOP Televisão/
RTP

Plano 6

RTP, TVI

Plano 6

Plano 6/TVI

Produções Fictícias

RTP

Produções
Fictícias

Produções
Fictícias/RTP

Stopline films

RTP

Stopline films

Stopline filmes/
RTP

SP Televisão

RTP,SIC

SP Televisão

Ukbar Filmes

RTP

Ukbar Filmes Ukbar Filmes/RTP

Foreign
investment

Plural
Entertainment

TVI

Plural
Entertainment

Foreign
subsidiary

Endemol

Total

National: 9
Foreign
investment: 1
Foreign
subsidiary: 1

National

SIC

3

SP Televisão/SIC/
RTP/Rede Globo

Plural/TVI
Endemol/SIC

Endemol

11

Production
companies: 11
TV networks: 3

Source: Obitel Portugal

In the Portuguese audiovisual market, we highlight eleven
production companies: they are national and independent and
work for all generalist channels. By reading the table, we perceive
that there is a “single channel” or “duochannel” tendency which
is due to several factors: the production company belongs to the
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group that holds a channel (e.g. Plural/TVI); the production
company has connections with a foreigner channel which, in
turn, broadcasts content, exclusively, in a Portuguese channel (e.g.
SP Televisão/SIC/Rede Globo), allowing it to be broadcasted in
state channel, but not in TVI, a direct competitor of SIC. Apart
from these factors, we highlight RTP’s ordering specific works to
small production companies (HOP TV, Ukbar Filmes, Cinecool,
Stopline Films, David e Golias, BeActive). On the whole, they
are production companies generating long and short films,
documentaries and even publicity, and do not view television as
a privileged means for the dissemination of its work, but with the
capacity to do so.
Of the eleven aforementioned, we give more emphasis to three,
resulting from their productive capacity, at the level of industry, its
international impact and innovation: Plural Entertainment, SP
Televisão and BeActive.
Plural Entertainment (Spain) arises in Portugal in 2009 as
a consequence of the acquisition by NBP, the largest Portuguese
television producer created in 1992, which had already been
acquired by MediaCapital, TVI shareholder (part of its capital was
sold to Prisa). In this manner, Plural Entertainment Portugal and
Plural Entertainment Spain are active. While the former focuses,
in particular, on the production of fiction to TVI (although not
exclusive to the station), the latter produces various formats such
as reality shows, talk shows, drama, documentaries and debates
to the main private Spanish channels. Almost all of the Plural’s
contents are produced in HD and it has the ambition to position
itself internationally with the production of formats and content
for other markets.
In addition to creating products with the highest audiences, we
must remember it’s the nomination and victory to the first Emmy
for best telenovela in 2010 with Meu Amor and the inauguration in
September 2011 (with TVI) of Cidade dos Sonhos, a national fiction
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factory encompassing all the productive areas, from the idea to the
broadcast in six sets with a thousand square meters each.
With five years of market presence, SP Televisão did not
inherit developed work, as was the case of Plural Entertainment.
However, it has three titles in the TOP10 – Laços de Sangue, Rosa
Fogo (telenovelas, SIC) and Conta-me como foi (series, RTP). Laços de
Sangue was a productive partnership with Rede Globo and became
a case study, by getting the attention of an audience between 35
and 44 years old, belonging to higher socioeconomic levels, in
addition to having won the Emmy for the best telenovela in 2011.
Integrating the catalog of Rede Globo, Lazos de Sangre/Blood Ties
will have the opportunity to travel through the attractive Latin
American market (it is known that at present, there are several
offers to purchase under study).
Following on this success, the telenovela Dancin’ Days is
currently in preparation. The telenovela produced and broadcast
in the 80s by Rede Globo, which the Portuguese audience also had
the opportunity to see, is the subject of a “customized remake”,
i.e., an update and adaptation of a story already told. International
productive model per excellence, it will be, for sure, examined
next year.
It is worth mentioning that this production company has been
nominated and has won several prizes in recent years. Contents
produced for SIC and RTP have had an impact and consequent
recognition, both nationally and internationally. In addition to the
aforementioned Emmy, SP Televisão has already presence in the
Seoul International Drama Awards, in the International Festival
“DetectiveFest” or in the Festival de la ficcion TV (La Rochelle).
The emphasis given to BeActive is not due to the number of
produced titles, or to the presence in the TOP10, but due to the
innovation of its work. Dedicated to the transmedia production,
BeActive began operating in 2002 and now has offices in Ireland,
England, Brazil and a partnership with a Canadian producer.
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Reconciling the simultaneous production of content for various
platforms, mostly fiction, and leading individuals to adopt an
immersive posture are the main objectives of the company,
especially at a time when it seems that everything has been done
and that all stories have already been told.
Rather than mass produce for the Portuguese channels
(BeActive produced to date two titles for RTP1 and one for TVI),
the horizon of the company is located abroad, which resulted not
only in the opening of local chapters and consequent production
for local markets, but also the signing of co-production contract
with Sony Pictures Television, the sale of formats for different
countries and the nomination for an Emmy for best miniseries
titled Final Punishment, a production of the Brazilian chapter for
the web.
Its chief, Nuno Bernardo, has been invited to give lectures
around the world including in MIPTV and MIPCOM on
transmediation. Although it is a recurrent term today, and coined
by Henry Jenkins in 2006 (New York Press), knowing how to
practice it and see results is not yet a reality and foreign markets
seek to apprehend the experiences developed by the Portuguese
company.
Advertisement is negotiated between the channels and
sponsors/purchasing centrals. In cases of product placement,
contacts are made directly with the production companies.
Whoever originates the idea – station, the sponsor or the production
company –, this technique must be carefully designed and applied
so as not to appear unnatural. We emphasize, therefore, the title
Laços de Sangue where the national olive oil brand Oliveira da Serra
had a major presence and an integral part in the story and plot.
In Portugal, the distribution of fictional titles is made by
the channels and/or by the production companies. In the latter
case, there must be a relationship of trust between the production
and the channel, because the sales imply a division of revenues.
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Basically, it all depends on agreement on the rights to international
sales. If the work is commissioned to the production company, this
may just be a productive part and do not have any rights over it
(e.g. telenovela Laços de Sangue, whose distribution is in charge of
the channels involved, Rede Globo and SIC).
TABLE 2. The transnational of the TOP10 fictional
programming in 2011
Casting and locations of the TOP10 shows
Production
Country of
Casting
companies
origin
5 main
and coAuthor/
characters
productions
creator

Locations of
narratives or
situated in:

National

Espírito
indomável

Remédio santo

Portugal/
Plural
Sandra Santos Entertainment

Portugal/
António
Barreira

Plural
Entertainment

Anjo meu

Portugal/Maria
Plural
João Mira
Entertainment

Mar de paixão

Portugal/
Plural
Patrícia Müller Entertainment

Laços de
sangue

Portugal/
Pedro Lopes
(supervisão
de Aguinaldo
Silva)

SP Televisão/
Rede Globo

Vera Kolodzig,
Diogo Amaral,
Luís Esparteiro,
Sofia Nicholson,
António Capelo:
PT
Margarida
Marinho,
Adriano Luz, Rita
Pereira, Almeno
Gonçalves, Sílvia
Rizzo,: PT
Alexandra
Lencastre, João
Reis, Paulo Pires,
Manuela Couto,
Jose Wallenstein:
PT
Rogério Samora,
Paula Lobo
Antunes, José
Carlos Pereira,
Maria José
Paschoal, Almeno
Gonçalves: PT
Joana Santos,
Diogo Morgado,
Diana Chaves,
Margarida
Carpinteiro: PT

“Uruguay”
(Brazil)/Coruche

Viseu

Sobral de Monte
Agraço/

Azores/
(Terceira)/Lisbon

Lisbon/Viana do
Castelo/Rio de
Janeiro/
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Casting and locations of the TOP10 shows
Production
Country of
Locations of
Casting
companies
origin
narratives or
5 main
and coAuthor/
situated in:
characters
productions
creator
Pedro Lima,
Paula Lobo
Portugal/Artur
Plural
Antunes, Cláudia
O dom
Ribeiro
Sesimbra/Lisbon
Entertainment Oliveira, Núria
Madruga, Diana
Costa e Silva: PT
Portugal/Casa
da Criação
David Carreira,
(Cláudia
Morangos com
Gabriela Barros,
Sampaio, José
açúcar VIII:
Lisbon/Algarve/
Plural
Alexandre
Pinto Carneiro,
Agarra o teu
Bruxelas
Entertainment Moreira, Bruno
Lígia Dias,
futuro
Páscoa, Bruno
Marta Coelho,
Simões: PT
Sandra Rocha)

Rosa fogo

Portugal/
Patrícia Müller

Conta-me
como foi

Portugal
(Espanha)/
Helena
Amaral, Isabel
Frausto,
Fernando
Heitor

Sedução

Total

SP Televisão

Cláudia
Vieira, Rogério
Samora, José
Fidalgo, Ângelo
Rodrigues, Irene
Cruz: PT

Argentina/
Lisbon/West
zone

SP Televisão

Rita Blanco,
Miguel
Guilherme,
Catarina Avelar,
Luís Ganito, Rita
Brütt: PT

Lisbon

Fernanda
Serrano, Maria
Portugal/Rui
Plural
João Luís, Nuno
Vilhena
Entertainment Homem de Sá,
Fernando Luís,
João Perry: PT
Plural
Entertainment:
7
Portugal: 50
National: 10 SP Televisão: 2
actors
SP Televisão/
Rede Globo: 1

Source: Obitel Portugal

Lisbon

Lisbon: 7
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As previously mentioned, the ten titles are of Portuguese
origin, with the ninth place occupied by a format of Spanish origin.
Nevertheless, the text, producing team and cast are national, which
means that it cannot be labeled as foreign or imported.
In relation to the production company, there is a tendency
for the presence of Plural Entertainment with seven titles in the
TOP10, four of them in the first four places. There is also an
alternation with SP Televisão corroborating the fact that, currently,
the production companies have a higher capacity to respond to
the broadcasters’ commissions. Last year, the production pie was
more shared, mainly due to the presence in the TOP10 of titles
broadcasted by RTP that, for being a public service, endeavors to
diversify and enhance the work of small production companies.
The casts are composed by Portuguese actors and actresses,
without the presence of other nationalities. Making a transversal
evaluation since the 90s, it is possible to highlight the occasional
participation of some Brazilian professionals, like Betty Faria in
1993 in the telenovela Verão Quente, RTP, and Susana Vieira in
2010/2011 in Laços de Sangue, SIC. It appears, however, a greater
presence of foreign technicians in the production of Portuguese
fiction content.
It is, however, necessary to highlight that the importation of
artists is not directly proportional to the exportation of national
artists, especially for the Brazilian market, but also for the North
American market. By own initiative or by invitation, there is a
considerable group of Portuguese professionals participating in
telenovelas produced by Rede Globo, who end up establishing
roots in the country and by integrating the Brazilian star system.
Similarly, but to a lesser extent given the language barrier and the
stronger competition, we note the presence of two Portuguese
artists in North America: Joaquim de Almeida, who has joined
the cast of renowned feature films like Fast Fives (2011) and series
(24, Fox), and the young Daniela Ruah, involved at this point in
the series NCIS: Las Vegas (CBS).
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Concerning the geographical area where the stories unfold, we
observed on the one hand, a diversification of national locations
(Coruche, Sesimbra, Sobral, Tavira/Algarve, Terceira/Azores)
with the predominance of locations in Lisbon, the cosmopolitan
Portuguese capital. At the international level and in order to give
greater impetus to action, there is shooting in Argentina, Uruguay
(although it was filmed in Brazil) and Brazil. It is curious to note
that these are countries of the Latin American space, well known by
the Portuguese, either through telenovelas, or due to emigration.
TABLE 3. TV flows and cultural and linguistic proximity –
premiere titles
Countries wherefrom the
programming is imported

Countries whereto the
programming is exported

National

9

-

Obitel

(1)

-

Total

10

-

Source: Obitel Portugal

The titles in the TOP10 are domestic productions. The only
exception to this pattern is Conta-me como foi, a series broadcasted
by RTP1, as it is an adaptation of a Spanish format. As regards
exports, there are no available data on possible sales. Since they
are very recent titles, they will still be presented to international
markets in the specialty fairs (such as MIPTV in April and
MIPCOM in October at Cannes). We can only refer to the youth
series Morangos com Açúcar, which previous series have been sold
successfully - as “can”/finished product or optional format - since
2004 for five different countries (Romenia, Israel, Angola, Russia
and China).
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1. Audiovisual context in Uruguay
GRAPHIC 1. National broadcasting television networks
Private Networks (3)

Public Networks (1)

Montecarlo TV (Channel 4)

Televisión Nacional (TNU,
Channel 5)

Saeta (Channel 10)
Teledoce / La Tele (Channel 12)
TOTAL = 4
Source: IBOPE Media Uruguay
Average annual rating
(Homes)
%

Average share
%

Teledoce / La Tele (Channel 12)

8,1

27,1

Montecarlo TV (Channel 4)
Saeta (Channel 10)
Televisión Nacional (TNU,
Channel 5)

6,6
5,1

18,8
16,9

0,8

2,6

Network
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The Uruguayan television system does not show great
novelties with respect to previous reports1. Public television has an
open channel nationwide, TNU Channel 5, and a cable channel
restricted to the capital, TV Ciudad. Three big groups, each linked
to a television channel, divide the national television market:
the group De Feo-Fontaina, owner of Channel 10, the group
Romay-Salvo/Romay-Eccher, owner of Channel 4, and the group
Cardoso-Pombo-Scheck, owner of Channel 12. Through RUTSA2,
a shared enterprise, they provide contents to television within the
country (except for the news and some limited local production),
control the programming and commercial spaces of about 20
channels. Rating and share data confirm not only the leadership
of Teledoce, which during the last three years has occupied the
first place in the ratings, but also the scarce capture of audience by
the public channel of open television.
The business of cable television is concentrated on the same
above mentioned groups, through their association within the
Equital S.A. company. They are the owners of the cable enterprises
TCC, Montecable and Nuevo Siglo, respectively, in Montevideo.
In the rest of the country the three groups are present either in a
separate way or associated with a single firm called Multiseñal3.
They control 95.5% of the market of open television in Uruguay4,
75% of the pay television in Montevideo and about 50% at national
See chapter on Uruguay in Yearbook 2009.
Red Uruguaya de Televisión S.A., also called La Red.
3
They are also owners of some radios and press. Groups linked to Channel 4 and Channel
10 have the property of some radios and media. Channel 12 has long been owned by the
family Scheck, also owner of the newspaper El País, currently a minority shareholder, while
most business belongs to the group Cardoso-Pombo, owners of the weekly Búsqueda. A
detailed study of the system of ownership and control of these business groups on national
television and its connections with other businesses is available at Edison Lanza and Gustavo Buquet (2011) La televisión privada comercial en Uruguay. Caracterizacion de la concentración la propiedad, las audiencias y la programación, Fesur, Montevideo.
4
The percentage breaks down into 88.1% representing television channels in Montevideo
and 7.4% which corresponds to the control of the Red and other channels of their property
in the rest of the country. Ibid, p.23.
1
2
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level. The Clarín Group constitutes a challenging competitor
to these established players, because it has obtained licenses for
all the country and it is the owner of the company Cablevisión.
The alliance of the three groups diminishes the possibilities of a
real competition. Such circumstances could be modified by the
arrival of the digital television and optic fibers. The panorama is
still uncertain, but the existing association in force between the
De Feo-Fontaina Group and ANTEL5 could be a warning sign
of continuity in the same concentrations, as it occurred with the
advent of the cable television.

1.1 Present situation of digital television
The direction in the implementation of digital terrestrial
television has suffered different trends: at the beginning it was
opted by the European standard but in 2010 it was decided to
adopt the Japanese norm (ISDB-TV), as a great part of this region
did6. However, the test frequencies have not been assigned nor
determined yet, the tentative dates have not been accomplished
and new dates have been set, but there is not certainty about their
fulfillment. The arrival of digital television puts on uncertainty
because of the succession of reviews and changes in leadership7.
A Court of Administrative Litigation Decision at the beginning of
2012 annulled a Decree of 2006 which supported the subsequent
resolutions of the Executive8 forcing revisions and new Decrees. In
the center of the conflict are the Grupo Clarín (Bersabel S.A. and
ANTEL is the state enterprise of communications.
Decree of the Executive of 17/02/2011.
7
The state agency responsible for the subject is the National Telecommunications and
Audiovisual Services (DINATEL) under the Ministerio de Industria Energía y Minería
(MIEM) and suffered the removal of its director.
8
Among these, resolutions based on the decree invalidated by the Tribunal de lo Contencioso, such as that adopted in mid 2011 by which the Executive branch decided to
release a radio spectrum for digital television withdrawing it from the orbit of the company
Cablevisión (Clarín group) versus to which the group brings an action for the MIEM to
reconsider the decree, http://www.elobservador.com.uy/noticia/220079/disputa-del-gobierno-con-clarin-retraso-el-decreto-de-tv-digital/
5
6
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Visión Satelital S.A.) and the confrontation with national cable
operators which opposed that Decree considering it favored more
the foreign firms than the local ones.
The new guidelines and steps to follow are contained in a draft
Decree on Digital TV from which a forum of public consultation
was called9. With reference to Montevideo it specifies that it will
assign “six channels to holders of public television broadcasting
services, of which one will be assigned to Televisión Nacional
Uruguay (TNU), one will be reserved for the Municipality of
Montevideo, and another will be reserved for the development
of regional public television signals (…), seven channels to assign
to owners that provide commercial broadcasting television
services (…), seven channels for providing television broadcasting
community services and other nonprofit channels”10. It also
reserves one third of the radio spectrum by location for provision
of community broadcasting and nonprofit services.
The draft Decree defines to begin the test transmissions
on the public television TNU during the first months of 2012 and
during the rest of the year the remaining television channels11. It
provides for the cessation of analog transmissions by the 21st of
November of 2015, coinciding with the World Television Day12.
The conditions for providers of commercial digital television setoffs as a series of free minutes to public welfare campaigns, promote
national content, contribute annually to the establishment of an
Audiovisual Production Fund and Applications of Digital Television.
The nature of the Decree project generates the expectation that
there may still be changes and new modifications to the program
of passage from the analogue system to the digital one. Regarding
the Law on Audiovisual Communication Services, the situation
9
The decree is of 30/09/201 and it is available, together with the results of public consultation, at http://www.miem.gub.uy/gxpfiles/miem/content/audio/source0000000059/
AUD0000050000000551.pdf.
10
Idem. Articles 2 and 3, p. 4 of the Decree
11
Earlier dispositions indicated the start of tests in 2011.
12
Idem Article 17, pag. 9.
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remains unchanged: Dinatel should produce the Bill after a process
of discussion in the Technical Advisory Committee13. Upon
closing of this work, none specific project had been made public.

1.2 Cellular telephony and internet
In times of digital convergence, other interesting aspects to
consider in the Uruguayan audiovisual context are those related
to cellular telephony and connectivity14. Available data show that
in 2011 services of mobile telephony increased with reference to
the previous year reaching 4,590,164 services of active mobile
telephony, that is, 136 phones per 100 people. Uruguay ranks
third in teledensity in the region, after Panama and Argentina15.
Regarding connectivity, 42% of internet connections are
fixed and 58% mobile. In June 2011, Uruguay reached 429,000
fixed broadband services16 and 587,000 in mobile services (a total
of 1,016,000 Internet services). At a rate of 47.7 users per 100
inhabitants, Uruguay ranks first in the ranking of Latin America.

1.3 The Uruguayan cinema
The production of national cinema has been consolidated
over the last decade so that the presence of one or two titles
in theaters has been passed to an offer more bulky. In 2011
were released 16 films that sold 141,462 tickets in Uruguay,
which represents 6% of total admissions 2,600,00017. The most
viewed domestic films were Artigas La Redota, Reus and Manyas.
The picture obtained by the public national cinema that year
is completed taking into account the open television: the cycle
See Yearbook Obitel 2011, “Uruguay: Continuidades y cambios en la ficción,” pag. 492-94.
Source: Report of URSEC (Regulatory Unit of Communications Services) which contains statistical data until June 2011, available at http://www.ursec.gub.uy/scripts/locallib/
imagenes/Informe%20Telecomunicaciones%20a%20junio%202011.pdf
15
Idem, comparative data to December 2010.
16
ANTEL is the leading provider of fixed broadband services with 96% of services and
Dedicado 4%. Ibid.
17
Source “Nunca se vio tanto cine nacional como en 2011”, note of Portal 180, December
27th, 2011.www.180.com.uy.
13
14
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of ten national film titles issued by Teledoce maintained a good
average audience (just over 12 rating points) and Artigas La Redota
was issued by Saeta and gained 97,800 viewers. Public television
offered 22 titles with 1.8 rating points.

1.4 Analysis of the programming of the Uruguayan open
television
Programming offer fiction and
nonfiction (No. of titles)

Totals

Ner. titles

Total fiction

143

Rest of programming

336

Total programming

479

The largest percentage of the offer of programs was nonfiction
genres. The fiction occupies 30% with 143 titles of which 102
were television fiction from all sources, including premieres and
repeats. The 46 Ibero-American fiction debut titles accounted
for 32.2% of the total issued fiction and 45.1% of the total of
television fiction.
OBITEL Fiction premieres in the
total of fiction issued
(ner. of titles)

OBITEL Fiction premiers on the
total of fiction shown on TV
(number of titles)

Total fiction issued

Obitel Fiction

143

46

100%

32,2%

Total TV
fiction

Obitel Fiction

102

46

100,0%

45,1%

Source: Obitel-Uruguay, on Uruguay IBOPE Media data
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The analysis of the overall programming offered in 2011
demonstrates the predominance of Fiction category in number
of titles, while in hours of screen Entertainment it is first of all
airtime. Entertainment, Fiction and News are the three categories
that cover most visibility in supply considering the number of
broadcast hours. Compared to 2010 there has been a change in
the ranking of genres: Entertainment that ranked third with 19%
of air time in 2010 took first place in 2011 constituting 26.3% of
the total hours of programming. Fiction, which leads the ranking
in number of titles (29.9% of the titles belong to the genre in all its
variants) falls to second place when considering the airtime, with
23.7% of screen hours.
GRAPHIC 2- Categories of TV programs offered
Program

Titles

%

Fiction

143

29,9

Entertainment

98

20,5

Specials

60

12,5

Documentaries

55

11,5

Sports

45

9,4

News

29

6,1

Education

15

3,1

Others

9

1,9

Religious

8

1,7

Infotainment

8

1,7

Rural

6

1,3

Health
Total

3

0,6

479

100

Source: Obitel-Uruguay, on Uruguay IBOPE Media Data
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GRAPHIC 2.1 - Broadcast Hours
Program
Fiction
Entertainment
Specials
Documentaries
Sports
News
Education
Others
Religious
Infotainment
Rural
Health
Total

Hours
8600:45
7739:55
6764:10
2671:55
1652:15
1190:25
1085:10
980:30
723:10
695:50
479:10
103:25
32686:40

%
26,3
23,7
20,7
8,2
5,1
3,6
3,3
3,0
2,2
2,1
1,5
0,3
100

Source: Obitel-Uruguay, on Uruguay IBOPE Media Data

1.5 Trends in domestic production in the 2011 programming
National production programs accounted for 48.64% of
total titles on display: 233 programs in a total of 479. In terms
of broadcast hours this means that national programs took
18556:00:00 hours, which constituted 56.7% of total air time of
open television during 2011.
If the genre composition is studied, it is found that the domestic
industry continued the trends of previous years. It was present
in the programming offer primarily in categories Entertainment,
Information and Sports. The analysis of the domestic industry
by number of titles located in first place Entertainment with 59
titles, 25.3% of the total offered, secondly, Sports, with 45 titles,
in third place Specials with 37 titles, and in fourth place News,
with 26 titles. A different perspective is obtained if these categories
are analyzed according to their visibility in terms of broadcast
hours. News, then, acquired central importance in the national
production: 36.2% occupied (6717:18:00) of the total hours spent
on domestic products. National fiction (either television or film)
covered 267:04:00 hours representing 1.4% of air time and 2.6%
of total national titles on offer.
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For an adequate assessment of the data it is necessary to clarify
two points: one about the bulky presence, in titles, of the category
Specials and another about the third place that Others occupied
in the table that links gender with broadcasting hours.
In the Specials category numerous programs are located,
ranging from those intended to cover instances of the carnival
(parades, street musicians, etc.), celebrations related to the
Bicentennial and various awards ceremonies, even those dealing
with the release parties programming of the television channels.
This explains why the broadcast hours only occupy 2.1%, although
37 titles are recorded. In the Others category are located programs
as Telechat or the transmission of drawings: these are daily
programs so the transmission time is relatively high (12.4%).

Source: Obitel-Uruguay, on Uruguay IBOPE
Genre
Entertainment
Sports
Specials
News
Documentary
Educational
Infotainment
Fiction
Religious
Rural
Others
Health
Total

Titles
59
45
37
26
20
14
7
6
6
6
4
3
233

%
25,3
19,3
15,9
11,2
8,6
6,0
3,0
2,6
2,6
2,6
1,7
1,3
100,0
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Genre
Hours
News
6717:20
Entertainment
4450:45
Others
2298:45
Infotainment
1136:15
Sports
1085:10
Educational
949:10
Rural
723:10
Specials
381:25
Fiction
267:05
Documentary
264:30
Religious
179:05
Health
103:25
Total
18556:05
Source: Obitel -Uruguay, on Uruguay IBOPE

%
36,2
24,0
12,4
6,1
5,8
5,1
3,9
2,1
1,4
1,4
1,0
0,6
100

Media Data

The picture of the audiovisual context in which fiction
television is located released in 2011 is completed here with some
general data about the behavior of the audience. In the following
table, which shows the ten highest-rated programs in 2011, it
is possible to note some trends: almost absolute leadership of
Teledoce Channel 12 in attracting audiences; fiction integrates
preferences of the audience (among the ten most viewed programs,
five belonged to fiction); entertainment and information programs
are in first place in rating and share. Showmatch reiterates its
position in the first place and only national production of TV
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news and entertainment programs are among the ten most viewed
titles, which means a smaller presence of productions in attracting
hearing with reference to 2010, when four national programs
integrated the ranking of the ten most viewed.
The ten best-rated programs (% households) in 2011 – Programs of
more than ten hours of transmission and over ten chapters
Title

Origin

Genre

Entertainment
Telemundo 12
Uruguay News
EnterCantando 2011 Argentina
tainment
Vivir la vida
Brazil
Fiction
Sábados de cine
Several
Fiction
2a. Función
Los únicos
Argentina Fiction
Cine
Several
Fiction
Show match

Telenoche

Argentina

Uruguay

News

Dura- Episotion des

Chain

Rating% Share%

2:10

122

Teledoce

20,6

48,4

1:35

260

Teledoce

15,7

28,6

2:20

31

Teledoce

15,3

32,3

0:55

57

Teledoce

15,2

27,2

2:00

42

Teledoce

14,9

31,4

1:05
2:00

181
12

14,9
14,8

25,2
27,3

1:20

260

Teledoce
Teledoce
Montecarlo, Channel 4

14,6

28,7

49

Teledoce

14,6

27,2

144

Teledoce

14,3

30,2

Sonríe te estamos
Enter1:30
Uruguay
tainment
grabando
Herederos de una
Argentina Fiction
1:00
venganza

Source: Obitel-Uruguay, on Uruguay IBOPE Media Data

To close this map of the visual context, some of the data
on cable television will be considered. According to latest
information published by the URSEC, in pay television services
increased compared to December 2010 amounting to 526,090
and indicating that 38.8% of households have cable across the
country.18 This could be a boost of the development of domestic
production in various genres intended for cable. However, the
Source: URSEC (Unidad Reguladora de Servicios de Comunicaciones). Report statistics
to June 2011. http://www.ursec.gub.uy/scripts/locallib/imagenes/informe%20Telecomunicaciones%20a%20junio%202011.pdf
18
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trends so far have been repeated productions broadcasted by the
open television channels or the production of news programs
specific to the cable at a time they have occupied a marginal place
in television schedules of open television.

2. Analysis of the year: National and Ibero-American
premiere fiction
TABLE 1. Productions exhibited in 2011 and respective broadcasters
NATIONAL PRODUCTION
Saeta Channel 10
1. Porque te quiero así
La Tele, Channel 12
2. Adicciones
NATIONAL CO-PRODUTIÓN
Saeta Channel 10
3. Dance! La fuerza del corazón
IMPORTED TITLES AND
OBITEL CO-PRODUCTIONS
Montecarlo, Channel 4
4. Amar y temer
5. Bella calamidades
6. Chepe fortuna
7. Corazón salvaje
8. El Cartel de los Sapos
9. El elegido
10. El hombre de tu vida
11. La fuerza del destino
12. La reina del sur
13. Llena de amor
14. Nuevo rico nuevo pobre
15. Soy tu dueña
16. Teresa
17. Torrente
18. Triunfo del amor
19. Victorinos

Televisión Nacional, TNU (Channel 5)
20. Amar en tiempos revueltos
21. Ciega a citas
Saeta Channel 10
22. Aguila roja
23. Cuando me enamoro
24. El laberinto de Alicia
25. Gata salvaje
26. Guardian del amor
27. La niñera
28. La Pola
29. Parejas
30. Patricia Marcos desaparecida
31. Pecadora
32. Primera dama
33. Sr y Sra Camas
La Tele, Channel 12
34. Betty la fea
35. Calle luna calle sol
36. Cuna de gato
37. Herederos de una venganza
38. Impostores
39. India una historia de amor
40. Los únicos
41. Malparida
42. Mar de amor
43. Mi pecado
44. Passione
45. Sirvienta a domicilio
46. Vivir la vida
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TABLE 2. Total Fiction Release in 2011
%

Hours

%

4
96

Chapters/
Episodes
54
3406

2
98

47:00
3211:00

1
99

38

83

2968

86

2785:55

86

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

4

50

1

43:25

1

3

7

196

6

200:45

6

3

7

246

7

227:55

7

46

100

3460

100

3261:00

100

Fiction

Titles

%

NATIONAL
IBERO-AMERICAN
Latin-American
(Obitel scope)
Latin-American (not
Obitel scope)
USA (Hispanic
productions )
Iberian
Other (IberoAmerican coproductions )
Total

2
44

Source: Obitel –Uruguay from Ibope data

TABLE 3. Fiction Release exhibited in the country
Country

Titles %

Chapters/
%
Episodes

Hours

%

Argentina

9

20

822

24 838:55 26

Brazil

5

11

450

13 386:30 12

Chile

3

7

100

3

Colombia

7

15

541

16 506:20 16

Ecuador

-

-

-

-

-

-

Spain

3

7

196

6

200:45

5

USA (Spanish production )

2

4

50

1

43:25

1

Mexico

9

20

798

23 725:05 22

Portugal

-

-

-

-

-

-

URUGUAY

2

4

54

2

47:00

1

100:50

3

Venezuela

3

7

203

6

181:20

6

Others (productions and coproductions from other countries
Latin/Ibero-American countries)

3

7

246

7

227:55

7

Total

46

100

3460

Source: OBITEL-Uruguay from Ibope data

100 3258:05 100
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The picture of national TV fiction during 2011 shows some
relevant aspects. Two titles were produced: the second season
of the series Porque te quiero así and Adicciones in thirteen unit
episodes. However, it is necessary to consider a third title, Dance!
La fuerza del corazón, because although it was a production together
with Argentina Powwow Media Partners, it represented a major
investment stake for Saeta Channel 10 which, judging by recent
years, expressed some desire for continuity in the production of
TV fiction.19 With these three titles some space for national fiction
is consolidated and it is perceived the search for formats, various
themes and genres, as well as alliances with foreign resources in
the effort to build up an audience for these productions.
However, in the supply of television fiction debut in Uruguay
the dominance of imported fiction continues and our main
suppliers were Argentina, Mexico, Colombia and Brazil. In both
broadcast hours and quantity of titles, Argentina regained presence
compared to previous years: it had 15 titles, 42% of releases in
2008; in two years it was down to 5 titles and increased to 9 in
2011, representing 20% of the shares and 24% of opening chapters
in the latter year. As for screen time, fiction from Argentina ranks
first with 838:55 hours and in second place Mexican fiction
with 725:05 hours. Colombia and Brazil are the countries that
follow in the ranking with 506:20 and 386:30 hours, respectively.
It confirms the visibility of traditional suppliers, but also the
permanence of Chilean fiction titles in the last three years.
In terms of screen time presence, national titles occupied
47:02, clearly representing 1% of the total hours of Latin American
fiction premiere television. In a fuller assessment of the hours for
national fiction screen, it would be necessary to add 88:55 hours of
the 80 chapters of Dance! that in Tables 2 and 3 are diluted in the
Hogar Dulce Hogar in 2009, the first season of Porque te quiero así in 2010. This decision
to persist in the fiction appears to be confirmed in 2012 while in March the sitcom Bienes
Gananciales started.

19
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total of co-productions. Analyzing the data and the participation
of national fiction, it would sum up 135.56.00 hours and a total
of 134 episodes and chapters20.
The fiction was concentrated in the afternoon and prime time
maintaining traditional trends. However, there are some changes
in the behavior of supply over broadcast hours: the number of
hours broadcast in prime time increased (34% in 2011 and it was
16% in 2010), the percentage given in the afternoon decreased
(34% in 2011 - 52.2% in 2010) and the morning broadcast hours
increased , a schedule that had no title in 2008 nor in 2009, which
hinted with 5.3% in 2010 and reached 11% in 2011.
In terms of screen time presence, the purely national titles
occupied 47:02 hours, clearly representing 1% of the total
hours of Ibero-American fiction television premiere. In a fuller
assessment of the screen hours for national fiction screen it would
be neccesary to add 88:55 hours of the 80 chapters of Dance! which
in Tables 2 and 3 are diluted in total co-productions. Analyzing in
this way, the data and the participation of national fiction would
be 135.56.00 hours and a total of 134 episodes and chapters.
The television fiction was mainly concentrated in the
afternoon and prime time maintaining traditional trends.
However, some changes are observed in the behavior of supply
over broadcast hours: it has been an increase in the number of
hours broadcasted in prime time (34% in 2011 and it was 16%
in 2010), the percentage given in the afternoon decreased (34%
20
The number of hours included in the various tables is the sum of hours that the title was
on the screen, in its various versions for some cases (evening, central, etc.) This amount of
hours includes advertising. The number of chapters corresponds to the estimate that arises
from dividing the total number of hours displayed on the specified period for each chapter
in the same table, which as noted includes advertising. Such decisions are explained by
the limited availability of information. From the software, it is obtained the gross number
of hours, both the duration of the program and the hours on screen. This leaves out the
possibility of knowing the exact duration of the chapter and the exact number of hours on
screen without advertising. It is also not possible to identify whether the entire chapter was
completed, or if there were repetitions.
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in 2011 and 52.2% in 2010) and the broadcast time during the
morning increased, a schedule that had no title in 2008 nor in
2009, hinted with 5.3% in 2010 and reached 11% in 2011 .
The location of domestic fiction programming schedules
shows, with reference to past experience21, a greater care in the
relationship between the product to issue, the schedule and
the public: the series Porque te quiero así was at the prime time,
Adicciones in late and the co-production for teens Dance! between
the afternoon and prime time.
TABLE 4. Chapters/Episodes and Hours per Time Slot
Time Slot

Nationals
C/E %

Ibero-Americans

H

% C/E %

H

382

342:30

Morning
(6:0012:00)*

-

-

-

-

Afternoon
(12:0019:00)

-

-

-

-

1196

11

36

Total
% C/E %

1104:25

H

11 382 11 342:30

%
11

35 1196 35 1104:25 34

Prime
1083
Time(19:00- 41 90 36:00 92
1061:20 31 1124 32 1097:20 34
31
22:00)
Night
10
13
11:00 8
(22:00-6:00)
Total

745 22 702:50 23 758 22 713:50

22

54 100 47:00 100 3406 100 3211:05 100 3460 100 3258:05 100

Source: OBITEL-Uruguay from Ibope data

TABLE 5. Formats of the National and Ibero- American Fiction
Formats
Telenovela
Series
Miniseries

NATIONALS

IBERO-AMERICANS

Titles % C/E % Hours % Titles % C/E %
1
-

50
-

41
-

76 36:00 77
-

30
10
4

Hours

%

68 2448 72 2260:35 70
23 861 25 874:15 27
9 97 3 103:10 3

It was observed that in other moments of true push, the times assigned to national productions were not always the best and it was used to change the date and time of issue. See
Uruguay chapter in OBITEL Yearbook 2009.

21
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Formats

NATIONALS

IBERO-AMERICANS

Titles % C/E % Hours % Titles % C/E %

Telefilm

-

-

-

Unitary

1

50

13

-

-

-

24 11:00 23

Docudrama

-

-

-

-

-

Others

-

-

-

-

-

TOTAL

2

-

100 54 100 47:00 100

Hours

%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

44 100 3406 100 3238:00 100

Source: OBITEL-Uruguay from Ibope data

TABLE 6. Formats of national fiction by Time Zone Hours
Formats
Telenovelas
Series
Miniseries
Telefilm
Unitary
Docudrama
Others
TOTAL

Morning % Afternoon % Prime Time % Night % Total %
-

-

-

-

1
1

100
100

1
1

100
100

1
1
2

50

50

100

Source: OBITEL-Uruguay

TABLE 7. Duration of Chapters/Episodes (with commercial intervals)
Duration
Chapters/Episodes
Short ( 30’ )
Medium ( 30’- 60’ )
33
Long ( 60’+ )
13
Total
46
Source: OBITEL-Uruguay from Ibope data

TABLE 8. Fiction Time Period
Time

Títulos

%

Present

42

91

Vintage

3

7

Historical

1

2

Other

-

-

Total

46

100

Source: OBITEL-Uruguay

%
72
28
100
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The telenovela still is the predominant format in offering
premieres with 72% of chapters/episodes, followed by the series
with 25%. As regards the national fiction, series and miniseries
formats have been chosen in recent years22 and in 2011 it was added
the unit. Most chapters/episodes have an average length (72%),
this is also true for the case of national fiction. The prevailing
tendency to locate in this fictional story is maintained at present,
while increasing the presence of fiction set in the past and some
historical fiction, as it is the case of La Pola.

2.1 The ten most viewed titles
Although the channel that has a greater range of fiction is
Montecarlo Channel 4 with sixteen titles of the forty-six offered,
only one of his fictions is located in the top ten. Teledoce, Channel
12, placed eight of the fourteen titles offered in its programming
among the most watched and Saeta Channel 10, which offered
the same amount of titles, located only one in the tenth place. As
for the origin of the most viewed fiction, the composition of the
ranking differs from the previous year that exhibited diversity of
backgrounds. In 2011, the presence of a national title in the top
ten most watched remains, but overall, the fictions from Argentina
and Brazil dominate, countries that maintain a constant presence
in this ranking.
In terms of attracting audiences, it was found the existence of
an audience willing to consume domestic products. To substantiate
this claim, it is necessary to address different aspects. One of the
Uruguayan productions, Adicciones, integrates the ranking of the
ten most watched titles, placed in the fourth place with 14.1 points
of rating, 25.2 of share and a point of difference from the rating
obtained by Vivir la vida, that occupies the first position with
15.2 of rating and a share of 27.2. The other titles that involve
22

See 2010 Obitel Yearbook, p. 306 and 2011 Obitel, p. 500.
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domestic production, Porque te quiero así and Dance! La fuerza del
corazón, obtained a rating of 8.8 and 8.6, respectively, which is
not a measurement to dismiss in the domestic market taking into
account that, for example, the gala of Gran Hermano won 10 of
rating23 and even lower depending on the time of measurements
and the instance of issue. Another interesting element to consider
is what happened at the end of the cycle of Adicciones. The channel
decided to continue issuing domestic productions on the same day
and at the same time that the unit episodes and then, consecutively,
issued a ten-Uruguayan-films cycle, which had an average rating of
12.7 points24. The three most seen films of this cycle were also the
most watched on television on their respective days25.
It is necessary to consider the historical dimension in audience
measurement data: in the last three years, during which it was
held an offer of three television fictions each year, one of them
always got a place in the top ten. If you inquire further in time,
between 1999 and 2007, there were 10 titles with varying success
in audience measurement, but some got 13 points of rating, and
in 2007 the only national fiction title was among the six most
watched television fictions of the year26.

Source: Obitel-Uruguay, on Ibope data.
Source: Obitel-Uruguay, from Ibope data.
25
El Baño del Papa had 156,000 viewers, it was followed by La Sociedad de la Nieve, with 141
thousand and Pepita la Pistolera, with 133,500. These are Ibope data published in the article
“Nunca se vio tanto cine nacional como en 2011”. Portal 180, 28 / 12/2011, www.180.
com.uy.
26
See Lucía Ibiñete, Producción de ficción nacional en televisión, Grade Dissertation. Universidad Católica del Uruguay, Montevideo, 2007.
23
24

Brazil

Argentina

5th Cuna de
Gatos

6th Malparida

Total of Productions: 10
100%

USA

Spain/Colombia

10

Sony
Entertainment
Television y
Telefe
Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private
Marcos Carnevale, P.
Junovich,Mariano Vera

Series

Telenove-la

Telenove-la

Telenove-la

Telenove-la

12,0

12,0

12,3

12,8

Foreign Scripts
90%

Original idea: Fran Drescher,Peter
Marc Jacobson. Screenwriters:Diego 11,9
Alarcón and A. Kuschevatz-ky

Lily Ann Martin, P.Junovich, Cecilia
Guerty
Alberto Gómez and María Antonieta
Calú on original story of Delia Fiallo
Sílvio de Abreu
Roberto Stopello, Valentina Párraga
and Juan Marcos Blanco, taken from
of the novel by Arturo Pérez- Reverte

13,5

22,6

19,6

25,6

31,8

26,8

30,3

25,9

Original idea: Gustavo Hernández .
Screenwriters: Gustavo Hernández, 14,1
Santiago Paiz and others

Telenove-la Duca Rachid, Thelma Guedes

Unitary

25,2
30,2

14,9

27,2

14,3

Telenove-la Leandro Calderone

Series

15,2

Screenwriter - author of the original
Rating Share
idea

Telenove-la Manoel Carlos

Format

Original National Scripts
10%

4

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Chan- Private/
nel public TV

RTI, Antena 3,
Telemundo

Source: OBITEL-Uruguay, from Ibope data.

10th La Niñera

9th La reina
del Sur

Pol-ka

Rede Globo

Contenidos TV

Rede Globo

Uruguay

4th Adicciones

Pol-ka

Brazil

Argentina

3rd Herederos de
una venganza

Pol-ka

Televisa

Argentina

2nd Los únicos

Rede Globo

Production
Company

Mexico

Brazil

1st Vivir la vida

7th Mar de
Amor
8th Passione

Country of origin of
the original idea /script

Title

TABLE 9. The 10 most viewed titles: Origin, Format, Share
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Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

7th Mar de Amor

8th Passione

9th La reina del Sur

Source: OBITEL- Uruguay

Series

Telenovela

6th Malparida

10th La Niñera

Telenovela

Unitary

Telenovela

Series

Telenovela

Format

5th Cuna de Gatos

4th Adicciones

venganza

3rd Herederos de una

2nd Los únicos

1st Vivir la vida

Title

2011

Romance
Action-Plot
2004 - 2005

2010

Drama
Romance

Comedy

2009 - 2010

Melodrama

2010 -2011

2009 - 2010

Drama
Romance

Melodrama

2011

2011

2011

2009 - 2010

Production
year

Drama

Melodrama

Comedy

Drama

Genre

155

63

50

165

24

110

13

144

190

100

03/01

1606

24/10

03/01

03/01

03/10

29/06

24/01

14/02

30/05

29/04

16/09

30/12

27/05

10/02

30/12

28/09

29/12

29/12

21/10

Number of
Date of the
Date of the first
chapters
last emission
emission (in 2011)
(in 2011)
(2011)

TABLE 10. The ten most viewed titles

30 minutes

1 hour

1 hour

1 hour

1 hour

1 hour

45 minutes

1 hour

1 hour

1 hour

Chapter/
episody
duration

Late

Prime time

Prime time

Afternoon

Prime time

Afternoon

Late

Late

Prime time

Prime time

Time slot
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TABLE 11.

Themes of the ten most viewed titles

Titles
Dominant Themes
1. Vivir la Ambition, envy. Family
vida
relationships, adultery,
bastardy. Love affairs.

Love, heroism, superpowers,
resolution of tasks associated
with facing crime.
3.
Secret societies, rescuers
Herederos and bloody, prophecies and
de una
punishments.
venganza Love. Revenge. Love triangles.
Incest. Concealment and
disclosure of identities.
4.
Love relationships and family.
Adicciones Addictions.

Social issues
Disability, quality of life of
disabled people. Paraplegia.
Traffic accidents and
consequences.
The relationship with the body
and the world of modeling.
Anorexia and alcoholism.
Abortion. Motherhood.
Use of stem cells in the
treatment of diseases.

2. Los
únicos

Alcoholism. Corruption.
Homosexuality. Discussion on
an order based on principles of
justice vs. justice by their own.
Justice and impunity.

All kinds of dependencies:
drugs, nicotine, sex, internet,
alcohol, gambling, consumption,
etc.
5. Cuna Ambition. Deception. Revenge. Class prejudice. Treatment of
de Gatos Love Family relationships.
hearing impairment. Bullying.
Struggle for power in the
Elderly: drop-exploitation.
business world. Hidden
Identity, revelation.
6.
Revenge, love, hidden identity.
Malparida Betrayal. Love triangle.
Environmental issues.
7. Mar de Love. Love triangles.
Amor
Ambition. Revenge. Social
advancement of heroin.
Bastardy and discovery of
identity. Madness.
8. Passione Family relationships, ambition Racial and class prejudices.
Child labor, neglect, adoption.
and struggle for power in the
Teen Pregnancy. Abortion.
business world. Secret.
Drug addiction and its
Love and revenge. Adultery
Change of identity. Disclosure treatment.
Paedophilia and its treatment.
of identity. Bastardy.
Social inclusion of the blind.
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Titles
9. La
reina del
Sur
10. La
Niñera

Dominant Themes
Revenge. Betrayal.

Social issues
Drug trafficking, violence, rape,
crime. The role of women.

Family entanglements, love
triangle, social differences.

Source: OBITEL-Uruguay

The classic themes of melodramatic narrative continue to
dominate the stories: love and vengeance, love triangles, bastardy,
hidden and revealed identities, among others, continue to be
the axes of television fiction. However, social issues or social
merchandising are introduced into the story lines of most of the
ten most watched titles. In recent years, it seems that, even passing
fiction in frames, it is necessary to include social and “politically
correct” issues. The result is often uneven, both in the narrative
resolution and in the treatment of the specific topic concerned.
With respect to the narrative dimension, sometimes these issues
are embedded in a forced manner so that they cannot be integrated
in a plausible way in the overall plot. As to the treatment modality,
often the subject is just stated, based on the recognition of
stereotypes, but it is not addressed in its complexity.
The thematic map of the ten most watched titles show some
differences compared to other years. In one hand, there was a
presence of stories that included fantastic elements and on the
other hand, other ones that passed through problems of a harsh
reality have been exhibited. In the first spectrum are located titles
such as Herederos de una venganza or Los únicos. Herederos de una
venganza included a premonition, curses from a supernatural
force, the idea of a chosen and a cursed person on whom lies the
possibility of a re-foundational society or its downfall. All these
elements constituted the narrative engine of this fiction. In the
case of Los únicos, it is a fiction that flirts with the comic and
the cartoon: it presents some characters with superpowers or
extraordinary qualities and situations of fantastic resolution.
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In the second register are located fictions like Vivir la vida,
with the approach of the living conditions, rehabilitation, social
and family relationships of a paraplegic, Adicciones, with stories
that pass through different kind of dependencies, or La Reina del
Sur, which incorporates the world drug, with its string of crimes
and violence.
The titles released reveal some general features in the type
of role in which they hold their stories. Most main characters are
young and white. At least half of the titles exhibit female role,
in some cases as La Reina del Sur or Malparida, more dedicated
to the individual development of character than to their affair
sentimental relationship, although the affair is found in all
frames. Only in one case, Los únicos, the conduct of the action is
based on the type of team-hero protagonist. This fiction includes
ingredients of action, which will also be present in La Reina del Sur,
but while the series Los únicos makes code-parody, the telenovela
acquires the rhythm and tone of the thriller.
From the point of view of the spaces where the narrative
development takes place, urban settings predominate, with almost
the sole exception of Herederos de una Venganza that takes place
entirely in an area of vineyards. As for the temporary handling
of the narrative, linearity is the general trend in the narrative
development, but it is combined with the use of flashback. The
resource is used in some cases in the first chapter to compose
the context of the story and characters (La Reina del Sur). In
most fictions it is used as a narrative racconto that favours the
incorporation of the viewer tracking of the plot, but an overuse
has also been recorded, justified solely as a resource to extend the
length of the fiction (Herederos de una venganza).
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3. Highligts of the year
In the landscape of domestic television production the
consolidation of a certain continuity of national fictional
productions encourages the possibility of development, although
still nascent, of an audiovisual television industry in that line. As
in the two previous editions, one continues to emphasize here that
this aspect of production is the highlight of the year.
The launch of the products of television fiction has been
more careful in the past two years, which could show that it is
setting the idea that certain strategies of visibility of the product
are necessary in order to install it and build an audience willing
to consume it. This is apparent in all the national fiction released
in the year, with different strategies: since the release in a theater
to the presence of actors and directors in different programs and
facilities. In the case of Adicciones it was offered an avant première of
two chapters in a movie theater and the first chapter is broadcast
without commercial breaks.
The appearance of Adicciones can be considered the highlight
as regards the supply of domestic fiction for several reasons that
merit further analysis. This production of 13 unit episodes of TV
content, issued by Teledoce, involved about one hundred and fifty
actors, various writers and directors27, was shot in high definition,
thinking from the start with an export intention, and was finally
offered to the public in 2011 after four years of work. The proposal
of this fiction is new to the national stage because it explicitly
places, like any other fiction had done before, in line with the
narratives that incorporate social merchandising. This is evident
not only in the explicit title of encompassing all the episodes and
each one of them (“Drugs”, “Cocaine,” “Alcohol”, “Gambling”,
“Conflicting relations”, “Consumption”, “Food”, etc.), but also
other features equally explicit.
27

See data sheet.
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Each episode is introduced by a text which defines the
condition to be treated in fiction. After the story, the closing
includes help information supplied to addicts. The three elements
(title, opening and closing) routed one way of interpretation, a
way of reading to the viewer. The stories often deviate instead to
other sources of attention with plots that almost always carried a
plot twist or “twist” ending with the punch line. This evolution
of the narrative includes a scarce exploration of the psychology
of addiction and addiction-specific features of the question in
each case.
There seems to be some intention to escape the didacticism
in any of the stories at the expense of losing in the field of the
specificity of the subject: addiction becomes the framework for
developing a story whose conflicts and characters are not always
discussed in relation to the addiction. This legitimate narrative
option contrasts with the explicit teaching of opening and closing
so that it is too direct in the appeal to the viewer.
This production allowed the participation of many writers
(over twenty), almost all Uruguayans, and exhibited a different
spectrum and effective acting. Technical quality and narrative
achievements of different caliber were derived from film making.
All the stories offered a range of characters of different ages
and social classes, although at times calling in the stereotype
(the episode “Pasta Base” is played by a youngster and in a poor
neighborhood).
Each story was developed around a main character and almost
always stuck to a story line, conforming to the requirements of the
unit, but in some episodes (such as “Drugs”) some parallel lines
raise, which eventually converge in the outcome. The management
of temporality varies in each episode, sometimes dominated by a
linear treatment, sometimes it resorts to flashback to set the whole
story or order parts, promoting a second reading of the narrative,
giving it a new significance at the style of Sexto Sentido.
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4. Transmedia reception
Table 1a. The Top Ten from the transmedia proposal: types of
interaction and dominant practices
Fiction

1

2

3

4

Channel

Section on
the website
of the station
Section on
Los únicos Teledoce the website
of the station
Herederos
Section on
de una
Teledoce the website
venganza
of the station
Website
of the
production
Vivir la
vida

Teledoce

Adicciones Teledoce

5

Cuna de
gato

6

Malparida Teledoce

7

Mar de
amor

Teledoce

8

Passione

Teledoce

La reina
del sur
10 La niñera

9

Transmedia
proposal

Teledoce

Montecarlo
Saeta

Facebook
Page

Type of
transmedia
interaction

Levels of
interaction

Interactive
Viewing

Active

Interactive
(you can only
see progress)
Interactive
(you can only
see progress)

Active

Active

Type of
dominant
practices
Comment,
recommendation
Comment,
requests for
information
Comment,
requests for
information
-

Interactive
(pictures and
advances)

Active

Comment

Active

Comment,
requests for
information

Active

Comment,
requests for
information

Active

Comment

Passive

-

Interactive
Viewing

Active

Comment

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Section on
the website
of the station
Section on
the site of
the station
Section on
the website
of the station
Section on
the website
of the station
Section on
the website
of the station

Interactive
(only
download the
chapters)
Interactive
Viewing
Interactive
(you can only
see progress)
Interactive
(you can only
see progress)
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TABLE 1.b. Transmedia proposal in national fiction
Fiction

Channel

1 Adicciones Teledoce

2 Dance!

3

Porque te
quiero así

Saeta

Saeta

Type of
Levels of
Transmedia
transmedia
interaction
proposal
interaction
Facebook
Page

Interactive

Official
Website

Interactive
Interactive

Interactive
in real time
(not very
Twitter Page consistent)
Viewing
Official
Website
Interactive
Facebook
Page

Facebook
Page

Interactive
in real time
(not very
Twitter Page
consistent)

Active

Active
Active
Passive

Type of
dominant
practices
Comment,
recommendation, celebración.
Comment,
celebration.
Comment,
celebration.

Passive
Passive
Passive

4.1 Reception analysis of one Top Ten transmedia fiction
Adicciones, as has been seen, was the national fiction that
managed to place fourth in the top ten, however this will not be
the case selected for study transmedia reception. It offers three
transmedia proposals: the website of the production company,
where there is only a brief description with images of the program,
a Facebook page that lets you see progress and backstage photos,
and a section on the official site of the station with a small
section of each chapter. Both Facebook and in the section devoted
to fiction on the website of the television it is possible to leave
comments and interact with others, although most are reviews
praising the work done. This brief description allows a glimpse of
the limited possibilities of interactivity that the series promotes. It
was decided to choose, then, a case in which, from the definition
of the proposal, the transmedia offer had been considered central
part of the product.
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The case that has been selected for the analysis of the
transmedia reception is Dance! La fuerza del corazón. This is a series
produced by Channel 10 associated with Powwow Media Partners,
an Argentinian firm dedicated to the creation of television content
and formats for export. Despite not being a purely national fiction,
its launch from the Teatro Solis, one of the most important and
emblematic theaters of the nation’s capital, by a channel whose
slogan is “the channel of Uruguayans”, the speech with which it
was offered to the public since the campaign of expectation and
the realization of the casting for dancers in Uruguay contributed
to present it as national fiction.
Although it was not part of the ranking of the ten most
viewed titles, it got a rating of 8.6 points, the choice of the series
is based upon several reasons. It is the first time that a fiction is
generated in the domestic television aimed specifically at teenage
audiences, but fundamentally it is the fiction debut of 2012,
which since its inception has the largest deployment of transmedia
resources, as the official website has direct access to Facebook and
Twitter (also managed by the production of fiction) and a chat that
allows communication with each of the protagonists. The site also
supports downloading some exclusive contents that previously
could be purchased via text message only by users from the phone
company Movistar. Conjointly with the offer of transmedia fiction
there are Facebook pages and blogs developed by series fans or
followers of a particular actor. In most of them contests or surveys
are proposed (for example: What is your favorite character?), and
viewers are informed about any news published in the media
about the program.
The website chosen for the study of the transmedia reception
is www.dancelaserie.com, the official website of the series that
seeks to keep the audience constantly in contact: it allows to
communicate with the players, see what they post on Twitter,
chat with them, see photos and videos of activities that take place
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outside the program and download wallpapers. The website does
not offer hanging chapters, which explains the absence of feedback
and determined that comments were relieved for this analysis, by
date, of all possible inputs provided by the page. The observation
time was set to the last week of issuance of the series.
TABLE 2 - Number of visits and comments per broadcast - last week
Chapters/Day

Visitors/Users

Comments

Feedback

Chapter 76 (5/12)

-

42

-

Chapter 77 (6/12)

-

55

-

Chapter 78 (7/12)

-

103

-

Chapter 79 (8/12)

-

57

-

Chapter 80 (9/12)

-

82

-

TOTALS to 10/12

6.490

339

0

The total of visitors in the last week of issuance of the chapter
was 6,490. It was not possible to discriminate the number of visits
per day from Monday to Friday, so the figure corresponds to the
full week, from 4th to 10th December, 201228. Comments often
contain expressions of loyalty and affection towards the actors. The
interactions between users are few and sometimes they interact
with some of the actors, particularly teenagers, or someone who
takes his place in the chat.

28

Information provided by Saeta, Channel 10.
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TABLE 3 - Types of comments posted
Chapter/ Number of
Day
comments
per chapter

Types of dominant
comments

Comments
among users

Types of
comments
among users

Characters:23(+), 3(-)
Actors: 8 (+)
Contents:3(+)
Advertising Guidelines: 1(-)
Others: 4

There are
comments

Emotive

Chapter
76 (5/12)

42

Chapter
77 (6/12)

55

Characters: 15 (+), 1 (-)
Actors: 19 (+)
Contents:2(+)
History: 4 (+)
Television: 2(+)
Others: 12

There are
comments

Emotive
Conative

Chapter
78 (7/12)

103

Characters: 15 (+), 1 (-)
Actors: 41 (+)
Contents:4(+)
History: 7 (+)
Television: 3(+)
Others: 32

There are
comments

Emotive
Reference
Poetic

Chapter
79 (8/12)

57

Characters: 14 (+), 2 (-)
Actors: 20 (+)
Contents:6(+)
History: 5 (+)
Television: 1(+)
Others: 9

There are
comments

Emotive
Conative

Chapter
80 (9/12)

82

Characters: 19(+), 1 (-)
Actors: 18(+)
Contents:5(+)
History: 16 (+)
Television:16(+)
Others: 7

There are
comments

Emotive

Dance! was the fiction that offered the widest range of
“transmediality”. It is the first time that this happens with a
national TV fiction production. In addition to the official website,
the transmedia proposal is diversified both from producers and
from some sectors of the audience. The practices observed had
some peculiarities with regard to the website that it is worth noting.
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The official Facebook page of Dance!29 had 18,634 followers
and was constantly updated during the study period. It thanked
the viewers for faithfulness to the series and participation in
various events held by the production (play, autograph signings,
etc.), but it also encouraged the audience participation with the
slogan “How would you like the end of Dance?” The responses
refer to the love relationships among the characters, listing the
couples that should be formed and the characters that deserve
punishment.
In the unofficial Facebook page managed by fans of the series,
there is another type of interactivity. There are proposition of
contests, surveys and shared favorite character reports in the media
about the series or advances of the story. The favorable expression
with respect to the issuance of a second season is reiterated both
in the official sites and in these other links. The unofficial site
with the larger community has 3,090 followers. The official Twitter
has 497 tweets, 392 following and 3,641 followers. During the last
week of issuing the tweet was used to make advances in the chapters
and call the fans to share the latest episode with part of the cast
at a bar in a Montevideo neighbourhood. In addition, the series
gave rise to two blogs, one official, created before the premiere,
where some photos of the filming were published and Twitters of
the characters and other unofficial that in the latest issue (28/11
/ 2011) proposed fans to engage in The Dance Project, a video with
pictures of fans who would later be delivered to the production in
the form of appreciation.

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of TV fiction
The presence of the transnational in Uruguay is present
mainly in the offer, but also in the emergence of various kinds
of partnerships and alliances with foreign companies and human
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Novedades-de-Dance-Channel-10/156239774467074?v=
info#!/dancelaserie

29
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resources for national production and marketing. The three private
television channels have been linked to the production of fiction,
but not all fictions have occurred in 2011. Teledoce, Channel 12,
issued Adicciones, produced by Contenidos TV; Saeta, Channel
10 co-produced Dance! La fuerza del corazón and it produced the
second season of Porque te quiero así.
A relevant aspect of this dimension is referring to the export
strategies of national productions. For sale and distribution of
Adicciones, the production company turned to the Argentinian
Flor Latina Entertainment Group30. In the case of Saeta Channel
10, this channel associated with Powwow Media Partners for
co-production of Dance! signed an agreement with Telemundo
Internacional in order to distribute the finished product, as
well as the format for adaptation in different territories31. Other
fiction and nonfiction productions of this channel are distributed
through Frecuencia Latina Internacional, a Peruvian company
based in Miami32.

www.tvshow.com.uy/sabadoshow/blog/8948-tv-con-nuevos-ojos/ , June 25th, 2011.
The fiction integrates into the distributor catalogue http://msnlatino.telemundo.com/
shows/Telemundo_Internacional, news published on 27/09/2011 at www.prensario.
net/822-Telemundo-Internacional-distribuira-Dance!-La -Force-of-Corazon.note.aspx
32
http://www.todotvews.com/scripts/templates/estilo_nota.asp?nota=nuevo%2FEjecuti
vos%2FEntrevistas%2F2011%2F08_agosto%2F10_Frecuencua_Latina_International_Patricia_Jasin
30
31
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TABLE 1. Indicators of media ownership

National

Production
Company

TV Channel

Teledoce

Channel 12

Marketing
Agencies

-

Saeta

Channel 10

-

-

Montecarlo

Channel 4

-

-

Contenidos TV

Channel 12

Flor Latina
Entertainment
Group.
Telemundo
Internacional
Frecuencia Latina
Internacional

Foreign
Investment

Foreign
Subsidiary
Total

Export
Distributor

4

4

-

-

-

3

Source: Obitel-Uruguay

In the three cases of fiction in which domestic production is
present, components of the transnational are observed: sometimes
it comes down to the links with foreign distributors to achieve the
export of the product, in other cases the transnationalization runs
through various dimensions of performance, from co-production
to the incorporation of various know-how. However, all producing
agents seem to have assumed the urgent need, a lot for a small
country, of producing directed for export.
In Adicciones the foreign presence is reduced to the strategy of
positioning in the international market and the participation of
some Argentinian screen-writer33. The productions carried out by
Saeta Channel 10 are those that evidence an increased deployment
of transnational elements in their production strategies. In 2010 it
had experimented with the inclusion of Argentinian professionals
in the production of Porque te quiero así: the script, direction, and
For example, the share of the Argentinian writer Marcelo Camaño (author of Resistiré,
Vidas Robadas, Montecristo, among others.) in the episode named “Internet” of Adicciones.

33
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the inclusion of the female lead were Argentinans in the first
season and this is repeated in the second season of the series.
Adriana Lorenzón continued scripting the series in 2011, but
the peculiarity of this second season was that while in the first
season the leading female character was performed by Argentinian
actress Florencia Peña, in the new edition she was replaced by a
new character played by the Venezuelan Catherine Fulop. While
for the Uruguayan hearing the actress has been integrated for
many years to Argentinian celebrities, her presence incorporated
to the fiction her Venezuelan accent and to the plot the necessary
justifications to support it, changing the story content.
Another manifestation of the transnational circulation in 2011
was the addition of three Uruguayan actors of Porque te quiero así to
the Argentinian Sr y Sra Camas, that in Uruguay was also aired on
Channel 10. Both series illustrate the historical phenomenon of
movement of players in Rio de la Plata and as such it has no novelty.
Dance! La fuerza del corazón is the case that exhibits greater novelty
for the local environment in several ways. One such aspect relates
to the sub-genre (fiction with characters and themes aimed at a
teenage audience), the other relates to the transmedial proposal,
already discussed, and to the conception of the business: from
the beginning it was intended for export and raised for the
development of secondary products, mainly records and shows.
All these have implications for the issue that concerns us here.
The transnational in this product can be analyzed in different
dimensions. In business, the companies opt for co-production
with a production company composed of American partners,
Argentinians and Spaniards and then by the alliance with
Telemundo International for distribution. As for the story, the
creation refers to Bill Borden and Barry Rosenbush, the creators
of High School Musical in whose line is part of this fiction, but the
script is written by the Argentinan Patricia Maldonado, also writer
of Chiquititas and Rebelde Way.
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The incursion into the teen fiction will rely on the knowhow of professionals with experience in this kind of production
in different key points: writing, directing, casting of actors, for
example. The domestic producer channel made a significant
investment in restoring an old building in the capital34 in such
a way that allowed the recording of up to twelve simultaneous
scenes35. The series was filmed entirely in Uruguay and, refering
to the cast, although it is mostly composed by Argentinian actors
and actresses, it includes some Uruguayans, in addition to the
staff of the corps de ballet36. Some figures of the cast are clearly
identified with Argentine fiction for children and teenagers:
Isabel Macedo, Juan Gil Navarro and Eva Dominici, for example
worked in Floricienta, Chiquititas, Rebelde Way, among others.
The result of this particular combination of elements is that, for
a Uruguayan spectator, the screen image of the series promotes
their recognition as Argentinian fiction. The local signs, mainly
confined to locations, were diluted in an aesthetic and counting
way comparable to Cris Morena Group style long present in the
Uruguayan television.

The landmark building of I.A.S.A. (Institución Atlética Sudamérica) was restored and
converted into a recording studio.
35
According to reports in the press, 45 scenes were recorded daily, on shifts involving 150
people during five months. The total cost of the production was five million dollars. www.
tvshow.com.uy/sabadoshow/blog/9757-dance-poniendo-en-marcha-la-fabrica/
36
The characters played by Uruguayans (about eight) are not clearly visible to the public,
except in case of Mirella Pascual, actress recognized for its participation in several films
(Wisky and Miss Tacuarembó, for example). The rest of the Uruguayan players were diluted
in the group of dancers, except in case of Gonzalo de Cuadro that is responsible for the
interpretation of a character with some prominence.
34
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TABLE 2. The transnational in the premiere screen
Author/creator
Country of origin

Production Casting
companies
of the
and co5 main
productions characters

Gustavo Hernández, Uruguay

Contenidos
Tv

Manoel Carlos,
Brazil

Rede Globo

National
Adicciones
Obitel
Vivir la vida

Los únicos

Adrián Suar, Marcos Carnevale,
Argentina

Pol-ka

Herederos de
una venganza

Adrián Suar, Leandro Calderone,
Argentina

Pol-ka

In the 13
episodes Montevideo,
Uruguay
are Uruguayans
Brazil

La niñera

Fran Descher, Peter Sony EntertainmentMarc Jacobson,
USA
Telefé

Source: Obitel-Uruguay

Brazil,
France and
Jordan

Argentinians,
except
ArgenArnaldo tina, Buenos
André, of
Aires
Paraguayan origin
ArgenArgentinians,
tina, Buenos
except
Aires and
Benjamín
zones of
Vicuña
wine Provfrom
inces
Chile

Duca Rachid, ThelRede Globo
Brazil
ma Guedes, Brazil
Adrián Suar, ArPol-ka
Argentina
Malparida
gentina
Delia Fiallo, Cuban
Mar de amor
writer based in
Televisa
Mexico
Miami
Silvio de Abreu,
Rede Globo
Brazil
Passione
Brazil
RTI, Antena
A. Pérez Reverte, R.
3, Telemun3 Mexico
Stopello, V. Párraga
do
La Reina del Sur
2 Spain
y J. M. Blanco
(Colombia,
Spain- Colombia
Spain, USA)

Cuna de Gatos

Locations/
narratives
located in:

Brazil
Argentina
Mexico
Brazil
Italy
Mexico,
Colombia,
Spain, Morocco, USA

Buenos Aires, although
Argentinthe locations
ians
tend to be
neutral
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The transnational flows are manifested in the casting and
locations table. Original ideas come mostly from Obitel countries,
but also American productions or authors who, like Delia Fiallo,
are Cuban but produce from Miami. In Uruguayan screen the
top ten had their castings made up mainly of Argentinian players,
although the presence of Adicciones allowed the circulation of
various national troupes in each chapter. Regarding locations,
these fictions deployed in a variety of action scenes, especially in
the case of La Reina del Sur.
TABLE 3. Audiences and transnational connections
TV Flows and cultural and linguistic proximity– premier titles
Countries where
from fiction is
Countries where to fiction is exported
imported
National
3
Obitel
43
Argentina
9
Brazil
5
Colombia
7
Chile
3
Spain
3
USA
2
Mexico
9
Venezuela
3
Others
3
Total
46
0
Source: Obitel-Uruguay

The flow of stories, scenarios, aesthetic and accents of foreign
origin has been a historical characteristic of the national screen. In
a country with little tradition of production of television fiction
and a very small local market, the transnationalization of the
offer in fiction, but also in other genres, constitutes a constant.
A fairly attentive observer of the supply of television fiction
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on television channels in Uruguay would prove that there the
dominant presence of Latin American suppliers and regionally
close ones is manifested. To the transnationalization of supply has
been allocated a transnationalization of consumption, although
in this sense it is necessary to notice some peculiarities. As for
the preferences of the audience, in the case of Uruguay it was
possible to confirm some of the trends showed by the research
on the subject in different scenarios. Thus, the formulations of J.
Straubhaar37 and S. Waisbord38, regarding that the audience prefer
what is culturally close, or J. Sinclair39, concerning the existence
of a “geo-cultural linguistic” market, seem to apply to Uruguay.
Fictions from Argentina and Brazil, the closest regional basis, are
the choice of the audience: their dominant presence in the top ten
most viewed titles in recent years is a proof of that. On the other
hand, titles of Chilean origin have attracted good ratings occupying
first place in the top ten in previous years, while the Mexicans,
Colombians and other Latin American origins complete the
range of preferences. However, each time the offer has included
national fiction television productions, some of them joined the
top ten and other figures showed audience closest to the ten most
watched titles40. While the issue that concerns us here is fiction, it
is necessary to note that this tendency to the choice of national or
close regional programs is also evidenced if considering the offer
of total programming41.

Straubhaar, J.D. (2007). World Television: From Global to Local. Los Angeles: Sage.
Waisbord, S. (2000). “Global Industry, and local political cultures: the internationalization of Latin American television.” Paper at Alaic Congress, Santiago de Chile.
39
Sinclair, J. (2004) “Geo-linguistic region overall ace space. The case of Latin America”, in
Allen, R / Hill, A. (eds) The Television Studies Reader, London / New York, Routledge.
40
See Obitel Yearbook 2009, “The fiction on the screen: composition and consumption
patterns” Spanish edition pp. 328-329, 2010, “The return of national fiction,” pp. 381-420,
Yearbook 2011, “Continuities and Changes in fiction,” pp. 480-520.
41
See table of the ten most watched programs included in this chapter.
37

38
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1. Audiovisual context in Venezuela
During 2011 there was a slight rebound in the production
of fiction programs in Venezuelan TV as compared to the sharp
decrease in the year 2010. Reforms to the Law of Telecommunications
and the Law on Social Responsibility in Radio, TV and Electronic
media that had been passed in December 2010 - which had an
impact on the radioelectric means of the country2 - then became
effective. Two cases of censorship implied the ban and consequent
ending of the transmission of a telenovela called Chepe Fortuna and
a contest program (12 Corazones) per requirement of the National
Telecommunications Commission. Likewise, the telenovela Agua
en la boca was no longer aired due to noncompliance with the
regulations of the latter of the aforementioned laws3.
Special thanks to the students of the subject “Massive Culture and Media”, taught in the
School of Arts for students of the Degree in Cinematography during the first semester of 2011,
for the information they gathered. Likewise, to the company AGB Nielsen Media Research for
their selfless collaboration, and Miss Rosana Durán for her valuable contributions.
2
The reform to the Law of Social Responsibility in Radio, Television and Electronic Media (2011) was passed in the National Assembly (Congress) on Monday December 20,
2010. It became effective after it was published in the Official Gazette Number 39.579
(12/22/2010). It was reprinted and published again due to a transcript error in the Official
Gazette Number 39.610 (02/07/2011).
3
According to Art. 14 of the Law of Social Responsibility in Radio, Television and Electronic Media (2011), during the schedule for “All users”, a minimum of three hours of programs
devoted to children and teenagers should be aired daily. In this time slot a minimum of
seven hours of national production and four hours of programs produced by independent
1
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1.1 View of the audiovisual context regarding TV fiction
GRAPHIC 1 – National Open TV Networks in Venezuela
Private Networks (8)
Canal I
Globovisión
La Tele
Meridiano Televisión
Televen
TV Familia
Vale TV
Venevisión

Public Networks (5)
Fundación Televisora de la Asamblea Nacional de
Venezuela (ANTV)
Fundación Televisora Venezolana Social (TVES)
La Nueva Televisión del Sur C.A. Tele Sur
Compañía Anónima Venezolana de Televisión (VTV)
COVETEL – Vive TV

TOTAL NATIONAL OPEN TV NETWORKS: 13
Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team. Venezuela-2012.

Regarding the chart presented in 2010, two national open TV
networks were excluded: “Ávila TV” and “Colombeia TV”. The
first one started airing in 2006 as a project assigned to the Alcaldía
del Distrito Metropolitano de Caracas (Alcaldía Mayor). “Avila
TV” decreased its activities as of 2008, when that governmental
office was handed in to the administration of Antonio Ledezma,
who is in the opposition to the Bolivarian government. Since
then, “Avila TV” forms part of the National System of Public
Media as a youth channel, “Essential Bastion of the Bolivarian
Revolution” (Romero, 2011 parr-8). The second, “Colombeia TV”
4
labeled “Education TV of Venezuela” – whose legal figure is the
Colombeia Foundation – was excluded because very little content
is spread through open signal.
national producers must be aired, while in the “Supervised” period it is a minimum of
three hours of national production and 90 minutes produced by the independent national
producers. The airing of “Agua en la boca” violated this regulation.
4
Colombeia TV programming is broadcast via satellite (Simón Bolívar Satellite or Veneast-1) and through subscription television providers: Cable Uno (South of the state of
Carabobo); Cable TV Mar (Choroní) and Fundacable TV (Municipality of San Francisco,
Zulia state). The content of Colombeia TV is also downloadable from their portal and is
aired on several channels of the National System of Public Media.
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1.2 Gender of programs offered by TV
GRAPHIC 2 – Genre of programs and transmissions aired through
TV open signal in 2011
Genre

Airings

%

News

54.516

42

Fiction

19.828

15

Entertainment 15.859

12

Sports

9.835

8

Cultural and
Educational

16.104

13

Others

13.023

10

Total
128.765 100
Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012.

The previous graphic has been recorded based on airings
and not on transmission hours. The news genre is the most prolific
and feeds mainly on opinion programs, events, news reports and
documentaries (in the case of public mandatory transmissions).
Fiction – the second most viewed genre (15% airing) – is distributed
as follows: Fiction Series 49%; Movies 17%; Animation 34%.
Regarding fiction series, which includes telenovelas, series and
miniseries, the diverse networks reflect the following percentages
of airings, in relation with the total programming: Canal I 6%;
Globovisión 0%; La Tele 11%; Meridiano TV 0%; Telesur
0%; Televen 36%; TV Familia 0%; TVES 10%; Vale TV 0%;
Venevisión 33,5%; Vive TV 3% and Venezolana de Televisión
0,5%. This proves that the fiction series is a niche to be developed
in Venezuela.
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GRAPHIC 2.1—Distribution of Fiction in open signal TV
programming in 2011

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012.

For the year 2011, the genres that were offered hold a proportion
[ratio] similar to the year 2010. The information genre displays
in its diverse forms: news reports, opinion programs, interviews,
and documentaries. The latter is considered a separate category, in
order to better appreciate the amount of productions. According
to the Article 13 of the Law on Social Responsibility in Radio, TV
and Electronic Media (LRSRTVME, 2011), national production
encompasses those in whose creation, direction, production
and postproduction, the presence of capital, locations, scripts,
authors, directors, artistic personnel, and Venezuelan values can
be seen clearly. National production must be aired in a proportion
above 60%. A legal figure which encourages/contributes to the
creation of national content, as well as citizen participation,
is that of Independent National Producers (PNI, in Spanish).
Through this figure, contents have been produced which enhance
Venezuelanism, mainly through documentary, news, cultural,
educational and in a smaller proportion, fiction programs. This
has favored the presence of programs with repetitive contents and
very little technical inventions, whose only aim is to comply with
the norms.
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One element that is almost constantly present in public
networks is the direct or indirect reference in its contents to the
governmental project and the President of Venezuela Hugo Rafael
Chávez Frías, who reached 13 years in power.5 In this trend to
advertise the Bolivarian project and its main protagonist, known
as “The Leader”, interruptions of regular programming of open
signal channels can be highlighted. These constant and mandatory
interruptions are used to transmit diverse types of contents.
During the month of May 2011, a record was published, which
reflected 2125 presidential “chains” (as they are popularly known),
broadcast from 1999 until 20106. Teodoro Petkoff, experienced
politician and director of the newspaper Tal Cual, complained
about the exaggerated presence of the image of Chávez Frías in
public media and clarifies that in Venezuela “public media” means
“official media”, which is turned into a window to promote the
leader.

An example of this are the programs: “Aló Presidente”, “A voz alzada”, “Construyendo
República”, “Alba TV”, “Prohibido Olvidar”, and “Pueblo Legislador” aired on Vive TV.
“La Hojilla”, “Dando y Dando”, “Cayendo y Corriendo”, “Como ustedes pueden ver”,
“Debate Socialista”, and “Contragolpe” spread by Venezolana de Televisión (VTV). “La
Talanquera”, “Parlamentarismo social de calle”, “Trabajando” e “Ideas para el Debate”, by
the Asamblea Nacional Televisión (ANTV), as well as “Presidentes de Latinoamérica” and
“Aló Presidente” (Telesur).
6
According to Teodor Petkoff, from 1999 until 2010, “Chávez has made 2125 chains which
have taken 1464 hours, 5 minutes and 45 seconds.” This does not include the transmission of the Sunday program, “Aló Presidente”. Accessed on March 5, 2012 at http://www.
noticias24.com/actualidad/noticia/246993/petkoff-chavez-ha-realizado-2-mil-125-cadenaspresidenciales-en-11-anos/ When presenting a report, the Minister of Information and
Communication, Andrés Izarra stated that, “In spite of the President´s health [troubles],
792 transmissions were guaranteed in the Miraflores agenda (656 in Caracas, 51 from the
countryside and 85 from abroad) and 7 “Aló Presidente”. Accessed on February 8, 2012
at http://www.el-nacional.com/noticia/28165/16/Minci-carece-de-recursos-y-de-vocerosestrategicos.html
5
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1.3 Channel TV Audience
GRAPIC 3 – TV Audience per Channels
TV Networks
AN TV
Canal I
Globovisión
La Tele
Meridiano Televisión
Telesur
Televen
TV Familia
TVES
Vale TV
Vive TV
Venevisión
VTV
Total

%
0,03
0,32
5,97
10
0,15
1,7
31,5
0,45
2
0,09
0,06
42,1
5,63
100,0

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012.

An element that pops out in the previous graphic is that the
channels that possess the biggest audience index arethe ones that
have the biggest percentage of fiction’s broadcast within their
programming: Televen, due to the serials fiction broadcasting,
and Venevisión, because of the broadcasting and production of
telenovelas.

1.4 Communication Policies
During the year 2011, a group of legal reforms became
effective. Those carried out in the Law on Social Responsibility
in Radio, TV and Electronic media (LRSRTVME) are mentioned
because this has an impact on content creation. The reform
to this law, approved in December 2010, was carried with no
previous consultation to the citizens nor organized society, as
it is stated in Article 12 of the Constitution of the Bolivarian
Republic of Venezuela. The law includes penalties that could
favor censorship. For example, article 27 forbids radio, TV and
electronic media services to spread messages that: encourage
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hatred and intolerance due to religious, political, gender, racist
or xenophobic discrimination; prompt or advocate crime; can
be considered war propaganda; encourages unrest among the
citizens or alters public order; ignore legitimately constituted
authorities; incite homicide; incite or encourage non-compliance
of the current legal system. Besides, it states responsibilities and
economic sanctions (fines) to the providers of electronic media for
airing forbidden information and contents. The application of the
regulation and the sanctions are subject to the discretionary power
of the Directorio de Responsabilidad Social, and 8 out of 12 members
are representatives of government offices. This could lend biases
when making decisions.
The legal provisions supported the censorship measure which
cancelled the Colombian telenovela Chepe Fortuna. It all stemmed
from complaints made on the opinion program La Hojilla, which is
aired on Venezolana de Televisión. From La Hojilla, governmental
propaganda bastion, which uses mocking and offending as
communicational strategies, they reported – paradoxically - the
forms of offense they saw in Chepe Fortuna. The telenovela was
no longer aired after January 13, 2011, after the Comisión Nacional
de Telecomunicaciones (CONATEL) issued a letter ordering the
cancellation. The reasons for this were: it portrayed demoralizing,
degrading, and offensive contents; promoted political and racial
intolerance; and it promoted advocacy of crime. In the telenovela,
the character Venezuela, represented by an obese, dark skinned
actress, was, according to CONATEL, “repeatedly portrayed as
related to criminal activities, meddling and shabbiness, simile that
reveals the blatant manipulation of the script to lower the morale
of the Venezuelan population.” (CONATEL 2011a).

1.5 Terrestrial Digital TV and Optical Fiber
As for Digital Terrestrial TV, in October 2009, CONATEL
announced that Venezuela would adopt the ISDB-Japanese
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standard for terrestrial digital TV (TDT). The final implementation
or analogical blackout is programmed for the year 2018. Inspired by
the goal of making the shift to the TDT age, in October 2011 some
tests of the TDT system were carried out, under the responsibility
of the Presidential Committee for Terrestrial Digital TV. This
committee was formed by Red TV, the Centro Nacional de Desarrollo
e Investigación en Telecomunicaciones (CENDIT), the Ministry of the
Popular Power for Science, Technology and Intermediate Industries
(MCTII), and CONATEL. The transmitter’s power scope was
evaluated - it´s effective radiated power was 30,000 watts - located
in the Waraira Repano National Park (Ávila) in Caracas. After
this evaluation, the distribution of the radioelectric spectrum will
be planned (CONATEL, 20011b). At the time of the closing of
this report, there was no information available on this topic.
Another important milestone can be found in the Alianza
Bolivariana para los pueblos de nuestra América (ALBA): The CubaVenezuela cable. This optical fiber submarine cable – 1,602 km long
- seeks to connect Cuba with Venezuela. The cable goes from the
town of La Guaira in Venezuela and all the way to Santiago de Cuba.
It will additionally have a derivation that will stretch from Cuba to
Jamaica to establish a net known as ALBA-I (Estamos en línea.com,
2010). The binational government company Telecomunicaciones
Gran Caribe S.A. was responsible for its construction. The optical
fiber was entirely installed in February 2011 and it was intended to
start operating as of June 2011. However, at the time of the closing
of this report no information on this was available. Behind this
project, there is an interest in projecting Venezuela as a strategic
country regarding telecommunication, beyond solidarity and
cooperation with Cuba in the context of ALBA.

1.6 Internet and subscription TV
By the end of 2011, Internet penetration in Venezuela reached
40.22%, according to the statistics of the Comisión Nacional de
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Telecomunicaciones (CONATEL). There was a 2.85% rise in relation
to the year 2010. Although penetration has risen gradually, the
scope does not include half of the population of Venezuela7. As in
2010, Internet service was provided by 24 companies (CONATEL,
2012a). 54% of Internet subscriptions were residential, whereas
the other 46% corresponded to nonresidential subscribers or
subscribers which connect by means of mobile connection points
(does not include connection through cell phones). As in the
previous year, the highest number of users connects from their
homes (CONATEL, 2012a). This is favorable for TV fiction
audiences, which access complementary contents through the
Internet (production microsites, accounts on social networks,
retransmission of entire episodes on line), and they interact with
creators, scriptwriters, directors and actors.
Subscription TV grew in 2011, with a 39.44% penetration.
This implies a 2.84% growth with respect the year 2010 (36.60%).
A total of 165 companies offer the service (Conatel 2012c).
The incorporation of the state-owned company Compañía
Anónima Nacional de Teléfonos de Venezuela (CANTV) to the
group of companies which provide subscription TV services is
noteworthy. The service called CANTV televisión satelital offers:
100% digital image and sound, nationwide availability, and the
lowest rates for subscription TV in the country - Bs. 85 per month
(equivalent to 19.76 dollars, at the official exchange rate of Bs.
4.30 per dollar). Also, a package of 42 channels with programs
for children, music, sports, news, cultural, international, films and
varieties, and 7 audio channels is available (CANTV, 2011)8. Cantv
At the end of 2011, according to the XIV National Census of Population and Housing,
the population of Venezuela is 27,150,095 inhabitants.
8
Out of 10 channels which compose the national offer, 6 are state-owned and only 4 are
private. Private networks are not included: Canal I, Globovisión, La Tele, TV Familia, and
Vale TV. It is particularly notorious that Globovisión has been excluded, since it transmits information 24 hours a day and is the 4th channel with the highest audience, after
Venevisión, Televen and Venezolana de Televisión (VTV). Globovisión’s informative style
has been repeatedly criticized by government spokespeople, headed by the President Hugo
Chávez himself. The channel has 6 penalizing administrative procedures from the Comisión
7
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televisión satelital services are aired through the Simón Bolívar or
Venesat-1 Satellite, launched into aerospace orbit on October 29th,
2008, and which constitutes one of the banners of President Hugo
Chávez’s government in terms of telecommunications.

1.7 Advertising Investments of the year on TV – Top Ten
Advertising investment on TV during the Top Ten in 2011
Number of
Total sum in Bs Sum in US$
Category
announcers
1. Clothing and shoes
76
1.026.969.208,00 23.883.004,84
2. Medicines and health care
68
973.935.941,00 22.649.673,05
3. Beauty products and
15
920.052.489,00 21.396.569,51
cosmetics
4. Food and food services
58
795.624.395,00 18.502.892,91
5. Others
90
745.846.960,00 17.345.278,14
6. Bolivarian Government
15
526.435.836,00 12.242.693,86
7. Telephony,
32
411.178.479,00 9.562.290,21
communication and Internet
8. Household appliances
39
289.222.290,00 6.726.099,77
9. Financial Services
13
225.069.147,00
5.234.166,21
10. Toys
6
210.401.326,00 4.893.054,09
11. Insurance
5
193.397.571,00
4.497.617,93
12. Beverages
4
160.490.598,00 3.732.339,49
13. Cleaning products
4
93.203.308,00
2.167.518,79
14. Games of chance and
4
83.053.551,00
1.931.477,93
gambling
15. Local governments
13
60.491.546,00 1.406.780,14
16. Commercial networks
28
52.043.654,00
1.210.317,53
17. NGO´s
16
33.615.387,00
781.753,19
18. Political Parties
5
25.925.523,00
602.919,14
19. Electoral Power
1
17.135.408,00
398.497,86
20. Individuals
8
7.234.295,00
168.239,42
TOTAL
500
4.850.421.763,00 112.800.506,12
Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012, from data
provided by AGB Nielsen-Venezuela.
Nacional de Telecomunicaciones which could derive in temporary shut downs (72 hours) or
the recall of the license. In a seventh administrative procedure (October 2011) applied
because the channel covered a jail mutiny, a fine of more than 2 million, one hundred
thousand dollars was charged.
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The previous chart refers to the advertising investment
carried out during the transmission of the fiction series Top Ten. It
is noteworthy that only private networks (8) transmit advertising
contents. In public networks (5), financed with public funds,
contents are basically propagandistic and some are exempt from
payment. Even so, it is stated that “last year [2010] TVES reached
the set goal for their incomes from the marketing of advertising
spaces. Due to the reduction of the 2011 budget, the collecting
goal for this concept was increased to 30%. We believe we are
going to achieve it.“9 According to this information, the usefulness
of advertising is not played down in these channels, especially if
it advertises entities and State services. In the case of this channel
in particular, Willams Castillo states that it “keeps rates within
reasonably low fees, thanks to the sales of ad space (…) We offer
the announcer the opportunity to have, alongside the 30-second
ad, space for micros (if required). There are state-owned entities
which have responded to this call.”10 Thus, more than advertising,
this is about the selling of spaces with propagandistic purposes.
It is not casual that the Bolivarian Government is in 6th place, as
reflected in the previous chart.
By the year 2011, the main investors which stand out are
companies linked to the categories of 1. Dress and shoes; 2.
Medicines and health services; 3. Beauty products and cosmetics.
All of them are products aimed at individual consumption and
which promote the notions of image, physical appearance and
simulation characteristic of postmodernism. Besides, these
products are related to the lifestyles of the most watched fiction
programs in 2011, the telenovelas La Viuda Joven and Mujer
Perfecta, in which glamour, fashion, luxurious lifestyle and body
care are prevailing topics.
Statement by the President of TVES, Williams Castillo. Accessed March 5, 2012 at:
http://www.noticierodigital.com/2011/05/tves-tiene-un-promedio-total-de-audiencia-de2-y-logra-21-en-transmisiones-de-la-formula-1-segun-agb/
10
Idem [see footnote 9]
9
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2. Analysis of the year: National and Ibero-American
premiere fiction
TABLE 1: Productions broadcast in 2011 and their
respective networks
PREMIERE
VENEVISIÓN: 6 National Titles

57

1 Corazones Extremos (Series) Venezuela

58

El árbol de Gabriel (Telenovela)
Venezuela
La mujer perfecta (Telenovela)
3
Venezuela
2

4 La viuda joven (Telenovela) Venezuela
5 N.P.S. No puede ser (Sitcom) Venezuela
6 Natalia del mar (Telenovela) Venezuela
20 Imported Titles
7 Amor en custodia (Telenovela) Colombia
A mano limpia. Un golpe del destino
8
(Telenovela) Colombia
9 Broma Pesada (Miniseries) Colombia
Cuando me enamoro (Telenovela)
10
México
El rey de la estafa (Miniseries)
11
Colombia
12 La Bruja (Series) Colombia
La fuerza del destino (Telenovela)
13
México
La leyenda continua (Miniseries)
14
Colombia
La que no podía amar (Telenovela)
15
México
Las detectivas y el Victor (Telenovela)
16
Colombia
Mariana y Scarlett (Telenovela)
17
Colombia
Mujeres al límite (Series of unitary )
18
Colombia
19 Oye Bonita (Telenovela) Colombia

59
60
61

TELEVEN
Flor Salvaje (Telenovela) Colombia
– USA
Los Impostores (Series) USA –
Argentina
Los herederos del monte (Telenovela)
Colombia, USA
Ojo por ojo (Telenovela) Colombia –
USA
Perro Amor (Telenovela) Colombia –
USA

REVIVALS
CANAL I: 3 National Titles
62 Abigail (Telenovela) Venezuela
Ciclo Rómulo Gallegos (Series of
63
singles) Venezuela
64 Señora (Telenovela) Venezuela
1 Imported Titles
65 La Ex (Telenovela) Colombia

LA TELE: 3 National Titles
66

La llaman Mariamor (Telenovela)
Venezuela

67 La Traidora (Telenovela) Venezuela
68 María, María (Telenovela) Venezuela
1 Imported Title
69 Los Roldán (Telenovela) Argentina
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PREMIERE
TELEVEN
Pasión Vallenata (Miniseries)
TELEVEN: 2 National Titles
20
Colombia
Calle Luna, Calle Sol (Telenovela)
Porque te quiero te mato (Miniseries)
70
21
Venezuela
Colombia
22 Prófugas del destino (Telenovela) México 71 Mi gorda bella (Telenovela) Venezuela
Aquí no hay quien viva (Series)
23 Rafaela (Telenovela) México
72
Colombia
24 Teresa (Telenovela) México
8 Imported Titles
Tierra de cantores (Miniseries)
73 Cada quien su santo (Series) México
25
Colombia
26 Triunfo del amor (Telenovela) México
74 Decisiones de mujeres (Series) USA
75 Doña Bárbara (Telenovela) México
TVES: 5 National Titles
76 La Loba (Telenovela) México
Crónicas extraordinarias (Docufiction
77 Las Aparicio (Telenovela) México
27
Series) Venezuela
Lo que callamos las mujeres (Series of
Historias del mas acá (Series of singles)
78
28
singles) México
Venezuela
29 Hotel de Locuras (Telenovela) Venezuela 79 Tu voz estéreo (Series) Colombia
Zorro: la espada y la rosa (Telenovela)
30 La única opción (Miniseries) Venezuela 80
Colombia
Motivados por la música (Series)
TVES: 3 National Titles
31
Venezuela
Aprendiendo con la Música (Serie)
81
Venezuela
Caramelo e´chocolate (Telenovela)
2 Títulos Importados
82
Venezuela
Miranda, Regresa (Miniserie)
El baile de la vida (Telenovela)
83
32
Venezuela
Colombia
33 La Oveja Negra (Series) Uruguay
3 Imported Titles
84 La Esclava Isaura (Telenovela) Brazil
LA TELE: 0 National Titles
85 Los Tres Villalobos (Telenovela) Cuba
4 Títulos Imported Titles
86 Mi árbol naranja lima (Series) Brazil
Frecuencia 04 (Teenage Telenovela)
34
Argentina
Gabriel, amor inmortal (Miniseries)
VENEVISIÓN: 2 National Titles
35
USA
Mujeres con historia y hombres también
36 Lalola (Telenovela) Perú
87
(Talk drama) Venezuela
Que clase de amor (Teenage series)
37 Milagros de amor (Telenovela) Colombia 88
Venezuela
TELEVEN: 2 National Titles
5 Imported Titles
A corazón abierto (Telenovela)
Que el cielo me explique (Telenovela)
89
38
Colombia
Venezuela
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PREMIERE
Rosas y Espinas (Talk drama)
39
Venezuela
14 Imported Titles
40 Agua en la boca (Telenovela) Brazil
41 Alguien te mira (Telenovela) USA
42 Amar de nuevo (Telenovela) México
Amor, mentiras y videos (Teenage
43
Series) Colombia
44 Aurora (Telenovela) USA
45 Chepe Fortuna (Telenovela) Colombia
46 Cielo Rojo (Telenovela) México
47 El Encantador (Series) Colombia
48 El fantasma de Elena (Telenovela) USA
Gabriela, giros del destino (Telenovela)
Colombia
50 La casa de al lado (Telenovela) USA
51 La Pola (Telenovela) Colombia

TELEVEN
90 El Chapulín Colorado (Series) México
91 El Chavo (Series) México
La Rosa de Guadalupe (Series of
92
singles) México
Mujer, casos de la vida real (Series of
93
singles) México
VENEZOLANA DE
TELEVISIÓN: 1 National Title
Miranda, La Serie (Miniseries)
94
Venezuela
VIVE TV: 2 National Title
95 Leyendas (Series of singles) Venezuela
Miranda, La Serie (Miniseries)
96
Venezuela

49

52 Padres e Hijos (Series) Colombia
53

COPRODUCTIONS – Revivals
CANAL I
Pasión de Gavilanes (Telenovela
97
Colombia – USA

Por la plata baila el mono (Telenovela)
México
COPRODUCTIONS – Premiere

LA TELE
Condesa por amor (Telenovela)
98
Venezuela-USA

VENEVISIÓN
54 Eva Luna (Telenovela) Venezuela-USA
Mentes en Shock (Series) USA,
99
55
Colombia, España
Sacrificio de mujer (Telenovela)
100
56
Venezuela-USA

TELEVEN
Decisiones (Series) Colombia,
México, USA, Puerto Rico
ISA TKM (Series) USA, Venezuela

ISA TKM+ (Series) Colombia Venezuela- USA
Los Barriga (Telenovela) Perú 102
Ecuador
101

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012, from data
provided by AGB Nielsen-Venezuela.
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The production rates of fiction TV made in Venezuela during
2011 are very low, although they have risen in relation to the year
2010, when 9 titles were produced. Out of a total of 102 titles,
41 (40.1%) correspond to reruns and 61 (58.8%) to premieres,
and only 29 (28,7%) were produced in Venezuela. Out of the
29 titles , 13 were new productions (equivalent to 12,7% of total
exhibited fiction), while 16 (15.8% of the total exhibited) were
reruns. The previous list offers interesting information on this.
On one hand, it reflects that although there has been a small
increase in the investment made in fiction, it is still low compared
to the programming of other genres (as seen in the data in the
chart), such as News (34%); Cultural and Educational (13%); and
Entertainment (12%). Venevisión and Televen appear as the main
broadcasters of fiction content, both with 36 titles. In the case
of Venevisión, only 6 titles (5.8% of the total exhibited) refer to
national premieres, whereas Televen showed 2 national titles that
were premieres (1.9% of the total fiction exhibited). In Televisora
Venezolana Social (TVES), a total of 30 fiction titles were shown.
Out of these, only 13 titles are mentioned (12.7% of total fiction
exhibited), produced in Brazil, Colombia, Cuba, Uruguay, and
Venezuela. Seventeen titles (56.6 %) of the total of 30 fiction series
titles exhibited by that network)11 were left out. This information
reveals that, despite the efforts made by the network to include
Venezuelan products - mainly through National Independent
Producers (PNI, as the name in Spanish) - its impact on fiction is
very low and that is a debt to be paid to the Venezuelan audience.
TVES also stands out for exceeding Venevisión by a number in
the transmission of national premiere fiction (9 titles by TVES,
as opposed to 8 in Venevisión), and for the high quality in the
Those titles were produced in countries outside the scope of this research, such as: Germany (1 title: Das Jesus Video); Canada (3 titles: Joan of Arc, Dinosapien, Strange Days at
Blake Holsey High); South Korea (4 titles: Coffee Prince, Summer Perfume, Winter Sonata, Spring
Waltz); France (4 titles: Honoré de Balzac, D´Artagnan, Les Miserables, Napoleon); Japan (1
title: Mysterious Disappearing); Italy (1 title: Lady of the Camelias); USA-United Kingdom-ItalyGermany-Greece (1 títle: The Odyssey) and USA (1 title: Helen of Troy Miniseries).

11
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making (Historias del más acá and La única opción) and because
the origins of fiction programs are diverse: Canada, Korea, Cuba,
among others.
TABLE 2. Total number of premiere fiction in 2011
Fiction
NATIONAL
IBERO-AMERICAN
Latin American (Obitel
scope)
Latin American (not
Obitel scope)
USA (hispanic
production)
Iberian
Others (Ibero-American
co-productions)
Total

Titles
13
48

%
21,3
78,6

Episodes %
Hours
%
8
20,2 641:15 19,1
3.544
79,7 2.706:40 80,8

34

55,7

2.407

1

1,6

146

3,2

163:00

4,8

6

9,7

469

10,5

353:35

10,5

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

11,5

522

11,7

393:10

11,7

61

100

4.443

100

3.347:55

100

54,1 1.796:55 53,6

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

The previous table reflects how Latin American production
exhibited in Venezuela - circumscribed to the OBITEL scope
- stands out. It is also possible to perceive the preeminence of
titles made in the co-production manner. In this cooperation and
entrepreneurial alliance phenomenon technical and professional
resources are shared, as well as know-how services, to achieve
shared economic benefits. Out of 13 fiction titles broadcast
in 2011, in this manner, 8 are premieres. Venezuela took part
in 3 co-productions, 2 with the USA (premieres) and 1 with
Colombia and the USA, which corresponds to the rerun of
ISA TQM+. The rest of the premiere co-productions airings in
Venezuela are alliances between Argentina-USA (1), ColombiaUSA (4) and Colombia-Spain-USA (1). Thus, a great deal of
the transnationalization of markets is fed by the flow of the
Colombian and North American industry.
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TABLE 3. Premiere fiction broadcast in each country
Country
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
Spain
USA (hispanic production)
Mexico
Portugal
Uruguay
VENEZUELA
Others (productions and coproduction by other Latin/IberoAmerican countries)
Total

Titles
1
1
21
6
10
1
13

% Episode %
1,6
236
5,3
1,6
16
0,3
34,4
996
22,4
9,8
469
10,5
16,4 1.150 25,8
1,63
9
0,2
21,3
899
20,2

Hours
118:00
12:00
758:25
353:35
901:15
07:15
641:15

%
3,4
0,3
22,5
10,5
26,7
0,8
19,1

8

13,1

668

15,0

556:10

16,5

61

100

4.443

100

3.347:55

100

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

For the third consecutive year, productions made in countries
such as Chile, Spain and Portugal have not been broadcast in
Venezuela. Colombia has become the main provider of fiction
in the country, followed by Mexico. Among the reasons that
indicate preference for Colombian productions are: similarity of
socio-cultural context; topics that the plots deal with, quality of
the production, competitiveness of the prices in the international
market and the improvement of Colombia’s image. When adding
the 3 titles co-produced by Colombia and the USA, the titles
with Colombian talent and capital increase to 23. Eleven out of
21 premiere productions created in Colombia were produced by
Caracol TV (58.3%) and 1 (4.7%) by Caracol TV Internacional. RCN
Television produced 7 titles (33.3%) and Colombiana de Television 1
(4.7%). Colombia-USA co-productions were made through Radio
Televisión Interamericana (R.T.I) and Telemundo. In the non-Obitel
context there is a premiere production created in Peru, Lalola
(2010), and another made in co-production between Peru and
Ecuador, Los Barriga (2009). The latter is not taken into account
because it is a rerun.

100

2,0

81,2

16,7

-

%

641:15

07:20

520:45

113:10

-

H

National

100

1,10

81,22

17,68

-

%

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

899

18

Night

Total

730

Prime Time (19:00-22:00)

(22:00-6:00)

151

(12:00- 19:00)

Afternoon

-

(6:00-12:00)

C/E

Morning

Time Strips

3.544

1.078

1.167

1.299

-

C/E

100

30,4

32,9

36,6

-

%

2.706:40

824:10

847:10

1.035:20

-

H

Ibero-American

100

30,4

31,3

38,2

-

%

4.443

1.096

1.897

1.450

-

C/E

TABLE 4. Chapters/Episodes and Hours Broadcast by Time Slot

100

24,6

42,7

32,6

-

%
-

H

3.347:55

831:30

1.367:55

1.148:30

Total

100

24,8

40,9

34,2

-

%
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Due to legal regulations, most of the premiere fiction broadcast
in Venezuela is located in the Prime Time and Night schedules. The
distribution of titles in time slots was:
• Morning: 1 unitary, Lo que callamos las mujeres, an
international rerun aimed at the feminine audience;
• Afternoon: 31 titles, 14 reruns (1 is a national production)
and 17 premieres (4 are national productions). This group
includes traditional productions that have been aired for
more than 20 years, aimed at the children’s audience,
such as: El Chavo, El Chapulín Colorado and El Zorro;
• Prime Time: 39 titles, 28 are premieres (12 are national
productions) and 17 reruns (11 are national productions);
• Night: 26 titles, out of which 16 are premieres (1 produced
in Venezuela) and 10 reruns (2 are national productions).

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

100 3.544 100 2.706:40 100
100 899 100 641:15 100
TOTAL

13

48

15,3 203 22,5 152:25 23,3
2
Others
(soap opera,
etc.)

-

7,6 52 5,7

21:20

3,2
1

-

7,2
197:00
4,7
170
2,0
7,6 18 2,0

7:20

1,9
1
Unitary

Docudrama

1

1,8

-

49:35
2,1

-

77
14,5

-

0,4 03:00
4

-

7,6

-

0,6
1
Miniseries

Telefilm

7

3,0
108:55
4,0

%
Hours
%
Ep

14,5 143
15,3 104 11,5 68:25 10,6
2
Series

7

33

% Titles %
Sched.
%
Ep

46,1 518 57,6 388:45 60,4
6

Titles %

Telenovela

IBERO -AMERICAN
NATIONAL

Formats

TABLE 5. Formats of National and Ibero-American Fiction.

68,7 3.154 88,9 2.351:10 87,9
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Since its appearance more than 50 years ago, the telenovela
is the most popular series fiction format in Venezuelan TV.
This is confirmed in the percentages corresponding to the total
number of titles exhibited (102). Series and miniseries formats are
attractive from the point of view of the production because the
story can be told in less episodes. If we add to this the strength of
the plot, the results are favorable, as in the case of Venezuela with
the saga Tierra de cantors (1st generation), La Leyenda continúa (2nd
generation) and Pasión vallenata (3rd generation) located in the Top
Ten with a total of 40 airings and 30h40min of transmission. It is
necessary to mention that in Colombia Tierra de cantors (with 3
generations) was made as one single product. In Venezuela it was
broadcast as three independent programs which make up the saga.
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TABLE 6. National fiction formats per time slots
Formats

Morning %

AfterPrime
%
% Night % Total
noon
Time

%

Telenovela

-

-

1

100

5

49,9

-

-

6

46,14

Series

-

-

-

-

2

16,6

-

-

2

15,38

Miniseries

-

-

-

-

1

8,3

-

-

1

7,7

Telefilm

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unitary

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

100

1

7,7

Docudrama

-

-

-

-

1

8,3

-

-

1

7,7

Others (soap
opera, etc)

-

-

-

-

2

16,6

-

-

2

15,38

TOTAL

-

-

1

100

11

100

1

100 13

100

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

National fiction production, as that produced in other
countries, is broadcast mainly in Prime Time. This is determined by
the traditional consumption habits that condition TV watching
rituals, as well as how channels define their programming.
TABLE 7. Chapter/Episodes Length (without commercials)
Lenght
Short ( 30’ )
Medium ( 30’- 60’ )
Long ( 60’+ )
Total

Episodes
438
3.864
141
4.443

%
9,8
86,9
3,1
100

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

TABLE 8. Fiction Time Period
Time Period
Present
Vintage
Historical
Other
Total

Titles
55
4
2
61

%
90,1
6,5
3,2
100

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

Venevisión

Private

Telenovela

5,5

5,5

5,6

5,6

60 %

Foreign Scripts: 6

María Zarattini

Alberto Gómez

Andrés Huertas

Arleth Castillo

5,7

5,7

Miguel Ángel Baquero
y
Eloisa Infante
Leonardo Padrón/
adaptación Alex
Hadad

5,8

5,9

6,5

7,2

Andrés Huertas

Andrés Huertas

Leonardo Padrón

Martin Hahn

32,8

33,6

23,2

33,1

27,6

23,6

23,2

24,5

26,7

29,5

Name of the
scriptwriter or author Rating Share
of the original

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012, from data provided by AGB Nielsen-Venezuela.

40 %

Telenovela

National Original Scripts: 4

Private

Miniserie

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

Miniserie

Miniserie

Telenovela

Telenovela

Format

100%

Venevisión

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private or
Public TV

Total Productions: 10

Televisa

Venevisión

Mexico

Venezuela

9º. Natalia del Mar

10º. La Fuerza del Destino

Venevisión

Venevisión

Colombiana
Televisión
Caracol TV

Venevisión

Venevisión
Internacional
Univisión
Venevisión

Colombia

Televen

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Venevisión

Channel

RCN Televisión

8º. Tierra de Cantores

Colombia

5º. Chepe Fortuna

Caracol TV

Colombia

Colombia

4º. La Leyenda Continua

Venevisión
Caracol TV

7º. Oye Bonita

Colombia

Venezuela-USA

Venezuela

2º.La mujer perfecta

3º. Pasión Vallenata

Venevisión

Producing
Company

6º. Eva Luna

Venezuela

Country of the
original idea or
script

1º.La viuda joven

Title

TABLE 9. The top ten titles: Origin, Format, Share
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Miniseries Musical drama

Telenovela
Drama
Telenovela Musical drama

Miniseries Musical drama

Drama

Drama

Telenovela

Telenovela

Telenovela

4º. La Leyenda
Continua

5º. Chepe Fortuna

6º. Eva Luna
7º. Oye Bonita

8º. Tierra de Cantores

9º. Natalia del Mar
10º. La Fuerza del
Destino
2011

2011

2010

2010
2008

2010

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

Comedy

2010

2010

Drama
musical

Miniserie

3º. Pasión Vallenata

2010

Drama

Telenovela

Suspense
drama

2º.La mujer perfecta

2011

Genre

Telenovela

Format

1º.La viuda joven

Title

Production
year

143

151

22

119
125

12

8

10

53

145

Number of
episodes
(in 2011)

05/05/2011

28/06/2011

06/05/2011

03/05/2011
03/01/2011

23/11/2010

28/06/2011

19/07/2011

01/09/2011

16/03/2011

Date of 1st
broadcasting
(in 2011)

TABLE 10: The 10 most viewed titles

21/10/2011

30/12/2011

08/07/2011

21/09/2011
02/06/2011

13/01/2011

15/07/2011

09/08/2011

14/03/2011

07/09/2011

Date of last
broadcasting
(en 2011)

45 Minutes

45 Minutes

45 Minutes

45 Minutes
45 Minutes

45 Minutes

45 Minutes

45 Minutes

45 Minutes

45 Minutes

Duration
of episode

Afternoon

Prime
Time
Prime
Time
Prime
Time
Prime
Time
Prime
Time
Night
Afternoon
Prime
Time
Afternoon

Time Slot
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TABLE 11: Themes of the 10 most viewed titles
Titles

Prevailing Themes
Revenge, identity revelation,
love, crime resolution, development of professional practice (police, education).
Development of professional
practice (medicine, modeling);
Love; Fame; Power; Ambition,
Cult of the ego; Family union;
Mixed love; Infidelity; Media
world.

Social Themes
Justice administration; handing
1.La viuda
over of teachers; single mothers;
joven
national industrial promotion
and national landscapes.
Transformation and body care;
obsession over beauty; Asperger
2.La mujer
syndrome; beauty addiction;
perfecta
prostitution; anorexia, breast
cancer, family violence; sexual
diversity.
Vallenato music as a cultural ex3. Pasión Val- Typical music, rivalry in music
pression; promotion of cultural
lenata
and in love.
values; local stories.
4. La Leyenda Love, musical ability and virtu- Promotion of cultural values;
Continua
osity; show business.
Local stories.
Environment protection; politi5. Chepe
Love; political leadership;
cal climate; justice and social
Fortuna
tribute to coast life.
fairness.
Love; advertising and modelAgriculture; self-teaching; suring world; tension among sovival in big cities; migration;
6. Eva Luna
cial groups; revenge; intrigue,
prostitution.
humor.
Disgruntled love; musical
Displaced people; promotion
show business environment; of local musical values; value of
7. Oye Bonita
land; promotion of Diómedes
revenge; struggles; value of
faith; family rivalry.
Diaz’s musical work.
Vallenata music as cultural
Love; revenge; land exploita8. Tierra de
expression; promotion of cultion; debate between clerical
Cantores
tural values; local stories; value
and secular life.
of farm work.
Promotion of natural land9. Natalia del Love, ambition, tension bescapes; revaluation of fisherMar
tween social groups, revenge. man’s life; disabilities (blindness);
Migration; social mobility; altru10. La Fuerza Love; injustice; tension among
ism; promotion of local scenes
del Destino
social groups; revenge.
and landscapes.
Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012
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3. Highlights of the year
The year 2011 can be seen from four viewpoints: First, the
audience’s preference for a script - the script of La Viuda Joven - in
which prevails suspense and action characteristic of police stories.
Second, the audience’s interest for Colombian productions.
Third, the production of fiction for the commemoration of the
Bicentennial of the Independence of Venezuela. Fourth, the
migration of executives.
First point: The idea of “the black widow” is resumed by
Martin Hahn in the telenovela La Viuda Joven to create a plot in
which the love story takes a back seat to give way to what has come
to be known as a gothic drama. The author’s stylistic resource is
based on what he calls “psychological mystery” in which enigma
prevails. Known as the Agatha Christie of telenovelas in Venezuela,
Hahn has made a statement about his style in previous works:
Incriminada (1991), Angélica Pecado (2000) and La mujer de Judas
(2002), which have achieved high audience rates. Another
outstanding aspect of Hahn’s work is his interest for involving
the spectator in the plot. He does this two ways: One, by using
intrigue as a resource. The story is structured from the end to the
beginning, starting with the widow’s reasons, and from there he
sketched it like a puzzle. He challenged those who followed the
telenovela to watch (…) all the episodes and, if they could join
all the loose ends, they would be able to know who the murderer
was”12; Two, the audience’s participation through social networks.
Lastly, the technical aspect: In La Viuda joven the graphics remind
the viewer of police codes (files, yellow tape that limits access to
the crime scene, among others). This is strengthened through use
of audiovisual language in which prevail short lasting shots and
movements, close-ups and movements such as zoom, panning and
Watch “an open ending for La Viuda Joven” in the section titled “Cultura y Espectáculos” of the El Nacional newspaper, 08/09/2011. At: http://www.elnacional.com/www/
site/p_contenido

12
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tilts, which turn the camera into another main character. The
spectator interferes as a voyeur who follows and keeps an eye on
the action. It is all reinforced by a sound track, which, alike Alfred
Hitchcock, builds suspense.
Second point: It relates to the Venezuelan audience’s
preference for Colombian fiction series. 50% of the titles in the
Top Ten not only stand out because of the place of origin of the
production, but also because of the plots. The three generations
that compose the saga Tierra de Cantores (1st generation), The Legend
continues (2nd generation) and Pasión vallenata (3rd generation)
record the identity and sociocultural aspects of one of the most
popular musical expressions among Colombians: The Vallenato.
This expression has an important role in the Venezuelan person’s
cultural consumption (music videos and live shows). The inclusion
of renowned vallenato singers in the plot (such as Beto Villa Jr.), was
a transmediation strategy, which boosted the audience rates. The
same strategy was used in Oye Bonita, in which Karoll Márquez and
Alejandro Palacios - renowned Colombian singers - were included.
The fifth title produced in Colombia which made an important
impact in the Venezuelan audience was Chepe Fortuna - set in the
Colombian Caribbean that has geographical similarities with the
Venezuelan one. The story of this telenovela is built from situations
that make reference to costumbrismo [literary genre dealing with
local customs], very popular in the dramatic production of the
beginning of the XX century. Likewise, it uses humor as a stylistic
resource to represent - intentionally or not - the political reality of
some Latin American countries marked by populism.
Third point: It is related with the audiovisual production
of fiction created in the country for the celebration of the
Independence Bicentennial (5th of July, 1811). The production of
titles in animation such as Bolívar, el genio de la libertad, Nuestros
niños de nuestra América, Nuestro Miranda y Nuestro Sucre stands out
very particularly.
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Fourth point: Migration of José Simón Escalona, a
high executive of one of the most traditional TV enterprises
in the production of telenovelas in the country, Radio Caracas
Televisión (RCTV)13, and the success achieved abroad by another
important producer and dramatic productions manager from
another Venezuelan channel, Arquímides Rivero.
José Simón Escalona, who was vice-president of Dramátics
in RCTV, in the year 2011 became part of the Televen staff. His
mission was to boost the production of telenovelas in that channel.
In its 23 years of existence, it has only broadcast two telenovelas
made by them: El Gato tuerto (2007) and Guayoyo Express (2005).
Televen also managed to reach an agreement with RCTVI content producer of the same business group as RCTV - which
allows Televen to transmit telenovelas made by RCTV, as well as
Quién quiere ser millonario, whose franchise used to be handled by
Radio Caracas Television (RCTV).
Arquímedes Rivero, who was vice-president of Dramáticos
in Venevisión, has been Executive Director of Venevisión
Productions for a few years. This is a producing company located
in Miami, Florida, linked to the Cisneros business group, owner
of Venevisión. Rivero was Executive Director of some telenovelas
that were very popular among the Hispanic audience of that
country, such as Eva Luna. This production included renowned
Venezuelan actors, such as Lupita Ferrer and Franklin Virgüez,
and it was positioned among the 10 most viewed fiction programs
in Venezuela during 2011.

RCTV ended its operations through open signal in May 2007, when its transmission
license was not renewed. As of July 16th of that same year, it adopted the name RCTV International and its signal is generated through subscription channels. The last telenovelas
produced by them were Camaleona (2007), Mi prima ciela (2007), Toda una dama (2007), La
Trepadora (2007), Nadie me dirá como quererte (2008), Calle Luna, Calle Sol (2009) and Libres
como el viento (2009).

13
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4. Transmedia reception
It is noteworthy to mention that most fiction titles included
in the Top Ten have several sites for interaction. These multiply
especially in the case of Facebook and other social networks. Here
only the sites registered as official - that is to say, those created by
the title production and/or distribution teams - were included.
Some of the official pages that were taken into account were the
ones created by the channel that aired the series fiction, and others
the official pages of the countries of origin. Even though all the
fiction that was taken into account uses several networks (Twitter,
Youtube) and interaction spaces, we chose to only mention those
in Facebook.

La Leyenda
Continua

4

Official webpage: www.venevision.com/lamujerperfecta/

Facebook profile
www.facebook.com/laviudajoven

Official Webpagewww.venevision.com/laviudajoven/

Transmedia proposal

Official webpage:
www.televen.com/Televen/Foro-Principal.
aspx?Thread=00005720
Facebook profile:
www.facebook.com/pages/Chepe-Fortuna-PáginaOficial/113376115385769?ref=ts

Facebook profile:
www.facebook.com/pages/La-Mujer-Perfecta-oficial-pagina/
Official webpage:
www.caracoltv.com/tierradecantores
Venevisión
Facebook profile:
www.facebook.com/tierradecantoresvv?ref=ts
Official webpage:
www.caracoltv.com/tierradecantores
Venevisión
Facebook profile:

Venevisión

Venevisión

Channel

5 Chepe Fortuna Televen

Pasión
Vallenata

3

La mujer
2
perfecta

1

La viuda joven

Title

Active

Creative

Active

Interactive
visualized

Interactive
visualized

-

Visualized

Creative

Active

.

Passive

Comments,
criticism,
celebration
Complaints

Comments,
criticism,
celebration

Comments,
criticism,
celebration

Comments, recommendations, criticism, celebration,
discussion

Comments, recommendations, criticism, celebration,
discussion

Interactivity Type of dominant
levels
practices

Interactive
Creative
visualized
Transmediatic
Passive
visualized
Intercative
Creative
visualized

Type of
Transmedia
interaction
Transmediatic
visualized
Interactively
visualized
Tranmediatic
visualized

TABLE 1. The Top Ten viewed from its transmedia proposal: types of interaction and prevailing practices
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Official webpage:
www.venevision.com/evaluna/
Facebook profile:
www.facebook.com/evalunavenevision?ref=ts
Official webpage:
www.venevision.com/oyebonita/
Facebook profile:
www.facebook.com/pages/Oye-Bonita/32090282487?ref=ts
Official webpage:
www.caracoltv.com/tierradecantores
Facebook profile:
www.facebook.com/pages/Tierra-de-CantoresOficial/140365962663091
Oficial webpage:
www.venevision.com/nataliadelmar/
Facebook profile:
www.facebook.com/pages/Natalia-del-Mar-Paginaoficial/116290898453808?ref=ts
Official webpage:
http://www.venevision.com/fuerzadeldestino/
Facebook profile:
www.facebook.com/pages/La-Fuerza-DelDestino/1333349270072158?ref=ts

Transmedia proposal

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

Venevisión

La fuerza del
destino

10

Venevisión

Tierra de
8
Cantores

Venevisión

Venevisión

7 Oye Bonita

Natalia del
Mar

Venevisión

6 Eva Luna

9

Channel

Title

Creative

Passive

Active

Passive

Creative

Active

Creative

Passive

visualized
Interactive
visualized

Creative

Interactive
visualized

Comments,
criticism,
celebration
Discussión

Comments,
criticism,
celebration

Comments,
criticism,
celebration

Comments,
criticism,
celebration

Comments,
criticism,
celebration

Interactivity Type of dominant
levels
practices

Transmediatic
Active
visualized

Interactive
visualized

visualized

Type of
Transmedia
interaction
Transmediatic
visualized
Interactive
visualized
Interacive
visualized
Interactive
visualized
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For the analysis of the transmedia reception, La Viuda
Joven was chosen for being the most viewed fiction in 2011. It is
noteworthy that, although it has an official website in Venevision’s
webpage, it was decided that what would be used for the purpose
of the research was one of the eight sites created in the social
network Facebook. The chosen site is the one suggested in
the official webpage and is available at www.facebook.com/
laviudajoven. This one, in turn, links to the official webpage at
www.venevisión.net/laviudajoven/.There are 11,039 registered
users. Apparently the site was created by the producing company
as an option that allows audiences to follow the plot as well as
the events related with the telenovela.
La Viuda Joven was broadcast in the period between March
th
16 , 2011 and Septemper 7th, 2011. The observation period for
this research corresponds to the last week the telenovela was aired,
that is, from Sunday September 4th, 2011 to Friday September 9th,
2011. This allows an information margin which includes three
days before the airing of the final episode and two days after. On
Saturday 10th and Sunday 12th no comments were posted. This
selection reflects some of the audience’s expectations regarding
the unfolding of the plot and their satisfaction with it.
TABLE 2. Number of visits and comments per day or per airing
(social networks)
Feedback
Editor´s posted Feedback
comments
“Like” “Comments”

Chapters/Day

Visitors/users

Sunday 04/09/2011

3.241

8

Monday 05/09/2011

14.196

35

8.483

5.713

Tuesday 06/09/2011

28.049

35

17.645

10.404

Wednesday 07/09/2011

62.472

61

36.216

26.256

Thursday 08/09/2011

8.433

7

4.343

4.090

2.472

769

Friday 09/09/2011

21.337

5

10.471

10.866

Total 6

137.728

151

79.630

58.098

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012
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In the five days that were recorded there was a high level
of interactivity, in the two types of feedback that the site allows:
one active (“Comments”) and the other of medium activity (“
Like”). Although the telenovela was programmed to be aired from
Monday to Saturday, on the last week it was aired from Monday
to Friday. On Sunday September 4th, 2011, several comments were
posted, even though no episode was aired. Hypothetically, the 151
comments that were posted had a total of 912 visits. The amount
of visits was counted by adding the two types of feedback that
the site records - that is “Like” and “Comments”. The day the
final episode was aired, 61 comments were posted. Hypothetically,
these had an average of 1,024 visits, as well as a real average of
593 “Likes” and 430 “Comments”. However, the highest level of
interactivity occurred two days after the airing of the final episode.
On Friday September 9th, 2011, the five comments posted reached
a hypothetical average of 4,267 visits, as they obtained 2,094
“Likes” and 2,173 “Comments”.
TABLE 3. Types of posted comments
Chapter/ Day

Sunday
09/04/2011

Chap. 140
Monday
09/05/2011
Chap. 141
Tuesday
09/06/2011

Nº of
comments
posted

769

5.713

10.404

Types of
prevailing
comments
Characters (+)
Themes (+)
Contents (+)
Story (+)
Screen writers (+)
Characters (+)
Themes (+)
Contents (+)
Story (+)
Screen writers (+)
Characters (+)
Themes (+)
Contents (+)

Comments
among users

Types of
comments
among users

There are
comments

Emotional
Referential
Poetic

There are
comments

Emotional
Referential
Poetic

There are
comments

Emotional
Referential
Poetic
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Chapter/ Day
Chap. 142
Wednesday
09/07/2011

Thursday
09/08/2011

Friday
09/09/2011

Nº of
comments
posted
26.256

4.090

10.866

Types of
prevailing
comments
Characters (+)
Themes (+)
Contents (+)
Story (+)
Screen writers (+)
Characters (+)
Themes (+)
Contents (+)
Story (+)
Screen writers (+)
Characters (+)
Themes (+)
Contents (+)
Story (+)
Screen writers (+)

Types of
comments
among users

Comments
among users
There are
comments

Emotional
Referential
Poetic

There are
comments

Emotional
Referential
Poetic

There are
comments

Emotional
Referential
Poetic

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

The comments are taken into account even though no episodes
were aired (Sunday and after the final episode). The comments are
varied, they range from total approval to total disapproval. This
has to do with the fact that when viewers relate with fiction they
do so from an emotional viewpoint. They express their wish that
the telenovela have a sequel. While some praise the constructive
form of the plot, others disapprove it. One general comment is
associated with the uncertainty about the end and the unfolding
of the story. Another element that can be highlighted is humor as
a manner of expression which is grounded on diverse strategies:
parody, mocking and irony. Example of this is:
“I JUST SPOKE WITH OUR PRESIDENT AND TOLD HIM
THAT IF HE WANTS TO WIN THE ELECTIONS PLEASE 1.
ARREST MARTIN HANS, 2. SHUT DOWN VENEVISION, 3.
HAND IN THE YOUNG WIDOW BECAUSE IN THE END
WE DON’T KNOW WHO IT WAS!” (Lleny Arteaga Herrera,
September 7th at 21:17).
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In this comment, on one hand, the user expresses her
discontent regarding the end and, on the other, she refers to the
political and electoral context of the country.

5. Topic of the year: transnationalization of TV fiction
There are several articles which offer valuable data to
understand the development of transnationalization of series
TV fiction in Venezuela (Barrón, 2008; Bruno 2004; Mato,
1999, 2001, 2005; Mazzioti, 2006; Medina and Barrón, 2010;
Morales, 2011 and Trejo, 2010). According to Mato (2005),
there are two paths that allow the expansion of the telenovela and other genres and formats - in the world: a) Globalization of
consumption, which includes distribution in several countries,
and b) Transnationalization of the industry, which refers to the
development of production processes with productive units
located in other countries.
Regarding consumption globalization and distribution
of the product, it is well known that Venezuelan telenovelas
were pioneer in continental sales and opening to the European
market (Mazziotti, 2006). One antecedent of this process was
the creation of distribution Teverama Florida, C.A. in the year
1971 by Venevisión and RCTV. Years later, maybe as a result of
competition and ferocity of the market, Teverama Florida, C.A.
gives way to Proyecciones Orinoco and to Coral Pictures, C.A.14
(later RCTV International Corporation) for the distribution of
the products made by RCTV and Televisión Latina Inc., which
gave way to Venevisión International as distributing company of
Venevisión.
Coral Pictures C.A. also worked as a content producing company. Among their productions are: Ser bonita no basta (2005); Mujer con pantalones (2005); Negra consentida (2004);
La soberana (2001); Carita pintada (1999); Luisa Fernanda (1999); Hoy te vi (1998); Alejandra
(1994) Kassandra (1992); La muchacha del circo (1988); La dama de rosa (1986); Estefanía
(1979). At the end of the 80s, Coral Pictures C.A. opened their offices in Madrid to offer
their services to European, Middle East and Asian markets. Whereas in their office in Miami they took care of the United States and Latin American markets.

14
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The first Venezuelan telenovela broadcast in Europe was
Doña Bárbara (1974). Yet, the landmarks of internationalization are
found in the decade of the 80s. Leonela (1983), sold in Argentina,
Ecuador, Spain, Italy, Mexico, Peru, and the USA. There was a
sequel to Leonela called Miedo al amor and a version was made, called
Leonela, muriendo de amor. Topacio (1984), a version of Esmeralda
(1970), sold in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, Spain, Honduras,
Indonesia, and Italy. Cristal (1985), sold in Colombia, Chile, and
Spain, and later a version was made in Mexico, called El privilegio
de amar and Triunfo de amor; and in Brazil it was sold as Cristal. La
Dama de rosa (1986), sold in Colombia, Chile, Ecuador, Spain and
Italy, and converted into the versions Cambio de piel and Géminis,
venganza de amor. Kassandra (1993), version of Peregrina (1973), sold
in Brazil, Colombia, Chile, China, Ecuador, Spain, Italy, Japan,
Macedonia, Peru, Portugal and the USA. This telenovela has the
Guinness record for its high rating in more than 150 countries
and for having been translated into several languages and dialects.
These and other telenovelas produced in the 90s marked a style
Made in Venezuela, renowned and chosen by audiences. Thus, the
circulation that was at first aimed to nearby countries and inside
the continent, extended to faraway landscapes such as Indonesia,
Macedonia or Kazakhstan. By the year 2004, 11% of the broadcast
of telenovelas worldwide corresponded to Venezuela (Barrón,
2008). In 2008, Venezuela was positioned in 7th place as exporter
of telenovelas in Latin America (Barrón, 2008). Each exportation
product has an international master, adapted to the requirements
of international standards (duration, quality of image and sound,
cast, plot, gestures, accents and use of colloquial expressions,
among other aspects).
Among the strategies that favor globalization of consumption
and distribution of the product are: commercialization of the
finished product (in its international version); selling of exhibition
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rights, which in many cases lasts years; and the yielding of rights
for the adapting of original scripts.
In relation with this, one of the aspects that is continuously
pointed out regarding Venezuela is the low production costs.
For the year 1999, while Brazil invested between 100,000 and
120,000 dollars per episode, Mexico invested between 60,000 and
80,000 dollars; Colombia between 40,000 and 50,000 dollars and
Venezuela between 15,000 and 30,000 dollars (Mato, 1999). This
implied a very high profit margin, when selling national products at
international prices. By the year 2011, the economy has inevitably
impacted TV production and market. Venezuela ended the year
2011 with the highest inflation rates in the continent. With a
direct inflation of 1.8% and an accumulated inflation of 27.6%,
it is in the highest line in the negative ranking. This inexorably
influenced production costs, and to this it is necessary to add
existing restrictions for the acquisition of international currency
and importing of material and supplies. In this sense, Germán
Pérez Naim says that “Television suffers the impact of economy (…)
If you produce a telenovela in Venezuela, the cost will not be less
than 35,000 dollars. If you make a dramatic in Colombia, a three
times bigger market, it costs 70,000 dollars. In the United States, it
is approximately 110,000 dollars in a 4,000 million dollars market.
When you divide the cost of producing in the country where
you are going to amortize the production, Venezuela is in a very
unfavorable position. Remember that 15 years ago the country
was the second exporter of telenovelas. Mexico was in first, Brazil
in third, Argentina fourth, and Colombia was last. Now, the list
is like this: Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, Argentina and Venezuela”
(2010: parr-5).
The second manner of expansion - transnationalization of
the industry - uses other strategies. It is the so called sale of the
“format” in which the “how to make” co-production is exported -
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co-productions15 which involve both the sum of capital, as well as
the exchange of creative and technical services, and the integration
of the distribution process in the co-production contract and
exporting of talent that is available through the knowhow, for
new productions. Arquímides Rivero’s migration to Venevisión
Productions and José Simón Escalona’s to Televen fit in this last
strategy. Thus, “not only is a script sold, but they also explain how
to produce and even how to package the product in advertising,
ways of presenting it and even casting, creative workshops for the
development of viable projects, attractive and ready to be produced,
as well as how to create stories, develop scripts, adaptations and
offer production consulting” (Barrón, 2008:13). Lastly, it is worth
adding the creation of contents through the National Independent
Producer (PNI as the name in Spanish) mechanism, which allows
outsourcing of production and marketing. The miniseries La única
opción and the unitary Historias del más allá, broadcast by TVES
were produced under this PNI mechanism.
During 2011, transnationalization of series fiction in Venezuela
is limited mainly to one enterprise: The Cisneros Organization.
Until the year 2007, international markets were assisted by RCTV
marketing and distribution companies. After that, when content
production decreased, RCTV’s strategies were focused on the
exportation of some titles and in the production and distribution
agreements established with “Televisa and TV Azteca in México,
Vbn Internacional, Telemundo, DirecTV for broadcasts through
satellite platform, Nickelodeon, Teletoon in Canadá, Rede Globo in
Brazil, Telefé in Argentina, Ecuavisa in Ecuador, RCN Televisión in
Colombia, Caracol Televisión in Colombia, among others” (Morales,
2011:187). This explains why one single organization currently
monopolizes transnationalization of series fiction in Venezuela.
Some of the first co-productions in Venezuelan TV were made together with Puerto Rico,
between RCTV and Telemundo in the year 1978. Cristina Bazán (1978) and La Jibarita
(1979) were produced in Puerto Rico under this mechanism.

15
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Trejo (2010) points out that Clarín Group in Argentina,
Globo Organizations in Brazil, Televisa Group in Mexico and
Cisneros Organization in Venezuela are the media corporations
with the biggest presence and communicational capacity in this
region. These, “although they remain profitably established in
open TV, none of them are limited to the presence they have
thanks to those media. They were initially cohesive, due to the
families that started them, but nowadays they have diversified their
internal structures: they run as corporate networks and not only
as traditional companies” (Trejo, 2010:25). In the following chart
some of the data regarding media property is reflected, referred
to the premiere series fiction (14 national productions and 2 coproductions in which Venezuela takes part). Only the 3 channels
that broadcast premiere series fiction are mentioned.

-

-

Total

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

12 Venezuela
2 USA

2 Venezuela

Venevisión

1 Venezuela

-

-

-

-

Televisora
Venezolana
Social
La Villa del Cine (Ministerio del Poder Popular para la Cultura)
Eduardo Gadea Pérez (PNI- Fondo de Responsabilidad Social en Radio y TV) (TVES)
Montesacro Films
Juan Manuel Díaz (PNI- Fondo de Responsabilidad Social en Radio y TV)

-

-

Venevisión
Internacional
-

-

-

19

2

8

6

3

CommerExport
cializing
Total
Distribuitor
Agencies
-

Quimera Visión (PNI -Fondo Nacional de Responsabilidad Social)

Venevisión

Televen

Channel
TV

Televisora Venezolana Social (TVES)
La Célula Cooperativa Audiovisual (PNI)

Foreign Investment
Venevisión Internacional
(> 50%)
Foreign Subsidiary

National

Boomerang Latinoamérica

Televen (Owner Camero Comunicaciones S.A.)
Venevisión (Owner Organización Cisneros)
Latina Producciones
Venevision International

Radio Caracas Televisión (RCTV)

Production Company

Media Ownership Indicators

TABLE 1 . Media Ownership Indicators
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We are interested in listing part of Cisneros Organisation
activity since this illustrates the extension and business relations
that are handled in Venevisión. The areas include: Beauty
(FISA, Miss Venezuela). The beauty pageant runs as a platform
for the advertisement of products and brands created by FISA
(Drene, Deskaro, Paul Griné, Dermox, Four Seasons, Fashion Style,
Every Night and Enden); Communication (Americatel - market of
backbone interconnections for digital communication); Contents
and Entertainment (Circuito La Romántica, Circuito Fiesta, AM
Center, Evenpro, FM Center, Saeca, Siente Music, LatCell, Etcétera
Group, Venemobile, VeneMovies, VeneMusic, Venevisión, Venevisión
Continental, Venevision International, Venevision International Publishing,
Venevision International TV Distribution, Venevision International Film
Distribution, Venevision International Pay TV, Venevision International
Productions, Venevision Productions, Venevision Studios, VeneShows,
Venevision Plus); Culture and Education (Cl@se, Fundación Cisneros);
Sports (Leones del Caracas, SBS Sport Business C.A., Business Service
Provider BSP); Production and Services (Gaveplast, Summa Sistemas,
Viajes SAECA); Food and Beverages (Cervecería Regional, Coca-Cola
FEMSA), (Organización Cisneros, 2009).
In the audiovisual scope, they cover a wide range of action
that goes beyond production and distribution of contents for
open and subscription TV 16. It includes distribution of contents
for cell phone telephony and the Internet. Through Synapsys
International, they operate in the Advertainment market that joins
advertising and entertainment to promote brands and services in a
friendly and nonintrusive manner (Cisneros Organization, 2009).
In 2001, Venevision International produced the erotic telenovela
Latin Lover and in 2007, Querido Profe, a telenovela produced for cell
16
The Venevision International catalogue promotes “popular genres such as telenovelas
(Venezuelan, Peruvian, Colombian and Brazilian), long films (from Hollywood, Spanish
and Latin American), musicals, comedies, games and talk shows, children’s programs and
documentaries.
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phones. Likewise, the production of theater shows in Miami, city
that had its own theater, Nuevo Teatro Venevisión International, from
2001 to 2005. Venevision International promotes its programs
“through the industry’s international markets, TV marketing,
celebrity tours, events for the media and special presentations”
(Cisneros Organization, 2009). Venevision International Publishing
protects and handles the intellectual property rights of music
and productions of Cisneros Organization. The audiovisual
products created through the emporium, which were offered in
2011 through Venevision International were the following: El árbol
de Gabriel (2011), Natalia del Mar (2011), La Viuda Joven (2011),
made in Venezuela and Eva Luna (2010), Sacrificio de Mujer (2010),
Salvador de Mujeres (2009), Amor Comprado (2007), Acorralada (2007)
y Olvidarte jamás (2005) produced abroad. Among the associated
producing companies for the creation of content are: Univision
Studios, Sony Pictures Television, Tigritos Media Productions,
BCC Productions, Turiamo Productions and Maraba Productions.
Allied networks for the broadcast of contents are located in several
countries, such as: Argentina (Telefe, El Trece); Canada (Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, CTV Television Network, Teletoon);
Colombia (RCN Televisión, Caracol Televisión, City TV); Chile
(Chilevisión); China (CCTV); Ecuador (Ecuavista, TC Television);
Spain (TVE, Antena 3, Canal Sur y 7RM); Philippines (ABS
CBN); Georgia (Rustavi2); Guatemala (Guatevision); Honduras
(Canal 30); Japan (NHK, Nippon Television, Tokyo Broadcasting,
TV Asahi, Fuji TV, TV Tokyo); Mexico (Televisa, TV Azteca);
Nicaragua (Televicentro); Panama (TVN); Puerto Rico (Univisión
Puerto Rico); Dominican Republic (Antena Latina and Tele
Antillas); USA (NBC, Univisión, CBS, ABC, FOX, Azteca
América, Nickelodeon, Disney Channel, Boomerang, Cartoon
Network, MTV and Telemundo).

Venevisión

Venevisión
Venevision Internacional
Univision Studios

Venevisión

Leonardo Padrón/
Venezuela

Leonardo Padrón/
Venezuela

Alberto Gómez/ Venezuela

La Mujer Perfecta

Eva Luna

Natalia del Mar

Venevisión

Martin Hahn/
Venezuela

Cast 5 main characters

Venezuela/USA

Miami/USA

Venezuela

Venezuela

Locations or
narratives located in:

(in the Top Ten)

Mariangel Ruiz/Venezuela
Luis Gerónimo Abreu/Venezuela
Verónica Schneider/Venezuela
Juan Carlos García/Venezuela
Astrid Carolina Herrera/ Venezuela
Mónica Spear/Venezuela
Ana Karina Manco/Venezuela
Marlene de Andrade/Venezuela
Marisa Roman/Venezuela
Flavia Gleske/Venezuela
Mariaca Semprún/Venezuela
Blanca Soto /México
Guy Ecker /Brasil
Julian Gil/Argentina México
Susana Dosamantes/México
Vanessa Villela/ México
Sabrina Salvador/Venezuela
Manuel Sosa/Venezuela
Juliet Lima/Venezuela
Víctor Cámara/Venezuela
Eduardo Serrano/Venezuela

Cast y sets of the top 10 shows
Producing Companies
and Co-productions

La Viuda Joven

National

Author/creator country of
origin
4

TABLE 2. The transnational elements on the premiere screen
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Caracol TV

Caracol TV

RCN Televisión

Caracol TV

Colombia

Colombia

Colombia

Colombia

La Leyenda Continua

Chepe Fortuna

Oye Bonita

Cast 5 main characters

Ana Wills/Colombia
Beto Villa Jr/Colombia
Ismael Barrios/Colombia
Edgar Vittorino/Colombia
Eibar Gutierrez/Colombia
Alejandro Palacio/Colombia
Daniela Donado/Colombia
Rita Bendek/Colombia
Fernando Solorzano/Colombia
Miryam de Lourdes/Colombia
Taliana Vargas/Colombia
Javier Jattin/Colombia
Pedro Palacio/Colombia
Kristina Lilley/Colombia
Susana Rojas/Colombia
Karoll Marquez/Colombia
Diana Hoyos/Colombia
Alejandro Palacio/Colombia
Eileen Moreno/Colombia
Nicolás Nocetti/Argentina
Maribel Abello/Colombia

Cast y sets of the top 10 shows
Producing Companies
and Co-productions

Pasión Vallenata

Obitel

Author/creator country of
origin
6

Colombia

Colombia

Colombia

Locations or
narratives located in:
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10

Total

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

Televisa

México

La fuerza del destino

6

Caracol TV

Colombia

Cast y sets of the top 10 shows
Producing Companies
and Co-productions

Tierra de Cantores

Obitel

Author/creator country of
origin
6
Beto Villa Jr/Colombia
Matilde Lemaitre/Colombia
Julio Echeverri/Colombia
Maribel Abello/Colombia
Katerine Porto/Colombia
Sandra Echeverría/México
David Zepeda/México
Laisha Wilkins/México
Juan Ferrara/México
Gabriel Soto/México
5

Cast 5 main characters

4

México

Colombia

Locations or
narratives located in:
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Listed below is the transnational flow of fiction. The place of
origin of the fiction titles broadcast on open signal in Venezuela
during 2011 is presented. Likewise, the destinations where some
of the national titles have been shown broadcast in the country
during 2011.
TABLE 3. Audiences and Transnational Connections
Television Flow and cultural and linguistic proximity – premiere titles
Countries wherefrom
Countries whereto fiction is exported
fiction is imported
National
Obitel
Argentina (8); Brazil (1); Bolivia (1);
Bosnia(1); Colombia (5); Costa Rica
(2); Croatia (1); Cuba (2); Chile (5);
Argentina (1), Brazil
Ecuador (16); Slovakia (1); Spain (8); El
(1), Colombia (21),
Salvador (3); The Filipinas (1); Georgia
Cuba (1), Ecuador
(2); Greece (1); Guatemala (3); Holland
(1), Mexico (10), Peru
(1); Honduras (7); Indonesia (2); Italia
VENEZUELA
(1), USA-Hispanic
(5); Israel (1); Macedonia (2); Malaysia
Production (6),
(1); Mexico (8); Dominican Republic
Uruguay (1), Co(10); Nicaragua (3); Panama (7);
productions (5).
Paraguay (2); Puerto Rico (4); Peru (3);
Dominican Republic (2); Rumania (2);
Thailand (1); Uruguay (3); USA (8).
Others

48

133

Source: Data from the Research OBITEL Team Venezuela-2012

The latter information given shows the flows of fiction series
in Venezuela during 2011 (premieres and reruns included). The
circulation of the fiction produced in Venezuela embraces a
total of 36 counties and shows how the productions life cycle is
extended. An emblematic example is Mi Gorda Bella (produced by
RCTV and distributed in 24 countries).
Lastly, according to Barrón y Medina (2010), Venevisión as
main exporter of series fiction in Venezuela has the following
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characteristics: increase of their imports (strength); decrease in
their production (weakness); validity of the broadcasting rights
in the international market (opportunity); and political and
economic instability of the country (threat).
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APPENDIX
TOP TEN TV FICTION IN OBITEL
COUNTRIES

ARGENTINA
1. El hombre de tu vida
Production: 100 bares, Telefé
Contenidos
Direction: Juan José Campanella
Screenplay: Juan José
Campanella, Marcela Guerty
Casting: Guillermo Francella,
Mercedes Morán, Luis Brandoni,
Tupac Larriera and
Malena Pichot
2. Malparida
Production: Pol – ka
Direction: Jorge Nisco, Jorge
Bechara
Screenplay: Lily Ann Martin,
Pablo Junovich, Cecilia Guerty
Casting: Juana Viale, Gonzalo
Heredia, Carina Zampini, Selva
Aleman, Raúl Taibo
3. Los únicos
Production: Pol – ka
Direction: Rodolfo Antúnez,
Sebastián Pivotto e Lucas Gil
Screenplay: Marcos Carnevale,
Pablo Junovich, Mariano Vera
Casting: Mariano Martínez,
Nicolás Cabré, Griselda Siciliani,
Arnaldo André, Eugenia Tobal

4. Herederos de una venganza
Production: Pol – ka
Direction: Jorge Montero, Jorge
Bechara
Screenplay: Leandro Calderone
Casting: Luciano Castro, Romina
Gaetani, Marcela Kloosterboer,
Federico Amador, Benjamín
Vicuña
5. El puntero
Production: Pol – ka
Direction: Daniel Barone
Screenplay: Mario Segade
Casting: Julio Chávez, Gabriela
Toscano, Luis Luque, Rodrigo De
La Serna, Carlos Moreno
6. El elegido
Production: El Árbol, Telefé
Contenidos
Direction: Pablo Ambrosini,
Omar Aiello, Negro Luna
Screenplay: Adriana Lorenzón,
Gustavo Belatti
Casting: Pablo Echarri, Paola
Krum, Lito Cruz, Leticia Bredice,
Jorge Suárez
7. Un año para recordar
Production: Underground
Contenidos
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Direction: Luis Ortega, Daniel De
Felippo, Gustavo Luppi, Martín
Mariani
Screenplay: Sebastián Ortega,
Patricio Veja, Silvina Fredjkes
Casting: Carla Peterson, Gastón
Pauls, Rafael Ferro, Eleonora
Wexler, Gonzalo Valenzuela
8. Cuando me sonreís
Production: RGB Enterteinment,
Telefé contenidos
Direction: Flavio Rondelli, Diego
Suárez
Screenplay: Marta Betoldi,
Ricardo Rodríguez
Casting: Facundo Arana, Julieta
Díaz, Benjamín Rojas, Lali
Espósito, Mario Pasik
9. Mañana es para siempre
Production: Televisa
Direction: Salvador Garcini
Screenplay: Mauricio Navas,
Guillermo Restrepo
Casting: Fernando Colunga, Silvia
Navarro, Lucero, Rogelio Guerra,
Erika Buenfil
10. La fuerza del destino
Production: Televisa
Direction: Benjamín Cann
Screenplay: María Zarratini
Casting: David Cepeda, Sandra
Echeverría, Gabriel Soto, Laisha
Wilkins, Juan Ferrara
BRAZIL
1. Passione
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Denise Saraceni,

Carlos Araújo, Luiz Henrique
Rios
Screenplay: Sílvio de Abreu
Casting: Fernanda Montenegro,
Tony Ramos, Mariana Ximenes,
Reynaldo Gianecchini, Marcello
Antony
2. Fina estampa
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Wolf Maya
Screenplay: Aguinaldo Silva
Casting: Lilia Cabral, Christiane
Torloni, Dalton Vigh, Paulo
Rocha, Marcelo Serrado
3. Insensato coração
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Dennis Carvalho,
Vinícius Coimbra
Screenplay: Gilberto Braga,
Ricardo Linhares
Casting: Glória Pires, Gabriel
Braga Nunes, Paola Oliveira,
Eriberto Leão, Deborah Secco
4. Ti-ti-ti
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Jorge Fernando
Screenplay: Maria Adelaide
Amaral
Casting: Murilo Benício,
Alexandre Borges, Cláudia Raia,
Christiane Torloni, Malu Mader
5. Morde e assopra
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Pedro Vasconcelos,
Rogério Gomes
Screenplay: Walcyr Carrasco
Casting: Adriana Esteves, Marcos
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Pasquim, Flávia Alessandra,
Mateus Solano, Elizabeth Savalla

Marília Pêra, Herson Capri,
Ricardo Pereira, Grazi Massafera

6. Cordel encantado
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Amora Mautner,
Ricardo Waddington
Screenplay: Thelma Guedes,
Duca Rachid
Casting: Bianca Bin, Cauã
Reymond, Bruno Gagliasso,
Nathalia Dill, Carmo Dalla
Vecchia

10. Araguaia
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Marcos Schechtman,
Marcelo Travesso
Screenplay: Walther Negrão
Casting: Murilo Rosa, Cleo Pires,
Milena Toscano, Lima Duarte,
Júlia Lemmertz

7. Tapas e beijos (First Season)
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Maurício Farias,
Daniela Braga
Screenplay: Claudio Paiva, Nilton
Braga, Péricles Barros, Elisa
Palatnik
Casting: Fernanda Torres, Andrea
Beltrão, Fábio Assunção, Vladimir
Brichta, Otavio Muller
8. A grande familia ( 11th season)
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Luis Felipe Sá, Guel
Arraes
Screenplay: Bernardo Guilherme,
Marcelo Gonçalves
Casting: Marco Nanini, Marieta
Severo, Pedro Cardoso, Lúcio
Mauro Filho, Guta Stresser
9. Aquele beijo
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Cininha de Paula,
Roberto Talma
Screenplay: Miguel Falabella
Casting: Giovanna Antonelli,

CHILE
1. Los 80: más que una moda (4th
season)
Production: Wood Producciones/
Bicentenario Canal 13
Direction: Boris Quercia
Screenplay: Rodrigo Cuevas
Casting: Daniel Muñoz, Tamara
Acosta, Loreto Aravena, Tomás
Verdejo, Daniel Alcaíno
2. El laberinto de Alicia
Production: TVN
Direction: María Eugenia
Rencoret
Screenplay: Nona Fernández,
Larissa Contreras, Josefina
Fernández, Arnaldo Madrid
Casting: Sigrid Alegría, Francisco
Reyes, Amparo Noguera, Marcelo
Alonso, Mauricio Pesutic
3. Aquí mando yo
Production: TVN
Direction: Italo Galleani
Screenplay: Daniela Castagno,
Luis Ponce, Elena Muñoz,
Rodrigo Muñoz, Rodrigo Bastidas
Casting: María Elena Swett, Jorge
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Zabaleta, Cristián Riquelme,
Carolina Varleta, Coca Guazzini
4. La Doña
Production: CHV
Direction: Vicente Sabatini
Screenplay: Carlos Galofré
Casting: Claudia di Girólamo,
Alfredo Castro, Felipe Contreras,
Juan Falcón, Ricardo Fernández
5. 40 y tantos
Production: TVN
Direction: María Eugenia
Rencores, Ítalo Galleani
Screenplay: Marcelo Leonart,
Ximena Carrera, Andrea Franco,
Carla Stagno, José Fonseca
Casting: Francisco Melo, Paola
Volpato, Francisco Pérez-Bannen,
Francisca Imboden, Matías
Oviedo
6. Su nombre es Joaquín
Production: TVN
Direction: María Eugenia
Rencoret
Screenplay: Víctor Carrasco,
David Bustos, Fernando Delgado,
Jaime Morales, Carlos Oporto
Casting: Álvaro Rudolphy,
Luciana Echeverría, Alejandra
Fosalba, Francisco Pérez-Bannen,
Sebastián Layseca
7. Cesante: todo por la pega
Production: CHV
Direction: Rodrigo Díaz
Screenplay: Rodrigo Gijón
Casting: Varies in each episode

8. Peleles
Production: Canal 13
Direction: Roberto Rebolledo
Screenplay: Rodrigo Cuevas
Casting: Daniel Alcaíno, Claudio
Arredondo, Cristián Campos,
Néstor Cantillana, Adriano
Castillo
9. Infiltradas
Production: CHV
Direction: Patricio González
Screenplay: Coca Gómez, Jaime
Jara, Alejandro Moreno, Malú
Urriola
Casting: Katty Kowaleczko,
Ignacia Allamand, Felipe Braun,
Álvaro Morales, Héctor Noguera
10. Témpano
Production: TVN
Direction: María Eugenia
Rencoret
Screenplay: Pablo Illanes, Hugo
Morales, Andrés Telias, Juan
Pablo Olave
Casting: Ignacia Baeza, Nicolás
Brown, Alejandra Fosalba, Delfina
Guzmán, María Izquierdo
COLOMBIA
1. A corazón abierto (2nd season)
Production: Disney Media
Netwoks Latin America, Vista
Producciones Inc., RCN
Televisión
Direction: Sergio Osorio
Screenplay: Fernando Gaitán,
Mauricio Miranda, Mauricio
Guerra, Cecilia Percy, Elkin
Ospina, Fernan Rivera.
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Casting: Verónica Orozco, Rafael
Novoa, Juan Manuel Mendoza,
Sandra Hernández, Natália Durán
2. El Joe la leyenda
Production: RCN Televisión
Direction: Herney Luna
Screenplay: Andrés Salgado,
Natalia Ospina
Casting: Jair Romero, Estefanía
Borge, Andrés Suárez, Jeimmy
Paola Vargas, Diego Vásquez
3. Tres milagros
Production: Teleset
Direction: Rodrigo Lalinde, Israel
Sánchez
Screenplay: Carlos Duplat,
Mariela Santofimio
Casting: Johanna Bahamón,
Angélica Blandon, Farina Franco,
Andres Sandoval, Juan Diego
Sánchez
4. El man es Germán (2nd season)
Production: RCN Televisión
Direction: Consuelo González
Cuellar
Screenplay: Juan Manuel Cáceres
Niño, Héctor Alejandro Moncada
Casting: Santiago Alarcón, Heidy
Bermúdez, Santiago Reyes, Jesús
Forero, Marcela Gallego.
5. El secretario
Production: Caracol Televisión
Internacional
Direction: Juan Camilo
Pinzón, Víctor Cantillo, Unai
Amuchastegui
Screenplay: Jorg Hiller, Claudia

Sánchez, Catalina Coy
Casting: Juan Pablo Espinosa,
Stephanie Cayo, Martín Karpan,
Andrea López, Fernándo
Solórzano.
6. La reina del sur
Production: RTI, Telemando,
Antena 3
Direction: Walter Doehner,
Mauricio Cruz
Screenplay: Roberto Stopello,
Valentina Párraga, Juan Marcos
Blanco
Casting: Kate del Castillo,
Humberto Zurita, Iván Sánchez,
Cristina Urgel, Rafael Maya
7. Correo de inocentes
Production: CMO Producciones,
RCN Televisión
Direction: Klych Lopez Peña
Screenplay: Ana María Londoño,
Rafael Noguera
Casting: Margarita Rosa de
Francisco, Salvadro del Solar,
Roberto Urbina, Laura García,
Cristina Campuzano.
8. La bruja
Production: Caracol Televisión
Direction: Luis Alberto “Peto”
Restrepo
Screenplay: Fernando Gaitán
Casting: Flora Martínez, Andrés
Parra, Andrés Toro, María Cecilia
Botero, German Jaramillo.
9. Confidencial (2nd Season)
Production Caracol Televisión
Direction: Ricardo Coral, Javier
Mejía
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Screenplay: Jörg Hiller, Andrés
Huertas, Juan Andrés Granados,
Mauricio Barreto, Camila
Salamanca.
Casting: Quique Mendoza, Víctor
Hugo
Cabrera,
Alejandro
Martínez, Maleja Restrepo
Rafael Leal
10. Los canarios
Production: Caracol Televisión
Direction: Anselmo ¨Chemo¨
Calvo, Juan Carlos Delgado
Screenplay: César Betancur,
Johnny Ortiz, Héctor Alejandro
Moncada
Casting: Alina Lozano, Luis
Eduardo Arango, María Cecilia
Sánchez, Juan Sebastián Caicedo,
Cesar Mora
ECUADOR
1. Amor sincero
Production: Vista Producciones
Direction: Rodrigo Triana
Screenplay: María Inés Sánchez,
Fabiola Carrillo
Casting: Marbelle, Marcela
Benjumea, Carlos Manuel Vesga,
Indira Serrano, Javier Botero
2. Rosario Tijeras
Production: Teleset
Direction: Carlos Gaviria
Screenplay: Jorge Franco
Casting: María Fernanda Yépez,
Sebastián Martínez, Andrés
Sandoval, Liliana Vanegas,
Adriana Arango
3. La pareja feliz I
Production: Teleamazonas

Direction: Guillermo Ushca
Screenplay: Jorge Toledo
Casting: David Reinoso, Flor
María Palomeque, Katerine
Velastegui, Issam Skandar, Fabián
Torres
4. Sacrificio de mujer
Production: Venevisión
International
Direction: Adriana Barraza
Screenplay: Carlos Pérez
Casting: Marjorie de Sousa,
Juan Alfonso Baptista, Luis José
Santander, Mariana Torres, Pablo
Azar
5. Cuna de gato
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Ricardo Waddington e
Amora Mautner
Screenplay: Duca Rachid,
Thelma Guedes
Casting: Marcos Palmeira, Camila
Pitanga, Paola Oliveira, Heloísa
Perissé, Leticia Birkheuer
6. Mi recinto
Production: TcTelevisión
Direction: Fernando Villarroel
Screenplay: Fernando Villarroel
Casting: Fernando Villarroel,
Tatiana Macías, Cristina Macías,
Santiago Romero, Julio Larrea
7. La pareja feliz III
Production: Teleamazonas
Direction: Guillermo Ushca
Screenplay: Jorge Toledo
Casting: Flor María Palomeque,
David Reinoso, Keterine
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Velasteguí, Martha Ontaneda,
Priscila Negrón
8. El fantasma del Gran Hotel
Production: Teleset
Direction: Israel Sánchez
Screenplay: Jorge Enrique Abello
Casting: Ana Lucía Dominguez,
Michel Brown, Gustavo Corredor,
Andrea López, Edgardo Román
9. La reina del sur
Production: Telemundo/Antena 3
Direction: Walter Doehner,
Mauricio Cruz
Screenplay: Arturo Pérez Reverte
Casting: Kate del Castillo,
Humberto Zurita, Iván Sánchez,
Cristina Urgel, Rafael Maya
10. La Rosa de Guadalupe II
Production: Televisa
Direction: Carlos Mercado
Orduña
Screenplay: Carlos Mercado
Orduña
Casting: Lupita Lara, Carlos
Benavides, Sergio Catalán, Jessica
Salazar, Marcela Morett
SPAIN
1. Águila roja
Production: Globomedia.
Direction: José Ramón Ayerra,
Arantxa Écija, Marco A. Castillo,
Marc Vigil, Miguel Alcantud.
Screenplay: Pilar Nadal.
Casting: David Janer, Javier
Gutiérrez, Francis Lorenzo,
Miryam Gallego, Inma Cuesta

2. Cuéntame cómo pasó
Production: Grupo Ganga
Producciones.
Direction: Agustín Crespi,
Antonio Cano, Azucena
Rodríguez, Moisés Ramos,
Manuel Palacios.
Screenplay: Miguel Ángel
Bernardeau
Casting: Imanol Arias, Ana
Duato, Ricardo Gómez, María
Galiana, Pablo Rivero
3. El barco
Production: Globomedia.
Direction: David Molina Encinas,
Sandra Gallego, Jesús Colmenar,
Fernando González Molina.
Screenplay: Álex Pina, Iván
Escobar
Casting: Juanjo Artero, Mario
Casas, Blanca Suárez, Irene
Montalà, Luis Callejo
4. 14 de abril. La República
Production: Diagonal TV
Direction: Jordi Frades, Belén
Macías, Salvador García , Jorge
Torregrossa.
Screenplay: Virginia Yagüe
Casting: Félix Gómez, Verónica
Sánchez, Mariona Ribas, Alejo
Sauras, Cristina de Inza
5. Gran Reserva
Production: Bambú Producciones
Direction: Carlos Sedes, Salvador
García Ruíz, Manuel Gómez
Pereira, David Pinillos.
Screenplay: Ramón Campos,
Gema R. Neira
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Casting: Emilio Gutiérrez
Caba, Ángela Molina, Tristán
Ulloa, Armando del Río, Paula
Echevarría
6. Marco
Production: Antena3, Bambú
Producciones
Direction: Félix Viscarret.
Screenplay: Ramón Campos,
Edmondo de Amicis, Gema R.
Neira, Cristóbal Garrido, Moisés
Gómez Ramos, Nacho Pérez de
la Paz.
Casting: Ariadna Gil, Sergi
Méndez, Raúl del Pozo, Juan del
Pozo, Álvaro de Luna
7. Aída
Production: Globomedia.
Direction: Mar Olid, Jesús
Rodrigo, Raúl Díaz, Mario
Montero, Antonio Sánchez.
Screenplay: Julián Sastre,
Fernando Abad, Raúl Díaz,
Antonio Sánchez, Marta Sánchez
Casting: Carmen Machi, Marisol
Ayuso, Paco León, Pepe Viyuela,
Melanie Olivares
8. El ángel de Budapest
Production: TVE e DLO.
Direction: Luis Oliveros.
Screenplay: Ángel Aranda Lamas.
Casting: Francis Lorenzo, Ana
Fernández, János Bán, Kata
Gáspár, Tamás Szabó Kimmel
9. Gran Hotel
Produção: Bambú Producciones.
Direction: Carlos Sedes, Silvia

Quer , Jorge Sánchez-Cabezudo.
Screenplay: Gema. R. Neira,
Eligio R. Montero
Casting: Adriana Ozores, Amaia
Salamanca, Yon González,
Concha Velasco, Eloy Azorín
10. Los misterios de Laura
Production: Ida e Vuelta P.F.
Direction: Juanma R. Pachón,
Juan Calvo, Pau Freixas e Inma
Torrente.
Screenplay: Carlos Vila, Javier
Holgado.
Casting: María Pujalte, Fernando
Guillén Cuervo, Oriol Tarrasón,
César Camino, Laura Pamplona
UNITED STATES
1. Eva Luna
Production: VenevisiónUnivisión
Direction: Arquímides Rivero
Screenplay: Leonardo Padrón
Casting: Blanca Soto, Guy Ecker,
Julian Gil, Vanesa Villela, Susana
Dosamantes
2. Triunfo del amor
Production: Televisa
Direction: Alberto Díaz
Screenplay: Delia Fiallo
Casting: Victoria Ruffo, Maite
Perroni, William Levy, Osvaldo
Ríos, Daniela Romo
3. Fuerza del destino
Production: Televisa
Direction: Benjamin Cann
Screenplay: Maria Zarattini
Casting: David Zepeda, Sandra
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Echeverría, Gabriel Soto, Laisha
Wilkins, Juan Ferrara
4. Teresa
Production: Televisa
Direction: Mónica Miguel
Screenplay: Mimi Bechelani
Casting: Angelique Boyer, Aarón
Díaz, Sebastián Rulli, Ana
Brenda, Cynthia Klitbo
5. Una familia con suerte
Production: Televisa
Direction: Aurelio Ávila Arriaga
Screenplay: Adriana Lorenzon,
Mario Shajiris, Alejandro Pohlenz,
María Antonieta Gutiérrez
Casting: Arath de la Torre, Mayrín
Villanueva, Luz Elena González,
Daniela Castro, Sergio Sendel
6. La reina del sur
Production: RTI, Antena 3,
Telemundo
Direction: Walter Doehner,
Mauricio Cruz
Screenplay: Roberto Stopello,
Valentina Párraga, Juan Marcos
Casting: Kate del Castillo,
Humberto Zurita, Iván Sánchez,
Cristina Urgel, Miguel de Miguel
7. Llena de amor
Production: Televisa
Direction: Sergio Cataño
Screenplay: Carolina Espada,
Rossana Negrin
Casting: Ariadne Diaz, Valentino
Lanus, Cesar Evora, Altair Jarabo,
Laura Flores

8. La rosa de Guadalupe
Production: Televisa
Direction: Alejandro Aragón,
Ricardo de la Parra, Karina
Duprez, Eduardo Said, Jorge
Angel García, Gastón Tuset,
Martha Luna
Screenplay: Carlos Mercado
Oruña co-adaptaciones de
Mauricio Aridjis, Denise Peiffer
Casting: Francisco Avendaño,
Diego Lara, Sandra Itzel, Marisol
Olmo, Aleyda Gallardo
9. Mujeres asesinas
Production: Televisa
Direction: Maria Fernanda
Suarez, Carlos Garcia Agraz,
Chava Cartas, Pepe Castro
Screenplay: Marisa Grinstein
Casting: Maria Rosa Bianqui,
Mauricio Castillo, Jaqueline
Bracamontes, Araceli Adame,
Rocio Banquells
10. Cuando me enamoro
Production: Televisa
Direction: Karina Duprez, Lili
Garza, Fernando Nesme
Screenplay: Caridad Bravo Adams
Casting: Silvia Navarro, Juan
Soler, Jessica Coch, Lisardo, Rene
Casados
MEXICO
1. Una familia con suerte
Production: Televisa
Direction: Aurelio Ávila Arriaga
Screenplay: Marcia del Río
Casting: Arath de la Torre, Mayrin
Villanueva, Luz Elena Gonzalez,
Daniela Castro, Sergio Sendel
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2. La que no podía amar
Production: Televisa
Direction: Salvador Garcini,
Alejandro Gamboa
Screenplay: Ximena Suárez
Casting: Ana Brenda Contreras,
Jorge Salinas, José Ron, Susana
González, Julián Gil
3. Dos hogares
Production: Televisa e Univisión
Direction: Ignacio Lebrija
Screenplay: Ramón Larrosa
Casting: Anahí, Carlos Ponce,
Sergio Goyri, Olivia Collins,
Alfredo Adame
4. La fuerza del destino
Production: Televisa
Direction: Benjamín Cann
Screenplay: María Zarattini
Casting: David Zepeda, Sandra
Echeverría, Gabriel Soto, Laisha
Wilkins, Delia Casanova
5. La reina del sur
Production: RTI, Antena 3,
Telemundo
Direction: Walter Doehner
Screenplay: Valentina Párraga,
Juan Marcos Blanco, Roberto
Stopello
Casting: Kate Del Castillo, Rafael
Amaya, Humberto Zurita, Iván
Sánchez, Cristina Urgel
6. El encanto del águila
Production: Televisa
Direction: Mafer Suárez
Screenplay: Gerardo Tort
Casting: Ignacio López Tarso,

Cecilia Suárez, Gerardo Trejoluna,
Emilio Echevarría, Damián
Alcázar
7. El equipo
Production: Televisa
Direction: Carlos García Agraz ,
Chava Cartas
Screenplay: Luis Felipe Ybarra
Casting: Alfonso Herrera, Zuria
Vega, Alberto Estrella, Fabián
Robles, Roberto Blandón
8. Amorcito corazón
Production: Televisa
Direction: Felipe Nájera
Screenplay: Valentina Párraga
Casting: Elizabeth Álvarez, Diego
Olivera, Daniel Arenas, África
Zavala, Fabiola Campomanes,
9. Los héroes del norte
Production: Televisa
Direction: Gustavo Loza
Screenplay oteirista: Gustavo
Loza
Casting: Miguel Rodarte,
Humberto Busto, Armando
Hernández, Andrés Almeida,
Marius Biegai
10. Ni contigo… Ni sin ti
Production: Televisa
Direction: Martha Patricia López
de Zatarin (Mapat)
Screenplay: Antonio Abascal
Carlos, Daniel González
Casting: Eduardo Santamarina,
Laura Carmine, Alessandra
Rosaldo, Erick Elias, Otto Sirgo
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PORTUGAL
1. Espírito indomável
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: Jorge Humberto
Screenplay: Sandra Santos
Casting: Kolodzig, Diogo Amaral,
Luís Esparteiro, Sofia Nicholson,
António Capelo.
2. Remédio santo
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: Hugo de Sousa
Screenplay: Antonio Barreira
Casting: Margarida Marinho,
Adriano Luz, Rita Pereira,
Almeno Gonçalves, Sílvia Rizzo
3. Anjo meu
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: Artur Ribeiro
Screenplay: Maria João Mira
Casting: Alexandra Lencastre,
João Reis, Paulo Pires, Manuela
Couto, Jose Wallenstein
4. Mar de paixão
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: António Borges
Correia
Screenplay: Patrícia Müller
Casting: Rogério Samora, Paula
Lobo Antunes, José Carlos
Pereira, Maria José Paschoal,
Almeno Gonçalves
5. Laços de sangue
Production: SP Televisão
Direction: Hugo Xavier
Screenplay: Pedro Lopes
(Aguinaldo Silva supervision´s)

Casting: Joana Santos, Diogo
Morgado, Diana Chaves,
Margarida Carpinteiro
6. O dom
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: Artur Ribeiro
Screenplay: Artur Ribeiro
Casting: Pedro Lima, Paula Lobo
Antunes, Cláudia Oliveira, Núria
Madruga, Diana Costa e Silva
7. Morangos com açúcar VIII:
agarra o teu futuro
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: Gonçalo Mourão
Screenplay: Casa da Criação
(Cláudia Sampaio, José Pinto
Carneiro, Lígia Dias, Marta
Coelho, Sandra Rocha)
Casting: David Carreira, Gabriela
Barros, Alexandre Moreira, Bruno
Páscoa, Bruno Simões
8. Rosa fogo
Production: SP Televisão
Direction: Hugo Xavier
Screenplay: Patrícia Müller
Casting: Cláudia Vieira, Rogério
Samora, José Fidalgo, Ângelo
Rodrigues, Irene Cruz
9. Conta-me como foi
Production: SP Televisão
Direction: Fernando Ávila
Screenplay: Helena Amaral, Isabel
Frausto, Fernando Heitor
Casting: Rita Blanco, Miguel
Guilherme, Catarina Avelar, Luís
Ganito, Rita Brütt
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10. Sedução
Production: Plural Entertainment
Direction: Atílio Riccó
Screenplay: Rui Vilhena
Casting: Fernanda Serrano, Maria
João Luís, Nuno Homem de Sá,
Fernando Luís, João Perry

Direction: Gustavo Hernandez,
Santiago Paiz, Guillermo Peluffo,
Guillermo Carbonell, Diego
Arsuaga, Guilermo Casanova
Screenplay: Gabriel Calderón,
Leonardo García, Gustavo
Hernández, Juan Ponce de León
Casting: Variável segundo o
episódio

URUGUAY
1. Vivir la vida
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Jayme Monjardim,
Fabricio Mamberti
Screenplay: Manoel Carlos
Casting: Taís Araújo, Alinne
Moraes, Lilia Cabral, José Mayer,
Mateus Solano

5. Cuna de Gato
Production: Rede Globo
Direction: Marcos Schechtman
Screenplay: Duca Rachid, Thelma
Guedes
Casting: Marcos Palmeira, Camila
Pitanga, Paola Oliveira, Heloísa
Perissé, Letícia Birkheuer

2. Los únicos
Production: Pol – ka
Direction: Rodolfo Antúnez,
Sebastián Pivotto e Lucas Gil
Screenplay: Marcos Carnevale,
Pablo Junovich, Mariano Vera
Casting: Mariano Martínez,
Nicolás Cabré, Griselda Siciliani,
Arnaldo André, Eugenia Tobal

6. Malparida
Production: Pol – ka
Direction: Jorge Nisco e Jorge
Bechara
Screenplay: Lily Ann Martin,
Pablo Junovich, Cecilia Guerty
Casting: Juana Viale, Gonzalo
Heredia, Carina Zampini, Selva
Aleman, Raúl Taibo

3. Herederos de una venganza
Production: Pol – ka
Direction: Jorge Montero, Jorge
Bechara
Screenplay: Leandro Calderone
Casting: Luciano Castro, Romina
Gaetani, Marcela Kloosterboer,
Federico Amador, Benjamín
Vicuña

7. Mar de amor
Production: Televisa
Direction: Eric Morales e Xavier
Romero
Screenplay: Alberto Gómez,
María Antonieta Calú
Casting: Zuria Vega, Mario
Cimarro, Ninel Conde, Mariana
Seone, Manuel Landeta

4. Adicciones
Production: Contenidos Tv

8. Passione
Production: Rede Globo
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Direction: Denise Saraceni,
Carlos Araújo, Luiz Henrique
Rios
Screenplay: Sílvio de Abreu
Casting: Fernanda Montenegro,
Tony Ramos, Mariana Ximenes,
Reynaldo Gianecchini, Marcello
Antony
9. La reina del sur
Production: RTI, Antena 3,
Telemundo
Direction: Walter Doehner,
Mauricio Cruz
Screenplay: Roberto Stopello,
Valentina Párraga, Juan Marcos
Casting: Kate del Castillo,
Humberto Zurita, Iván Sánchez,
Cristina Urgel, Miguel de Miguel
10. La niñera
Production: Sony-Telefé
Direction: Claudio Ferrrari
Screenplay: Diego Alarcón , Axel
Kuschevatzky
Casting: Florencia Peña, Boy
Olmi, Roberto Carnaghi, Carola
Reyna, Mirta Busnelli
VENEZUELA
1. La viuda joven
Production: Venevisión
Direction : Yuri Delgado
Screenplay: Martin Hahn.
Casting: Mariangel Ruiz, Verónica
Scheider, Luis Gerónimo Abreu,
Luciano D´ Alessandro, Miguel
de León
2. La mujer perfecta
Production: Venevisión,

Direction: César Bolívar, José
Luis Zuleta.
Screenplay: Leonardo Padrón
Casting: Mónica Spear, Ricardo
Álamo, Ana Karina Manco,
Manuel Sosa, Marlene de
Andrade
3. Pasion vallenata
Production: Caracol TV
Direction: Juan Camilo Pinzón
Screenplay: Andrés Huerta,
Mauricio Barrera, Camila
Salamanca
Casting: Ana Wilss, Beto Villa Jr,
Ismael Barrios, Edgar Victtorino,
Eibar Gutierrez
4. La leyenda continua
Production: Caracol TV
Direction: Juan Camilo Pinzón
Screenplay: Andrés Huerta,
Mauricio Barrera, Camila
Salamanca
Casting: Alejandro Palacio,
Daniela Donado, Rita Bendek,
Fernando Solorzano, Mirian de
Lourdes
5. Chepe Fortuna
Production: RCN Televisión
Direction: Mario Ribero
Screenplay: Miguel Ángel
Barquero, Eloisa Infante.
Casting: Taliana Vargas, Javier
Jattin, Pedro Palacio, Kristina
Lilley, Susana Rojas
6. Eva Luna
Production: Venevisón
Internacional, Univision Estudios
y Venevision
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Direction: Héctor Márquez, Yaky
Ortega, Carlos Sánchez Ros;
Luis Velez, Tito Rojas, María E.
Perera.
Screenplay: Leonardo Padrón
Casting: Blanca Soto, Guy Ecker,
Julian Gil, Vanesa Villela, Susana
Dosamantes
7. Oye bonita
Production: Caracol TV
Direction: Williams González,
Katalina Hernández.
Screenplay: Arleth Castillo
Casting: Karoll Marquez, Diana
Hoyos, Alejandro Palacio, Eileen
Moreno, Nicolás Nocetti
8. Tierra de Cantores
Production: Caracol TV
Direction: Juan Camilo Pinzón
Screenplay: Andrés Huerta,

Mauricio Barrera, Camila
Salamanca
Casting: Beto Villa Jr, Matilde
Lemaitre, Julio Echeverry, Maribel
Abello, Katerine Porto
9. Natalia del Mar
Production: Venevisión
Direction: Carlos Izquierdo
Screenplay: Alberto Gómez
Casting: Sabrina Salvador,
Manuel Sosa, Fedra López, Víctor
Cámara, Juliet Lima
10. La fuerza del destino
Production: Televisa
Direction: José Ángel García
Screenplay: Maria Zarattini
Casting: David Zepeda, Sandra
Echeverría, Gabriel Soto, Laisha
Wilkins, Delia Casanova

